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DEDICATION 

This volume is dedicated to the memory of our friend and colleague Donald Clarence 
Laycock. 'Don', as he was familiarly known, was a founding staff member of the 
Department of Linguistics in the Research School of Pacific Studies, having been the first 
student to graduate with a PhD in Linguistics from the SchooI in the Australian National 
University. 

As a member of the department Don's enthusiasm for languages and all aspects of 
linguistics inspired and stimulated colleagues and students alike. His breadth of experience 
in fieldwork in Australia and Papua New Guinea and surrounding areas combined with his 
wealth of knowledge and lateral thinking about all sorts of things linguistic meant that he was 
always popular and sought after for his advice. 

At the time he joined the department little was known about the linguistic situation in 
Papua New Guinea and neighbouring counuies. By the time of his untimely death the whole 
area had been surveyed and mapped. Don had contributed much to this result - his 
responsibility was the Sepik and Bougainville (now North Solomons Province) areas. 

Pacijic Linguistics, the department's publication series, owes much to his endeavours 
also. He was a founding editor and contributed articles to it at a time when it was 
establishing itself. 

Don died on 27 December 1988 and was buried on 3 January 1989 in the Canberra 
cemetery in Mitchell. His memorial service was held in St John's Anglican Church in Reid. 

Don's death was a profound loss - the loss of a personal friend and colleague and the loss 
of intellectual stimulation in an interdisciplinary working environment. He is sorely missed 
and the effects of his passing will be felt for a long time to come. Many have been the 
tributes paid to him publicly at his memorial service, in the university's newspaper, and in 
academic journals. These tributes aptly express the sentiments we all feel, and cover those 
aspects of Don's character that we all know so well. 

This memorial'volume shows the range of Don's talents and interests and pays tribute to 
those qualities that made him the good friend and companion, intellectual, and bon vivant that 
he was. Don often jokingly talked of what a Festschrift for him would be like when he  
retired and who would contribute to it. We hope that he would have found this volume 
equally fitting. 

Tom Dunon 
Darrell Tryon 
Malcolm Ross 



EULOGY 

Don's funeral was held at the Church of St John the Baptist, Reid, on 3 January 1989 and 
the eulogy was delivered by Dr Michael Sawer, his longstanding friend and Principal 
Lecturer in Modem Languages at the University of Canberra. It is reproduced here with his 
permission. 

Donald Clarence Laycock - linguist, scholar, writer, poet, editor, sceptic, 
family man, husband, father, colleague, mentor, friend. 

Don Laycock was born in Newcastle, NSW, on 6 October 1936, the youngest of the 
seven children of Stanley and Mary Laycock. The first ancestor of the Laycocks to arrive in 
NSW, Quartermaster Thomas Laycock, arrived in 1791; ancestors of Mrs Mary Laycock 
(nee Yates) reached NSW about 1850. Both sides of the family have long connections with 
Newcastle and its region. 

Don was always proud of and knowledgeable about the history of his family. As a child, 
Don became fascinated by language and languages. His brother Ken tells us that around the 
age of five, Don learnt how to use morse code. Ever since then Don has been cracking one 
linguistic code after the other. 

Don Laycock was educated in Newcastle, becoming one of the most distinguished 
graduates of Newcastle Boy's High School and of Newcastle University College (forerunner 
of Newcastle University). 

Amongst his school subjects Don studied French and German. He went on to gain First 
Class Honours in German at university, with Honours also in English. Don's great aptitude 
for and absorption in foreign languages went hand in hand with his mastery and love of 
English language and literature. His last book review, completed only a few weeks ago, was 
in fact of the new Australian National Dictionary. 

Don's first job was as research assistant to the anthropologist Professor Strehlow at 
Adelaide University from 1958 to 1959. This was when Don's interests in field linguistics 
and Australian languages burgeoned. Next Don moved from Adelaide to Canberra to 
undertake a doctorate at the Australian National University, from 1959 to 1962. His research 
was on the Ndu Language Family in New Guinea's Sepik District, and included ten months 
of fieldwork on the Sepik. This was the first of Don's many working visits to New Guinea 
and the Pacific Region. While by no means Don's first published work, his PhD thesis 
became his first book-length publication in 1965. 

It also was the first in the long series of Pacific Linguistics publications of the Linguistics 
Department of the Research School of Pacific Studies at the Australian National University. 
Don was to be involved with the editing and writing of this series for the rest of his life. 



From 1962 to 1964, Don travelled and did teaching and research in North America, 
Europe and North Africa. His first academic post in the USA was at Indiana University, 
renowned for its folk archives and Kinsey Institute, where Don did further research on 
folklore, including bawdy songs. This work culminated years later, in 1982, in his book 
The best bawdry . 

In 1964 Don returned to Canberra to the Australian National University, where he was to 
work for the rest of his life, first as a Research Fellow, then as a Fellow in the Research 
School of Pacific Studies, Anthropology Department, then from 1969 onwards as a Senior 
Fellow in the Linguistics Department in that School. 

In 1966 Don married Tatiana Mazanova. Their children, Melany, Gregory and Vivien 
were born in 1967, 1968 and 1976. The family settled in Canberra in Weetangera; Tania and 
the children also travelled together with Don on some of his field trips. 

As a scholar, Don was a polymath, interdisciplinary, perfectionist, and wide-ranging. 
His scholarly interests were numerous. They included sociolinguistics, the description and 
classification of the languages of Melanesia and Australia, lexicography, language contacts 
including pidgins and creoles, varieties of English including Australian English, linguistic 
games, extraterrestrial languages, and (to use Don's own phrase) 'all kinds of linguistic 
oddities'. 

These interests also led by natural extension to such areas as folklore, bawdry, the history 
and sociology of games (for example card games), magic and the occult, speaking in 
tongues, and gypsy languages. 

Don never stopped learning languages. He obtained his BA in Russian in the Centre for 
Modem Languages at the Canberra College of Advanced Education in 1986, then moved on 
to Arabic, reaching second year Arabic at the Australian National University in 1988. 
Chinese was one of the other languages he wanted to get around to learning. 

Don became a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities in 1980 and was a 
long-time member of the Australian Linguistic Society and Vice-President of it from 1985 to 
1987. He was a foundation member of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, a life 
member of the Association PhonCtique Internationale, and a member of the Australian 
Musicological Society. From 1970 on he was a member of the Australian Sceptics and 
Australian Mensa. Don was a highly competent administrator, often standing in as 
departmental head; an indefatigable editor; an excellent supervisor of postgraduate students; 
and of course a most prolific researcher and writer. 

Don Laycock's academic publications comprise a list of 99 articles and books, with 
several more already in press, which will break the century - an average of two publications 
for every year of his life. One of his magna opera, the Buin Dictionary, illustrated by Tania, 
is near completion and may be expected to be published. But it seems that Don's 
uncompleted novel Sepik, may not now see the light of day. Apart from everything that I 
have mentioned above, Don wrote numerous conference papers, newspaper and magazine 
articles, translations, short stories, poems, letters to the editor and puzzles and games. For 
example he wrote the 'Thinkfare' series published in 1986 in the Canberra ~ime's.  Don also 
published numerous book reviews. Interestingly enough, his very first book review, 
published when he was 17, was of Hungerford's novel Riverslake - a book set in the 
Canberra workmen's camp known in real life as Riverside. When Don wrote this review he 
may not have thought that he would ever settle in Canberra - mind you the life in and around 



University House in the 1960s, when I first met Don, was not quite the same as at the 
workers' camps of the 1940s. 

I think it was in University House that we first met - in 1964. I was living there at the 
time and Don either was or had just been staying there. As a callow doctoral student in 
Chinese linguistics I developed immediate liking and respect for Don, six years older than 
me, who had already finished his doctorate and just returned from what struck me as 
adventures overseas. Although not actually my supervisor he gave me immense 
encouragement, as of course he did over the years to scores of PhD candidates whom he 
supervised and advised. Even then Don was immensely erudite, knowledgeable, witty, 
creative and simply fun to be together with. One of his creations of the sixties was a film 
script for a sort of Australian Goon Show film called Beach Comers, directed by Don and 
acted in by Don and friends at my family's beach house on the South Coast. From 1964 on, 
Don and I spent literally hundreds of hours together, I suppose, talking, listening to folk 
music or jazz, playing chess (later other games - right down to Trivial Pursuit), often over a 
bottle or a flagon. Later on I was at Don and Tania's wedding; Don became godfather of my 
eldest daughter in this Church of St John the Baptist; and I became Melany's godfather. 
Whenever we were all in Canberra at the same time our families would see each other, 
through Vivien's baptism down to Melany's twenty-first birthday party six months ago. To 
give just one small recent example of our friendship, whatever abilities my wife and I have 
on our new personal computer we owe largely to Don. He patiently helped us many times 
with this at times infuriating new machine - this was another code which Don had already 
thoroughly mastered long before. 

Much more can be said - and certainly will be in Weetangera later today. Don's loss is a 
tragic one not only for all his family but also for all his many friends and colleagues. We 
will always remember him both as linguist and code-cracker extraordinaire and as a 
marvellous person. 

Ave atque vale - hail and farewell! 
Michael Sawer 
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DON LAYCOCK - A PERSONAL BBLIOGRAPHY 

LOIS CARRINGTON 

In the months just before his last illness, Don Laycock decided, for what he considered 
sound academic reasons, to bring up to date and to augment his personal bibliography. He 
turned to the project with an enthusiasm we had seen all too little of, in recent times, delving 
into obscure and long forgotten journals, chiwying me into hunts through newspapers rural 
and urban from the time of his youth, drawing upon my New Guinea area bibliographical 
files, aiming at completeness right the way through. What he produced is indeed an 
extraordinary document, one which was invaluable to me and others, in the months after he 
died, when publishers, and obituary writers, and officials, and men of the law all had 
occasion to be grateful to Don for his fine, albeit involuntary, assistance. What appears 
below is an edited version: I have made several additions, and numerous minor corrections 
(the listing was never quite finished, as Don grew rapidly more ill, and certainly it showed 
the need of a regularising hand). Some items of an ephemeral kind, for instance letters to 
editors, squibs on 'non-professional' matters, have been omitted. Nonetheless, the scope of 
this bibliography represents, more succinctly than can the widely ranging tributes in this 
volume, Donald Laycock 'the whole man'. 

PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS - LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS 

Language and society: twenty years after. Lingua 9:16-29. [Reply by Alf 
Sommerfelt, Lingua 9:212.] 
The Sepik and its languages. Australian Territories 1/4:35-41. 
[with S.A.Wum]. The question of language and dialect in New Guinea. Oceania 
32: 128- 143. 
The Ndu language family (Sepik District, New Guinea). Canberra: Pacific 
Linguistics, C- 1. 
Three Upper Sepik phonologies. Oceanic Linguistics 4: 1 13- 1 17. [Errata Oceanic 
Linguistics 512: 135, 1966.1 
Long 'short vowels' in Australian English. Le maftrephone'tique 126:22-23. 
Papuans and Pidgin: aspects of bilingualism in New Guinea. Te Reo 9:44-5 1. 
Three native card games of New Guinea and their European ancestors. Oceania 
3711 :49-53. 
Three more New Guinean card games, and a note on Lucky. Oceania 38/1:51-55. 

Tom Dutron. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game. 
papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock. 1 - 1 5 .  
Pacific Linguislics. C-110. 1992. 
O Lois Carrington 
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1968-1969 

Languages of the Lumi subdistrict (West Sepik Dismct, New Guinea). Oceanic 
Linguistics 711 : 36-66. 
Akaru: traditional Buin songs. Collected and translated by Don Laycock [parallel 
texts in Buin and English]. Port Moresby: Papua Pocket Poets 12. [Original songs 
and translation.] 
Buin songs. Kovave 1/1:5-8. [Translations: except for Pempam, and Song for a 
trainee nurse, these are as in Beier, ed. 1972, below.] 
Melanesia has a quarter of the world's languages. Pacific Islands Monthly.4019, 
September, 7 1-76. 
Pidgin's progress. New Guinea 4/2:8- 15. Reprinted in E. Banington Thomas, ed., 
1976, Papua New Guinea education, 177- 186. Melbourne: Oxford University 
Press. 
Sublanguages in Buin: play, poetry and preservation. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, 
A-2211-23. 
Three Lamalamic languages of North Queensland. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, 
A-17~71-97. 
Why study New Guinea languages? Kivung 2:36-41. 

1970 Eliciting basic vocabulary in New Guinea. In Wurm and Laycock, eds 1970, 
1127-1176. 

1970 It was a peculiarly great year for Pidgin. Pacific Islands Monthly 4111, January, 45, 
47-48. [Comment on 'Laycock's Pidgin ...' in PIM 41/3:43-44.1 

1970 Language and thought in a polyglot island. Hemisphere 1418: 11-1 5. Reprinted in 
Royal Army Educational Corps Newsletter 14/2:3 1-34. 

1970 Materials in New Guinea Pidgin (Coastal and Lowlands). Canberra: Pacijic 
Linguistics, D-5. [Review by John Lynch, Oceania 4476-77, 1973.1 

1970 Pidgin English in New Guinea. In W.S. Ramson, ed. English transported: essays on 
Australasian English, 102-122. Canberra: Australian National University Press. 

1970 Pulling the punches on Papuan plays. Kovave 11254-56. 
1970, ed. Linguistic trends in Australia: papers presented to the A.I.A.S. Linguistics Group, 

May 1968. Australian Aboriginal Studies No.23, Linguistic Series 9. Canberra: 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. [Review by L.A. Hercus, Lingua 2911: 
91-94, 1972.1 

1970, ed. [with S.A.Wurm]. Pacific linguistic studies in honour of Arthur Capell. 
Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, C- 13. 

197 1 English and other Germanic languages. In Thomas A. Sebeok, ed. Current- trends in 
linguistics, ~01.8: Linguistics in Oceania, 877-902. The Hague: Mouton. 

1971 [with C.L. Voorhoeve]. History of research in Papuan languages. In Sebeok, ed. 
197 1, 509-540. 

197 1 Niugini theatre in Canberra. Overland 47:46-47. 
1971 Primitive art and the collector. Man in New Guinea 314:ll- 13. 
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Gambling. In Peter Ryan, ed. Encyclopedia of Papua and New Guinea, 475-478. 
Melbourne: Melbourne University Press. 
Looking westward: work of the Australian National University on languages of West 
Irian. Irian 112:68-77. 
Man bilong Niugini i kamap bisnisman. [Tok Pisin translation of B.R. Finney: New 
Guinea entrepreneurslNew Guinea businessmen.] Luksave 1. Port Moresby: New 
Guinea Research Unit. 
Song for a child's initiation; Roger's boy; My lover works for the CSIRO; Kapatoro; 
You're too old for me; Lament for a husband; Lament of a sick man; Lament for a 
wife; The python's lament; Song of a hen [translations of Buin songs]. In Ulli Beier, 
ed. Words of paradise: poetry of Papua New Guinea, 20, 58,67,69,70,71,73,92. 
Melbourne: Sun Books. 
Towards a typology of ludlings, or play-languages. Linguistic Communications 
6:61-113. 
Two Buin songs [The frustrated warrior; The fickle woman: translations]. Kovave 
3/2:23-24. 
Tarangu tarangau. Wantok 55:9, 1 November 1972. [Poem in  Tok Pisin.] 
How to speak the angelic language. Arc 3: 19-20. 
Sepik languages - checklist and preliminary classifcation. Canberra: Pacific 
Linguistics, B-25. [Review by John Lynch, Oceania 4612, December 1975.1 
Sissano, Warapu, and Melanesian pidginization. Oceanic Linguistics 12:245-277. 
[with S.A. Wurm]. Languages [text and map]. In Edgar Ford, ed. Papua New 
Guinea resource atlas, 52-53. Brisbane: Jacaranda. 
Problems of dictionary-making in minor languages of the Pacific. Ln Luigi 
Heilmann, ed. Proceedings of the Eleventh International Congress of Linguists, 
Bologna-Florence, 1972,2:201-208. Bologna: I1 Mulino. 

1975- 1976 

Butchering pigs in Buin. Journal of the Polynesian Society 84/2:203-212. 
A hundred years of Papuan linguistic research: Eastern New Guinea area. In S.A. 
Wurm, ed. New Guinea area languages and language study, vol. 1: Papuan languages 
and the New Guinea linguistic scene, 43-1 15. Canbena: Pacific Linguistics, C-38. 
Isolates: Sepik region. In Wurm, ed. 1975, 881-886. 
Languages of the Sepik region, Papua New Guinea [map]. Canberra: Pacific 
Linguistics, D-26. 
Observations on number systems and semantics. In Wurm, ed., 1975,219-233. 
[with S.A. Wurm, C.L. Voorhoeve, and T.E. Dutton]. Papuan linguistic prehistory, 
and past language migrations in the New Guinea area. In Wurm, ed., 1975,935- 
960. 
Pidgineering. In K.A. McElhanon, ed. Tok Pisin i go we? (Kivung Special 
Publication No.l), 43-50. Port Moresby: Linguistic Society of Papua New Guinea. 
Possible wider connections of Papuan languages: Southeast Asia. In Wurm, ed. 
1975, 905-913. 
[with J.A. Z'graggen]. The Sepik-Ramu Phylum. In Wurm, ed. 1975, 731-763. 
Sko, Kwomtari, and Left May (Arai) Phyla. In Wurm, ed. 1975, 849-858 
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1975 The Tomcelli Phylum. In Wurm, ed. 1975,767-780. 
1976 Austronesian languages: Sepik Provinces. In S.A. Wurm, ed. New Guinea area 

languages and language study, vo1.2: Austronesian languages, 399-418. Canberra: 
Pacific Linguistics, C-39. 

1976 History of research in Austronesian languages: Seplk Provinces. In Wurm, ed. 
1976, 73-93. 

1976 Pidgin's progress. see entry at 1969. 

Creative writing in New Guinea Pidgin. In S.A. Wurm, ed. New Guinea area 
languages and language study, vo1.3: Language, culture, society and the modern 
world, 609-638. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, C-40. 
Developments in New Guinea Pidgin. In Wurm, ed. 1977,595-607. 
Games from Dragon's Island. Games & Puzzles 59:4-5. 
A history of lexicography in the New Guinea area. In Wurm, ed. 1977, 169-192. 
Intrusive languages other than English: German and Japanese. In Wurm, ed. 1977, 
1039- 1044. 
More than half the world. Hemisphere 2/12:30-35. 
[with S.A. Wurm]. Observations on language change in parts of the New Guinea 
area. In Wurm, ed. 1977, 195-205. 
[with S.A. Wurm and P. Miihlhausler]. Language planning and engineering in 
Papua New Guinea. In Wurm, ed. 1977, 1151- 1177. 
Special languages in parts of the New Guinea area. In Wurm, ed. 1977, 133-149. 
A little Mor. In S.A. Wurm and Lois Canington, eds Second International 
Conference on Austronesian Linguistics: proceedings, 285-3 16. Canberra: PaciJTc 
Linguistics, C-6 1. 
Unstudied ethnographic areas of the Sepik Basin, New Guinea. In William C. 
McCorrnack and Stephen A. Wurm, eds Approaches to language: anthropological 
issues, 245-270. The Hague: Mouton. 

1979 The complete Enochian dictionary: a dictionary of the angelic language as revealed to 
Dr John Dee and Edward Kelley. Preface by Stephen Skinner. London: Askin. 
[Reviews and publicity: Ian Warden The Canberra Times 5/9/79,2; ANU Reporter 
24/8/1979, 2.1 

1979 The Enochian system and the true angelical language. Magus 112, December, 36-39. 
1979 Me and You versus the rest: abbreviated pronoun systems in Irianese languages. 

Irian 6/3:33-41. 
1979 Multilingualism: linguistic boundaries and unsolved problems in Papua New Guinea. 

In S.A. Wurm, ed. New Guinea and neighboring areas: a sociolinguistic laboratory, 
8 1-99. The Hague: Mouton. 

198 1 Language - a Melanesian choice. The [Papua New Guinea] Times, 20 February. 
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New Britain [map 13, with accompanying text]. In S.A. Wurm and Shire Hattori, 
eds Language atlas of the Pacijic area, part 1: New Guinea area, Oceania, Australia. 
Canberra: The Australian Academy of the Humanities, in collaboration with the Japan 
Academy; Pacific Linguistics, C-66. 
New Ireland and Admiralty Islands [map 14, with accompanying text]. In Wurm and 
Hattori, eds 1981. 
Sepik Provinces [map 6, with accompanying text]. In Wurm and Hattori, eds 198 1. 
[with S.A. Wurm and C.L. Voorhoeve]. Southern Highlands [map 11, with 
accompanying text]. In Wurm and Hattori, eds 1981. 

The best bawdry. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. [Also contains songs and poems 
written by DCL.] [Reviews and publicity: Anne Maria Nicholson The Australian 
21/12/1982; Tableaus 170:8 (December 1982); The Newcastle Morning Herald 
11/1/1983; Peter Olszewski [Melbourne] Truth 1/1/1983, 8/1/1983; Pacific Islands 
Monthly , February; Rosemary Mayne-Wilson ANU Reporter 1413,81411983; 
Michael Foster The Canberra Times 9/4/1983,2; Mark Camm Daily Telegraph 
13/4/1983; Damien Murphy The Age 15/4/1983; [Brisbane] Daily Telegraph 
15/4/1983; Sunday Telegraph 15/5/1983; Jenny Shand Daily Mirror; Val Kent 
Australian Book Review, Jill Deane The Canberra Times 31/7/1983. TV Interview: 
Mike Walsh, Channel 9 (Sydney), 4/5/1983. Radio interviews: 2UE (Sydney), Bob 
Rogers 22/12/1982; 2GB (Sydney), John Nash 23/12/1982; 3AW (Melbourne), Lisa 
0' Neill27/12/1982; 5DW (Adelaide), Terry Clark 2811 211982; 6WF (Pert.), Des 
Guilfolyle and Chris Holden 21111 983; 2XX (Canberra), Sue Sheridan 20/1/1983; 
2GB (Sydney), Michael Carlton 13/4/1983; 3AW (Melbourne), Muriel Cooper 
14/4/1983; 3DB (Melbourne), Andrew McLaren 14/4/1983; 3AW (Melbourne), 
David Pinkerton 15/4/1983; 3AR (Melbourne), Owen Delaney 24/4/1983; 3KZ 
(Melbourne), John Singleton 27/4/1983; 3L0 (Melbourne), Alan Stokes 28/4/1983; 
2GZ (Orange), Geoff Jay 19/5/1983.] 
Linguistic diversity in Melanesia: a tentative explanation. In Rainer Carle et al., eds 
Gava ': studies in Austronesian languages and cultures, dedicated to Hans Kahler, 
3 1-37. Berlin: Dietrich Reimer. 
Melanesian linguistic diversity: a Melanesian choice? In R.J. May and H.N. Nelson, 
eds Melanesia: beyond diversity, 33-38. Canberra: Research School of Pacific 
Studies, Australian National University. 
Metathesis in Austronesian: Ririo and other cases. In Arnran Halirn, Lois Carrington 
and S.A. W w ,  eds Papers from the Third International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguistics, vol. 1: Currents in Oceanic, 269-28 1. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, 
C-74. 
On podism in dictionaries. The Macquarie Dictionary Society (newsletter) 1/4:2-3. 
The semantic problems of glossing a Papuan language. In J.E. Clarke, ed. Collected 
papers on normal aspects of speech and language, 52nd ANZAAS Conference, 191- 
224. Sydney: Speech & Language Research Centre, Macquarie University. 
Tok Pisin: a Melanesian solution to the problem of Melanesian linguistic diversity. In 
May and Nelson, eds 1982,263-272. 
On podism in dictionaries. Jacaranda's Dictionary Digest 2, July, 1-2. [Reprint 
(with amendments) of 1982.1 
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1984-1985 

Egalitarianism and independence: attitudes to orthoepy in Western Melanesia. 
International Journal of the Sociology of Language 50: 125- 128. 
The insightful use of numbers. [Review article.] Semiotica 48: 250-255. 
Current use and expansion of Tok Pisin: Tok Pisin as a literary language. In S.A. 
Wurm and Peter Muhlhausler, eds Handbook of Tok Pisin, 495-515. Canberra: 
Pacific Linguistics, C-70. 
Dictionaries and podism. Word Ways 18:241-242. 
The future of Tok Pisin. In Wurm and Muhlhausler, eds 1985,665-668. 
I had a Solander for Canberra Day. Word Ways 18: 156-157. 
Phonology: substratum elements in Tok Pisin phonology. In Wurm and 
Muhlhausler, eds 1985, 295-307. 
Tok Pisin and the census. In Wurm and Muhlhausler, eds 1985,223-231. 
Xenoglossy often faked, glossolalia merely babbling. The Canberra Times 13 
December. Reprinted as 'Xenoglossy and glossolalia', Free Inquiry 7/3:25, 1987. 

1986 D ' o ~  Etes-vous? Word Ways 19:96-99. [See also 'The Word Wurcher: D'oiI etes- 
vous revisited', Word Ways 19: 184- 186.1 

1986 Max na Moritz: stori bilong tupela manki. In Manfred Gorlach, ed. [Wilhelm 
Busch's] Max and Moritz in English dialects and English-based creoles. Hamburg: 
Buske. [Translation from German into Tok Pisin.] Extract in Manfred Gorlach: 
Wilhelm Busch, Max and Moritz, Fourth Prank. English World-Wide 6:93- 102, 
1984.1 

1986 Papuan languages and the possibility of semantic classification. Papers in New 
Guinea linguistics No.24, 1- 10. Pacific Linguistics, A-70. 

1986 The world's best dirty songs. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. 
1987 The languages of Utopia. In Eugene A. Kamenka, ed. Utopias, 144-178. 

Melbourne: Oxford University Press. 
1987, ed. [with Werner Winter]. A world of language: papers presented to Professor S A .  

Wunn on his 65th birthday. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, C-100. 
1987 Stephen Wurm: a linguistic migration. In Laycock and Winter, eds 1987,3- 14. 
1987 Karl Bohm's The life of some island people of Manam [Review article.] Anthropos 

82, 260-263. 
1988 [with Alice Buffett]. Speak Norfolk today. Norfolk Island: Himii Publishing. 

1989- (posthumous publication) 

1989 The status of Pitcaim-Norfolk: creole, dialect, or cant? In Ulrich Ammon, ed. Status 
and function of languages, 608-629. Berlinmew York: De Gruyter. 

1990 The interpretation of variation in Pitcairn-Norfolk. In Jerold A. Edmondson, 
Crawford Feagin, and Peter Muhlhausler, eds Development and diversity: language 
variation across time and space: a Festschrift for Charles-James N. Bailey, 621-627. 
Dallas, TX: Summer Institute of Linguistics and the University of Texas at Arlington. 

1990 [with Peter Muhlhausler]. Language engineering: special languages. In N.E. 
Collinge, ed. Encyclopaedia of language, 843-853. Londonmew York: Routledge'. 
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1991 Three vowels, sernivowels, and neuualisation: orthographic and other problems of 
Sepik languages. In Tom Dutton, ed. Papers in Papuan linguistics No.1, 107- 113. 
Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, A-73. 

WORKS IN PRESS, OR SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION 

Tok Pisin: its current situation and future prospects. Sovetskaya etnografica. 
Accepted for publication in 1992. 
Translation of W. Behrmann: Im Stromgebiet des Sepik (In the Sepik Valley). To be 
published in the non-immediate future, as one of a special series, by Crawford House 
Publications, Bathurst. 

TO APPEAR 

Buin dictionary. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics, C. [This work was substantially 
completed by Don Laycock in 1988; it will be prepared for publication by linguists 
experienced in the Papuan languages area.] 
[ed., with Lois Canington]. [Language data of the anthropologist Richard Thumwald: 
Languages other than Buin and Sepik areas], to be published as archival material in 
Pacific Linguistics, D. 
Sanguma. In Papers in Papuan linguistics No.2. Canberra, Pacific Linguistics, A. 

REVLEWS 

T.A.G. Hungerford: Riverslake (Sydney, 1953). The Novocastrian 54. 
RenC Gardi: Sepik (Bern, 1958), Tambaran (Ziirich, 1956), Tarnbaran (London, 
1960); Alfred Biihler: Kunststile am Sepik (Basel, 1960). Journal of the Polynesian 
Society 70/2:25 1-253. 
Alfred Biihler, Terry Barrow, and Charles P. Mountford: Ozeanien und Australien: 
die Kunst der Siidsee (Baden-Baden, 1961). Journal of the Polynesian Society 
70/4:515-516. 
Joseph Heller: Catch-22 (New York, 1955). Libertarian Broadsheet 3723-9 (May). 
P. Drabbe: Drie Asmat-dialecten (The Hague, 1963). Journal of the Polynesian 
Society 7411 : 139- 140. 
N.M. Holmer: An attempt towardr a comparative grammar of the Australian 
languages (Canberra, 1966-67). Phonetica 20:205-23 1. 
F. Mihalic: The Jacaranda dictionary andgrammar of Melanesian Pidgin (Brisbane, 
1971). AUMLA 38:266-267. 
Peter Haining, ed.: The Lucifer Society (London, 1972). Nation Review 3/10, 
December 22-29:328. 
A.E. Waite: Tarot cards; The pictorial key to the Tarot; The key to the Tarot 
(London); Zolar: the encyclopedia of ancient and forbidden knowledge (London, 
1970). The Review July 22-28: 154. 
William J. Samarin: Tongues of men and angels (New York, 1972). Mankind 
9:157-158. 
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Douglas Oliver: Bougainville: a personal history (Melbourne, 1975). Journal of the 
Polynesian Society 84/3:392-393. 
Barry J. Blake: Case marking in Australian languages (Canberra, 1977). AUMLA 
50:3 12. 
William M. O'Barr and Jean F. O'Barr, eds: Language andpolitics (The Hague, 
1976). Oceania 48/4:308-309. 
John Haiman: Hua: a Papuan language of the Eastern Highlands of New Guinea 
(Amsterdam, 1980). Australian Journal of Linguistics 212276-279. 
Jim Hollyrnan and Andrew Pawley, eds: Studies in Pacific languages & cultures, 
in honour of Bruce Biggs (Auckland, 1981); Karl J. Franklin, ed: Syntax and 
semantics in Papua New Guinea languages (Ukarumpa, 198 1). Oceania 53D: 
186-187. 
R.M.W. Dixon: The languages of Australia (Cambridge, 1980). Language 58: 
70 1-704. 
AndrC ItCanu: La ronde des tchanges ... chez les Orokaiva (CambridgeParis, 1983). 
Anthropos 80:722-723. 
Frantisek Lichtenberk: A grammar of Manam (Honolulu, 1983). Mankind 16/1:74. 
Loreto Todd: Modern Englishes: pidgins and creoles (Oxford, 1984). Ausfralian 
Journal of Linguistics 611 : 158-159. 
Fay Gale: We are bosses ourselves (Canberra, 1983). Anthropos 8 1 :323. 
Bruce Shaw: Banggaiyeri (Canberra, 1983). Anthropos 81:370. 
Marlis Hellinger: Englisch-orientierte Pidgin- und Kreolsprachen: Entstehung, 
Geschichte und sprachlicher Wandel (Darmstadt, 1985). Anthropos 83:258-259. 
John LeRoy: Fabricated world: an interpretation of Kewa tales (Vancouver, 1985); 
Kewa tales (Vancouver, 1985). Anthropos 83:265-266. 
Pita Lorens: Rot bilong kago [tanimtok Bil Tomaseti] (Pot Mosbi, 1986). Journal of 
the Polynesian Society 97/4:463-465. 
W.S. Ramson, ed.: The Australian national dictionary: a dictionary of Australianisms 
on historical principles (Melbourne, 1988). Quadrant 34/3:67-68. 

GAMES, POEMS, PUZZLES, STORIES, NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES 

ON SUBJECTS UNRELATED TO PRINCIPAL RESEARCH 

The Ghost-Hunters' League [short story]. The Novocastrian 65-68. 
Aeneas' Prayer [poem, translation from Latin]. The Novocastrian 68-69. 
Migrants; Remembrance of rain [poems]. The Novocastrian 75,77. 
Tentshow [poem]. Opus 1. 
Let's have a party [poem]. Opus. Reprinted in Word Ways 5, August 1972; 
SAMNews (South Australian Mensa newsletter) 10/5:6, May 1973; Willard R. Espy, 
ed. An almanac of words atplay (New York, 1975):213 (with line 11 omitted); 
Christopher Logue, ed. Sweet and sour (London, 1983): 154- 155. 
Our song [song; with some verses by W.P. Driscoll]. Opus. 
The witch's daughter [poem]. Opus. 
The ballad of Oedipus Isle [poem]. Opus. 
Ballade of ingenious conversation [poem]. Opus. 
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Limerick: It seems that all our perversions; song: Pull me dungarees down sport. In 
Sebastian Hogbotel and Simon Ffuckes, eds Snatches and lays: songs Miss 
Lilywhite should never have taught us (Melbourne, 1962). [Reprinted in many later 
editions]. 

ed. S.B. Laycock: as I recall. National Folk 27:3-4 (September), 28:9 (October). 
Telanagrams. Word Ways 311 :35-37. 
Ode to Tamara [poem]. Da Spegal [news-sheet from Pnmary T School, Aitape], 
October. 
Sleuth [by Sid Sackson]. Tableaus 70123. 
[poem]. Contempa 1 :8. 
[poems]. Prometheus 3 1-32. 
Making money by sleight of hand. The Review, May 13-192353. 
[poems]. Canberra Poetry, Spring Issue, 10-13. 
Sqez: a pencil and paper game. Games & Puzzles 2017. 
Tall tales of a country constable. Tradition 31:9-10. 
Tyzicha: a three-handed game from Russia. Games & Puzzles 21:19,38. 
[poems]. SAMNews, April, 3. 
[poems]. Canberra Poetry, Autumn Issue, 32. 
The Falshood Family. Games & Puzzles 58, March 1977; also in Tableaus 97/12, 
July-August; also in Thinkfare series. 
Can you take it? [from Test yoursem. Tableaus 126R-8, July-August. 
Rude words in the alphabet soup [short story]. Nation Review 612151. Reprinted 
as: A rude word in the alphabet soup, Word Ways 18:91-94, 1985. [See also Dmim 
Borgmann: Bowdlerised alphabet soup, Word Ways 18: 179- 180, 19761. 
Digging up the dirt. Nation Review 6119:470-47 1. 
A stall in the rue Es-Sufi [short story]. Nation Review 6/26:647. 
The language of Sonoki [short story]. In Paul Collins, ed. Void, 13-15. Melbourne: 
Void Publications. 
The Hiroshima panels [poem; broadcast Radio Station 2XX, Canberra, 7/8/1976]. 
Limerick: It seems that all our perversions ... In G .  Legman The new limerick, 7 16. 
New York: Crown Publishers. 
Five Hundred. Games & Puzzles 72:32-33,44. 
Taking a bite at America. Wine & Dine 56-7. 
[poems]. The Second Kangaroo, supplement to Neucleus. 
San Poo, the Chinese bushranger [poem]. The Weekend Australian, April 6-7 
(Literary Magazine), 5. (Reprinted 1990 in Jim Kable, ed. Made in Australia, an 
anthology for ESL students and secondary schools, Melbourne, OUP.) 
Difficult to relate. The Gamer 1:36. 
Double Jeopardy. The Gamer 1 :36-37. 
Yanonyerone sports carnival [puzzle]. Tableaus 176110, July-August. [Solution 
and winners, Tableaus 178/7, October.] 
More Romans [puzzle]. Tableaus 18911 1, November; also in Thinkfare series. 
Senatus Populusque Romanus [puzzle]. Tableaus 18819, October; also in Thinkfare 
series. 
[limericks]. The Limerick Special Interest Group Newsletter 4/8:2,5/3:4, December. 
My grandmother's scarf [puzzle]. Tableaus 19111 1, January-February; also in 
Thinkfare series. 
Prime [short story]. Muse Communique 4918, October. 



Salt and sand [poem]. The Newcastle Herald, 26/1/85. 
Beyond Murphy - some new laws. Tableaus 197. 
Alphametic: I LME TO KISS SARAH [puzzle]. Tableaus 20212, January-February. 
Alphametic: SHES WELL OVER THE HILL [puzzle]. Same as above. 
The goanna-oil monitor [puzzle]. Tableaus 20212, January-February; also in 
Thinkfare series. 
Thinkfare puzzle series. The Canberra Times, 116186-2/11/86. 
Where have all the gipsies gone? Australasian Post, 16/1/86:30. 
A skeptical view of numerology. Canberra Skeptics. 
Fourth poem [poem]. Muse Communique 53/20. April. 
Life of reading pays off. The Canberra Times, 6/9/87: 10. 
An anachronism on Capital Hill. The Canberra Times, 5/12/87:B3. 
Death of the Tarot by greed. The Canberra Times, 511 2/87:B3. Reprinted as The 
death of Tarot. Australian Skeptic 7/3:23-25. 
A skeptical view of Tarot cards. Canberra Skeptics 4/88. 
Japanese wizard of Oz. The Canberra Times, 2811 1/87:2. 
Feminism and the existence of God. Heraclitus 13:8-10, November. 
Dithery, dead alchemist "visits". The Canberra Times, 15/6/86:28. 
Skeptic of the past: Daniel Defoe and the Great Plague. The Skeptic 81237-41. 

LE'ITERS TO THE EDITOR 

There was another form of public expression in which Don played a lively part. His 
expertise in so many unusual fields led him, from his student days onwards, to contend, to 
correct, simply to inform by way of the 'Letters' column in the daily papers. He shone as a 
letter-writer, where his wit and conciseness guaranteed a high publication rate. A brief 
selection of Don's 'Letters to the Editor' is presented here: 

Nucksel. [On pronunciation of "Newcastle", under pseudo-Latin pseudonym 'Pro 
Veritam Publicurn Alt']. The Newcastle Morning Herald, May. 
Pidgin. The Newcastle Morning Herald, 9/9/54:2. [Relates to article in NMH, 
4/9/54:7, by G. Bryden-Brown: 'Pidgin is world's snangest language'.] 
[with K.G. Pont; on snake that 'walked out' on rehearsal of Sentimental bloke 
(photograph and caption, CT 91316 I)]. The Canberra Times, 1 11316 1 :2. Replies 
161316 1. 
Merits of Pidgin. The Australian, 17/1/66. 
Armstrong on moon. The Canberra Times, 21/1/69. [On first words spoken on 
moon .] 
Select Committee paper has lots of Pidgin errors. The Courier [Port Moresby], 
7/1/70. 
Aboriginal classes. The Newcastle Morning Herald, 12/1/12. [Relating to article by 
Phillip Short: 'Learning to speak aboriginal', NMH, 9/2/12.] 
The national anthem. The Canberra Times, 22/5/16. 
The real issues. The Canberra Times, 27/1/83: 18. [On national anthem and flag.] 
[with K.G. Laycock]. In defence of the NSW Corps. The Canberra Times, 
18/3/84:3. 
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1984 Square. Tableaus 18418, May. [In relation to squaring the circle: letter by Gil 
Hardwicke, Tableaus 18214, March.] 

1985 La langue de ma tante. Tableaus 19 113, January-February. [On schoolgirl French.] 
1985 Senatus Populusque Erronius. Tableaus 19113, January-February. [On error in 

puzzle published in issue 188.1 
1986 Malaysian unlikely. [On a newspaper report that a woman gave birth to a 

'Malaysian', rather than a 'male Asian'.] The Canberra Times, 29/3/86:2. 
1987 A tap with a nulla-nulla. The Canberra Times, 19/12/87:2. [On terra nullus for terra 

nullius.] 
1988 [On McCusker and McCusker article on probability in Tarot cards, Australian 

Physicist 2511 :20-23 (January-February).] The Australian Physicist 25/3:76 (April). 
Further correspondence in May issue. 

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS, MOSTLY UNPUBLISKED 

1959 Phonetic uanscription of Ausualian English. [English Honours Students, University 
of Adelaide.] [cf. 198 1 design.] 

1959 Translation of Kurze Chronik der Missionstation Hermannsburg. Typescript. 
1960 The phonemes of one form of Australian English. Typescript, 2pp. 
1961 Regional Supplement D (Sepik District]. [Published in various editions of Practical 

guide forfieldworkers, Department of Anthropology and Sociology, Research 
School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University.] 

1963-64 Berlin - wie man im KSig lebt. mncompleted 8mm film.] 
1964 The grand tour: European hitchhiker's diary. [Typescript from MS diary, 24pp.I 
1964 Notes on Enga suprasegmental phonemes. Roneo, 8pp. 
1965 Film script: 'Beach comers'. Typescript 7pp. rCJncompleted 8mm film.] 
1965 Jazz convention, Newcastle. rCJncompleted 8mm film.] 
1967 Eliciting basic material in languages of New Guinea. Roneo, 9pp. [Produced for 

and at Franciscan Mission, Lumi.] 
1971 Sepik Design: an exhibition of Sepik paintings and ornaments. Menzies Library 27 

September-17 October. [Guide: Roneo 6pp.I 
1972 List of terms for tobacco in Sepik languages. [Prepared for, and held by, T.E. 

Dutton, ANU.] 
1977 An outline of the Barbaric language. Typescript. 
1977 Translation of Papua New Guinea legal ordinances into Tok Pisin. 
1980 Report on conference 'Australian Society in the Multicultural 80s', Canberra, July 4- 

6, 1980. f i r  Belconnen High School Board]. Typescript, 3pp., plus attachments. 
1980 An integrated language curriculum. Typescript 16pp., plus attachment. [Private 

Submission to Review of Primary Education, Schools Authority, Canberra.] 
1981 Design, with Annette Schmidt, of T-shirt screen for ALS Conference, 1981 - a 

phonetic rendition of Ausualian English for 'Australian Linguistic Society'. 
1981 An eliciting session. [Tape and transcript, with Hesingne Naremeng, for Research 

School of Pacific Studies Open Day, 1981.1 
1981 Meekainke uaka unimokonke. [Tarot cards and the Qabbalah, in Buin and Tok 

Pisin.] Typescript, 7pp. 
1981 The origins of Happy Hour. [Coombs Happy Hour (newsletter), August.] 
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1982 List of terms for principal musical instruments in languages of the East and West 
Sepik. Typescript, 5pp. [Prepared for Don Niles, Institute of Papua New Guinea 
Studies.] 

1983 [Recordings of Music of Papua New Guinea, previously deposited with Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies; copy supplied to Institute of Papua New Guinea 
Studies, Port Moresby, with accompanying notes.] 

1985 Translation of Franqoise Guard: Tessons et poteries chez les Buang, dismct de 
Morobe, Nouvelle-Guinte orientale. 

1985 The Pwar Affair. [TV Script, produced in course Professional Writing 2, Canberra 
College of Advanced Education.] October. 

1986 The Bastard from the Bush, or the Bicentennial Boy. Typescript, one page. [Outline 
of proposed musical.] January. 

1986 Their solipsistic way. Typescript, one page. [Parody of Julian Croft's Their solitary 
way, Sydney 1985.1 January. 

1986 Taking the Chair - a linguistic view. Typescript, 2pp., 16/7/86. 

LECTURES AND SEMINARS, ADDRESSES AND SESSIONS 

Don maintained a record, as well, of talks, tutorials, conference papers and so on which 
he had given, and considered worthy of note; there were dozens of them! Quite a number, of 
course, were subsequently written up and published in linguistic journals, volumes of 
conference proceedings, or newsletters of the various societies to which he belonged. To 
illustrate the great diversity of material, the scope of his serious interest, here is a selection: 

1965 Bilingualism in the Sepik Dismct, Papua New Guinea. [I lth Pacific Science 
Congress, Auckland, 1 1- 17 February.] 

1966 International, national and regional languages in New Guinea: the education problem. 
[NSW Institute of Educational Research, Sydney, 18/6/66.] 

1969 Aboriginal languages in fact. [Abschol lecture, Faculty of Arts, ANU, Canberra.] 
1970 Graffiti. [ABC Radio, program 'New Society', Canberra.] 
1972 What anthropologists need to know about linguistics. mept. of Anthropology, 

Faculty of Arts, ANU, Canberra.] 
1976 Extraterrestrial languages. [Canberra Mensa, at D. C. Laycock's, Weetangera, 

112ff 6.1 
1976 The origin and history of playing-cards. [Canberra Mensa, at D.C. Laycock's, 

Weetangera, 1/6/76.] 
1977 Abbreviated pronoun systems in Irianese languages. [Loka Karya 111, Jayapura, 

5/1/77.] 
1979 The typology of Non-Austronesian languages of New Guinea. [University. of 

Southern California; UCLA, Santa Barbara; UCLA, San Diego; Metropolitan 
Museum of New York; all spring-summer 1979.1 

1979 Human monkeying as a factor in linguistic change. [University of Texas, Austin; 
Indiana University, Bloomington; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge; all spring-summer 1979.1 

1979 Menschliches Eingriffen in Sprachwandel. [Volkerkiindliches Seminar, University 
of Basel, Switzerland.] 
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Die Entwicklung einer Literatur in einer neuen Sprache (Tok Pisin). [Technische 
Hochschule, Berlin.] 
The benefit of a dirty mind. [Sydney Mensa, at M.R. Dickson's, Coogee, 15/4/80.] 
Double jeopardy in induction games. [ A N  Mathematical Games Society, ANU, 
221918 1 .] 
Papuan language semantics: some general observations. First International 
Conference on Papuan Linguistics, Goroka, Papua New Guinea, September 8-1 1; 
10/9/82.] 
Ritual magic - myth or miss? [Canberra Mensa, at the Talbergs', Canberra, 
4/12/82.] 
Buin colour terms. [Linguistics, RSPacS, A N ,  29 May; also Linguistic Society of 
Australia, Adelaide, August.] 
Bawdry in Australia. [Canberra-Ginninderra Lions Club, Labor Club, Belconnen, 
26/4/83.] 
The linguistic picture of Papua New Guinea. [Finnish Mensa, Helsinki, September.] 
Sociolinguistics in Papua New Guinea. [Stanford University, 16 October.] 
Tok Pisin and Bislarna. [Radio Vanuatu, Vila; recorded 311 1/84, broadcast 411 1/84.] 
Glossolalia. [Radio station 2GB, 5/4/85.] 
Xenoglossy and how to fake it. [Australian Skeptics First National Convention, 
Sydney, 8/4/85. Also at Second National Convention, Melbourne, Easter 1986.1 
Giftedness: blessing or curse? [Gifted and Talented Childrens' Association (ACT 
Branch), Green Room, CCAE, 11 June 1986. Published in GTCA Newsletter.] 
The status of Norfolk. [Linguistics, RSPacS, 28/5/87.] 
Divination and prediction. [CONSTA (Confederation of Science Teachers of 
Australia)-ACT. Radford College, Canberra, 25/7/87.] 
The development of Tok Pisin. [Radio Australia, with Bruce Avenell, February.] 
The death of Tarot. [Australian Skeptics Third National Convention, Canberra, 
Easter; also shortened version Radio Station 2BL, with Tony Delroy ,2/10/87 .] 
The status of Pitcairn-Norfok creole, dialect, or cant? [VICAL (Fifth International 
Conference on Austronesian Linguistics), Auckland, January.] 
Nominalisations and transitivity in Buin. [Linguistics, RSPacS; also at Linguistic 
Society of Australia, Armidale, August.] 
The development of language in early man. [Canberra High School, Jamison, 
1 61518 8 .] 
New book for the Skeptics. [Radio Station 2XX, Canberra, on Writer's Workshop, 
24/7/8 8 .] 
Languages of the Pacific. [Radio Station 2XX, Canberra, on Asia-Pacific News, 
26/7/88.] 
Austronesian words in Buin. [Linguistics, RSPacS.] 

EPHEMERAL MENTIONS 

Unusual in a personal bibliography - but Don could be meticulously thorough if he 
perceived a need - was a record, something like a scrap-book, of notes, comments, 
photographs, even the merest mentions, published about himself and his work. He kept 
them all, from a comment on a story submitted to The Australian Women's Weekly, in 1955, 
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to his Leaving examination and university Arts results (with photographs) from the 
Newcastle Morning Herald, to items such as these: 

1962 Northerner back from N.G. study. The Newcastle Morning Herald, 23/5/1962:4. 
[Also, same issue, p.1: photo of DCL with mother and father.] 

1966 They'll set up house in the Solomons. The Newcastle Sun, 411 1/66. [Photo of DCL 
with Tania Laycock.] 

1967 [Reference to DCL's work on Sepik languages.] In Elizabeth Burchill: New Guinea 
nurse, 22-23. Adelaide: Rigby. 

1973 [Mentions of DCL's translation of Macbeth into Tok Pisin, and other items-from 
Laycock 1970 (Pacific Islands Monthly).] In Edmund Carpenter: Oh, what a blow 
thatphantom gave me! New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston 1973; paperback New 
York: Bantam Books:83-84.1 

1975 [Comment on play-language.] Word Ways 8:86. 
1983 [On flood losses of material for The best bawdry.] ANU Reporter 1418: 1, 1016183. 
1984 [Nursery rhyme parodies.] The Canberra Times 18/3/84: 15. 
1985 [Comment on Russian Scrabble set.] Word Ways 18: 152. 
1985 [Mention, Maledicta 8:242,301-302.1 
1986 [Limericks, feminism and related subjects: Research Students' Association 

Newsletter; The Limerick Special Interest Group Newsletter 53:4-7 (February), 54: 
7-9 (March); also in spoof publication Not the Limerick Special Interest Group.] 

IN PREPARATION 

At the time Don's Cumculum Vitae was brought up to date, in mid 1988, he had no 
inkling that he was suffering from an illness which would in a few short months prove fatal. 
It has, then, required quite a different approach in preparation to produce this published 
version of the Laycock bibliography, as against say a personal bibliography for a scholar 
retiring, or one who has died in the fullness of time, his life's work largely complete. Don 
Laycock, in mid 1988, had any number of projects in hand and in mind, not only his Buin 
dictionary, and further work on the Pitcairn-Norfolk language, but such items as his 'Buin 
colour terms' paper which he planned to contribute to the volume in honour of Ralph 
Bulmer, which Andrew Pawley was editing, his 'Nominalisations in Buin' which he would 
prepare for submission to the Australian Journal of Linguistics, and 'The content of Buin 
songs today' which was destined for Musicology in Australia. 

He had several short stories drafted, or at least in mind; he had written the first few 
chapters of his 'great New Guinea novel', tentatively titled Sepik; and he had made several 
translations of French, German, Italian and Russian verse which he was working over. 
Then there was the great perennial work The Eskimo's death knell, a ribald, witty-parody on 
Eskimo Nell, with which he used to regale his friends over the years. There was to be a 
paper, 'Mushrooms - myth and reality' (Don's botanical knowledge was as extensive as his 
reading in the field of magic and legend), and another on 'The pornographic tradition in 
anthropology' (so that Michael Young's and Jim Fox's contributions to this volume would 
have delighted Don indeed). 

Don had plans for further major German translations; there was more to be said on Gypsy 
language; the devising of games and puzzles in his spare moments never stopped. Nor did 
his frequent additions to my own store of typographical errors and other curiosities clipped 
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from the papers: we had had it in mind to produce, some day, a 'linguistic funnybook'. 
Finally, let it be said that, over the years, Don had become a good bibliographer - the finer 
points of the art intrigued him, and he turned his skills to good effect in perhaps what was 
one of the more important of his later works, a detailed (and, posthumously, most useful) 
catalogue of his own personal library, a veritable bookseller's delight. 
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ROBERT BLUST 

DON LAYCOCK: A PERSONAL REMINISCENCE 

I remember distinctly when I met Don Laycock. It was at the First International 
Conference on Comparative Austronesian Linguistics in Honolulu, during the first week of 
January, 1974. At 37 Don was already well established as a major contributor to the field of 
Papuan linguistics. At 33 I was just contemplating the completion of my dissertation. 

Pwple were milling around the table where the name tags were being distributed, many of 
them scanning the room for familiar faces. I was conversing with someone (I forget who), 
when suddenly from somewhere Don came charging forward, stopped, hastily apologised to 
my interlocutor, and asked me if I was Bob Blust. First impressions are often tenacious, and 
this one is no exception: there he stood, rather like a large friendly dog panting slightly after a 
good run and talking excitedly while his hand repeatedly tossed back a shock of unruly 
straight brown hair that just wouldn't stay in place. I suppose I will always remember Don 
this way, because the impression was so often reinforced in later encounters with him. 

Don was very much an intellectual, but one who seemed to have little use for the trappings 
of intellectual life. In a different context I might be tempted to call him a 'proletarian 
intellectual'. He had no patience with pretensions of any kind, and I was sometimes amazed 
at his ability to find something to laugh about in almost any conversation, no matter how 
brief. As it turned out on that first meeting he only wanted to tell me that Jack Prentice (of 
Sabahan Murut fame) was eager to see me during the conference. And, in his usual 
congenial way, Don offered to introduce us. 

At that point I had no idea, and no reason to believe, that Don and I would soon be 
colleagues. I finished my dissertation less than four months after that first meeting, and three 
months after finishing the PhD I amved in Canberra to take up a two-year postdoctoral 
research fellowship in the Department of Linguistics, Research School of Pacific Studies. 
As a newcomer to Australia I felt a bit lost during my first few weeks down under, and Don 
was the person who helped me most with the practical matters of everyday life. 

We became frequent lunch companions, and Don initiated me into some of the mysteries 
of Australian English before I had had a chance to make a complete fool of myself. He had a 
great, if sometimes superficial, curiosity about many things, and conversations with him 
were always lively. His linguistic field experience was above all with Papuan languages in 
the Sepik District of Papua New Guinea, and among the Buin of Bougainville, but he had 
more than a passing acquaintance with my own field of Austronesian linguistics and we often 
spoke of Papuan-Austronesian contact phenomena. 
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When Stephen Wurm encouraged me to do fieldwork during my stay at the Australian 
National University it was Don who helped me prepare an elicitation list in Tok Pisin for my 
linguistic survey of the Admiralty Islands. Like Stephen, Tom Dutton and Peter Miihlhausler 
(the one really advanced student in the department while I was there), Don had a great zest 
for speaking Tok Pisin and he never passed up an opportunity to use it. The list he helped 
me prepare was extremely useful and enabled me, with only a minimum of fluency in Tok 
Pisin, to collect sizeable survey samples for some 32 distinct speech communities during my 
90-day stay in Papua New Guinea, from February to May 1975. When I returned it was 
Don who was most interested in learning of my results. 

There was another side to Don which I became aware of during my stay in Canberra. For 
someone with his knowledge and obvious ability he published far less than I thought he 
could. Not uncommonly when I dropped by his office I found him reading science fiction or 
an especially ludicrous passage on non-western languages written by some rank amateur. 
He seemed to enjoy scoffing at intellectual trivia and it took up far too much of the time he 
could have spent in more productive pastimes. When he did work seriously he produced 
credible work in a very short time, reflecting his considerable intellect. But only very rarely 
during the two years that I knew him did he seem to work seriously. He spoke often enough 
of his work on the Buin dictionary, but I saw him work very little on it during my stay in 
Canberra. There was a streak of boyishness - one might even say of unmitigated 
adolescence - about Don's behaviour on occasion, reflected in his careless appearance and 
seemingly escapist preoccupations with science fiction. Perhaps this had something to do 
with his troubled maniage and family. Whatever the cause, I silently regretted the results. 
Few scholars have the opportunity to work in a department devoted primarily to research, 
with such an extraordinarily fine support staff as Stephen Wurm's department had in the 
mid-1970s. It simply seemed to me like a squandering of talent and opportunity for someone 
with Don's ability to spend so much of his time the way he did. 

After I left Canberra in 1976 to work in Holland I saw Don half a dozen times: at the 
Second International Conference of Austronesian Linguistics in Canberra (January 1978), at 
the Third International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics (January 1981), in Holland 
when he visited Europe briefly, in Dunedin, New Zealand at the XV Pacific Science 
Congress in February 1983, in Hawaii when he passed through and gave a talk (on 
conceptions of language in science fiction) to the Tuesday Seminar of the Department of 
Linguistics at the University of Hawaii in 1985, and finally at the Fifth International 
Conference on Austronesian Linguistics in Auckland, New Zealand in January 1988. When 
I last saw him Don had aged a bit, but his old ebullience was as strong as ever. I expected 
him to live at least another two decades. 

Like others, I will remember Don Laycock for his talent, knowledge and good humour. 
And perhaps like some others I will continue to regret that he did not do more with his 
exceptional gifts. 

MICHAEL CLYNE 

RECOLLECTIONS OF DON LAYCOCK 

When I took up a tutorship at Monash in 1962, many people advised me to meet Don 
Laycock because I would have a lot in common with him or because he was very bright (the 
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two were totally unconnected!). The opportunity presented itself at the AULLA conference 
in Melbourne in 1964 when I gave my first ever paper. As the dreaded day of my paper 
drew near, I became increasingly apprehensive. I had heard that this very bright Don 
Laycock asked very searching questions at conferences. As it was, when I had finished my 
paper a tall young man whom I correctly assumed to be Don Laycock raised his hand. 
"There I go!" I thought to myself. "He's going to ask me a question I won't be able to 
answer." In fact, he told an anecdote about how, when he was introduced to Stephen 
Wum,  he had inquired whether he prefered to be called Dr [vuam] or Dr [wce:am] and he 
said; "Neither, you just call me Stephen!" 

When after the paper I had a chance to talk to Don, I found him to be not only quite 
human but also a very stimulating conversation partner. We met frequently at subsequent 
conferences and I would visit him in his office whenever I was in Canberra. I was struck by 
his imaginative ideas, the breadth of his linguistic interests and his congeniality. He would 
never be trapped in a particular language or linguistic problem, but would always see things 
in a more universal context. 

As president of the Australian Linguistic Society, I found Don a most supportive vice- 
president. He represented us at Canberra meetings of other organisations, ran the 1987 
conference with admirable efficiency and conducted the AGM which I was prevented from 
attending due to illness. 

Like so many, I miss Don very much. 

TERRY CROWLEY 

DON LAYCOCK - IN MEMORIAM 

The first linguistics book I ever owned was given to me by Don Laycock. I acquired it as 
a pimply fifteen-year-old when I was at high school. I had been reahng something about 
language in our family encyclopaedia and found that the author was one S.A. Wurm at the 
Australian National University. Being interested in languages at school, and wondering if it 
were possible to earn a crust doing this kind of thing, I wrote off to find out. 

Of course, as it was July when I had written, and cold in Canberra, Stephen Wurm was in 
the northern hemisphere. So Don Laycock replied. I get my fair share today of letters from 
people in Denmark and Lithuania who ask me to supply the words for 'Happy Easter' in 
each of the languages of Vanuatu, which I generally consign to my 'Cranks and Weirdos' 
file. But Don sent me a nice letter, telling me that there were indeed jobs lecturing in 
linguistics for young people who studied hard enough, and he urged me to do my best if I 
was really interested. 

He also sent me a copy of a book he'd just written. It was The Ndu language family 
(Sepik District, New Guinea), and he had signed on the inside cover: 

To Teny Crowley, with best wishes for a possible career in linguistics. 
Don Laycock, 
24 July 1968. 
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He did say it might look a little bit technical at the moment but he hoped that one day I 
would get something out of it. Well, it was indeed impossibly difficult, but I still made up 
my mind that, instead of becoming a fireman or a doctor or a schoolteacher, I would become 
a linguist. 

For this I have Don Laycock to thank. 

MEL DICKSON 

TRAVELLING LIGHT 

I met Don in 1964 when he returned from his international travels and lived several 
months in University House. My studies (in electron microscopy) had nothing in common 
with his but we found great common interests in yarning, eating, drinking and carousing. 

In the 1970s I settled in Sydney and since I was convenient to the auport Don would often 
crash with me when travelling to or from his fieldwork. 

On one occasion he was off to Papua New Guinea for some months. He mentioned he 
hadn't brought anything to read on the plane. I had just finished Thomas Tryon's Hawest 
Home, and I thought the somewhat anthropological plot (about a pagan fertility ritual being 
practised in modem America) might appeal to Don so I gave it to him. Off he went. 

He stopped in again on his way back. After an account of his travels I asked how he had 
liked the book. "Oh, it was rather predictable, but not bad. I didn't read it on the plane. I 
read it walking between villages. Actually, I didn't have any toilet paper with me so I just 
used the pages as I read them and it's all over the Sepik now. You didn't want it back, did 
you?" 

M E W  THAIS LAYCOCK 

IN MEMORY, THESE WORDS ARE IN MEMORY OF YOU 

For a father much loved and the best of your kind 
For the way that you used your brilliant mind 
For the books that you wrote and the poems you scribed 
For the times that you travelled and the strains you survived 
For the work that you struggled to achieve in those years 
For the traumas that were and all of the tears 
For the things that you did and were going to do 
The dreams not achieved were only a few 
For the love that you showed us and the lessons you taught 
For the times that we shared and the fun that you brought 
For us as your children and Mum as your wife 
For the goodness you've shown throughout your life 
For you've gone on a journey to live life anew 
And these words with our love, are in memory of you 
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AILEEN MCGREGOR 

DON LAYCOCK AS I KNEW HIM 

My husband and I came to know Don Laycock during the almost 16 years (1957-1972) 
that we were missionaries in the West Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea. 

We looked forward to his visits to our home at Lumi because it meant further discussion 
of the 010 language of the Wape people. It also meant further contact with a sincere and 
dedicated linguist who was always ready to look at language problems and to encourage 
where it was due. We noted that his meal would often go cold on his plate - in fact would he 
even eat it?! 

I remember him for his ability to 'live rough' with the national people when occasion 
called for it and for being able to converse with them in their mother tongue after only a short 
time of questioning. 

I asked him once how he came to develop such a love for language - or was it something 
he was born with? He thought for a moment and then decided he was born with it. He told 
me that before he started school he would go to his older brothers' school-bags and take 
from them the textbooks on languages. He would delve into them and eventually become 
acquainted with the language before he himself was old enough to study it at school. So at 
that early age he was already plumbing the inmcacies of other tongues. 

I also remember him calling in and up-ending his rucksack on the floor with all the 
personal contents flying everywhere in an attempt to find quickly some important piece of 
language information he thought was at the bottom of the bag! It seemed that everything was 
second to the quest for language data. 

Don was sensitive to the particular situation of missionaries and they remember him for 
his total absorption in his work to the exclusion of all else. 

I feel that my husband and I were privileged to have known Don Laycock and I am very 
sorry that he has not been spared to continue in his linguistic field. 

DAVID NASH 

LAYCOCK'S MOON MNEMONIC 

I once chanced upon: 

M[acquarie] D[ictionary]. . .givers] a Northern Hemisphere diagram to illustrate 
the phases of the moon (which, if you didn't know, are reversed in the 
Southern Hemisphere). (Laycock 1982:3). 

Don expanded in a letter to me: 

On the moon phases: it is not the phases which are reversed.. .but the shape of 
the moon at moonrise (sure, this shape is reversed at moonset). German kids 
remember the shapes by saying 

abnehmend (waning) 6 and Sunehmend (waxing) 
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The reference is to the shape of the initial letter of the two words. The curve is on the left- 
hand side of the capital A (in its rounded allograph), but on the right-hand side of the top part 
of the capital Z (also in Gothic script). 

French kids learn Croit (waxing) and Decroit (waning), then have to reverse 
them mentally. We children of the Southern Cross could use the mnemonic 
Crescent and Decrescent, without any mental adjustment. In equatorial regions, 
of course, the moon goes up and down. 

REFERENCE 

LAYCOCK, D.C., 1982, On podism in dictionaries. The Macquarie Dictionary Society (Newsletter). 114 
(December 1982), 2-3; Correction ... 2/2 (November 1983), 3. 

LYNETI'E F. OATES 

DR DON LAYCOCK: A PERSONAL TRIBUTE 

This short mbute is to Don Laycock as I knew him. It was as a linguist that I interacted 
with him at conferences or  within the Linguistics Department of the Research School of 
Pacific Studies at the Australian National University, or occasionally at social gatherings 
whilst on my infrequent visits to Canberra. 

The meetings were always pleasurable. Don had the ability to accept people as he found 
them so that one felt at ease in his presence. This trait was doubtless one that endeared him 
to many people and sprang from a genuine humility. Though he did not suffer fools gladly, 
he never projected an image of the brilliant academic who knew so much more than lesser 
mortals. His scholarship was extensive, as many will testify, but Don did not parade it. He 
did not have to: he was his own man. 

Don's sense of humour was another endearing characteristic. It had that quality of the 
detached academic, but also something down-to-earth blunt Australian about it. And 
sometimes the humour revealed itself at unexpected moments. 

During the last year of his life Don edited my Muruwari Grammar. I was impressed by 
his thoroughness and the succinct and helpful nature of his comments. I was also impressed 
by his patience and tolerance. Ignorantly, I had sent him an unwieldy bulk of unsplit 
computer pages to edit. H e  handled this nightmare with barely a complaint; a less tolerant 
person would have refused to look at it. 

Don also manifested a selflessness which became very evident in the last weeks of his 
life. I glimpsed it when I rang the hospital where he then was to enquire about his health. 
When he knew who was speaking his immediate concern was for me, not himself: "Oh, you 
are ringing about how the publication of your grammar is progressing?". He  conveyed a 
genuine concern for my interests. I realised how deep was his concern for his family when 
he then spoke of his remarriage that same afternoon. Such an attitude bespoke an inner 
integrity of spirit. 
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The gap Don Laycock's passing leaves in the Department of Linguistics, Research School 
of Pacific Studies will be felt by many more people than Don's immediate colleagues. Many, 
including this writer, mourn because we have lost not only his scholarship but his person. A 
man who lived above the mean and petty, it is a privilege to know and a real sadness to have 
lost. 

PETER J. SILZER 

DON LAYCOCK, THE INQUISITIVE 

Don Laycock represented many different things to me: voracious reader, scholar, field 
linguist, limerick aficionado and academic advisor. In my first contacts with Don, as a 
young PhD candidate, I was intimidated by his obvious control of a wide range of linguistic 
topics. A simple conversation could turn any of a dozen of ways, all stimulating. Above all 
else, Don Laycock was inquisitive. 

In 1976 Don made his way to Jayapura, Irian Jaya, for a linguistic workshop sponsored 
by Cenderawasih University and the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Since Irian Jaya had 
no great number of either linguists or anthropologists at that time, we were excited to have a 
well-known descriptivist present a paper. As it turned out, most of the attendees were non- 
English speaking high school teachers, so we presented our linguistic papers to each other 
(Don Laycock, W.A.L. Stokhof, K.A. McElhanon, G.F. Larson, J.W.M. Verhaar and 
myself). Undaunted, Don presented an overview of pronominal systems in the New Guinea 
area and actively interacted with the other papers, including my own elementary paper on 
aspects of bilingual dictionaries for the languages of Indonesia. The small conference thus 
became another opportunity for Don to both learn more about the situation in lrian Jaya and 
to share his research. 

The Laycock theory of Human Perverseness, however, is my most vivid recollection of 
Don's inventive mind. As we talked about my own research and Don's perpetual work on 
Buin, Don expostulated his theory. Briefly stated, Don's theory was that speakers of a given 
language do not really pay much attention to neat linguistic rules but will do anything they 
well please. People borrow 'basic' vocabulary from neighbouring groups, they arbitrarily 
metathesise words, they taboo words which sound like the names of certain kinsmen, they 
isolate themselves from their fellows by idiolectal and dialectal insistence that their way is 
best and ad infinitum. I was and still am captivated by Don's hypothesis, especially as I 
consider the astounding linguistic situation in Irian Jaya and Papua New Guinea. 

Don's legacy to me was inquisitiveness. Don was always looking at new areas to study, 
new concepts to ponder, and for that I am thankful. 

MICHAEL E. SLOBODKIN 

DON LAYCOCK, A HARMLESS ADVENTURER 

Donald C. Laycock was a delightful nonconformist. He didn't care for international 
borders any more than organised religion or other artificially imposed behaviour patterns. In 
his last letter to me, 12 October 1988, he described himself as "a harmless adventurer, 
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content to observe without taking political sides.. ." He had a great sense of humour, which 
always seemed to come through, even when he was being serious, and vice versa (see his 
article entitled, 'A brief account of the Barbaric language'). I think his last linguistic project 
was the study of Arabic, which he strove to write as illegibly as possible in order to conform 
to tradition. In his letter, he sent me some dirty Greek rhymes, not quoted here, but was "so 
full of Arabic that [he] was tempted to write [them] from the right". 

I first met Don while I was at Indiana University, where I got my BA in Slavic Languages 
and Literatures and then went on for an MA in Linguistics. (Unfortunately I dropped out 
without writing my MA thesis, nor did I take the examination for my MA.) Thrqughout the 
years at I.U. we played 'Go' from time to time and discussed various things linguistic and 
otherwise. In 1963 I left school and got drafted and sent to Korea; apropos, Korean is very 
easy to spell. 

Ln about 1981, after I had moved to Israel, I had an unexpected visitor, Don Laycock, 
who was on a study tour of the Middle East. From that time on, we kept a running 
correspondence in which we discussed linguistic and other trivia. 

I would have enjoyed taking Don up on his offer to show me around Australia, or it 
would have been delightful to see him here again in Israel on his intended trip in 1990. I 
guess I'll just have to content myself with the memories, correspondence, delightful treatise 
on Barbaric and the inscribed copy of Speak N o ~ o l k  today, which he was kind enough to 
send me. 
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BODY PARTS AND ANIMALS 

KEITH ALLAN 

DEDICATION 

Much of the content of this paper will appear in chapter 4 of a book co-authored with Kate 
Bumdge entitled Euphemism and dysphemism: language used as shield and weapon. Parts 
of it were also included in a paper entitled 'X-phernism, style and jargon' which Kate and I 
read to the Australian Linguistic Society meeting at the University of New England in 1988. 
After we had presented the paper, Don Laycock offered some pertinent criticisms and, 
furthermore, promised to lend us his complete set of Maledicta, which he duly sent to 
Melbourne along with some additional material. It was a generous act, typical of Don, and 
extremely helpful to us. We had no idea that he would not be around to offer advice on later 
drafts; it was a great shock to learn that our parcel of returned Maledictas still sat in his room 
at the Australian National University at the time of his death. 

Although Euphemism and dysphemism is a co-authored book, many parts of it have only 
one author, and the paper that follows is one of them. Nonetheless I would like to thank 
Kate Bumdge and Gordon Taylor for all the improvements they suggested. But they will 
not mind my saying that I owe a greater gratitude to Don Laycock for his help with it; and so 
I dedicate it to his memory. I hope you like it, Don. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Why is it that the genitalia of both sexes are likened to animals? Leach (1964) offers no 
solution to this question; his most relevant comment is 'Close animals may also serve as near 
obscene euphemisms for unmentionable parts of the human anatomy' (pp.47-50). It would 
appear that the only possible answer to such a question is mundane: people perceive a 
similarity, and that perception somehow extends beyond one individual to become 
conventionalised into the concept or set of concepts evoked by the name of an animal. Why 
do some figurative terms become conventionally established and widely used, while others 
fall by the wayside? Close examination of the etymologies of taboo terms will often not 
clearly identify a unique starter for the present-day meaning of the taboo term (see below and 
Allan & Burridge 1991, chapter 4). In the semantic field of genitalia there is an'enormous 
amount of whole and partial synonymy: there are reportedly 1,200 terms for 'vagina' and 
more than a 1,000 for 'penis' (with or without testicles) (cf. Farmer & Henley 1890-1904; 
Fryer 1963; Healey 1980). At least some of these are nonce terms, and I am sure that 
additional nonce terms are often created; but terms like cock and pussy and the others 
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discussed in this paper are not. What this paper sets out to do is, firstly, to establish a 
probable basis for the similarity perceived between the animal and the body-part and then to 
suggest that plausible grounds for subsequent conventionalisation of this perception into 
extensive non-literal use of the animal name derives from the coalescence of a network of 
associated influences. In the course of this paper I shall present supporting evidence for this 
hypothesis by examining the terms cock, ferret, rat, puss(y), beaver, cunny, bunny, hare, ass, 
clam, oyster and snapper. 

2. PENIS AS COCK: ONE INSTANCE O F  THE BlRD AS A SEXUAL METAPHOR 

There is a bird metaphor in English, as there is in some other languages, and it has sexual 
overtones. Thus the terms bird and chick can mean 'girl, woman', although they are 
sometimes regarded as dysphemistic.' Scots hen, often used as an address form, is not 
usually regarded that way,2 nor are such species names as sparrow, dove, pigeon and the 
perhaps archaic tit(mouse), used (especially with diminutives) for the same purpose. The 
counterpart for men is cock, which - used literally - is the generic term for a 'male bird'.3 
However, the salient literal meaning of cock within the community is 'the male of gallus 
domesticus'; and this cock, by repute, rules the roost (hence rooster) - as a man used to be 
expected to do. Taking this perspective, for a man to be cock of the walk demonstrates the 
essence of manhood. From a different point of view, the criterion of manhood - or rather 
maleness - is having a penis. These two perspectives create a clear associative link between 
cock 'gallus' and cock 'penis'. A comparable metaphorical extension exists in Hindustani 
where murga is ambiguous between 'rooster' and 'penis', and furthermore murgi is 
ambiguous between 'hen' and 'cunt' - an ambiguity which does not, so far as I am aware, 
occur in any dialect of English. 

The original meaning of cock was, as it remains, a 'male bird, in particular, a rooster'. 
There is, however, controversy over whether the almost archaic sense 'spout, tap' (cf. 
current stop-cock) preceded or succeeded the sense 'penis': the textual evidence in the OED 
(cock n. 12a, 20) and Fryer (1963:38) suggests that 'spout, tap' is older by more than a 
century. There is an obvious figurative connection between these two senses: the question 
is, which of them is closer to the avian original? On rational grounds one might expect that 
the direction of meaning extension should go: 

male bird > male sexual organ > spout, tap 

What evidence do we have that the sense 'male bird' gave rise directly to the sense 'male 
sexual organ'? First of all there is the evidence already cited of the association between the 
essence of manhood being defined on behaving as cock of the walk, and the criterion of 
maleness being defined on having a penis. In addition there are five visual metaphors and 
one experiential association. There is a folk myth that men often find themselves sexually 
aroused at cock-crow, whereas their womenfolk are more easily sexually aroused in the 

lA dysphemistic expression is one with connotaiions ihai are offensive either about the denotatum or to the 
audience, or both, and it is substituted for a neutral or euphemistic expression for just that reason. It is, 
roughly spealung, the opposite of a euphemism. 
2 ~ e n  is used in other dialects of English too, but is much more common in Scots. Shakespeare uses cock for 
husband or lover and hen for wife or lover, cf. The taming of the shrew I1 i 223-225, Henry IV Pt 1 I11 i i i  
54f. 
3~us~al ian galah and American turkey do not appear to fall within 'the bird as a sexual metaphor' described 
here. 
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evening: because the penis rises with the cock, an association is established between the 
two.4 For the third bit of evidence: the rooster is a randy creature which struts around with a 
neck that moves not unlike an erect penis on a walking man, hence one source for the idiom 
keep your pecker up. Fourthly, pecker is a frequent euphemism for 'penis', for example 
Read (1977:65) writes: 'PECKER The penis. A favorite word with many, inasmuch as the 
connotation is so innocuous'. Fifthly, a pecker was also a narrow hoe used for digging 
holes when seeding; perhaps it got the name from the birdlike action associated with seed. 
Sixthly, Farmer and Henley (1890-1904) list beak as one of the synonyms for 'penis', 
which is consistent with the bird metaphor. Seventhly, the similarity of the profiled penis- 
with-testicles to the outline of a bird presumably lies behind the usual Bahasa Malaysia and 
Bahasa Indonesia euphemism burung 'bird' (used particularly by women). Finally, there is 
the dysphemistic reference to a flaccid penis as a worm - worms are food for birds; birds like 
worms; women like ... etc. On its own, this last piece of circumstantial evidence would 
certainly be inadmissible; but it just might have some validity given the seven arguments that 
precede it, all of which evidence an association between '(male) bird' and 'male sexual 
organ'. And there is more. 

The ambiguity of cock in English is found elsewhere in Indo-European. Baird (1981) 
argues convincingly that Latin gallus had a meaning 'penis' from classical times, through 
Vulgar Latin, and that this meaning was maintained in Italian and Spanish. lnterestingly 
though, Latin and its daughters do not generally associate gallus with taps. Baird also shows 
that French cog has many sexual associations, citing words like coquille 'shell, ornament in 
the shape of a bird's beak, vagina1,5 coqueter 'copulate with a 'chick"[!], coquer (Lyons 
dialect) 'kiss or embrace as the cock does hens', coquelier 'run after young girls', coquine 
'prostitute, male homosexual', coquard 'ridiculous old beau', coquardeau 'male flirt', 
coqueluche 'ladies man'. There are also German Hahn which means or has meant all of 
'rooster, penis, spoutltap'; and Swedish kuk and Danish kok meaning both 'rooster' and 
'penis', but not 'tap'. And finally there is the early fifteenth century English poem 'I haue a 
gentil cook' which is contemporaneous with or slightly earlier than 1481, the earliest 
recorded use of cock in the sense 'tap'. 

[ l ]  I haue a gentil cook, crowyt me the day; 
He doth me rysen erly my matyins for to say. 

[2] I haue a gentil cook, comyn he is of kynde; 
His comb is of red corel, his tayl is of Inde.6 

[3] His leggis ben of asour so gentil and so smale, 
His sporis am of syluer qwyt into the wortewale. 

[4] His eynyn am of cristal lokyn al in aumbyr, 
And euery nyht he perchit hym in myn ladyis chaumbyr. 

(Silverstein 197 1 : 129) 

41 am grateful to Jae Song for this observation. 
5 ~ h e  translations are Baird's, slightly adapted in some cases. Cock is normally used in the sense 'vagina' in 
the southern USA (cf. Baird 1981:223; Monty Wilkinson @ers.comm.)); so there the male organ is typically 
called a dick. Baird (1981:223) suggests that the use of cock for 'vagina' may originate from Anglo-Saxon 
cocer, cocor, cocur, Middle English cocker 'quiver (case for arrows)', also 'boots; leggings' (OED). 
%'here is an alternative to this verse: 

I haue a gentil cook, comyn he is of gret; 
His comb is of reed corel, his tayil is of get. 
'I have a fine cock; he comes of good stock; his comb is the red of coral, his [ail jet black.' 



This delightful lyric can, of course, be interpreted quite literally as a poem about a pet 
rooster. But there is no doubt that it allows for a lewd interpretation too, rendered very 
loosely as follows: 

[I] I have a fine cock that wakes me early every morning. [2] He comes of good 
stock. His uncircumcised tip is coral red and his root is buried in black hair. [3] 
He has fine blue veins running up the side of him, like legs. When erect, he's 
milky white underneath where he joins my scrotum. [4] His eye discharges 
spunk the colour of crystal, but more often amber-coloured piss. And every 
night he enters my lady's quim. 

This gross rendition destroys the subtlety, wit and beauty of the original. The 
interpretation of stanzas [3] and [4] is admittedly far-fetched, and I justify i t  as follows. This 
bawdy poem cloaks its bawdiness behind a source domain: the description of a rooster. The 
lyric is completely consistent with this description, and like other bawdy puns it relies on one 
or two salient aspects of the source domain to evoke the target domain, in  this case a penis. I 
liken the process to the construction of two parallel images: the image of a rooster and the 
parallel image of a penis with the attributes of the rooster transferred to attributes of a penis, 
which are most consistent with some coherent image of it being constructed in the 
interpreter's femle mind. All understanding is a constructive process on the part of an 
audience (cf. AIlan 1986; Black 1984; Lakoff 1987), and with puns and metaphors it is 
doubly constructive. Two people hearing the same literal statement may well put different 
constructions upon it (that phrase is telling!); two people interpreting the same metaphor have 
far more scope to create different constructions. When interpreting a poem like this one, the 
two different constructions can both be right. 

The poem 'I haue a gentil cook' offers very strong circumstantial evidence that, in 
English, cock 'penis' is at least as old as cock 'tap'. Given that cock in the 'tap' sense was 
likely to have been written down soon after it became current, whereas the taboo sense was 
probably current long, long before it got written down, the taboo sense is very probably 
older and part of the Indo-European heritage of English. 

Whatever the historical truth, the reason that Americans and many Australians use rooster 
where the British stiIl use cock is exactly because speakers readily correlate cock 'bird' and 
cock 'penis' today. It is well known (see Allan 1986; Allan & Bunidge 199 1 :23; Bloomfield 
1927; Hock 1986:295) that non-taboo words with taboo homonyms are often abandoned in 
this way -'even though cock seems to have had a long innings. 

3. PENIS AS FERRET OR RAT 

With the exception of cock, animal names for the 'penis' are truly dysphemistic: it has 
long been called rat and was until recently known as a ferret (ferrets are much less common 
domestic animals than they once were). The ferret was put into rabbit holes to catch rabbits 
and, as we shall see in section 6, rabbit burrows and rabbits (tunnies) have long been 
euphemisms for the vagina: the symbolism of ferret is obvious. 

I take it that the rat is known for running in sewers and other holes and tunnels, and this is 
an explanation for the use of rat for 'penis'; but why a rat rather than a mouse or a mole? Rat 
is probably preferred to mole because a rat has a long tail and moves quickly: it is a standing 
jibe that copulating men move too quickly for their female partner. Rat is probably preferred 
to mouse for two reasons. Firstly, because it is more hateful and more greatly feared than a 
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mouse. Secondly, and more significantly, there is the association with the epithet 'rat' as in 
He's a rat, which is represented in the Wham, bam, thank you ma'am attitude widely 
attributed to men by women. 

4. WHY IS THE VAGINA CALLED A PUSSY? 

The correlation of the female pudend with furry animals may result from the fact that - in 
contrast to many men -on most women pubic hair is the only substantial patch of body hair. 
Its salience is nicely recognised in the following verse (collected by Lyn Menon from a wall 
within a female toilet at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology). 

The cunt is a mythical creature 
All matted and covered with hair 
It looks like the face of my teacher 
And smells like the arse of a bear. 

The 'grass on fanny's hill' is both visually and tactually salient, not to mention erotic. A 
graffito from Pompeii (destroyed in 79 AD) notes the fact (cf. Read 1977:22): futuitur 
cunnus @il]ossus nulto melius [qulam glaber 'a hairy cunt is much better to fuck than a 
hairless one'. Not for nothing was pubic hair air-brushed out of soft-porn photographs until 
the 1960s. The significance of pubic hair on the mons veneris probably accounts for the 
several funy animal terms pussy, beaver, bun[ny] which are synonyms for ' ~ a g i n a ' . ~  There 
are also: the hairy chequebook (see fn.10 for an explanation for 'chequebook'); beard, 
bearded clam, hair pie, hairyfordshire, bird's nest, mossy mound, park, grass ('On her belly 
there is a sign, "Keep off the grass, the hole is mine"'.), ling ('heather' not the fish), furry 
mound, m e 8  velvet, thatch, thicket, bush, brush, fuzz, pelt, pubes etc. Not surprisingly, 
one term for penis is hdirsplitter and copulation a poke in the whiskers (uttered, for example, 
by the Danny de Vito character in the film 'Ruthless People'). 

The salience of pubic hair on a woman's body is presumably what motivates furry animal 
nicknames; but this still leaves the specific question 'Why is the vagina called a pussy?' 
unanswered. Folk wisdom likens men's behaviour to that of dogs (running in packs, 
chasing cats) and women's behaviour to that of cats (whimsical, picky and they scratch etc.). 
Certainly cat has long been a dysphemism for 'woman' (cf. Grose 1811, who also lists 
consecutively "Tib. A young lass. Tibby. A cat."). Tib has long meant a young woman 
of humble origins, and according to Partridge (1955: 205) a tib-cat is a 'female cat - the 
opposite to a tomcat '. Perhaps this folk association, plus the fact that both cats and pussies 
like being stroked (by approved persons) is all the explanation there is.9 It may have helped 
that common French terms for 'vagina' are le chat 'the cat' or la chatte 'the female cat', and 
this would have been widely known. But there is a more specific source: the earliest relevant 
recorded variant for 'vagina' is not pussy but puss, which is most likely a colloquialisation 
of the frequently used (? dysphemistic) euphemism purse : 

7~ use the term vagina with its normal meaning within our communily, namely to denote 'the female 
genitalia' or 'cunt'. Vagina is polysemous: the meaning just given is an extension from 'the passage 
between the vulva and the cervix'. It is precious to claim that people misuse vagina to denote the vulva, as 
do Ash (1980) and Hankey (1980). 
8 ~ n e  source for this word may be a remodelling of moufh - which is par1 or the foodleating metaphor for sex 
(cf. Allan & Burridge 1991:98). 
9~here  is perhaps a fishy connection, too; see section 8. 



G a q  nodded. The next day he brought a bottle of wine; the hospital was very 
relaxed about liquor and visitors; perhaps this was one of the luxuries one paid 
for. 'Even if I got out', Charlotte [the whore] said, 'what could I do? They cut 
my purse out'. She tried to drink some wine, then fell asleep. Garp asked a 
nurse's aide to explain what Charlotte meant by her 'purse', though he thought 
he knew. The nurse's aide was Garp's age, nineteen or maybe younger, and she 
blushed and looked away from him when she translated the slang. 

A purse was a prostitute's word for her vagina. 'Thank you,' G a q  said. 

(Irving 1979:158f.) 

There is a lot of evidence that the vagina has been seen as a source for or store of wealth: the 
terms breadwinner, commodity, cornucopia, jewel, honeypot, snatch(?); fa vours, exchequer, 
treasury, purse, kitty, chequebook,lo money-box, money (Grose (181 1) glosses this 'A 
girl's private parts, commonly applied to little children: as, Take care, Miss, or you will 
shew your money' - in those days people didn't wear underpants). Why should a vagina be 
seen as a store for or source of wealth, when male genitalia are not?" One place we can 
look for the answer is prostitution: there is abundant evidence that a woman can sell her body 
for heterosexual sex; but with few exceptions a man cannot. It is principally her vagina 
which is a prostitute's source of income. Outside of prostitution, when women had no 
opportunity for economic independence they were normally dependent on a man for the fruits 
of income. It is, at least in part, these circumstances which encouraged a woman to make her 
body as attractive as possible and led her to spend a larger amount of time, money and effort 
doing so than a man typically spent on his physical appearance. Without intending to decry 
any attempted improvements in character, education and other capabilities, it is clear that 
women have typically been socialised into marketing their bodies to men in exchange for 
economic security. Although this oversimplifies the facts, it is apparent that although a 
woman quite properly might advertise her intellectual and domestic abilities, her worthiness 
as a house manager, companion and mother, she also, and to a greater extent than a man, 
typically advertises herself as a sex object; and for this reason society perceives her vagina as 
one source for or store of her intrinsic wealth. Hence the 'vagina as purse' metaphor. 

There are, or have been, many phonologically similar doublets of which one member 
(often the more colloquial) has a short lax vowel whereas its pair has a long tense vowel: ass 
- arse, bass - barse, buss - burse 'purse', bust - burst, cuss - curse, gal - girl, goss - gorse, 
boss - horse, mot - mort 'girl or wench',12 sassy - saucy, tit - teat, whids - words, wud - 
world (Sources: Grose (181 1); OED; Shipley (1977)). Perhaps dick - dirk and fuck - 
firk13 are further examples, certainly they are consistent with these attested pairs. It is 
possible that shag may be correlated with shake for this same reason (cf. OED). To this list 

l O ~ n  ABC television program called 'Nobody's Children' (Melbourne, 17 May 1989) included an interview 
with an 18 year old street-kid who claimed that in order to travel girls like her either had to walk or accept a 
lift and 'pull out the hairy chequebook [pause]screw'. 
l ~ e s ~ i t e  expressions like the crown jewels, the Family jewels, the Family treasure etc. which mostly apply to 

male genitalia. 
12~rose (181 1) glosses them thus, but it seems probable that they are closer to 'piece of arse, bit of cunt', 
since mot (also spelled motte) is a euphemism for 'cunl' by borrowing the French mol 'word'. 
130ne remodelling of Fuck is Fork (perhaps influenced by Fornicate, but not necessarily), giving another short 
lax versus long lense alternation. 
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should be added puss -purse. I would speculate that the pronunciation /pus/ was preferred 
to /PAS/ (cf. / k ~ s O  in order to dissimilate puss from pus and make the association with cats. 
There is a slight possibility that this sense of pussy is reinforced by a belief that pussy is end- 
clipped rhyming slang pussy cat = twat; but the use of puss, at least, predates rhyming slang 
by about a century, and twat is pronounced /twotl by many people.14 

There is an interesting link between pussy and kitty and purse. Like a purse, a kitty is 
something one puts money into;l5 kitty is also a diminutive for kitten, and Partridge (1970) 
glosses one sense of it as 'The female pudend: mostly [used by] card players: late C.19-20. 
Suggested by the synonymous pussy'. Partridge fails to mention the sixteenth to 
seventeenth century phrase Kit has lost her key meaning 'menstruate', though he does list the 
synonymous nineteenth to twentieth century Kit has come: in the earlier idiom, 'kit' may be 
interpreted as 'vagina'. Moreover, kit, kitty and kittock were all used in the fifteenth to 
eighteenth centuries as general terms for young women (they derive from Kate) and, like 
many of their synonyms, they were euphemisms for 'a woman of loose character' (OED). 
In other words, these terms denote a sex object: nothing more or less than, to put it crudely, 
pussy. 

In the middle ages there were numerous recorded instances of women in convents 
affecting feline behaviour, believing themselves to have been metamorphosed into cats. 
Their male counterparts, cloistered men, fantasised themselves as other animals, especially 
the cock! Apparently, this type of monomania is particularly prevalent amongst groups of 
people committed to celibacy. It is surely no coincidence that the suppression of normal 
sexual behaviour should lead to delusions manifesting sexual icons.16 

The foregoing discussion has uncovered an associative network linking the following 
modules: women and cats; young women and kittens, kits, or kitties; kit and vagina;17 kitties 
and purses; purse and puss; puss or pussy and cat or kitten; pussy and vagina. In addition 
we observe that cats, kitties or pussies are furry things, and it is notable that the furry patch 
of pubic hair on a woman is the most salient visual indication of her pudend. Remark, too, 
that the opening of a purse resembles a vulva (vagina);lg furthermore, purses hold money, 
and a number of euphemisms for the vagina recognise it as a source or store of wealth. The 
associated modules I have identified coalesce in a mutually reinforcing way to create the 
lexical network we have been examining. 

5. VAGINA AS BEAVER 

The female pudend is also known as a beaver: a beaver was a 'full-beard', which invokes 
the salience of pubic hair on women; and beaver exemplifies another extension from this to 
the full kit and caboodle. For example: 

14~or the author /twot/ is the pronunciation for the insult, e.g. in You stupid twat!; whereas in literal use, 
e.g. in her twat, it is  /twat/. 
l51 am grateful to Wendy Allen for this observation. 
161 am grateful to Kate Burridge for these data. This is  further circumstantial evidence for the great age of  the 
'cock as penis' metaphor. 
17The phrase his kit and caboodle may euphemistically denote male genitalia, and there may be some mutual 
influence in this network from the association of kit with genitalia of both sexes. 
18.Japanese isoginchaku 'sea purse, aclinia malacolerem' a kind of sea anemone, also has the senses 'round 
coin purse (which when squeezed opens the slit)' and 'vagina' (cf. Solt 1982:78). 
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The picture Garp looked at in the dream was considered among the highest in the 
rankings of pornographic pictures. Among pictures of naked women, there were 
names for how much you could see. If you could see the pubic hair, but not the 
sex parts, that was called a bush shot - or just a bush. If you could see the sex 
parts, which were sometimes partially hidden by the hair, that was a beaver; a 
beaver was better than just a bush; a beaver was the whole thing: the hair and the 
parts. If the parts were open, that was called a split beaver. And if the whole 
thing glistened, that was the best of all, in the world of pornography: that was a 
wet, split beaver. The wetness implied that the woman was not only naked and 
exposed and open, but she was ready. (Irving 1979:3 18) 

In addition, a beaver was once a kind of hat, so called because it was made from felted 
beaver fur. A hat is a concave object into which a man puts his head; and the glanspenis is 
often referred to as its head. Hence, we find in Grose (1811): 'Hat. Old hat; a woman's 
privities: because frequently felt'. It is not clear whether there is any direct connection, but it 
is nonetheless worth mentioning that, in medieval Europe, beaver oil was regarded as an 
aphrodisiac. 

6. CUNNIES, BUNNIES, HARES AND CUNTS 

Coney (rhyming with honey) was the word used for 'rabbit' until the late nineteenth 
century, when it was dropped because of the taboo homonym meaning 'cunt' (a synonym 
was cunny-burrow, hence the picturesque term for a penis as the cunny-burrow ferret; cf. 
Farmer & Henley 1890-1904). In Latin, 'rabbit' is cuniculus, and its burrow cuniculum; 
end-clip either and you are left with cuni[e].lg There may be influence, too, from Latin 
cuneus 'wedge or triangular shaped' - like the vagina. Cunny 'cunt' derives from Latin 
cunnus (probably as a euphemism20), which is retained in modern cunnilingus, there may 
also have been some input from French con, also derived from Latin cunnus and also used 
for the bawdy-part from (at least) the fourteenth century (cf. Bloch & von Wartburg 1975; 
Picoche 1979). 

What about bunny? Playboy's 'bunnies' and 'Bunny Club' follow a long tradition going 
back beyond eighteenth century London's 'Cunny House' (cf. Leach 1964:50). Though the 
evidence is unclear, it may well be that bunny was a remodelling of cunny (remodelling is a 
common mode for euphemism, cf. Allan & Bumdge 1991:15; Simons 1982); bunny was a 
term for rabbits, rabbit tails, bony lumps on animals (reminiscent of the mons veneris) as 
well as an affectionate name for a woman.21 There can be little doubt that it was also a 
euphemism for 'cunt': Grose (181 1) has "Bun. A common name for a rabbit, also for the 
monosyllable" [= 'cunt'] - the term is still used today, cf. Aman and Sardo-.(1982:25). 
(According to Partridge (1970), 'crumpet' as in a bit o f  crumpet (that is, what Americans 

19~augh and Cable (1978:208) list the following spellings of coney in Robert Greene's 1591 book A Notable 
Discovery of Coosnage: coney, cony, conny, conye, conie, connie, conni, cuny, cunny. cunnie. 
2%'he use of borrowed words as euphemisms is universal and widely recognised in the relevant literature, see 
AUan and Burridge (1991) for extensive details. 
2 1 ~ n  the other hand, rabbit is more often a term of abuse when ascribed to a woman; consider the following: 

Lady Patricia had loved Boy for several years before he had finally proposed to her, and [she] 
had indeed quite lost hope. And then how short-lived was her happiness, barely six months 
before she had found him in bed with a kitchen maid. 
"Boy never went out for the big stuff," I once heard Mrs. Chaddesley Corbett say. "He only 
liked bowling over the rabbiu, and now, of course, he's a joke." (Milford 1979347) 
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would denote by a piece o f  ass) is a euphemism which derives from crumpet with the sense 
'buttered bun'.) Bun was also the name for the tail of a hare (associations: hare - hair - 
pubes - cunt; tail - cunt) and for a squirrel: squirrel was one term for a prostitute, bunter was 
another, cf. Grose. There is even a link between rabbits, hares and cats (pussies): Grose 
notes that ma(u)lkin or mawkin is a 'cat or awkward woman' and in Scotland 'a hare'; 
Partridge in his 1970 supplement (p.1351) lists 'rabbit' as one meaning for pussy in 
Australian English, though I can find no Australian who has heard this usage; the OED tells 
us puss meant, among other things 'hare'. Plainly, there is an interesting network of 
connections between cunnies and bunnies and hares and pussies. 

Bunny, to get back to that, was also a dialect term for 'an opening or ravine in a cliff' - 
which is suggestive. If the initial 'b' was indeed some sort of euphemistic remodelling 
device in the case of bunny, consider also the nautical term bunt 'a cavity, pouch or bagging 
part of a sail or net; the funnel of an eel-trap': is that also remodelled? Until recently, rabbits 
were one of the few land animals to be tabooed in the language of fishermen at sea, along 
with talk of women (for reasons, see Allan & Bunidge 1991 :49). There can be no doubt that 
there has been a very strong folk association between bunnies and / k ~ n l z /  and cunts: no 
doubt what is responsible for it is the fantasy of these frisky furry creatures fornicating 
fecundly in their holes while hares hop happily around them. 

7. THE AMERICAN ASS 

It is probable that American ass is coincidentally an animal name as well as a body-part 
term, just as the homonymy of tits 'birds' with tits 'breasts' is apparently fortuitous - 
although it may get some support from the sexual metaphor associated with bird (cf. section 
2). Both ass and arse have, since at least the sixteenth century, been used to describe 
someone stupid: hence in British English there is the doublet silly ass and silly arse. The 
dysphernism arises because (A) the asslarse is a tabooed body part; and (B) this part of the 
anatomy is blunt and at the opposite end from the head, which renders it appropriate for the 
seat of stupidity. The British doublet, and the collapsing of ass and arse in American, are 
presumably a result of their phonological similarity: ass - arse is one of the set of doublets 
listed in section 3 above.22 

The most likely explanation for the use of ass tomean 'vagina' has nothing to d o  with 
animals, but is part of a regular series of terms that are used, though not necessarily in the 
same dialect of English, for both the 'vagina' and 'backside', cf. front bum; children's use of 
bottom or  b o w  for 'vagina'; British prat and fanny (the latter being a euphemism for 
'backside' in American). The ambiguity presumably arises because (A) they share a similar 
location on the lower nu&, (B) they are both tabooed; (C) both saliently contain orifices and 
passages which exude waste products from the body; and (D) those passages are used 
respectively in straight and anal sexual intercourse. 

8. FISH AND BIVALVES 

I mention in footnote 9 'a fishy connection' for vagina. This alludes to the fact that a 
vagina may sometimes have a 'fishy' odour, which has given rise to expressions such as 

22~or additional discussion on the use of animal names in taboo lerms see Leach (1964). Allan and Burridge 
(199 1). 
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fishfinger 'digital stimulation of a woman', fishingor angling which mean either that or 
'copulation', and fishbreath 'oral sex' (see Allen 1987). The visual metaphors of the vagina 
as clam and oyster are fairly commonplace, and link up with the food metaphor (see footnote 
8).23 These bivalves also fall in with a metaphor for 'vagina' which suggests a mouth ready 
to snap up a penis, for example, bite, snatch and snapper, the last of these being, perhaps 
coincidentally, the name for a species of fish. 

Although the connections here are not so extensive as they are for cunnies, bunnies, hares 
and pussies, they nonetheless reveal a complex associative network which could very well be 
the basis for interrelationships within a semantic field sufficient to reinforce certain perceived 
similarities between the vagina and fish or bivalves. 

9. IN CONCLUSION 

In the course of this paper, I have sought to provide some explanatory detail of the animal 
terms that English speakers use to talk about sexual organs. Much of the detail comes from 
conceptual and perceptual associations between denotata: on the one hand genitals, and on 
the other the creatures whose names are used to non-literally denote genitalia. I began by 
examining the history and motivation for the widespread use of cock for 'penis', finding it to 
be one instance of the far-reaching 'bird as a sexual metaphor'. I found evidence of a 
number of influences from several different sources coalescing to establish the relevant 
figurative meaning of cock. Much less common than cock are the dysphemistic terms rat and 
ferret for 'penis'; and there is a corresponding lack of networked associations to support 
widespread conventionalisation of these particular terms. I then moved on to the semantic 
field encompassing the use of names for furry animals to denote the human female pudend, 
which led to an examination of the history and motivation for such words as pussy, beaver, 
cunny and bunny; and then various 'fishy' terms for the same body-part. Where there is a 
network of influences coming together, as in the case of pussy, the figure has much greater 
chance of surviving and being widely used - thus rendering it (paradoxically) a dead 
metaphor. Conversely, where there is a less supportive semantic network, as in the case of 
vagina as beaver, the terms have much narrower currency. It appears that the cunny, bunny 
set (discussed in section 6) is an exception to this hypothesis; but it would seem that when 
cunny/coney 'rabbit' dropped out of use, cunny 'vagina' gave way to the co-existing cunt, 
whose etymology has not been discussed here (see Allan 1990; Allan & Bumdge 1991). It 
was argued that ass 'backside; vagina' is coincidentally an animal name; but the correlation of 
ass with arse is part of a regular series of doublets in English, and the naming of the vagina 
with the same term as the backside is not uncommon. 

My primary purpose in this paper was the following. Having investigated the probable 
basis for the figurative uses of animal names for the genitalia of men and women, I 
hypothesise that subsequent conventionalisation of this usage derives from the coalescence of 
a demonstrable network of associated influences. If this hypothesis is mistaken, there are 
some amazing coincidences to be explained away. If, on the other hand, it is correct, then 
historical semantics should look out for a number of sources coming together to establish the 
meaning of a term. I had one further purpose in this paper: it was to throw some light on to 
an area of vocabulary which has received comparatively little scholarly attention because it is 

23~here is also a link, probably fortuitous and irrelevant, with hen (see section 2) which is the common 
name for at least one species of bivalve, Venus mercenaria. 
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principally part of oral culture; nonetheless, many people are fascinated by it. Don Laycock 
was one of the few others willing to write about it. 
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ETHNIC, RACIAL, RELIGIOUS AND SEXUAL SLURS IN AN AMERICAN 
AND AN AUSTRALIAN DICTIONARY 

REINHOLD AMAN 

When the Third College Edition of Webster's New World Dictionary appeared in 1988, 
many standard obscenities, vulgarities and assorted slurs were finally included in this new 
edition. The book censors of many school libraries will, of course, condemn such honest 
recording of real language, but now that even the 'worst' words are in all but some simple- 
minded, bowdlerised dictionaries, the schools will have to either order honest reference 
dictionaries or shortchange their students with casnated editions. 

Looking for ethnic, racial, religious and sexual slurs in WNW3, I was struck by three 
peculiarities of that dictionary: (1) several very common and high-frequency slurs are 
missing, e.g. chink, coon, dago, guinea, Hebe and Polack; ( 2 )  the usage labels are very 
inconsistent and some are absent, e.g. frog and kraut are not labelled 'vulgar' or 'hostile' but 
others are; and (3) two anti-Semitic slurs - and these two only, kike and to jew (down) - are 
marked with the special label 'vulgar'. One does not expect a general dictionary to contain 
most slurs, but one should be able to find the most common, high-frequency terms in such a 
comprehensive work. 

I have compared the enmes in the third edition, edited by Victoria Neufeldt, with those in 
the second edition, edited by David B. Guralnik. Terms absent in the earlier edition but 
found in the third edition are marked with a bullet ( 0 ) .  One notes that the second edition 
lacked many ethnic slurs, including the common kike and nigger, due in part to the opinion 
of Mr Guralnik (and his colleagues) that such slurs are 'the true obscenities'.' Further, in 

l ~ i n c e  Maledicta: The International Journal of Verbal Aggression is not available in many Australian 
university libraries, I quote (here and in note 2) extensive excerpts from significant statements by two leading 
American lexicographers and dictionary editors. David Guralnik (Maledicta 8 [1984-85]:131-132) explains 
why his Second Edition lacks almost all sexual, excretory and ethnicfracial slurs: 

At the time the Second College Edition of Webster's New World Dictionary was being planned 
(January, 1963). the so-called obscene terms were not to be found in any general dictionary, not even 
the 13-volume Oxford English Dictionary. At the planning conference, attended by staff and 
consultants from various college faculties, there was much discussion about including these terms 
for the first time in any general dictionary. The decision concerning the inclusion or omission of 
those terms was a difficult one to make. Until relatively recently they were taboo in all 
publications, and the decision was made for the lexicographer by the law.. . 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock, 41-47. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
O Reinhold Aman 
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the third edition, anti-homosexual slurs now feature 'warning labels', whereas the second 
edition labelled them merely 'slang'. The labelling of such terms as 'hostile,' 'derisive,' 
'contemptuous', or 'offensive' follows the current trend of being 'sensitive' to the feelings 
of certain groups, also observed by the Random House dictionary Editor-in-Chief, Stuart B. 
F l e ~ n e r . ~  Ms Neufeldt probably will get a tongue-lashing from hardline feminists for not 

The decision of the conferees, virtually unanimous, was that it would be unwise at that juncture to 
invite the banning of the dictionary in many areas. It is more than possible that if the conference 
had been held in 1973, rather than 1963. we would have come to another decision. But that decision 
must await a total revision of the dictionary. I have not found it necessary to sneak these terms into 
our minor updatings, which focus on the inclusion of new vocabulary. 
I can assure you that no moral judgment went into our decision. It was made on purely practical 
grounds, and I explain our reasons candidly in my foreword to the dictionary. What real purpose 
would have been served if the book had been banned from schools throughout the slates of Texas, 
West Virginia, Louisiana, and elsewhere? And I can assure you it would have been. It is not we 
who are passing the moral judgments, but the society in which we circulate. As it is. we are banned 
in some school systems anyhow because we enter such 'dirty words' as sluf, keisfer, shack up, and 
the like. I must add that I have resisted all efforts to have us purge such terms from editions sold to 
such systems. 
Having dealt with the 'obscene' terms, the conference addressed itself to the inclusion of the 
vernacular terms used contemptuously for members of various racial and ethnic groups. Again - this 
time with less than unanimity but nevertheless a substantial majority - the conferees decided that we 
would be well within our lexicographical responsibilities in the difficult task of lexical selection to 
omit these terms of opprobrium that some of us view as the true obscenities. For one thing, during 
the period that our citation files were beginning to show increasing use of the formerly taboo terms, 
there was a marked decline in the occurrence in general media of the derogatory racial and ethnic 
terms. Perhaps our liberation from one set of taboos is resulting in the creation of another. 
Apparently we cannot do without some linguistic taboos.. . 
[Our] dictionary is not censored by any governmental power or by the adminisuation of this 
company. The staff of the dictionary, however, arbiuarily determined not to include certain terms 
widely recognized as obscene. This decision was anived at for two reasons: a) all our dictionaries 
are, in fact, abridged dictionaries whose word stock represents no more than a selection of vocabulary 
from the much larger body of English terms; b) the inclusion of these few terms in the dictionary 
could have resulted in the banning of the entire work in some schools, thereby negating the years of 
labor and scholarship that went into its preparation. The dictionary, as a record of usage, also 
necessarily reflects the prevailing social attitudes of the community that it serves. 

2~xcerpts from Maledicta 8 (1984-85):130, quoting from Stuart Flexner's letter to me: 
Your planned comparison of the major college dictionaries and what 'offensive' words they include, 
the labels, definitions, etymologies, etc., will be most interesting. Our general rule is to include 
such terms on the same basis as we do any others: if there are enough citations and other evidence, in 
they go. We label some of these words as vulgar and others as offensive and/or derogatory by which 
we mean that certain groups either take them to be offensive or that certain users purposely use them 
to be taken as derogatory (naturally, some terms are both offensive and derogatory). As you know. 
the problem with including such terms is that many of them are much more widely used orally than 
in writing. which means they appear in citations less frequently than they otherwise should. 
However, we do try to collect oral citations, even though the very nature of oral citations m q s  that 
they are less systematic than written ones. Another problem is that many of the offensive terms 
were banned from publications for so long that when one examines the written evidence it appears 
that they appeared much later in the language than they actually did, or it appears that they were 
much less popular during the earlier decades and centuries than they actually were. 
The amazing thing is that our attitude towards specific 'offensive' words, and specific sub-groups of 
them, keeps changing. For example, in the past we have labeled certain words for homosexuals, 
including such old ones as pansy, fag, etc., as slang; however, I am increasingly adding the label 
derogatory and/or offensive to such items, because for the last decade or so we have become aware 
just how offensive these words are to gays. In like manner, we are labeling some of the words 
referring to women which our previously more male-dominated society did not consider especially 
offensive, though perhaps women always did. Thus, we are slowly changing our labeling of such 
words as broad to show that it is more than slang, that it is considered offensive by a great many 
women. 
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labelling bird ('young woman', U.K.), broad ('woman') and chick ('young woman', U.S.) 
as 'sexist', 'hostile', or 'vulgar and offensive'. 

While I did not look for inconsistencies in the labels, I did notice that some labels are 
qualified by 'generally', 'often', 'sometimes', or 'usually', without any discernible reason 
for these differences. Such differences are not noticed when one looks up a word here and 
there, but they become obvious when one sees them in a listing like this one. I would prefer 
the modifiers 'usually' or 'generally' used in a11 labels for slurs, as so much depends on the 
context - who is using the term with whom and with what intentions? Similarly, minor 
inconsistencies are seen in the use of the article (a term versus term), in the use of and and or 
(contempt and derision versus contempt or derision), as well as in the use of contempt, 
derision and hostility: some slurs are labelled with one of these nouns, others with two, 
again with no obvious plan why one slur is 'contemptuous', another 'hostile', and a third is 
both. Also, some slurs are labelled 'a contemptuous term', while others are 'a term of 
contempt'. To be sure, such inconsistencies can occur in a dictionary with some 170,000 
entries, but I do notice such nitpicking details and report them. My intentions are not to 
embarrass dictionary editors (also in Maledicta 9, where I quoted the newest unabridged 
Random House Dictionary repeatedly for flaws in its definitions, etc.) but to report 
oversights to be corrected in their next editions. 

Below are the words listed by group (to show the inconsistencies; see, for example, 
HOMOSEXUALS) with the warning labels from the definitions or usage notes, folIowed by 
some comments about the American dictionary. This list is, of course, just a sampling of 
various slurs, not a comprehensive inventory. 

Since this is a mbute to my friend Don Laycock, who on his last visit to Wisconsin 
gleefully pointed out the prudery in The Macquarie Di~tionary,~ I am comparing the terms 
and labels from this newest American 'college size' dictionary with the most recent edition of 
a standard, similar-sized Australian dictionary, The Macquarie Dictionary (revised edition 
1985). To distinguish between the American and the Australian entries, the American ones 
are shown in this Times typeface, whereas the Australian terms, definitions and labels, 
following the American entries, are shown in Helvetica typeface. Note the difference in 
capitalisation in these two dictionaries, as well as the more liberal (or less 'sensitive') labels 
in Macquarie, which uses only the label colloquial and sometimes adding (usually) or (often) 
derogatory, but lacking such subjective labels as contemptuous, derisive, hostile, offensive, 
patronising, viciously hostile or vulgar found in its American counterpart. 

ASIANS 

Chinaman: 'a contemptuous or patronising term'. This is the only slur labelled patronising. 
Chlnarnan: 'a native or a descendant of a native of China; a Chinese'. No label. 
chink: missing. 
Chlnk: 'a Chinese'. Colloquial. Derogatory. Also, Chinkie. 
Jap (a Japanese): 'a hostile term'. No label in the 2nd edn. 

3 ~ s  Don pointed out, in earlier editions the 'dirty' headwords are replaced by 'clean' words of preceding and 
following entries: in the 1982 edition, on p.721, the headword is fuchsite (inslead of fuck), and on p.722 it 
is fucoid (instead of fuckable). During his last visit we also discussed one of his great interests, Pidgin 
English, and an article about terms of abuse in that language, which will appear in Maledicfa 11. 
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Jap: 'a Japanese'. Colloquial. 
slant-eye: missing, though fairly common. 
slant-eye: 'a person of a Mongoloid race, as Chinese, Tibetan etc'. Colloquial. 

Derogatory. Also, slant, slanthead. 
zip (esp. a Vietnamese): missing. 
zip: missing. 

GERMANS 

heinie: missing, though fairly common. 
heinie: missing. 
hun: 'term of contempt applied to German soldiers, esp. in World War 1'. 
Hun: 1. 'a German soldier, unit, aircraft, or the like, in World Wars I and 11'. 2. 'any 

German'. Colloquial. 
*kraut: 'a derogatory term'. Just derogatory, not hostile, contemptuous or vicious? 
kraut: 'a German'. Colloquial. Usually derogatory. 

HIS PANICS 

aspic: 'offensive term of contempt and derision'. Why add offensive? 
splc: 1. 'any person of European descent'. 2. U.S. 'a person from a Spanish-speaking 

community'. Also, splck, spik. Colloquial. 
wetback (esp. a Mexican): no usage label; warning label needed. 
wetback: U.S. 'an illegal Mexican immigrant'. No label. 

HOMOSEXUALS 

dyke: 'a lesbian, esp. one with pronounced masculine characteristics'. Slang, but no 
warning label in the 2nd and 3rd edns. 

dyke: 'a lesbian'. Colloquial. 
fag: 'a term of contempt and hostility'. No warning label in the 2nd edn, only Slang 'a male 

homosexual'. 
fag: 'a homosexual', Colloquial. 
faggot: 'term of contempt'. Is this term less hostile than fag? No label in the 2nd edn. 
faggot: 'a male homosexual'. Colloquial. 
fruit: 'term of contempt or derision'. No label in the 2nd edn. 
fruit: 'a male homosexual'. Colloquial. 

homo: 'often a contemptuous term.' Just ofren, not usually? No label in the 2nd edn. 
homo: 'a homosexual'. Colloquial. 
pansy: 'an effeminate man; esp., an effeminate male homosexual: often a contemptuous 

term'. Just often? No label in the 2nd edn. 
pansy: 1. 'an effeminate man'. 2. 'a male homosexual'. Colloquial. 
opoof: 'often an offensive term'. Brit., etc. Slang. Also, *poofter, opouf, opouff, 

opouffe. Why often, instead of usually? 
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poof, poofter: 1. 'a male homosexual'. Colloquial. 2. 'a person, esp. one who is weak 
and cowardly'. Colloquial. Derogatory. Also, pouf, pouffe. Why is sense 2 
'derogatory' but sense 1 is not? 

queer: 'term of contempt or derision'. Is this term not very hostile, like fag? No label in the 
2nd edn. 

queer: 'a homosexual'. Colloquial. 

ITALIANS 

dago: missing, though very common. 
dago: 1. 'a Spaniard or Portuguese'. 2. 'a person of Latin race'. Colloquial. 

Derogatory. 
guinea, ginney: missing, though common. 
guinea, ginney: missing. 
*wop: 'an offensive term of hostility and contempt'. Is offensive necessary? 
wop: 'an Italian or any foreigner thought to be of Italian appearance'. Colloquial. 

Usually derogatory. 

JEWS 

Hebe: missing, though common. 
Hebe: missing. 
Hymie: missing, even though it has been much in the news for years (Jesse Jackson). 
Hymie: missing. 
*JAP (a Jewish-American Princess): 'a mild term of derision, contempt, etc'. The dozen or 

more Jewish women who in 1987 and 1988 have published articles to condemn this 
term and those who have experienced JAP-bashing don't think this is a mild term. 

JAP: missing. 
*to jew (down): 'a vulgar and offensive usage, even when not consciously expressing an 

anti-Semitic attitude'. Why is this word vulgar but queer and frog are not? 
to jew, to jew down: missing. 
*kike: 'a vulgar term of hostility and contempt'. See comment about vulgar under to jew 

(down). 
kike: 'a Jew'. U.S. Colloquial. Derogatory. 
*Yid: 'a very offensive term of contempt'. Why is this term very offensive? 
Yid: 'a Jew'. Derogatory. 

NEGROES 

coon: missing, even though very common. 
coon: 'a dark-skinned person'. Derogatory. 
jungle-bunny: missing, even though common. 
jungle bunny: 'a name used by some white people to describe Aboriginals, 

Melanesians, Negroes, etc'. Colloquial. Derogatory. An unusual definition! 



enigger: 'acceptable only in black English / virtually taboo / a viciously hostile epithet'. 
This is the only slur labelled 'viciously hostile'. I believe that kike and queer, for 
example, are equally vicious. 

nlgger: 1. 'a Negro'. 2. 'a member of any dark-skinned race'. Derogatory. 
spear-chucker: missing, even though fairly common. 
spear-chucker: missing. 
Zulu: missing. 
Zulu: missing. 

OTHERS 

*abo (an Aborigine): 'an offensive term'. Australian Slang. 
Abo: 'an Aborigine'. Colloquial. Often derogatory. 
bohunk (a Central or East European): missing, though fairly common. 
bohunk: missing. 
Canuck (a Canadian, French Canadian): 'sometimes a disparaging term'. No label in the 

2nd edn. 
Canuck: 'a Canadian, esp. a French Canadian'. Colloquial. 
cracker: 1. a poor white: 'contemptuous term'. 2. a nativelinhabitant of Georgia or Florida: 

'a humorous usage'. Call a Georgian a cracker and see if he laughs. 
cracker: U.S. 'one of a class of poor whites in parts of the south-eastern U.S'. 
mackerel-snapper (a Roman Catholic): missing. 
mackerel-snapper: missing. 
*frog (a French person): 'term of contempt or derision'. 1s this not also hostile or vulgar? 
Frog: 'a Frenchman'. Derogatory. 
goy (a gentile): 'often used contemptuously'. No label in the 2nd edn. 
goy: 'a non-Jew; gentile'. No label. 
half-breed (often an American Indian plus other race, usually white): 'generally regarded 

as an offensive term because often used contemptuously'. Too wordy; offensive or 
derogatory suffices. No label in the 2nd edn for the noun, but the adjective is labelled 
as 'sometimes regarded as a hostile or contemptuous term'. 

half-breed: 'the offspring of parents of different races; one who is half-blooded'. No 
label. 

*hanky (a white person): 'a term of hostility and contempt'. 
honky: U.S. 'a white man'. Colloquial. Derogatory. 

Kiwi (a New Zealander): Colloquial. 
Kiwi: 1. 'a new Zealand soldier or representative sportsman, esp. a Rugby ~ e a ~ u e  

representative'. 2. 'any New Zealander'. Colloquial. 
limey (an English person): no usage label. 
limey: 1. 'a British sailor or ship'. 2. 'an Englishman'. Colloquial. 
Mick (an Irishman): missing, though common. 
Mlck: 1. 'a Roman Catholic (esp. of Irish extraction)'. 2. 'an Irishman'. 3. 'female 

pudendum'. Colloquial. 
mickey (an Irishman): British Slang. 
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Mickey: 'a policeman'. Colloquial. [Plus additional meanings]. 
Newfie: (a Newfoundlander): missing, though very common in Canada. 
Newfie: missing. 
ofay (black English: a white person): missing. 
ofay: missing, except as an alternative for au fait. 
Polack: missing, though very common. 
Polack: Chiefly U.S. 1. 'a person of Polish descent'. Derogatory. 2. 'a Pole'. Archaic. 
redneck (a poor, white, rural Southerner): no usage label; warning label needed. 
redneck: U.S. 1. 'a southern U.S. white farm labourer, esp. one who is ill-educated or 

ignorant'. 2. 'any uneducated prejudiced person, usually a manual worker'. 
Colloquial. Derogatory. 

oshiksa (a female gentile): 'term of mild contempt'. This term is quite derogatory, not just 
mild. Also, it should be spelled shiksg. 

shikse: missing. 
WASP: no usage label. 
WASP: Orig. U.S. 'a member of the establishment conceived as being white, Anglo- 

Saxon, and Protestant'. No label. 
*whitey: 'a usually hostile term of contempt'. 
whitey: 'a white man'. Colloquial. Derogatory. 





REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF /a/ AND /a:/ IN AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Don Laycock made several contributions to the discussion of the Australian English vowel 
system, most notably one published paper (Laycock 1966) and one unpublished paper 
(Laycock 1980) on the length contrast between long /ax/ as in 'bad' and short /a/ as in 'bade' 
(for some speakers). In the latter paper he also made some insightful comments on the 
regional distribution of /a/ versus /a:/, which form part of the basis for this brief paper in his 
memory. 

Various other previous studies have claimed that there are no regional differences within 
Australian English phonology. The main recent proponent of this view has been Bernard 
(1969:62, 198 1 : 19); see also Hammarstrom (1980:42) and Turner (1966). Others, such as 
Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a, 1965b), while noting a different form of /oU/ in Adelaide, 
have generally agreed. Conversely, in an extensive survey (Bradley & Bradley, 
forthcoming) quite a number of regional phonological differences have been identified, one 
of which, the lexical diffusion involving /a:/ and /d in words such as 'castle' or 'dance', is a 
popular regional stereotype and also shows social and stylistic differences. Some 
suggestions about the historical implications for the phonetics of these vowels in southern 
British English are found in Bradley (1980, 1989). 

To summarise the historical position briefly, it appears that among the reactions in the 
vowel system to the deconstriction of postvocalic r was firstly the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century development of Middle English short a to long /a:/ rather than /a/ before 
the fricatives /f 8 s/ (e.g.'laugh' 'bath' 'class'), then subsequently the merger of certain au 
sequences before a cluster of nasal plus obstruent (e.g. 'dance'), mainly in French loans, 
into /a:/ rather than /a/. For the latter the outcome was at first apparently variable between 
/a/ and /a:/ and still is in Australian English, but most such lexical items have subsequently 
stabilised on /a:/ in Southern British English. Given that Australian English probably 
koinCized in the very early nineteenth century (Trudgill 1986), this could date the two 
changes: the first nearly complete by the end of the eighteenth century, and the latter less far 
advanced. . L 

These processes can be directly related to the marginal tensepax (longlshort, often with 
other associated quality differences as in New York or Philadelphia (Labov 1972)) contrast 
for the vowel /a/, as reported for Australian English in Laycock (1966, 1980) and Blake 
(1985) among others. Though there are substantial dialect differences between American 
English dialects which do not show this process, on the whole it is a subset of those /a/ 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory o j  Donald C. Laycock. 49-55. 
Pacqic Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O David Bradley 
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which are tense in American English which shift to /a:/. This provides further evidence of 
the phonetic similarity of the sounds involved, implying that the modem /a:/ in RP,' London 
and similar varieties derived from an earlier central to front vowel like that of Australian, 
New Zealand, Norwich and other varieties. 

The development of this particular split with merger is an excellent example of lexical 
diffusion, whereby a sound change spreads lexical item by lexical item, usually with 
phonological constraints involved as well. Several scholars, such as Mitchell and Delbridge 
(1965a:53, 63-65), Baker (1966:442-443) and Bernard (1981:23), have noted the fact that 
Australian English is less advanced than RP in this process, without relating it to variation or 
lexical diffusion. Laycock (1980:2-4) gives much more data on the regional distribution of 
the difference in lexical terms, but does not suggest that sociostylistic variation is involved as 
well. 

2. DATA 

Bradley (1990) reports the results of a Labovian study using interview data to elucidate 
the regional distribution of this variation in quantified terms. It discusses results in a quota 
sample of 47 speakers: 22 male and 25 female; 22 living in working-class suburbs and 25 in 
middle-class suburbs of Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Hobart and Adelaide, all born in the 
cities in which they now live and none of whom had spent substantial time away from their 
city of birth; seven were from Adelaide and ten each from the other four cities. This forms a 
subsample of a much larger random sample considered in Bradley and Bradley (1990) for 
this and various other variables. (For more details of the sample, see the sources cited.) 

It should first be emphasised that most lexical items behave alike in RP and in Australian 
English. That is, most have the corresponding vowel in both; for example, 'bat' and 'bash' 
have Id in both, while 'bath' and 'pass' have front /a:/ in Australian and back /a:/ in RP. 
That the process has progressed further in RP is shown by the documented spread of /a:/ in 
the recent past, as well as by those words which do differ: nearly all have a greater tendency 
to /a:/ in RP but have /a/ in Australian English; for example, words with the prefix 'trans-' 
such as 'transport' or 'transfer' very often have /a:/ in RP but only infrequently have /a:/ in 
Australian English, where /z/ is nearly universal for this prefix. There is some variation in 
RP as well, sometimes in words which also vary in Australia, e.g. 'graph', but also in 
different words, such as 'plastic' or 'lather' which do not vary in Australia, having only /a/ 
as a possibility. Words which do not vary in Australian English will not be discussed 
further. Clearly there has been continuing contact with and influence of RP on Australian 
English, and of course some cities in Australia, for example Adelaide, were settled more 
recently and from a different stratum of the British population. Probably the microhistory of 
settlement is a factor in the differences discussed here, as Adelaide is more similar to RP in 
its distribution of /d and /a:/, though of course still distinctively Australian in many ways. 

Since the process involved is one of lexical diffusion, each word can be expected to 
behave differently. Thus a hierarchy or implicational scale can usefully represent the data, 
but an overall index may be misleading as different speakers happen to use different lexical 
items in interviews. What is most directly comparable is the formal reading tasks in the 
interview, where all speakers use exactly the same words in the same style (apart from 

~ R P  is the standard abbreviation for Received Pronunciation, which is the educated speech o f  Southern 
England. 
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misreadings). The most striking finding is the quantitative difference between cities in this 
comparable data. Social differences of speech within each city agree with previous 
observations that /a:/ is the prestige form, with residents of working-class suburbs and males 
using a higher proportion of /=I; Table 1 shows the pattern observed. 

TABLE 1 : PER CENT /a?/ IN ALL LEXICAL ITEMS, READING STYLES 

MC area WC area 'Class' difference 

Brisbane 
Adelaide 
Hobart 54 
Melbourne 27 60 33 

Comparable Sydney results are not available, as a different, shorter word list was used there. 
Using only the words in that word list, the overall results were Adelaide 9 per cent /a?/, 
Sydney 19 per cent, Brisbane 42 per cent, Melbourne 46 per cent and Hobart 72 per cent. 
The greatest social difference is seen in Melbourne, followed by Adelaide, Hobart, Sydney 
and nearly none in Brisbane. This pattern is in general accord with Australian perceptions of 
Adelaide and particularly Melbourne as sharply class-stratified, and Brisbane as much less 
so. Sabbadin (1985) found a similarly sharp social stratification for four varying words in 
Melbourne, with an average 43 per cent difference in Style C (reading passage) between 
speakers recorded in a Toorak (high-status area) milk bar and a Western suburbs (low-status 
area) milk bar. 

Also interesting are the different hierarchies observed in each city: the lexical diffusion 
appears to be operating separately in each centre, as shown in Table 2. For exactly parallel 
results, though not quantified, see Oasa (1989:287). 

TABLE 2: PER CENT /a?/ IN CERTAIN LEXICAL ITEMS, READING STYLES 

Rank Hobart Melbourne Brisbane Sydney Adelaide 

1 graph 100 graph 70 dance 89 dance 60 contrast29 
2 chance 100 castle 70 castle 67 graph 30 castle 14 
3 demand 90  dance 65 graph 44 chance 20 dance 14 
4 dance 90  chance 40 demand 22 grasp 15 chance 14 
5 castle 40 demand 22 chance 15 demand 10 graph 14 
6 grasp 10 grasp 11 grasp 11 castle 0 demand 0 
7 contrast 0 contrast 0 contrast 0 contrast 0 grasp 0 

It can be generally noted that the instances preceding nasals favour /a?/ more than those 
preceding fricatives: overall, 44 per cent versus 27 per cent - the exceptions are Adelaide and 
perhaps Melbourne. The strength of this constraint differs, as shown in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3: PER CENT /iE/ BY PHONOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

before nasal before fricative difference 

Hobart 93 3 8 55 
Sydney 30 11 19 
Brisbane 42 3 1 11 
Melbourne 42 40 2 
Adelaide 9 14 -5 

This is in fact contrary to the pattern expected on historical grounds, except for Adelaide 
which, as noted above, shows a more recent British influence. However this is misleading 
as there are relatively few words in the fricative environment that differ from the RP pattern; 
most such words do not vary in either RP or Australian English. However there are many 
more words in the prenasal environment that vary in Australian English but show only /a:/ in 
RP. For a partial list, see Bradley (1980:86-87); examples include most of the words in 
prenasal environment cited here, such as 'dance' and 'chance', among many others. 

For Melbourne, where the most data are available, results of this study combined with 
studies by McCann (1985) and Sabbadin (1985) show the following overall lexical 
hierarchy, from most to least /z/; words containing the same stem were found to operate 
similarly: 'castle' (Castlemaine); 'graph' ('photograph'); France; 'chant' ('enchant'); 'dance'; 
'plant' ('plants', 'planted'); 'answer'; 'trance'; 'chance'; 'demand'; 'grasp'; 'contrast'. 

Given that the lexical constraint is so strong, stylistic differences measured by a simple 
index may not reveal what is going on. It is necessary to look at stylistic variation virtually 
word by word, which limits the degree to which it can be quantified since not all speakers 
use the relevant lexical items outside the reading sections of the interview. Style shift 
towards /a:/ in more formal contexts is observed in the data, especially for residents of 
middle-class suburbs, more so in Melbourne, Hobart and Adelaide. Bradley and Bradley 
(forthcoming) discuss the pattern for the complete Melbourne sample in more detail. 
McCann (1985) also demonstrates a consistent style shift of 17 per cent on average between 
Style B (interview speech) and Style D (word lists) for eleven varying lexical items in 
Melbourne. 

3. STEREOTYPING 

The regional distribution of / i~l - /a:/ variation is the most widely known regional 
stereotype about Australian English. Of the 47 interviewees, eight (17 per cent) 
spontaneously gave examples of this variation when asked about regional differences, more 
than for any other stereotype. They cited 'castle' or place names containing it (Newcastle, 
Castlereagh St in Sydney, Ca~tlemaine);~ two speakers also cited 'plant', and one cited 
'dance'; in most cases they correctly attributed the /a:/ form in 'castle' to Sydney or New 
South Wales. One speaker from Brisbane suggested that the /a:/ form for 'dance' and 'plant' 
was a Victorian (Melbourne) and South Australian (Adelaide) form, with some justification 
as these words are much more llkely to have /a:/ there than in Brisbane - see Table 1 above; 
one Hobart speaker who used Id in the word atmbuted /a:/ in 'castle' to Queensland, where 

2 ~ n  very formal styles, such as ABC television news broadcasts, /a:/ can occasionally be heard even for these 
pIace names. 
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it occurs - but less frequently than in Hobart! Thus the perceptions of this variable were both 
fairly widespread and mostly accurate. 

If the /a:/ form in varying words is viewed negatively, as affected or excessively English, 
this would support the suggestions by Baker (1966) and by Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a) 
that the /;el alternative is on the increase. There is evidence from associated comments that 
speakers reporting greater use of /a:/ elsewhere also view this as undesirable; this provides 
evidence for the increasing independence of Australian English from an RP-like norm. 

What proportion of the population need to comment on something variable for it to be 
considered a stereotype? Seventeen per cent may seem low; indeed some other speakers 
vigorously denied that regional differences exist in Australian English - which is in a sense 
an incompatible stereotype. It could also be argued that spontaneous reporting of stereotypes 
is uncommon. Bearing in mind that we are considering a portion of the population with 
relatively little exposure to the speech of other Australian cities due to the criteria for the 
sample, this seems strong evidence for stereotyping. 

Further evidence is provided in an unpublished study by Lapidge (1983), in which 
Australians were asked to atmbute speakers heard on tape to state of origin; the tape was a 
recording of a passage containing a large number of /a:/ - /;el varying words. The rate of 
success was much better than chance, especially in the clearcut cases of South Australia (low 
/;el), New South Wales (fairly low /;el) and Victoria (high /;el)/). So speakers can also 
recognise and identify based on the stereotype to some degree. 

4. VARIATION BETWEEN /;el, /a:/ AND /eV 

As in other varieties of English, there are certain words which have /eI/ as an alternative to 
one or both of the two vowels considered here. This could be viewed as an outcome of an 
*a/*a: alternation preceding the great vowel shift, giving early modem English /;eP versus 
leu, with subsequent lengthening of /;el to give /a:/ as well for some words; but most of the 
examples are again Romance loans. Among these are 'basic', which has /el/ for most 
speakers, but variably also /;el, especially for older speakers and in Brisbane. Parallel is the 
past tense of 'bid', 'bade'; for most speakers /el/, but for a few /;el. Other words showing 
this pattern include 'sadist', 'patriot', 'nanesook' (a kind of cotton) and a list of words cited 
by Baker (1966:440), 'mamx', 'data', 'status', 'gratis', 'apparatus'; some of these also have 
/a:/ as a possibility. The /;el - /el/ alternatives plus a third, /a/, occur in the first syllable of 
'azure'. One word which shows all three alternatives is 'pastie' (kind of pie); another is 
'lambaste'. The pattern observed for these is also regionally distributed, as shown in Table 
4. Some words show more categorical regional dismbution than others; 'cicada' has /a:/ in 
Sydney, but leu in Melbourne. The dismbution of vowels in these words differs from that 
of RP, generally in the direction of more /;el possibilities, which again fits the historical 
hypothesis given above; however it generally follows an RP-like pattern in  contrast to 
American alternatives in words such as 'tomato'. 

3 ~ h e  exact phonetic value of this vowel, [ z ]  or [a], is uncertain but not an issue here. 
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TABLE 4: VOWELS IN FOUR WORDS WHICH VARY BETWEEN /e1/, /a/ e/ /a:/: PER CENT 
/e1/, PER CENT /a/, PER CENT /a:/ (OR PER CENT /a/ FOR 'AZURE') 

Hob art Melbourne Brisbane Adelaide 

'basic' loo/-/- 9011 01- 78122.l- loo/-/- 
'bade' loo/-/- 75/25/- 8911 11- 7 11291- 
'azure' 35130135 2011 0/70 6612211 1 50/7/43 
'pastie' -1-11 00 1 11-189 38/27/35 -1-11 00 

Unfortunately these words were not on the word list used in Sydney; but Laycock (1980) 
reports /eI/ for 'pastie' there, and /a:/ in Newcastle. Baker (1966:440-441) reports /eI/ more 
frequent than /a/  for 'basic' in Sydney, and gives all three forms for 'azure' - though he 
characterises the schwa form as a spelling pronunciation. Variation in 'bade' has been 
discussed in the literature on short versus long /z/, and also occurs in Sydney. Overall, if 
anything the phenomena with these words are less systematic than those relating to /a:/ 
versus /z/. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Bradley (1980, 1989) and Bradley and Bradley (forthcoming) give details of other 
regional phonological differences; as usual for dialects of English, most of these are in the 
vowel system. One such, the Adelaide backing of /u/ and IOU/ before A/, has achieved the 
status of a stereotype, though not as well known as the one investigated here. Others have 
been noticed by a few non-linguists, but not by other linguists. 

In this study a particular example of lexical diffusion has been investigated in detail, and 
shown to have interesting diachronic and synchronic ramifications. Like many other aspects 
of language in Australia and its region, it was noted with interest by Don Laycock though he 
unfortunately did not have time to publish on this topic. 
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EASTERN MAINLAND SUB-REGIONS OF AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH 

PAULINE BRYANT 

1. THE LEXICAL USAGE REGIONS OF AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH 

The everyday vocabulary of Australian English is for the most part very uniform. It is 
possible to travel anywhere in Australia and be understood using one's usual words from 
almost every part of the lexicon. But in a few categories - food, household objects, 
children's activities, fauna, flora, and others - some items have regional names. This 
regionality was not well recognised until the early 1980s, and this has been a puzzle to those 
interested in Australian English. 

Regional terms divide Australia into four regions: the South West (SW) (roughly the 
southern part of Western Australia); the South Centre (SC) (roughly South Australia); the 
South East (SE) (very roughly Victoria, Tasmania, the Riverina area in southern NSW, and 
parts of South Australia); and the North East (NE) (roughly Queensland and NSW). There 
are insufficient data yet to assign other parts of Australia to lexical usage regions. Some 
items have different names in each of the regions, for example, SW bar-lees, SC bars, SE 
barley, NE bar (the word children use when they want to drop out of a game for a while and 
not get caught). Some items have a name shared by one or two regions contrasted with the 
remaining regions, for example, NE nose bleed-bleeding nose as opposed to SW, SC and 
SE blood nose. 

The four lexical usage regions are defined by heteroglosses (lines on a map joining towns 
which use the same word for an item). For most of the items investigated in the surveys on 
which this chapter is based, the heteroglosses more or less coincide. (See Chambers and 
Trudgill 1980:103-104 for a general discussion of heteroglosses, and Bryant 1989:85-86 for 
a discussion of heteroglosses as applied to Australian linguistic circumstances.) In areas 
where the heteroglosses pass through parts of the country where a fine-grained survey was 
carried out, the division into regions can be regarded as definitive. This is particularly so in 
the borders of the SE region which were known from trial surveys to be complex and were 
thus given more detailed attention. In areas where only a broad-grained survey was 
possible, the heteroglosses at this stage are tentative, and give an indication of where more 
work needs to be done, particularly where supporting evidence from recollected rather than 
current usage has been used. The heteroglosses do not include towns where isolated usage 
appears to be out-of-area. (See Bryant 1989:86-88 for a discussion of the phenomenon of 
out-of-area usage in Australian English.) 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock. 57-74 .  
Pacific Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
O Pauline Bryant 
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Map 1 shows the four regions. It gives a broad picture of Australia's regional lexical 
usage. The areas of overlap are clear, where terms from neighbouring regions are used. It 
also shows the vast, sparsely-inhabited tracts of the country from which no informants were 
interviewed. These make it impossible to know where the inland borders of mainland usage 
lie, and where SW usage ends and SC usage begins. (For this reason, on later maps 
heteroglosses are not shown for the eastern limits of SW usage, the western and northern 
limits of SC usage, and the western limits of NE usage.) 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

S O W H  AUSTRALIA 

Map 1 THE LEXICAL USAGE REGIONS OF AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH 
Pauline Bryant Auslrallan National University 1992 

This section examines some complexities in regional naming in the eastern mainland of 
Australia, and contrasts them with the more clearcut regions of the SW and SC. It describes 
two items which have a distribution pattern more complex than that found for most regional 
terms in Australia, though they fit within the main regional boundaries. The distribution of 
names for these items throws some light on why the regional nature of Australian English 
has gone unrecognised for so long. 

The following data are drawn from two surveys, carried out in 1986-87 and 1988-89, of 
989 informants, 469 of whom had lived in their home towns all their lives. The remaining 
520 had lived there at least throughout their schooling years, and gave recollected usage from 
their home towns. (See Bryant (1991) for a description of the methodology of these 
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surveys.) On Maps 2-4 the responses given by current life-long residents are shown with 
black symbols, and hollow symbols for recollected usage. Unless there are at least five 
responses shown for a town, the results for that town taken in isolation are not statistically 
reliable. However when taken in conjunction with surrounding towns, the regional pattern 
of distribution is reliable. When the responses for a town or small area show a tendency 
towards a regional usage, other evidence such as recollected usage or responses in trial 
surveys camed out in the early 1980s is taken into account in deciding whether these are 
nonce usages or warrant further investigation. 

2. FRESHWATER CRUSTACEANS 

It was Don Laycock who pointed out to me that in Newcastle, his home town, yabbies are 
also called crawchies. These are "any of various freshwater decapod crustaceans of 
the family Parastacidae ... having characteristically large claws" (Macquarie Dictionary, 
crayfish). They are found in dams and creeks. The distribution of the several names for 
them is shown in Map 2. 

The pattern of distribution is one of the most complex encountered in this survey. The 
SW forms a distinct region; the SC, mainland SE and southern part of the NE share a 
common term; Tasmania does not share the mainland term; and a minor regional synonym in 
the NE covers both NSW and Queensland, though these States each have three, and NSW 
possibly four, sub-regions with more commonly used local terms. 

FRESHWATER CRUSTACEANS 

Yabby - crayfish - lobby - crawchie - clawchie - craybob - 
crawbob - craydab - lobster - jilgie - marron. 
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As well as current usage for all the terms, the map shows recollected usage for the less 
well-known local terms in the NE, the apparent Tasmanian term, and the SW terms. All of 
these would repay further investigation. Responses for the best-known names, yabby and 
crayfish, were too numerous to allow room on the map to show recollected usage of them. 

2.1 THE SOUTH WEST 

In the SW, jjlgje was the name most commonly given, with rnarron less common. Many 
informants thought that the only difference between them was that marron were larger than 
jilgies, though the Western Australian yearbook (1988:68) describes them as different 
species with different habitats. (Common usage does not always agree with official 
terminology, in items ranging from birds to garbage tips.) 

2.2 THE SOUTH G N T R E  AND MAINLAND SOUTH EAST 

The name shared by the SC, mainland SE, and the southern part of the NE is yabby. It is 
the only term in the SC and the mainland SE. In the NE i t  appears to be used throughout 
NSW, though it occurs more frequently in current usage in the southern half of the State 
where NE usage overlaps with SE usage. It also occurs in the ACT. It  seems, then, that 
yabby is principally a southern term. It seems to be a minor synonym in the northern part of 
NSW, and the one current instance of it in Queensland may be out-of-area, though twenty 
recollected uses make it worthwhile to investigate this further. (In Queensland a yabby is 
usually a small saltwater crustacean caught in the sand at the beach and used for bait.) 

2.3 TASMANIA 

Usually Tasmania uses the same terms as the mainland SE. By contrast, for this item it 
appears that the Tasmanian term may be lobster or freshwater lobster, though there are 
insufficient data on which to base firm conclusions. 

2.4 THE NORTH EAST 

The two parts of the NE region, NSW (plus the NE-influenced part of Victoria) and 
Queensland, often have terms in common in contrast to the southern regions. For this item 
they share only a regional synonym, crayfish, in contrast to the south. In NSW this is 
mainly used in inland parts of the south. NSW has four more commonly used local terms 
(excluding the southern use of yabby in the overlap with the SE). The first is crawchie in the 
Hunter Valley. As the map shows, it is currently used and also recollected by speakers (of 
all ages and both sexes) from the Hunter Valley towns of Newcastle (134), Cessnock (135), 
Mulbring (135a), Greta (134a) and Muswellbrook (125). Eleven people who had moved 
from the Hunter Valley recalled yabby as the local term, but no current life-long residents 
used this name. 

Craybob is used in inland eastern NSW, with some overlap south of the Lachlan River 
with the southern yabby area. Crawbob forms a sub-region on the northern tablelands and 
northern slopes within the craybob region. The remaining NSW term, craydab, occurs in 
the central west of the State round Parkes (131), Forbes (138) and as far north as 
Coonabarabran (109), though it has also been reported from other central western towns 
such as Condobolin (128). 
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There were too few responses to draw heteroglosses, but craydab could form a separate 
sub-region overlapping the craybob region. 

In Queensland, three names are used as well as the NE synonym crayfish, though 
recollected usage (not shown on the map) of this name, extending into far north Queensland, 
suggests that it could possibly be the principal Queensland term. However, along the coast 
and in the south-east, a more commonly used name is lobby. Around Rockhampton (60) 
and inland from there, the name is crawchie. As in the Hunter Valley in  NSW, use of 
crawchie does not depend on the speakers' age or sex. In  the south-east, clawchie was 
given by three current older speakers aged 42 to 60. With so few instances of clawchie it is 
not possible to draw firm conclusions except to say that as the crawchie and clawchie areas 
are not contiguous, they are apparently not variants of the one term. 

All these lesser known terms need further investigation 

3. COMPARISON WITH MARINE CRUSTACEANS 

Marine crustaceans with large claws and a hard red rough carapace are also known in 
different parts of Australia as lobsters or crayfish. These are "any of various large, edible, 
marine, stalk-eyed, decapod crustaceans of the family Palinuridae" (Macquarie Dictionary). 
There is little clash in naming with marine lobsters and crayfish and freshwater lobsters and 
crayfish. 

MARINE CRUSTACEANS 

Lobster - crayfish. 
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Map 3 shows the distribution of names for the marine crustaceans. The pattern is clearcut 
in most of Australia. However, crayfish is used almost as frequently as lobster in 
Queensland, while lobster occurs frequently enough in the SC and mainland SE to be a 
minor synonym for crayfish. 

The use of both lobster and crayfish for both the marine and the freshwater types presents 
only a slight problem. Lobster causes the least confusion. In Tasmania it is the freshwater 
type, on the mainland the marine type. For local inhabitants of either place there is thus no 
ambiguity, though for visitors crossing Bass Strait either way there could be some 
confusion. Crayfish presents more of a problem on the mainland. In Queensland the use of 
crayfish as a synonym for lobster for the marine type clashes with crayfish as a synonym 
for the local names for the freshwater type. (There is no problem in Queensland with lobster 
for the marine type clashing with the freshwater type as the latter is always the short form 
lobby.) Further south there is only the slightest overlap in the areas where crayfish can be 
used for either type. This is in the eastern end of the Riverina district in southern NSW and 
in north-eastern Victoria, where crayfish is a minor synonym for yabby for the freshwater 
type, and it is also used alongside lobster for the marine type. In practice there would be 
little problem in either Queensland or the southern area as context would usually remove any 
ambiguity. "We caught plenty of crayfish" could only refer to catching freshwater crayfish 
in the dam or creek (the nearest marine crayfishing area is off the coast of Tasmania). "We 
bought a crayfish" could only mean a marine crayfish bought at the fish shop (though in 
practice marine crayfish are rarely sold inland), as freshwater crayfish are usually caught, not 
sold. Only in utterances such as "We had crayfish for dinner" would there be any ambiguity. 

Table 1 shows how for the most part there is little ambiguity about which crustacean is 
meant. (Where there is more than one name for each type in a region, the most-used names 
are given first.) 

TABLE 1 : MARINE AND FRESHWATER CRUSTACEANS 

Marine Freshwater 

North East (Qld) lobster lobby 
crayfish crayfish 

crawchie 
clawchie 

(NSW) lobster yabby 
crayfish 
craybob 
crawchie 
craw bob 
craydab 

Southern SE crayfish yabby 
lobster crayfish 

SE crayfish lobster 

SC crayfish yabby 
lobster 

SW crayfish jilgie 
marron 

(Mainland) 

(Tasmania) 
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In spite of the high degree of clarity in the pattern of naming of the two types, some 
informants nevertheless apparently recognised the possibility of ambiguity. Interestingly, 
they were from areas where there is no ambiguity. In the (marine) crayfish area, three 
people said sea cray, though they did not need to make this distinction as they were all in the 
yabby area. In the (marine) lobster area, two people said sea lobster; again, they did not 
need to make a distinction as they were in the area where the freshwater type are yabbies or 
crayfish. Similarly, the people who specified freshwater lobster lived in Tasmania where 
the marine type is a crayfish. While there is no need to make these distinctions, it is 
apparently a recognition that some speakers know that there may be a need to clarify which 
type is meant, as well as a recognition that these crustaceans have some similarity though 
they are different in appearance and habitat. 

4. THREE-POINTED BURRS 

There is another item which fits within the main regional boundaries while having 
distinctive local sub-regions in the NE. It is "any of a number of plants with fruit which 
break into small spiny pieces" (Macquarie Dictionary, bindi-eye). This is the burr familiar 
to bare-footed children, and remembered well by adults. It is the hard, woody seed with 
three very sharp points found on flat-growing weeds in lawns and paddocks. Many 
informants had vivid childhood memories of stepping on one in bare feet, or having a bike 
tyre punctured by one. 

Bindi - bindi-eye - cat-head - cat's-eye - three comer jack - double gee. 
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The distribution of names for this burr forms three regions: the SW; the SC; and the 
eastern mainland, which has two, or possibly three, sub-regions. On Map 4 recollected 
usage is shown where supporting evidence is needed to delineate the borders of the sub- 
regions in the NE, and the area of overlapping borders between SC and SE usage. 

4.1 THE SOUTH WEST 

In the SW the name is double gee, given by five current users backed up by 18 who 
remembered it. The double gee region coincides with the jilgie-marron region. 

The SC name is three-cornerjack. (Many informants were scornful of pedants who call it 
a three-cornered jack.) The SC name extends further into Victoria than is usual for SC 
terms, along the southern coast as far as Melbourne (324). When a fine-grained survey is 
done inland in the western district of Victoria it may show that the heterogloss there may be 
even further east. Three-cornerjack is also used in north-westem Victoria, the river junction 
area around Mildura (249) and Wentworth (144) where SC influence occurs (see Map l), 
and as far into NSW as Balranald (169) which is influenced in some other items from north- 
west Victoria. (See Bryant 1989: 130.) 

In the three-corner jack area, some minor terms are used -prickle jack, prickly jack or 
simply jack; and caltrop and California puncture weed Although there were few uses of 
these terms, the fact that they occur only in a limited area, and that there are no out-of-area 
reports of their use, suggest that these terms could repay further enquiry. 

4.3 THE EASTERN MAINLAND 

The third region is made up of the eastern mainland States. These share one name, bindi 
or bind-eye, from south-east Queensland, through NSW and into Victoria. This differs 
from the usual division of the eastern States into NE and SE. However within the NE region 
there are two, possibly three, sub-regions with local names. 

Some Queensland informants questioned whether the photo used in the survey showed 
the larger, more vicious variety found in Queensland. If it was the larger type, they said, it 
was a bull-head; if not it was a bindi-eye. The name bull-head should therefore be treated 
with caution. The distribution of names, current and recollected, only in the south-east of 
Queensland suggests that it does not grow further north. 

Within the NE there is regional homonymy, with two burrs called bindies. The first is the 
sharp woody type investigated here. The second type is reportedly round with small 
prickles, but it was not known by many informants. Those who did know of it were divided 
over whether both are called bindes, or whether the hard spiny type has another name. Most 
people who mentioned this possible confusion were from inland NSW. Here, as well as two 
burrs which apparently share one name, bindi, there are two names, bindi and cat-head, for 
the hard spiny type. This area of confusion needs more investigation. 
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The cat-head sub-region lies within NSW. This follows the more usual distribution 
pattern with NE usage fading out in the southern part of the State. In the Riverina, where a 
close-grained survey was done, bindi is used more than cat-head in the southern part south of 
the Murmmbidgee River, but in the northern part between the Murmmbidgee and Lachlan 
Rivers, cat-head is the main name. North of the Lachlan River, where only a broad-grained 
survey was done, the main name is cat-head. Within NSW cat's-eye is also used, mainly 
within the cat-head area, and more in the northern part of the State, particularly Newcastle 
(134). 

The cat-head-cat's-eye area is partly co-extensive with the craybob area, though it extends 
further west in the Riverina. This suggests that in NSW there may be a reasonably strongly 
marked sub-region of the main NE region. It may not include Sydney (176), where the best 
attested terms are bindi and yabby, though it certainly includes Newcastle (134), where the 
names are cat's-eye and crawchie. 

Bind is used in most parts of Victoria where the weed grows, including the overlap 
with the three-corner jack area. It apparently does not grow in eastern Victoria as no 
respondents, current or recollected, had a name for it. Similarly, the linguistic evidence 
supports informants' reports that it does not grow in Tasmania. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

As the usage boundaries for the regional terms are defined, the reasons for the previous 
non-recognition that regional variation exists in Australia have begun to become clearer. 

Three factors have combined to disguise the regional nature of the language. The first is 
that regional terms are confined to relatively restricted parts of the lexicon, and within these 
to things that do not receive much public attention. (See Bryant (1991:290) for the lexical 
categories.) The second is that most research has been done on the eastern States, so that 
evidence for regional usage in the rest of Australia is mainly anecdotal. Within the eastern 
States most attention has been given to Sydney and Melbourne (the best known terms for the 
items discussed here are the ones used in Sydney and Melbourne, i.e., yabby and bind), 
though the most complex regional variation occurs away from these cities where it is not 
observed by the majority of the population. 

The third factor is that the complexity of the pattern of regional distribution obscures its 
existence, particularly in the eastern mainland. There are a number of examples of this. In 
the SW, SC and to a lesser extent Tasmania, regionality is more readily seen because it is 
less complex, and you can refer unequivocally to the SW names for items such as double 
gee. On the eastern mainland there are large areas of overlap between the main regions; in 
fact, in the SE the core of the region is smaller than the area of overlap between it and the NE 
region. (See Bryant 1989:132.) In areas of overlap, where terms from both neighbouring 
regions are used, such as bind and three-cornerjack in the western district of Victoria, local 
speakers would see the terms as synonyms, not as a choice of regional terms. There are also 
several sub-regions within one of the main regions, the NE. This makes the pattern of 
regionality more difficult to detect. A speaker in central western NSW has a choice of yabby 
(the eastern mainland term), crayfish (the NE regional synonym), craybob (the inland 
eastern NSW term) or craydab (the central western NSW term). When viewed from a local 
perspective these terms seem like synonyms, not layers of increasingly localised regional 
terms. The regional pattern only becomes clear when a wider view is taken over the eastern 
mainland. 
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INDEX OF TOWNS SURVEYED 

Western Australia 

Carnarvon 
Coomberdale 
Kalgoorlie 
New Norcia 
PERTH 
Fremantle 
Benger 
Burekup 
Collie 
Bunbury 
Donnybrook 
Busselton 
Mount Barker 
Albany 

South Australia 

22 Port Pirie 
23 Bum 
24 Port Lincoln 
26a Wallaroo 
26b Kadina 
26c Moonta 
27 Clare 
2% Mintaro 
28 Ardmssan 
28a Maitland 
28b Currarnulka 
29 Renrnark 
29a Morgan 
30 Kingston-on-Mu1 
31 Bem 
32 Tanunda 
32a Lyndoch 
33 Angaston 
33a Nuriootpa 
34 Loxton 
36 Warwka 
37 Yorketown 
37a Minlaton 
3% Stansbury 
38 ADELAIDE 
39 Coobowie 
40 Murray Bridge 
40a Mannum 
40b Tailem Bend 
4 1 Victor Harbour 
41a Port Elliott 
41b Goolwa 

4 1c Strathalbyn 
42 Lamemo 
42a Parrakie 
43 Pinnaroo 
44 Keith 
45 Bordertown 
46 Kingston SE 
47 Kybybolite 
48 Namcoorte 
49 Penola 
50 h4Uicent 
50a Tantanoola 
5 1 Mount Gambier 

Queensland 

Mackay 
Barcaldine 
Rockhampton 
Mount Morgan 
Springsure 
Dululu 
Gladstone 
Avondale 
Bundaberg 
Gympie 
Y arraman 
Nambour 
Dalby 
CablrUre 
Toowoomba 
Gatton 
Redbank Plains 
BRISBANE 
Pittsworth 
Ipswich 
Norwell 
Warwick 

New South Wales 

Mullumbimby 
Lismore 
Balliia 
Moree 
Bourke 
Inverell 
Glen Innes 
Grafton 
Tingha 
Narrabri 

103 BaanBaa 
104 Armidale 
105 Coffs Harbour 
105a Cascade 
107 Manilla 
108 Gunnedah 
109 Coonabarabran 
110 Tamworth 
111 Wenis Creek 
113 Warren 
114 Quirindi 
115 Ewnungerie 
116 Wallabadah 
1 17 Ellenbomugh 
118 Dubbo 
119 Uarbry 
120 Cassilis 
121 Bamngton 
122 Ivanhoe 
123 Wellington 
125 Muswellbrook 
126 Gloucester 
127 Taree 
128 Condobolin 
130 Lake Cargelligo 
131 Parkes 
132 Molong 
133 Branxton 
134 Newcastle 
134a Greta 
135 Cessnock 
135a Mulbring 
136 Hillston 
137 Tulli bigeal 
138 Forbes 
139 Eugowra 
142 Ungarie 
143 Broken Hill 
144 Wentworth 
145 Curlwaa 
146 Booligal 
147 Rankins Springs 
149 Canowindm 
151 Bathurst 
152 Lithgow 
153 D m o n  
154 Goolgowi 
155 Weethalle 
156 West Wyalong 
157 Caragabal 
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Tabbita 
Grenfell 
Cowra 
Oberon 
Gosford 
Griftith 
Yen& 
Barmedman 
Quandialla 
B alranald 
Hay 
Grong Grong 
Barellan 
Ardlethan 
Bribbaree 
SYDNEY 
Leeton 
Ariah Park 
Temora 
Young 
Tooleybuc 
Coleambally 
Narrandera 
Cootarnundra 
Harden 
Thirlmere 
Coolamon 
Junee 
Yass 
Goulbum 
Wollongong 
Kangaroo Valley 
Deniliquin 
Jerilderie 
Wagga Wagga 
The Rock 
Gundagai 
Nowra 
Huskisson 
Henty 
Turnut 
Cookardinia 
Culcaim 
Walla Walla 
Queanbeyan 
Mulwala 
Holbrook 
Turnharumba 
Braidwood 

Albury 
Batemans Bay 
Moruya 
Cooma 
Narooma 
Jindabyne 
Nirnmitabel 
Bermagui 
Bega 
Tath~a 
Bom bala 
Merimbula 
Delegale 
Pambula 
Eden 

Australian Capital 
Territory 
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Victoria 

Merbei 
Mildura 
Redcliffs 
Robinvale 
Murrayville 
Underbool 
Ouyen 
Manangatang 
Nandaly 
Swan Hill 
Sea Lake 
Yaapeet 
Hopetoun 
Rainbow 
Nullawil 
Kerang 
Jeparit 
Birchip 
Mi ram 
Nhill 
Dimboola 
Warracknabeal 
Watchem 
Charlton 
Calivil 
Echuca 
Stlathmerton 

~ o n ~ a l a  
Y arrawonga 
Rutherglen 
Natimuk 
Horsham 
R ' J P ~ ~ Y ~ P  
St Amaud 
Rochester 
Kyabram 
Tatura 
Shepparton 
Wodonga 
Tallangatta 
Corryong 
Edenhope 
Bendigo 
Benalla 
Myrtleford 
Casterton 
Hamilton 
Penshurst 
Ballarat 
Kilmore 
Omeo 
Bendoc 
Portland 
Ty rendarra 
Warmamboo1 
Camperdown 
Weering 
Geelong 
MELBOURNE 
Lakes Entrance 
Orbost 
Cann River 
AUansford 
Colac 
Moe 
Morwell 
Traralgon 

Tasmania 

344 Smithton 
346 Burnie 
347 Penguin 
349 Sheffield 
355 HOBART 



THE WRITING OF NORFOLK 

ALICE I. BUFFETT 

In 1985 I invited Dr Donald C. Laycock to assist me, a Norfolk Islander and direct 
descendant of the Bounty mutineers and their Tahitian wives and companions who settled 
Pitcairn Island in 1790, to devise an orthography for the language of the Norfolk Island 
people. The sounds which needed to be represented in the writing system were analysed, 
and the proposed scheme was also discussed with another Norfolk descendant, Dr Shirley 
Harrison, who pioneered the scientific linguistic study of Norfolk with her MA and doctoral 
theses at Macquarie University. She was involved in discussions that led to the development 
of a practical way of writing Norfolk, and made valuable comments during analysis of the 
grammar of the language. Her work has been invaluable in providing a large body of data to 
assist in developing a practical and acceptable writing scheme. 

Dr Laycock's especial interest in the development of writing systems and grammars for 
minority languages proved fruitful for aspects of the culture of the Norfolk Islanders of 
Pitcairn descent. The memory of Dr Laycock remains forever with the Norfolk Island 
people, especially with me and my generation as I, for many years had recognised the need 
to provide the Norfolk Island people with a consistent way of writing Norfolk. Dr Laycock 
enabled the project to be completed for the bicentennial year of 1988 - the 200th year of 
Norfolk Island's settlement! 

Thank you to Don Laycock and to God the Glory. 

Here follow extracts from the book Speak Norfolk today, by Alice Buffett and Don 
Laycock, Norfolk Island: Himii Publishing Company, 1988 (of interest to pidginists and 
creolists as well; copies may be had from PaciJic Linguistics or from me). The first extract is 
prefatory and explains how to use the book: 

KEY TO THE SPELLING 

In the Norfolk language, the system of spelling used is different to that generally used for 
the English language, and the reader needs to remember that in fact we are spelling a different 
language - a language which derives from the speech of the Bounty mutineers and their 
Tahitian wives and companions, who following the mutiny on the Bounty, set up a new 
community on Pitcaim Island, and became the forebears of those who came and settled in 
Norfolk Island in 1856. 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Domld C.  Laycock, 75-80. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110, 1992. 
O Alice I. Buffet1 



Vowels: 

a 
e 
i 
0 

U 

aa 
ae 
ai 
a u 
eh 
ei 
er 
ie 
ieh 
11 

oe 
oh 
or 
UU 

Norfolk 

abaut 
Pet 
hit 
hot 
ful 
maach 
haef 
hai 
daun 
keht 
hei 
berd 
piej 
dieh 
Iista 
hoem 
rohtn 
mor 
muun 
d: f 

English equivalent 

about 
Pet 
hit 
hot 
full 
march 
hat 
high 
down 
cat 
hey 
bird 
page 
day (only at end of words) 
Easter 
home 
rotten 
more 
moon 
the, for (unstressed neutral vowel) 

The consonants are the same as in English, except that ks is used for x, kw is used for qu, 
and dh is used for the sound of th in a word like 'mother' (Norfolk madha). English c i s  
represented in Norfolk by either k or s, according to the sound. The apostrophe (') 
represents a glottal stop when it comes after a vowel, except in the common little word a', 
which is pronounced just like the English article a. 

More detail is given in the appendix to this book ... 

After 73 pages of well-illustrated textual material, arranged for easy learning of the 
Norfolk language, there follows: 

APPENDIX: READING AND WRITING NORFOLK 

Norfolk, as a language in its own right, deserves its own spelling system. Earlier 
attempts at writing the language simply adopted English spellings; but the English spelling 
system, which itself is not very systematic, simply cannot handle the characteristic sounds of 
Norfolk. 

The spelling system used in this book was devised by the authors, in consultation with 
other Norfolk Islanders, specifically for the purpose of providing a consistent way of writing 
Norfolk. 

The system is entirely phonetic, and can handle any Norfolk word, or any English word 
used in Norfolk - especially if it is pronounced in the Norfolk way. However, it is not 
prescriptive - that is, it does not lay down the exact way any Norfolk word should be 
spelled. Many words differ in pronunciation among the Islanders, and this system allows 
people to spell the words as they sound to them. 
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As the spelling system comes to be more widely used, however, it is likely that certain 
spellings will prevail over others, and become the standard. Until such time, however, this 
book will serve as a useful model and reference. 

In areas such as punctuation, use of capitals, writing words as one word or two, and so 
on, the English system has been mostly followed - unless it seems contrary to Norfolk 
usage. There is room for variation in this area also. 

An alphabetical list of Norfolk spellings and pronunciations follows. With the aid of this, 
the reader should have no trouble in reading and writing Norfolk, from the very first day. 

' (apostrophe) has three major uses: 

(1) to represent the glottal stop (as in Cockney bottle) in such words (mostly of Tahitian 
derivation) as ama'ula 'clumsy', po'o 'scruffy', Sae'di 'Saturday', m'uu 'spinifex'. 

(2) to represent the indefinite vowel in words like d' 'the', f 'for', s' 'has'. This sounds 
just like the vowel of English unstressed the, and should give the English speaker no 
trouble. 

(3) to write the little particle a', which in Norfolk tends to stand for a lot of little English 
words like a, the, of, for. The apostrophe at the end reminds the reader that it only 
rarely means the same as English a - but the pronunciation is the same. 

Note that, because of the frequency of this apostrophe symbol in Norfolk, it is not a good 
idea to use it to write the possessive 's; so we write mams haus for 'Mum's house', not 
mam's haus. Also, there is no need in Norfolk to use it to write omitted letters (as in English 
didn't for did not), as the Norfolk spelling system is completely phonetic, so there are no 
omitted letters. 

When the indefinite vowel sound occurs in a word, especially before nor I, there is no 
need to write it at all; we therefore write kaatn 'carton' and tiebl 'table'. These could be 
written kaath, tieb'l, but there is no necessity to do so. 

a represents the sound of u in Australian English words like 'duck' (Norfolk dak). 
The a spelling is chosen in preference to u because u in English is also used to stand 
for the sound oo (as in put). This sound is written with a not only in Tahitian, which 
is one of the ancestors of Norfolk, but also in most of the other languages of the 
world - apart from English. 

aa represents the long a sound of words like kaa 'car'. It is similar to the sound of car 
in most forms of English - but not if you are an American! In Norfolk, it sounds 
more like the British English pronunciation than the Australian. This sound can 
precede i or y in some words: kfaai 'cry', kfaayen 'crying'. 

ae is a characteristic Norfolk sound, somewhat like the a in English black, but definitely 
longer; it is very common in Norfolk, in words such as blaek 'black', baes 'best', 
wael 'well'. 

ai is the sound of English words written with i, like 'time' (Norfolk taim). When 
another vowel follows, we add a y in the spelling when this is clearly heard: faiya 
'fire'. 

au is the sound often spelt in English with ou or ow: aut 'out', daun 'town'. When 
another vowel, especially a, follows, we insert a w when this is clearly heard: pauwa 
'power', auwas 'ours'. 
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b is exactly the same as in English - but, of course, it is not written where it is not 

heard, so English 'bomb' is written in Norfolk as bom. 

. . 
11 

iya 

is not used alone in smct Norfolk spelling, as being not needed; the sounds of 
English care written in Norfolk with k or s. 

is the same as in English: chienj 'change'. In Norfolk, there is never any need to 
write tch as in 'fetch' (Norfolk fech). 
is the same as in English - but again it is not written where it is not sounded: hied 
'head', but haan 'hand'. 

is the sound of th in English in such words as 'mother' and 'brother' (Norfolk madha 
and bradha); it contrasts with the sound of th as in thin. 

is the English short e sound of 'get' (Norfolk get). 
is the above sound lengthened: glehd 'glad' (the word in Norfolk almost rhymes with 
words like laird and Baird). 
hardly ever occurs in Norfolk, except in words like hei 'hey'. 

is used for the sound of words like her 'her', berd 'bird'. 

mostly occurs at the end of words such as teya 'tear', heya 'hairY; but it is also heard 
in words like keyaful 'careful'. The sound is a little different to the English 
pronunciation of these words. 

is exactly the same as in English - but because Norfolk spelling is phonetic, it is also 
used to spell words that in English have ph: foeto 'photo'. Note the very common 
little word f 'for'. 

is as in English - but hard g only in Norfolk, regardless of whether it is followed by 
e or i: gen 'against', giet 'gate'. The softg is written with j. 
as in English, except in the spellings eh and oh (see these separately). 

is English short i as in 'ship' (Norfolk ship). Note, however, that in many English 
words containing i, the Norfolk pronunciation is with e, especially in the speech of 
older people - so shep is an alternative pronunciation, and spelling, for ship. 
is a typically Norfolk sound, corresponding to the a sound in English words like 
'make', 'wait', 'straight' (Norfolk miek, wiet, sfriet). At the end of a word it is 
written ieh, so as not to confuse the reader who is used to English words like lie and 
tie (which in Norfolk are written lai and tai ); so we spell the Norfolk equivalents of 
'May' and 'day' as Mieh and dieh. 

is the long sound of i, corresponding mostly to English ee or ea: wiik 'week', riid 
'read'. 

is the sound heard in such words as biya 'beer', biyad 'beard'. It is not very different 
from the English pronunciation of these words. 

j is the same as in English, but in Norfolk we write it everywhere the sound is heard: 
jaj 'judge', chienj 'change'. 

k is the same as in English, but again it is written in Norfolk every time the sound is 
heard: keht 'cat,' kitn 'kitten', pik 'pick'. 

ks stands for English x in words like miks 'mix' and fiks 'fix', as well as the plural of 
words ending in k: roks 'rocks'. 
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is used only in words that in English are mostly spelt with qu: kwiin 'queen', kwik 
'quick'. 

are exactly the same as in English. 

is the short o of words like hot 'hot'; but, unlike English, it can occur at the end of a 
word: po b 'scruffy', windo 'window'. 

is another characteristic Norfolk sound, corresponding, for the most part, to the 
English o sound in words like 'home' and 'boat' (Norfolk hoem, boet). Some 
speakers pronounce this sound more like ua, and may prefer to spell it that way. 

is a characteristic Norfolk long o that is not found in English: wohsh 'wash', 
sambohdi 'somebody'. 

is not common in Norfok, it corresponds to English oi or oy (as in 'boy': Norfolk 
boi ). 

is the spelling used for a different kind of long o in Norfolk, corresponding to 
English or, and also to words spelt with different letters: fort 'fort', bord 'board', 
'bored', borl 'ball', thort 'think' (compare English thought), nort 'not' (compare 
English naught, nought). Note that the r is not pronounced! This sound is also the 
first part of the word Norfuk 'Norfolk'. 

is as in English. 

is not used in Norfolk spelling. 

is as in English, except that in Norfolk it should be pronounced everywhere it occurs 
(except in the spelling r a t  the end of a word, or before a consonant). Many Norfolk 
Islanders pronounce their r's more strongly than most English speakers. 

in Norfolk always has the true sound of s, not of z, even at the end of a word: said 
'side', Chaalis 'Charley's'. It is also used for spelling some words that in English 
are spelt with c: sent 'cent, scent'. 

as in English: shoe 'show'. 

is exactly the same as in English. 

is the sound of English th as in thing, not as in this (which is spelt with dh). It is 
somewhat less common in Norfolk than in English, except in the frequently 
encountered words thort 'think', thing 'thing'. 

has the sound of English u in 'bush' (Norfolk bush) and oo in 'book' (Norfolk buk). 

is heard mostly in words like tua 'tour', but it is also the way many Norfolk Islanders 
pronounce the vowel we have written as oe; thus, 'home' may be heard as hoem or 
huam. 

is found only in a few words, like huihui 'vomit'. 

is a long u sound characteristic of Norfolk; guud 'good', 'well' sounds rather like the 
Scottish guid. 

is not found in true Norfolk words, being replaced by w. 

as in English - but in Norfolk it often replaces English v, and can occur at the end of 
words: hew heavy, lew 'live', law 'love'. 

is not used in Norfolk spelling, being replaced by the spelling for its sound (ks). 

as in English. 
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z is seldom found in true Norfolk words, being usually replaced by S; but it may be 
used to spell such English words as zeal and zoo (which would come out in Norfolk 
spelling as ziil and zuu). 

Until you get the hang of the Norfolk spelling system, use the above table for handy 
reference. But the system explains itself, once you have really listened to the Norfolk 
language. 



EVIDENCE FOR TABOO AND EUPHEMISM IN EARLY DUTCH 

KATE BURRIDGE 

DEDICATION 

The following paper examines some of the material from a book that Keith Allan and 
myself have written, entitled Euphemism and dysphemism: language used as shield and 
weapon. Although I am primarily responsible for the analysis of this material, I am indebted 
to Keith for all his help. 

During the writing of the book, we were given help by many people. One of them in 
particular was Don Laycock. Don seemed to share with us a fascination for this area of 
language, and he gave us many helpful comments on the very first short paper which Keith 
and I presented at the Australian Linguistic Society meeting in 1988. It was out of this paper 
that the book grew. Don gave us a lot of encouragement and supplied us with some 
interesting (and certainly unusual) reading material, including his entire collection of 
Maledicta. For all his help, we will always be very grateful. 

Keith and I are sad indeed that Don is not able to read the now-completed manuscript. We 
both feel he would have enjoyed it and we certainly would have benefited from his insights. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

My own interest in the vast topic of euphemism' developed out of work I was doing with 
medieval Dutch medical texts (fourteenth - sixteenth century) - initially to investigate the 
development of word-order patterns. These early medical texts have a number of important 
advantages for such a study as this. For one, they are written in ordinary language (at least 
as far as we are in a position to tell; cf. Bunidge 1992, chapter 1) and appear to be free from 
any literary ambition. They also discuss sickness, death, sex, body functions etc. - in short, 
most of the topics which have been found to motivate euphemism. 

'A euphemistic expression is one which is substituted for an ill-favoured expression (or generally taboo term) 
which is avoided, perhaps out of fear that some physical or metaphysical harm would befall either speaker or 
audience, or simply for fear of offending the sensibilities of the audience because of the supposed 
unpleasantness of the term. Euphemisms are believed to have more positive connotations - or, alternatively, 
fewer negative connotations - than the corresponding taboo term (cf. Allan & Bunidge 1991, chapter 1). 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Damell Txyon, eds The language g m e :  
papers in memory of Donald C .  Loycock, 81-94. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-110, 1992. 
O Kate Burridge 
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Euphemisms are generally driven by fear, respect or distaste (fear, as I shall argue below, 
is generally what underpins the other two) - that is, a desire not to offend. They are an 
integral part of the languages of all human communities and it has always struck me as 
.puzzling-that so many writers seem to assume that people in the past may not have used 
euphemism (see for example Adler 1978:73). 

This curious assumption probably has something to do with the way in which languages 
of the past have come down to us, preserved, as it were, in the formaldehyde of modem 
handbooks. As Burchfield (1985:20) says of Old English - and he might just as easily have 
said it of Middle Dutch, or indeed any so-called dead language - "it is almost as if its main 
reason for surviving was to supply paradigms and fine-spun sentences for grammarians and 
literary historians". From these neat lists and wonderfully regular paradigms, it is 
impossible for the modern reader to gain any sort of animated impression of a living 
breathing speech community which existed at an earlier time. They can tell us little of the 
subtleties of social attitudes which might have once prevailed. 

But of course, why shouldn't these languages have been as euphemistically rich as any 
language today? Modem society has its deodorising sprays and perfumes, but we should not 
underestimate the scent balls, the sweet-smelling vapours and inhalations of the Middle 
Ages. And there is no reason to assume the situation to be any different in language. People 
during that time were no more free of 'deodorising' language than we are today. In fact, 
medieval society was so immersed in filth and disease (particularly the urban centres), that 
the need to hide behind the sweet-smelling euphemism was possibly even greater then. 

Of course, when relying on early texts it is sometimes difficult to know what was 
considered appropriate and what was not; consequently it is at times difficult to assess the 
degree of delicacy of some of the terms used. But even given this problem, it is apparent that 
most of the things which cause us anxiety and embarrassment today were also of concern 
then. Avoidance terminology was as much a pan of their language as it is of ours - with, 
however, some interesting divergences as we will shortly see. 

With a topic of such magnititude, it is hard to know what to include in a short paper such 
as this. What I have decided to do is to examine some of the Middle Dutch taboos on 
mentioning certain body-parts and their functions and emissions, as well as the vocabulary 
used for circumventing these taboos. 

2. TABOOED BODY PARTS, AND BODILY EFFLUVIA 

Distaste and loathing for our body and bodily processes goes back a long way. Early 
accounts, for example, describe the human body as being little more than a bag of filth and 
corruption (a sterquilinium as St Bernard was wont to call it; cf. Camporesi 1988). 

Early Christian teaching maintained that human life was only a temporary stage in what 
was seen as a journey towards a much better future existence. Therefore, only the soul was 
worthy of attention, and any attempt to prolong life was deemed irreverent. The body was 
just too base a thing to be of any importance and was certainly not the affair of the pious, 
some of whom went to extraordinary lengths to uphold this belief: there are even records of 
people canonised solely on account of the fact that they did not wash (cf. Gordon 1959: 19). 
The generally gloomy vision of the body is very evident in burial practices of the time. Until 
the eighteenth century, everything was done for the soul, and there was great indifference as 
to what actually happened to the body (cf. Aries 1974). 
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Not surprisingly then, the body, and in particular bodily orifices and their emissions, 
provide a rich source of euphemism. Middle Dutch society is no exception here, although 
there are some intriguing differences from Modem English. What is most striking is the 
apparently inconsistent treatment of these topics: to modern readers, expression seems to 
swing from poetic prudery on the one hand to something very close to indecency on the 
other. Medical writers typically used some fairly evasive terminology when they had to 
describe a patient's generative and excretory organs. With almost poetic flourish, they refer 
to hemelijkeghestelijke weghe, porten, leden 'hiddedsecret paths, doors, members'. On the 
other hand, Wie niet pissen en mach 'Who can't piss' strikes a modern reader as an 
extraordinarily direct title for a treatise on urinary disorders. The following looks more 
closely at these very different linguistic treatments. 

2.1 ANAL AND BOWEL PROBLEMS IN THE MIDDLE AGES 

In the Middle Ages, the practice of purging the body was central to the maintenance of 
good health. Although perhaps in itself not uplifting, defecation became so elevated in 
importance that it could be described as one of the central focusses of medicine during this 
time. However, mention of it was always indirect. Many of the words to do with the 
evacuation of bowels refer simply to 'going' (a very persistent euphemism; cf. English). The 
following are plainly euphemistic: ganc '(a) going'; ter cameren gaen 'to go to the room or 
chamber', bloetganc 'blood going' (i.e. in reference to the bloody 'stools' caused by 
ulceration), ende daerop sitten 'and sit on there' and ten stoel gaen whose English 
counterpart 'to go to the stool' was the source of the present day stool 'faeces' in English 
medicalese. 

It seems people in the Middle Ages viewed a foul-smelling 'camer' with the same horror 
as we who live in the century of the flush toilet. In a text devoted almost exclusively to 
enemas and suppositories, the lack of a single direct mention of faeces indicates a topic 
which the medievals may well have felt uncomfortable about. Euphemisms like materie 
'matter' and (be)roeringhe 'movement' are used. Writers talk picturesquely about die weghe 
des lichaeme open to maken 'opening up the paths of the body' when the paths are blocked 
and the doors are locked (werden die weghe des lichaems bestopt ende dieporten besloten) - 
these texts reveal a poetry in constipation hitherto unrecognised! They abound with decently 
vague references to perse beneden 'pressure below', to laxeren endepurgeren van verhouden 
humoren 'relaxing and purging the body of ill humours', to die lede beneden sachten 
'softening the parts underneath', to onreynicheit van hem doen 'getting rid of impurity', to 
die ripe materi. ..uut te seynden 'sending out the ripe matter' and even to 'the stomach 
running' (loept die buuc tezeere) or 'blocking' (es oec die buuc bestopt). Some of the most 
useful verbal escape-hatches available to writers of the time were the words lichaem and lijf 
Both words had the general meaning of 'body', as they still do in Modem Dutch (the 
difference between them need not concern us here). They could also be used to mean the 
'stomach' or perhaps more specifically the 'bowel'. For example, teghen vastenhsloten 
lichaem 'for a findlocked body' are titles heading sections on cures for constipation. Both 
lichaem and lijf were also used to refer to bowel movements - den lichaem hebben, literally 
'to have the body' meant 'to defecate'. 

Sometimes different versions are available of the same text. In these cases, it is 
interesting to see that writers show definite preferences for different terms. The term 
aers(gat) 'arse(ho1e)' for example, is conspicuously absent from the texts. One notable 
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exception is the Circa Instans which uses it throughout. In a second version of this text, 
however, earthy Germanic aers has on every occasion been replaced by the more genteel 
fundament borrowed from Latin. 

2.2 DISCUSSION OF UROLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN MIDDLE DUTCH 

During the Middle Ages, the practice of 'uroscopy' or 'watercasting' the inspection of 
urine, was regarded as the supreme diagnostic tool in medicine and was considered an 
honourable profession for any physician. Urine was believed to have been filtered from the 
four humours and was therefore seen as the key to understanding a patient's complaint. 
There was therefore a preoccupation with urine, that seems obsessive to us now. Uroscopy 
was the subject of many works of art. Paintings and woodcuts of the time show the 
physician in close scrutiny of the patient's urine flask, carefully examining it for colour, 
quality, density and sediment (large sections of the Dutch texts were devoted exclusively to 
these fine differences). It was reverently handled in gorgeous flasks and carried in wicker 
baskets like the very best of select wines (these flasks were sometimes sent over great 
distances for diagnosis by physicians famous for their accurate readings). There was 
apparently no need to shelter behind any elegant phraseology here and the only expressions 
which could perhaps be viewed as an attempt at delicacy are water and nat 'wetness' which 
appeared regularly in one text. But there is certainly nothing delicate or evasive about 
expressions like the following: 

(i) hidoet vele urine maken 'he produces much urine'; 

(ii) dyabete - dat is een die vele pisset sonder wille 'diabetes - that is one who pisses a 
lot without will' (the term diabetes, derived from the Greek dia 'through' and betes 
'to go', is in origin euphemistic, and refers to the frequent urination characteristic of 
this disease); 

(iii) strangiuria - dats die coudepisse 'strangiuria - that is cold piss'; 

(iv) datis die passye, dat hem die lude a1 slapende bepissen 'that is the disease such that 
people piss themselves while sleeping'. 

Whether it was treasured in flasks or hurled out of chamberpots onto the road below, it 
seems there was little shyness surrounding urine and consequently very little reason to be 
euphemistic about it. 

2.3 WHY IS THIS SO? 

Why were the medievals euphemistic about defecation but not urination? Why, for that 
matter, do urban men stand side by side with other men to urinate in public lavatories but sit 
in relatively secluded privies to defecate? Is it simply a matter of modesty (not having to 
remove clothing) or is it simply that faeces smells so much more strongly than urine and is, 
by comparison, much messier? We might well imagine that people in medieval Holland did 
not respond adversely to bad smells, so great must have been the stench pervading their 
villages and towns. Yet many of the medical texts warned of the dangers of foul odours to 
health and 'bad smell theories of disease9 were extremely popular at this time. If bad air was 
impossible to avoid, then .writers advised that good air be made artificially, by sprays and 
vapours - particularly in summer when heat added to the potency of stenches. The following 
is a fairly typical recommendation: 
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(v) Men sal vlien nevelighe lucht, dicke lucht, besloten lucht, stinckende ende 
ghecorrumpeerde lucht. Ende is openbaer mit experimenten dat onzuverheit der 
lucht den sinne plompt, der zielen sinne begripen belet, huer vonnisse ende huer 
oerdeel verdonkert, huer ghepens verdwaest, vriendscape minret ende si maken vele 
ziecheyden. 
'One should flee (from) misty air, thick air, closed air, stinking and corrupting air. 
And (it) is clear from experiments that impurity of air dulls the intellect, hinders the 
comprehension of the soul's senses, clouds their judgement, and their discernment, 
dulls their understanding, lessens enjoyment and they cause many illnesses.' 

(Daems ed. 1967:207) 

The smell of faeces is almost universally regarded as disgusting. However, the medieval 
obsession with purging, essentially a purification ritual, suggests another motivation: 
defecation is an evacuation of bad humours which presumably reside in the faeces and 
account for its unpleasant smell. Bad humours are naturally to be avoided as a possible 
source of physical if not metaphysical contagion. Urine was not viewed in this way and 
although diuretics existed, they were not recommended for the purpose of cleansing from 
defilement. Presumably this is why we find the very different linguistic treatments of these 
two subjects. We will take up this question again in section 4, when we look at another 
feature of these so-called pollutants. 

2.4 THE 'ORGAN OF THE NATURES' 

Without doubt medieval life was generally one of extremes, but it is in the area of sexual 
activity particularly that the contradictions are most obvious. In the literature of the time, 
erotic sentiment sometimes finds expression in earthy, explicit language and at other times 
with chaste sentiment in the literature of delicate courtly love. Similar variety is apparent also 
in the medical texts of this time. We are told of the rewards of a virtuous and chaste 
existence and are warned of the consequence of excessive sexual indulgence (an unchaste 
existence, one text warns, will shorten one's life thirty years). At the same time, texts 
abound in references to oils and potions recommended to increase sexual potency and drive, 
and to enhance lovemaking by meeredstercken die nature 'increasing or strengthening the 
nature'. The word nature in both Dutch and English, generally denotes the quality or 
essence of something; but in both languages its scope was once much wider and 
encompassed both the abstract and concrete aspects of whatever it was that gave something 
its fundamental character. For that reason, it could serve as something like an omnibus 
euphemism for writers of the time. In the Middle Dutch texts (and also in Middle English 
texts), for example, it is frequently used to denote the sexual organs of a patient: 

(vi) als die natuur bezwaert ende bedruct is, beyde in mannen o f  in wiven, van de quaden 
humoren, soe punt haer die natuur altoes te renighen 
'when the nature [sexual organ] is burdened and afflicted, both in men and women, 
by bad humours, then the nature mes to cleanse itself' 

The term nicely avoids direct reference to the organs themselves or, for that matter, their 
effluvia (for these are also included in its range of reference). Men's 'nature' or semen 
(natuer vanden mannen dat men beet sperma int latiin 'nature of men which one calls sperm 
in Latin') is viewed as their life force and sex, because it drains men of their nature, is 
considered debilitating to men (ex debilitate virtutern cf. the early English slang expression 
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spend meaning 'to ejaculate'). Those 'who have been too often with women' (die te vele met 
vrouwen gheweest hebben) so that 'they have lost their strength' (haer craft verloren 
hebben) and 'their nature has left them' (die haer nature ontgaet) are rehabilitated on a special 
diet. There is even poetic reference in one text to a gonorrhoea sufferer as dat een sijn natuur 
ontloept 'one whose nature flows out' - a curiously poetic euphemism for an inflammatory 
discharge! 

On the whole copulation is particularly well camouflaged in  these texts behind long- 
winded evasive circumlocutions, which mostly appear to involve general companionship 
rather than the act itself. Nonetheless, one text does refer to rijden 'riding', a metaphor 
which appears in a number of languages (e.g. English and early Greek; cf. Griffin 1985:36). 
Unlike most euphemisms, however, this expression seems to draw attention to rather than 
conceal and achieves something like the heightened reality of the euphemistic allegories (cf. 
Allan & Burridge 1991, chapter 9). It is difficult to imagine modesty being the motive 
behind such an actively enthusiastic euphemism as this one. 'Being or going with someone', 
however, was the typical euphemistic formula, as it is in English (at least when the someone 
is a prostitute). Also common was the expression 'to have to do with someone'. Wet nurses 
were warned not to have anything to do with a man (die mamme en sal mit ghenen man te 
doen hebben). One medical writer from fourteenth century Brabant describes the victims of 
various penial disorders as sotten 'fools' because they 'have to do with unclean women'; he 
goes on the 'explain' this in parenthesis with als si by hem leggen 'since they lie with them' 
(cf. English). 

Men who wanted we1 te wesen met vrouwen 'well to be with women' were advised to eat 
the ash of a mole's burnt penis and testicles. A special oil from beaver's testicles rubbed on 
the genitals was strongly recommended when een met vrouwen niet en mach wesen 'one is 
not able to be with women'; presumably this is a remedy against inopportune flaccidity. As 
in many cultures, this affliction was thought to result from being betouert 'bewitched' and 
remedies were usually available in collections of what were known as secreten 'secrets'. 
The word secretis itself interesting. In both Middle Dutch and early English it was 
commonly used to describe the genitals, their effluvia and associated diseases - particularly 
those of women. In its usual sense of 'hidden, not disclosed', it was a convenient 
euphemistic label to describe what was otherwise the (literally) unspeakable. The following 
comes from a sixteenth century pamphlet from Antwerp. In it a quack healer boasts: 

(vii) Ten anderen can desen Meester helpen ende ghenesen alle secrete ghebreken van 
mannen ende vrou wen, hoe desolaet die selfde persoonen syn, die hier niet en dienen 
verhaalt te zyne om der eerbaerheyt wille. 
'Furthermore, this Master can help and cure all secret illnesses of men and women, 
however devastated they are, which here cannot serve to be repeated for decency's 
sake.' (cited in Hiisken 1987: 103) 

(This is reminiscent of the 'invisible words' of the Victorian novel; i.e. the unmentionables, 
indescribables, inexpressibles, viz. 'underclothing, breeches' cf. Burchfield 1985: 16.) 

Secret also once had strong associations with the occult. A 'Book of Secrets' often 
contained references to matters of sorcery and recipes which aimed at somehow changing the 
natural order of things. The following describes, for example, the effects which a certain 
herbal potion will have on a woman: 
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(viii) Sij wert stahans soe luxurieus, sij volghet den man waer dat hijse hebben wille ende 
doer sinen wille. 
'She soon will become so luxurious [=lascivious], she will follow the man wherever 
he wants to have her and do his will.' 

Publishers then, like advertisers today, were keenly aware of the advantages of a titillating 
title; they knew that book titles which contained the word secret were assured of a 
readership; and so it was used where it was not even particularly appropriate (cf. Braekrnan 
1987:27 1). 

But to the more virtuous side of medieval life. Those not wishing to bruden 'marry' (this 
was a metonymic euphemism for 'copulate') were advised to wash die leden der naturen 'the 
organ of the natures' in a special preparation of agnus castus. The name of this herb reflects 
its special power to keep the person as pure as a lamb (houd den menschen reyne als i. lam) 
by cooling the heat of exuberance (alle hitte van luxurien vercoelt) and ende hine wint 
nemrnermeer kint 'and he will not want any more children'. The same preparation der 
moeder ende haren mont ende den inghanc vernauwet ende maecten enghe 'reduces and 
narrows the mouth and entrance of the mother [=womb]'; consequently it was believed to be 
a means of ensuring chastity in women. 

In addition to being named 'the organ of the natures', male and female genitalia are 
referred to simply as ghemacht or macht, literally a 'shape' or 'something madelshaped', and 
possibly best translated by 'groin'. Other synecdochic subterfuges encountered are die 
nedersten steden beide achter ende vore 'the nether regions both behind and in front' and 
simply eynde 'end'. Terms like die manlicheit/w~flichede 'the manhood/womanhood7 are 
euphemistically applied, as they can be in Modern English, to the sexual organs, for 
example, sine manlijcheit ende a1 die steden daer omtrent worden a1 vol wormen 'his 
manhood and all the places around were full of worms'. One writer uses vernoy 
smans/swijfs 'irritation of the man's/woman's' where the name for the organ itself is simply 
omitted altogether. 

On a lighter note, is tknechtekens seer 'the little boy's sore' refemng to some inexplicit 
affliction of the penis, possibly inflammation of the glans and prepuce. Whatever the 
complaint is, the name certainly does not suggest a dangerous affliction. 'Nicknames' of this 
sort are common for diseases which are not of a serious nature or which can be seen as 
humiliating to the patient, cf. the trots, the barfs and Bali Belly (see also Johnson & Murray 
1985: 153). 

2.5 SUMMARY SO FAR 

What is striking about the medieval Dutch is the almost oxymoronic treatment that these 
subjects receive in the texts. This is most evident with excretions. The richly euphemistic 
language surrounding faeces was most certainly motivated by strong pollution taboos; faeces 
was believed to contain dangerous defilement and regular purging was recommended for the 
maintenance of good health. There appears to be no corresponding taboo on urine and 
mention of it was always straightforward and usually quite graphic. Urine was considered 
the physician's prognostic tool; it gave indications of the temperament and harmony of the 
humours, and therefore held the secret to good health. This accounts for its special position 
during this time, which meant there was no need for the kind of euphemism we use today. 
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Sexual organs and those used for evacuating the body's waste matter are either shared or 
are physically located within an inch of one another. By association, therefore, sexual 
organs themselves become polluted, and subject to the same strict sanctions and linguistic 
camouflaging. This is no more evident than in the taboos and prohibitions surrounding 
women. 

3. A WOMAN'S BODY AND THE A?TENDANT EUPHEMISMS 

Oh menstruating woman, thou'rt a fiend 
From whom all nature should be closely screened. (Crawley 1960:77) 

There is no doubt that more taboos surround the body and effluvia of women than those of 
men. As one Middle Dutch physician writes: 

(ix) Want vrouwen vele cranker sun ... daer om hebben si menigherhande zjechede. Ende 
sunderlinge bi dien leden, die natuur ter drachten ghevoecht heeft ende hem die ziecheit 
in hemelijken leden aencoemt, dat si van scaemten gheen meyster ontdecken en doren. 
Daer om heel? mi onffarmt haer scamelheyt, dat ic hebbe ghemact een boec allen 
vrouwen mede te helpen. 
'Because women are much weaker ... therefore they have many kinds of sickness. And 
especially in those parts which nature has added for pregnancy and the sickness affects 
them in secret parts, so that from shame they dare not reveal (them) to any master. 
Therefore I pity their shame and have prepared a book to help all women.' 

(Daems ed. 1967: 179) 

The text from which this excerpt is taken is unusual for having a section devoted exclusively 
to women's problems. It is important to remember that the authors of all the ancient and 
medieval medical treatises were male, as was their intended audience. The problem of 
communication between female patients and male physicians - although often assisted by 
female attendants - is well documented in the ancient treatises, and a number of medical 
writers discussed the fact that many women were inhibited when describing their complaints 
to males (cf. for example, Lloyd 198358-111 on the treatment of women in the Hippocratic 
treatises). There was apparently a reciprocal reserve on the part of the male physicians and 
writers when discussing gynaecological problems - as is indicated by the fact that ancient 
and medieval medical works spend most of the time discussing male patients. If women 
were mentioned at all in a medical text, it was more often than not as camers of disease, 
despite the fact that suggested remedies always envisaged male rather than female patients 
(physicians used ingenious and often highly imaginative biological arguments to support 
their contention that women were the dangerous purveyors of disease). Of the texts 
examined here, the only ones which freely mentioned the female sex were collected works of 
recipes and potions, and then always it was in connection with various recommendations for 
testing virginity, pregnancy, the sex of a foetus and sterility - arguably, those things of 
greatest concern to men. Curiously, sterility was viewed as a female problem, even though 
at this time it was men who were believed to make the more significant contribution to 
reproduction (see discussion Lloyd 1983:86-111). Women seem to have been viewed as a 
kind of human peme dish to hold the male seed! 

Particularly striking for their neglect of women are the surgical treatises of the day, for 
example the detailed treatise examined here, Boec van surgien by the fourteenth century 
Brabant surgeon Meester Thomaes van Scellinck (Leersum ed. 1928). Such reticence is all 
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the more remarkable given the importance placed at the time on the different physical 
characteristics of patients - texts went to great lengths to point out that different treatments 
were necessary depending on whether the patient was fat or thin, old or young, bilious or not 
etc. - yet sexual differences were completely ignored! 

The following observations by the famous thirteenth century physician Arnold of 
Villanova in his book on poisons (!) suggests that we are perhaps looking in the wrong place 
for accounts of women's complaints: 

In this book, I propose, with God's help, to consider the diseases of women, 
since women are poisonous creatures. I shall then treat the bites of venomous 
snakes. (translated by Guthrie 1945: 1 13) 

There seems to be no end to the rantings about the dangers of women! Women were 
linked strongly with matters of the occult - their association with the periodicities of the 
moon, for example, and also with the left side of the body. During the Middle Ages it was 
reputed that male embryos developed on the right side of the uterus and female embryos on 
the left, a belief which goes back to early Aristotelian teaching (the Aristotelian concept of 
women as 'natural deformities' is infamous; cf. Lloyd 1983:94-105). Women were seen as 
the source of magical actions and, when causes had to be found for calamities like a natural 
disaster or the outbreak of an epidemic, many unfortunate women, accused of witchery 
(perhaps because their behaviour fell outside of community norms), found themselves made 
scapegoats and became victims of the most extraordinary superstitions. Even those found 
trying to cure lepers were accused of witchcraft (because of course everyone knew that 
leprosy was incurable; cf. Richards 1977:7 1-73). 

Ortner (1974) has argued, uncontroversially it would seem, that the secondary status of 
women in society derives indirectly from their physiology. Because women and not men 
bear children, and consequently menstruate and lactate etc. women are perceived to be more 
closely bound by and to their bodies and body functions than are men. This renders women 
more like (other) animals and therefore closer to nature than are men - women are firmly 
rooted in the dirty reality of n a t ~ r e . ~  Men, not being physiologically bound in such ways, 
not only had the opportunity to become politically and economically dominant but, 
furthermore, had the time and energy to expend on things of the mind rather than on the 
body, that is, to control the domain that supposedly distinguishes humans from animals. 
The association of women with the animal side of humans and men with power and 
intellectual pursuits quite naturally produces a cultural and social appraisal in which men are 
superior to women and has given rise to extraordinary sanctions on women's procreative 
organs - indeed in some societies on their entire bodies (of course underpinning these 
sanctions are also strong genealogical fears; cf. Allan & Bumdge 1991, chapter 3). 

In most societies menstruating women are or have been subject to the most severe taboos. 
Traditionally, these are deeply rooted in the fear of contagion, because catemenia is seen as 
purging or purifying, a cleansing away of ill humours - hence the Middle Dutch terms 
purgacy and reynichheit. In the Middle Ages, menstrual blood was believed to contain 
defiled spirits; many of the most feared diseases, like leprosy and syphilis, were thought to 
be transmitted through menstruating women. Because of the dangers they posed, such 
women were usually prevented from mingling freely in the community. In sum, the vision 

2 ~ i t h  the exception of course that men's genitalia, like the genitalia of women, are frequently likened to 
animals in the vocabulary people use to talk about these 'unmentionable' body parts (cf. Allan this volume). 
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of menstruation was that of a polluting discharge, which weakened the woman; the pollution 
and weakening could be transferred to a male partner, and at worst, might lead to the man's 
death. 

In the Middle Dutch medical texts, bloeme 'flowers' along with bloyen 'bloom' were the 
most frequent terms for menstruation (in case we had any doubt about the meaning, in one 
text every mention of a remedy to bring on bloeme had prompted one reader to resolutely 
supply in the margin the Latin provocat~producitmensh-ua). The word dracht, which usually 
denoted a yield of fruit or the fruit itself, was also used to mean 'foetus', and more often 
'pregnancy'. The child was referred to as vrucht 'fruit', cf. 

(x) want ghelijc dat die boeme sonder bloemen geen vrucht en winnen, alsoe werden die 
vrouwen beroeft van haerre dracht, als si sonder purgacy sijn 
'for just as trees without flowers will bear no fruit, so too will women be bereft of 
their pregnancy (literally, 'yield'), if they are without this purging' 

(Daems ed. 1967: 180) 

It has been suggested, for example by Neaman and Silver (1983:57), that flowers derives 
by either remodelling or folk etymology from Latin fluere 'flow' via French flueurs (a 
medical term for 'discharge' from sixteenth century) which was remodelled as, or perhaps in 
English misinterpreted as, fleurs 'flowers'. Enright (1985:lO) suggests its origin in flow 
(cf. the archaic a woman in her courses); and flow is used nowadays in many places. 
Middle Dutch vloet 'flow' was an occasional alternative to bloeme. While such etymological 
speculations are suggestive, they will not account for the archaic German euphemism 
Blumen or Dutch bloeme unless these are presumed to be loan translations of English 
flowers - which is not likely. The most plausible source for the expression flowers or 
monthly flowers, and its translation equivalents in other European languages, is the plant 
growth metaphor (cf. Grose (1811) "Fruitful Vine. A woman's private parts, i.e. that has 
flowers every month, and bears fruit in nine months."). 

In the course of writing our book on euphemism, it became more and more apparent that 
many of the popular expressions for taboo topics have multiple origins which all seem to 
come together to establish the meaning of the form (cf. Allan this volume for more examples 
of this). It may well be then that flowers is based on a plant metaphor, but it is also 
reinforced by an association with the notion 'flow'. And there are other likely associations. 
Virginity, for instance, was once known as the flower of maidenhood (and we talk about 
deflowering when it is lost). The 'rose' was also a well-established symbol for the maiden's 
hymen, and here of course we have the link of the blood and the colour red (cf. the thirteenth 
century French allegory Le Roman de la Rose), an association which also turns up in the 
medical practice known as the 'doctrine of signatures'. It seems that figurative expressions 
with associated influences in this way have a much better chance of becoming established 
and surviving. In English, and in Dutch, the plant metaphor for menstruation has now been 
replaced by other metaphors (cf. Allan & Bumdge 1991, chapter 4). 

4. EXCREMENT AND OTHER POLLUTANTS AS AGENTS OF HEALTH AND 
WELL-BEING 

There is one curious aspect to the concepts of pollution and taboo which our discussion 
has not yet addressed; this is the interesting overlap which exists between filth on the one 
hand and purity and healthiness on the other. The effluvia we have been discussing here are 
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not simply impure, odious and devitalising substances - they (and certain parts of the human 
body) are also believed to have important health-promoting aspects which over the years 
have been used in official pharmacy and also witchcraft and folk remedies in many different 
societies. And it seems (from the Middle Dutch texts also) that the most polluting of 
substances, those subject to the most severe taboos, also have the greatest healing and 
amuletive powers of all. 

During medieval times, for example, ashes of the bones of the dead, particularly the 
remains of those who had died a violent death (e.g. executed criminals) were atmbuted 
special medicinal properties. Extract of human cranium was reputed to be efficacious against 
epilepsy; teeth and hair against gout. Virtually any bodily emission could be turned into a 
powerful curative agent. The most powerful of these were faeces, either human or animal 
(see Camporesi (1988:154) for a description of some of the early "dung-based health 
programmes" in Europe) and, above all, blood. Menstrual blood in particular (cf. Durkheim 
1963:94-95) features strongly in remedies against ailments of all description, especially in the 
treatment of serious diseases like leprosy - it seems to provide both the cure and the source 
for such diseases! We also find symbols of these substances endowed with the same special 
powers; for example, the colour red (as a symbol of blood) is attributed the same exceptional 
curative powers. 

But pollutants are by no means special to the fantastic remedies of the Middle Ages. 
Meigs (1978), for example, describes at length the positive powers attributed to polluting 
substances among the Hua of New Guinea. For Australian Aborigines, faeces has always 
been regarded as having protective and curative powers. One traditional practice, for 
instance, was to smear the faces of newborn babies with excrement. Knowing this, it should 
come as less of a surprise that our own practice of throwing rice and confetti at newlyweds 
has its origin in the throwing of excrement! 

The obvious question to all this is why? It can't simply be a matter that the cure has to be 
worse than the complaint! How can something be both polluting and purifying. How can it 
reduce health but at the same time promote it? Any unified account of the existing linguistic 
taboos and prohibitions is going to have to also account for this smking anomaly. 

Meigs (1978:316-317) offers a perspective of the pollution theory to account for what she 
finds among the Hua, but which also has implications for the Middle Dutch findings here. 
She points out the strong association between these substances and organic decay. 

Body emissions are classified as polluting because they are perceived as 
decaying, rotting, dying, and anything which is so perceived is held to be 
polluting provided that it is threatening to gain access to the body. 

In decay there is death, and the anxiety inspired by these things can be linked ultimately 
with the fear of death (cf. Brain 1979; Allan & Bumdge 1991, chapter 6). Yet, it is out of 
decay that new life is born - the living become the compost for future generations. This is 
the paradox of life in death, and death in life. Just as dung and rotting compost will enrich 
soil and promote growth, so too do these bodily emissions, themselves exputri, have special 
regenerative and life-producing powers. 

People during the Middle Ages were painfully aware of the decay inherent in life. As we 
have already seen (section 2), even the human body was viewed as a kind of putrescent 
walking 'dung-heap'. (Given the ravages of disease and the appalling stench of towns and 
cities this grotesque view of human kind is perhaps not so surprising!) 
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Things which rot produce worms and other vermin. Medieval belief held that these 
creatures perpetually inhabited the human body, being conceived of the body's own pumd 
substances. They were loathed, much as they are today, but at the same time their 
association with rotting matter also made them strong curative and protective agents. 
Pulverised worm was the prime ingredient in many of the Middle Dutch remedies looked at 
here. Women, needless to say, were believed to be more full of vermin than men; the womb 
in particular, as it is the source of life (this is very reminiscent of the "dark, smelly, explicitly 
rotting interiors attributed to females' bodies" by the Hua people - Meigs 1fi8:312). No 
wonder women were viewed as such dangerously polluting  creature^.^ It is no coincidence 
that the taboos on them were the same as those on corpses! We might speculate that if it 
weren't for women's physiological handicap, these supernatural powers would have 
afforded them a dominating position in society - revered as something divine, instead of 
being seen as a thing of evil. 

How does all this relate to contemporary Western society? There is no doubt that in the 
Middle Ages the link between these substances and death was very real. However, medieval 
medical docmnes were built upon imagination and superstition - ours is the age of science 
and technology. Our reticence about sex and bodily effluvia is not because we view them as 
dangerous and life-threatening; we no longer link our sex organs with organic decay! Yet, 
we know that it is not any instinctive repulsion that these substances arouse in us - children 
and animals do not find them odious; the repulsion is something that is learned. Humans 
have to be toilet-trained and the notion that our bodily emissions are 'dirty' is communicated 
to children during this time. 

We may no longer be aware of these time-worn prejudices - the original driving forces 
behind the taboos and prohibitions which can be seen to exist today - but as Durkheim 
(1963:113) has pointed out, these ancient prejudices "have given birth to ways of doing 
things which have survived and to which we have become attached". It is an ancient routine 
we are following here, and we will continue to do so because of our attachment to and our 
apparent need for ritual. Of course this does not 'preclude the possibility that some of these 
rituals do in fact have real practical advantages - there is afterall something to even the 
medieval 'bad smell theory of disease'! 

In sum, from decay come both life and death and this is the basis of the paradox: why it is 
that substances, which are viewed as decaying can be both contaminating (dangerous) and 
purifying (therapeutic). Either way they are fearful substances which probably accounts for 
the conflicting emotions they inspire: on the one hand revulsion and on the other positive 
attraction. For us in the twentieth century, original meanings have become lost in unthinking 
ritual; fear has given way to distaste. It is routine that now keeps these things at a distance 
and ensures that the linguistic sanctions also endure. We may no longer impute our effluvia 
with supernatural powers, yet they remain a powerful source of verbal taboo. As Wyld has 
described it, the taboo term still "chills the blood and raises goose flesh" (cited in Fryer 
1963:29). 

3 ~ t  is interesting that even today there are certain diseases, such as cancer, which are seen as polluting diseases 
and which are associated strongly with women (cf. Allan & Burridge 1991, chapter 7). 
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5. CONCLUSION - NEVER SAY DIE 

Man is nothing but stinking sperm, a sack of excrement and food for worms. 
After man comes the worm, stench and horror. And thus is every man's fate. 

(St Bernard Meditationes; cf. Camporesi 1988:78) 

As works on euphemism are quick to point out, the greatest taboo of all must surely be 
death. We have discussed one way in which the taboos surrounding the body can be linked 
to the fear of death. But there is another. We return to the problem of the intellect versus the 
body (cf. section 3). 

The things which have to do with our bodies - our bodily functions, normal sexual urges, 
also sickness and disease - remind us that we too are part of nature and therefore impress 
upon us the vulnerability which our bodies place us in. The simple fact is that we are 
contained within a fragile and temporal frame and, as much as we may resist, we can do 
nothing about this fact - death is simply another natural process. In this regard, we are no 
different from animals - there is no reasoning with the exigencies of the body! While our 
mind dreams of immortality, it is at the same time painfully aware of the inevitable extinction 
of both body and consciousness. Becker (1973:26) brilliantly captures the frightful dilemma 
of human beings: 

Man is literally split in two: he has an awareness of this own splendid 
uniqueness in that he sticks out of nature with a towering majesty, and yet he 
goes back into the ground a few feet in order blindly and dumbly to rot and 
disappear forever. It is a terrifying dilemma to be in and to have to live with. 

It is this 'terrifying dilemma' - the paradoxical make-up of human beings - which forms 
the basis of the nature-cult.ure dichotomy described earlier. While it may have seemed far- 
fetched to argue that the taboos surrounding our bodily effluvia exist because we associate 
them with the smell of putrefying corpses, the connection between them and death is justified 
in at least another respect. In that we do not want to be reminded of our natural mortal 
condition, such taboos are therefore motivated, at least in part, by our general denial of 
mortality and avoidance of death. 

T.S. Eliot (1963:131) comes close to capturing it all in Sweeney Agonistes: 

Birth, and copulation, and death. 
That's all the facts when you come to brass tacks: 
Birth, and copulation, and death. 
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MARKEDNESS IN PRELINGUISTIC UNIVERSALS 

MARYBETH CLARK 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 LINGUISTIC AND NON-LINGUISTIC BEHAVIOUR 

My intention here is to draw parallels between features of human language structure and 
features of non-language animal behaviour, including non-language human behaviour - that 
is, parallels between what I will call here linguistic behaviour and non-linguistic behaviour - 
and to make hypotheses regarding parallels in markedness between these two types of 
behaviour as reflected in the atnibutes goal and source.1 

I am not concerned here with the origins and development of human language, what is 
and what is not language nor whether non-human animals have language. However, I do 
make two basic assumptions: 

(1) that human language is a subset of human social behaviour which is in turn a subset of 
animal behaviour in general; 

(2) of the evolution of species, including the human species, with the correlate to that 
assumption that all earthly species are to greater or lesser degree related, and that 
therefore there are some features which are comparable across species. 

In the words of Lieberman (1984:l-2): 

. . .human linguistic ability is based on rather general neural mechanisms that 
structure the cognitive behavior of human beings as well as that of other 
animals. The evolution of human language is therefore analogous to the 
evolution of behavioral patterns that are 'unique' to other species. 

I have chosen to work with data from languages of Mainland Southeast Asia,2 but I 
consider these notions to have universal implications. 

There are a number of areas of behaviour that could be investigated for possible parallels 
between non-linguistic and linguistic behaviour. Some are listed here, the last one - goal and 
source - being the particular type of behaviour I wish to discuss in relation to markedness. 

l ~ h i s  paper is an expansion and development of Clark (1980a). an informal presentation at the Second 
Mekong River Festival in Honolulu. In working on this later paper I gained many ideas from discussions 
with Tony Diller, Don Laycock and others and have gratefully received help from Neng Chue Yang, Tong 
Vang, Chu Lee, Phuong Tonthat, Preecha Juntanamalaga, Matthew Copeland and many others. 
2~anguages used are Vietnamese and Khmer (Austroasiatic), Bangkok Thai and Nung (Tai), Hmong (Hmong- 
Miemiao-Yao) and Mandarin Chinese. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 95-109. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
Q Marybefh Clark 
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Behavioural type Non-linguistic Linguistic 

Locality Territory - possession of Grammatical relatedness 
feeding, breeding and shelter between expressions of 
rights existence, possession and 

location 

Intragroup social Conciliation, appeasement, Differing styles of speech: 
codes for harmony submission, seeking favour conciliatory speech, esp. 
and cooperation for privileges and support terms of address 

Strengthening of Rituals, some forms of play Manipulation of language, 
grouplpair bonds (manipulation of behaviour) puns, clich6 - implying 

in-group knowledge 

Lateralisation: Right-eye discrimination? Semantic correlation 
right-left righthandedness; tendency between words for right 
hemispheres toward right-side choice? side and positive words - 

correct, good, straight ... - 
and left side and negative 
words - bad, 'gauche' ... 

Proximity Immediacy vs displacement Specific-location markers 
(i.e. acting purposefully: andvs deictics - proximal 
cooperation for goal, vs d i ~ t a l ? ~  
manipulation for future 
gain ...)5 

Locus: goal and Orientation towards: Phrases interpreted as 
source approach, contact, meaning 

communication, feeding, 'toward/to/reaching' 
courtship, giving and Claim: unmarked 
sharing, preference: structures 
unmarked 'natural' 
behaviour 
Orientation away from: Phrases interpreted as 
withdrawal, avoidance, meaning 'frodout o f  
escape: marked behaviour Claim: marked structures 

The last three of the behavioural types listed can probably be distinguished in terms of 
unmarked and marked behaviours. Unmarked characteristics are of course those which tend 
to be regular and predictable and higher in frequency. Marked characteristics are those which 
are less regular and usually predictable only in certain environments. 

3 ~ e e  Rogers (1989). 
4 ~ o t h  Hmong and Vietnamese use tone differentiation to distinguish specific-location markers and deictics. 
See also Diller (1989) regarding Thai. 
5 ~ e e  especially De Waal's observations of chimpanzees (Waal 1982). 
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Comrie (1986:104) discusses "linguistic markedness and situation markedness7'. He 
suggests that at least in some instances a construction type which is least marked formally is 
also least marked in terms of "people's conception of the real world" (p.86), and that a 
formally unmarked construction is more likely "to be used to refer to the unmarked situation" 
(p.103) - that is, the situation more expected in  terms of conceptualisation of the real world. 

My claim here is that GOAL in linguistic constructions and in non-linguistic behaviour is 
unmarked and SOURCE is marked, that is, marked relative to goal. The identification of 
goal as being unmarked in non-linguistic behaviour is based on the fact that most non- 
linguistic goal behaviour, such as the types mentioned in the list, tends to be internally 
motivated, tends to have higher incidence and expectancy, and is frequently predictable. On 
the other hand, non-linguistic source behaviour is nearly always externally motivated and 
predictable only with respect to usually unpredictable external environments, and so can be 
considered to be marked behaviour. 

An example of non-linguistic goal and source behaviour would be the hunter-hunted 
relationship between, say, the lion and the gazelle. The hunting behaviour of the lion is not 
only internally motivated (hunger and genetically inherited, that is, instinctive, impulses) but 
the specific instance of hunting is probably fairly accurately predictable in terms of the size 
and duration of the lion's last meal and the time elapsed since. On the other hand, as the 
gazelle is normally prey to such as the lion, it is generally predictable that any gazelle will be 
vulnerable to attack, but it is not predictable when or where an attack will occur. Therefore 
the instance of need for the source behaviour of flight is not predictable. Furthermore, 
although the act of flight can be said to be internally motivated by fear and caution, the cause 
of the fear is external: the threatening presence of the lion. 

The notable exception to marked source behaviour is the very unmarked source behaviour 
of natural animal birth and change: the natural emergence from something of the newborn 
and the emergent stages in some animal life ~ ~ c l e s . 6  

The focus of this paper will be markedness in linguistic goal and source behaviour, - in 
particular, goal and source case relations which are implied in the semantic mamx of what I 
will call locus verbs. 

1.3 LOCUS VERBS 

Locus verbs are verbs which have inherent locative cases (arguments) - location, goal or 
source - which realise the spatial orientation (real or abstract ) of the Patienmeme, whether 
subject or object. 'The following sentences from Hmong7 illustrate four intransitive locus 

6 ~ t  is claimed in Clark and Carpenter (1989:22) that for children source is a category with broad membership 
reflecting conceptual similarities. If this is so it suggests that source is unmarked in language acquisition. 
However, their discussion is confined to American English 'from' and does not involve a contrast between 
source and goal. One would suppose that goal too is a category whose membership is broad and reflects other 
conceptual similarities. My argument is that source is marked with respect to goal. 
7 ~ h e  Hmong script used is the Romanized Popular Alphabet (see Smalley 1976:87), a script with VV for 
Vng (the only final consonant in Hmong) and consonant symbols word finally for tones: 

-b high level -g low falling breathy 
-j high falling -s low 
-v mid rising -m low with final glottal 
[O] mid level d low rising 

Standard Vietnamese orthography is used. A standard romanised script is used for Thai and pinyin 
romanisation for Chinese. Scripts for Khmer and Nung are those used in the references cited. 
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verbs and the important role of the local marking on the verb in the interpretation of locus 
case relations. The locus case phrases here are identical in all four sentences but are 
interpreted differently because of the distinctive features of location (l), goal (2) and source 
(3,4) of the respective verbs. 

(1 )  Nws pw hauv txaj. 
Hmg 3SG lie place inside bedroom 

She's lying (on the bedlin the room). 

(2) Nws 10s hauv txaj. 
Hmg 3SG come place inside bedroom 

She came into the room. 

(3) Nws sawv hauv kai. 

Hmg 3SG rise from place inside bedroom 
She got up from the bed. 

(4) Nws dim hauv txaj la wm. 
Hmg 3SG escape place inside bedroom already 

She escaped from the room. 

(These sentences, lacking the adornment of time phrases or adverbs of any sort, seem a 
little unnatural. In fact, (4) was so uncomfortable in its naked form that the sentence-final 
perfective adverb was added. However they are indeed grammatical, and natural in certain 
contexts.) 

Sentences (5)-(7) contain transitive locus verbs of location ( 3 ,  goal (6) and source (7). 
Note that the goal phrase is marked with the regular goal preposition, but the location and 
source phrases have no marking other than from the verb. 

(5) Nws kib zaub hauv laujkaub. 
Hmg 3SG fry vegetables inside pot 

She's frying vegetables in the pot. 

(6) Nws hliv roj rau hauv lub khob. 
Hmg 3SG pour oil to inside thing cup 

She poured oil into a cup. 

(7) Nws rho zaub hauv laujkaub. 
Hmg 3SG extract vegetables inside pot - 

She took the vegetables out of the pot. 

As shown in the sentences above goal phrases with goal verbs may often be internally 
unmarked with respect to goal as may source phrases with source verbs. The crucial test 
then of markedness of case roles is in cases where the verb takes both source and goal 
phrases. In section 4 I claim that such verbs are with some few exceptions inherent goal 
verbs and I will show how goal and source phrases occur with these verbs. 

In section 2 the argument of frequency is given for goal as the unmarked direction and in 
section 3 more examples of matching goal-verb-goal-phrase and source-verb-source-phrase 
sentences are given. 
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2. FREQUENCY 

2.1 TYPES OF LOCUS VERBS 

In considering the directional locus features goal and source, I first list some of the more 
common distinctive meanings of directional locus verbs in Mainland Southeast Asian 
languages, dividing them first into source and goal, then secondarily into transitive and 
intransitive verbs. 

I further divide the transitive source verbs into those which take animate sources and those 
which do not and, for the goal transitive verbs, I make distinctions among PUT-type verbs, 
SEND-type verbs and CARRY-type verbs. PUT verbs are verbs in which the Patient is 
placed in a concrete or abstract place (the goal) by a relatively stationary Agent. SEND verbs 
are those whose goal is often marked for animate (i.e. DativeExperiencer) rather than place, 
and whose movement of the Patient through space to or towards that goal is initiated by an 
Agent which does not necesssarily accompany the Patient. CARRY verbs are those whose 
Agent is the instrument of locomotion of the Patient through space to or towards a goal. (For 
more explication see Clark 1977:16-34.) These distinctions are relevant because very few 
PUT verbs allow source cases, some SEND verbs allow source cases (although source is not 
common and, when it occurs, tends to be a location source not an animate source), while 
most CARRY verbs and intransitive goal verbs freely allow locative source cases although 
goal cases are more common. 

A number of these verbs, especially commonly used verbs such as 'carry', 'transport', 
'write on/tol, may have in one language two or more words which are nearly synonymous. 

SOURCE VERBS 

Transitive: (animate source) 
receive 
accept 
get 
take 
want 
buy 
borrow 
collect 
steal 
recover 
request 

Transitive (inanimate source) 
remove 
extract 
pick up 
uproot 
release 
seize 
pull 
erase 

Intransitive 
leave 
depart 
escape 
flee 
arise 
come loose 
recover 
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GOAL VERBS 

Transitive: PUT 
Put 
place 
throw away 
discard 
thrust 
cram into 
poke into 
stab into 
drive into 
press 
press against 
'donate' (Viet) 
POW 
insert 
insert: publish 
immerse 
plant 
SOW 

hang 
add 
count in 
glue 
pin 
write (on) 
write down (on) 
draw 
paint 
rub onto 
smear 
point / aim (as gun) 
turn onto 
shine onto 

Transitive: SEND 
send 
give 
'present 
write (to) 
throw 
toss 
cast 
(release) 
sell 
teach 
inform 
tell 
report 
Transitive: CARRY 

carry 
take / bring 
carry heavy 
carry in hand 
carry in arms 
head cany 
back cany 
shoulder carry 
pole carry 
bring along 
deliver 
transport 
transfer 
transplant 
move 
pull 
pull along 
drive, steer 
oar, row 

i 

- - 
- 

Intransitive 

go 
come 
return 
cross 
ascend 
descend 
enter 
exit 
reach 
approach 
walk 
run 
crawl 
climb 
fly 
soar 
swim 
wade 
float 
flow 
drip 
mckle 
relocate 
fall 
think 
remember 

This list is not complete of course but I have tied very hard to get as much range as 
possible in the source verbs so as not to cheat them in favour of my hypothesis. 
Nevertheless it is obvious that the goal verbs far outnumber the source verbs in both the 
transitive and intransitive classifications. Furthermore I believe that goal verbs have far 
greater frequency in use than source verbs. 

The following Vietnamese sentences exemplify each type of locus verb. 

Goal Transitive Verbs: PUT (8), SEND (9) and CARRY (lo), (1 1) verbs 

(8) Ho d#t 6ng nu& quanh tubng. 
Viet they place pipe water around wall 

They placed a water pipe all around the wall. 
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(9) a. Anh 5 qua'ng lvbi  xu6ng nvac. LOCATIVE GOAL 

Viet brother that throw net down.to water 
He cast his net into the water. 

b. Chi quing c;ii d6 1En cho t6i nhL. ANIMATE (DATIVE) GOAL 

sister throw thing that up to I would.you 
Throw that up to me, will you? 

(10) C6 l i i  d6 ch&o thuygn qua s6ng. 
Viet miss steer ferry oar sampan across river 

The ferry girl is oaring the boat across the river. 

(1 1) Anh i y  c h  ti& ti? s& den ngin-hing. 
Viet brother that hold money from office to bank 

He carried the money from the office to the bank. 

Goal Intransitive Verb: 

(12) M5y gib chi dinh ra phi-fnrbng? 
Viet how.many hour sister intend go.out airport 

What time do you plan to go out to the airport? 

Source Transitive Verbs: animate source (1 3), (14) and locative source (15) 

(13) T6i rnua ba cu6n sich cha tiem dd. 
Viet I buy three volume book belonging shop that 

I bought three books from that shop. 

(14) Koat kcay makuu pii Sari. 
Khm 3SG borrow one.pair from Sarii 

She borrowed one pair from Sarii. 

(15) Chi 5y nh6 c i y  (ra) khbi d5i. 
Viet sister that uproot plant out out.of earth 

She pulled the plant out of the ground. 

Source Intransitive Verb: 

(16) Vi d6 anh tr6n khbi xxir. 
Viet because that brother escape out.of country 

Because of that he fled the country. 

2.2 DERIVED PREPOSITIONS AND ADVERBS 

Another instance of greater frequency of goal over source is in the types of synchronically 
derived adverbs and prepositions found in these Mainland Southeast Asian languages as well 
as in certain Benue-Kwa languages (Niger-Congo, West Africa), some Micronesian 
languages and others (see Clark 1978:186-190, 1979a, 1979b; Clark & Prasithrathsint 
1985:38-44). Most directional adverbs and locational and directional prepositions in these 
languages are derived synchronically or diachronically from verbs of location or intransitive 
directional verbs of locomotion, plus at least two transitive goal verbs which are 
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synchronically derived. The table below shows the meanings of such locus words according 
to their locus classification, with the names of the languages represented for each set. 

TABLE: DERIVED PREPOSITIONS AND ADVERBS 

These factors of quantity and frequency of locus verbs and derived prepositions and 
adverbs argue for goal being the unmarked case. 

GOAL 
VERB > PREP ADV 

go to (away) to away 
come to hither to hither 
go over to over to across 
go back to back to back 
go into into in 
go out to out to out 
go up to up to UP 
go down to down to down 

reach to reaching (reaching) 

give to to, for (for) 
Put to, for 

Vietnamese, Thai, Khmer, (Mountain 
Mon-Khmer, Tai languages, Hmong, 
Chinese) 

3. LOCUS PHRASES MARKED BY VERB 

As noted in section 1.3 locus verbs may often take locus phrases which have no internal 
distinctive local marking but which acquire their local marking solely from the inherent local 
features of their verbs. This is especially true if the head of the phrase is a locationlplace 
noun. In this section I show such unmarked phrases: first goal phrases with goal verbs then 
source phrases with source verbs. 

(Proto-Oceanic; Kwa languages of West Africa ) 

SOURCE 
VERB > PREP 

leave from 

Thai, Mountain 
Mon-Khmer 

3.1 GOAL PHRASES WlTH GOAL VERBS 

LOCATION 
VERB >> PREP 

be at at, in, on 
be with with 

Vietnamese, Hmong, 
Thai, Tai languages, 
Khmer, Chinese 

The goal phrases of goal verbs may or  may not be marked by goal prepositions. In 
Vietnamese and Nung, for instance, the goal phrases of intransitive verbs such as many of 
those in the list above may be unmarked for goal other than by the verb itself. Some such 
sentences are shown here (example (18) from Saul & Wilson 1980:62). The Hmong 
sentence in (2) above may occur with or without a goal preposition, as shown in (19). 

(17) Anh Sang 7'hii-fan miy 12x1 r6i. 
Viet older.brother go.across.(to) Thailand how.many occasion already 

He's gone over to Thailand several times already. 
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(18) Vahng n6ng khBu kha' n5hm sliih. 
Nung boy younger.sibling enter CLASSIFIER water clear 

The younger brother entered the clear stream of water. 

(19) Nws 10s (rau) hauv txaj. 
Hmg 3SG come to inside bedroom 

She came into the room. 

The animate goal phrases of transitive SEND-type goal verbs in most of the languages can 
be unmarked for goal (except by the verb) when the goal phrase occurs immediately after the 
verb (example (21) from Saul & Wilson 1980:40). This word order, however, may be 
marked word order. 

(20) T6i g&i gia-dinh t6i ba blic thu cha di. 
Viet I send family I three lener belonging aunt 

I sent my family three leners from Auntie. 

(21) Da ra'i chihng iiu nii hir muhn. 
Nung grandmother then take meat give him 

Grandmother then took meat and gave it to him. 

Such transitive verbs in White Hmong are an exception: they require a goal preposition 
with the goal phrase and furthermore prefer that the goal phrase follow the Patient rather than 
precede it immediately after the verb; that is, (22a) is much preferred to (22b) while (22c) is 
ungrammatical. 

(22) a. Nws xa peb tsab ntawv tuaj rau kuv. 
Hmg 3SG send three letter hither to I 

She sent three letters to me. 

b. Nws xa rau kuv peb tsabntawv. 
3SG send to I three letter 
She sent me three leners. 

c. * N w s  xa - kuv peb tsabntawv. 
3SG send I three lener 
She sent me three letters. 

Although Hmong and Vietnamese require goal markers with animate goal phrases which 
occur after the Patient of SEND verbs, Thai and Khmer allow unmarked post-Patient goal 
phrases with some SEND verbs, at least the verb 'give' (example (23) is from Juntanarnalaga 
1987:87): 

(23) Ph33 h iy  pAakkaa lliuk. 
Thai father give pen offspring 

Father gave his daughter a pen. 

(24) Kee cuun rugwoan Sarun.8 
Khm 3PL give(polite) reward Sarun 

They gave the reward to Sarun. 

8 ~ h i s  sentence was given by Dr Saveros Pou of he  Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique of Paris. 
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3.2 SOURCE PHRASES WITH SOURCE VERBS 

Sentence (25) has an intransitive source verb; (26)-(28) have transitive source verbs. 
Note that the source phrases in all these sentences are locative not animate. Such Thai 
sentences require the source preposition. On the other hand Vietnamese transitive sentences 
with locative sources may not use the source preposition (cf. (26b)) although the non- 
directional location noun is required; that is, the locative phrase itself is not marked for goal 
or source. 

(25) T6i se' riYi b&h-vi&~ ngAy 22 thdng tu. 
Viet I will leave hospital day 22 month four 

I'll leave the hospital on the 22nd of April. 

(26) a. C6 x6a 6% t&n bing den. 
Viet Miss erase lesson top blackboard 

She erased the lesson from the blackboard. 

b. * C6 xda bii tu ba'ng den. 
Miss erase lesson from blackboard 

(27) Nws rho nroj nram vaj. 
Hmg 3SG extract weeds place.below garden 

She's weeding the garden. 

(28) Khdw thkn klia ciak naa. 
Thai 3SG uproot seedling from field 

She's uprooting the seedlings from the field. 

4. VERBS ALLOWING SOURCE AND GOAL PHRASES 

Although in these languages many goal verbs can sometimes take goal phrases which are 
not marked internally for goal, it is common for goal phrases to have internal local marking. 
This is done by prepositions, often those derived from goal verbs. (In fact, in some 
instances the analysis of verb versus preposition is ambiguous.) The local features on the 
respective preposition confirm or enhance the local marking of the verb. In general these 
prepositional phrases are quite regular. 

As stated in section 1.3 a crucial index to markedness in source and goal arguments is the 
case where a verb may take both source and goal phrases. Such a verb has a feature [+path] 
indicating that the action of the verb moves along a path from a source to a goal and involves 
a locative source rather than an animate source. For semantic and frequency reasons I claim 
that these verbs are inherently goal; exceptions are some source verbs, examples of which are 
discussed in section 4.3. The [+path] goal verbs include intransitive locus verbs (shown in 
section 4.1), CARRY transitive verbs and a few SEND transitive verbs (both in section 4.2). 
I discuss transitive source verbs with animate source phrases in section 5. 

4.1 SOURCE WITH IlrdTRANSITIVE GOAL VERBS 

Although most intransitive goal verbs can take source phrases as well as goal phrases, 
source phrases must be specifically marked for source. In both Central Thai and Khmer, 
source phrases with goal verbs are marked with a source preposition, usually 'from', and 
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occur in the same straightforward way as goal phrases, after the goal verb (example (30) is 
from Huffman 1970:354): 

(29) D2k nin maa ciak KhgthEep. 
Thai child that come from Bangkok 

That child comes from Bangkok. 

(30) ... tuanlee Meekog ... hou kat pii khqcaan tiw tboun. 
Khm river Mekong flow cut from side-north to south 

The Mekong River flows (cutting) from north to south. 

Other languages such as Vietnamese and Mandarin Chinese require that their source 
phrases precede intransitive goal verbs (31)-(32a), perhaps from historical serial verbs with 
the actual event of source preceding goal. In general, intransitive goal verbs in Mandarin 
Chinese allow their goal phrases to follow the goal verb, as in (32b); if the goal phrase 
precedes the verb, a goal preposition is obligatory (32c). A source phrase may not follow a 
goal verb (32d). 

(31) a. C6 Kim tir HUE' mi% vdo (Sziigbn) tuin hu&c. 
Viet Miss Kim from Hue just go.into Saigon week before 

Kim just came down (to Saigon) from Hue last week. 

b. C6 Kim & HUE* mlii vdo (Sriigbn) tuin trubc. 
Miss Kim (be).at Hue just go.into Saigon week before 
Kim just came down (to Saigon) from Hue last week. 

(32) a. T3 c6ng ni jig qh. 
Chi 3SG from you house go 

She's leaving from your house. 

b .  Tg y6u mdi y6u qii ni jig? 
3SG have not have go you house 
Did he go to your house? 

c. Ti7 d io  ni ji2 qh. 
3SG reaching you house go. 
He went to your house. 

d. *TS qh c6ng ni jid 
3SG go from you house 
She's leaving from your house. 

Hmong has no specific marker for space source, that is, no word meaning 'from'. When 
source phrases occur with intransitive goal verbs they occur after the verb but must be 
followed by another goal verb (33a), an adverb (34a) or a goal prepositional phrase (35). 
(Compare (34a) with the Thai example (29) above.) Without the following goal item the 
locative phrase is interpreted as goal from the marking on the verb (33b), (34b). (For fuller 
discussion of source and goal in Hmong, see Clark (1980b, 1980c).) 

(33) a. Noog ya hauv av tshoom. 
Hmg bird fly place.inside earth take.off 

The bird flew up from the ground. 
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b. Noog ya (mu) hauv a v. 
bird fly to place.inside earth 
The bird flew to the ground. 

(34) a. Peb tuaj ntawm moos Xaj tuaj. 
Hmg we come place.at town Sam.Neua hither - 

We come from Sam Neua. 

b. Peb tuaj ntawm moos Xaj. 
we come place.at town Sam.Neua 
We're coming to Sam Neua. 

(35) Lub tsheb mus ntawm moos Loob rau tom Xeev. 
Hmg thing vehicle go place.at town L.P. to there X.  K .  

The-bus goes from ~ u a n ~  Prabang to Xieng Khouang. 

4.2 LOCATIVE SOURCE WITH TRANSITIVE GOAL VERBS 

Locative source phrases with transitive goal verbs tend to be fairly straightforward, 
following the pattern for goal phrases, although as expected they must be marked specifically 
for source (example (37) is from Huffman 1970:342): 

(36) a. Chi gki mgt buu inh tu Hongkong nhk. 
Viet sister send one postcard from Hongkong would.you 

Send a postcard from Hongkong, alright? 
- 

b. Chi 2y g&i mqt bun a'nh viio Siiig6n. 
sister that send one postcard into Saigon 
She sent a postcard to Saigon. 

(37) Kee y33k rateh-koo dek sraw pii srae mmk pteah. 
Khm they take cart-ox carry paddy from ricefield hither.to house 

They use ox-carts to haul the paddy from the rice-fields to the house. 

In Hmong, as with intransitive goal verbs, a source phrase with a transitive goal verb 
requires a goal element following, in this case a goal adverb: 

(38) Lawv xa khoom (tuaj) nram moos Loob tuaj. 
Hmg they send goods hither below town L.P. hither 

They sent supplies from down in Luang Prabang. 

4.3 LOCATIVE SOURCE AND GOAL PHRASES WITH SOURCE VERBS 

There are a few verbs which take both source and goal phrases which, from their semantic 
values and the frequency of occurrence with source phrases, one would say are source 
verbs. They, like the goal verbs in section 4.1-4.2, are locative verbs with a feature of 
[+path]. They tend to take only locative sources, not animate. The source phrase following 
the verb in (39a) must have a source preposition and requires a goal element after, which 
suggests that that verb may be a goal verb rather than a source verb, especially as the source 
phrase may precede the verb (39b). Not surprisingly such [+path] verbs as these seem to 
hover uncertainly between source and goal. The same is true of the verb in the Nung 



sentence (40) (from Saul & Wilson 1980:62), where the source phrase precedes the 
intransitive goal verb. The Vietnamese source verb in (16) above, where it takes a source 
phrase, can take a goal phrase (4 l), in either case having an appropriate preposition. 

(39) a. Anh t6 (ti2 &En thang) xu6ng (dii). 
Viet brother fall from top ladder down.(to) earth 

He fell down (off the ladder) (to the ground). 

b. Anh @En thang ti? xu6ng. 
brother top ladder fall down 
He fell off the ladder. 

(40) Vahng tE' h6n na nf kh2hn p6 Pay. 
Nung boy that from field flee up mountain away - 

Thit boy fled from the field up the mountain. 

(41) Vi d6 anh tdn sang nu& h%&. 
Viet because that brother escape across.to country Japan 

Because of that he fled to Japan. 

The argument for the Hmong verbs in (42) and (43) being source verbs is strengthened by 
the fact that they can take source phrases with or without following goal elements, that is, 
they can take unmarked source phrases. Their goal phrases must have the goal preposition. 

(42) a. Nws poob rau saum ru tsev. 
Hmg 3SG fall to top roof house 

He fell onto the roof (from tree or sky). 

b. Nws poob ru tsev / ntoos (rau hauv dej). 
3SG fall roof house tree to inside water 
He fell from the roofltree (into the water). 

(43) Kuv tso-plhuav rab riam hauv lub qhovtso (rau hauv av). 
Hmg I release tool lanife inside space armpit to inside earth 

I dropped the knife from under my arm (to the ground). 

5. ANIMATE SOURCE PHRASES WITH TRANSITIVE SOURCE VERBS 

The most interesting source phrases in terms of irregularity are the animate source phrases 
of transitive source verbs. In some languages these can be quite regularly marked with 
source prepositions, as in (44)-(46a). 

(44) Koat baan satraa pii (ksae) pii mia (koat). 
Khm 3SG obtain manuscript two smng from aunt/uncle 3SG 

She obtained two manuscripts from her uncle. 

(45) Yip hiip nfi d a k  chZn pay. 
Thai pick up box this from I away 

Take this box from me. 

(46) a. Ch5n yiak ytltlm nags& cziak Pirk. 
Thai I want borrow book from Pook 

I want to borrow a book from Pook. 
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b. Ch2n yyziak ytitim nags& kAp Puk. 
I want borrow book with Pook 
I want to borrow a book from Pook. 

In b o n g  and Vietnamese a 'from' preposition cannot be used. Animate sources may 
take on another dimension, source being represented as that which is being with or belonging 
to.9 The 'with' preposition can be used in Thai (46b) and Hmong (47a), (48a); in Hmong 
the 'with' phrase always occurs before its verb. Sometimes animate sources with particular 
transitive source verbs may be unmarked other than by the verb, as in the Hmong sentences 
(47b) and (48b). 

(47)a .  Nws mog nws tus muam txaistau ib tsabntawv. 
Hrng 3SG with 3SG animate sister receive one letter 

He received a letter from his sister. 

b. Nws txaistau ib tsabntawv ntawm nws tus muam. 
3SG receive one letter place.at 3SG animate sister 
He received a letter from his sister. 

(48) a. Kuv nrog koj thov peb duas nyiaj puas tau? 
Hmg I with you request three dollar money whether able 

Would you be able to give me three dollars? 

b. Kuv thov koj peb duas nyiaj puas tau? 
I request you three dollar money whether able 
Can you give me three dollars? 

In Vietnamese such animate sources can be represented only as possessors, either before or 
after the object: 

(49) T6i muan mua mot czii zio cia chi &. 
Viet I want buy one thing shirt possession sister that 

I want to buy a blouse from her. 

(50) Em m u g n  ciia chi mot czii zio mbi duqc kh6ng? 
Viet younger.sibling borrow possession sister one thing shirt new able not 

May I borrow a new blouse from you, older sister? 

6. CONCLUSION 

There can be no doubt that goal morphemes and goal arguments are far more common 
than source morphemes and arguments, both in terms of numbers of lexical items and in 
terms of frequency of occurrence. Not given here but also in common usage are sentences 
with intransitive goal verbs which take abstract goals, such as 'remember/think to (about, 
of)'. 

The most marked source phrases in Mainland Southeast Asian languages are those 
occumng with intransitive goal verbs and with transitive source verbs taking animate 
sources. The former in some languages demand a source-goal sequencing; that is, they 

%or discussion of the relatedness of English 'from' and 'with', see Clark and Carpenter (1989). Note that 
English 'of' marks both possession and source: 'That's one of mine', 'He is of Kent'. 
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disallow source following goal. This no doubt is natural-event sequencing and probably 
related to verb serialisation. 

Animate source phrases of transitive source verbs may or must be marked by cornitative 
or possessive morphemes rather than a regular source morpheme. This may possibly reflect 
a universal tendency to relate the semantic values of source, accompaniment and possession. 

None of the evidence given above for source being more irregular and thus more highly 
marked than goal is conclusive. However, the overall picture in terms of relative quantity 
and in predictability of forms of occurrence shows grammatical source to be, like non- 
linguistic source, less frequent, less regular and less predictable than goal. 
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THE RECOGNITION OF THE PIAWI LANGUAGE FAMILY 

BERNARD COMRIE 

Sir William Jones is universally credited with the initial insight concerning the genetic 
unity of the Indo-European languages. In my contribution, I want to trace a similar initial 
insight in connection with the Piawi language family, spoken in the area of the Western 
Schraders and the Upper Yuat, on both sides of the boundary between Madang and Enga 
Provinces, Papua New Guinea. The family consists (probably) of three languages: Haruai, 
Hagahai and Pinai. Haruai has been the subject of intensive study by Comrie (see Comrie 
in press), while Hagahai and Pinai still await detailed investigation. Information from 
anthropologists working in the region, in particular Carol Jenkins (Papua New Guinea 
Institute of Medical Research) and David Boyd (University of California, Davis) suggests 
that Hagahai and Pinai are to a large degree mutually intelligible, with at least a possibility 
that they constitute dialect varieties of a single language. Other languages that have 
occasionally been posited in the literature, such as Wapi, are almost certainly varieties of 
Pinai. The languages of the family have a number of alternative names, of which only the 
most frequent will be mentioned here. Haruai is the indigenous name for the people and 
language, though they are also known as Wiyaw (from the Kobon name for them) and 
Waibuk (from the Kalam name for them). The earliest materials on Hagahai were from the 
Aramo dialect, and the name Aramo was used in the earlier literature for the language as a 
whole - this, incidentally, probably accounts for the discrepancy noted by Laycock 
(1975:885) between population estimates of 83 (reasonable for the Aramo alone) and 300- 
400 (reasonable for the Hagahai as a whole). A variant form of Aramo is Aramaue; both are 
used in the index to Wurm ed. (1975). The family name Piawi was, incidentally, proposed in 
Laycock and Z'graggen (1975:758), simply taking the initial syllables of the three constituent 
languages with the then current names Pinai, Aramo and Wiyaw. 

The more distant genetic relations of the Piawi family remain, to my mind, unclear. On 
the basis of comparison of Haruai pronoun forms with those of Arafundi, William A. Foley 
has suggested (pers. comm.) that there is at least prima-facie evidence for a genetic 
relationship between Arafundi and the Piawi languages. If so, this would require some 
modification of the classification presented in Wurm (1982:223), based on Laycock and 
Z'graggen (1975:739), in which the Piawi family is assigned to the Yuat superstock, while 
Arafundi is assigned to the Ramu superstock, these two being the two immediate constituent 
superstocks of the Ramu subphylum of the Sepik-Ramu phylum. (Wurm is, however, 
diffident about the broader genetic picture here, noting that the Piawi family might in fact be a 
member of the Trans-New Guinea phylum (Wurm 1982:224).) 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of D o ~ l d  C. Loycock. 1 1  1-1 13. 
Pacqic Linguistics, C-110, 1992. 
O Bernard Comrie 
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In Comrie (1988) I argue that there is now solid evidence for the genetic relatedness of 
Haruai and Hagahai (Aramo dialect), not so much on the basis of a high percentage of 
apparent lexical cognates (Haruai shows almost as high a percentage of apparent lexical 
cognates with Kobon), but rather on the basis of near-identity of verb morphology, in 
particular tense and person-number morphology. Given that Hagahai and Pinai are close 
enough for the question to arise whether they are distinct languages or dialect variants of a 
single language, the unity of the language family is assured. However, the insight that these 
three languages form a single language family goes back well before my own work, and is 
embodied, for instance, in Wurm (1982:223), the most authoritative and comprehensive 
listing and classification of Papurn languages published to date; in this respect, Wurm simply 
follows the classification given in Laycock and Z'graggen (1975:739). Indeed, it is hard to 
find voices dissenting from this position, although Tonson (1976), who collected one of the 
most detailed wordlists before my own work on Haruai, still entertained the possibility of a 
closer genetic relationship between Haruai and the Kalam family; however, as I argued in 
Comrie (1988), the rather high percentage of apparent lexical cognates between H m a i  and 
Kobon (a neighbouring language, of the Kalam family) is almost certainly the result of 
intense borrowing from Kobon into Haruai. It should, incidentally, be noted that before my 
own work on Haruai, almost the only materials available to linguists were wordlists. 

In Laycock (1973), one of the earliest works to make specific reference to the individual 
languages now known to constitute the Piawi family, the author refers to these three 
languages as isolates, though always with the understanding that further information may 
lead to the recognition that provisional isolates might turn out to be genetically related to other 
languages. But in Laycock (1975:882, 884-885), also reflected in Laycock and Z'graggen 
(1975:758), however, on the basis of further evidence Laycock (1975: 884) felt justified in 
making a tentative identification of a Piawi language family, with the same three members as 
are now recognised, including incidentally the recognition of the particularly close, perhaps 
dialect-level relationship between Aramo (Hagahai) and Pinai: "comparison of the Pinai list 
with a shorter list of Aramaue (Aramo) ... shows clear lexical relationship, even perhaps to the 
extent of suggesting that Pinai and Aramaue might be dialects of a single language. A lesser 
resemblance to Wiyaw ... suggests that a reclassification of these three isolates is in order, 
although the data is still so slight that any such reclassification can only be very tentative". 
Similar statements are (p.882) "Pinai, Wiyaw and Aramaue are now believed to be fairly 
closely interrelated ... and to form a family, the Piawi (stock-level) family" and (p.885) 
"Wiyaw shows approximate family relationship to Aramaue, and similar resemblance 
(though slightly less) to Pinai". 

The ensuing detailed comparative-historical work on the Indo-European languages served 
to consolidate Sir William Jones's insight concerning their genetic unity, but no one doubts 
the crucial importance of Sir William Jones's initial contribution. Let us therefore equally 
recognise the founder of Piawi linguistics: Donald C. Laycock. 
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HIGH RISE TONES AND AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH INTONATION: 
A DESCRIPTIVE PROBLEM 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many speakers of Australian English use an intonation pattern which has been called an 
'unexpected usage' in the linguistic literature (McGregor 1979; Bryant 1980; Allan 1984; 
Guy & Vonwiller 1984, 1988). It is the high pitch level rise occumng with a declarative 
clause in an utterance which is a statement, not a question. The present paper1 will argue that 
this High Rise Tone (HRT)2 - also discussed in the literature as Australian Questioning 
Intonation (AQI) - cannot be analysed, as it has been in the past, as a deviant and marginal 
intonational phenomenon in Australian English (in such studies as Mitchell & Delbridge 1965 
(in which the first instance of comment on the HRT is found); Adams 1967, 1969; 
McGregor 1979; Bryant 1980). This claim is based on data from a Speech Survey in 
progress in Brisbane3 and on a re-examination of past analyses of HRT in Australian 
English. 

2. THE HIGH RISE TONE IN AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH 

Linguists have traditionally recognised that English uses rising pitch to indicate 
'questioning'. A rising pitch contour at the end of a declarative sentence marks the utterance 
as a question, contrasting with a falling tone on the same sentence, which would be analysed 
as a statement. Compare: 

l~arl ier  versions of this paper were presented at a seminar in the Department of Linguistics, Research School 
of Pacific Studies, Australian National University, in May 1988, and at the Australian Linguistic Society 
Conference in Armidale in August 1988. I thank Jakelin Troy, Malcolm Ross, Barbara Horvath and Keith 
Allan for their comments on those occasions. I present this paper here as a special 'thank you' to Don 
Laycock, whose interest in Australian English and in this topic while I was a Vacation Scholar in the 
Deparunent of Linguistics made for many a lively conversation. 
2 ~ o r  a fuller discussion of the history of the study of HRT in Australia, see Dineen (1987 chapters 3.4 and 
5). Others have since investigated and are investigating aspects of HRT - Joanne Winter in Melbourne and 
Penelope Oxford (Horvath pers. comm.) in Sydney. The latter study examines elderly speakers in a NSW 
country town who appear to be using rising tones, which disconfirms Guy and Vonwiller's (1984, 1988) 
analysis. 
3 ~ h e  Speech Survey, conducted by Drs D. Lee, J. Ingram and A. Shnukal at the University of Queensland 
consists in part of transcripts of group interviews recorded in 1989 with Year 8 and Year 10 students in four 
Brisbane High Schools. My Honours thesis (Dineen 1987) was the first investigation of the use of HRT in 
the Brisbane (adolescent) speech community. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of D o ~ l d  C. Laycock, 115-124. 
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(a) [I will] see you at three o'clock tomorrow [\I 
(b) m i l l  Il see you at three o'clock tomorrow V] 

The difference between the two is simply the intonation contour or, as some authors label it, 
the nuclear tone of the sentence. Grammarians analysing the structure of English have 
recognised the possibility of marking such a functional difference in this manner since the 
seventeenth century (see Cruttenden 198 1). 

For most modem linguists, too, the dichotomy of function between rising sentence tones 
and falling sentence tones remains a cornerstone of the intonational description of English.4 
It is indeed a crucial component of the grammar of English. However, this important 
distinction has meant that, for many linguists, examining both Australian and non-Australian 
dialects of English, HRT itself must always have a marked function. 

3. THE LINGUISTIC MEANING OF AQI 

The most recent published research on AQI was conducted by Gregory Guy and Julia 
Vonwiller, reported in various publications from 1984 (Guy & Vonwiller 1984, 1988; Guy 
et al. 1986; Horvath 1985).5 In the discussion which follows, I refer mainly to Guy and 
Vonwiller (1984, 1988), who examine AQI from two perspectives: 

(1) its features as a linguistic phenomenon - its acoustic specification and its place in the 
linguistic system of Australian English; 

(2) its sociological significance - its features as a social variable, its stereotyped social 
meaning and its possible origins and status as a change in progress. 

In practice these two considerations overlap. Guy and Vonwiller extrapolate from the 
social stereotypes of AQI, which they reveal by means of matched-guise analysis, to certain 
hypotheses about the interactional meaning of the AQI, which they present as its linguistic 
meaning. Guy and Vonwiller examine the meaning of AQI by starting from stereotyped 
meanings of the intonation deriving from social stereotypes of who is using AQI. The 
Sydney stereotype they cite is that young women use AQI and older women and men of any 
age group do not. By an association between 'adolescent female' and putative characteristics 
of adolescent females, a common popular or 'folk' analysis of AQI is that it is deferent, 
hesitant, polite, and a marker of inferiority, lack of social status and powerlessness. 

On the basis of this popular stereotype, Guy and Vonwiller discuss the possible linguistic 
meaning of AQI. Since AQI does not signal a paradigm yeslno question, its function is not 
in a propositional domain of meaning. For example: 

(1) You're going to the football? 

is a yeslno question which questions the truth or falsity of the proposition that: 

(2) X is going to the football. 

By contrast, in cases-such as the following example from their 1984 paper: 

4~ee ,  for example, the descriptions in Crystal (1975). Cochrane (1983, 1985) and Cruttenden (1986). 
Although their details vary, all of them recognise the grammatical difference between rising and falling tones. 
5 ~ h e s e  statistics were originally published in Guy and Vonwiller (1984). The later versions, Guy and 
Vonwiller (1988) and Guy et al. (1986). use a larger sample. 
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(3) Q: Where were you born? 
A: King George the Fifth A Hospital A in Sydney ", 

A is not questioning the proposition that: 

(4) I was born in King George the Fifth Hospital in Sydney. 

AQI here does not form a yeslno question. Sentence (4) is obviously a piece of 
information to which only A is privy (given the scenario of two strangers in the context of a 
speech survey), and for A to pose the question to the interviewer is absurd. 

Since a propositional function is not plausible, an interactive function may well be: AQI 
may be a deferential or politeness-marking use of HRT. In a study of AQI Keith Allan 
(1984) discusses this aspect of the 'universal' meaning of high, rising pitch. He claims that 
the components of AQI - its high pitch, its rising tone and its occurrence sentence or clause 
finally - can all be related to universal associations between such tones and politeness 
constraints. Thus the AQI would be seen as being deferent, uncertain, respectful, polite, 
hesitant and relatively non-confident. Guy and Vonwiller dispute Allan's analysis in that 
they claim AQI is used in situations where politeness constraints would not operate, such as 
among adolescent peers. The AQI therefore contrasts with the intonational usage mentioned 
by Lakoff (1975). AQI differs in several respects from the intonational usage that Lakoff 
describes: AQI is not used solely by women; it is not used only in answer to yeslno 
questions; nor is the speaker necessarily hesitant. 

Guy and Vonwiller suggest that narratives provide the crucial clue to the significance of 
AQI. In a speech setting in which one conversational partner is conveying information 
unfamiliar to the audience, the audience's grasp of the information is vital and, at the same 
time, potentially tenuous. AQI works to ensure that production of a narrative proceeds 
smoothly. AQI, they claim, almost always provokes some kind of response from the 
listener. If a response is forthcoming, as a signal that the previous point has been 
understood by the listener, the discourse can proceed. The conclusion is that AQI is a 
response-seeking tone.6 

As support for the hypothesis that AQI is a response-seeking intonation, used by the 
speaker when attention by or response from the audience is vital, they offer some analysis of 
interview data from Horvath's (1985) Sydney Speech Survey. Taking a corpus of 
interviews as a whole, they subdivided all the responses in the texts into five categories, 
based on the different types of questions which elicited these responses. The five members 
of the set are: factual, opinion, explanation, description, narrative. 

Factual texts are classed as short, factual responses to questions such as What is your 
name? and How old are you?7 These factual answers were generally lacking in AQIs, but 
Guy and Vonwiller (1984: 12) give examples of the use of AQI in such exchanges as: 

6~irst recognised by Bryant (1980). 
7 ~ t  is important to note that using the term fact in the explanation of a set of text types may be 
unexplanatory. Horvath (1985:121) does point out that the set of text types was not very delicately 
formulated. This is not itself an error, but the premise that a set of answers can be defined in terms of a set of 
questions seems to be specific to a certain type of speech setting, and even in that case i t  is not 
unproblematic. The central issue, however, is how a connected piece of discourse is to be treated when 
dealing with intonation. Is it useful to categorise a section of speech as one of a set of mutually exclusive 
classifications (a text-type approach) or nod 
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Interviewer : What's your name? 
Informant : Maria Marinetti 
Interviewer : I'm sorry, I didn't get that. 
Informant : Maria Marinem' A 

Opinion texts are not explained in the 1984 paper but in the discussion of intonation in 
Horvath (1985), which gives the figures from the larger sample, opinion texts are glossed as 
replies to What do you think questions (p.121). Explanation texts are classed in both Guy 
and Vonwiller (1984) and Horvath (1985) as answers to Why questions, and description 
texts are classed as answers to How questions or an imperative Describe x. Finally narrative 
texts are classed as answers to Tell me imperatives in the discussion in Horvath (1985) but 
are not explained in Guy and Vonwiller (1984). 

By segmenting the texts as a whole into tone groups (tone group being defined according 
to Halliday 1967), Guy and Vonwiller (1984: 13) obtained the following results: 

TEXT TYPE AQIs [HRTs] TONE GROUPS % AQIs W T s ]  

Factual 49 14,114 .3 
Opinion 4 1 11,651 .4 
Explanation 42 4,770 .9 
Description 283 12,273 2.3 
Narrative 43 1,859 2.3 

The number of tone groups carrying HRT in this case is 458, or about one per cent of the 
total number. The figures above show that description and narrative texts are the text types 
exhibiting the most frequent use of AQI. Explanation texts are the next category on the 
frequency scale, followed by opinion texts. Factual texts show least use of AQI. 

A larger scale study which considered a total of 107,685 tone groups is reported in Guy 
and Vonwiller (1988:25; also Horvath 1985): 

TEXT TYPE AQIs W T s ]  TONE GROUPS % AQIs [HRTs] 

Factual 103 24,086 .4 
Opinion 1 60 28,067 .5 
Explanation 61 5,792 1.1 
Description 1,297 45,988 2.8 
Narrative 103 3,752 2.7 

Again, all of these tone groups are coterminous with declarative clauses. Description texts 
displayed a high, rising intonation marginally more frequently than narrative texts. The 
frequency order for the other three text types is the same as for the earlier study. 

Given these figures, Guy and Vonwiller (1988:25) claim that there is a correlation 
between AQI and what they call semantic complexity, a label which refers to such variables 
as amount of sequential ordering and structure in terms of "plot, and character development 
and some sort of overall 'point"'. Their view of 'semantics' seems unnecessarily wide when 
other terms, such as 'discursive' or 'generic' complexity, would more usefully cover these 
differences. 
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There are several further objections to the assumptions behind this classification system. 
Firstly, the text-type classification is tied to the circumstances of the data collection, which 
provided a corpus of one-to-one interviews for the purposes of a Speech Survey of 
Australian English in Sydney. The nature of the speech survey format makes it relatively 
easy (if in some cases misleading) to analyse the informants' speech in terms of the questions 
that elicited each response. These text types must be understood as a special genre within the 
speech event of an interview (see, for discussion, Wolfson 1976). Any attempt to generalise 
beyond that type of event must be tempered by consideration of the extent to which the data 
constitutes natural conversation. This is not to say that natural conversation may not be 
elicited in a formal interview setting. The two types of speech events must be clearly 
differentiated, however, and results from one context must not be extrapolated to the other 
without care. 

Secondly, Guy and Vonwiller's and Horvath's explanations of the type of question which 
elicits each type of response are far from clear. Questions and the types of answers which 
follow them in conversation are not easily linked in any absolute or even probable way. 
Even within the resmcted context Guy and Vonwiller are investigating, it is difficult to apply 
the question-answer criteria unambiguously in many cases. An example from one individual 
interview transcript illustrates this: 

Q And what sort of youth group is it? 
A: Oh well the hds that are in it we all went to school with each other right at primary 

school and um we'd all gotten in trouble somehow on Friday night. So that's 
why we formed it, ah keep us out of trouble, and it does you know.. . you know. 
There was a kid Jason he was a real troublemaker but now that he's been coming 
to this and people they don't put up with this, when he starts just talking garbage 
and that we just ignore him and he doesn't talk you know. So he calms down so 
he's alright now you know. (Brisbane Speech Survey: tape 107) 

In response to a 'factual' question, this speaker has produced a discourse containing 
elements of both explanation and narrative. A classification of this passage in terms of Guy 
and Vonwiller's system would have to gloss over the fact that there are at least two different 
elements in this one answer, however they are to be classified. Alternatively, Guy and 
Vonwiller could treat the two parts of the response passage as separate units prompted by 
two different questions, with the second question in this case remaining unexpressed. 
Before the narrative section which begins There was a kid, an implicit question, such as 
'How does it keep you out of trouble?' or 'What's an example?', could be assumed as a 
mgger for the next portion of discourse. There are problems in identifying the unspoken 
question in the latter analysis. Thus any attempt to adhere to Guy and Vonwiller's system 
results in either assigning all the tone groups in the one response passage to the same text 
type because they are a response to the one question type, or in postulating underlying, 
implicit questions that prompt two or more kinds of text in the one passage. This is clearly 
not appropriate. The essential fact about the passage reproduced above is that it is a coherent 
whole, and any attempt to treat i t  otherwise will obscure fundamental features of the 
structure, and especially the intonational structure, of that coherent whole. 
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Guy and Vonwiller also examined the use of AQI in terms of turn length. If the 
interactive hypothesis is correct, AQI should be used most frequently in longer speaker 
turns. This follows from the view that AQ1 holds the floor for the current speaker and 
signals an intention to continue speaking. The same amount of data, examined for AQI in 
turn sizes, revealed the following figures (Guy and Vonwiller 1988:26):8 

TURN SIZE AQIs [HRTs] TONE GROUPS % AQIs [HRTs] 

One word 6 2,522 0.2 
Elliptical clause 3 3  3,824 0.9 
Full clause 4 1 7,974 0.5 
Multi clause 1,644 93,365 1.8 

These statistics are more problematic. Following Guy and Vonwiller's argument, the 
continuum from least to most AQI should correlate with shortest to longest turn. They make 
no comment on the fact that their figures show AQI occurring in elliptical clauses at nearly 
twice the rate of full clauses. 

According to the above table, AQI is used more frequently when the speaker holds the 
floor for a longer period. However, the possibility also exists that attention from the hearer 
is assured as an epiphenomenon of the narrative genre. That is, audiences recognise a 
narrative text as a part of their communicative competence and allow the speaker to continue 
for that reason. No clear case can be made a priori in favour of either possibility. If this is 
so, it presents a major problem for the Guy and Vonwiller analysis of AQI. 

Further problems with the Guy and Vonwiller analysis can be pointed out. Firstly, it is 
clear that their analysis obscures any variation between different types of 'multi-clause 
turns', since they use a single classification. (Their division of the data into text types has 
already been shown to be flawed.) Secondly they assume that the end of any tone group, 
whether in short or long passages of speech, is a 'transition-relevance place' (Sacks, 
Schegloff & Jefferson 1974:705): a place where another speaker may take over the 
conversation. This assumption is made without any justification being given. Finally, they 
also assume, by virtue of the response-seeker. hypothesis, that a speaker in the middle of a 
multi-clause turn must constantly renegotiate the right to keep talking. Whether this is really 
so is not at all certain. 

An alternative type of analysis is, however, possible. The manner in which conversation 
may be structured on a paralinguistic level is an area which has only just begun to be 
seriously considered by linguists. Brown, Cume and Kenworthy (1980) is a notable 
example of an investigation of the role of intonation in structuring conversation in Edinburgh 
English. 

8 ~ h e  total number of tone groups here is 107.685; Guy and Vonwiller do not account for the discrepancy 
between this figure and the figure of 134,685 in the preceding table. 
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Intonational structuring in conversation, then, may well be fruitfully applied to the 
problem of HRT. Consider the following data:9 

Transcript one: 

Woodridge High School: tape 126. Three female speakers, aged 15. Adult female 
interviewer. 

A : AND WHAT ABOUT LATER ON WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL? DO 
YOU HAVE ANY PLANS? (1.0) 

HK : nnooh (0.5) 
F : if you survive ha: (2.0) 
AH : >"i was thinking of be'corning a "mead--worker (1 .O) for Thiess Brothers= 
F : =calf killing ha ha:(3.0) 
A : AND WHAT DOES A MEATWORKER DO? (1 .O) 

At the beginning of this passage, the interviewer's question is not specifically directed at 
any one of the girls, and so all three are able to make responses immediately, without any 
one person being given the floor. All of the three students are in an equal interactional 
relationship at the beginning of the passsage. However, AH'S response is spoken with a 
baseline rise (louder and higher pitch), and she is the only speaker to offer a substantive 
answer. Her response is then picked up by the interviewer, and the interviewer and AH 
begin a one-to-one conversation. AH becomes the privileged conversational partner, with 
the other speakers having less rights to the floor. HK accepts this situation, but F continues 
to make disparaging comments about the topic as a background to the main conversation. 

A : AND WHAT DOES A MEATWORKER DO? (1 .O) 
AH : chops up "cattle --I \- 

-> F : "aawh "yuk (.) 
AH : aha ha ha: 11 ((breath)) 
A : 11 YOU WOULDN'T DO IT HERE WOULD YOU? YOU'D GO 

HAVE TO GO OUT (.) 
AH : to "Thiess brothers (1.5) or 11 up to "Ipswich and ?milk 

-> F : /I aww vile 

F then breaks into the one-to-one conversation between A and AH, by asking: "How did you 
come up with that?" AH replies defensively and begins her answer before F has finished 
speaking. F then makes another derogatory remark ("cows and yuk"). Immediately after 
she stops speaking, HK takes over the floor. 

9~ymbols used in transcripts 
stressed 
accented 

A High Rise Tone 
1 mid-rise 
\ falling tone 

level tone 
0 untimed pause 
(2.0) timed pause 
< baseline change, pitch rise 

> baseline change, pitch faU 
/ /  beginning of speaker overlap 
CAPITALS interviewer spealang 
((laugh)) extra noise 

lengthening of vowel sound 
. [text] portion spoken softly 

two speakers begin speaking simultaneously 
- - speaker begins immediately following previous 

speaker 
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F : AWW VILE 
(3.0) .HOW'D YOU COME // UP WITH THAT 

AH : // >It's a "living./- 
F : "Cows and "yuk./= 

-> HK : ="my um () "cousin () works at a -meat / works and she said she really () she 
'gets really good "moneyA. 

HK here uses a HRT. This is, in effect, a prompt to AH to take a turn at this point, which 
she does. Moreover, HK has shown solidarity with AH, while excluding F from the central 
discussion. F continues her derogatory remarks, but the interviewer is also being supportive 
of AH, and F's comments go unnoticed. 

AH : eeh you get a'bout () five "hundred until () andehn () until they 
"tax // you./- 

F : // I'd be sick 
AH : when they "tax you () you get "less. you get about "four 
[ 
A : .THAT'S TERRIFIC 
AH : hundred something= 
A : =THATS TERRIFIC MONEY ISN'T IT 

By using a HRT at the point she did, HK signalled a change in the interactional balance of 
the discourse by explicitly excluding one of the participants. The tone has operated as a tum- 
offering device, as well as a response-seeking type strategy. 

Consider also the following discussion of a multi-party conversation, recorded as an 
interview with three thirteen-year-old girls. The analysis focusses on HRT where they are 
used in contrast with other types of intonation contours. It demonstrates that the function of 
an intonation contour may depend on the context in which it occurs, and that intonation may 
be used to achieve specific effects. 

Transcript two: 
Coorparoo High School: tape 235. 

K : WHATS THE FORMAL? 
K : adance () 

F : aw yeh um = 
R :  =for the // grade twelves. 

-> F : // for the grade twelvesA () 
R : . ask grade twelves and they have a dance\ 
K :  yeh a /  

The answer to the interviewer's question is given by two speakers at the same time, with 
F using a HRT, this use gives the floor back to the interviewer, and also serves to highlight 
F's contribution over that made by R. The next question produces a response first from F 
(see below), which may well have been as a result of the question being directed at F, but 
without visual data it is impossible to know if this was the case. 

K : OH YOU DON'T GET ASKED IF YOU'RE NOT IN GRADE TWELVE? (1.0) 
F : no\= 
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Following on from that exchange, then, the interview continues with the students taking 
over the interaction among themselves. 

K : =but how's 'r*** b*** gonna "go\- () 'his girlfriend's in grade "eleven/ \ () 

F : she 'might get in\ 
R : .you never know () she might get in for a grade twelve/- 
K : >hmm/ () they better let her "in\ (1.5) 
R : ((laugh)) he might 'ask "angels\- 

[ 
F : aw he'd find "someone he'd find 'someone\ 
R : .sure easily. = 
K : = he loves himself though.- () 

At this point, F introduces a further topic and the HRT occurs again. 

F : aw s what about r*** "w***- () i love "me- who do "you 'love\ 
[ 

K :  ah ha >did you s did you see, what 'happened his girl 
had a sprained ankle so he carries her= 

-> F : =he "carried her "all the "way // from the asUsembly hall A 

[ 
R : ye:h 
K : yeh. 
F : ohh. 

The HRT within this conversation occurs within the joint floor situation between the girls 
themselves. Since it occurs within a group interaction, F's use of HRT here marks new 
information within a situation where F has already claimed the floor. Hence, this use of 
HRT is primarily an informational marker, rather than an interactional marker, as was the 
first use of HRT. 

These two transcripts suggest that the starting point for analysis of the Australian English 
HRT is within 'multi-clause turns' of different kinds. The multiplicity of functions which 
make HRT such a complex linguistic phenomenon cannot be reduced to a single central 
'meaning'. Intonation has several roles in structuring conversation. It has interactional 
functions, as well as functions marking information dismbution in text. We must therefore 
dscard one oversimplifying assumption which is implicit in Guy and Vonwiller's work as a 
whole: that AQI is simply a deviant statement tone. 
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DICTIONARY-MAKING IN MINOR LANGUAGES OF THE PACIFIC: 
SOME FURTHER PROBLEMS 

TOM D m O N  

It is now almost twenty years since Don published his first article on problems of 
dictionary-making in minor languages of the P a ~ i f i c . ~  In that article (Laycock 1974) he 
briefly discussed such problems as alphabetic ordering, how much grammatical information 
ought to be included in a dictionary, irregular forms, homonymous versus polysemous 
words, loanwords, personal and other names, definitions, semantics, and the dialect of the 
defining language. Apart from one other article on glossing in 1982 Don died without 
extending his contribution in a field in which he promised so much. 

It is the purpose of this contribution to pay tribute to Don's pioneering efforts in this field 
by taking up some of the points made by him and adding to them. Although there are many 
topics that could be discussed within the framework of the given title, limitations of space 
dictate restricting this contribution to a selection of those. As a further tribute to Don I 
therefore propose restricting this to a selection of those topics that he touched on in print or 
that were often talked about in his day in the department. These fall into the following two 
categories: problems caused by conventional ideas of what a dictionary should contain, and 
problems that have to do with the mechanics of dictionary-making that arise from the 
structure of minor languages (in comparison to English for example) or from sociolinguistic 
aspects of the use of these languages.3 In proposing this selection of topics I recognise, of 
course, that the selection and treatment of them is entirely idiosyncratic and may not-be 
anything like what Don would have made, liked, or approved of. By the same token I know 
he would have had much to say about them if he had been given the opportunity. Like him, 
however, I base this contribution on my experience in preparing a dictionary of a Papuan 

l ~ h i s  is a revised and abridged version of a departmental seminar paper presented soon after Don's death. I 
wish to thank Emeritus Professor S.A.Wurm for information about Gope verbs used in this paper. 
2 ~ y  'minor languages' Don meant those that have not had a long history of study (such as Maori) or are not 
major pidgin or creole languages of the area (such as Tok Pisin (or New Guinea Pidgin), Solomon Islands 
Pijin and Bislama) or national languages (such as Fijian, Samoan or Filipino). 
3That is, like those treated by Don, these topics are concerned with purely lexicographic problems as distinct 
from purely linguistic ones (or ones that need to be solved before a dictionary can be constructed at all, for 
example, such things as the establishment of a practical orthography and the definition of word classes) or 
purely mechanical ones (such as using computers versus file cards for making entries and sorting). 

Tom Lhtton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 125-134. 
Pacific Linguislics, C-110, 1992. 
O Tom Lhtton 
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language - in my case Koiari4 - although the problems to be discussed are not necessarily 
peculiar to that language. 

2. PROBLEMS CAUSED BY CONVENTIONAL IDEAS OF WHAT A DICTIONARY 
SHOULD CONTAIN 

2.1 AFFIXES AND CLITICS 

One of the points that Don made in his 1974 article (pp.203-204) in discussing the 
question of whether grammatical morphemes should be listed in the dictionary or not was 
that 

if a dictionary is to fulfil the requirement that the user should be able to translate 
a text in the vernacular without prior knowledge - not a bad test for a bilingual 
dictionary - then the grammatical elements must be included ... or be clearly 
recognisable as such, so that the user will turn to the grammatical 
introduction ... The inclusion or exclusion of such sub-word-level material can, 
however, make a great difference to the size of the dictionary. 

Although Don did not elaborate on this point I know he was well aware of the fact that 
matters are not always quite so simple - there are other aspects that may have to be 
considered in deciding what one does or does not do or that may affect the nature of what 
one does or can do.5 Thus, for example, he could have pointed out that: 

(i) the morphology of the language may well have a bearing on the decision to include or 
not to include. In languages which have portmanteau morphemes, for example, and 
many minor ones do, individual morphemes making up these composite forms usually 
cannot easily be isolated. In that case underlying forms or some other essentially 
artificial forms (because they do not occur in surface strings) have to be set up. This 
raises the question of naturalness or realism in dictionary entries. Similar problems are 
posed by languages with many internal morphophonemic changes or conditioned 
variants; 

(ii) verbs in particular are morphologically complex and in many minor languages there are 
special forms of verbs for indicating coordinate and subordinate relationships between 
clauses and for expressing such modalities as ability, permission, desire. In such 
cases there are no conjunctions or subjunctions like 'and, but, because, if, when, 
while, who, which' and no free form modal auxiliaries such as 'can, should, want' for 
example. This means that, since many of the words containing forms manifesting 
these meanings are multimorphemic and often contain portmanteau morphemes, not 
only is the dictionary-maker faced with the problem of deciding how to present the 
relevant forms but also that the English index, finderlist or reversal will be lacking such 
corresponding common entries as 'and, but, can, if, should, want, when' if forms are 
excluded from the dictionary; 

(iii) there are generally no free-form prepositions such as 'in, at, on, to, for' in minor 
languages, the same concepts being expressed by the use of postpositions which are 

4 ~ o i a r i  is a small language spoken just inland of Port Moresby (Dutton 1969). 
5 ~ h e s e  problems only arise, o f  course, because traditional dictionaries assume that words are isolable, 
morphologically simple 'minimum free forms', which typically they are not in minor languages o f  the 
Pacific. 
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not smctly suffixes but words phonologically bound to (or cliticised to) the preceding 
or following word. This raises two questions: firstly, should these be listed in the 
dictionary, and if so, in what form (e.g. as free forms marked in some way to indicate 
that they are clitics, or as suffixes which they are not, smctly speaking)? The question 
of whether to include them or not will of course largely be taken care of by the general 
policy that one adopts about whether grammatical elements are to be included or not. If 
it is decided that they are not to be included (for whatever reason) then one is faced 
with the further question: what is to be done about corresponding gaps in the English 
index, finderlist or reversal? 

Another problem that Don was familiar with but did not discuss in his 1974 article is one 
that may conveniently be called the problem of lexicalisms following Pawley (1986). 

Traditional approaches to dictionary-making generally shy away from multiword enmes 
as headwords although they generally do include such compound items as 'firestick, firearm, 
firebreak, gunfire'. However, theory and practice vary as to where these should appear, for 
example as headwords or as subentries, and how they should be written. How they are 
written depends on (i) how they are pronounced in the language (e.g. with one primary 
stress or more), (ii) how long they are (the longer they are the more they are broken up with 
hyphens, e.g. the King-of-England's hat) and (iii) how well established they are in the 
language. As Pawley (1986) argues there are many collections of forms in a language 
(including the great dictionary languages of the world) that claim lexical status in the eyes of 
the community which contrast to morpheme sequences that are merely products of the 
grammar, for example, such expressions in English as 'tell the truth, breach of promise, 
breaking and entering, say goodbye, man-in-the-street (reaction)'. These function as special 
status lexical items just like other single word ones. In minor languages compounds of this 
kind are very common and typically involve various kinds of verbal expressions and 
repetitious forms. The verbal expressions are generally of two kinds: 

(i) serial or compound verbs. These are constructions in which verb roots or stems are 
juxtaposed to form tight-knit complex units which act like single root verbs, for 
example, Koiari miorovo- 'bring' (lit. get bring) and mioti- 'take' (lit. get take). These 
forms quite often become lexicalised and have meanings all of their own which are not 
predictable from the sum of the parts. In addition they act as units which may be 
modified like other verbs (e.g. with locative phrases). Many languages have a 
comparative dearth of single verb stems but use serial verbs to compensate for this. 
This allows a language to extend the range of events it can describe; 

(ii) adjunct-plus-auxiliary-verb type of verbs. In many minor languages (but particularly 
Papuan ones) there is a small set of verbs (usually of only one or two syllables) which 
occur as primary verbs in their own right but which, when used with certain nouns or 
other parts of speech, make expressions verbal, for example in Koiari the verb ki- by 
itself means 'to do' but when combined with mata 'bush' as in mataki- means 'to 
work' and when combined with aba 'hole' means 'to bury'. These verbs are generally 
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described as classificatory verbs, auxiliary verbs or pro-verbs.6 Common verbs in this 
category are 'dofmake, say, give, hit, put'. These adjunct-plus-auxiliary-verb 
combinations act as units (semantically and syntactically) although different languages 
have grades and shades of them, that is, they can be arranged on a cline of tight- 
knittedness; for example, in Enga (Lang 1975:88) some do not act as complex lexical 
units for they can be modified in certain ways (i.e. their internal structure is like other 
phrases), for example: 

kalai pi- 'to work' > kalai mende pi- 'do some work' 

Repetitive forms, on the other hand, are often iconic or onomatopoeic and are used to 
describe certain types of actions like scattering, shaking and making various kinds of noises. 
Koiari has many such forms, some of which are: 

buebuevahanu make baby noise 
faitofaitovanu (fire) crackle 
fikorifaikorivanu swing from side to side 
fitofatovahanu scatter 
(ada)yageyagemenu wave (hand) 

botea batea vahi crisscrossed 
geregerevahi crouching(1y) 
misumisu vahi slowly 

badibadi 
gorogoro 
horuhoru 
kaekae 

incorrect (way to say something) 
crooked, frizzy 
mad 
white 

With all of these types of lexicalisms the dictionary-maker has to make decisions about 
whether to write them as one word or more than one. That is, decisions have to be made 
about word  division^.^ This is no simple task as even in such a well-described language as 
English some compounds are written without breaks, others with hyphens and others with 
spaces. About the best one can ask for, therefore, is that compilers of dictionaries enumerate 
the principles used for making decisions about how such expressions are to be written. One 
of the few to do so hitherto is McElhanon and McElhanon (1970:xvii) in their dictionary of 
Selepet, a Papuan language of the Huon Peninsula of Papua New Guinea. In this the 
compilers give their rules for making word divisions: 

(i) if the repetition "is polysyllabic each repetition is written as a separate word, e.g. ihot 
ihot 'Black-capped Lory' "; 

(ii) if the repetitive forms are single syllables then 

(a) if they have the stress characteristics of individual words they are written separately, 
e.g. (modified) pangpangkuap 'he shook it'; 

6~hese are to be distinguished from existential verbs that occur in Enga, for example, and are defined by Lang 
(1975:3-4) as verbs which co-occur only with certain classes of concrete nouns, e.g. 'woman existstbe' versus 
'cars existbe' where the existential verb for the first is pete- and that for the second is si-. These verbs have 
associated with them physical objects which are 'seen' as having these characteristics. 
' I ~ h i s  problem is not restricted to minor languages, however, as (as already noted) similar lexicalisms occur 
in English for example. 
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(b) if they "occur as two individual stress groups but on some occasions occur united in 
a single srress group" they are written together and cross-referenced to the other 
possible form, e.g. (modified) p2bim s2m an' - (cf. p2m p2m s im ari-); 

(c) "if the repetitive forms occur as a single stress group forming the basis for a derived 
word the forms are written as a single word", e.g. gogonge 'crooked' and gogogu- 
'to bend something' (< gong gong). 

3. PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE MECHANICS OF DICTIONARY-MAKING THAT 
ARISE FROM THE STRUCTURE OF MINOR LANGUAGES 

Although Don touched on some of the problems posed by the structure of minor 
languages (e.g. prefixes, irregular forms, gaps in indexes) he could have said much more 
about this aspect of dictionary-making. Such problems mostly arise because of the 
morphological structure of verbs, generally the most complex elements of minor languages. 
Typically the dictionary compiler has to deal with one or more of the following problems in 
addition to those already briefly referred to in section 2.2. 

Many minor languages in the area are troublesome for the dictionary-maker because they 
do not have verb forms corresponding to infinitives in English. As a result one of the 
conjugated forms has to be taken as a citation form or, alternatively, verbs have to be listed 
as abstract rootsfstems. In choosing between these two extremes - there are possible in- 
between solutions - the aim of the dictionary has to be considered. If we assume (as I 
believe we should) that bilingual dictionaries should be aimed at the native speaker-user as 
much as at the non-native one then the citation form should be as close as possible to that 
form which is most likely to come to the mind of the indigenous person when hefshe thinks 
about a word. Where there are several possibilities and it is not clear which one should be 
chosen, that form should be chosen from which other forms can be most easily derived. 
Often imperative forms of the verb look like good potential candidates but one has to be 
careful about these for there are verb stems that, for cultural reasons, do not have imperative 
forms; for example, in Koiari one cannot, or rather should not, say 'be sick'. Consequently 
in Koiari where verb stems alternate accordng to the number of their subjects or objects as in 
the following examples 

erevanu Vshe/he/it saw it > erevanua they saw 
yavanu shebelit slept > yavohanua they slept 

it is probably best to give at least two forms of every verb (even though only one is needed 
for native Koiari speaker-users because they know all the forms). The reason for this is that 
once these two forms are known all (or nearly all) other forms can be derived from them in a 
regular way. 

3.2 MULTIPLE STEMS 

In some languages verbs may have a number of stems or may be so structured that they 
divide into a large number of morphological classes. In Telefol (Healey 1965; Healey & 
Healey 1977), for example, verbs may have up to four stems and belong to six classes 
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defined by morphophonemic stem consonant alternations. In addition these classes crosscut 
syntactic classes (or transitive, intransitive, motion, quotative and complementary). With so 
many variants it is just not possible to list every form of the verb in the dictionary. One then 
has to look for other possible ways of cutting down this number. In the Telefol case it is 
possible to do this by a set of phonological rules. Thus entries consist of two stems, the 
customary continuative and the punctiliar. From these, other stems which occur with certain 
tense suffixes may be predicted for each class. 

3.3 SUPPLETIVE AND IRREGULAR FORMS 

In his 1974 article Don referred to irregular forms (p.204) and accepted the principle that 
"all irregular forms should be listed if the irregularity is such as to move them away from the 
alphabetic location of the main entry". Under this heading he could have included suppletive 
forms, especially verbs, as many minor languages (especially Papuan ones) have such 
forms. Thus, for example, there are two stems for 'to get' in Koiari, one ma- for 'to get 
(one object)' and the other didi- for 'to get (many objects)'. And since there is no way of 
predicting the one from the other both have to be entered in the dictionary. This is no real 
problem for a dictionary of Koiari, however, because there are not many such forms (and 
therefore it does not cost much space) but in Gope, a Papuan language of the Kiwai family in 
the Gulf of Papua, where almost all verbs have suppletive forms for different numbers of 
subjects and objects (Wurm, pers. comm.) this would be very costly of space.8 Still, if the 
dictionary is going to be of use double entries cannot be avoided. 

3.4 NO STEMS 

A peculiarity of some minor languages (again notably Papuan ones) is that some verbs 
have no stems whatsoever, for example, AnSm of the West New Britain Province in Papua 
New Guinea (Thurston 1982:48, 1987:57) and Gahuku of the Eastern Highlands Province 
(Deibler 1976:15,36,38).9 In the reported cases prefixes and suffixes are merely juxtaposed 
and varying morphophonemics indicate which verb is which. The implications of this for 
dictionary-making are obvious: there is simply no way that a succession of zeros can be used 
as headwords to enter stemless verbs irrespective of how they are tagged. The only choice is 
to choose a natural citation form as already dicussed. 

3.5 PREFIXES 

Another problem is that posed by prefixes on verbs which never (or almost never) occur 
without them. Although most minor languages are mainly suffixing, prefixing is quite 
widespread. It is especially common in Papuan languages of the central highlands and 
neighbouring areas of the New Guinea mainland. In these languages prefixes are usually 
object prefixes,1° that is, they agree in number and person with objects elsewhere in the 
sentence. Fore is a good example. In this language (Scott 1968:48-49) direct and indirect 

8 ~ n h  in West New Britain is  in a similar category (Thurston 1987:44). 
9This problem is not restricted to Papuan languages. Yawuru, an Aboriginal language of  the Broome area in 
the north-west of  Western Australia has a zero root for 'to give' (Komei Hosokawa 1989, pers. comm.). 
1 ° ~ n & m  in West New Britain (Thurston 1987:57,59,75) has subject prefixes and also prefixes on  nouns 
(p.60). 
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transitive verb stems occur with obligatory object and indirect pronoun referents respectively, 
for example: 

a-ga- see it 
a-biga- ask himher 
amu- give it/hirn/her 
abu- hear it 
akaraki- serve it up 

These agree in person and number with optional objects or indirect objects respectively. 
These prefixes have the form: 

1SG na- 1DU tasi 1PL ta- 
2SG ka- 2DU tisi- 2PL ti- 
3SG a- 3DU isi- 3PL i- 

Consequently these verbs have to be marked to show this peculiarity either by some 
alphabetic or numeric means or by choosing one of the prefixes as the citation form. 
Whichever is chosen it has the unfortunate consequence that all verbs of this kind occur 
together under the same letter. Cases can be complicated by the fact that initial consonants of 
roots are always modified in surface forms.11 

3.6 GAPS IN ENGLISH-VERNACULAR INDEXES OR FINDERLISTS 

In his 1974 article Don touched on a problem that is a very common one in compiling 
dictionaries of minor languages of the Pacific. The problem is that of making adequate 
English-vernacular indexes or finderlists of items listed in the vernacular-English section. 

In a recent review of Bartholomew and Schoenhals (1983) I pointed out (Dutton 1989: 
195) that although modem computer technology makes reversals of vernacular-English 
dictionary entries easy to accomplish it will not automatically, and without human 
intervention, produce a good index or finderlist (as distinct from an English-vernacular 
dictionary), that is, one that will enable English reader-users to find what they are looking for 
in the indigenous language. I drew attention to the fact that, for example, minor languages of 
the Pacific do not have verbs 'to have' in their lexicons - they express this concept in other 
ways, typically with a postposition like 'with', as in Koiari, for example: 

Ane masisi=voregene a ua? 
y0u.Q matches=with.Q you be 
Have you got any matches? 

(where Q identifies question morphemes and = indicates cliticisation). Consequently 'have' 
will most likely not show up in an index that is simply a reversal of the vernacular-English 
enmes. A reversal is the first step. After that the compiler has to go through it and check 
that it serves the purpose of helping readers find what they are looking for from an English 
point of view, and where it does not, amend it. I pointed out that poor indexes are probably 
the weakest points of manuscripts submitted to Pacific Linguistics for publication because 
they are generally merely computer-derived reversals of vernacular-English enmes. 

l l ~ n  extreme case is Takia (an Austronesian Ianguage of Karkar Island in the Madang Province of Papua 
New Guinea) which has subjec~ prefixes on all verbs (and not just transitive-type ones) (Malcolm Ross, pers. 
comm.). Consequently all verbs occur in the one place. 
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This kind of argument could be extended and used as support for including affixes in 
dictionaries of minor languages, a point that is often hotly debated. As pointed out in section 
2.1, the main justification for including them (apart from the translation aspect highlighted by 
Don) is that without them there would be gaps in the index for such items as 'and, if, when, 
while' for which there are no free forms in many of these languages. 

Other problems in making indexes or finderlists are universal and have more to do with 
the structure of English than of minor languages; for example, what is to be done with 
expressions like the following for which there is no neat single word equivalent in English - 
should they be listed under the first English word or the last? 

be in a place no good 
be on heat become like X 
be on edge get dark 
Be quiet! get better 

4. PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE MECHANICS OF DICTIONARY-MAKING 
THAT ARISE FROM SOCIOLINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF THE USE OF MINOR 
LANGUAGES 

4.1 MISMATCH BETWEEN ORTHOGRAPHICAL AND PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

A peculiarity of dictionary-making in minor languages is that choosing an orthography for 
enmes may be conditioned by social factors beyond the control of the dictionary compiler. 
Thus there are cases like Orokolo, a Papuan language in the Gulf of Papua, Papua New 
Guinea (Brown 1986:xiii) where the language was reduced to writing by missionaries before 
the principles of phonemic analysis had become established. As a result there is conflict 
between the phonemic system and the orthographic system used to represent it. Thus 
Orokolo has a phoneme /v/ which has nasal and non-nasal voiced bilabial allophones [m] and 
[b] in initial positions so that a word like movio 'string of white shells', for example, may 
be pronounced as either [movio] or [bovio]. Early London Missionary Society missionaries 
interpreted these allophones as separate phonemes requiring separate symbols m and bin 
accordance with the English phonemic system. Similarly [n, 1, r, dl were interpreted as 
separate phonemes even though they are conditioned or free variants of one another. 
Increasing fluency in English and other lingue franche like Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu in Papua 
New Guinea, and increasing acquaintance with the spelling conventions of those languages, 
have tended to reinforce these artificial distinctions. Similar circumstances are also likely to 
lead to increasing numbers of such mismatches in the future as more citizens become familiar 
with those languages before their own languages are reduced to writing. In such cases 
speakers may develop strong feelings about how words in their languages are to be spelled. 
This may lead in turn to the dictionary being faced with a social problem of non-acceptance 
of an alphabet that does not include the letters used in other languages that speakers are 
familiar with.12 

12clifton (1986) discusses how he has attempted to cope with a similar problem in Gope, a Papuan language 
of  the Gulf of Papua already referred to. Gope is only very distantly related to Orokolo, if at all, but like 
Orokolo is in a former London Missionary Society area. As he points out the problem is  not one o f  
dictionary-making per se but it may complicate the task if such social problems are not ironed out early in the 
exercise. In fact Don had to face this very problem himself in Buin and was forced to revise an orthography 
that he thought was neat but which had been worked out in isolation in Canbena. 
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4.2 GENERICS AND SPECIFICS 

All languages divide up the world (including actions, for example general and specific 
ways of carrying) in their own way and as a result have their own classifications of things. 
In doing so they have groups of lexemes which range from generic to specific. Usually 
generic lexemes are monomorphemic whereas specifics are either compounds or phrases. 
Thus, for example, the Koiari word for 'tree' or 'wood' is idi whereas that for the 'wild 
apple' is erokai idi, or erokai for short. As dictionary-makers we should be sensitive to 
which terms are generic and which specific and indicate those differences in the dictionary. 
Of course it is not always possible to positively identify all the observed flora and fauna for 
which vernacular speakers have words. In that case one should add information about the 
characteristics and habitat of the referent so that it can hopefully be identified by users of the 
dictionary. One way of doing this is to add qualifying comments or explanations to glosses, 
for example by enclosing them in brackets as in the following 

X type of bush (which grows along creek banks and has spikey leaves and poisonous 
red bemes) 

or by putting them in a separate section under a special heading 'comment' (as many 
compilers working under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics do). Where 
flora and fauna have been identified by experts or by refemng to pictures in books, however, 
it is important to users to know which items were identified in that manner. This improves 
the reliability and value of the records. 

4.3 WORDTABOO 

Another important consideration that often arises in compiling dictionaries of minor 
languages is what to do about word taboo - should tabooed words be included or not, and if 
so, should they be entered secretly? Since word taboo is an important factor in language 
change in those languages in which it occurs it would be useful to have some indication of 
the effect this has on those languages over time. To be of maximum use in mapping 
language change, however, dates associated with the taboo and the entry of new words or 
the re-entry of old, previously tabooed words should be noted if observed. Naturally the 
question of whether to include such words or not is an important ethical issue for the 
compiler and one that can only be solved by him or her through discussion with speakers of 
the language concerned. 

5. CONCLUSION 

As indicated in the introduction to this contribution there are many topics that one could 
discuss under the given title. On this occasion I have chosen to restrict myself to some of 
those that Don touched on himself in print or that I know he was interested in. While I 
recognise that my selection and treatment of them may not have suited him I hope that he can 
rest in peace in the knowledge that his interest in and contribution to dictionary-making in 
minor languages of the Pacific has not died with him - others are following where he 
showed the way. 
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FUSION AND DIFFUSION IN E, GUANGXI PROVINCE, CHINA 

JEROLD A. EDMONDSON 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Don Laycock's main research interest centred on language contact and language mixture. 
He was basically seeking answers to questions of the type: (a) given special social 
circumstances requiring speakers to draw on multiple developing language resources, how 
do they go about 'engineering' new linguistic categories and rules, how do they decide the 
assignment of items to a category, and how are rules to apply once developed? and (b) given 
special social circumstances requiring speakers to draw on multiple developed language 
resources, what are the rules for mixing?l Don chose Papua New Guinea and other adjacent 
locations in the Pacific area to study these problems, where languages have been in contact 
with one another for a very long time. 

In this paper I wish to address a similar question in a nearby region.2 The mixing of two 
developed language systems in a social and historical matrix is not completely unlike that in 
the South Pacific. The main focus of this report is on a Kadai language of northern 
Guangxi-Zhuang Autonomous Region, China, known as ~ 5 5 . 3  

l ~ y  developing languages I refer to languages that are not yet at their most complex stage, e.g. child and 
second language as well as expanding pidgins. By developed languages I refer to languages that are not 
expanding their inventory of expressive devices. The definitions for these terms I have taken from 
Miihlhgusler (198552-53). 
2The data for this paper was collected by Mr Yang Quan and myself in January-June 1990 during a field nip 
to northern Guangxi-Zhuang Autonomous Region. Support for this nip was provided by a grant from the 
Committee for Scholarly Communication with the People's Republic of China of the National Academy of 
Science, Washington, DC, and the National Endowment for the Humanities. I would like to thank Mr Lu Ze 
and Meng Wei of Rongshui Yongle, Guangxi Province for their enthusiastic help in Kjang E and Tuguai 
Han. The Zhuang examples are from nearby Rongshui Sanfang and were provided by Ms Wei Feng. The 
Kam examples are in most cases from Wen and Wang (1984) or from our own fieldwork notes on Rongshui 
Pindong Kam. Many thanks are also due to Professor Paul K. Benedict for comments. 
3 ~ 1 1  the languages discussed here are, of course, tone languages. I employ the 'scale of five' system 
developed in Chao (1930) for describing pitch. At the end of the syllable a series of superscripted numerals 
are written. Each of these numerals is a number from 1 to 5, whereby 5 represents the highest level and 1 the 
lowest. Thus, a 55 tone is a high level tone; 11 is a low level tone; 324 is a tone starting at the mid level 
position, falling slightly and then rising to a level slightly higher than mid, etc. A second system employing 
numerals from 1-8 (extended then to 9 and 10) is also used when one is speaking of the phonological category 
tone. These numbers are defined on the basis of historical and comparative data. So, for instance, Kam pa' 
and E pj'al'fish' are cognates and are descended from the same proto-tone category, even though the pitch 
contours in these two daughter languages are different. 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of D o ~ l d  C. Laycock. 135-144. 
Pacific Linguislics, C-110, 1992. 
O Jerold A. Edrnondson 
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2. THE LINGUISTIC SITUATION OF NORTHERN GUANGXI PROVINCE 

The linguistic situation in northern Guangxi is complex. There is a rich concentration of 
languages in a comparatively confined geographic area. Multilingualism is extremely 
widespread. For centuries a great many languages have existed side-by-side in a fashion that 
has led to widespread overlap of speech communities. This polylingualism is reflected in 
nearly every aspect of life, including the political and administrative character of the region. 
The area occupied by the E is found in Rongshui Hmong Autonomous County in Yongle 
Township and in the neighbouring border areas of Luocheng Mularn Autonomous County. 
E is the first language of Yongle and nineteen surrounding villages; there are not more than 
10,000 speakers altogether. Their native territory is topologically flat and near to lines of 
communication and transportation. 

GUANGXI-ZHUANG 
AUTONOMOUS 

C 

Kadai languages may not be as well known as other languages of east and southeast Asia. Briefly, the 
Kadai Language Family includes two clearly defined subbranches and some others outside these two: (1) the 
Tai Branch with Thai, Lao, Zhuang etc.; (2) the Kam-Sui Branch with Kam, Sui and a few others; and (3) a 
number of others neither Tai nor Kam-Sui, e.g. Hlai of Hainan Island and Gelao of Guizhou, Guangxi, 
Yuman and Vietnam. (Edmondson & Solnit eds 1988). 
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From the fact that E is found in an 'autonomous' county one can discern that a large 
percentage of the population of this locality are not members of the Han (Chinese) majority 
but are minority people. Moreover, it is a particular characteristic of Guangxi that many 
different minority people may be found living in very close proximity. As a consequence, 
there is a crazy quilt of languages and different varieties of one language. For example, in 
Rongshui County there exist four kinds of Hmong (Miao). The kinds of Hmong spoken in 
Rongshui and Luocheng have tonal systems of moderate complexity, possessing four to six 
tones, but they have a very rich inventory of initial consonants (Wang 1985). They have had 
very little influence on the sound and lexical repertoire of E. Hmong is rather atypical of 
minority languages of the area in this regard. This situation is perhaps a reflection of the fact 
that intermarriage and social contact in general between Hmongs and other groups is not as 
common as between other groups. 

There are also large numbers of Kadai speakers living near the E. Kam, the largest 
member of the Kam-Sui Branch, is well represented in Rongshui County in four different 
varieties at locations to the north and west of Yongle. Kam has a very complex system of 
tonal contrast and an extremely large native Kadai v~cabulary.~ Also, there are a not 
inconsiderable number of Zhuang, China's largest minority - 14 million speakers - and 
member of the Tai Branch of Kadai, living near the E. The local forms of Zhuang have ten 
tones. For governmental and administrative purposes the speakers of E are classified as 
belonging to the Zhuang nationality, even though they do not speak Zhuang. Despite almost 
daily contact among Kadai and Hmong speakers, however, the prestige language of the area 
and the overwhelming source of linguistic influence on E is Han (Chinese). 

Since this area is rather remote, minority languages and cultures have managed to swive  
here. Nevertheless, for at least 500 years - since Ming times - Han language and culture 
have been preferential donors to the languages and cultures of minorities. However, just as 
isolation and poor transportation has helped to preserve minority languages, it has also 
resulted in great diversity in the Han (Chinese) as well. We found that in Luocheng County 
seven kinds of Chinese are spoken. Each of these has its own history, social sphere and 
value in the linguistic macrocosm of Rongshui and Luocheng Counties. These seven kinds 
of Chinese are (1) Putonghua (the common language, Mandarin Chinese) - the contemporary 
standard language in use in China, modelled on the pronunciation of Beijing and the official 
language of education, broadcasting and governmental administration, (2) Gui-Liu Hua the 
kind of traditional Han formerly spoken at the provincial court in Guilin and now in the 
metropolitan areas of Guilin and Liuzhou, respectively 60 km and 160 km distant; it was 
probably the language of government officials in the past dispatched to administer the 
territory, (3) Tuguai Hua - the Han vernacular of Rongshui, Luocheng and adjacent counties 
based on Cantonese; its origins are associated with the rivers and raftirig of log floats in this 
timber-rich area, the street language of the county seat and semi-urban Han; E speakers 
regularly use Tuguai to communicate with outsiders, (4) Magai - another import from 
Guangdong (Canton) Province, the language of the petty merchant class that in the past came 
to the region to trade with the agrarian minority people, (5) Ngai - a kind of Han spoken by 
about 20,000 peasant farmers of the area, possessing its own distinctive form of southern 
Chinese with seven tones, (6) Yangsan - a very archaic form of Han of another group of 
peasant farmers that still possesses voiced stops and ten tones, spoken by only 300, all in 

4 ~ n  the varieties near to E there are only eleven tones distinguished. In kinds spoken to the north in Sanjiang 
County there are fifteen contrastive tones. 
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this area and (7) Southern Min - the language spoken by rather recent immigrants from 
Fujian Province to the east. Of all the local languages, Tuguai has had the most influence 
on E. 

3. THE E LANGUAGE 

The E language is known in Chinese as Wuse, a contemptuous epithet meaning 'five 
c o l ~ u r s ' . ~  It is a name reflecting a tradition that regarded all minorities as barbarians and 
their languages as mongrels. Speakers themselves refer to the language as E or Kjang E. 
Nevertheless, the name Wuse is an acknowledgement of a fact obvious to natives and non- 
natives alike that E is a mixed language. It is exactly this mixing (fusion) as well as some of 
the innovations and spread of changes (diffusion) in E that make it of interest to non- 
specialists. By diffusion I mean the propagation of a linguistic change in time and space, and 
by fusion I mean the results of an encounter between two developed input languages 
(Markey 1981). 

E has a history that involves fusion of vocabulary, voice quality and tone categories. It is 
not merely that the E lexicon has absorbed massive amounts of Han vocabulary, especially 
from Tuguai - as this would be true to a lesser degree of many of Guangxi's minorities 
language - but rather that E has undergone relexification with Han-based vocabulary in many 
domains for which neighbouring languages have native Kadai vocabulary. Moreover, E has 
nativised prosodic characteristics of Tuguai (tone category and voice quality) to a degree not 
found in surrounding languages. Before these can be discussed, however, I need to 
introduce briefly the historical evolution of this language group. 

3.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF KADAI 

In analysing Kadai languages and east Asian languages generally it is customary to 
employ the syllable as a point of departure. Many of the languages of the area were or are 
monosyllabic in character and, thus, word and syllable overlap to a considerable extent. The 
syllable in both traditional and in modem analyses is divided into: (1) initial (the consonant at 
syllable onset - also possibly zero), (2)final (the syllable peak and coda, if existent) and (3) 
tone. Some examples of E syllables are: lyt8 'blood'; plruk7 'taro'; lag 'wind' and pj'al 
'fish, rock, eye, mountain'. 

In regard to tones, it is generally accepted that the proto-Kadai language possessed four 
tones - there is no universally accepted account of the source of these - called A, B,C and 
D. Tones A, B and C were found in syllables that ended in continuants, that is, vowels or 
nasals, whereas D occurred in syllables ending in a voiceless unreleased stop -p, -tor -k. 
This tone was apparently different from A, B or C (cf. Li 1975:25; Edmondson &- Solnit 
1988). Moreover, reflexes in contemporary languages tell us that the original four tones 
underwent sound change and diffusion at an early time. For example, the D tone divided 
into a higher and lower reflex in the environment of sh-ort and long vowel nucleus, 
respectively. Once the contrast had been shifted from the vowel length to the pitch of the 
syllable, length differences began to decay. The resulting five tones are called A, B, C, DS 
and DL. Then each of these five tones divided into a higher and lower reflex in the 
environment of voiceless and voiced consonant respectively. Once the contrast had been 

5 ~ o  my knowledge the E language has only been described once before in print (Chen & Zhang 1988). 
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shifted from the initial consonant to the pitch of the syllable, the voicing difference of the 
initial consonant often disappeared. This very well-known change occurred widely in Asia 
and has been called "the Great Tone Split" by Brown (1975), because so many languages 
seem to have undergone it. The resulting ten tones, which are usually labelled with 
numbers, and their historical sources are thus related: A -> 1, 2; B -> 5, 6; C -> 3, 4; DS 
-> 7S, 8s and DL -> 7L, 8L. For reasons too complex to go into here, tone B yielded tones 
called 5 and 6, and tone C, tones 3 and 4. In one Kadai language, Kam, a second tone split 
occurred (Edrnondson 1990). The high tones, that is, 1, 3, 5,7S and 7L, in Kam divided a 
second time in the environment of aspirated initial consonants so that the syllables with an 
aspirated initial had a lower onset. Therefore, in Kam the tones are labelled: 1 -> 1 1'; 3 -> 
3 3'; 5 -> 5 5'; 7 s  -> 7 7' and 7L -> 9 9 . 6  

Kam 

Tone1=55 ma1 vegetable Tone1'=35 ma1' to come Tone2=ll ma2 tongue 
Tone3=323 m d  cloud Tone3'=13 n d '  rat Tone4=3 1 ma4 horse 
Tone5=53 qa:g chicken ToneS'=md' to soak rice Tone6=33 pa6 rice husk 
Tone7=55 pak7 north Tone7'=35 'phak7' Tone8= 1 1 pakB radish 
Tone9=323 la:k9 bone ToneY= 13 la:k9' to boil Tone10=3 1 1a:klO child7 

Kam has the most complex tonal system today and it therefore establishes a good basis 
against which the simplifications in E can be compared. 

3.2 FUSION OF TWO SYSTEMS - .  

When two developed language systems come into contact, the result is called mixing. 
Different components of a language system can mix. In the case of E it is clear that 
phonology and lexicon have comingled. There is also some evidence that E word structure 
has been influenced by Tuguai. The grammar of E has been more resistant to Han influence. 

3.2.1 E TONES 

It is important to note, first of all, that the tones of E appear to have followed the general 
developments just described. The Great Tone Split, for instance, conditioned by a voiced 
initial consonant, was carried in E just as in other languages of the region. Nevertheless, the 
tones of E have undergone considerable simplification in comparison with sister Kadai 
languages. To begin with, there are fewer than in most surrounding languages. 

Tone l=42 p j ~ a l  fish Tone2=21 te$ to come 
Tone3-44 sa:$ intestine Tone4=323 mafi tree, wood 
Tone5=35 m a d  spring, well Tone6=323 mom6 meat 
Tone7S=55 pak7s north TonegS=323 pakBS radish 
ToneL=55 eight TonegL=323 pjy& white 

-- 

6 ~ s  in Liang ed. (1980) we use 7 and 9 instead of 7s and 7L. 
7 ~ n  these and the following examples tone categories are superscripted with digits 1-10, where tone values are 
sequences of numbers on a scale of five (see fn. 3). 
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Unlike sister Kadai languages, E checked syllable tones, that is, 7SnL and 8S/8L, do not 
show splitting of tone contours as a function of the length of the vowel, that is, they have the 
same contour, 55 and 323 respectively. In Kam and all other members of Kadai, by 
contrast, one does find splitting: Tone 7s (7) as in pak55 north', tone 8S (8) as in pak1I 
'radish' do not have the same contours as tone 7L (9) pa:kJ23 'classifier for knives' and tone 
8L (10) pa:k31 'white'. For that reason in E there are only two tone categories 7 and 8 and 
not four as in sister languages. From the data at our disposal we are unable to determine 
with certainty whether the change D -> DS DL actually occurred and subsequently coalesced 
or whether it never occurred at all. Since all sister languages underwent the change, in all 
likelihood E did as well and only later eliminated this contrast. 

There is a second simplification of tones also evident in E. The tone categories 4,6 and 8 
all have the same contour, 323. This situation suggests that there must have been 
coalescence of low tones dter  the Great Tone Split, because it is unlikely that the Great Tone 
Split would have, from three different inputs (B, C, and D) produced three of eight outputs, 
(4, 6 and 8) with the same value, 323. However, this indirect reasoning rests only on 
comparative evidence. 

I have already stated that E and its sister languages have for centuries enriched their lexica 
by means of Han borrowings. These borrowings have taken place at different times, from 
different forms of Han, and have been nativised to different degrees. Generally speaking, 
old loans such as kjaml 'gold'; tjrit7'iron' and sek7'tin' have been fully integrated into the 
sound system of the Kadai language and are no longer recognisable to most speakers as 
borrowings. By contrast, newer loans usually have been only partially nativised using the 

- .  

principle of gross resemblance. If the borrowing has a Han tone value of, for example, 55, 
then it is assigned to tone 1 in Kam, which also has tone value 55. However, in many cases 
the tone value of a new borrowing differs so much from any of the native tone values that 
integration is not possible and the item retains its Han tone value. If the number of 
borrowings of this type becomes significant, a new tone category is created. So, for 
example, in Sui there is a special tone category 6 for new Han loans, which doesn't fit into 
the native system. In opposition to the situation just described for Sui, however, newer 
loans in E have been fully nativised. Each tone category contains lexical items that are 
borrowed from Han and also items that are Kadai cognates. 

3.2.2 E VOICE QUALITY 

Aside from possessing fewer tones than other Kadai languages, E also has a special voice 
quality attached to all low tones, that is, tones 2,4,6 and 8. This voice..quality is also found 
in the Tuguai Han used by E speakers and in the Tuguai of Mulam speakers at nearby 
Qiaotou in Luocheng Mulam Autonomous County. The best description of this voice quality 
is glottal squeezing as a concomitant of low tones. The auditory impression of this voice 
quality is'unrnistakable. Intensity decreases, the pitch drops slightly, and there is creaking of 
the voice or outright stoppage.* Dramatic evidence of this squeezing is seen in the following 
plot of the air pressure wave of the utterance ma:n4 'village' (see figure). The amplitude of 

*This kind of glottal squeezing or stoppage in the middle of a syllable as a part of a tone is also found in 
northern Vietnamese and in the Kadai language Lakkja of Guangxi Province Jinxiu County (Edmondson in 
press). 
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the wave at onset is narrowed in the middle of the syllable.9 I indcate this voice quality with 
a subscripted tilda. 

T ' + Conlral Time $.el.$ I$iqlbl Segment Sample Utterance Layout 

0 sac. . 2  sac . / t i c  0 - 5 KHz Narvav Band m t r o g r c m  1.054 s 
1 

-.-.-..-.-.. -.-.-..-. 

PLOT OF THE AIR PRESSURE WAVE OF ma:n4 'VILLAGE' 

Glottal squeeze is found in native E vocabulary, in strictly Tuguai vocabulary and in 
vocabulary that the two share in common. So, for example, one finds: 

E Tuguai Gloss 

"2 t id l  paddy 
m2:rP tc rad l  village 
h wgi2 nau53 COW 

mjgd maul3 cat 

t.33 I%? snake 

mi? m213 horse 
led3 wave 

to$ to$' copper 
t'a$ t̂ ;&l13 charcoal 

$$' pond 
kwadl  liver 
h#T shrimp 

9 ~ h i s  plot was made with the Rothenburg Mask (Glottal Enterprises, Inc.), which uses pneumotactographic 
wansducers in a mask that fits over the nose and mouth. Leads from the transducers are fed into an amplifier- 
Filter unit. The output of the amplifier-filter unit was connected to the MacAdios 411 (GW Instruments, Inc.) 
analog-to-digital hardware unit connected to a Macintosh computer (Apple Computer, Inc.). The digitised 
wave form was then displayed on the Macintosh's screen for saving, editing and printout. 
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The fact that squeezing is found in other Tuguai locations suggests that this property is a Han 
import that has become a major reinforcing feature of low tones. The fact that squeezing 
transcends Tuguai vocabulary to include native E vocabulary is further evidence for the 
integration of E and Tuguai phonological signalling devices. 

3.2.3 THE E LEXICON 

The E lexicon, despite significant influence from Tuguai, shares many Kadai words with 
sister languages. From the current state of our knowledge, it appears to be somewhat closer 
to the Zhuang-Tai branch of Kadai than to the Karn-Sui branch (cf. diagnostic words such as 
na2 'paddy', lin4 'tongue" and lyt8 'blood'. 

E Kam Zhuang Gloss 

fan1 
jet7 
ka? 
kad 
kuad 
lil 
liks 
lin4 
lrfi 
ma:& 
mai4 
man1 
madgar113 
mi2 
m ul 
muks 
na2 
n d  
nud 
0k7 
pail 
pet7 
pa1 
s d  
sam2 
tams 
rnl.. 

woks 
ned 

pan1 
jit7 
ka:g 
kad 

lail 
la:klo 
ma2 
pjra:t9' 
ma:d 
maP 
man1 
mad 
mi2 
mja2 
muklo 
j2' 
ni-5 
nun2 
uk7 
pa:il 
pa t7 
m bil ' 
sa.9 
sa:ml' 
t 'amj' 
tul 
ma@ 
nen2 

fmnl 
jet7 
kag 
kad 
pan1 
?dil 
liaksL 
lid 
lia 
?ba:d 
maP 
ban1 
?bad 
mZ 
mj2  
muks 
na2 
nin? 
nin2 
0:k7 
pa$ 
pit7 
pi1 
sai3 
sa:ml 
tams 
toul 
ma@ 
nen2 

rain 
one 
chicken 
old 
bamboo 
good 
child 
tongue 
blood 
village 
tree, wood 
day 
well, spring 
to have, exist 
hand 
mucus 
paddy 
small 
to sleep 
to come out 
to go 
duck 
Year 
-intestine 
three 
short 
door 
old, big 
silver 

The lexicon of E does, however, show a much deeper contact with Han than sister 
languages. We know from studies of common Kadai vocabulary that the following semantic 
fields are shared by all languages: (1) body parts; (2) kinship names; (3) wild animals, fish, 
insects, plant names and vegetation; and (4) agricultural terms. In all these areas E has a 
much greater number of Han loans than sister languages. For example, there are Han loans 
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for body parts (eyebrow, mouth, lips, buttocks, fist, tendon); for kinship names (mother, 
younger brother, in-law relations); and for the domain of wild animals, insects and 
vegetation (sheep, pangolin, rat, sparrow, pheasant, spider, centipede, leech, ant, names of 
trees, some crops, e.g. grape and sweet potato). In semantic fields encompassing wet paddy 
farming the original vocabulary has fared much better. This suggests that the hunting, 
fishing and gathering domain of E life was given up early and that a more Han-like system of 
social organisation has also existed for a relatively long time. Skilled labour (e.g. carpentry 
and masonry) has also been strongly influenced by Han culture. Moreover, metereological 
and geological terms are much more like Han than in sister languages (e.g. cloud, frost, 
snow, thunder, sand, bridge). Only in the agricultural domain does E vocabulary approach 
the density found in neighbouring languages. It is quite apparent that the flatland location of 
E and nearness to lines of transportation led to early contact with Han speakers and that 
association has led, in turn, to the integration of the E and Tuguai lexica. 

I have up to now emphasised the fusion of subsystems of two developed language 
systems, one a member of Kadai and one a form of Han. The E language has also 
undergone innovation and diffusion independent of its encounter with Han. In particular, 
initial consonants have devoiced or aspirated when they occurred in syllables with high 
tones. This kind of change is quite significant, since it shows the influence of tone height on 
the voicing state of the initial consonant. That voiceless initial consonants result in high tone 
categories is a very well-known sound change, as in the Great Tone Split. However, one is . 
dealing here with the reverse. Such changes have been predicted but have until now 
remained undocumented. Consider the following E data in comparison to Kam and Zhuang 
examples from the same county. 

Karn 
wal2 
p/wi' 
k j d  
kais 
rn a1 
rnjilad 
rn ais' 
m J  
nal 

n d  
narn4 
n i d  
drnok8 
pa1 
tal 
rn a1 
jak7 
jar$ 

Zhuang 

g wa :il 
fil 
k j d  
kjag 
ma1 
rnjid 
rnd  
rn ul 
nal 
ha3 
na3 
qam4 
n i d  
qo@ 
pial 
pjal 
pjak7 
pj'ik7 
qa:nl 

Gloss 

water buffalo 
fire 
rice seedling 
egg 
dog 
water ditch 
new 
pig 
thick 
five 
face 
water 
urine 
bird 
fish 
eye 
leafy vegetable 
taro 
house 
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fa:& kw 'a:& l a 3  
fail ja:$ qail 
fok7 Ijoks l o p  
lam1 l a d  q urn1 
faul k 'a1 ' q m1 

- 

wine 
long 
six 
wind 
ear 

A fuller treatment of this change is currently being prepared. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the above I have shown how the developmental processes of fusion and diffusion can 
figure in the history of tone languages. I have also provided an example of how two 
developed tone languages integrate their prosodic mechanisms. It is also not without interest 
that most of the sound changes discussed here involve the increase of markedness (see 
Miihlhausler 1985). Though tonal coalescence and reduction of the number of tone 
categories probably represents unmarking, the borrowing of glottal squeezing and the 
innovation of voiceless sonorants (e.g. voiceless nasals and laterals) represent more marked 
segments than the ones they presumably replaced. There is still very much, however, to be 
learned about how two tone languages can mix. 
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A TRANSLATOR TRANSLATED 

MANFRED GORLACH 

1. FOREWORD 

Don Laycock was always fascinated by language, and one of the attractions of this pursuit 
certainly lay in the exploration of the limits of what can be expressed through language. And 
since such a quest ought to be fun too, Don, especially in his attempt at translation, went for 
witty authors, for instance the German classics Wilhelm Busch (1832-1908) and Christian 
Morgenstern (1871-1914). Both poets were influenced by Nietzsche, which may account 
for certain similarities beyond all their apparent differences, and could also explain what 
made both so attractive to Don. After he had finished his Tok Pisin translation - begun at my 
request - of Max und Moritz in 1979 (printed in Busch 1982), he wanted to continue with 
Morgenstern (but he apparently never did). The last word I had of him was in his dedicatory 
volume of Buffett and Laycock Speak Nolfolk today (1988), in which he said: "For Manfred 
Gorlach, in the hope that he may yet translate Max und Moritz into this exotic variety" - it 
should have been him (or miienhim), of course. 

2. LIMITS OF TRANSLATABILJTY 

There is no point in denying that some texts can be translated more successfully than 
others. Difficulties increase with what stress is laid on form/expression rather than content, 
and there are stories to document what can go wrong, for instance, in translating 
advertisements. (A famous blunder is that of a pharmaceutical fm advertising headache 
pills in an Arab country using an illustration of the 'Before.. .After' type; it had apparently 
been overlooked that Arabs are used to reading from right to left.) Similar problems can of 
course be solved, but I believe that there is no possible translation of one type of text - 
'linguistic jokes' - which can be exemplified by the following specimens: 

(1) An American travel(1)ing in Britain on a railway, dozing, had the shock of his life when 
he heard - through the microphone - a sonorous voice from above: "This is your guard 
speaking." - Translate into French or German.1 

l '~uard '  is an Anglicism in this context; while both British English and Australian English clearly 
distinguish between 'God' and 'guard' phonemically, an incorrect identification is easy in transatlantic 
conversation. 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock, 145-148. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O Manfred Gorlach 
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(2) A GI in postwar Germany looking round a drugstore and finding skin cream priced 
Mark 0.45 said, "Oh, this is forty-five". The blushing salesgirl replied, "Sie kennets aa 
firs Gesicht nehme". - Translate into English.2 

(3) Mors certa, hora incerta - 'Todsicher geht die Uhr falsch'. - Translate into English.3 

In all these cases, not even Karl Kraus's famous instruction a' ersetzen 'try to find an 
equivalent by replacing' can be applied, as it can with some luck and inspiration in section 3 
below. 

3. TWO PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTION, FROM BUSCH AND MORGENSTERN 

There are many localised (and dated) features in Max und Moritz (1865) for which a 
translator must find an equivalent in Kraus's sense, and for most of these an easy solution 
offers itself. Since Sauerkraut, for instance, is of no structural importance for the story, a 
translator can either keep it in (and retain the German 'flavour') or replace it by a local dish - 
"creamy champit neeps" or "peas-brose" in Scotland or (Don's solution) bin, na kon, na rais, 
na kabis in Papua New Guinea (examples from Busch 1982). Other features are, however, 
much more difficult to translate (some would say impossible to translate until convinced by a 
good solution). One instance is the third prank in Max and Moritz : there is a follcloristic 
connection between tailors and goats in the German-speaking area (and apparently only 
there). Busch, for this reason, named the tailor Bock ('buck') and made the two boys taunt 
him with 'meck, meck, meck', the conventional rendering of a goat's bleat (also note G. 
meckern 'to bleat', but also 'to grouse'). Since the combination of tailor + goat does not 
'make sense' in other cultures only a drastic replacement, if any is at hand, can help. 
However, in the dozens of translations I know I have seen almost all translators flounder in 
this passage. Don med, with some success, to replace Busch's joke by blakbokis Bok, Bok, 
Bok, which means 'flying fox' or 'fruit bat', but is a very offensive sexual taunt when 
understood as 'black woman, or her genitalia', a meaning common in Tok Pisin and 
Bislama. 

When I med the impossible, namely to translate the passage into rhymed Old English, I - 

stumbled across the homonym seamere, both 'tailor' and 'mule' - which meant that the 
whole joke was possible to restructure: the taunting had now to be in the form of the braying 
of a mule (ia w, iaw) - and the tailor's name to be Cuthbert, Cuddy being a common name for 
the donkey in northern England. The Old English homonymous pair, unparallelled in any 
other language, made it possible to render the story by what I still think is an ideal 
equivalent.5 

One of the funniest poems by Morgenstern is the one on the ~ e r w o l f  (werewolf). 
Wilfully re-analysed according to the ham + burgerprinciple, Morgenstern built an absurd 
poem around a lurid inflectioddeclension scene in a village churchyard, the gra&atical 

2 ~ h e  salesgirl took 'forty-five' for German (for di Feit), which in her dialect would mean 'for the prick'. 
3 '~eath is certain but the hour is not' - 'Sure as death, this clock is wrong'. 
4 ~ h e  phrase is an ingenious re-analysis: iibersefzen = iib'ersetzen. As such, it is not only an aphorism at 
least equal to the ~raduaore, traditore formula, but also a specimen of untranslatability of verbal wit like 
(1)-(3) above. 
S ~ y  solution for the ME translation was different, and possibly not quite as satisfactory: retaining the name 
Buckand thinking of its sexual overtones, the pun tailed tailor appeared to be a taunt that might have worked 
in Chaucer's days. 
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exercise being restricted, because of the limited paradigm, to the singular - which left the 
Wenvolfs family uninflected. 

The joke, based as it is on an accidental formal feature of one German word, would 
appear to be totally untranslatable. And yet, there is an ingenious rendering by Karl F. Ross 
(in Morgenstern 1972) which Ross too modestly called 'An approach' and in which the 
inflectable banshee takes the Wenvolfs place: everything is a perfect match - the 
declinability, the graveyard associations, and the non-pluralisability of she. Only the female 
gender is new - a tiny imperfection indeed in an otherwise flawless equivalent. This found, 
the rest of the task is technical - to translate the connecting bits around the central absurd 
argument: 

Der Werwolf The Banshee (An Approach) 

Ein Werwolf eines Nachts entwich One night, a banshee slunk away 
von Weib und Kind und sich begab from mate and child, and in the gloom 
an eines Dorfschullehrers Grab went to a village teacher's tomb, 
und bat ihn: ))Bitte, beuge mich!cc requesting him: ,Inflect me, pray.<< 

Der Dorfschulmeister stieg hinauf The village teacher climbed up straight 
aufseines Blechschilds Messingknauf upon his grave stone with its plate 
und sprach zum Wolf, der seine Pfoten and to the apparition said 
geduldig kreuzte vor dem Toten: who meekly knelt before the dead: 

~ D e r  Werwolf(, sprach der gute Mann, >,The banSHEE, in the subject's place; 
u des Weswolfs, Genitiv sodann, the  HERS, the possessive case. 
dem Wem wolf, Dativ, wie mans nennt, The banHER, next, is what they call 
den Wen wolf, - damit hats ein End.<< objective case - and that is all.<< 

Dem Wenvolf schmeichelten die Fdle, The banshee marveled at the cases 
er rollte seine Augen bdle. and writhed with pleasure, making faces, 
))Indessencc, bat er, ufige doch but said:  you did not add, so far, 
zur Einzahl auch die Mehnahl noch!cc the plural to the singular!<< 

Der Dorfschulmeister aber m uJte The teacher, though, admitted then 
gestehn, daJ er von ihr nichts wuJte. that this was not within his ken. 
Zwar Wolfe gabs in groJer Schar, >,While >bans< are frequent, << he advised, 
doch w Wercc gabs nur im Singular. >,a >she< cannot be pluralised.cc 

Der Wolf erhob sich tranenblind - The banshee, rising clammily, 
er ha tte ja doch Weib und Kind!! wailed: >,What about my family?<< 
Doch da er kein Gelehrter eben, Then, being not a learned creature, 
so schied er dankend und ergeben. said humbly >>Thanks<< and left the teacher. 

4. TOK PISIN REVISITED 

Such extremes are not the normal problems and proper functions of translation. A 
creative translator will, however, always try to expand the ranges of the language he 
translates into. With his Mar na Moritz Don has given us the most extensive rhymed text 
available in Tok Pisin so far, and he must have convinced the critics that had claimed that 
Tok Pisin was not suited for rhyming and regular metre - although it is, admittedly, a 
difficult language for such requirements (cf. my analysis of the structural possibilities of four 
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creole languages based on Max and Moritz renderings in Gorlach 1986). It is certainly not 
good enough to object that a translator must not graft European forms onto native traditions: 
the interference of Western civilisation on nations such as Papua New Guinea was seen by 
few people so critically as they were by Don - and the impact on the physical environment 
caused by Western technology and commerce is incomparably more grievous than forcing a 
European children's book onto the minds of Tok Pisin rnankis6 

In a different vein, Don expanded the expressive potential7 of Tok Pisin by his translation 
of Shakespeare - what Thomas Decker did for Krio in 1975, when he gave Sierra Leoneans 
their own Julius Caesar (Decker 1988), Don successfully attempted for the Papua New 
Guineans when he gave them their Macbeth (although he did not live to see his translation 
printed - and accepted by the Tok Pisin speech community). His achievement is all the more 
remarkable since it is very rare for authors to translate successfully into a language they do 
not speak natively. It would have been exciting to see what task Don might have tackled next 
had he had world enough and time. 
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6The reaction of the staff of Kristen Press, Madang, was half-way between funny-haha and funny-peculiar. A 
letter of 27 February 1979 in which the publication of the translation was declined, pointed out "deviations 
from 'correct' Pidgin" - possibly misunderstanding the nature of a style for which no 'poetic diction' was 
available? -and objections to "introducing European pranks to Papua New Guinean children". 
7~ultivation of a language means that it must acquire special lexis for technology, but also literary styles. 
The position of present-day Tok Pisin is in some ways similar to that of Renaissance English establishing 
itself as a modem national language by emancipation from the dominance of Latin. In the sixteenth century, 
insightful observers found that it was not good enough to complain about the lack of elegance of the 
vernacular, but that efforts should be made to use it in writing by the educated elite. 



1. A TERMINOLOGICAL NOTE 

When I suggested the term sociolect (1960:364) I did so mainly because it is shorter than 
social dialect. If one uses the latter term one also has to use the unnecessarily long term 
regional dialect. For this latter term, traditional dialectology uses just dialect. Some 
linguists, particularly those from the United States, use dialect for what many Europeans call 
sociolect or for what Europeans call sociolect and dialect taken together. However, this 
usage may confuse Americans when reading European publications (for an example see 
Hammars~m, forthcoming). The terms social dialect and regional dialect have, admittedly, 
the advantage of making it possible to use the cover term dialect.. Such a cover term does 
not, however, seem to be much needed since variety is an acceptable alternative. 

2. SOCIOLECTAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Sociolectal characteristics are language properties which can be associated by the speakers 
with groups or classes in society. They can be determined by such factors as religion, 
ethnicity, socio-economic class, education, occupation, age and sex (see Hammarstrom 
1976:29). The relevant language characteristics are properties of variants which 'basically' 
belong to other parts of the description of a language: special pronunciation of a vowel, 
consonant or prosodeme, special word stress, special use of a word or a syntactic 
construction, some particular meaning of a word etc. 

3 .  SOCIOLECTS 

A sociolect is a group of idiolects which shares language characteristics which can be 
associated by the speakers of the language in question with social groups. Consequently 
there are religion, ethnicity, socio-economic class, education, occupation, age and sex 
sociolects. Any of these sociolects can, in a somewhat simplified way, be studied without 
regard to the other sociolects. In an ideal account, which would be difficult to achieve, in the 
description of each kind of sociolect, variants conditioned by all the other factors (to the 
extent they are relevant) would have to be established, and a sociolect could be divided into 
its 'subsociolects'. For instance, if the oldest generation's sociolect were to be studied, 
religion, ethnicity, socio-economic class, education, occupation and sex (and perhaps even 
other factors) would have to be considered since they would possibly condition variants. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of D o ~ l d  C.  Luycock. 149-1 56.  
Pacific Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
O Goran Hammarstrom 
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There are obviously limits to what is possible in a research project but usually one mes to 
include at least socio-economic class, age and sex. In addition, in immigrant counmes such 
as Australia, Canada, Germany, Sweden and the United States, ethnicity sociolects are of 
special interest. 

We can produce Tables 1-3 below if we neglect for each table one of the three major 
factors age (young-old), sex (male-female) and socio-economic class (low-high). They 
provide a reasonable picture of how the three factors influence the sociolectal picture or some 
particular variant, although the same individual's language, or one of hisher variants, will be 
included in the results filling three different cells. In such a study one would obtain results 
which would fill the twelve empty cells of Tables 1-3 below. 

young 

female 

high 

female 

high 

young 

The age factor and the socio-economic factor can both be studied in more detail than 
suggested by the simple dichotomy young-old and low-high. In both cases many 'steps' can 
be established between two end points. However, sex is divided into two kinds only: male 
and female. 

If we consider phonetic properties which can be investigated as either-or problems a 
feature may be completely present or completely absent. For instance, a consonant may be 
either voiced or unvoiced and groups of speakers either possess the voiced consonant in all 
examples or they possess the unvoiced consonant in all examples. The twelve cells can then 
-be filled.with either + or -, or either 100 per cent or 0 per cent. However, in many cases 
more than two forms will have to be accounted for. For instance, the 'same diphthong' may 
be pronounced in several distinguishable ways and the fohns may occur with different 
frequencies. For such a case, some 'sociolect index' expressed as a percentage, which 
would either concern one speaker or be the average for all the speakers included in the group, 
could appear in each of the twelve cells. 

The construction of a sociolect index presents certain problems which will not be dealt 
with in detail in this paper. However, we may assume, in a simplified example, that the 
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speakers differ because they use 'broad' and 'educated' diphthongs in different proportions. 
A speaker using only broad diphthongs could be given the score 100 and a speaker using 50 
per cent of each kind could be given the score 50. If then a great number of speakers 
received scores around 30 and 70 a graph (of the kind which will be discussed later) would 
show two 'bumps' or two 'mountains'. (The distribution would be as shown in either graph 
5 or graph 6 below.) 

Generally we can imagine that each cell is filled either by some language feature or by a 
more complete description of the relevant speakers. (In order to simplify we shall ignore the 
relation between sociolect and style.) 

We may want to establish our groups in a more complete way since each individual or 
each group of individuals can be defined by the three factors: Socio-economic class, age and 
sex. There would then be eight kinds of individuals or groups of individuals as shown in 
Table 4 below, in which no individual's variant or his language is counted more than once 
(in contradistinction to Tables 1-3). 

Using the three major factors in this way we obtain eight sociolects. 

male, young 

male, old 

female, young 

female, old 

From the results which would fill the cells in Table 4 one can calculate the results for the 
12 cells in Tables 1-3. One can also obtain the results for the largest possible six groups, 
each being defined by one feature only (male, female, young, old, low, high). 

There are still some important problems to be discussed. For instance we can say (1) that 
any individual in any of the eight cells speaks the same sociolect even if we see that an 
individual in one cell has language characteristics similar to the majority of individuals in 
some other cell. (It is well known that some speakers do not speak in the way one would 
expect judging from their socio-economic class, age and sex.) Or we can say (2) that each of 
our eight sociolects should be described on the basis of the most common language 
characteristics as found in each cell. If so, some individuals in some cells will have to be 
moved to other cells. A description such as 'young-male-low' would then refer to the 
sociolect only and say nothing about the individual's age, sex and socio-economic status. 

low 

In other words, a sociolect is either (1) the language of a group defined by 'socio~ogical' 
criteria or (2) it is the typical language of such a group of speakers. (I prefer, and have 
preferred in previous publications, the second possibility.) It can be added that the term 
sociolect can refer to the whole language of the individuals or perhaps only to the details 
having sociolectal function. However, the adjective sociolectal usually refers only to details 
with sociolectal function. 

high 

One may now wonder how notions such as educated - general - broad, which have been 
basic to so many discussions (not least by Australian linguists), fit into our account. The 
answer is that they are just other ways of referring to the typical language characteristics 
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of high (highly educated), middle and low (less educated) socio-economic classes. 
Consequently, this scale is parallel to a scale going from young to old or the bipolar division 
male-female, if one chooses the second definition of sociolect which refers to what is 
characteristic for young and old people and males and females. The first-mentioned scale has 
certainly been in the centre of interest because it is so important in everyday life. People are 
immediately, and continuously, judged for what their language seems to reveal about their 
education and socio-economic class. Less important is the difference young-old although 
language differences along this dimension may cause disagreements, for instance, in a 
family: 'young people nowadays don't speak correctly; they are destroying our language' 
versus 'old people are stuffy and pompous when they speak'. It is probably even less 
frequent that a man criticises a woman for her female speech habits and vice versa (at least if 
one disregards ways of expressing oneself which are thought to reveal reprehensible male or 
female 'thinking'). 

Up to this point we have assumed that the investigation first establishes social groups and 
then investigates their language behaviour. This is the way one commonly deals with our 
kinds of problems. However, the order can be reversed so that the starting point is the more 
or less 'pure' study of the language behaviour of the speakers, and the knowledge about the 
speakers' social characteristics is only adduced at a later stage of the study. This has been 
med by Horvath (1985) in her study of Australian English sociolects. Her language data are 
processed by 'principal components analysis'. Some of the results are plotted on graphs 
showing 'clusterings' of speakers having certain language characteristics. Social 
characteristics such as socio-economic class, age and sex can then be attributed to the 
'clusterings' or the 'groups' of speakers. She claims superiority for her type of analysis - - 

because it allows the linguist to "study a large number of variables and a large number of 
speakers" (p.179) better than other techniques would do. There are three main reasons for 
doubting her claim: 

(1) It seems odd that Horvath believes that 'principal components analysis' has been so 
important for her large scale study when, in fact, the really important factor was the large 
amount of time available to her and her assistants (which usually means appropriate 
funding). 

(2) At least in Horvath's study, clusterings of speakers with certain features which are 
encircled by her to show the sociolects are so far from clear that other linguists cannot 
find them (except in very clear cases such as the one provided by Horvath (1985) on 
page 71). I have deleted the lines showing clusterings from two of the graphs presented 
by her (pp.76, 161) and asked five linguists to encircle the clusterings they could detect. 
The graphs were amplified to facilitate their task. None of these linguists could replicate 
the author's results. They also differed between themselves except in the case of the 
graph on page 76 where three of the linguists agreed, although their clusterings differed 
from that of the author. Consequently, nothing can be based on these clusterings. 
(After having believed that the discussion on the clusterings is a valid contribution the 
reader is more than a little astonished when Horvath (p.179) says that the clusterings are 
arbitrary.) 

(3) Falling and rising lines as on the graphs 1-6 below, which show number of speakers 
vertically, seem to be superior for the establishment of groups of speakers although in 
unclear cases they too would not be easy to interpret. (For further details see below.) 
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It appears to be obvious that whether, in one's analysis, one proceeds from groups of 
speakers to their language or from language characteristics to groups of speakers, both ways 
should provide similar results if the study were equally complete and successful. The results 
of one kind of study can be converted into the results of the other kind of study. 

It should also be noted that the traditionally most common direction of the analysis has 
sometimes, even many years ago, been reversed. For instance, Mitchell and Delbridge 
(1965), at one stage of their comprehesive study of Australian adolescents, listened to the 
recorded voices, determined if the speaker was educated, general or broad and then 
determined to what extent each of these three varieties was used by males, females, various 
social classes etc. (as is well known and also quoted by Horvath 1985:20). 

4. HOW MANY SOCIOLECIS? 

In the normal case there is, for a population, a sociolectal continuum which may or may 
not contain certain groups of the kind called sociolects. When such groups are established in 
a sample they may or may not correspond to groups existing in the population. As a matter 
of fact the analysis of a sample can easily establish 'sociolects' that do not exist in the 
population because, in order to obtain acceptable results, one may choose two groups of 
speakers that are clearly different. In other words they are close to the ends of the 
continuum. One may for instance compare teenagers with their parents or even older people. 
Or one may compare a very low social class with a very high social class. This may produce 
a picture like graph 5 below, or even like graph 6, although the true picture of the population 
would be more similar to graph 1 or 3. In such a case one obtains what looks like two 
groups because one leaves out the speakers who would have filled the space in the middle of 
the graph. This technique seems to be quite acceptable as long as one does not think that one 
is establishing, in this way, discrete sociolects which exist in the population. 

Elaborating on ideas I have expressed previously (1967:207-209 and 1980:63) I suggest 
that graphs 1-6 below are the main ones worth considering in our context. They may refer 
to: 

(a) Vertically the number of speakers and horizontally the speakers' sociolect index. This 
index could have a great number of values, for instance from 0 to 100 (or more). (This 
is just a more elaborate way of refemng to the speakers being placed on the scale from 
'broad' to 'cultivated' of the graphs in my 1967 paper.) We assume that it has been 
possible to resolve the difficult problem of finding a sample representing the population. 
We also assume that by the investigator's intuition or through tests the speakers' more or 
less uncultivated or cultivated language variants have been established so that the 
sociolect index can be constructed. 

(b) Vertically the number of speakers and horizontally the sociolect index as under (a) but 
with-the refinement that the speakers are divided into classes one on top of the other, for 
instance a number of socio-economic classes. The lowest would naturally be plotted at 
the bottom and the highest on.top. Thus there would be the line for the overall number 
at the upper part of the picture and under this line would be the lines for each class of 
speakers. 

(a) and (b) would then show the same line on the graph for the overall number of 
speakers but (b) would have the added information on the socio-economic classes of the 
speakers and their relation to the sociolect index. 
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(c) Vertically the number of speakers and horizontally one language variable which can take 
two or more forms. (We are not interested here in a detailed description of various kinds 
of variables.) Particularly if more than two variants of the same variable are plotted with 
their sociolect indexes there will be some minor practical problems. (c) has similarity 
with (a). 

(d) Vertically the number of speakers and horizontally one language variable only, but with 
the difference that the speakers are divided into classes, such as socio-economic classes. 
(d) has similarity with (b). 

(a) and (b) refer to the more laborious task of trying to find globally two or more 
sociolects. (c) and (d) refer to the simpler task of finding variants which have sociolectal 
function. In a more detailed description these variants would, in many cases, not just be 
present or absent but present in a certain percentage of the cases. They would each have 
a sociolect index expressed in a percentage figure which would be influenced by the 
frequency of the feature in various speakers. Percentages would be plotted horizontally. 

If we want to establish sociolects we would consider (a) or, preferably, (b). If we want 
to describe a single language property having sociolectal function we would consider (c) 
or, preferably, (d). 

It is clear that it is easier to describe the sociolectal function of one or a couple of language 
properties than to find and count the sociolects of some language community. It is also not 
too difficult a task to choose two groups of speakers who are clearly different and describe 
them from a sociolectal viewpoint. It is also reasonable to talk about the sociolect of an 
individual. 

All this has a parallel in dialectology where one dialectal property can be described and 
even plotted on a map with reasonable ease (particularly if one discards variation in each 
individual). To establish and count the dialects of a language (= glottolect) is more or less 
impossible. But it is still possible to describe how two localities differ from the viewpoints 
of their dialects. (I have discussed such problems in some previous publications. For 
instance, I point out in Hammarstrom (1966:97) that while it may be impossible to find the 
dialects of an area it is still reasonable to accept notions such as the 'dialect of A' and let A 
just be some geographically determined locality.) 

We shall now imagine that the results of (a), (b), (c) and (d) are such that they can be 
shown in graphs which are basically (i.e. disregarding some details) like the graphs 1-6 
below. 

Graph 1 shows a straight line with three directions. The horizontal line shows the same 
values from left to right. The dotted line has higher values to the left and the dashed line has 
higher values to the right. None of these three possibilities can establish a number of 
sociolects. However, the dotted and dashed lines show sociolectal differences. 

Graph 2 shows two examples of bending, ascending or descending lines which can 
establish sociolectal differences but not sociolects. 

Graph 3 shows a 'mountain' which does not allow the establishment of sociolects, 
although sociolectal differences have been found. 

Graph 4 shows a distribution which contains two sociolects, and also sociolectal 
differences. 



Graph 5 shows a bimodal dis~bution. Its two 'bumps' suggest two sociolects although 
they are not clearly separated; and sociolectal differences certainly exist. 

Graph 6 shows two clearly separate 'mountains'. In contradistinction to graphs 1-5 this 
is not a continuum. There are definitely two sociolects, and this entails the existence of 
sociolectal differences. 

It perhaps goes without saying that the various lines of the graphs envelop in an idealised 
way the stepwise changes of imagined histograms (or polygons) which are not shown. 

In many cases it seems that the investigator has a sufficiently clear understanding of the 
sociolectal values of variables of different kinds to be able to deal with the most basic facts. 

If this is me,  it does not, however, mean that the investigation is not seriously incomplete 
until one has investigated the sociolectal attitudes of the speakers. Both for dialects and for 
skiolects I believe that there are two important basic viewpoints. For sociolects I would 
say: 

(1) Speakers can distinguish more nuances in the sociolect they are used to than in less well- 
known sociolects which may even belong to the same locality. . 

(2) All speakers do not judge their own sociolect and that of others in the same way so that 
notions such as broad-educated, unpleasant-pleasant etc. are subjective in the sense that 

- different speakers judge differently. How many broad speakers find educated language 
pleasant and how many find it snobbish or snooty? Do such speakers perhaps find their 
own language to be that of honest and trustworthy people? How ugly do people with 
educated language find broad varieties? etc. 

I have expressed similar views in (1967) and other publications. 

Generally speaking, the attitudes of the speakers are unfortunately too often neglected in 
the study of sociolects. 
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EDITING: TYPOLOGY BASED ON SPEAKING 

VOLKER HEESCEN 

1. INTRODUCTION: METALINGUISTIC AWARENESS 

Laycock (1982:36) discussed "all the indications of human tinkering with language in 
Melanesia". Linguistic diversity in Melanesia "is not merely the by-product of accidents of 
history and geography, but is a positive Melanesian reaction to their environment - in other 
words, a Melanesian choice". He mentions the Uisai dialect of Buin. Buin has a strong 
gender system, but in Uisai "we find all the gender agreements reversed - that is, all the 
masculines are feminine and all the feminines are masculine". As there is "no accepted 
mechanism for linguistic change" of this kind, a consciously announced and induced change 
seems to be plausible (Laycock 1982:36). 

For the present writer the case of Uisai is another example of what has been called 
metalinguistic awareness in psycholinguistic research on language acquisition; for this skill 
of attending to the structure of language, ample though scattered evidence can also be found 
in the ethnographic context (cf. Bialystock 1986; Bohme 1983; Hakes 1980; Heeschen 
1978b, 1984, 1990a; Kaper 1959; Sinclair 1980; Sinclair, Jarvella and Levelt eds 1978; 
Smith & Tager-Flusberg 1982). Judgements of the appropriateness of speech acts are 
universal. A newly initiated group of boys of the Eipo (eastern central Irian Jaya) will invent 
new meanings for old words; during initiation they speak in antonyms when they are seen by 
women. They will say we are sitting on a tree instead of we are standing on the ground 
(Heeschen 1978a). Three of twelve rules which the initiands of the LokelC tribe have to learn 
relate to language and ways of speaking (Carrington 1947). Speaking on the warpath, 
during hunting or during initiation, or communication with special relatives (e.g. mothers-in- 
law), leads to very careful linguistic behaviour or to systems of antonyms (Dixon 1971; Hale 
1971; Kruyt 1973; Opler & Hoijer 1940). Speaking in pairs or (generally) songs and poems 
increase the metalinguistic vocabulary (Feld 1982; Fox 1974; Heeschen 1978a). Sometimes 
real linguistic analysis and symbolic interpretation of linguistic facts are mixed in complicated 
belief-systems (Calarne-Griaule 1965; Zahan 1963). 

However, such judgements, rules or belief-systems do not imply the shift of attention 
from meaning to form, which is a precondition to linguistic analysis. But such a shift occurs 
in repairs, play with language, and at moments of failure, that is, whenever the automatic 
processing of language is interrupted, be this due either to difficulties during the phase of 
(first or second) language acquisition or to the skills required of "how a natural language 
handles its intrinsic troubles7' (Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks 1977:381). 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of D o ~ l d  C. h y c o c k .  157-165. 
Pacific Linguistics. C- 1 10, 1992. 
O Volker Heescheen 
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During language acquisition metalinguistic awareness seems to be necessary, that is to 
say, it is no 'epiphenomenon'. Early metalinguistic awareness is 

'instrumental' or 'facilitative' for later performance.. . Early awareness is, so to 
say, a litmus test for linguistic ingredients which appear only at a later stage of 
development. Or, in other words, awareness tests present us with insights into 
what the child is 'working at'. (Bohme 1983:274-275) 

Thus a child, working at the German gender system for example, can be expected to play 
with forms, saying der, die or das Kind, or to generalise incorrectly, saying die Mann, die 
Kind, die Frau instead of der Mann, das Kind, die Frau. 

Such 'working at' of juvenile or adult speakers has never been documented, especially not 
in the ethnographic context. It may be guessed at by looking for the reasons which lead 
Brornley (1981), Whitehead (1981) and Foley (1986) to speak of case-pragmatics: In some 
Papuan languages speakers have a range of options to clarify the role of noun phrases in a 
clause. Case markers, word order and the animatelinanimate hierarchy are among them. 
Such options lead to repairs, self-corrections and 'editing', which allow us to conclude that 
the speakers are 'working at' the grammatical form of their utterances. 

After the initial phases of my fieldwork among the Eipo and the Yalenang of Irian Jays,' I 
conducted more than fifty interviews and tests aimed at delimiting the natural metalinguistic 
awareness of the speakers as well as the point where a shift of attention from meaning to 
form was most likely to occur. One of the structures I was interested in was the ditransitive 
clause. The way informants handle such clauses will touch upon some of the 'inmnsic 
troubles' of Papuan languages, the handling of which may require some low level 
metalinguistic awareness; in other words, it may hint at the informants' working at bringing 
grammatical structures into being. Before giving the data and reaching some conclusions I 
would like to mention two other points. 

(1) The best indicator of the shift of attention is the increase in metalinguistic terms. It is 
incredible how quickly they can be invented. For example, the terms strong and weak 
were first used for the difference between accented and unaccented syllables, then their 
use was quickly expanded: for composite and simple verbs, for stems and suffixes, for 
connectives like but and and. The sentence-medial verb forms were termed noitam yupe 
'speech in the middle', yupe tobetobe 'speech that lasts', eren 'unripe'; sentence-final 
finite verbs were termed sirye 'comer, end' or metek lomun 'a little bit (like) a loop or a 
place where water gathers and is quiet like in dead windings'. It is of great help when 
special language uses and behaviours have their own terminology; this can easily be 
used in speech about speech. Thus the Eipo have terms for the first and second member 
of pairs: the first one is kisoktam 'side of the head', the second one mousetam 'side of 
the tail or of the end'. The first term is used when speaking of stems or roots, the 
second one when speaking of suffixes. 

l ~ h i s  article is a r6sum6 of already-published works and of ongoing research. It is based on five years of 
fieldwork in the Mek language area, especially in the Eipo (Central Mek) and Yale (West Mek) speaking 
communities. For the Mek languages in general see Heeschen (1978a) and Wurm (1982). The ideas on 
metalinguistic awareness and the stimulus to do psycholinguistic research in the field came from W.J.M 
Levelt. I have to thank the following institutions for their support: Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, 
Vereinigte Evangelische Mission, The Protestant Church o f  Irian Jaya, Max-Planck-Institut fur 
Psycholinguistik, Forschungsstelle fur Humanethologie in der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft. 
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Laycock (1982) tried to explain Melanesian linguistic diversity by the more or less 
conscious handling of meanings and grammatical forms. I will here stress the other side 
of the coin: diversity may be reduced by the handling of some grammatical units, not yet 
well structured and not subject to automatic processing, according to general laws of 
speaking and according to the problem-solving strategies that create grammatical 
structures. 

2. DECISIONS WHILE SPEAKING: DITRANSITIVE CLAUSES 

In almost all grammars of Papuan languages the structure of ditransitive clauses is 
described. However, a careful reader will note that all examples replace at least one noun 
phrase by a pronoun. But such a clause is, by definition of what a pronoun is, dependent on 
the context of situation or on the preceding discourse. Consequently, the examples suggest a 
seemingly self-contained structure that probably does not exist in utterances. As we will see 
in this section, there are other reasons to believe that ditransitive clauses are an evasive and 
not easily proved construction. Starting from what he learnt in grammars and theories the 
interviewer quite naturally elicited the following clause in the Eipo language: 

(1) Fater arye Melase-ak ya arebuk. 
Fater subject Melase-at axe he.gave 
Fater gave an axe to Melase. 

But in discourse (whether induced by tests or in bits of utterances overheard in real life 
conversations) the ditransitive clause structure disintegrated into the following sentences: 

(2) Fater, el-ce Melase ya arebuk. 
Fater he-but Melase axe he.gave 
Fater, he gave an axe to Melase. 

( 3 )  Fater ara, Melase ya arebuk 
Fater topic Melase axe he.gave 
It was Fater who gave an axe to Melase. 

(4) Ya ara, Fater, el-ce Melase arebuk. 
axe topic Fater he-but Melase he.gave 
It was an axe that he, Fater, gave to Melase. 

( 5 )  Fater, el dinge ya ubmukye-ine Melase arebuk. 
Fater his property axe he.was.having-then Melase he.gave 
Fater, having an axe, gave it to Melase. 

(6) Fater ya dobuka Melase arebuk. 
Fater axe having.taking Melase he.gave 

. Fater took an axe and gave it to Melase. 

These are the more or less systematic 'disintegrations'. Some others cannot as easily be 
traced back to an ideal ditransitive clause. Some of the favoured 'disintegrations' are 
sentences, where the indirect object is introduced in the first clause: 

(7)  Melase yayuk- buk, Fater ya arebuk. 
Melase he.came-switch Fater axe he.gave 
Melase came, and Fater gave an axe to him. 
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(8) Melase el aik bukmuk-buk, Fater yanmuk ora, ya arebuk. 
Melase his hut he.was.sitting-switch Fater he.came then axe he.gave 
Melase was in his hut, and Fater came to him and gave an axe to him. 

It is well known that Papuan languages use similar ways of 'disintegration' to express other 
peripheral cases, for example, the instrumental case: 

(9) Melase ya dobuka yo sekuk. 
Melase axe having.taken tree he.cut 
Melase cut a tree with an axe. 

And the ablative case: 

(10) Melase el aik fanabroblye-ora, nun asik yanmasil. 
Melase his hut having.started-then our village he.came.to.us 
Melase is coming to our village from his hut. 

The ways of 'disintegration' are the following: 

(a) exmaposition of the subject noun phrase and, at the same time, pronominalisation in the 
main clause (2), (4); 

(b) topicalisation of one of the noun phrases (3), (4); 

(c) the formation of two clauses, among which the noun phrases are dsmbuted (5), (6), 
(71, (8). 

In (5) the connective -he, in (8) the connective ora and in (6) the type of the sentence- 
medial verb (dobuka 'having taken') indicate that the subject of the next clause will probably - . 

be the same. (In (5) Melase arebuk cannot mean 'Melase gave something'.) On the other 
hand the connective -buk in (7) and (8) indicates that the subject in the following clause will 
probably be different. 

These ways of 'disintegration' correspond well to the fact that case marking, as we find it 
in the ideal clause (I), is pragmatically handled. Four rules concerning case marking can be 
found in this small corpus: 

(a) topicalisation ovemdes and makes case marking superfluous (3), (4); 

(b) subjects of a second, transitive clause need not be marked if they are inmoduced in a 
first, intransitive clause ( 3 ,  (8); 

(c) the distribution of two or more noun phrases over two clauses favours the animate1 
inanimate hierarchy as a means of assigning or detecting case roles ( 3 ,  (6), (7); 

(d) means of detecting whether the subject of the next clause will be-the same or different 
disfavour case marking; this mechanism, however, is tightly linked to the favoured 
distribution of two or more noun phrases over two clauses: two animate actants-or two 
inanimate actants will never occur in one clause. 

The data from the Eipo language support Whitehead's (1981:32-33) conclusions 
concerning the role of the indirect object in Papuan languages. He says that 

the universal applicability of Greenberg's universals correlating SOV order with 
case marking and the existence of indirect object are called into question. It is 
proposed in conclusion that optional case markers and personlnumber cross- 
referencing on verbs are essentially pragmatic rather than syntactic features, and 
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it is further concluded that the argument for a distinct syntactic category Indirect 
Object is not dependent on any single strategy in most Papuan languages. 

In view of what has been said about case marking and about the favoured ways of 
'disintegration', three more general conclusions can be drawn. The Eipo speakers 

(a) like to break down a clause into more manageable units, and 

(b) try to keep the number of noun phrases in one clause as low as possible. Both 
principles of speaking can be united in the still more general one: 

(c) give only one bit of information that is new in one clause. 

It is now time to re-term positively what has been called 'disintegration'. The starting 
points for speakers are: more manageable units, building-blocks or basic units. One such 
unit is the structure consisting of just one noun phrase and one verb phrase. (The size of 
these phrases is another problem; for this and for other basic units see Heeschen 1990b.) 
Together with a minimum of anaphoric pronouns in the Eipo (and other Papuan) languages 
these small basic units cause the 'intrinsic troubles' the speakers have to handle. The 
problem is how to build up a cohesive discourse starting from a series of small basic units 
without tying them together by means of anaphoric pronouns. The solutions the speakers 
find are, among others, tight rules for the sequence of tenses, verb serialisation, switch 
reference or (generally speaking) joints between clauses (qua basic units), which enable 
clause chaining and the tracking of participants referred to. I explicitly say 'speakers find 
solutions' because, to return to our initial theme, they 'work at' these solutions; this 
'working at' is proved by repairs, self-corrections and the possibility of making judgements _ 

on the means of joining clauses (qua basic units) and building up expanded utterances. 
Thus, grammar is thought of as a kind of problem-solving strategy. 

3. CONTROLLED PROCESSES 

The establishment - or the tentative notion - of basic units can be backed by several 
considerations. 

(1) Psycholinguistic research has shown that the basic planning unit of speech is the clause. 
The generation of its surface structure should occur "without much lookahead or 
backtracking" (Levelt 1989:234; for a detailed discussion see pp. 14-27,234-283). Such 
a unit is automatically processed. Though a next clause is planned while the last 
syllable(s) of the preceding one is (are) uttered, the joints - or, as I would like to term 
them, the means of inter-clausal deixis - are more subject to executive control, in so far 
as these are 'semantic joints'. The findings of psycholinguistic research "are supportive 
of the notion that the rhythm of grammatical encoding follows the semantic joints of a 
message - its functionlargument structure - rather than syntactic joints. It is the 
partitioning of the message to be expressed that a speaker is attending to and 
(co-)determines the rhythm of grammatical encoding" (Levelt 1989:258-259). Such an 
'attending to' requires an unknown amount of awareness; that is to say, the means of 
breaking up a message into manageable units, and of tying them together, are accessible 
to the judgements of native speakers. 

(2) Compared to the size of clauses in languages in which most of the psycholinguistic 
research has been done, the excessive smallness of the basic units in Papuan languages 
demands explanation. As I believe, these units are similar to what has been found in 
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research on first and second language acquisition and in situations where the full 
grammatical flow of information is broken up into smaller units, that is to say, in 
pidgin or contact situations (cf. Klein 1984; Klein & Dittmar 1979; Wode 1984). 
(Furthermore, these basic units are more isomorphic to semantic basic units as they are 
generated in the surface structure of attributive and simple predicative constructions; cf. 
Wundt (1912:212) on the attributive style of some languages.) 

(3) Some more general evolutionary reflections support the idea of self-contained basic 
units. A hierarchically structured entity - like language or living organisms - has a 
much better chance of survival, if it is not endangered by the destruction of one or more 
subcomponents. In other words, seen from the standpoint of building up such an entity, 

a complex ensemble has a far better chance of being translated into reality 
if it can be built up in many stages, each of which has independent 
survival-potential, than if it has no stable constituents intermediate in size 
between the primitive elements and the whole. (Sampson 1978: 191) 

Situations in the history of the Papuan languages where complex structures had to be re- 
created due to contact, mixing and pidginisation are likely to have occurred. Perhaps the 
smallness of the basic units in Papuan languages reflects this process of breaking up and 
re-structuring. 

Once we have found some plausibility for automatically processed, opaque structures, the 
interesting task consists in looking at how speakers or informants work at the expansion of 
such units or, in other words, at the chaining and coordination of them. 

Instead of systematically giving examples for all the structures, joints and inter-clausal 
deixis involved in the working out of expansions and accessible to the judgements of the 
speakers, I will just illustrate the differing degrees of awareness presupposed in, and during, 
such a 'working at'. (Note that I do not speak of intuitions, but of the skill of giving 
judgements on grammar. Note also that exactly those structures thought to be typical of 
Papuan languages, like verb serialisation, switch reference and the sequence of tenses, are 
accessible to native speakers' judgements.) 

(1) A low level of awareness is indicated by repairs. In the beginning of a longer sentence 
or in the speech of small children who just learn to tell their first fairy-tales, the 
following sequence is typical: 

Berekmalye-ora, berekmale-buk, berekne dare balarnle. 
it.is.dawning-and it.is.dawning-switch dawning theme he.is.going 
After dawn he is leaving. 

While -ora does not imply switch reference, -buk can indicate switch reference and 
usually does so, if the two different subjects of two chained clauses are human. (The 
above sentence can also be a subtle example of the general strategy to give just one new 
item per basic unit.) 

(2) A higher level of working at the structure of a sentence is given with, for example, the 
working through, or the editing of, a sentence (see the 'disintegrations' of a complete 
ditransitive clause). 

(3) A series of examples may indicate that the speaker is more and more attending to the 
form. For example, asked for the correctness of the connectives -ba and -buk, the first 
example was: 
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Mable- ba, yanamle. Mable- buk, yanamle. 
he.having.slept-switch he.will.come he.having.slept-switch he.will.come 
When this one has slept, the other one will be coming. 

The informant is still interested in constructing a good context, still bound by semantics. 
He continues: 

Me engen ate. Me engenmalye dare, elin yuk motokwe 
child crying because child it.is.crying theme mother another mountain 

ba talclobbinmalye dare, engenmalye-ane, wi ublye dare, 
she.is.going.and.staying.behind theme it is.crying-and tired being theme 

eli ab ublye dare, mable-buk elin buretam binmale 
father and being theme it.has.slept-switch mother outside she.is.going 

yanamle. 
she.will.be.corning 
Because of the crying of the child. The child is crying, while the mother has left for 
another mountain area and is staying (there); and it (the child), (who) is crying, who is 
tired, who stays with its father, it has slept, while the mother is going outside, and she 
will only come later. 

The informant is now sure of the content, constructing other examples and, finally, 

(4) he is able to shift his attention from meaning to form, giving explicit judgements and 
developing a rudimentary metalinguistic vocabulary: 

- .. Mable-ba are sitang metek malye. Sitang anyak tonnang are 
mable-ba topic tongue little bad tongue this other.people topic 

winyalamak. 
they.are.saying 
Mable-ba sounds a little bit strange. This (strange) sound - other people are using it. 

-ba, indeed, is very often used by speakers of other dialects. Nevertheless, the 
informant continues: 

Bila-ba ara, bile-buk ton, neik yupe-buk. Ton bile-ba are metek, 
bile-ba topic bile-buk one same speech-only one bile-ba topic little 

si are metek, bile-buk are mikib yupe, bile-ba are metang yupe. 
name topic little bile-buk topic strong speech bile-ba topic weak speech 
Bile-ba and bile-buk are the same. Bile-ba does not mean something important, bile- 
buk is 'marked', bile-ba is 'unmarked'. 

(-buk implies a simultaneous contrast, which in most cases presupposes two subjects 
and two actions occurring at the same place. In -ba constructions simultaneity and 
sameness of the place of actions is somewhat less obligatory.) 

I hope I have given some hints of how and where speakers work at their language. Seen 
from the standpoint of the 'working at', the interesting question is not whether there is a 
structure like a ditransitive clause; it is much more interesting to ask how such a structure 
comes into being as the sum and outcome of all previous utterances that work at that 
structure. How are basic units linked by more or less controlled processes? However, the 
most interesting question is to ask whether 'Melanesian linguistic diversity' is not only a 
conscious 'choice', but whether it is also resmcted by the same skill of attending to language 
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that 'choice' presupposes. Given some features of the basic units (e.g. their smallness and 
their one noun plus one verb structure) do speakers face everywhere the same 'intrinsic 
troubles' of their respective languages and do they everywhere work at the same solutions? 
Is the typology of the Papuan languages the result of the same controlled, conscious 
processes? A typology based on speaking, on grammar as a problem-solving strategy, on 
the skills required for a native speaker's handling of the 'intrinsic troubles' of his language, 
is the idea which looms behind Melanesian linguistic diversity as a conscious choice. 
Without the findings of comparative work on Melanesian languages this idea would be less 
plausible. 
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SOME 'UNNECESSARY' BORROWINGS FROM ARABANA 

LUISE A. HERCUS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Don Laycock had an eminently practical and down to earth attitude to linguistics, and he 
could see significance even in the small things of life, such as playing cards and children's 
games. This paper deals with some minor and impermanent borrowings into English as 
spoken at Anna Creek Station until the 1960s. It is dedicated to this practical aspect of Don 
Laycock's varied linguistic and cultural interests. 

Anna Creek Station is one of the largest in South Australia. It was established in the 
heartland of Arabana country, but the number of Arabana people living there gradually 
declined. When Hogarth and Warren sold out to Kidman in 1918 a number of Arabana 
people followed Warren down to his new property at Finniss Springs, but many stayed 
behind. The people living and working on Anna Creek, whatever their origin, formed a 
close community; they shared their work and shared their jokes. At the station the Aboriginal . .. 
camp was separate, but out in the mustering camps and while droving white and Aboriginal 
stockmen were together - the head stockman was often Aboriginal - and particularly out in 
the mustering camps there was a mutual feeling of mateship. This is evident from many of 
the stories about those.days told by old Arabana people. Those white stockmen who lived 
on Anna Creek for any length of time in the first half of this century acquired at least a 
smattering of Arabana, and several maintained this knowledge long after retirement to Port 
Augusta. Both they and the Aboriginal people used a few Arabana words in with their 
English. These words were not for native flora and fauna as might be expected, but mainly 
for introduced items and ideas. 

2. A GOODLY BLANKET 

Mick McLean (Wangkangurru) had spent many years working on Anna Creek Station. 
He told us he would go back there with us and show us places, but-he needed 'a goodly 
blanket'. This was a rather uncharacteristic request, and I bought the most expensive blanket 
in the main Port Augusta store. I subsequently often heard the expression 'goodly blanket' 
and thought this was just a curious way of refemng to a top quality blanket. Years later I 
helped another ex-Anna Creek stockman make up a bed for a sick person. I put down a 
blanket. "No", he said, "you have to put down the goodly one first". So that was it, a 
'goodly blanket' had originally nothing to do with 'good', though it was usually a thicker 
blanket. It was the blanket you put underneath, straight on top of the groundsheet. It 
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gradually emerged that this was in fact the Arabana word kurdali [gudali] 'lying down all the 
time', from the verb kurda- 'to lie down' plus the habitual suffix -1i. With intransitive verbs 
the habitual can have a 'middle' sense with a purposive nuance: thus yukali-yukali 'going all 
the time' can refer not only to a person continually on the move, but also to a much used 
path, one that is 'for going on all the time'. So in fact kurdali [gudali] actually means 'the 
one you lie down on all the time'. There is nothing in English equivalent to this neat 
expression. In comparison the term 'lower blanket' is feeble and ambiguous. It is therefore 
not surprising that Anna Creek stockmen adopted the drabana word and everyone in the 
district, including the storekeeper at nearby William Creek siding and the railway people 
there, came to use it or at least know it. 

Sadly the 'goodly blanket' will never be adopted into Standard English. With changes in 
the pastoral industry even Anna Creek Station now employs only a few stockmen on a 
permanent basis. During the last few years none of these have been of Arabana descent, and 
so the tradition has lost its mainstay. Moreover the design of camping gear has changed, 
with modem 'swags' already made up. So in fact people camping out do not use a 'goodly 
blanket' any more and very soon they will not even talk about it. 

This word was widely used by people from Anna Creek and surrounding areas to mean 'a 
rowdy drunken party'. Anyone seeing a pile of bottles by the side of the road would make 
comments like: "They must have had a big mura-mura here!" The idea of a drunken party 
was alien to traditional times and the word is not a traditional Arabana term. It is in fact a 
well-known word from Diyari, the language once spoken across on the other side of Lake 
Eyre. It means 'Mythological Ancestor'. The biggest mission in the Lake Eyre Basin was 
established at Killalpaninna in Diyari country in the 1860s and people from a large area were 
attracted there, including some Arabana. Through this and other contacts they got to know 
about the Mindiri ceremony (Berndt 1953), which the Diyari shared with other people of the 
eastern Lake Eyre Basin. Arabana people liked to talk about this ceremony with disapproval 
'we don't like this Mindiri that they have over there'; this was largely because of the 'goings 
on' that were said to be part of this ceremony. They therefore came to use the term mura- 
mura to mean 'mura-mum ceremony, as the Diyari have it', hence any 'disreputable party'. 
This joke at the expense of the Diyari would have been lost had there not been a succession 
of just a few stockmen of Diyari descent at Anna Creek who would be, or pretend to be, riled 
by this use of the term. White stockmen joined in and the word spread to the railway 
workers and through the district. 

The use of the term mura-mura for 'rowdy party' has fallen into deiline in the absence of 
people who would appreciate the joke behind the expression. The railway has gone and 
people from other areas and with other associations now populate the nearest township of 
Oodnadatta, so the word is dying out. 

4. YARRI 

Before the days of portable refrigerators and freezers dried fruit was a very important item 
in the outback and dried apricots were particularly desirable. Arabana people made up a 
name, they called them yanj 'ears', thinking of the curious pink-coloured ears of white 
people (for word coinages of this kind see Simpson (1985); Simpson (pers.comm.) also 
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points to the use of the Warlpiri langa 'ear' to refer to various projections, rather like 'lug'). 
Yarn' 'ear' was felt to be a good descriptive term for 'dried apricots' and it caught on: white 
stockmen too would say "pass us a few ya*" (pronouncing the -r- as a flap rather than a 
trill). Other people in the area also used the term. It was however only a good term for those 
who had a smattering of Arabana and knew that the word meant '(whitefellows') ears'. This 
borrowing therefore had a limited life span, and its demise has been accelerated by the fact 
that dried apricots are no longer as important in the outback as they once were. 

5. TWO PLACENAMES 

5.1 POX CREEK 

Many Arabana names of places have been preserved, but these two names are different: 
they are English and yet show Arabana influence. In the case of 'Pox Creek' this influence 
applies to both form and meaning. 

It is well known that English often adopts general terms from Aboriginal languages and 
uses them in lieu of specific placenames. This happened in Arabana country as elsewhere. 
Thus thurliri 'stony ground, gibber tableland' became the specific placename 'Mt Toolery'. 
In discussing creeks in a general way Arabana people would usually refer to the most 
prominent vegetation along the banks and talk about a 'box creek', a 'gidgee creek' or a 'red 
mulga creek'. A general term of this kind was adopted into local English and made specific: 
a small creek north of Anna Creek, which formed part of Uljurla Karla 'Old Woman Creek' 
came to be called 'Box Creek', because this was exactly how Arabana people described it: - .  

they did not give it any other name because they considered it part of Uljurla Karla. The old 
Ghan railway crossed this creek and there was a 'Box Creek Siding'. The name was English 
but the idea behind the name was probably Arabana, though of course the habit of naming 
creeks after the vegetation is natural for English too. With the old railway line the name Box 
Creek disappeared. When the highway was recently remade and relocated, signs were put 
on all the new creek crossings. The only senior Arabana man in the area was consulted 
about the name of the creek that went down towards the old siding. Arabana phonology now . 

at last had an input, because he called it 'Pox Creek'. Unfortunately the sign was souvenired 
soon after and maybe we will therefore also lose this remnant of the influence of Arabana - . 

the name never reached the Gazetteer. 

This is a small tributary of Lambing Creek on Anna Creek Station. -The original Arabana 
name was Warli-Nguyu 'One leg' because in the mythology the young emus stood there on 
one leg, pretending that they could fly. A white stockman named the creek 'Wild 1ris.Creek' 
on account of the bright yellow flowers he saw there after rain (they were not really irises, 
but bulbine lilies (Bulbine alata)). Arabana people adopted this term and because they had 
difficulty with the -s- sound their pronunciation resembled 'Wild Irish Creek' . This was too 
good a joke to miss at the expense of the occasional Irish stockman working on Anna Creek 
Station, and so everybody said 'Wild Irish Creek' - the Arabana version of the name was 
adopted back into English. The creek is not named on the standard maps, nor does it figure 
in the Gazetteer, and with' the changes on Anna Creek Station the name and its implications 
are also likely to be forgotten. 
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The impermanent borrowings listed above have not reached Standard Australian English 
and will never make any impact. They are nevertheless of interest in several ways. They 
illustrate the point made by R. Clark (1982:138) following on Haiman (1979:84) and others: 
borrowing need not be 'necessary'. The terms in question were adopted into English as 
spoken on Anna Creek Station and in the surrounding area not out of any feeling of 
necessity, but simply because they formed part of a communal lifestyle and a communal 
sense of humour. They fell into disuse for various practical reasons and because the social 
situation in the area broke up before the words could spread to a wider community. 

These borrowings, impermanent though they were, illustrate the way in which Aboriginal 
words, ways of expression, and pronunciations could penetrate into English. They are but a 
small indication of many borrowings that tend to remain unnoticed; there would certainly 
have been more once upon a time on Anna Creek Station. There is little doubt that the same 
situation recurred wherever Aboriginal people worked in close association with whites to 
form one single, relatively egalitarian workforce. It would have applied too on sheep 
stations in the Riverina. The borrowings disappeared, not because they were 'unnecessary' 
in the first place - no borrowing can be proved to be absolutely 'necessary' in any case - 
they disappeared for historical reasons. The area was fairly isolated; once communications 
got better the whole way of life changed so rapidly that these borrowings did not have time to 
percolate to a wider area and into the standard language. 
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BIRTH-ORDER TERMS IN THE AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES OF 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The existence of sets of kinship terms denoting specific birth positions of siblings in a 
family has been reported from several languages in the Austronesian family. It has been 
discussed as part of the counting system, for example from Ponam in Manus (Carrier 1981) 
or as part of the general naming system, for example among the Buang (Hooley 1972). 
Other writers refer to the phenomenon as part of the kinship system, for example in the 
Markham languages (Holzknecht 1988). Others list the terms alphabetically in a word list or 
dictionary, as presented in the Watut word list (Fischer 1963) and for Labu (Siege1 1984). 

The birth-order terms are interesting from the point of view of Austronesian historical 
linguistics, because as a system they are present in the native languages of the Malay 
Peninsula, in Malay, in Balinese, in other Indonesian languages, and then in Manus and in 
the Oceanic languages of Morobe Province in Papua New Guinea. There is no evidence for 
the existence of such sets in Oceanic languages further east than the Morobe-Oro Province 
border. 

I have chosen to write about this phenomenon in a paper dedicated to Don Laycock 
because he and I spent many hours discussing how things are counted, marvelling at the 
differences and intricacies of such systems as the Buin counting system. Don would have 
enjoyed the puzzles encountered in these birth-order sets. 

This paper brings together the data published on the birth-order terms in Austronesian 
languages, and presents this with data collected in a small survey done at the Papua New 
Guinea University of Technology. Students and staff were asked to fill in a questionnaire, 
and to list the terms existing in their mother tongues. 

2. PREVIOUS WORK ON BIRTH-ORDER TERMS 

A set of terms ordering siblings in a family is reported as existing in Malay by McKinley 
(1983). -The Malay terms can be used as kinship terms to refer to a person's position in a 
sibling set, and also as personal names or nicknames (p.366). McKinley also notes 
inconsistencies in the system, from one informant to another, and states that only four of a 
possible nine or ten terms hold a standard position. Also, the terms given have meanings in 
the language other than merely 'first-born male' etc. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 171 -177. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110, 1992. 
O Susanne Holzknecht 
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Benjamin (1968) examines naming among the Temiar of Malaysia, who, though their 
language is Austro-Asiatic not Austronesian, have a set of birth-order terms which are very 
similar to those recorded by McKinley for Malay. Benjamin lists up to nine terms in his 
paradigm, which shows the same set being used for both male and female, although some 
forms have 'a variant female form' (p.107). He reports that these names can also be used as 
personal names. He quotes other writers as having recorded separate sets for male and 
female, but he ascribes this to 'faulty reporting'. 

In Benjamin's article is a reference to Needham's (1964:121) account of naming among 
Bomean people, specifically the Austronesian Penan, who distinguish by name a person's 
birth-order but only after death (Benjamin 1968:106). 

A set of terms which describe a person's relative order of birth in the family, but not 
cognate with the Malay terms, is found in Bali. These terms can act as personal names like 
the Malay terms (Ni Luh Sutjiati Beratha, pers. comm.). This is also discussed in Geertz 
and Geertz (1964). 

There has been no published account showing the existence of birth-order terms in 
Austronesian languages anywhere between Bali in Indonesia and the islands of Manus in 
Papua New Guinea. However, there are sets of birth-order terms in the Papuan languages of 
the Sepik. My survey included respondents from the Boiken language of the East Sepik and 
from the Wutung language of the Sko Phylum. There was also a response from the Oceanic 
language of Budobudoia (given as Ailuluai language by the respondent) of Milne Bay, but 
the terms given appear not to be strictly birth-order terms, but four terms meaning 'head of 
family' for 'one', then 'second', 'middle' and 'last born'. These responses were not . . 

included in the analysis because they do not appear to be real birth-order names. Kuanua, an 
Oceanic language of East New Britain, has terms for children in the family, but these are 
compounds of ordinallnumeral words, the word for 'child' plus the word for 'male' or 
'female'. 

In Manus are found sets of birth-order terms, with up to ten male and nine female ones, in 
the languages of Lindrou (Nyindrou, Ndrindrou, Babun, Ndrendreh dialects), Bipi, Andra, 
Ponam, Kuruti (Ere dialect) and Baluan. The widely scattered language of Titan, which is 
spoken by many communities on the south coast and southern islands, does not appear to 
have this phenomenon, and neither do the languages of the eastern end of the main island, 
and those of the islands further to the east such as Los Negros, Rambutyo, PakRong and 
Nauna. The Ponam sets have been described by Carrier (1981), but the others have not been 
examined systematically before. Many of the terms are cognate within the Manus languages, 
across different subgroup boundaries. The languages in which this feature occurs are 
members of three different subgroups of the Manus Network: West Manus Network 
(Lindrou, Bipi), East Manus Network (Ponam, Andra, Kurti) and South-East Admiralty 
Network (Baluan) (Ross 1988:317). 

~irth-order terms do not appear to be found in any of the Oceanic languages east of 
Manus, until the Morobe Province. There, many of the languages which belong to the Huon 
Gulf Family have sets of birth-order terms. Languages in all four of the sub-groupings 
within Huon Gulf exhibit this feature - North Huon Gulf Chain (Bukawa, Kela), Markham 
Family (Adzera, South Watut, Middle Watut, North Watut, Musom, Duwet, Nafi, Labu), 
South Huon Gulf Chain (Buang languages) and Numbami. Many of these terms are cognate 
across subgroup boundaries. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF SETS 

The sets of birth-order terms from the Papua New Guinea Oceanic languages are listed in 
the appendix. From inspection of these lists, it is evident that there are similarities between 
the forms within language subgroupings. For example, there are very strong similarities 
within the Manus sets, and within the sets for North Huon Gulf Chain. Several forms can 
be reconstructed for Proto Huon Gulf (PHG), and for Proto ~ a s t e m  Admiralty (PEA). 

PROTO HUON  GULF^ 

I Male Female I 

A common male marker PHG *nga- can be reconstructed, as can a common female marker 
PHG *kwa-. 

Male Female 

*p(w)angip 2M *alup 1 F 
*silip 3M *asap 2F 
*sap& 4M *siwa(p) 3F 
*kupe 5M *p wek 4F 
*soon 6M *drinok 5F 
*noon 6F 

The Proto Eastern Admiralty *alup 1F and *asap 2F may be cognate with PHG *-lu 1M 
and *-sap 4M, but if so, can only speculate about the reason for such a crossover of gender. 
It is possible that the original system did not distinguish two gender-based sets, but had one 
set only and that the gender-marking prefixes *nga- male and *kwa- female were a later 
innovation, not shared by the Admiralty languages. 

The existence of these sets, and the relative ease with which proto-forms can be 
reconstructed does not mean, however, that they can be used as subgrouping evidence. The 
Papuan languages which are neighbours of the Markham and Buang languages which have 
birth-order terms also have sets of these terms, and they are cognate with the terms in 
-neighbowing Oceanic languages. For example, in the Waffa language of the Eastern 
Highlands of Papua New Guinea, some of the birth-order terns are cognate with those of the 
neighbouring Adzera (Guruf dialect) and some with South Watut. 

'1 thank MalcoIm Ross for his suggestions about reconstructions. 
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MALE 

1M 2M 3M 4M 
WAFFA ngaruvi ngamisa yaguiiva mmriirziva 
ADZERA-GURUF ngaro ngamis wan tsin ngaib 
SOUTH WATUT ngarddziaru mus UWgWar sasa 

FEMALE 

1 F 2F 3F 4F 
WAFFA kua buiiva kuingeeva kuaafava kuiedav 
ADZERA-GURUF ampoa wangin wan tamp - 

SOUTH WATUT kum b wak k wangin k waiyaf kwandamb 

The Waffa sets have retained reflexes of the male marker PHG *nga- (as nga-) and female 
marker *kwa- (as kua-) on most terms, whereas Adzera and South Watut have lost them in 
some forms. The Waffa forms appear to be more similar to the South Watut forms than to 
the Adzera set. The South Watut people formerly lived much further inland, near the 
homeland of the Waffa people. Both groups have since moved closer to the Markham River. 
The birth-order sets could have been borrowed by the Waffa, in an earlier form with the 
gender markers intact, during a period of contact with the ancestors of the present-day South 
Watuts. 

This type of similarity between sets of birth-order terms in Papuan and Austronesian 
languages shows the degree of contact between these apparently disparate language groups. - - 

It also indicates the portability of these cultural items, and thus makes them less useful as 
markers of genetic relationship between languages. 

4. CONCLUSION 

There are most likely more Austronesian and Oceanic languages which have either relic or 
functional sets of birth-order terms than those discussed in this paper. This small survey has 
shown the phenomenon to be present in Malaysia, Indonesia and in Papua New Guinea in 
Manus and Morobe Provinces. Some non-Austronesian languages which have had close 
contact with Oceanic languages also have sets of birth-order terms, usually similar in form to 
those of their Austronesian neighbours. There has not been anything published about the 
existence of these terms in the Oceanic languages of Polynesia or Micronesia, but that may be 
because the anthropologists or linguists working in these areas did not consider them 
important enough to mention. 

The fact that similar systems are found in such widely separated areas as Malaysia and 
Papua New Guinea, and the similarity of at least some of the forms, indicates the great 
antiquity of the phenomenon. The way in which it is manifested in the different societies and 
languages, in the divergence of position and gender reference, also shows antiquity, with the 
different groups modifying the system over time. 



BIRTH-ORDER TERMS 

Languages Male 1 Male 2 Male 3 Male 4 Male 5 Male 6 Male 7 Male 8 Male 9 Male 10 

MANUS 

N y indrou 
Ndrindrou 
Babun 
Ndrendreh 
Bipi 
Andra 
Ponam 
Ere-Kuruti 
Baluan 

kadok 
kadok 
kadok 
rnandra 
mandra 
rnandra 
to1 

rneme 

b waneh 
bwane 
b wane 
p wap wa 
P wah(p wah) 
pangih 
ngih 

ngi 

silih 
silih 
silih 
sili 
silih 
chilih 
selef 

ngat 

sa bak 
sapak 
solon 
sapak 
sapak 
so ?on 
sepal 

aiwai 

kubwe 
so ?on 
sapak 
kupe 
kupwe 
chapat/sipat 
so?on 

kuarn 

so ?on 
kuve 
sapak 
so ?on 
son 
kupe 
kupe 

Y ~ P  

kalai 
kali 
kali 
kalai 
rnundri 
ku- warn 
kuern 

silip 

rn wundri 
rnundi 
rnundi 
rn undri 
kalai 
kalai 
kalai 

ngaip win 

b weha laukei 
b weha 
b weha 
bwehai taku 
pweha - 

('no name') 
MOROBE ******** 
Bukawa-Buakap ali(ng)sap alingarn anggua? alung deildaii selep sernba - 
Bukawa-Buhalu alisap alingarn anggua alung selep daii 
Kela alisa alinga 7 anggua? alung dei selep sernba - 
Labu aso am wa anggi angg6 616ndi . arnenarnu as616 as616 pal6a 
Numbami alisa alinga gae alu sere dei asernou - 

('no name') 
Buang-Manga tuk rnin gwae laeh guh baghe maghie - 
Buang-Papakeina anggu arnon gweh seh gu buhe rnegih - 
Buang-Hooley , aghuu arnon gwee see ghuu ba wee rnaggi dahisoong - 
Buang-Wagau b'hu rnon gwei seoJ bugh wee g watoJ 
Adzera-Gumf ngaro ngarnis wantsin ngaib ngasa b 
Adzera-Ngariawang ngaru ngarnis ngeb ngasab ngob ngasap 
South Watut ngaruldzi~ru mus unggwar sasa kwaku kwanirnangg yus ngamb - 

('tree leaf') 
Middle Watut ngaro ngornus ngengki sasdngasa 7 kwako ngasa 
North Watut ngaru ngarnus ngangke? ngasa 7 nga 70 waningg giru? 7a 
Musom ngaru ngangwe - 
Duwet rei rnaun guk su wap raghiein - 
Nafi ngaru rnwona? ngguk sawo kondzok wuh 



~ J ! B  

('~ealaaa ,) 
queBu 

nooyed 

olese 

BBu!uem 
gaseuod 

ZPU!zpU 
sl08u 

@48 
n u @  
n rue] 
n u @  

( , a m u  0 4 )  
now ase 

919see 
!aP 

rrep 
!!EP/PP 

yefinrley qmep 

zpuasiem q urejuem 
ZpU!Zp!y qUE]UEMy 

zpuay [quepu 
las !quepu 

aBuas [quepu 
a8uas !quepu 

u!nu 
U.!'eMY 

uaBuem 
u!~u!Y 

u ! ~ ~ I E M ~  

jeL!em 
u!~u&?M 

M n!u 
rrui? 
rue 
aan 

eye 
E.4!4 
e8!e 

E V  

EV 
******** 
gaoxow 

( , a m u  ou,) 
- uamd!eBu IBMOS uou uose8u ne!eu nou!u dese d n p  w n P a  

"ode y rem !s ayo u eueu nouppu pses rlnlel gnmg-a~g  
n4ey uo,pu lau!les n!u!rp em !s jese P I E  ~ ~ ~ u o d  

ruou n4ey uoL0u!d ]au!yes nauarpu em oy~pm!s  yese 4nIe W u V  
! a Y V  yaue.4~ q!led you!rp y a ~  damd em!s yela yn!e~!d !d!8 

aynq undorpu yaue.4~ ged you;rpu yandand em!s 1 yn!e~!d FJPUarPN - 
2 a V I  yaue.4~ qayo.4~ aues em!s w"J!P es rile unqw $ ( ,amu ou,) aye1 yaue.4~ YaYOu ruou WU!JPu VW!! em !S es nIe noJPu!JPN 

unqnrpu y a u e h  ay0.4~ runu YOU!JPU ~ q ! !  emns 4 ~ s  v"'e norpu!X~ 
Y ******* 5 smvw 

6 alemag 8 alemad L aremag g alewag s alewad g apwag E alewag alewag 1 alemag sa%en%ue~ w 
5 SWELL XBCRIO-tUM0 
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MRS, MISS AND MADAM: 
HOW TO ADDRESS CHINESE WOMEN IN POLITE CIRCLES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite Chairman Mao's much quoted assertion that 'women hold up half of the sky', a 
representative assessment by a Chinese woman forty years later is 'we would be happy if we 
could hold up one quarter of the sky'. This view was shared by my female informants 
among the 1988 graduating students at China's premier institution of higher learning, Beida, 
the Peking University. They had successfully competed with their peers, males and females 
alike, for admission and good grades. Now they must find jobs when fifty-five per cent of 
women graduates are being rejected by the work units to which they have been assigned 
(Rinmin Rr'bdo 2 Sept. 1988, p.4). These units no longer have to accept those assigned to 
them. Typically they cite the high costs of maternity leave or the fact that women are too 
xidojie-like (missy-like) for the work required of them. 

This paper1 investigates the resurgent use in China of the terms t2itu'tai (Mrs) and xidojie 
(Miss), and the new use of furen (Madam). All three may be used both as face-to-face 
address terms and as terms of reference. They are now coming back as polite terms of 
address in circles which have access to overseas visitors in joint-venture hotels, airports and 
such places. They are the symbols of modernity and opening up to the world. But they are 
more the terms of a world where it is still possible to be a woman of 'leisure'. In the world 
of the workplace, in which most women are now (Statistical yearbook of China 1984), be 
they married or not, the choice of Chinese address terms takes other forms, as I shall explain 
later. 

2. LANGUAGE MODERNISATION AND WOMEN'S EMANCIPATION 

Since the beginning of this century, China has looked to the West for models of 
modernisation. In the domain of language it is generally known-that Chinese has no 

l ~ y  last professional association with Don Laycock was when he and Werner Winter were editing the Wurm 
Festschrift. My paper there was 'Indications of the changing status of women in modern standard Chinese 
terms of address'. It seems fitting that I should present this sequel to it to commemorate Don. 

I wish to thank the Australian National University's Faculties Research Fund (1986-87) which in part 
supported the research for this paper. The ANU-Beida exchange program provided a base at Beida from which 
to participate and observe Chinese life. Special thanks are due to my informants whose spontaneity made 
fieldwork such a rewarding experience. 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donold C .  Laycock, 179-185. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
O Beverly Hong-Fincher 
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grammatical gender; it is relatively free of the problems that arise from unmarkedness and 
generics of the he, man type which are now beleaguering the 'Equal Employment Advocates' 
in the West.2 But the cultural vanguards of the May Fourth Movement (student uprising of 
19 19) had other views. To them Chinese women had not been seen or heard for too long, so 
they forged ahead with language reform on two fronts: 

(1) To be seen - change all third person pronouns refemng to females from the unmarked 
gender human radical'hh ti to the feminine radical 2@, f'i. This pronoun gender 
reform in writing even spread to second persons48 -> *&. Fortunately for us 
it did not spread to the plural marker 41'3 men which also contains the same 
unmarked gender 'f as its radical. 

(2) To be heard - use the highest possible prestige form to address or refer to women. This 
was done in accordance not only with the prevailing Chinese principles but also with 
Western practice (zh6ngxue' wei' ti, xixue' wei' ybng). Thus the Western way of 
classifying women according to marital status was adapted to the Chinese polite terms of 
address: ditai 'Mrs', xia'ojie 'Miss' and fwen 'Madam' (leaving xiiinsheng as both a 
generic term for men and an honorific term for women teachers or scholars). Among 
other things, they introduced to Chinese discourse discrimination of gender based on the 
marital status of women (Hong-Fincher 1987b). Hence the title of this paper. 

TABLE 1 : MORPHOLOGICAL MAKE-UP AND SOCIAL MEANING OF 
CHINESE TERMS OF ADDRESS 

Address terms Morphological makeup Social interactional meaning 

1. t%tai tk i+di  -> I respect youher as the most senior 
highest + highest woman of the household (of mine, 

yours, his or theirs) 

2. xia'ojie xigo +jig -> I respect youlher as one would 
little + (older) sister respect one's (older) sister, but I 

recognise you arelshe is younger 
than I am so as not to be too s o l e d  
serious with youher 

3. f m n  fi + re'n -> I respect youher as someone who 
man's + person has a husband of high status (in 

terms of either power or money) 

Terms of address are important areas of social reform as they ari: indications of how 
speakers perceive their own standing in society in relation to those spoken to. In polite 
Chinese speech, moreover, they may even act as pronouns or simply function as nouns, and 
the high frequency of their use to express politeness in greetings makes them natural 
candidates for discerning the changing status of women (Hong-Fincher 1987a). As social 
intercourse becomes more frequent among casual acquaintances one is often at a loss to 
choose from the many possible forms of address available: kinship terms; surname plus title; 
(high-status job-) title alone; personal prefixes plus surname alone (if it is a two-syllable 
surname); surname plus given name; given name, or diminutive suffix plus given name; and 

2 ~ s  in the addition of a new chapter 'Non-sexist language' (ch.8) in the latest edition (1988) of the Australian 
Government publication Sryle manual for authors, editors and printers. 
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so on. Thus upon first encounter one often hears the polite casual expression w6 zgnrne 
chEnghii nf a ? 'How shall I address you?'. The person addressed then offers a modest 
choice which is invariably elevated by the addresser; thus continues the negotiation of 
address terms upon first encounter. 

3. SYLLABICITY AND FORMALITY 

The simplest way to address a person is by the use of hisher name if social status can be 
ignored or if the addressee is obviously younger. The name is composed of: 

surname + selfname 

Surnames are, with a few exceptions, monosyllabic. Selfnames can be either 
monosyllabic or bisyllabic. Thus, address terms (AT) in Modem Standard Chinese are two 
syllables or more: 

AT -> name + title 

or 

PP + name 

where PP stands for personal prefixes (lrio- relatively older, xirio- relatively younger). 

An increase in the number of syllables indicates an increase in formality. Thus in the 
following, 

la Lf thi (a loan from Cantonese usage) 2a Jlizhiing 
1 b Lf t2titai 2b Lf JrizhZng 
lc Lf XQifing tAitai 2c Lf Xiufing Ju'zhrlng 

the 'a' variants are the least formal and the 'c' variants are the most formal. In the absence of 
a surname la takes the reduplicated form thitai and has the same degree of formality as lb. 

In rural China, or in neighbourly urban communities where contact is face-to-face, 
kinship terms are ordinarily extended to casual acquaintances. In an industrialising society 
such as China, however, the interpersonal network is constantly being enlarged resulting in 
distancing of personal relations. This in turn results in a demand upon the language to 
develop forms suitable to express the degree of closeness/distance that befits the 
interpersonal relationship of the addresser and the addressee. 

In the China of the pre-opening decades (1950s-1970s), egalitarianism was the avowed 
goal. People in the workplace were very informal and this was reflected in the language 
used. Prefixes such as 120-, xirio- were used to address each other. since the late 1970s, 
however, with the opening up of the society to foreigners as well as to overseas Chinese, 
casual encounters with strangers in formal or semiformal occasions have increased. A 
market economy has brought back linguistic modemisation efforts to cope with the urbane 
world outside, where the perceived status of women is that of the 'ladies first' kind. To be 
polite in addressing, one must now adhere to clear marking of marital status. Such efforts 
are similar to those of the cultural reform (May Fourth) movement in China 70 years earlier. 
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TABLE 2: TYPICAL SITUATIONS WHERE (RESURGENT) WESTERN-STYLE 
TERMS OF ADDRESS ARE FOUND 

tiitai xiabjie furen 

Hotels + + - 
In Canton + + - 
Receptions + + + 
Press conference - - + 
News broadcast - - + 
Chitchat + + + 
Talking to overseas Chinese + + - 
Modernly dressed + + - 
Joking + + + 
Interpreting + + + 
Derogatory remarks + + + 
Describing a person + + -? 
Self reference - - - 

Those earlier efforts (which inadvertantly introduced an extra distinguishing feature for 
Chinese terms, namely the marital status of women) created asymmetry and instability in 
what used to be a symmetrical set of terms of address for both men and women based on age 
and sex only (Hong-Fincher 1987b). The desire to be modem and urbane helped these 
terms to spread in coastal cities among intellectuals, though their quick disappearance in post- 
1949 China may indicate their shallow roots. 

As long as China can remain 'rural' and able to maintain a society of easygoing face-to- 
face social interactions, and as long as the urbanites still have faith in the idealised 
community where all people are one family under heaven (6anxia ijia 'all men are brothers'), 
kinship terms will be preferred to express politeness with geniune respect. Even the urbane 
Professor Tang Teh-kong of New York City found them more natural. 

The following is taken from Tang's (1980) biography of Dr Hu Shih, whom many 
consider to be the epitome of modernity in the China of the May Fourth Movement of the 
1920s- 1940s and beyond. 

In the life of Hu Shih Xiinsheng, one thing that Chinese all took delight in 
tallcing about was the fact that he had a small-foot rAitai. The name of Hu Shih, 
in the China of the past 60 years, is synonymous with all things 'new' and 
'foreign' ... But bound feet was the ultimate opposite of this image 
- backwardness, decadence, filth etc ... Therefore, to put the image of 'Hu Shih' 
and the image of 'small-foot' together seems utterly incongruous. 

From childhood on, while at home, I often heard my father and his friends 
marvel at the phenomenon whenever the subject came up. And the talk never 
stopped being news from my primary school, to middle school, to university 
and up to graduate school. The name of Hu Shih was known all over the world 
and his &en's 'small feet' accompanied it. Thus in my mind this Hu r2itai had 
always been a mysterious fiuen belonging to the realm of Snow White and the 
Fairy Princess. The first time Hu XirTnsheng asked me to stop by his house to 
return some books to the library for him, my heart was filled with inexplicable 
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feelings. I thought: "Doesn't my going to Hu Xiinsheng's apartment mean that 
I'll be seeing his 'small foot thitiirai'? She must be a sun-shy white-haired girl 
hidden for ages in a cave". When Hu Xiinsheng introduced me to his &en, I 
took a bow and called her Hu bdm6 (father's elder brother's wife). Then I 
took a good look; how disappointed I was - the mystique of twenty-some years 
completely vanished in an instant. Standing in front of me was not a white- 
haired girl but a plump and kind Chinese 120 tiitai. This type of 120 tiitai I had 
seen plenty of. Hu bdm6 was a rather straightforward old tiitai. Compared 
with her, her pale-faced, scholarly husband seemed rather resewed. Hu lao 
&tai never once called me mi xinte (Mister) or Xiingsheng. At the first 
encounter, she already addressed me directly by my name. [italics mine] 

The narrative provides a very clear contextual picture of the sociopsychological 
significance of these two distinctly different terms, tiitai and and their interacting 
terms. 

Thitai is a common, everyday polite term of address, so common that people can be jovial 
about it. It combines with the modifying noun phrase xidojiab 'small-foot' to form a new 
expanded nominal compound: 

Hu' Shi de xiabji20 t2itai 
name possessive marker small-foot address term 
Hu Shih's wife with bound feet 

Furen is a term of address for a woman whose husband is of high prestige; she is an 
appendage to her high-status husband. Or, if it is used in a woman's own right, it is in the . 

context of 'mystique', of glamour, or in the media, where news about high society 
personages never fails to get good rating. It is ordinarily translated 'Madam'. 

Bdm6, in sharp contrast, is depicted in the text as intimate, personable, homey, down to 
earth and kindly. Moreover, the act of vocalising it is accompanied by 'taking a bow', the 
body language of respect, and as if the use of an appropriate term of address alone would not 
be adequate to express his mental and emotional attitude towards the kindly woman, the 
narrator further explains that Mrs Hu Shih, in addressing him, never once used the Western 
transliterated mi xinte 'mister' or the modern counterpart of xiinsheng, a term that 
symbolises education, urbanity and modernity. 

4. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

The demise of t2itai and xiiojie in daily verbal interaction after the liberation in China 
(1949) may be due to some social factors such as fear or distaste of being called 'bourgeois'; 
but the disappearance of the conspicuous rich and the overall relative poverty among the 
population render the use of these terms meaningless at best and sarcastic (see Table 2 under 
Joking and Derogatory remarks) at worst. At issue are the meanings (see Table 1) of these 
terms which are based on the 1iterary.language. Francis Hsi(1942) first called our attention 
to the differences between - the literary and spoken forms of address terms. He pointed out 
(p.248) that "Chinese relationship systems are complicated by a written language which in 
general gives the terms an entirely different appearance from their spoken varieties", but he 
maintains that scholars tend to use the literaryform for both. In a language with a 
morphemic syllable writing system such as Chinese, it is reasonable to assume that the 
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speakers will be influenced by fing kuAi zi 'the meaningful square characters' which are used 
to code the spoken forms. 

5. SOME TENTATIVE PREDICTIONS ABOUT FUTURE USE 

XiAojie 

The marking of young women with diminutive or endearment forms is common among 
languages and it seems to be readily acceptable by both addressers and addressees. It may be 
due to women's relative physical frailty or vanity, it may also be due to the universal 
fondness for being regarded as 'youthful and carefree'. These reasons, along with the 
situations in which their use is found, suggest that the term xiabjie will persist for a long 
time to come. 

The marking of marital status in this term and the associated social significance of being 
able to remain 'idle' at home and lead a 'leisurely' life are quite contradictory to the 
conditions of economic reality of China, that is, almost all nucleus families require two 
incomes to maintain an average standard of living. Neither the addresser nor the addressee 
will find its use normal in China. More importantly however, Western society, from where 
the popularisation of this term derived, is now in the process of giving up the obligatory 
marking of marital status for women. This reassures Chinese women that in respect to 
terms-of-address liberation they were very much ahead of their Western sisters. They can 
continue using birth names when married without having to change to conform to the modem - 

- 

West. The spread of this resurgent use will be erratic at best, except in situations indicatedin 
Table 2. 

F m n  

The picture of f m n  is different. As long as Chinese high-status jobs remain male- 
dominated, women can only aspire to get there by marriage. Addressers and addressees will 
perceive the 'higher-status-person's person' title &%-en as an honour to bestow or receive 
respectively. As such it will have a life existing in the media or as a polite and formal 
reference term to one's own or someone else's wife in front of foreigners, particularly at 
official functions. Even in this restricted use, users on the Chinese mainland still have to 
contend with raised eyebrows from overseas Chinese who regard it as a sign of pretension 
(in both addresser and addressee) not unlike that accorded the May Fourth use of t&ii  
(Hong-Fincher 1987b). Note, however, that women who have achieved high status in their 
own right are not addressed as m e n .  

We have discussed the different functions of Bitai, xiabjie and firen. We may also 
observe-that the resurgent use of these is in restricted venues (see Table 2), the exception 
being Guangzhou where the prestige speech is Hong Kong Cantonese due to its economic 
eminence. Predictions about the readaptability and future well-being of the above terms need 
to take into account the basic social meanings of these terms. We note also that the 
popularisation of tiu'tai started historically with reference to wives of the highest ranking and 
extended down even to those without rank, the rich commoners. It then widened to include 
all married women who could afford to be idle at home. Xialojie, on the other hand, is a 
light-hearted endearment term; thus daughters of rich families are diminutivised and endeared 
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as such that "the daughters of mighty families even consider it an honour to be so addressed" 
(XU 1984:2183-2185). 

The interpretation given here suggests that to predict whether the resurgent use of these 
polite terms will persist and spread further one needs to look at (1) where they are used, (2) 
who is likely to use them, and (3) the socioeconomic significance of the meanings of these 
literary terms which have been put to modem use and which were modelled on the Western 
terms. 
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LEXICOGRAPHICAL EVIDENCE OF A POPULAR PURSUIT 

JOAN HUGHES AND BILL RAMSON 

Lexical creativity is one measure of the popularity of a pastime and it comes as no surprise 
that Australian English boasts a rich store of terms for drink, for the serious and not so 
serious business of drinking, and for the inevitable consequences of excess.' Drinking has 
traditionally been a male pastime, as Australian society has traditionally been a male society - 
in the days of the convict gangs and their military minders, on the goldfields, in the rural 
occupations of shearing and droving, and at war. This has left its mark on the language - 
not simply as an accumulation of terms but as a record of the mores of a society and as a 
testament to its inventiveness. So rum is there at the beginning of the story, a medium of 
exchange favoured by members of the New South Wales Corps (also known as the Rum 
(Puncheon) Corps) and lending its name to the Rum Hospital (a hospital built in Sydney by 
officers of the Corps in exchange for a monopoly on the import of spirits from 18 10 to 1814) 
and the Rum Rebellion (a rebellion in 1808 against the Governor, William Bligh, by officers 
of the Corps who felt that their commercial enterprises were being constrained). And it is 
there at the end in two names for rum, Bundy (1972, an abbreviation of Bundaberg, the 
name of a town in Queensland and proprietary name for a brand of rum distilled there) and 
Burketown mosquito net (1960, Burketown being a town in Queensland and a bottle of 
Bundy providing a degree of immunity from, or at least obliviousness to, the depredations of 
mossies). 

Drinking is a social activity - even for a Jimmy Woodser (one who drinks on his own) 
who is said to drink with the flies- and therefore most likely to occur in a beer-up (1919), 
break out (1847), burst (1852), bust (1865) - the last two being British regional dialect 
terms) - jamberoo (1959, probably formed on US jamboree under the influence of the New 
South Wales placename Jamberoo), jollo (1907), rort (1941, probably of British dialect 
origin, cf. rorty 'boisterous, rowdy'), shivoo (1844, formed on chez vous and variously 
Anglicised), or turn (1953). In the case of jamberoo, jollo (formed on jollity), shivoo and 
turn there is an emphasis on sociability; in the others there is a clear equation with binge or 
spree, .the latter being defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as 'a. more or less prolonged 
bout or spell of drinking' (though, as the editors remark, it is often difficult to distinguish 
this from the first sense, 'a lively or boisterous frolic'). These days someone planning to 

l ~ o n  Laycock had a lust for words, the louche particularly. He was also not averse to the occasional drink. 
We offer this in memory of conversations with Don over the odd sherry. when he was collecting from the 
Bulletin for the Australian National Dictionary citation file. We acknowledge with gratitude the permission 
of the editors of English Today, in whose January 1990 issue it appears under the title 'A dinkum dialogue 
with the demon drink'. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 187-190. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
Q Joan Hughes and Bill Ramson 
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give it a bit of  a nudge (1959), or to get on the grog (1959), on the hops (1930), on the scoot 
(1916), on the tear (1898), or simply on it (1908), embarks on a grog-up or grog-on (1959, 
though grog itself, with reference to alcoholic liquor of any kind, has a longer Australian 
history, being the standard term from the 1830s), or session (1949), probably at the rubbity 
(1898) or rubbity-dub (1898, rhyming slang for 'pub'). But in the wild colonial days an 
itinerant rural worker - be it bushman, drover, shearer or stockman - or miner intent on 
knocking down a cheque (1845) had little choice other than the local shanty (1848), which 
was usually a sly-grog shanty (1888) or sly-grog shop (1826). The inhabitants of places 
too sparsely populated to attract even the dubiously permanent presence of a sly-grog tent 
(1855) were not compelled to put in the peg (1896, 'stop drinking') or to become 
moonlighters (1913) by distilling illicitly: 'Scarcely a station in the interior but has been 
visited by the "bum-boat". . .of the Bathurst sly grog-sellers' (185 1). The word bumboat for 
'a travelling sly-grog shop' (in this dry continent a nicely barbed transference from the 
British 'a boat carrying provisions for sale to ships') survives well into the present century. 
About the survival of the practice lexicographers are not of course competent to comment. 

Determined drinkers did not beat about the bush. Chequed-up (1905) and cheque-proud 
(1904), the cheque-man (1881) intent on cumng out his cheque (1906) breasted the bar 
(1909) and presented said cheque to the publican who, upon invitation, would write no 
mercy (1916) on the back and see, in the most disinterested fashion, that it was cut out 
(1906). The process was widely known as lambing down (1870), an expression used 
somewhat confusingly both of the publican, who lambed down (1850) the drinker by 
inveigling him into spending all of his accumulated earnings, and the drinker, who lambed 
down (1870), or squandered, his cheque. The analogy was presumably with the older 
lambing down 'the tending of ewes at lambing time'; an alternative, also to do with sheep- 
raising, was melting down (1869), itself a synonym for boiling down 'the reducing of 
animal carcases by boiling, in the production of tallow'. (Melt is more complex than lamb 
because it derives also from the British slang melt 'spend, squander'.) Similarly figurative is 
the quite unrelated to swamp one's cheque (1850) 'to spend one's entire earnings on liquor'. 
Occasionally a really desperate drinker, the man without a cheque, who was so dry his skin 
was cracking (1930), would jump (his) horse over the bar (1895) or trade it for liquor. 

What one sank (1911). surrounded (1901) or oiled up with (1898) was a matter of taste. 
Some chose to nobblerize (1847, formed on nobbler 'a measure of spirits'), some chose to 
blow the froth off  (19 10) the amberfluid (1906) and some, latterly, preferred wine or even 
metho (1933, 'methylated spirits'). The generics are either euphemistic - like ginger beer 
(1843), sherbert (1904) and tonic (1944) - or indicative of the absence of quality control - 
like purge (1891), shypoo (1897, of unexplained origin), snake juice (1890), tiger (1901), 
turps (1865), and wallop (1871). Some beer had pretensions, like artesian (1892, so named 
for the quality of the water used), but most colonial ale (1853) carried in its nomenclature 
connotations of inferiority: sheoak (1848) was used of an inferior timber before being 
applied to beer, as was stringybark (1848), and sheepwash (1891) needs no explanation. If 
one chose to drink nobblers (1842) or balls (1832, the wordpccurs elsewhere in ball of  fire 
(1821, 'a glass of brandy'), US highball (1898) and the chiefly Irish ball (of malt), there 
was more choice but no improvement in quality: a battleaxe (1871) was 'a rum', a 
Brindabella (1959, a placename) 'a rum with a beer chaser', a square or square cut (1863) 'a 
gin', but blow-my-skull(1853), chain lightning(US 1876), firewater(US 1853), Lola 
Montez (1859, a rum-based dnnk named after an Irish dancer and courtesan), mulga rum 
(1910, mulga being used in the sense of 'outback', 'bush'), stiffener (1864), sting (1947) 
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and tangle (1879, formed on US tanglefoot) referred to a range of (frequently adulterated) 
spirituous liquors whose potency was their chief attribute. Wine did not become popular 
until the present century, when the British slang pinky (1904) was joined by bombo (1942), 
Nelly (or Nelly's death, 1935), plink(1919), plonk(1919), red Ned(1941), and steam 
(1941, used also of wine fortified with methylated spirits). 

Names for the containers in which the 'elixir of perpetual youth' came were 
similarly inventive. A big glass of beer was known as a long-sleever (1877) or long-un 
(1895), a deep noser (1945) or deep sinker (1877), or a Bishop Barker (1886, apparently 
commemorating an unusually tall (but teetotal) Anglican Bishop of Sydney, Frederic Barker 
(1808-1882)). Other large glasses added a nautical flavour, as cruiser (1966), dreadnought 
(1909), and schooner (US 1892). A bottle was an Aristotle (1897) or a poddy (1891, and 
uncertainly derived from poddy 'a calf, especially one which is bottle-fed') and is now most 
commonly a short, squat, 375 ml container called a stubby (1966) - except in the case of the 
Darwin stubby (1972) which is reputed to hold 2.25 litres. Standard-sized beer glasses 
include the butcher (1889, chiefly in South Australia and probably from the German becher 
'drinking glass'), handle (1909, chiefly in South Australia and the Northern Temtory and 
usually having a handle), middy (1945, chiefly in New South Wales and refemng to a 
'middle-sized' glass) and pot (1915). A makeshift glass, the severed bottom half of a beer 
bottle, was known as a Lady Blamey (1945), apparently because the good lady while 
engaged in welfare work showed soldiers how to make a bottle break cleanly! 

Central to the business of social drinking was the shout (1854) the 'purchase of a round 
of drinks for an assembled company', and the conventional expectation was that each 
member of the company would shout (1850) in turn. The same end, of equitably sharing the - 

cost of a session, was achieved through games called shilling-in (1880) or bob-in (1889), in 
which each participant contributed a shilling, or tambaroora (1882, the name of a goldfield in 
New South Wales), in which each participant contributed an agreed sum, the winner being 
required to buy drinks all round. Another game was pongello (1898, transferred use of 
pongelo 'beer') in which a throw of the die determined who was to buy the next round, or 
whose toe was raddled (1899). Someone who left an unpaid debt at a shanty left a dog tied 
up (1905), and someone who obtained a drink on the 'never never' obtained it on freeman's 
key (1891, from the British slang to drink or lush at Freeman's Quay 'to drink at someone 
else's expense'). 

A person who had a few in (1903) inevitably became full (1848, Scots dialect fou, fow, 
full 'drunk') or, in a string of other picturesque elaborations, full as a boot, a Bourke Street 
tram, a bull, an egg, a goog (abbreviation of Scots dialect googie 'egg'), a fart, a State 
School, or a tick. He became Adrian (1978, or Adrian Quist, rhyming slang for 'pissed'), 
blithered (191 l), blue-blind (19 1 l), inked (1 898), lathered (19 lo), molly (1966, short for 
molly the monk 'drunk'), molo (1906, of unexplained origin) paralytic (1891), poddied 
(1905, from poddy 'to bottle-feed'), shick (1907), shicker (1878) or shickered (1 898) - the 
last three from the Yiddish - stonkered (1918), stung (191 3) or tonicked (19 1 1). If he did 
not crash (1943) and snore off  (1925) he was in danger of suffering the dingbats (191 1, 
'delusions, expecially those characteristic of delirium tremens'), the dry horrors (1913, 
'delirium tremens'), the Joe Blakes (1942) or ducks and drakes (1967) - both from 'shakes' 
- or at the very least of knowing the unpleasantness of having a mouth like a cocky's cage 
(1967). And the worst place to suffer a recovery (1885, 'to endure a hangover') was in the 
deadhouse (1855), a room or out-building of a hotel in which those who became 
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obstreperous were deposited in the hope that they would sober up before the following 
morning. 

These days in Australia drinking is a more civilised pastime. Unlicensed restaurants are 
frequently classed as B Y 0  (1968, 'bring your own', with only a small charge for corkage) 
or BYOG (1983, 'bring your own grog', a testimony to the longevity of the Australian use 
of grog). It is some time since Aborigines required a dog licence (1955, ' a  certificate 
exempting an Aboriginal from legislation prohibiting the sale of alcohol to Aborigines'), 
though it remains true that an animal bar is a bar in Western Australia reserved for the use of 
Aborigines and that the two kilometre law, aimed specifically at Aborigines, prohibits the 
consumption of alcoholic liquor out of doors within two kilometres of licensed premises in 
the Northern Temtory. But the days of the swill (1945) or six o'clock swill (1955), the 
burst that accompanied six o'clock closing, are long gone, the land is littered with dead 
marines (1864, 'empty beer bottles') and there is little opportunity for most Australians to do 
a perish (1907, 'to go without a drink'). Old habits die hard. 



NOUNS AND VERBS OF 'VISCERAL' REACTION: 
ENCODING ANTISOCIAL EMOTIONS IN MEKEO 

A.A. JONES 

Mekeo men exert so much control over their tongues that they have become 
inscrutable and secretive. Their verbal control is matched by the restraint of 
their physical deportment and demeanour which gives outsiders the impression 
that they are reserved, proud and arrogant.. .A number of neighbouring Roro 
men have expressed the opinion that Mekeo do not seem to enjoy life for they 
do not relax easily.. .Mekeo verbal and bodily restraint is, at first sight, belied 
by their skill at body decoration; yet they regard the most delicately painted 
faces and plumed heads as masks behind which they hide. (Hau'ofa 1981:95) 

In common with certain other languages, Mekeol exhibits a tendency to distance 
involuntary emotional reactions, as well as spontaneous or instinctual sensations, by 
attributing them to various regions or components of an ethnoscientifically constructed self- 
concept - in effect localising all 'feelings' - and by consequently encoding all such processes - 

in the third rather than the first person singular. A small number of usually rather stylised 
metaphors in English (like 'my heart is heavy', 'he has no stomach for it', and 'her heart 
fell') parallel what are in Mekeo at least wholly obligatory idioms in definable contexts of 
situation. These idioms at first glance appear to be arbitrary, but a more careful analysis 
reveals that they are in fact not just semantically motivated, and are indeed highly consistent 
in terms of a general cognitive model. Their actual use is also highly structured in 
accordance with widely pervasive psychosocial mores. I shall confine my remarks in this 
paper to the grammar of anger - if I may so gloss an intricate emotional field - where there is 
usually a 'choice' between a dissociative idiom of the kind just mentioned and a more direct 
word that is by the same token subject to certain interpersonal conventions of use, that is, 
pragmatic conventions. Both alternatives correspond with what may be called mental 
process clauses of reaction in a grammar of English transitivity (cf. Halliday 1970: 153); but 

l1n 1980 there were some 10,000 Mekeo speakers living in 22 main villages situated in the westernmost 
parts of Central Province and contiguous areas of Gulf Province, Papua New Guinea. Mekeo is an 
Austronesian language, a member of the western branch of the Central Papuan family of Papuan Tip 
languages, a subgroup of Western Oceanic (Ross 1988:191-192). There are four main dialects: East Mekeo 
(= 'Central Mekeo'); West Mekeo (= 'Bush Mekeo', and 'Tati'); North Mekeo, a convergent dialect (= 'Amo- 
Amo'); and North-West Mekeo (= 'Kovio'). All dialects (except for North Mekeo vis-a-vis East Mekeo and 
West Mekeo) are mutually unintelligible. All examples in this paper are in East Mekeo, many taken from 
the annotated Mekeo-French dictionary compiled by Fr Gustave Desnes in the 1930s from the notes of 
Sacred Heart missionaries, many of whom were accomplished linguists. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of D o m l d  C. Laycock. 191-202. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O A.A. Jones 
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both the meaning and use of the Mekeo expressions to be described below are only 
explicable in terms of a level of subjective response (and impulse) that can best be called 
'visceral' rather than mental. While, in a paper of this length, I can only hope to outline the 
dimensions of the pragmatic problem, which hinges on the asymmetry of person in relation 
to implicit felicity conditions (that are in part culture-specific but in part universal), I will be 
able to point up a central grammatical dilemma in Mekeo regarding possible specification of 
given lexical bases (when used verbally) for aspect (i.e. perfective versus imperfective). 

I wish firstly to expand upon Hau'ofa's remarks quoted above by setting out the chief 
positively and negatively valued traits in Mekeo society, as evidenced by the resources of the 
language: 

Admired traits Deplored traits 

mal)uPa seriouslaffable 7e7efa initablelviolent 
Ilafe-llafe kindgenerous moge-moge rapaciouslrudelavid 
mago-mago circumspect/cautious kipuga passionatelviolent 
meku affabldreserved aG'a G'a bad-temperedlsmdent 
mage-mage evenlunexcitable lo ?u quarrelsome/difficult 
lopia goodJkindeven- tempered ake-kua vituperative/querulous 

The above glosses are of necessity crude and rather tentative; much further work will have to 
be done in this whole semantic field of character traits. But it can be seen that, in sum, the 
ideal Mekeo male is someone who can preserve a 'chiefly' demeanour (lopia incidentally also 
denotes a 'chief'), that is, someone who can remain calm, reasonable and benign in any 
situation, against all provocation. What emerges here on a linguistic level is that, although 
both sets of lexical bases can be employed verbally, and although the verbs so derived are all 
intransitive, those in the left-hand column form stative verbs while those in the right-hand 
column form essentially active verbs. Thus, while all are uait words, and as such 
'dispositional', the second set (but not the first) imply or signify actual behaviours. (There is 
indeed a sense in which the mental states listed on the left are definable as the absence of the 
behavioural dispositions on the right.) 

At this point I need to introduce an evaluative parameter recently described by Lutz (1987) 
in connection with Ifaluk emotion theory. This parameter locates the differential value 
attached in a given culture to given emotions in terms of their availability for public 
disclosurelatmbution. Thus, certain emotions "are considered moral judgements about the 
world that people should make" (p.301; my italics (AAJ)); others by their nature, contain a 
program of action that is unacceptable in the light of the social ideals subscribed to publicly, 
and their public mention is consequently tabooed. Ker 'happinesslexcitement', for example, 
has a negative disclosure value among the Ifaluk as this feeling is thought to lead to 
misbehaviour, just as much as gasechaula 'hate' is. Now among the Mekeo, while the non- 
verbal expression of 'anger' is indeed frowned upon and actively discouraged, we saw 
above that such expression can be richly described - indeed it must be discussed and its 
causes dealt with. Overt anger executes its own program: itdefuses itself in instant action. 
However, there are other, covert varieties of anger which, unlike the kinds listed above as 
identifying negatively valued traits, are so deep seated and so potentially destructive as to 
entail a negative disclosure value - as opposed to a negative attribution value. In other 
words, these emotions can be attributed to others, but never acknowledged. This further 
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distinction is required to account for Mekeo language use, as we shall see. There are 
essentially three named emotions in this category? all etymologically obscure: 

pikupa: "...means both envy and jealousy; it also refers to actions which are culturally 
defined as manifestations of either envy or jealousy. Pikupa, so Mekeo believe, underlies 
most secret attacks through destructive magic ... A'aisa's face betrayed nothing of the 
seething anger he felt because of his younger brother's failure to recognise him. Pikupa thus 
came into existence." Thus Hau'ofa explains it (1981:77-78; my italics (AAJ)). It is clear 
from the second quotation that this concept goes beyond envy and jealousy. 

ofuege: "This kind of anger is termed ofuege (which also implies humiliation and disgrace) 
as opposed to ordinary anger, guakupu. The emotional state of ofuege fills a man with so 
much venom and with so strong a desire for revenge, particularly if this state arises from the 
death of a loved close relative [deaths are regularly attributed to sorcery (AM)], that he aims 
single-rnindedly to take a life" (Hau'ofa 1981:58). Note that the French missionaries glossed 
ofuege as 'shame' (hon~e).~ 

uugufu: This word occurs in Desn&s' Mekeo-French dictionary with the cryptic remark that 
"the natives have always refused to give its meaning". My proposed etymology would 
explain this reluctance: uu is 'vengeance, vengefulness" (cf. Maori utu), gufu is 'choked (as 
with foliage, etc.)'. Hence, uugufu 'obsessed with vengeance'. 

The complexity of these emotions can only be comprehended in the light of two cultural 
givens. The first of these is the extraordinarily inflated ego-concept of the Mekeo male, a 
tacit arrogance that is called aina-?au. This arrogance, or 'pride', is measureless in as much 
as it has no foundation in concrete reality - it is based on no specific achievements or 
qualities, it is inherent in one's mere identity. The second given implicit in the daily life of 
the Mekeo is one that has been appealed to in explaining Chinese attitudes to success and 
'luck': "For happiness and prosperity are not limitless; they form a fixed fund from which 
each man must strive to draw the maximum for himself at the expense of others" (Maurice 
Freedman, quoted in Douglas, 1973).4 This 'law of conservation' results here not in 
competition for the limited goods available but in a general conspiracy to subvert or punish 
ambition of all kinds and to promote an ethos and economy of conspicuous restraint. The 

2Aipa is another word for a kind of anger, and its usage is equally anomalous though in a somewhat different 
way. Aipa means 'rage, fighting frenzy, battle frenzy' (i.e. as in speaking of warriors); but its force lies less 
in the subjective 'sincerity' of the emotion felt than in the admiration and approval - or indeed the fear - 
experienced by an observer. We might thus better gloss aipa as 'impressive fierceness, daunting ferocity, 
'brave' ardour'. The actually felt emotion has here been semioticised. Only an observer can sensibly use the 
term, that is, only of someone else, some observed subject (who will typically welcome rather than reject 
such attribution). Aipa, then, has positive attribution value, like the other three terms mentioned in the text, 
and negative disclosure value (though for reasons of 'modesty' rather than guilt); unlike the other terms, its 
attribution is welcomed by the attributee, as well as being socially condoned. 
3 ~ t  shoulctbe noted that there is another, more mundane term for 'shame, embarrassment'. This is rn- (cf. 
Motu he-rnarai, and the Proto Oceanic reconstructions *rnaa(?), *rnaRa). This refers to public, apparent 
shame. It is interesting to contrast the Mekeo situation with Lakalai culture (as described by Valentine 1963) 
where the Men of Anger become leaders or 'big men' while the Men of Shame seem born to follow, shame 
being associated with fear, obedience and a meek 'propriety'. Men of Shame gain public approval and respect 
but this 'morality' is not institutionalised as it is in effect in the Mekeo chiefs, who are rewarded for it with a 
considerable degree of power. Shame among the Lakalai is 'one of the major social sanctions' and as such 
must come in for frequent public discussio~attribution. Anger, which comes closest perhaps to Mekeo aipa 
(cf. fn. 2). is freely expressed, by certain character types at any rate, and has no negative disclosure value of 
the kind pertaining among the Mekeo. 
4~au'ofa (1981:216) makes the same point: "The man who succeeds does so at the expense of others". 
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two factors just mentioned combine to make Mekeo pride doubly jealous : morbidly 
fastidious on the one hand as regards the pettiest personal insults and, on the other, ever on 
the watch for the indirect injury of self-aggrandisement on the part of a peer. In this culture 
outraged pride can only be appeased by vengeance but, as the pursuit of vengeance can never 
be avowed, neither can the sentiments that impel towards it. Pikupa, ofuege and uugufu can 
be imputed, or suspected, but are never acknowledged, let alone proclaimed. This 
circumstance governs use, and actual use yields a wholly asymmetrical paradigm for the non- 
disclosure verbs. For example, for ofuege : 

(1) Lau a-la-of~ege.~ (DENY) 
I NEG- 1SG-ofuege 
I have no ofuenge. 

(2) Oi lo-ofuege. 
you 2SG-ofuege 
You have ofuenge. 

(3) Isa e-ofuege-ma? (QWSTION) 
helshe 3SG-ofuege-INT 
Does helshe have ofuenge? 

On an interpersonal, pragmatic level of analysis such verbs are defective; structurally 
motivated, symmemcal paradigms would here amount to a distortion of the actual data. In 
fact, the asymmetry of the system is predicated upon the non-disclosure pragmatics of the 
verbs, which share many of the characteristics of performative verbs. One could indeed 
postulate, for example, for *la-ofuege, a higher level performative matrix clause: 'I hereby 
confess.. . '. However, the felicity conditions on 'I confess' would conflict with the truth 
conditions on *la-ofuege in several ways. Note that the latter can be quite accurately glossed 
in the light of Mekeo cultural norms as: 'I am secretly planning to commit murder by means 
of sorcery (uga-uga)' - a self-defeating not to say self-contradictory statement; or as: 'my 
anger is too deep for words to express' - another strictly self-contradictory statement. The 
logic of the meaning of ofuege entails both secrecy and indiscussability, the latter a function 
of the subjective state's being - as culturally defined - beyond responsibility and indeed 
conscious control (factors that would thus disqualify the subject from agent status in many 
grammars; see Givbn, 1984, section 4.1.3). But confession entails the relinquishment of 
secrecy, the abandoning of previously espoused goals and the exorcism of illegitimate 
desires in the act of naming them (the names themselves imbued with culturally determined 
condemnation). Confession, indeed, implicates a whole structure of public morality in terms 
of which certain reactions, impulses, acts, are classed as antisocial. One cannot in the same 
breath invoke the social contract, as one does with the smallest, least significant token of any 
human language, and simultaneously express a desire that by its very nature and program 
abrogates that contract. I argue, therefore, that we must investigate these verbs of 
unavowable and essentially blameworthy emotion as a special case and a separate class, akin 

5 ~ h e  following abbreviations are used in interlinear glosses: B = buffer consonant; CAUS = causative; CONT 
= continuative; FUT = future tense; INT = interrogative particle; IRR = irrealis; NEG = negative; OBL = 
oblique; OBLIG = obligative; PL = plural; PL.EXC = plural, exclusive; SG = singular; TR = transitive. 
lSG, 2SG read as 'first person singular', etc. * indicates, according to the context. that forms so marked are 
(a) hypothetical reconstructions attributed to some proto-language, or (b) hypothetical examples representing 
unacceptable usage. An acute accent ( . ) marks word stress. 
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to but separate from the classes of epistemic or empathemic verbs to which grammars of 
languageslike Japanese are so ~ensitive.~ They are clearly subject to a unique set of felicity 
conditions and implicatures that have yet to be established in detail. But it seems already that 
they share the limiting grammatical conditions originally specified by Austin for 
performatives, differing however crucially from these in that it is precisely "the first person 
singular present indicative active" that is tabooed or unsayable. Otherwise Austin's remarks 
are apposite: 

We must notice that this first person singular present indicative active, so 
called, is apeculiar and special use. In particular we must notice that there is an 
asymmetry of a systematic kind between it and other persons and tenses of the 
very same verb. (1975:62-63) 

The asymmetry first mentioned by Austin has been systematised more recently by Gordon 
and Lakoff (1971) whose 'general principle' affirms that either stating a speaker-based 
felicity condition or questioning a hearer-based felicity condition counts as actually 
performing the speech act in question (e.g. 'I want more ice-cream' and 'Can you give me 
some more ice-cream?' both amount to a requesting speech act that is in fact more likely to be 
phrased as 'May I have some more ice-cream?'). Two important points for us here are that 
(a) there is a certain amount of complementarity in the system as just outlined, whereby 
interrogative mood in the second person 'equals' indicative mood in the first for certain kinds 
of speech act verbs, and (b) other persons/tenses/moods than those given above for ofuege 
are not subject to the same conditions/implicatures and may be freely used. We thus get 
(unelici ted): 

(4) Lo-pa-ofuege-i-au. 
2SG-CAUS ofuege-TR- 1SG 
You cause me to have ofuenge. 

(5) Ofuege &a-lo-peni-au. 
ofuerje FUT.NEG-2SG-give- 1 SG 
You will not give me ofuenge. 

(6) A-ge-paini-ofuege-n-i-o. 
FUT-3SG-tell-ofuerje-B-TR-2SG 
Shehe will fill you with ofuenge by means of hard words. 

Corresponding to the non-disclosure verbs for inadmissable emotions there is a set of 
lexicalised idioms for sentiments very similar in kind but different in degree. Crucially, they 
entail no program of action. These expressions have, by way of contrast, a very positive 
disclosure value. They have, moreover, something of the force of apologies in that they 
function to distance and disown the feelings and attitudes in question. Etymologically, they 

6 ~ n  Japanese, one can say 'I am cold, sad, hungry' but no1 'you are cold, sad, hungry' or 'hdshe is cold, sad, 
hungry', because the speaker can have no firsthand knowledge of these latter phenomena: such a statement 
would be - in Japanese - not only impertinent but ungrammafical (Kuroda 1973; Shinzato 1984). "When the 
speaker is talking about someone else's sensation at the time when he is speaking" shethe must add the suffix 
gar- in the progressive non-past (Inoue 1979:274). Takao Suzuki coined the word 'empathetic' to describe the 
attempt by Japanese to adopt some other person's point of view, reflected for instance in the Japanese use of 
deictics; the Japanese, he notes, call their culture a 'guessing culture' (sasshi no bunka) or 'consideration 
culture' (ornoiyan' no bunka) (1984:168). I use the term empathemic to describe firsthand versus secondhand 
knowledge of emotions or feelings, an aspect of the philosophy of knowledge equivalent to the 'epistemic', 
which deals with belief. 
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atmbute a given 'physical' condition to a given 'organ' of the body: a subjectltopic that is - 
in the accepted sense - non-human (albeit marked for the person and number of the 
experiencer). 

The third person singular subjectltopic at its most intangible is alo, 'inside, interior'. At 
its most concrete it is gua? a term covering all the internal organs of the upper body, but 
especially the heart and lungs (our metaphorical 'stomach')8 and which is perhaps best 
translated as 'viscera'; however, since it is regarded as the seat of the emotions (reactions; 
attitudes; sub-rational impulses), it is sometimes at least no distortion to opt for a more 
idiomatic 'heart' (or 'stomach'). A third possibility is a combination of the two: gua a16 'the 
interior of the viscera' or 'the depths of the heart'. One can in Mekeo speak of many other 
components of an ethnopsychologically defined self, but these two (or three) are the organs 
of sensibility. They 'stand in for' the self when encoding certain subjective states, or 
'feelings'. 

It should be understood that this kind of trope is extremely common in Mekeo and serves, 
in particular, to express insincerity, deception, superficiality, and the like as in: 

(7)  Oi ake-mu-ai lo-niniani. 
you jaw-2SG-OBL 2SG-talk 
You are talking with your jaw(s) (only). 

By means of a state verb we can attribute a condition to a person - to some part of a person 
- and we can specify whether this condition is viewed as a relatively permanent personality 
trait by coding the verb for perfective aspect (unmarked), or as a transient 'mood' by coding 
the verb for imperfective aspect (marked) as in: 

7~roto Papuan Tip *nua has reflexes meaning variously 'inside(s); heart, lung(s), liver, chest, stomach, belly, 
womb, entrails, viscera; mind, 'heart'; innennost being, 'soul" in almost all the languages of this cluster. It 
is frequently in competition for such uses with *boga which, however, seems to command a somewhat 
different semantic field, covering meanings like 'opening; mouth, anus-buttocks; intestines, belly, stomach; 
'heart'; innermost being'. Nua occurs in the meaning of 'throat' in Magori, and it is noteworthy that the 
throat is regarded as the seat of the emotions in neighbouring non-Austronesian languages such as Mailu (= 
Magi). Kapau (an Angan language spoken north-west of the Mekeo area) has nkunka 'throat', nkuwa 'flesh'. 
And Fuyughe, a Goilalan language from which Mekeo has obtained numerous loanwords, has ua, 'viscera, 
heart'. But note that Proto Oceanic *naakau, 'intestines', goes to naau in some Oceanic languages. (See 
Egidi (1907) for a short Fuyughe-Tauade-Oulu-Kuni word list. Proto Papuan Tip *nua is a provisional 
reconstruction by Ross, representing work in progress, 1983. Note that Capell (1943:270) generalised the 
meaning of the relevant south-eastem Papuan root (nua, nuanua-na) as 'inside, mind'. He proposes an 
etymology.) 
81yua as a tern of anatomy is, like other 'substantives' in Mekeo, subject to shifting reference (cf. fuko, 
'navel/umbilical cord') and referential widening (cf. ha(-ga) 'skin/body') as distinct from metaphorical 
abstraction. It specifically subsumes the physical heart (gua fop@ and the lungs (gua pa-pani-na). And note 
that the East Mekeo sorcerer's pomon of a butchered pig consists of the lower jaw with unsevered windpipe, 
heart and lungs still attached. Externally, the base of the sternum (ordiaphragm) is, specifically, gua am: 
('father' of the pa). A fullldistended stomach can be referred to as gu2 e-fuou. On the other hand an empty 
stomach (i.e. the sensation of hunger) is inae-ga e-kirnu. Inaeis, specifically, the intestines (e.g. in 
butchering; another tenn is fuouo-ga), but externally the belly; thus we can say inae-ga e-rnooka 'shehe is 
fat', and isa inae-ga (also e-inae) 'she is pregnant'. The womb is more properly i-narna (which is also,used of 
the pouch of marsupials). But a woman can refer to her child as gua-u ofu-ga "dirt' of my gua' (as also i- 
nama-u ofu-ga), where the use of gua seems to be wholly abstract. I suggest that this is also the case with 
gua as used to signify the seat of the emotions. That gua is, I suggest, a metaphorical (and hence quite 
immaterial) stomach where metaphysical inputs are incubated and transformed. 
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(8) Ake-mu e-klia. 
jaw-2SG 3SG-sore 
Your jawlmouth is ulcerated. 

Unmarked word stress on the base of the verb signals perfective aspect: 'Your mouth is 
(= has become) ulcerated'. The more idiomatic interpretation would be: 'You have 
insulted/abused melsomeone'. Alternatively, marked stress on the subject-marking prefix 
signals imperfective aspect: 

(9) Ake-mu 6-kua. 
jaw-2SG 3SG-sore 
Your jawlmouth is ulcerous/ulcerating. 

The idiomatic reading here would be: 'You are being insultinglabusive'. This nuance of an 
active, voluntary and indeed deliberate process that allows us to distinguish in English 
between two classes of nouns and adjectives - those that occur in the progressive, as here, 
and those that do not (*You are being tall/hungry/a genius) - is in Mekeo available to a very 
wide range of bases. While this meaning is somewhat obscured in the case of active verbs 
by the temporal imperfectivity of the event, it comes to the fore with stative verbs where it is 
felt as a kind of impersonal 'volition' or dynamism. This dynamic quality is for Comrie 
(1976:13) the hallmark of processes as opposed to states - processes "require a continual 
input of energy". In Mekeo, however, it is a function of imperfective aspect where even 
non-human and inanimate subjects can take on some of the qualities of 'free agents'.g The 
subjects of state verbs in the perfective aspect, on the other hand, have none of these 
qualities, and indeed the state itself is felt as a result, an endstate, rather than an ongoing 
process - there is no "continual input of energy". Now, what is of particular interest to -us 
here is the fact that physical conditions and sensations are regularly expressed in imperfective 
aspect while emotional reactions and attitudes are invariably in perfective aspect, as in: 

(10) Inae-u 6-kimu. 
belly-1 SG 3SG-bitter 
I am hungry. 

The literal meaning of (10) is: 'Belly-I it-bittering', that is, 'My belly is actively causing me 
distress'. Compare this with the following: 

(11) uua-u e-klipu. 
viscera- 1SG 3SG-block 
I am angry. 

Here the literal meaning is: 'Viscera-I it-blocked', that is, 'My viscera are (= have become) 
blocked'. Implied is the rider: 'There is nothing I can do about it'. The third person subject 
of a verb in imperfective aspect is an agent-patient contemporary with and hence - in theory 
at least - open to input from the speaker. The subject of a verb in perfective~~erfect aspect 
(even a first person subject) is logically removed from the possibility of such 'intervention'. 
The semantics of the verb are another matter. The question will have to remain open, 
pending further research, as to whether certain stative verbs are inherently dynamic or 

%is emphasis on the autonomy of the agent is nicely illustrared by the following (unelicited) sentence: ?if0 
6-ufiu, e-lalaua '(If) it swells of  its own accord (?ifo), it is (called) lalaua'. That the marked stress on the 
subject-marking prefix refers to a "continual input of  energy" rather than simply to temporal continuity1 
progressivity is made clear by the context where these sores are contrasted with others caused by external 
agents like nettles, thorns. 
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inherently inert (a term used by Leech (1971) for English verbs of involuntary perception). I 
would, however, tentatively link such a division to the perceived time-stability of the entities 
or concepts denoted; and that in turn to the degree to which certain etymologies are felt to be 
living or dead metaphors. 

The two main bases that, used verbally with gua, serve to express 'anger' are rather 
similar in meaning: kupu '(be) block/ed', and fufu '(be) closeld off'. Thus, gua e-ktipu 'his 
viscera are blocked' = 'he is angry, irascible'; gua e-fiifu, 'his heart is closed off' = 'he is 
angry, heartless'. The meaning of gufu (above) was originally much the same as that of 
kupu : '(be) chokeld, block/ed (with undergrowth)'. (We do not find, significantly, gua 
e-kaka (kaka = (?) 'aggravated'), predictable on the basis of Kuni nua-u i-dada, Roro nua 
tata-na, both generally signifying anger.) 

The gua functions as the locus of certain intense emotional states other than anger. There 
are a number of terms - gua-kae, gua-fa ?a, gua-(a)pi - that seem primarily to denote a level 
of arousal, an intensity of reaction, including high sexual excitement, that is not further 
specified as to the stimuli that have provoked it. But gua is essentially a relational concept, 
and its states are most meaningful in terms of their actual or potential consequences for 
others, the kinds of social behaviour towards which they incline. Thus gua is used to 
describe typical behaviours vis-a-vis other people: gui foa-ga-mo 'generous', gui laa-ga-ai- 
m o  'impulsive, unpredictable'. It is also used to encode 'moral' dispositions, character traits 
that are likely to be of importance in the public-social domain of village life: guie-vei  'hisher 
heart is (of) water; shehe has no strength of character'; gui e-kepo 'hisher heart is (of) 
stone; tough, trustworthy; or, pitiless, mean'. 

One's d o  - the true 'inside' of a person - is more properly the locus of ofuege and pikupa 
and the other 'unavowable' emotions (some less common of these in terms of current usage 
are faipiri, oakalo and koga). A lo  does occur with the stative verbs normally used with gua 
to express anger, etc., but with significantly different meanings: alo-u e-ktipu 'I am upset 
and a little angry', d o - u  e-frifu 'I am sad, upset'. The focus here is on states of the self that 
are of little consequence for others - unlike anger. Successive idioms with d o  reinforce this 
impression: d o - u  e-apkpe 'I am sad, unhappy', d o - u  e-d?a 'I am joyful, cheerful', alo-u e-  
mzika 'I am disgusted, nauseated', alo-u e-mAfu 'I am unhappy, disgusted', d o - u  e-&a 'I 
am amused, happy'. Alo  can be translated as 'mind' in certain contexts: d o - u  e-ikifa 'I am 
clever, intelligent', d o - u  e-g6a 'I am absent-minded, forgetful; I forget'. Other expressions 
again force us to repudiate an overly abstract interpretation: d o - u  e-?ue-?uk-ge 'my gorge 
rises', alo-u e-fe?d-fe?a 'I salivate', d o - u  e - l h i  'I am dizzy'. While yet others return us 
to the profound interiority of ofuege and pikupa: d o - u  e-gdma 'my spirit is whole; I am 
content, well, reborn'. It is as if on this level where one's subjectivity is most private and 
detached it is at the same time at its most dangerous. Hence (unelicited): 

(12) Alo-mi afd-e-ofuege! 
- inside-2PL IRR-3SG-ire 

Don't be full of ire! 

wua d 6 ,  on the other hand, while combining both of these concepts in a more or less 
additive fashion, seems to be entirely abstract, a way of referring to the quintessential self in 
its pure potentiality. Hence we have expressions like: ?ifo-u gua-u a16 'that's up to me 

looaka is Kuni oada, a form of sorcery claimed to have been acquired from the Gabadi. it i s  of  course the 
Motu vada, a technique of sorcery-murder also common further east. 
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alone'; gua-mi alo-ga-ai 'at the bottom of your hearts'; gua-mu a16 ag-e-au-ga '(a great 
passion) will strike at your 'soul". 

George Lakoff and Zoltin Kovecses (1987) have recently published a systematic analysis 
of the metaphors for anger that pervade American English, metaphors that add up to a 
central, sustained cognitive model of anger as THE HEAT OF FLUID IN A CONTAINER, an 
image whose entailments account for the great majority of our current idioms. The central 
metaphor for anger in Mekeo is one of BLOCKAGE/OBSTRUC~ION/CLOSURE. This metaphor 
depends upon an image of the person as a CONDUIT - as is in fact the case: one's physical 
person is a conduit for aliment. But this self-concept has a wide range of consequences for 
myth and ritual as projections of an ethno-etiology of psychophysical states, sensations, 
reactions. Ordinary people (as opposed to chiefs and sorcerers) are often disparagingly 
referred to as 'eaters' (ani-an; au-I]. 'Eaters' are 'open' to inputs of all kinds, benign and 
nefarious (see Mosko 1985: Chapter 5, passim). By way of contrast, a Mekeo male who 
wishes to induce a liminal state such as is required for the practice of magic or sorcery binds 
(gope) his waist as tightly as he can bear with a wide bark belt laced in front, and eats as little 
as possible (certainly no boiled food and no meat) and drinks no water. What is eaten and 
drunk (some roasted bananas, ginger and chillies; hot coconut milk) is intended to increase 
one's isapu (*iapu 'heat, power'). In this state 'nothing' is thought to enter (or leave) the 
conduit, which is 'bound tight' (gope). Interestingly, the Mekeo often describe spirits - that 
is, spirits masquerading as people - as having no viscera/entrails/anus. Food goes straight 
through. If one catches sight of such a being from beneath one can see right through them to 
the sky. At the other end of the spectrum is constipation, which is expressed by means of 
the base fkfu : ugu-ga e-fufu-apua 'hisher behind is closed properly'.ll 

Aberrations aside, the normal process of life for ordinary people is seen to consist in 
eating, digesting and excreting - or, better, ingesting and transforming into ifa 'blood' or ofu 
'dirt'. The gua is the 'stomach' - a transfornative receptacle, a relay station. Subversion of 
this process results in paralysis of the whole system, which thus becomes impassable, like a 
jungle path that is blocked by undergrowth (kupu, gufu). This occurs, for example, when 
one swallows (-kogo-pa) an insult (kafa). An idiom here is a-e-kogo-afu-a-ni-a-mo 'helshe 
cannot get it down, cannot get over it'. By that token 'it' cannot pass through the system. 
The system is 'blocked, closed, choked': gui e-kupu, a16 e-fufu. 

Two other metaphors frequently occur in the same context and deserve brief mention. 
One, faipin' already referred to, can be glossed 'knot-tangle' and seems to be related to a kind 
of sorcery employing knotted strings. Thus we have: 

l l ~ h i s  item may not be as peripheral to our main concern as one might at first think. The Maori. for 
example, suffered endemically in traditional times from constipation caused by the importance of femroot in 
their diet (see Hanson & Hanson 1983:78). The traditional Maori ferocity, their notorious penchant for 
violence, "was commonly attributed to a powerful thirst for revenge-which was often described as 'dark 
intestines' Wuri te ngikau), or as a physiological feeling of one's heart swelling" (Hanson & Hanson 
1983:68). This condition (also known as whaka-more and whaka-mo-more) was contrasted with that of 
'healthy intestines' (ka om te ngikau). The traditional Mekeo diet is also rich in starchy staples (perhaps less 
fibrous than the fernroot of the Maori) such as plantain bananas (in the East) and sago (in the West), 
supplemented with taro and yams; I have at this time no information on the incidence of constipation among 
the Mekeo. Note that the second Maori idiom mentioned in the above quotation from Hanson and Hanson 
has a parallel in the Mekeo expression gua-fa7a 'heart-big', a less determina~e state than anger, covering 
excitement or passion in general, and applicable to fear as well as rage (see also gua-(a)pi and gua-kae). 
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( 13) lyua-mu fai-piri-na mo-glipu-ka. 
viscera-2SG knot-tangle-3SG OBLIQ.2SG-loose-TR.3SG 
You must untie the knot(s) of (your) anger. 

Note that 'tie' is gope, a word also used for the tight belt tied around the waist when fasting 
to become 'hot' (isapu is the heat of supernatural or numinous 'power'). The other main 
idiom is based on 7ue 'get up, lift oneself up, show oneself; rise': 

(1 4) lyua-kupli-ga e-7u6-ge. 
viscera-block-3SG 3SG-rise-continuative 
Your anger haslis risen. 

Note that al6 e-?lie means 'hisher gorge riseslrose' - the image is thus still of some 
indigestible object and consequent paralysis of the 'alimentary' system. In contrast gua-ga-ai 
e-7lie 'in hisher viscera it rises', means 'helshe becomes/became excited, aroused' and 
idioms of generalised excitation are commonly couched in these terms: something rises. 
(Such idioms often become specific to certain kinds of situations and in this way take on the 
connotations of more or less stereotyped emotions like fear, sorrow, etc. in common usage. 

The extent to which the idioms for expressing emotions have become lexicalised can best 
be shown by another, unelicited example that says, incidentally, much about traditional 
Mekeo values and culture: 

(15) Ufu-mai ama-mai a-ke-$?a, 
grandfather- 1PL.EXC father- 1PL.EXC NEG-3PL-smile 

ke-gua-gua-lnipu. 
3PL-viscera-viscera- block 
Our ancestors didn't smile, they were stem. 

Here not only do we have noun incorporation12 but the resulting verblverbation is 
'grammaticised' to the point where partial reduplication can occur on the incorporated noun, 
that is, as though the new stem could no longer be resolved into meaningful constituent 
parts. In its 'incorporated' form the phrase can also occur as a nominal predicate, 
rankshifted down to attributive status as in the following example: 

(1 6 )  Papie gua-kupu-ga uma afi- e-lao. 
woman viscera-block-3SG garden FUT.NEG-3SG-go 
The woman being angry will not go to the garden. / The angry woman will not 
go to the garden. 

In yet another example we find the frozen compound being used adverbially: 

(1 7) Ala-iva-gua-klipu-mo. 
FUT. 1SG-speak-viscera-block-just 

.. I will speak angrily. 

I would, however, argue that despite the existence of these 'frozen' and rankshifted tokens 
the underlying metaphor is far from being dead. The product&ity of Mekeo morphosyntax is 
such that every utterance has something of the spontaneity of a nonce construction. And 

12~ompare the situation in Modem Choctaw (Muskogean family, south-eastem United States) where 'relic' 
compounds 'provide lexical alternatives, with different case frames, to originally monomorphemic V's' 
(Mithun 1986). It is particularly interesting to see how the metaphor of the throat as seat of the emotions 
developed in the Muskogean language family (see fn.7). Compare Munn (1986:67-68) on Gawa. 
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through all its transformations the cognitive model of blocked viscera remains intact and on 
its own level productive, capable of generating endless semantic expansions and 
elaborations. The causes for the blockage are variously identified as, for example, 
tyingknotting (external agency, as in fasting?) or peristalsis, or are left unspecified - each 
etiology has its own cultural significance, still to be thoroughly explored. 

What is, however, most urgently needed now is a comparative study of the 'organs of 
sensibility', and such attendant metaphors as are in common usage to express anger and 
other 'visceral' emotions in Roro, Kuni and other closely related languages - languages that 
are the tools of uniquely adaptive cultures with cognitive maps all their own. And more 
work must be done in Mekeo to chart the whole linguistic domain of the emotions and 
dispositions, and to document the other components of the self as it is conceived in that 
culture, components to which such varied 'mental' processes and reactions as, for instance, 
are referred to in English as the imagination, intuition or reason all, variously, lay claim. I 
look forward to publishing a preliminary exploration of the immediately available data 
shortly. 

The asymmetrical conjugation of the 'culpemic' verbs described earlier in this paper is 
akin to the now familiar asymmetry of epistemic or empathemic verbs in Japanese grammar, 
as already noted. Mekeo has, incidentally, 'a single superordinate ('higher level') verb of 
intending or meaning (it also means 'uttering, saying'): oma.13 This verb, oma,  has to be 
'supplied' and correctly conjugated for person (and number) before one can interpret any 
verb encoded in imperative or obligative mood - see Jones (1987, forthcoming). In other 
words, the source of such obligation must be identified, and a first person source makes the 
utterance 'performative', a second person source makes it interrogative, while a third person 
source makes it indicative. We are dealing here with the deontic source, at what has been 
called the 'neustic' level of deep grammar, a source whose person, number and perhaps even 
social attributes entail varied consequences - that is, implicatures - for the speech act 
participants as well as the non-participants (depending on the semantics of the lexical base 
being used as a verb). But now, as an added complication, we have to do with socially, and 
indeed to some degree, subjectively inadmissible emotions; and the identity of the deontic 
source becomes the key token in a socially sanctified 'game' where a first person verb 
prototypically denies, a second person verb prototypically accuses, and the subject of a third 
person verb is typically suspected of malignant intentions or actual q a - q a  sorcery - things 
which are unavoidable because they are antisocial, if not in fact lethal. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE TAIAP (GAPUN) LANGUAGE 

DON KULICK AND CHRISTOPHER STROUD 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Taiap is a language spoken in the village of Gapun, located between the Sepik and Ramu 
rivers about 10 kilometres inland. As of 1987, when the initial phase of long-term fieldwork 
was completed in the village, Taiap had exactly 89 fluent speakers. Because of its extremely 
small size and its location in a relatively inaccessible mosquito-infested swamp, the Taiap 
language has never attracted the attention of linguists or the missionary-linguists of groups 
such as the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

The first European to note the existence of Taiap was Georg Holtker, who spent a few 
hours in Gapun village in 1937. In 1938, he published a brief word list of the language, 
along with the prediction that 

it will be awhile before any other researcher 'stumbles across' Gapun, partly 
because of the small chances of any profitable scientific exchange from this tiny - .. 

village community, partly because of the arduous and difficult road to this 
linguistic island. (1938:280) 

In fact, few other Europeans were to 'stumble across' the village, and certainly no linguists 
or anthropologists. The language remained unexplored until forty years later, when Don 
Laycock anived on the scene. During his Sepik field trip in the early 1970s, Don met up 
with two Taiap speakers - Kawi Waiki and his mother Mwando Dair - in the nearby village 
of Wongan. From them, he gathered a word list and a few verb paradigms and became 
perplexed. The language was unlike anything he had encountered in the Sepik, and its 
lexicon, especially, was highly distinctive. Although Don eventually came to tentatively 
classify Taiap - which he called Gapunl - as a sub-phylum level isolate within the Sepik- 
Ramu Phylum of Papuan languages, he was never quite certain of just what Taiap was. He 
remained intrigued by the language, however, and when the first listed author of this paper 
turned up at the Australian National University in 1985 looking for suggestions for a field 

l ~ a ~ u n  is the name of the village in which Taiap is spoken, but that name is not a local name, and none of 
the villagers know how Europeans came to call their village Gapun. The villagers' name for themselves is 
Taiap, and they call their language Taiap m u  (lit. Taiap language). Don Laycock was of course aware that 
the names given by linguists to vernacular languages in the New Guinea area were often arbimy and 
unsatisfactory (Laycock & Voorhoeve 1971). During our many discussions about Taiap, Don agreed that out 
of respect for the speakers of the language, the name used in the linguistic literature should be changed to 
their own. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C.  Laycock, 203-226. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O Don Kulick and Christopher Stroud 
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site to study language death in Papua New Guinea, Don quickly hit upon Gapun. "It's such 
a little language", he reasoned, "something must be happening to it". 

Arriving in Gapun, it soon became clear that something was indeed happening to the 
language. That, however, is the topic of other work.2 The goal in this contribution is to 
describe some basic characteristics of Taiap grammar. Our analysis of Taiap is by no means 
final, and there are a number of aspects of the language, particularly concerning the verbal 
morphology, that we do not yet fully understand. Further field mps and additional analysis 
are underway, and more comprehensive treatments of the structural aspects outlined here will 
be the subject of future publications. Here, however, even though we do not address the 
problem of Taiap's classification that so puzzled him, we wish to honour the memory of Don 
Laycock - friend, drinking-buddy, raconteur, teacher and wantok - with a short structural 
description of the language about which he used to fondly remark, especially after a middy or 
two, 'must have dropped from the moon'.3 

2. PHONOLOGY 

Taiap's phonemic system consists of 14 consonants and 6 vowels. The consonants are p, 
t, k, b, d, g, m, n, g, s, j, r, w and y. The vowels are i, E (EE), a (aa), 3, u and i. 

The consonants /b/, /dl, /j/, and /g/ are prenasalised, except when they are preceded in any 
position in the same morpheme by another prenasalised consonant. In our orthographic 
representation of the language, the voiced prenasalised stops are symbolised as b, d, j and g 
word initially, and as mb, nd, nj  and gg word medially and word finally. 

Vowel length is non-distinctive, with the exception of the vowels /a/ and 14. Even 
between these two vowels, however, contrastive vowel length has a very limited 
distribution. We have found it to occur only in the following  example^:^ at 'half', aat 
'mosquito'; a-tukun 'eat' (IMP) - aa-tukun 'chop' (IMP); E-tukun 'hold' (IMP) - EE-tukun 
'cover' (IMP).5 

2 ~ e e  Kulick (1992); Kulick and Stroud (1990). 
3~ieldwork inSapun was carried out for fifteen months during 1986-87 by the first author and for three 
months during the same period by the second author. We are deeply indebted to the villagers of Gapun, in 
particular Raia Aiarpa, Kruni Aiarpa and Mukar Raia for doing their best to teach us their language. We also 
gratefully acknowledge funding from the Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation with Developing 
Countries (SAREC) and the Swedish Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences (HSFR). 
This paper has benefited from comments on earlier drafts by Osten Dahl, Kenneth Hyltenstam, Andrew 
Pawley and Maria Wingstedt. 
4~bbreviations used are as follows: ABL - ablative, ADJUNCT - adjunctive, ALL - allative,.ATTR - 
attributive, BEN - benefactivehecipient, C - consonant, CONJ - conjunction, COOR - coordinator, DIR - 
directional, DU - dual, ELV - elevational, EMPH - emphatic, ERG - ergative, F - feminine, HYP - 
hypothetical, IMP - imperative, I ~ C E P T  - inceptive mood, INDEF - indefinite, INTENS - intensive, 
INTENT - intentional mood, [RR - irrealis. LOC - locative, M - masculine, MON - monitory mood. NEG 
- negation, NOM - nominaliser, PERF - perfective, PL - plural, POSS - possessive, POST - postposition, 
PROHIB - prohibitive, QUES - question, REFL - reflexive, S1 - first element of discontinuous subject 
marker, S2 - second element of discontinuous subject marker, SIM - simultaneous, SUB - subordinator, 
SUPP - suppositional, U - undergoer, object of transitive verb, U2 - undergoer marker signalling 
coreferentiality with U, V - vowel, VS - verb stem. 

is certainly significant that the verb stems from which aa-tukun 'chop it!' and EE-tukun 'cover it!' are 
derived consist of V+/r/. That is, the stems are ar- 'chop' and u- 'cover'. Vowel length here may thus be the 
result of compensatory lengthening. 
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The basic syllable structure is ((C)(C))V(C), and can be exemplified by: 

v 
a-win 'water' 

VC 
at 'half' 

CV 
ga 'I' 
cvc 
gan 'his' 

ccvc 
pruk 'work' 

If the syllable consists of a single vowel, or if a vowel is the initial segment in a syllable, this 
vowel cannot be lil.6 All vowels can occur after consonants. 

All consonants can occur in the initial or final positions in the syllable. Only the 
consonants Iwl and /r/ can occur in the second position in initial consonant clusters. Most 
words in Taiap contain two to three syllables. Verbs, which have a complex morphology, 
may however contain as many as twelve syllables. 

Stress is predictable in Taiap. When a morpheme consists of two or three syllables, stress 
is generally placed on the second syllable. Stress placement in the verb is somewhat 
variable, depending on which suffixes are affixed to the verb stem. 

3. WORD CLASSES AND THEIR MORPHOLOGY 

Although Taiap does not have an extensive system of nominal classification, there is 
evidence that a rudimentary noun-class system based on an animatelinanimate (or perhaps 
personlnon-person) distinction once existed in the language. Most nouns lack formal 
marking for number, but certain words for people, such as the words 'man' and 'woman', 
and a number of kinship terms are inflected for singular, dual and plural. 

'man' L w ~ m a n  ' 
SG munje SG nogor 
DU mun DU nqaw 
PL munjmum/mugro PL nqro  

'older brother' 'ancestorldescendant ' 
S G  atawo S G  amasik 
DU atawondodi(sme) DU amasikimb (sene) 
PL atawondodo PL arnasikndodo 

A limited number of adjectives also inflect for number when their head noun is one of 
those belonging to the above categories, e.g.: 

6 ~ h e  fact that /i/ does not have the same distribution as the other vowels suggests that its phonemic status is 
open to discussion. Andrew Pawley has pointed out that it might be a predictable consonant release feature. 
like h a t  found in some Sepik languages. 
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'little man' 'old woman' 
SG monjEmokop SG nogor kowof 
DU munmoprj DU nagaw kotiu 
PL mqromopro PL nagro kofo 

For the vast majority of nouns, plural is expressed by postposing the quantifiers sami 
'many' (la), samb (PL - most often used with objects that would be difficult or irrelevant to 
count) (lb), non-samb (INDEF-PL - used with unquantifiable masses) (lc), and -ggro (PL - 
used with proper names, pronouns, and nouns referring to people) (Id). 

(1) a. patirsami 
house many 
houses 

b. ora-samb 
thing-PL 
things 

c. - awin sawir non-samb kakun. 
he-ERG water black INDEF-PL consumed 
He drank some black water. 

d .  Q Ani-ggro gwokara? A: Sam&-ggro. 
w ho-PL has come Samek-PL 
Who has come? Samek and the others. 

All nouns are either masculine or feminine. With few exceptions, nouns refemng to . 

inanimate referents are classified as feminine. Animate nouns are classified as either 
masculine or feminine on two criteria. The first criterion is sex in those cases where this is 
evident and considered relevant. The second criterion is the size and form of the referent: 
long, high, thin and big referents are masculine; short, stocky and small referents are 
feminine. Snakes are therefore usually masculine, whereas pigs are feminine when they are 
spoken about in unmarked terms. The gender of a word can be changed if the referent 
exhibits atypical features for the category in question. Thus a short and stocky snake is 
feminine. 

A noun's gender is not indicated on the noun itself. Taiap has a coven gender system in 
which the gender of a noun only becomes clear through its co-occurrence with gender- 
specific demonstratives (2), with the gender-specific ergative morpheme, and/or with the 
various gender-specific subject/actor and undergoer morphemes on the verb (3): 

(2) a. o r  aind~ 
child that:M 
that boy 

b. ror agg3 
child this:F 
this girl 

. (3) a. - Gon ror-gi j fa-n-ku-n. 
her child-ERG dog see-S 1-U:3SG.F-S2 

L 3SG.M 
Her son saw the (female) dog. 

1 
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b. Gan rar-yi j ta-t-aggi-n. 
her child-ERG dog see-S1-U:3:SG.M-S2 

I I 
I 3SG.F 1 

Her daughter saw the (male) dog. 

Unmarked nouns are usually heard as definite: 

(4) Rar-gi gat tanaggin. 
child-ERG cassowary saw 
The boy saw the cassowary. 

The postposed quantifier n m  often marks a noun as indefinite: 

(5 )  R a g  gat nan tanaggin. 
child-ERG cassowary INDEF saw 
The boy saw a cassowary. 

Taiap employs ergative case marking. The actors of transitive verbs are inflected with 
suffixes which signify gender and number (-gi [SG.M]; -yi [SG.F]; and -gi [PL1).7 . .. 
Peripheral case relationships are signalled by the following suffixes added to nouns: 

ANIMATE INANIMATE 

LOCATIVEi 
INSTRUMENTAL - r ~  -n i / - r~  [used for villages; 
ALLATIVE e.g. Taiap-r~ (in/to Gapun)] 

ABLATIVE -re h a )  -&~(ni) 
BENEFACTIVElTECIPIENT -(n)ana -(n)ana 

The benefactive/recipient in Taiap is both a peripheral and a core case; that is, in addition to 
being marked on the noun, benefactive is also marked on the verb (with the benefactive 
marker; see 3.4.2 (b) below). 

7These same ergative morphemes are suffixed to the personal pronouns (see 3.1.5a below). When attached to 
pronouns, however, the distribution of the ergative sufixes is as follows: 

SG PL 
1 V - ~ j ,  yim-gi 
2 yu-y1 yum-gi 
3M gi-rJi g i g  
3F gu-yi g*-g1 
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3.1.5 PRONOUNS 

(a) The free form personal pronouns in Taiap are as follows: 

1 Da y im 
2 YU Yum 
3M Eli g i  
3 F gu g i  

Taiap has no separate dual pronoun, but dual subjects can be signalled through the affixation 
to the verb of special dual morphemes (see section 3.4.1). 

(b) Taiap lacks special object pronouns; the undergoerlobject is encoded on the verb through 
special affixes (see section 3.4.2a-c) 

(c) Possessive pronouns are constructed out of the personal pronouns, through the addition 
of the following suffixes: 

SG PL 

1 ga-gan y im-m 
2 yu-on yum-m 
3M gi(i)-an g(i)-an 
3 F g(u)-on g(i)-an 

The vowels in parentheses are deleted in normal speech. For 2SG, the semi-vowel /w/ is 
inserted between the vowels, resulting in [yuwon]. 

(d) Like the possessive pronouns, reflexive pronouns are constructed by means of suffixes 
added to the personal pronouns. In this case, however, the same suffix -(g)ano is added to 
all pronouns, regardless of gender and number. 

(6) JE ainde gi-gano tanid. 
dog that he-REFL washed 
That dog washed himself. 

(7) Yim-ano y im tar ik~ .  
we-REFL we saw 
The two of us looked at each other. 

(e) Demonstrative pronouns with singular referents signal three degrees of distance from the 
speaker, and they agree with their head noun with repect to number and gender. The system 
is imbalanced, however. While there are three different demonstrative expressions for 
feminine referents, there are only two for masculine referents. 

close to speaker farther away far from speaker 

F aggode agg id~  a g u d ~  
M ainde a n i n d ~  aninde 

For plural referents, neither degree of distance nor gender is marked on the demonstrative 
pronoun. The form agge is used for both masculine and feminine referents, irrespective of 
the referent's distance from the speaker. 
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(f) Interrogative pronouns are based on four interrogative stems: ani 'who', ambin 'what', 
ana (where), ambuk (how). These are inflected with different case morphemes to signify a 
variety of meanings, for example: 

ani-yi who:ferninine actor ambin-ni with what 
ani-gi who:masculine actor ana-sakap when 
ani-ggro who:plural actor anak-ni where 
ani-re with whom ambuk-ga which 
ani-ma(t) whose ambuk-ni how 
ani-nana for whom ambuk-rani how many 
ambin-ana whybecause 

Taiap contains only a limited number of lexical adjectives. These cover the dimensions of 
colour (e.g. sawir 'black', karar 'red'); age (e.g. rowc 'old', cwir 'young'); evaluation 
(e.g. q g o n  'good', supwaspwa 'bad'); dimension (e.g. suman 'big', mosop 'little', kitigan 
'short', k m m  'long'); and physical characteristics (e.g. pakan 'cold', mik  'sharp', uran 
'dirty', ira 'new'). 

To express adjectival meanings not covered by lexical adjectives, nouns can be suffixed 
with the attributive/possessive morpheme gan. This attributive marker signifies that the noun 
functions as a modifier in a compound noun phrase. 

(8) kanda w-gan munjc 
sick-A'ITR man 
the sick man 

There are very few lexical adverbs in Taiap. Those which appear in our data are tandiu 
'well', supwaspwa 'badly', mapira 'harshly, roughly', kakat 'quickly' and gayar 'really, 
truly'. When the particle -ki is added to the lexical adjectives discussed in section 3.2, the 
resulting meaning can be glossed as 'still in the state of x'. 

Verbs in Taiap are constructed by means of adjugation to the verb stem of morphemes 
expressing person, number, gender, and a wide variety of mood and aspectual meanings. 

3.4.1 SUBJECT MARKERS 

One of the most distinctive and pervasive features of Taiap verbs is the presence of 
discontinuous subject markers. With the exception of certain irrealis moods (such as when 
verbs are negated or express intention), all verbs are obligatorily marked for subject through 
one of the patterns of discontinuous affixes listed in Tables 1 and 2: 
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TABLE 1: TRANSITIVE VERBS 

I I1 I11 

1 SG P-n k-n n-n 
2SG P-n k-n I-n 
3SG.M P-n k-n n-n 
3SG.F P-n 3-n 8 t-n 
1PL P-n k-n n -n 
DU P-r 3-r t-r 
2PL p-ran k - r m  n-rm 
3PL p-ra 3-r3 t-ra 

Class I: verb stem begins with lit, 14, Iul, 131 
Class 11: verb stem begins with la/ 
Class III: verb stem CV(C) 

TABLE 2: hTRANSFIVE VERBS 

N V VI VII 

lSG.M p-t b-t k-t n-t 
lSG.F p-k b-k k-k n-k 
2SG.M p-t b-t k-t t-t 
2SG.F p-k b-k k-k n-k 
3SG.M p-t b-t k-t n-t 
3SG.F p-k W-k W-k t-k 
1PL P - ~  b-k k-k n-k 
DU P-k w-k w-k t-k 
2PL p-km b-k~m k-kwn n-kan 
3PL p-ka g-k g -k t-ka/nd-k 

Class IV: verb stem begins with lit, 14, Iul Class VI: verb stem begins with la/ 
Class V: verb stem begins with /~l,lF/ Class VLI: verb stem CV(C) 

The first element in the discontinuous subject morpheme is normally placed in direct 
conjunction with the verb stem. The phonological shape of the verb stem determines 
whether S1 will precede the stem or follow it. When the verb stem consists of (or begins 
with) a vowel, S1 precedes it. When the verb stem begins with a consonant, S1 follows the 
stem. 

8 ~ t  seems reasonable to postulate an underlying /wd for the [o] forms in this column. This assumption is 
based partly on analogy with the forms of those verbs in which /k/ is affixed to the stem, partly on the 
observation that /w/ does appear on verb stems consisting of a single vowel in certain moods such as the 
hypothetical mood (see fn.12), and partly on the knowledge that /wa/ -> [o] is a common phonological 
process in the Sepik (D. Laycock, pers. comm.). Although we do not explore the implications of this 
underlying form here, we can note that it may have important consequences for the classification of Taiap, 
especially in light of Laycock's statement that /w/ marking 3SG.F is "almost diagnostic" of Torricelli 
Phylum languages (1975:768). 
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The second element of the discontinuous subject morpheme encodes number for both 
transitive and intransitive verbs.9 It also carries a gender distinction in the singular forms of 
intransitive verbs.10 S2 must follow both the verb stem and the first element of the 
discontinuous subject morpheme. In addition, it must be affixed to a vowel. Like S1, the 
surface manifestation of S2 is determined by its placement in the verb. When it follows U, 
its initial consonant is a sonorant ([n] or [r]). When it is not affixed to U, the initial 
consonant is a stop ([t] or [k]). 

Several examples will illustrate this system: 

S 1 VS S 1 u v S2 

(9) Class I p -3 

1SG Xu 1 shot it. 

(10) Class I1 k -a -ku -n 

I 3SG.M He ate it. 

(1 1) Class I1 3 -ku -n 

3SG.F I She ate it. 

(12) Class I11 ni -tu -ku -r3 

L 3 P L I  Theymadeit. 

(13) Class IV p -indi - k ~  

DU I We two had 
intercourse. 

(14) Class V b 

t---Z 2sG -t You went. 

(15) Class VI ku - k m  

~ P L  YOU all remain. 

(16) Class VII munj -n -E -t 

I 3SG.M 2 He became a man. 

When the mood of the verb is changed, a hierarchy of grammatical elements which can be 
affixed to the verb stem comes into play. This hierarchy can be diagrammed as follows: 

V S > I R R > S l > U > S 2  

9 ~ n  exception to this rule is 3PL in Classes V and VI. Here, number is marked through the combination of 
S2 and S 1. 
~ O ~ P L  in both transitive and intransitive verbs is morphologically marked as singular. 
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In Taiap verbs, the irrealis mood marker occurs closer to the verb than S1. S1 is 
positioned closer to the verb stem than all elements other than the irrealis marker. In transitive 
verbs, S1 follows the U marker, which in Taiap carries the irrealis mood in a compound 
morpheme: 

S1 VS IRR(+U) S1 V S 2 
(17) Class I 3 -kru -n -E -t 

L 3SG -1 He will shoot it. 

In intransitive verbs, the IRR marker -ki (-ku, -ki) is added directly to the verb stem, and S 1 
is moved to a position after IRR. 

S1 VS IRR S 1 V S2 
(18) Class VI 3 -ki -n -a -k 

L. 2PL We will go. 

It was observed above that S2 must be affixed to a vowel. Because verbs in the irrealis 
mood and verb stems beginning with consonants require S 1 to be placed after the stem, S2 
can only be affixed to the verb through the insertion of a support vowel ([a] or [el), as 
illustrated in examples (17) and (18)." 

3.4.2 UNDERGOER MARKERS 

(a) The undergoer agreement markers follow the verb stem. They are: 

SG DU PL 

1M i mi mi 
1F 1 mi mi 
2 u mbi mbi 
3M mbi mbi 
3F ku mbi mbi 

As noted above, it is the U marker that cames information on the status of the verb. In 
iqealis forms, the mood particle /r/ precedes the vowel of the U marker. 

(b) Taiap has a special set of undergoer morphemes which highlight the beneficiary or 
recipient of an action. These benefactive morphemes are: 

SG DU PL 
1M ia-ta ma-ta ma-ta 
1F ia-ta ma-ta ma-ta 
2 ua-ta mba-ta ma-ta 
3M Wa-ta mba-ta mba-ta 

The benefactive affixes follow after the verb stem, and aremutually exclusive in the verb 
with the U suffixes. They are clearly composed of two separate morphemes, the second of 
which marks the iraealis/realis distinction. In the irrealis mood, this auxiliary element -ta 
becomes -ti. 

l l ~ n  alternative hypothesis that we are currently considering is that these 'support vowels' are in actual fact 
auxiliary verbal elements with inchoativdinceptive meanings. If this should turn out to be the case, it would 
obviously have implications for our analysis of Taiap's verbal morphology. 
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One use of these benefactive affixes is to foreground the impact or consequences of an 
action for the possessor of the object on which the action was performed. Two examples 
that contrast the use of the U and the benefactive affixes will illustrate their different nuances 
of meaning: 

(19) wi-gi gagan bar p-o-ku-n. 
he-ERG my pig S 1-shot-U:3SG.F-S2 

3 S G A  

wi-gi gagan bor p-o-ia-ta-n. 
he-ERG my pig S 1-shot-BEN: lSG-STATUS-S2 

He shot my pig. 

Although both sentences have the same literal translation, that is, they both denote that 'he 
shot my pig', the focus of the first clause is on the pig that has been shot. In the second 
example, the owner of the pig that was shot is marked twice - through the possessive 
pronoun gagan, and through the verbal morphology. A literal translation of the second 
sentence would thus be something like 'he shot my pig, that which is possessed by me'. 
The effect of this kind of morphological marking seems to be to relate the action expressed 
by the verb more closely to the owner of the pig. 

(c) A third set of undergoer markers (U2) are used when two transitive verbs are serialised. - . 
The U2 morphemes signify that the undergoer of the initial part of the verb complex is the 
same as the undergoer of the parts of the complex that follow (see section 5.2 (a) below). 

4. MOOD, ASPECT AND TENSE 

4.1 MOOD 

The basic mood distinction is between actions that are unrealised, or irrealis, and actions 
that are realised, or realis. The realislirrealis opposition is signalled through the presence or 
absence of the irrealis marker, discussed in section 3.4.1. Even when verbs become stripped 
of all markings for person, number, gender of the actorlsubject, and aspect, as they do in the 
case of negated verbs (20), and verbs expressing intention (21), they retain their marking for 
irrealis status: 

(20) a. Mum a-kru wakare 
sago jelly consume-U:IRR:3SG.F NEG 
(I) didn'ddo not/will not eat sago jelly. 
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b. Gi o-ki wakar~ 
3PL go-IRR NEG 
They didn'tlwill not go. 

(21) Iya bot tarugg tar-kru-nana. 
I go firewood fetch-U:IRR:3SG.F-INTENT 
I'm going to get firewood. 

Further moods are marked as distinct morphological categories. 

4.1.1 HYPOTHETICAL (marked by the suffix -rik):12 

(22) Iya-yi rar-rik-aggi-n ndi, 
I-ERG see-HYP-U:3SG.M-S2 SUB 

ga gi kotar- w&-rik-aggi-n 
I he ADJUNCT-hold-HYP-U:3SG.M-S2 
If I had seen him, I would have asked him. 

In affmative clauses, although not in negative, there is mood harmony between the clauses 
in a hypothetical construction. 

4.1.2 S ~ S I T I O N A L  (-ma-a suffixed to the fully inflected verb): 

(23) Iya-ndi gi mba-mma. 
I-EMP he came-SUPP 
I thought he had come. 

4.1.3 IMPERATIVE (For this mood all the verb classes described in section 3.4.1 collapse 
into Class I11 patterns (for transitive verbs) and Class VII patterns (for intransitive verbs); 
that is, S 1 is always postposed to the verb stem): 

(24) Gu-yi o r  p-o-ku-n. (25) Ror o-tu-ku-n! 
she-ERG child S1-hit-U:3SG.F-S2 child hit-S 1-U:3SG.F-S2 

She hit the girl. 
L 2 S G J  

(You) hit that girl! 

(26) Gi bara-ni g-o-k. (27) o-n-km bara:ni! 
3PL garden-ALL S 1-go-S2 go-S1 - S2 garden-ALL 

L2PLI 
 he^ went to the garden. (You PL) go to the garden! 

12verb stems beginning with 14, 131, lil become [w~k], [wak] and [ik] in the hypothetical mood. In addition. 
the S 1 markers disappear completely. 
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4.1.4 PROHIBInVEs (formed through postposing the compound morphemes -ggar-k~ (for 
SG and 1PL subjects), -ggrm-k~ (2PL), -ggr~-kc @U) and gngro-k~ (3PL) to the verb 
stem): 

(28) Mum a-ggark~! 
sago jelly consume-PROHIB 
Don't (you) eat that sago jelly! 

4.1.5 Taiap also has a special morpheme signalling a monitory mood. This looks and acts 
like the prohibitive, except that the - k ~ o n  the prohibitive becomes -ana in the monitory 
mood: 

(29) Yum a win tar-aggrmana. 
2PL water take-MON 
You all better not take the water. 

4.2 ASPECT 

A variety of aspectual distinctions are morphologically encoded. 

4.2.1 NEUTRAL (no morphological signalling of the action's dynamism or completion): 

(30) Gu orak-a-ggar ni-tu-ku-n. - .. 

she thing-consume-NOM do-S 1 -U:3SG.F-S2 

L 3SG.F 
She makes/made/is making food. 

4.2.2 PERFECT~VE (completed action; -ara postposed to inflected verb): 

(3 1) Gudum-ga kit wok-ara yim j~ non tar-kru-nana 
star-POSS pile go-PERF we dog a get-U:IRR:3SG.F-INTENT 

Mariana-r~ wakarc 
Mariana-ABL NEG 
Last year we wanted to get a dog from Mariana, [but] no [i.e. we didn't]. 

4.2.3 L N C E m  (-(n)ana added to the fully inflected irreal form of the verb): 

(32) lya mum a-kru-n-E-t-ana. 
I sago jelly consume-U:IRR:3SG.F-S 1 -V-S2-INCEPT 

I am just about to eat sago jelly. 
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4.2.4 PROGRESSIVE (see section 5.2(d)): 

(33) lya mum a-kwa-n-ku-t. 
I sago jelly consume-BEN:3SG.F-C-S 1:be - S2 

I am eating sago jelly. 

4.2.5 SIMULTANEOUS (see section 5.2 (c)): 

(34) Nogor rar-kar- w-E-k. 
woman look-SIM-S 1 -come-S2 

The woman looked around as she came. 

4.2.6 HABITUAL (verb stem + -ggar (for SG and 1 PL subjects),-ggrm (2PL), -ggrE (DU), 
-ggro (3PL) - cf. sections 4.1.4 and 6.1-6.2): 

(35) Gi kaka w tuo-ggro. 
they cocoa plmt-NOM 
They plant cocoa. 

- .. 

4.2.7 ITERATIVE (here the quantifier is inflected as an intransitive verb and the verb Is 
norninalised through the suffix -ggar; see section 4.2.6 above): 

(36)  war Wanjo gan nogor o-ggar sami-t-a-k. 
yesterday Wanjo his wife hit-NOM many-S 1-V - S2 

Yesterday Wanjo hit his wife many times. 

4.3 TENSE 

Tense is not marked as a morphological category on the verb. Temporal meanings are, 
however, understood from the combination of mood and aspectual categories expressed by 
the verb. Verbs inflected in the neutral aspect (section 4.2.1), for example, receive their 
tense specifications from the temporal context, the presence of adverbials expressing time, 
etc. Perfective (section 4.2.2) is interpreted as past, and non-negated verbs in their irrealis 
forms are understood as future. The presence of an inceptive (section 4.2.3) contrasts with 
-the intentive mood (section 4.1.2) and thus even allows a distinction between a near future 
and a more distant future. 

Taiap has a rich set of directionals and elevationals. The directionals in the language are 
directionals in relation to the tides of streams and rivers, above all the Sepik River. Thus 
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villages situated in the upriver direction are referred to as 'up'; those situated downriver are 
'down'. 

Verbs expressing motion are formed by preposing directionals/elevationals to the verb 
stems I d  (which signifies movement towards the speaker or village; glossed here as 'come'), 
or 131, (movement away from the speaker or village; glossed here as 'go'). The 
directional/elevational+motion complex then becomes affixed with subject markers in 
accordance with the following pattern: 

The surface features and placement of S1 in the directionaVelevational+motion complex are 
governed by the phonetic shape of the DIRtELV, according to the same principles that are 
outlined in section 3.4.1. 

L3SG.Ml 
He went down (to Wongan from Gapun). 

L3SG.Fj 
She came down (from the tree). 

5. COMPLEX VERBS 

There are two types of complex verb construction in Taiap: adjunct+verb constructions 
and serial verbs. 

. A  number of verbs are formed through combining verb stems consisting of one vowel 
with preposed adjuncts. The stems to which the adjuncts become preposed all have 
meanings in themselves (given in inverted commas below). It is not readily apparent, 
however, how or if these basal meanings of the verb stems contribute to the composite 
meaning of the complex. 

verbs with I d  'hold' verbs with Iil 'give' 

or&-&- leave wit-i string tobacco 
~ E = E -  pull out amai-i- search for 
urd-E- change wos-i- get rid of 
andti-&- bendstep on ruwond-i- smoke (i.e. cure) 
kotar-E- ask 
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verbs with 131 'hit' 

tu-o- plant 
aru-o- wait 
jaw-o- remove midrib from tobacco 
and-o wake somebody up 

5.2 SERIAL VERBS 

Three types of serial constructions can be distinguished on the basis of the distribution of 
the core nominals marked on the verb: 

(a) The first of these marks the undergoer of the verb complex on the first verbs and its actor 
on the final verb. The two examples below both consist of three verbs: tapra 'carry on 
shoulder', k i  'move' and ati+o 'descend from + move away from speakerlvillage'. The first 
two verbs here are dependent verbs, taking only marking for U. These U morphemes refer 
to the same undergoer, but they are formally distinct. The final verb (in this example ati+q 
which is inflected here as katot (in 39) and atikin~t (in 40)), in addition to being the only 
verbal element of this complex which can stand on its own, also caries markings for subject 
and for irrealislrealis. 

(39) lyigi gi tapra-t-ki-ggi-kat-o-t. 
he-ERG he carry on shoulder-U2:3SG.M-mo~e-U:3SG.M-Sl:DIR:down-move-S2 

He carried him down (to the river) on his shoulders. 
3SG.M 

(40) lyigi g i  
he-ERG he 

tapra-t-ki-ggi-ati-ki-n-E-t. 
carry on shoulder-U2:3SG.M-move-U:3SG.M-D1R:down-1-1 -move-S2 

L3SG.MI 
He will carry him down (to the river) on his shoulders. 

(b) The second type of serial verb is a switch-subject construction. Here, the core nominal 
marked on the first 'verb as undergoer is identified as the subject of the final verb in the 
series. 

(4 1) Pita-g' a win wor&-ru-ku-w-o-k otar-ni. 
Pita-ERG water pour-move-U:3SG.F-S1-go32 fire-ALL 

Pita poured water on the fire. 
1 3 s G . J  

As in the fmt type of serial verb described above in (a), it is the final verb of the series 
that inflects for person, number, gender, mood and aspect. 
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(42) Pita-gi a win wore-ru-ku-o-ki-t-a-k otar-ni. 
Pita-ERG water pour-move-U:3SG.F-go-IRR-Sl-V - S2 fire-ALL 

L3SG.J 
Pita will pour water on the fire. 

(c) A third type of serial verb consists of an intransitive verb stem serialised with a verb 
expressing movement. This construction highlights the idea that two actions occur 
simultaneously. 

(43) Yum k&-kar-mb-o-kun. 
2PL cough-SIM-S 1-go-S2 

12PL-J 
You all went coughing. 

Subject is marked only once on these types of verbs, again, on the final independent verb. 

(d) In our corpus, the independent verb in a serial complex is either an intransitive verb of 
motion or the existential verb 'be'. The latter verb is used in serial constructions which 
express the notion of progressive action. Such verbs are constructed on the pattern: 

VS-Ben-Cl3-verb 'be' fully inflected for subject 

(44) lya mum a-kwa-n-ku-t. 
I sago jelly consume-BEN:3SG.F-C-S1:be - S2 

L1SG.MJ 
I am eating sago jelly. 

(45) lya mum a-kwa-n-a-ku-n-E-t. 
I sago jelly consume-BEN:3SG.F-C-be-IRR-S 1-V - S2 

I will be eating sago jelly. 

6. THE STRUCTURE OF THE NOUN PHRASE 

A noun phrase in Taiap can consist of an independent pronoun, or a simple noun with or 
without an adjectival modifier. Whereas lexical adjectives (section 3.2) follow their head 
noun, derived adjectives and other modifiers exhibit greater freedom of positioning in 
.relation to the noun they modify. The most common placement in natural speech, however, 
is for the nominalised modifier to precede the head noun. 

A nominal phrase may also be built up around a possessive construction (46), a 
coordinated construction (47) or a relative clause (48): 

1 3 ~ t  present we believe that this consonant has no other function but to separate the benefactive marker from 
the verb 'to be'. 
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(46) gagan omo-ma bor 
my father-POSS pig 
my father's pig 

(47) Sak&-r& Allan-r& 
Sake-COOR Allan-COOR 
Sake and Allan 

(48) kopi yim-gi &war tu-n-ku-n-gan 
coffee we-ERG yesterday pick-S 1 -U:3SG.F-S 2-ATTR 

the coffee we picked yesterday 

Nouns can also take a postposed particle such as the question particle -k~(49) ,  the 
intensifying particle -mir (50), and the emphatic particle -ndi (51): 

(49) Mi-gi bor-k~ p-o-ku-n? 
he-ERG pig-QUES S 1 -shoot-U:3SG.F-S2 

Was it a pig he shot? 

(50) otar-mir agg3 
fire-INTENS here 
a big fire 

(5 1) Yu-ndi o-t-E-t! 
YOU-EMPH go-S 1 -V - S2 

You go! 

6.1 GENITIVE 

Basically, possessives are constructed through suffixing -ma to animate possessors and 
-ga to inanimate possessors: 

(52) JE-ma gagon 
dog-POS S tail 
dog's tail 

(53) ta-ga Porn 
knife-POSS handle 
knife handle 

The choice of possessive morpheme can however in some cases convey meaning beyond 
smct possession. For example, -ma suffixed to an inanimate noun indicates that the object 
possessed stands in some salient social relationship to people. Compare the following two 
examples: 
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(54) miri-ga b ~ r  
forest-POSS pig 
wild pig 

(55) miri-ma b ~ r  
forest-POSS pig 
pig used in exchange for ownership rights to an area of forest 

Possessor can either precede or follow possessed, although in natural speech, the possessor 
usually precedes the possessed. 

6.2 RELATIVE CLAUSES 

The relative clause in Taiap follows its head. The core relations of the head are marked on 
the relative verb in the same way as for other verbs. The relative verb is marked as part of 
the relative clause through the attributive/possessive suffix -ga(n) (56). 

(56) Munj~ aind~ n3g3r p-3-ku-n-gan aind~ b-E-t a ind~ 
man here woman Sl-hit-U:3SG.F-S2-AlTR here S1-come-S2 here 

L 3SG 
The man who beat his wife is coming. 

The head noun in the relative clause is often followed by a demonstrative particle (aind~, 
q g 3 ,  etc. - see section 3.1.5(e) above). This particle agrees with the head noun in terms of _ 
number and gender. It also functions as a focussing device which brackets off the head noun 
and its relativisers. 

Aside from relativising the subject, it is also possible to relativise the undergoer.14 

(57) Mum arjgi €war yim-gi kakun-gan qlg3n aggi. 
sago jelly there yesterday we-ERG ate-ATTR good there 
The sago jelly we ate yesterday was good. 

We also find constructions of a nominal or participal character constructed with the NOM 
suffix -ggar. These can be appropriately translated with relative clauses: 

(5 8) Wanpela toksa ve ain i u-ggar Ang3ram Marame-r&i 
one message here D1R:go up-NOM Angoram Marame-POST 
man-ki-nana. 
send-IRR-INTENT 
A message Fok Pisin] going up to Angoram will be sent with ~ & a m e .  

1% may be possible to relativise other positions in the clause, and we do have single instances of positions 
such as indirect object, locative, possessor in a possessive construction and so on being relativised. These 
examples were produced during elicitation sessions, however, with some prodding from ourselves. In the 91 
hours of transcribed natural speech in the village, relativisation is not common, and utterances like 'I saw the 
man to whom the boy gave a bird' do not occur even once. We therefore prefer not to present the elicited 
examples until we are more certain of their acceptability. 
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7. THE CLAUSE 

The basic word order is SOV. The order of nominal elements in free speech can vary. 
The undergoerlobject can sometimes be placed before the actorlsubject, and the indirect 
object can follow the verb (as can peripheral nominals with adverbial functions). The 
interrogative pronouns discussed in section 3.1.5(f) occur initially in the clause, but they can 
also be positioned after the subject. In marked questions, the question word may be 
positioned clause finally. A restriction on word order, however, appears to be that direct 
objects always precede indirect objects. 

7.1 SIMPLE CLAUSES 

The constituents subject, object, indirect object and verb make up the following types of 
clauses: 

(59) transitive SOV: 

I L 3PL - 
They buried him. 

(60) intransitive SV: 

Prmikin p-ipie-k-ara. 
sweet potato S 1-burn-S2-PERF 

L3SG.FJ 
The sweet potato burned. 

(61) ditransitive SODV: 

S~pak-yi orak-a -ggar yim-ana ni-tu-ku-n. 
Sopak-ERG thing-consume-NOM we-BEN make-S 1-U:3SG.F-S2 

Sopak made us food. 

(62) ditransitive SOW: 

yi pitagar p-i-kwa-ta-n S~pak-ana. 
he machete S 1-give-BEN:3SG.F-MOOD-S2 Sopak-BEN 

3SG 1 
He gave the machete to Sopak. 

Aside from these clause types, clauses often consist of a single verb phrase with no other 
constituents (e.g. in narratives and as questions and answers to questions). 

Other types of clauses in Taiap are equatives (63); statives (64); comparatives (65). 
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(63) Yu bw bibikni pruk-kar-Ekru-ku-k. 
you pig like work-SIM-walk about-S1:be - S2 

You're prowling around like a pig. 

(64) Patir aggo suman aggo. 
house here big here 
The house is big. 

(65) wa yu-nana suman-n-E-t-a-ku-t. 
I you-BEN big-S 1-V - S2-CONJ-S 1 :be - S2 

L1SG.Ml I1SG.Ml 
I am bigger than you. 

Grammatical relations in the clause are signalled partly through the use of nominal case 
suffixes, for example ergative and benefactive, partly through word order and partly through 
agreement affixes on the verb for subject, object and indirect object. The ergative suffix also 
serves a disambiguating function in those cases where it is unclear as to which nominal is the 
suject of the clause. 

7.2 COMPLEX CLAUSES 

Subordination in Taiap is accomplished in a number of different ways. Subordination to - - -  

verbs of saying and reporting takes sentential complements; there are no morphological 
markers of subordination in these cases. However, it is common that the subject of the main 
clause is marked ergatively: 

(66) Pita-gi nam-n-E-t Arut w-o-k-ara M E U ~ E - ~ &  
Pita-ERG say-S 1-V- S2 Arut S 1 -go-S2-PERF Sanae-ALL 

L3SG.MI 13SG.J 
Pita sayslsaid that Arut went to Sanae (village). 

-With verbs of perception (see, hear, etc.), the verb of the subordinate clause is marked by 
suffixing it with the atributive marker -gan. In addition, only the subject of the main clause is 
marked with the ergative morpheme: 

(67) Pita-l)i Atani ta-n-am-n gar ni-n-ku-n-gan. 
Pita-ERG Atani hear-S 1 -U:3SG.M-S2 scream make-S 1 -U:3SG.F-S2-ATTR 

Pita heard Atani scream. 
L 3SG.M L 3SG.M -.I 

In both the above types of subordinate constructions, subordinate clauses follow their main 
clauses, although note that in (67) the subject of the subordinate clause is nested inside the 
mamx clause. In the types of subordinate constructions exemplified below in examples 
(67)-(71), where neither of the two clauses is a constituent of the other, subordinate clauses 
precede their main clauses. 
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Temporal relationships between clauses, and modal relationships such as conditionality 
and causality are expressed morphologically through suffixation onto the verb of the 
subordinate clause. The suffix - r ~  (-d~when it follows an In/), for example, signifies a 
causal or temporal relationship between the main and subordinate clauses. 

(68) Tukur ai-ki-t-a-k-re ga patir-ni ar-ki-n-E-t. 
rain come-IRR-S 1 -V-S2-SUB I house-ALL go inside-IRR-S 1 -V-S2 

13SG.FJ 
Iflwhen it rains, I'm going to go inside the house. 

(69) Wi ai-ki-n-E-t-re ga-yi gi 3ggri-n-E-t 
he come-IRR-S1-V - S2-SUB I-ERG he hit-U:IRR:3SG.M-S1-V - S2 

13SGMl 11SG.Ml 
Iflwhen he anives, I'll hit him. 

Other subordinating suffixes express conditionality (see example (22)), consecutiveness 
(-api) (70), and the backgrounding of information most accurately translated with an English 
gerund form (7 1): 

(70) G i  mum a-ku-ro-api p-an-ko-a-gg-o-k. 
3PL sago jelly S 1:consume-U:3SG.F-S2-SUB S 1 -get up-S2-CONJ-S 1-go32 

3PL --I 
After they ate sago jelly, they got up and went. 

LmJ L 3 p J  

(71) G i  nam tar-kwa-ki w o - k ~ .  
3PL talk hear-BEN:3SG.F-IRR S 1 :go-S2 

Upon hearing her talk, the two went. 

Coordinate clauses are constructed with the conjunction -a (72), through combining two 
or more verb stems, each inflected for mood, aspect and person/number/gender, where the 
conjunctional suffix -a is attached to all  verbs except the final one (73), and through 
juxtaposition of clauses (74): 

(72) G r a g - r ~  ga tutu-ku-n-E-t-a kandibwan non 
evening-POST I sit-IRR-S1-V - S2-CONJ figure a 

In the evening I'm going to sit and carve a figure. 

they speed fetch-S1-U:3SG.F-S2-CONJ-Sl-come42 

The two of them picked up speed and came. 
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(74) Yum rar-i-k-u-k~m rar-i-k-u-k~m ga b-E-t. 
2PL look-U:IRR:lSG-S1:be-V-S2 look-U:IRR: 1%-S 1 :be-V-S2 I S 1-come-S2 

L 2PL J 2 L l S G M J  
You all were looking and looking for me (when) I anived. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Because Don Laycock was always careful to not lose sight of the social context of the 
languages that he studied (see Laycock 1979, 1982), we would like to conclude this brief 
description of Taiap with a note on the current social context of the language. 

Taiap's small size and its local reputation as a particularly 'hard' language have resulted in 
few outsiders ever learning the language. Instead, the villagers of Gapun have always been 
multilingual in the vernacular languages spoken in neighbouring villages. During the years 
immediately following the First World War, Tok Pisin, the language that has become Papua 
New Guinea's most important national language, was introduced into Gapun by two village 
men returning from plantation labour. Since then, but especially since the 1950s, by which 
time the vast majority of villagers could speak that language, Tok Pisin has become 
increasingly incorporated into the villagers' speech patterns. A particularly striking aspect of 
the current communicative situation in Gapun is the pervasiveness in the villagers' verbal 
repertoires of contact-induced phenomena, such as borrowing and code-switching between 
Taiap and Tok Pisin. Certain structural and semantic domains in the vernacular are losing 
ground to Tok Pisin. Kin terminology and the vernacular baby-talk register are two - . 

examples of semantic domains which have become reduced as a result of Tok Pisin's 
integration into the village. 

Tok Pisin has also. influenced vernacular verbal morphology. As is clear from the 
examples given in section 5.2, one area of extreme complexity in Taiap is the expression of 
actions involving directional motion, such as canying, pouring, etc. The complexity of these 
serial constructions appears to be salient to the villagers, and a number of otherwise fluent 
speakers have been observed to avoid using certain types of serial verbs, prefening instead 
to express the action with a Tok Pisin verb inflected with simple vernacular transitive 
morphology. 

Taiap is thus another example of a Papuan language undergoing processes of linguistic 
change similar to those outlined in Laycock and Wurm (1977). The speech patterns of the 
Gapun villagers, their ideas about the world and the increasing penetration of the state and 
the market economy into the community are all contributing to the demise of the vernacular. 
The outlook for Taiap is not good, and as of 1987, no child under ten actively commanded 
the vernacular (they all speak only Tok Pisin). Although predictions concerning language 
shift are .always hazardous to make, it is likely that in thirty years time the vernacular will no 
longer exist as a language of everyday communication. 

Like all those who value human diversity, we regret the prospect of Taiap's demise. We 
cannot help but feel that something valuable will be lost as the linguistic diversity of the 
Sepik Basin becomes diminished. In this context, Don Laycock's work becomes all the 
more important as a documentation of and a tribute to that linguistic diversity. It is our hope 
that the kinds of questions pursued through his attempts to understand the diversity will 
continue to be asked by linguists working in the area. We also hope that those questions will 
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be tackled with the same sensitivity, creativity and insightfulness that characterised the work 
of Don Laycock. 
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THE CAPSICUM, AN AMERICAN CONDIMENT WITH 
A PLACE IN THE POLYNESIAN (RE)PAST 

ROBERT LANGDON 

The capsicum, otherwise known as red pepper, bird pepper, bell pepper, Chili pepper and 
Cayenne pepper, is an essential ingredient in much of the world's cooking these days, either 
as a condiment or as a vegetable. The French know it as piment, the Spaniards as pimiento 
and the Hungarians as paprika. The Indians use it to make some of their hottest cumes. 
Many Chinese and Southeast Asian dishes would be hard to imagine without it. In short, the 
capsicum has travelled a long way since Columbus took the frst specimens of it from the 
Caribbean to Europe in 1493 (Hedrick 1972: 134- 140; Heiser 1987:7-27). 

Botanists and other scholars have long believed that, until the advent of Columbus, the 
capsicum was unknown outside the Americas. However, this paper argues that it was also 
present in Eastern Polynesia in pre-European times and that, with the sweet potato, it was 
one of almost a dozen cultivated plants and other items that reached the region from Ecuador .. 

in the early centuries of the Christian era. The only apparent reason why its role in Pacific - -. 

prehistory has previously been overlooked is that no one has thought to investigate it. 

Certainly, there was plenty of time for American Indians to get the capsicum to Eastern 
Polynesia before the ~ v a l  of Europeans. Archaeologists have established that people in 
Mexico were eating wild capsicums at least as far back as 7000 BC and that they began 
cultivating them between 5200 and 3400 BC. In South America, remains of capsicums have 
been unearthed in burial sites at Huaca Prieta and Ancon, Peru, dating back to 2500 BC 
(Heiser 1987:7-27; Heiser & Smith 1953; Bird 1948). 

For many years, botanists thought there were several species of capsicum. But all are 
now seen as varieties of only two species, Capsicum frutescens L. and Capsicum annuum L. 
or, perhaps, of only the first one. Like the tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), the potato 
(Solanum tuberosum), the Cape gooseberry (Physalis peruviana) and tobacco (Nicotiana 
tabacum), all of which are native to the Americas, the capsicum is a member of the night- 
shade family, known botanically as Solanaceae. The true peppers, on-the other hand, come 
from an unrelated Old World plant, Piper nigrum L. (Heiser 1987:7-8). In some European 
languages, the two peppers are more clearly distinguished than they tend to be in English. 
The French, for example, generally call true pepper poivre as opposed to piment 'capsicum', 
although poivre is often used to describe the condiment that capsicums produce (Auge 
1932:V, 591). 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language g m e :  
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 227-234. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O Robert Langdon 
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More than 100 years ago, the celebrated taxonomist Alphonse de Candolle (1959:288- 
290) stated positively that the capsicum was not cultivated in the Pacific islands in pre- 
European times. More recently, the botanist Jacques Barrau (1962:187) implied it when he 
said: "Europeans have introduced numerous varieties of capsicum, C. frutescens L., in 
Oceania and their fruits are often used by the islanders today as a condiment". According to 
the French scholar Henri Jacquier (1960:138), early nineteenth century missionaries were 
responsible for the introduction of the capsicum in Tahiti. However, these and similar 
statements in the literature merely reflect their authors' beliefs rather than ascertained facts, 
for the capsicum was reported in both the Society and Marquesas Islands in the earliest years 
of European contact. 

The French navigator Bougainville (1771:394, 402), who spent eleven days in Tahiti in 
April 1768, eight months after its European discovery, was the first to mention the capsicum 
in Eastern Polynesia. He referred to it in a vocabulary of the Tahitian language compiled 
with the help of a Tahitian called Aotourou whom he took back to Europe. The vocabulary 
lists the term oporo-maa as meaning poivre 'pepper' while maa alone is given as the 
equivalent of manger 'to eat'. Bougainville's record therefore suggests that the Tahitians had 
an oporo that was used for culinary purposes and one that was not. 

In view of Bougainville's unambiguous record, it seems surprising at first sight that 
Captain Cook and his companions never mentioned seeing the capsicum during any of their 
four long visits to Tahiti and the other Society Islands in the decade following Bougainville's 
visit. Those sojourns were in April-July 1769, August-September 1773, April-June 1774 
and August-December 1777. Yet the explanation for the non-mention of the capsicum is 
probably simple enough: except for the last, all of Cook's visits took place in the southern 
winter and early spring when the capsicum is likely to have been out of season. It might also 
have been undergoing periods of dormancy during some of his visits (Davids 1976: 187). 

For eleven years after Cook's last visit, no other European ships touched at Tahiti. Then, 
following a brief visit by the Lady Penryhn, the Bounty anived under William Bligh on his 
famous breadfruit voyage. Bligh (1792:64) recorded that the Tahitians brought "Chili 
peppers" to his ship to trade on the very first day. Later, James Momson (1935: 144, 149), 
the Bounty's boatswain's mate, who spent almost 18 months in Tahiti before and after the 
mutiny, noted that red peppers grew "in abundance" both on that island and others nearby. 
He also described them as "Oporro, or the Chili peppers" saying that, with tobacco, the 
islanders camed them about as curiosities. According to him, the peppers had been planted 
in Captain Cook's time. This, indeed, was correct up to a point, for Spanish missionaries 
from Peru did plant capsicums, tobacco and several other exotics during a year's sojourn in 
1774-75 (Comey 191954, 140). However, Bougainville and Momson could scarcely have 
obtained the same name for capsicum if the Tahitians had not already known of it. 

In the mid nineteenth century, the missionary John Davies (1851:170), who had come to 
Tahiti in 1801, recorded in his TahitianIEnglish dictionary that the word oporo had two 
meanings: (a) "a Tahitian plant that bears bemes resembling the capsicum" and (b) "the 
various kinds of capsicum or Cayenne pepper". The plant of his first definition was 
undoubtedly a Solanum, probably Solanum nigrum, which like the capsicum is a member of 
the nightshade family. Solanum nigrum is also found in Fiji and on many other Polynesian 
islands. On some islands its leaves were formerly cooked and eaten as a kind of spinach 
(Memll 1945: 131). However, in Tahiti the plant seems only to have been used as a source 
of sweet-smelling bemes for wreaths and garlands (Henry 1928:60). Thus, by adding maa 
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to the word oporo, the Tahitians could apparently distinguish in  speech between one oporo 
and another. 

In Western Polynesia the basic name for Solanum is polo; in Fiji it is boro; in Rotuman, 
poro (Yuncker 1959:238, 1943:106; Christophersen 1935: 195; Bataillon 1932:333; Grezel 
1878:227; Parham 1972:330; Churchward 1940:287). As those islands certainly did not 
have the capsicum prehistorically (e.g. Seemann 1862:295-296), these details suggest that in 
Tahiti the western meaning of *polo was extended to include the capsicum after that closely 
related plant was acquired from the opposite direction. But the word itself also underwent a 
change. The particle kci was added to it, making it kciporo, although the particle had become 
76 by European times (Churchill 1912:242). The correct orthography of the Tahitian word is 
therefore 76poro (Lemaitre 1973:89). At least two other Tahitian words 76ura 'lobster' and 
%fa 7dra ?a 'nest', have undergone similar changes, (from Proto Tahitic *kciura 'lobster', 
*kcifanga 'nest'); cf. Tuamotuan kciura, kcifanga; Rarotongan kciura, k6?anga, Samoan ula, 
6fanga (Stimson 1964:70, 257; Savage 1962: 108, 119; Lemaitre 1973:86, 91; Milner 
1966:160, 297). Marquesan has both u?a 'lobster' and ?ou?a, kou?a 'shrimp, prawn' 
(Dordillon 1904, I: 167, 282; II:64, 1 12), the Tahitic innovation having been borrowed to 
differentiate between two sets of crustaceans. Something similar seems to have happened in 
Marquesan in the case of the capsicum and other plants of the genus Solanum. 

The pioneer missionary William Pascoe Crook, who spent eighteen months on Tahuata 
and Nukuhiva in 1797-98, recorded that the capsicum was one of the Marquesans' cultivated 
plants and that oupo-o (modem oupo?o) was their term for 'a species of pepper' (Sheahan 
1952:lxxxvii, cxxi). Crook also gave ouporo as the Tahitian equivalent. The latter 
information was undoubtedly derived from a Tahitian vocabulary of the Bounty midshipman 
Peter Heywood (since lost) which Crook and other missionaries had used to learn ~ahit ian 
during their voyage from England to the Pacific (Du Rietz 1986; Langdon 1989a). Crook, it 
should be noted, was the first European to reside in the Marquesas, the only earlier European 
visitors having been Mendaiia in 1595, Cook in 1774 and several ships in 1791-93 (Dening 
1980:296). 

The next record of the capsicum in the Marquesas appears to be that of the whaling 
surgeon Frederick Debell Bennett (1840, I: 345) who visited Tahuata in the whaler Tuscan in 
1835. With oranges, pawpaws and pumpkins, Bennett described the capsicum as one of the 
'exotic esculents' of the group. He also recorded its name as neva - not oupo?o. Two 
decades later the French naturalist Edelstan Jardin (1857:297,316) also got the name as neva 
during a comprehensive botanical study of the Marquesas. Two varieties of the plant were 
then known on Nukuhiva: one with round fruit called neva kua (presumably neva ku7a =red 
capsicum) and the other with elongated fruit called neva mei. However, Jardin said he had 
never seen the islanders use the capsicum as a condiment, although Solanum nigrwn was 
sometimes used to season their popoi. The islanders, he went on, seemed to apply the name 
upoo (modem upo?o) without distinction to the genus Solanum and to its close American 
relative Physalisperuviana, the Cape gooseberry, whose leaves were used as compresses for 
headaches. Jardin added (p.243) that i t  was quite easy to-tell if a Marquesan plant was 
indigenous or imported because the islanders either appended the word farani 'French' or 
ao7e 'stranger' to the names of the imported ones, or added mao?i 'common, native' to stress 
that a species was indigenous. In a list of Marquesan plants (pp.294-304), Jardin indicated 
with an asterisk those which, according to the 'indications of the natives', were imported. 
Neither the capsicum nor the Cape gooseberry was so marked. 
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Bishop Dordillon (1904, 1:196,205; II:154), who went to the Marquesas Islands in 1846, 
recorded in the first edition of his Marquesan-French dictionary that neva meant both 
'piment' and 'poivre', while oupo?o was the name of "a kind of bush, whose leaves are 
eaten". The New Zealand scholar F.W. Christian (1910:213) reiterated that neva was the 
Marquesan name for capsicum after a visit to the group late last century. However, the 
American botanist Forest B.H. Brown (1935:255,258), who was there a couple of decades 
later, claimed that the capsicum was known throughout the group by its Tahitian name 
?oporo while Solanum nigrum was called oupo?o. Brown added that the capsicum was 
"thoroughly naturalized in several localities, especially in Central Uapou", but he expressed 
the opinion that it was "of late introduction in the Marquesas". By contrast, the Norwegian 
scholar Thor Heyerdahl (1978:226), who did archaeological work there in the 1950s, has 
claimed that because the capsicum often grows wild near abandoned Marquesan village sites, 
this indicates that it is 'an early introduction' in the group. 

In Hawaii the earliest known record of the capsicum dates back to 1812, 34 years after 
Cook's first visit. In that year the Spanish settler Francisco de Paula Marin, who is credited 
with introducing many exotic plants to Hawaii, wrote in his journal of sending "a little 
pepper" to one of the Hawaiian ministers (Gast & Conrad 1973:205). Seven years later the 
French botanist Charles Gaudichaud (1983:4) claimed that the capsicum was a post- 
European introduction in Hawaii. However, as he made the same claim for the yam and 
sweet potato which certainly date back to pre-European times (Nagata 1985:48), his view on 
the capsicum is open to question. Indeed, linguistic evidence suggests that the Hawaiians 
might well have had the capsicum prehistorically. On the one hand their basic name for that 
plant, nioi, which was recorded in the dictionary of the Abbe Mosblech (1843:74), seems to 
be indigenous and long entrenched. On the other hand the Hawaiians have a good number of 
varietal names for the capsicum - not to mention their own names for Cape goosebemy, first 
noted in the group in 1825 (F'ukui & Elbert 1977:246,279,308; Nagata 198552-53). 

Rarotonga, which had little contact with Europeans until 1823, might also have had the 
capsicum prehistorically. The Rarotongan name for it is oporo whereas Solanum nigrum is 
simply poro (Savage 1962:205, 265). This suggests that the capsicum reached Rarotonga 
from the Society Islands, but whether before or after European contact cannot be determined. 
The botanist T.F. Cheeseman (1903:290), who surveyed Rarotonga's flora in 1899, found 
the capsicum growing plentifully in the whole lower portion of the island, even far from 
cultivation, but was under the impression that the first missionaries and traders had 
introduced it. However, two of the earliest missionaries, John Williams and Aaron 
Buzacott, made no such claim, although they did mention other plant introductions in the 
books they published (Williams 1837578; Sunderland & Buzacott 1860:240-241). A later 
botanist, G.P. Wilder (1931:95) seemed to assign the capsicum's anival to the prehistoric 
period when he wrote: "This small red edible pepper, which was originally cultivated by the 
natives, is now growing wild in all parts of the island below an altitude of 1,000 feet". 

A highly significant record of the capsicum in Eastern Polynesia relates to Pitcairn Island 
which the Bounty mutineers settled with their Polynesian wives in 1790. The island 
subsequently had no contact with the outside world until 1808 and then little more until the 
early 1820s. Yet when the whaling surgeon F.D. Bennett (1840, I:42) went ashore there in 
March 1834, he found the capsicum and two other cultivated plants of American origin 
growing wild and in great abundance. The others were tobacco and a species of cotton 
which he called Gossypium vitifolium, a synonym for G. barbadense (Hooker & Jackson 
1946: 1058). The islanders made no use of any of them. 
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All three plants could, conceivably, have been taken to Pitcaim from Tahiti by the Bounty 
mutineers, for G. barbadense, like the capsicum, was found growing on Tahiti at the time of 
contact (Langdon 1982), while tobacco, as noted above, was planted there in the 1770s. 
However, the introduction of the three plants is scarcely likely to have been the work of the 
Bounty mutineers, for they and their descendants would surely have used them if they had 
taken that trouble. European visitors to Pitcairn in the post-Bounty period are even less 
likely to have introduced them (a) because of the difficulty of getting ashore, and (b) because 
they would hardly have sown what the Pitcaimers did not want. This means, then, that these 
three exotics must have been introduced in prehistoric times by some of the predecessors of 
the Bounty mutineers - people who left traces of themselves in the form of axes, gouges and 
fishhooks of stone, petroglyphs, stone figures in human form and stone platforms. Both the 
statues and the fishhooks have been seen as a link with prehistoric Easter Island, about 2,000 
km eastwards (Bellwood 1977:352). And that, surely, is where Pitcairn's cultivated 
American flora came from. 

Easter Island itself was not thoroughly explored botanically until 191 1 when a scientific 
expedition went there from Chile. However, four cultivated plants of American origin or 
provenance - the sweet potato, manioc, soapberry and gourd - were reported there in the 
earliest years of European contact (Langdon 1988), testifying to a prehistoric link with South 
America. Two other American plants, the tomato and tobacco, were found there in 1886, 
growing wild in secluded places, while the scientific expedition of 191 1 found three others: 
Gossypium barbadense, a "small, semi-wild and scrubby pineapple" and the capsicum 
(Langdon 1988:327-329). Interestingly, the capsicum was not noticed by the expedition's 
botanist, Francisco Fuentes (1913), who spent eleven days on the island in the month of 
April - again, probably because it was out of season. However, another expedition member, 
Edgardo Martinez (1913:8), who stayed on the island for more than a year to build a weather 
station, recorded the word oporo for capsicum in an Easter Island vocabulary, while the 
expedition's leader, Walter Knoche (1925:122) expressed the opinion that it was one of the 
island's ancient cultigens. 

As on Rarotonga, the occurrence of the Tahitian word oporo in the Easter Island language 
indicates linguistic influence from the Society Islands. Its use probably dates back to the 
1880s when a number of Easter Islanders returned to their homeland after working in Tahiti 
for the previous decade (Langdon & Tryon 1983:4). Other Tahitianisms that apparently date 
from that time include arahu 'charcoal'; cf. Tahitian ?arahu, which has replaced the expected 
ngarahu 'charcoal', recorded in the early missionary period (Fuentes 1960:909; Lemaitre 
1973:38; Roussel 1908:27). The example of the single word arahu demonstrates that the 
word now used to describe the capsicum on Easter Island is not necessarily coeval with the 
plant itself, just as the failure of the first visiting botanist to note the capsicum in 191 1 does 
not prove that it was not there then. In fact, unless the capsicum was present on Easter 
Island prehistorically, it would be difficult to explain how it could have been in both the 
Society Islands and Marquesas Islands at the time of European contact and in a wild state on 
Pitcairn Island in 1834. The following scenario is put forwad to explain that distribution: 

(1) American Indians introduced the capsicum to Easter Island early in the Christian era 
along with the sweet potato, manioc, soapberry, gourd, cotton (Gossypium barbadense), 
pineapple, tomato, tobacco and a small, frequently tailless breed of domestic fowl 
(Langdon 1982, 1983, 1988, 1989b, 1989c; Langdon & Tryon 1983:64). 
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(2) Castaways from Easter Island carried the capsicum prehistorically to Pitcairn Island 
whence it was later taken directly or indirectly to Tahiti and named ?oporo because of its 
resemblance to Solanum nigrum. (Whether it reached Rarotonga from the Society 
Islands prehistorically is unknown.) 

(3) Castaways fiom Easter Island carried the capsicum to the Marquesas Islands, probably 
under the name neva. However, confusion over nomenclature later developed following 
the arrival of settlers from the Society Islands who introduced the term ?oporo which the 
Marquesans borrowed as opo?o. (The capsicum may have been carried from the 
Marquesas to Hawaii in prehistoric times. Whether it was or not, the Hawaiian name 
nioi remains unexplained.) 

(4) In the 1880s, the Tahitian word oporo was introduced to Easter Island by islanders 
returning from Tahiti, thereby further confusing the nomenclatural record of the plant in 
Eastern Polynesia. 

I am pleased to offer this essay into a previously unexplored field as a tribute to my good 
friend the late Don Laycock who enjoyed the challenge of a difficult puzzle. 
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VERB-INITIAL VOWEL ACCRETION IN SOUTHERN VANUATU LANGUAGES 

JOHN LYNCH 

One of the many things which delighted Don Laycock was puzzles, and preferably 
puzzles without obvious solutions.1 I would like to offer in his memory one such puzzle, 
for which I at least have not been able to find a satisfying and satisfactory solution these past 
twenty years. In doing so, I know that Don would have looked at the puzzle from all sorts 
of angles (including a number which most of us would not have dreamt of), but I think even 
he would have also eventually come up with the same solution - 'I don't know'. 

The 'puzzle', briefly put, is this. Verbs in the languages of Erromango, Tanna and 
Aneityum appear to have accreted an initial vowel. No other Oceanic language group which I 
know of shows this feature. The phenomenon is regular enough to be reconstructable as a 
feature of Proto Southern Vanuatu (cf. Lynch 1978, especially p.757). It is  irregular, 
however, in relation to which verbs actually show the accreted vowel, and in the consistency 
between member languages of the family in reflecting the accreted vowel in any particular 
verb. . .. 

The extent and nature of this phenomenon can be seen from the following table, which 
shows the number and percentage of verb-initial phonemes in two of the languages for which 
we have quite a deal of lexical data - Sie (Capell & Lynch 1983) and Lenakel (Lynch 1977). 
(In the table below, # indicates that that phoneme does not occur in that language, * indicates 
that the phoneme does occur in that language but does not occur word initially, and 0 
indicates that the phoneme does occur word initially but has not been found verb initially in 
that l a n g ~ a g e ) . ~  

The table shows that in both languages the majority of verbs begin with vowels, and that 
in- Lenakel almost eighty per cent of verbs are vowel initial. The commonest verb-initial 
vowels are a, e and o. Some consonants never, or only rarely, occur verb initially; those 

l ~ n  earlier version of this paper was read to the Linguistic Society of Papua New Guinea in June 1989. I am 
yateful for comments received there, and also for comments from Julie Piau and Terry Crowley. 
The orthography o f  forms cited in this paper generally follows published sources, but for cross-language 

consistency the following should be noted: grepresents the velar nasal, and y the voiced velar fricative. 
Morpheme boundaries are marked with hyphens, while accretions which are not separate morphemes in the 
modem languages are marked by a slash. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language g m e :  
papers in memory of Domld C. Laycock. 235-240. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110, 1992. 
O John Lynch 
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VERB-INITIAL S IE LENAKEL 
VOWEL Number per cent Number per cent 

a 99 15.2 397 42.9 
e 113 17.3 116 12.5 
a # 74 8.0 
i 15 2.3 32 3.5 
o 95 14.6 97 10.5 
u 15 2.3 11 1.2 

ALL VOWELS: 337 5 1.7 727 78.5 

VERB-INlTIAL 
CONSONANT 

d 0 # 
f 0 0 

Y 0 # 
h 0 6.2 6.7 
k 1 0.2 14 1.5 
1 1 0.2 17 1.8 
m 11 1.7 13 1.4 
m w  0 1 0.1 
n 2 0.3 1 0.1 
9 0 * 
P 1 0.2 1 0.1 
P W B 6 0.6 
r 3 0.5 10 1.1 
s 91 14.0 20 2.2 
t 165 25.3 13 1.4 
v 30 4.6 4 1 4.4 
w 5 0.8 * 
Y 5 0.8 # 

ALL CONSONANTS : 315 48.3 199 21.5 

TOTAL VERBS 652 926 

common to both languages in this category are f ,  mw, n, g, p and pw. On the other hand, a 
few consonants do occur with reasonable frequency at the beginning of verbs: t and sin Sie, 
h in Lenakel, and v in both languages. The table points out one of the aspects of the problem 
under discussion: that although there is a strong tendency for verbs to begin with vowels, 
and although there is evidence (as in examples (1)-(12)) that this vowel was, in most cases at 
least, an ac~retion,~ there is no high degree of consistency in this process. That is: not all 

30bviously, not all verbs which have an initial vowel have accreted that vowel. There are cases where a 
Proto Oceanic (POC) verb was itself vowel initial, and where that situation has simply been preserved (e.g. 
*swag 'be open' > Lenakel owag, Kwamera okwag). There are other cases where a POC verb-initial 
consonant (most often *k) has been lost, and although the modem language now has a verb-initial vowel, this 
probably represents the fist vowel of the POC root and not an accretion, e.g. POC *kali 'dig' > Whitesands 
el, Kwamera eri and POC *kapit 'squeeze' > Sie avs-i, North Tanna evar. And there are, of course, vowel- 
initial verbs which do not have a known POC source, and so we cannot be sure whether the initial vowel was 
accreted or part of the original root. Nevertheless, there is also very strong evidence that very many verb- 
initial vowels are accretions. 
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verbs begin with vowels in any Southern Vanuatu language; some consonants occur much 
more commonly verb initially in each language than do others, but different languages have 
different consonants in this category; and a comparison between languages shows general 
similarities but nothing near identity of patterning. 

Let me now take a few examples to show that the vowels I am speaking of are accretions, 
and that there is inconsistency between and within languages in this accretion. In this first 
set of examples, I will use Sie (as a representative language from Erromango), Lenakel (to 
represent the languages of Tanna) and Anejom (the sole language of Aneityum) to exemplify 
these points. Proto Oceanic (POC) reconstructions provide the point of reference. 

(1) POC *toka 'stay, sit, dwell' 
Sie e/te, Lenakel a h k ,  Anejom e/tey 

(2) POC *ruRi 'sew, thread' 
Sie e/rri, Lenakel til, Anejom e/tjei 

(3) POC *mate 'die, be sick' 
Sie mah, Lenakel mas, Anejom mas 

In each case, the POC verb is consonant initial. In example (1) Sie, Lenakel and Anejom all 
show an accreted initial vowel; in (2) Sie and Anejom show the accretion, but Lenakel does 
not; while in (3), none of the three languages shows an accreted vowel. 

There are further complications. Even within the same language, there are cases of two 
verbs, both derivable from the same POC root, one of which directly reflects the POC form 
with no initial accretion while the other has accreted an initial vowel. For example: 

(4) POC *pano 'go' 
Lenakel van 'go', dvan 'walk about, walk to and fro' 

(5) POC *tanurn 'bury' 
Sie ten& 'bury', e/tenom 'dive' 

The nature of the initial consonant of the POC verb, and other similar phonological 
factors, appears to play no part in conditioning the presence or absence of the accreted vowel 
in any particular language, as the following examples show. The first example in each pair is 
a verb with an accreted vowel in a particular language, while the second is a verb in the same 
language, with no accreted vowel, which derives from a POC form phonologically very 
similar to the first POC form. 

(6) POC *kali 'dig' > Anejom dyjii 
POC *kani 'eat' > Anejom yid 

(7) POC *[ma]masa 'dry' > Whitesands dmas 'low tide' 
POC *mate 'die' > Whitesands mas 

(8) - POC *matakut 'fear' > Sie e/metet 
POC *mate 'die' > Sie mah 

( 9 )  POC *nsaqat 'be bad' > South-west Tanna aha 
POC *nsake 'go up' > South-west Tanna hak-/ta 

(10) POC *takai 'tie' > Sie e/tki 
POC *taa 'hit' > Sie ta-i 
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(1 1) POC *tanurn 'bury' > Anejom dtenom 
POC *tagis 'cry' > Anejom tafi 

Furthermore, there appear to be no semantic or grammatical grounds on the basis of 
which one might propose an explanation for the presence or absence of the accreted vowel. 
For example, the verbs in each of the pairs (6) and (10) above are transitive, yet in each case 
one shows the accretion and the other does not. Similarly, both verbs in (7) are stative, yet 
again one shows the accretion while the other does not. The following set of examples is 
also instructive in this regard: 

(12) POC *kani POC *pagan 
South-west Tanna dan a/vgan 
Lenakel kan dvgan 
Anejom yi5 hag 

'eat (transitive) ' 'eat (intransitive)' 

In these examples South-west Tanna shows an accreted vowel on both verbs meaning 'eat', 
Lenakel on only one and Anejom on neither. 

Finally, in none of the languages is the accreted vowel morphologically separable from the 
verb,4 nor does it have any semantic content. Let us take as an example the Lenakel verb 
arak 'stay' given in (1) above: the verb is arak, not rak with a prefix a-, and the a in arak 
carries no independent meaning. 

So we have a situation where (a) many but by no means all verbs in each of the languages 
of Southern Vanuatu have accreted an initial vowel, (b) in some cases at least, the same verb 
shows an accreted vowel in some languages but not in others, and (c) it appears to be 
impossible to explain or predict on phonological or other grounds when the accretion will 
take place and when it will not. 

One way to attempt to solve the puzzle might be to track down the origin of this accreted 
vowel. If we refer to the table above, it seems clear that the vowel was probably a non-high 
vowel. The percentages of verbs beginning with non-high vowels in Sie and Lenakel are 
repeated here for convenience: 

S IE LWAKEL 

a 15.2 42.9 
e 17.3 12.5 
a 0 8.0 
o 14.6 10.5 

TOTAL 47.1 73.9 

4~here  is one possible exception to the statement that the initial vowel is not separable from the root, and 
this relates to the prefixation of number-of-subject markers to verbs in some of the languages of Tanna (and 
here I use Lenakel as a representative example). Verbs beginning with consonants and certain vowels take a 
set of prefixes to mark the non-singular numbers; for example, kan 'eat' has dual iakan, trial halkan and 
plural arkan, and os 'take' has dual iaos, trial halos and plural aros. However (with a few exceptions and 
additions which need not be mentioned here) verbs beginning with a take a dual prefuc u- but show infixation 
in the trial and plural; for example, the verb akar 'say' has dual uakar, trial haikar and plural aikar. It is not 
unreasonable to suggest that the infixed i in the trial and plural may once have been a prefix which came 
between an independent morpheme (which is now the accreted vowel) and the root. However, this 
phenomenon (and something similar which occurs with +initial verbs) is the only case in the modern 
languages where the initial vowel behaves as if it is separate from the root. 
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Only 4.6 per cent of all verbs in Sie and 4.7 per cent in Lenakel have an initial high vowel. It 
appears, therefore, that the accreted vowel was mid or low; further, the Lenakel evidence at 
least suggests we should look to a as the most likely source. 

If the original accretion was Proto Southern Vanuatu (PSV) *a, then we would first want 
to explain the large number of occurrences of accreted e and o in Sie. There is a rule (called 
*a-RAISING in Lynch 1978:736) by which POC *a becomes a Sie mid vowel when u occurs 
in the next syllable: the mid vowel is e if the intervening consonant is coronal and o if it is 
not, for example: 

(13) POC *manukLbird' > Sie menuy 
POC *tanurn 'bury' > Sie ten& 

(14) POC *iiamuk 'mosquito' > Sie uhomuy 
POC *tapuR 'conch' > Sie tovu 

There are some cases where, if the original accretion were a, Sie shows an accreted e which 
fits the rule given above, for example (with POC forms quoted with a preceding *a-): 

(15) POC *a-luaq 'vomit' > Sie e~lua 
POC *a-tuqud 'stand' > Sie e/tur 
POC *a-tuRi 'sew' > Sie e/tri 

There are, however, other cases where this rule does not apply, for example: 

(16) POC *a-tuki 'pound' > Sie dtki (expected **e/tki) 
POC *a-&nu 'cook' > Sie o/tdi (expected **e/td~] 

Further, there are cases where POC verbs whose initial phonemes are very similar 
phonologically nevertheless take different accreted vowels in Sie, which makes it difficult to 
propose any morphophonemic explanation. In addition to the cases given in (15) and (16) 
with initial POC *&, we can also cite the following: 

(17) POC *a-malino 'be calm' > Sie dmarinu 
POC *a-matakut 'fear' > Sie e/metet 
POC *a-maiiawa 'breathe' > Sie o/maniua/n 

So Sie does not give us much joy. Lenakel (and the other Tanna languages) are probably 
better 'witnesses' for *a-, since close to half the verbs in Lenakel begin with a, and quite a 
few more begin with a which is often (historically) a reduced form of a and also sometimes 
fluctuates with it synchronically. In fact, almost all the Lenakel verbs with an accreted vowel 
which are listed in Lynch (1978) -that is, those which are reflexes of POC etyma - show an 
accreted a; there are very few examples of any other accreted initial vowel. 

If the accreted vowel was PSV *a (as seems likely but not proven), three questions 
remain. Firstly, where did it come from? That is, does it have some POC source, ofcan its 
origin beotherwise tracked down? Secondly, why did some verbs take *a- while others did 
not, and why did different languages behave differently in respect to which verbs did take 
*a-? And thirdly, what was the function of *a-in PSV? 

I have at this stage no answer to the first two questions - where PSV *a- came from, and 
why some verbs show the accretion while others do not. (Examples (1)-(12), in one way or 
another, illustrate this second point fairly clearly.) As for the third question, it is pretty 
difficult to answer without an adequate answer to the first two. PSV *a- may have been a 
verb or verb phrase marker - a particle rather like its homophone POC *a which was a 
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common noun phrase marker. But further than that, I cannot go. Perhaps if Don Laycock 
were still with us, he might have found the answer. 
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ON THE CONCEPT OF PERSON 

K.A. MCELHANON 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Of the many memories I have of Don Laycock, one is of his consuming interest in 
comparative Papuan vocabularies. Many of his conversations revolved around the various 
terms used for the parts of the human anatomy, perhaps because in some sense these 
represented the more basic vocabulary, but also because of the apparently ingenious ways in 
which such terms were used in metaphors. In presenting this brief paper I pay tribute to the 
femle imagination and the rigourous research and analysis so characteristic of Don Laycock 
as he sought to understand ethnopsychologies as they are expressed through the vocabularies 
of different languages. My purpose is to show that in order to gain insight into how an 
ethnolinguistic group understands what it means to be human, one must research the full 
range of data relating to the person including the conceptual structures on which metaphors 
and idioms are built.1 

2. TRADITIONAL TREATMENTS OF THE EMOTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH BODY 
PARTS 

Traditionally lexicographers have noted which emotions may be attributed to one or 
another of the internal organs. Standard dictionary definitions usually include some 
statement to the effect that a particular internal organ is regarded as the 'seat' or 'source' of 
an emotion (hereafter 'psychological functions'). 

Typically, lexicographers of bilingual dictionaries for non-Indo-European languages have 
done little more than make generic statements about the psychological functions of the 
various parts of the body in the non-Indo-European language. In the Khte dictionary, for 
example, Flier1 and Strauss (1977) listed the following body parts and the emotions 
associated with them: 

lThe data upon which this study is based were collected by my wife, Noreen, and me during extended periods 
of residence among the Selepet people from 1964 to 1986 under the sponsorship of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics. The Selepet language and the related K&te language are spoken on the Huon Peninsula, Morobe 
Province, Papua New Guinea. For a linguistic classification see McElhanon (1975b). 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Domld C .  Laycock, 241 -255. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
Q K.A. McElhanon 
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bu 'the thoracic and abdominal cavities, seat of vital inner organs, seat of emotions' 
@.52), which the authors also gloss as 'heart' (p.54), apparently because many of its 
metaphorical extensions are paralleled by those in English based upon 'hearf.2 

upe 'neck, nape of the neck, also fig.: conscience, heart'(p.362). 

mang 'the inside, the inner side of something, the inner life, mind, heart, soul, conscience' 
( ~ . 1 9 3 ) . ~  

When researchers, whether lexicographers or ethnographers, attribute a psychological 
function to a given body part, such as the 'seat of the emotions' to the heart, they are 
positing semantic links between the expressions based upon that body part. Thus the 
generalisation noted by Flier1 and Strauss that bu signifies the 'seat of emotions' is based 
upon their recognition of a semantic link between expressions such as those in Table 

TABLE 1 : EXPRESSIONS FROM KATE 

The generic statements of the psychological functions associated with Kite body-part 
terms reflect this lexicographical tradition. Bu is glossed as the 'seat of emotions', with no 
specificity about which emotions may be involved. Moreover, each of the three terms is 
glossed by 'heart', with no statement about which concepts each term may share with heart, 
nor about which contexts may be appropriate for the use of each term. The semantic link 
which apparently unites these expressions seems to be none other than that in Germanic 
languages the heart usually represents the seat or source of the emotions. 

Literalisation 

Mangne biangkekac. 
Her thoracic cavity is good. 
Mangne siilcporekac. 
Her thoracic cavity is bad. 
Mangne zakac. 
Her thoracic cavity is burning. 
Mangne mstengkekac. 
Her thoracic cavity became cool. 
Mangne sanangkekac. 
Her thoracic cavity is strong. 
Mangne uruekac. 
Her thoracic cavity is soft. 

Furthermore, with but one or two exceptions, the authors note only the psychological 
functions for the internal organs. Although the terms for the other parts of the body are often 
used in a manner similar to those for the internal organs, the authors provide nothing more 
than a list of these terms in what would be commonly recognised as idiomatic expressions. 
Hazec 'ear' (pp.117-118) occurs in expressions linking such concepts as obedience, 

Resultant meaning 

She is happy. 

She is sad. 

She became excited. 

She became calm. 

She is callous. 

She is kind. 

2 ~ h e n  the referent is the physical organ the expression is buhindring, literally 'the seed of the thoracic 
cavity'. 
3~ am representing the voiced velar nasal /9/ with ng, the glottal stop with c, the voiceless and voiced 
labiovelar stops with kpand gb  respectively and the low, close, back, rounded vowel /a/ with 1. 
4~ecause these vernacular languages do not distinguish gender, I have used masculine or feminine glosses 
arbitrarily. 
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stubbornness, obstinance and disinterest. The dictionary entries for expressions based upon 
h a m ,  however, are simply listed with no indication that hazec may represent the source of a 
semantically related set of emotions and attitudes centred around one's response to 
commands. The same is true of sahac (pp.3 15-3 18) which seems to express the locus of 
outward appearances and serves to express pride, gloating, braggadocio, superficiality and 
pretence. 

One must bear in mind, however, that many lexicographers regard a systematic 
presentation of the metaphorical nature of vocabulary as pertaining more to encyclopedic 
knowledge than to lexical information. Writers of bilingual dictionaries have limited goals 
and do not normally include material which they regard as more properly belonging to 
encyclopedias, thesauri or ethnographies. 

Many ethnographers, however, also follow this tradition and make only passing generic 
references to the functions attributed to body parts. This practice follows in part from the 
fact that analytic paradigms determine which kinds of data are relevant to the analysis. More 
often than not the assumptions behind the paradigms of many European researchers either 
preclude the inclusion of non-empirical data or render the potential relevancy of such data 
opaque to the researcher. If one of the assumptions is that body parts can have no 
metaphysical correlates which experience conditions not normal for the body parts, then the 
derivation of meanings such as 'she is selfish' from the literalisation 'her belly is heavy' are 
not perspicuous to the researcher. Most researchers presume such expressions to be at most 
metaphoric, but more likely only idiomatic. In either case analysis proceeds no further. 
Such expressions may indeed be metaphoric or idiomatic, but the researcher should not 
presume that they are. 

Eleanor Gerber, for example, typifies those researchers who on apparently a priori 
grounds have chosen not to attempt a semantic analysis of the domain of emotions. She 
argues (1985132-135) that because the concepts involved in the study of personality are 
drawn from many (and presumably different) cultural sources, they do not constitute a 
coherent lexical domain which could be explicated in terms of a unified set of semantic 
features. On this basis she chose an "orientation toward social or situational referents rather 
than internal sensations" (p.135). She supported her analysis by observing the emotional 
behaviour of Samoans and interviewing them to determine what they thought about the 
various emotions. In passing she notes that for Samoans the loto is "thought to be the 
repository of some of a person's thoughts and feelings. The feelings that occur here ... are 
roughly equivalent to 'emotions' in English" (p. 136); "Adjectives may be appended to the 
word loto, and certain of these modifications create emotion terms" (p. 137). She categorises 
these expressions as metaphoric and simply lists them in a glossary with their literalisations: 
a 'high' loto (lotomaualuga) for 'arrogance', a 'low' loto (lotomaualalo) for 'humility', a 
'clean' loto (lotomarnzi) for 'an absence of angry feelings', a 'bad' or 'dirty' loto (lotoleaga) 
for 'jealousy', a 'weak' loto (1otovSivai) for 'timidity', 'a lot of loto (lototele) for 'bravery' 
and a 'sweet' loto (lotomalie) for 'willingness'. Other unrelated expressions, apparently 
consisting of a noun and an adjective, indicate that a person may be 'angry' fa'ali'i, 
'indecisive' fa'alotolotolua; 'forgiving' fa'amzigalo, 'sad' fa'anoanoa ', 'cautious' fa 'autauta, 
'sulky' fa'a'ii'ii, 'have faith' fa'atuatua and 'have hope' fa'amoemoe, but she lists these 
without providing literalisations or indications that they may be metaphoric. 

That metaphors have an underlying logic has been ably demonstrated by Lakoff and 
Johnson (1980:14ff., 1981:296ff.). In their analysis of English orientational metaphors they 
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noted the polar opposites of UPDOWN and that happy, good, virtue, high status and having 
control or force are indicated with U P  while sad, bad, depravity, low status and being subject 
to control or force are indicated with DOWN. Parallels with the Samoan data are obvious in 
that the polar opposites of HIGHLOW, and CLEAN~DIRTY indicate the opposing emotions of 
'arrogance' versus 'humility' and 'absence of angry feelings' versus 'jealousy'. The same is 
true for the Kite expressions of Table 1 in which the opposition of GOODIBAD is related to 
'happy' versus 'sad'. That quite distantly related languages share these characteristics has 
been noted in McElhanon (1978a, 1978b). 

Whether or not all such expressions represent Papua New Guinean world view 
assumptions is a question not easily addressed by expatriates. Speakers of Selepet, for 
example, do not distinguish idiomatic from non-idiomatic expressions. In some cases most 
speakers would argue strongly for a direct cause-effect relationship, as in the case of fright 
being the result of one's soul having left one's body.5 In others the nouns are apparently 
extended metaphorically as in the extension of the terrn for 'eyes' to include the 'field of 
view' as exemplified by senyengan tuhuap 'he did it in the eyes of the elders' meaning 'he 
did it in plain view of the elders'. In still other cases the terrn has only a literal sense as in 
sennge kaok 'his eye is white' (from cataracts). Furthermore, speakers who are conversant 
in English and evidence a greater acceptance of expatriate ways of thinking are frequently 
equivocal about the existence of metaphysical correlates for all the body parts. 

The conceptual framework presented in this paper, primarily supported by data from the 
Selepet language, is exemplary of the Papuan languages. It is important to note that any 
definitive statement about which emotions are associated with particular body parts needs to 
be based upon a rigorous analysis of all the relevant data. Not to do so is likely to result in 
rather facile statements which require later refinement when more thorough analysis is 
completed. For the Selepet people general statements such as 'one's inside is the seat of the 
emotions' or 'the head is the seat of intelligence' would mask some crucial distinctions. For 
example, the cognitive aspects of personality are built upon concepts associated with three 
body parts; the enggat- 'throat', the kun- 'head' and the ninggh ninggi-    thought^'.^ 

Expressions based upon the enggat- 'throat' indicate the intellectual aspects of maturation, 
such as when a child reaches the age of accountability, or when a person learns quickly or 
when a person's opinions are easily shaped by others. 

Those based upon kun- 'head' indicate dizziness, disorientation, confusion, and aberrant 
behaviour such as idiocy and obstinacy. Insanity is caused when a malevolent spirit takes 
hold of a person's head. 

Those based upon ningg i  ninggi-  'thoughts' focus on knowledge-as the content which 
arises during the process of thinking. This content has its origin outside of the individual so 
that a person functions as the recipient of the knowledge, thus n2nggimu teteap 'she thought 
and it (the knowledge) appeared'. More will be said about this when we consider the 
'acquisition of knowledge. 

5The Selepet regard the umut- as an extension of the person so that it represents both a person's 'shadow' and 
'reflection'. When the umut leaves a person who is asleep the result is dreaming, when a person is awake, it 
is fright. For further discussion see McElhanon (1975a). 
6 ~ a p u a n  languages usually make a distinction between classes of nouns on the basis o f  alienable and 
inalienable possession, with the terms for the body parts belonging to the latter class. When the term for 
'shadow, soul' occurs with inalienable possession I include it with the class embracing the terms for the body 
parts. The same applies to 'thoughts' which is a noun derived from the verb 'to think' by reduplication. 
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3. THE CONCEPT OF PERSONALITY 

Although it may not be apparent by considering isolated subsets of the expressions 
surrounding the concept of personality, what emerges consistently from a more inclusive 
analysis is that the basic characteristic of a person is pa~sivity.~ In many ways the individual 
is regarded as a victim of life's exigencies. One's cognitive and emotional states are 
contingent upon external influences, and one has little capacity to exercise direct control over 
the environment or other beings in it. Such passivity is evident in the concepts surrounding 
(1) personal reference, (2) the causes of a person's physical growth and maturation, (3) the 
concept of power, (4) the causes of psychological states and personal characteristics, (5) the 
acquisition of knowledge, (6) the vulnerability of a person to other beings and (7) the 
vulnerability of a person to external forces. 

3.1 PERSONAL REFERENCE 

The Selepet language has no word which can be glossed as 'person'. A person is referred 
to primarily by the use of a personal name, secondarily by a personal pronoun, and lastly by 
the gender-marked words of lok 'man' or imbi 'woman'. The word for 'people' lohimbi is 
the compound of 'man' plus 'woman'. The close identity between a person and the personal 
name is reinforced by the lack of a word for 'body'. When a person dies, the survivors do 
not bury a body; rather they bury the named individual. 

Every person has a personal double referred to as 'the one from behind' as in Siwitgit 
betngan gitnge 'the one from behind Siwit', that is, 'Siwit's personal double'. The role of 
this personal double is to protect its human counterpart, usually by warning of impending 
harm, less frequently by direct intervention when the person is under attack by spirit beings. 
This personal double is not a spirit being with a totally separate existence from its human 
co~nterpart.~ When the human dies, the personal double ceases to exist, so that it is perhaps 
better to think of it as a metaphysical extension of the person. 

3.2 PHYSICAL GROWTH AND MATURATION 

Physical growth and maturation is something that happens to a person. Conception is 
regarded as 'her (the mother's) blood gathers together' hepnge menduhuaksap, and if the 
mother miscarries, it is because 'her blood broke loose' hepnge tok yap. Upon birth, the 
infant is described as 'it is only with blood' hew* tap. If the mother gives the infant up for 
adoption, it is said that 'she gave it with its blood' hepngangak wangsap. When the 
appropriate relatives celebrate the rite of passage at the infant's birth, 'they cook for its 
blood' hepngahit uai, an indication that their desire is for normal maturation. Maturation 
results from one's blood passing through various stages; when 'his blood is happy' hepnge 
herongepap the young man has reached puberty. 

7~ompare this with the human control implied in Lawrence's (1971:141) description of the people of the 
southern Madang Province: "In spite of variation in content, all these beliefs rested on the assumption 
described for the traditional religion: human management of a creator god and the spirirs of the dead". 
l~awrence (1984:201) reported that among the Garia of the Rai Coast the personal double has an independent 
existence and is classified with other superhuman beings: the creator deities, ghosrs, spirits of the dead and 
demons. 
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A slow rate of growth, however, is said to be because 'it happened with her (the 
mother's) blood' hepngange oap. Of a less severe condition, such as temporary emaciation, 
it is said that 'it happened because of its (the child's) blood' hepngahit oap. On the other 
hand, permanent stunting is the direct result of a child having been victimised by a susun 
'witch' which steals unattended babies. Occasionally this witch substitutes her own baby, 
but for the most part she does a double switch, leaving her baby in place of the human baby 
while she enjoys mothering a human baby, and then later switching them again. Such 
activity is the sole cause of permanent stunting. 

After becoming an adult, one's strength is based upon the condition of one's bones as 
revealed in the expressions in Table 2. 

3.3 CONCEPT OF STRENGTH AND POWER 
,-, 

Most of the vernaculars of the Huon Peninsula have no nouns which have the sense that 
sfrength has in English. Although they do have adjectives which may be glossed as 
'strong', the words generally have much broader meanings and may be glossed as 'firm', 
'resistant', 'immovable', 'invincible', 'unyielding' and 'inflexible'. Although a person may 
be said to be 'strong', this does not imply that the person can be characterised as having 
physical strength. Physical strength is usually indicated by expressions based upon the 
'bone' as illustrated in Table 2. 

Literalisation 

Hahitnge ekbom. 
His bones I will see. 
Hahitnge hiung yap. 
His bones are wilting. 
Hahitnge sinduk yap. 
His bones are cool. 
Hahitnge bia. 
His bones are lacking. 
Hahitnge tok yap. 
His bones broke. 
Hahitnge re reap. 
His bones have appeared. 

The vernaculars do have a word which is close to the sense of English strength, but 
which is perhaps better glossed as 'stamina', although no single English word adequately 
conveys-the sense. It is within the range of concepts frequently associated with mana. In 
this concept human passivity is most conspicuous, for the strength, although necessary for a 
person's existence, is represented as being external to the person. In prehistoric times the 
women's stamina was regarded as being in their husbands. Men alone had the privilege of 
increasing their stamina by going to an outside source such as a snake. When a Selepet man 
obtained witnge 'his stamina' from a snake, 'he started himself up' kindiwahoap, thereby 
highlighting that he was the receptor of the stamina. 

Resultant meaning 

I will see if he is capable. 

He is weak from the effort. 

He is on the verge of failure. 

He doesn't complete a task. 

He has a long-term infirmity. 

He has recovered his strength. 
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Speakers of Selepet have asserted that no expressions based upon 'stamina' could 
substitute for one based upon 'bones'; the semantic domains are wholly distinct. A 
comparison of the expressions in each set in Table 3 highlights how 'stamina' expresses a 
more fundamental quality in contrast to the more temporary strength of the 'bones'. 

TABLE 3: EXPRESSIONS BASED ON 'STAMINA' AND 'BONES' 

Without stamina life is not possible. Thus, witnge wangsap 'he gave him his stamina' 
indicates that a man gave another person the essential resources necessary to continue living; 
for example, someone may provide a person with whatever material possessions are 
necessary to meet kinship obligations. If one throws away one's stamina (witnge pilap), 
one foolishly becomes wholly dependent upon others without the capability to reciprocate 
their generosity. To 'stand on another's stamina' watngan kinsap is to be dependent upon 
that person for sustenance. To 'do something on one's own stamina' iknge watngan tuhuap 
is to do something without help from anyone. Along with the introduction of specialised 
labour by expatriate employers came specialised tools. If one supplies another with the tools 
of a trade, one provides 'stamina'. Thus, the carpenter's tools represent his 'stamina'. With 
such 'stamina' the carpenter has a source of livelihood, in distinction to the strength which is 
supplied by his bones for specific tasks. 

Literalisation 

Hahitnge giap- 
His bones descended. 

Watnge giap. 
His stamina descended. 

Hahitnge bia. 
His bones are lacking. 

Witnge bia. 
His stamina is lacking. 

Hahitnge ka tsap. 
His bones he put. 

Watnge ka tsap. 
His stamina he put. 

3.4 PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS - 

Resultant meaning 

He tired from the effort. 

He is feeble. 

He did not finish it. 

He cannot hope to finish it. 

He has his strength back. 

He is confident of success. 

Just as a person has a metaphysical personal double, a number of body parts are 
conceived of as having metaphysical correlates. As the state of the metaphysical correlate 
changes,there is a corresponding change in a person's emotional state, physical condition or 
level of performance, as exemplified by the expressions in  Table 4. Such expressions 
highlight human passivity and free people from significant personal responsibility for the 
situations in which they find themselves. 
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TABLE 4: PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The expressions based upon biwi- 'inside' indicate a deepening hopelessness. Just as 
heavy loads weigh people down and weaken them, so also does the occurrence of 'heavy' in 
these expressions denote distinctly unfavourable conditions. When people stand aside they 
cease being obstructive. So also does the occurrence of 'stand aside' indicate that obstructive 
forces are no longer present. 

Literalisation 

Bi winge tom tomnge oap. 
Her inside petered out. 
Bi winge orotok oap. 
Her inside is slipping down. 
Bi winge hiung yap. 
Her inside is wilted. 
Tepnge uma tnge oap. 
His belly is heavy. 
Bi winge uma tnge oap. 
His inside is heavy. 
Ninggi ningginge uma tnge oap. 
Her ear is heavy. 
H h g e  umatnge oap. 
Her skin is heavy. 
Kunnge uma tnge oap. 
Her head is heavy. 
Sennge ke teraksap. 
His eyes stand aside. 
Bitnge keteraksap. 
His hand stands aside. 
Nimbilamnge keteraksap. 
Her tongue stands aside. 
Ninggii ningginge keteraksap. 
Her thoughts stand aside. 
Enggatnge ke teraksap. 
Her neck stands aside. 

3.5 ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE 

Resultant meaning 

She is losing confidence. 

She is giving up hope. 

She is in despair. 

He is selfish. 

He is despondent. 

She does not hear clearly. 

She is fatigued. 

She is feeling dull. 

He is clairvoyant. 

He is a craftsman. 

She spoke distinctly. 

She is thinking clearly. 

She sings well. 

Knowledge is both quantifiable and finite.9 The fact that it is quantifiable implies that 
one's knowledge can be greater or less than another's, that it can increase, and that one can 

9~awrence has argued in nearly absolute terms that the Ngaing of the Madang Province regard knowledge as 
finite and given by the deities: "The body of knowledge was conceived to be as finite as the cosmic order 
within which it was contained. It came into the world ready made and ready to use, and could be augmented 
not by human intellectual experiment but only by further revelation by new or old deities ... There was no need 
- in fact, no room -for an independent human intellect" (Lawrence 1964:33). "Except in minor matters, they 
dismiss the principle of human intellectual discovery. All the most valued parts of their culture are believed 
to have been invented by the deities, who taught men not only the rituals but also the empirical techniques 
for utilizing them" (Lawrence 1965:216). 
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and that humans can know all that there is to be known. Potentially complete knowledge is 
in accord with the lack of any specialisation of labour prior to European contact apart from 
that associated with sex roles. Every normal adult can perform all the tasks necessary to 
maintain a normal life. 

Since humans are basically passive, they are regarded only as recipients of existing 
knowledge as it is disclosed to them. A person may be thought of as a container into which 
knowledge is poured. This passivity is evident in the different ways by which knowledge 
may be received, through 

(1) sharing by other humans, 

(2) revelation by non-human agencies or 
(3) discovery through empirical methods. 

3.5.1 SHARING BY OTHER HUhG4N.S 

Humans either share knowledge or keep it private. The fact that people do not share all 
they know creates a dichotomy between common knowledge and secret knowledge. In 
Papua New Guinean societies this dichotomy functions in the same way that the 
sacrdsecular dichotomy functions in Western societies. My distinction between common 
and secret knowledge is roughly parallel to Lawrence's (1967:41-42) distinction between 
what is required to handle "purely secular skills ... which, given time, anyone can pick up in 
the course of normal experience" and "true knowledge" which is "the mastery of ritual, the 
correct performance of which guarantees success in important economic and social 
undertakings". True knowledge is the "ability to harness the power of gods and spirits to the 
activities of human beings". 

The fact that everyone learned the common skills necessary for daily living, but that the 
traditional religious cults were exclusively the province of men who took the young boys into 
the men's cult house for a formal initiation in which they were taught a body of secret 
knowledge, has parallels in those arenas where Europeans have shared knowledge with 
Papua New Guineans. 

When Europeans wished to train people in manual skills such as carpentry and plumbing, 
they followed the apprenticeship model in which trainees learned by doing. When the 
Europeans initiated formal education, however, they took the children, at first the young 
boys, into the school building, which in some ways must have been as distinctive as the 
men's cult house. Here they were 'initiated' into the Europeans' knowledge, some of which 
was very esoteric, as esoteric as any of the secret rituals taught in the men's cult house. 
Compare, for example, decimal mathematics with the indigenous counting systems which 
usually have a base of twenty, viz. all the digits on a person's hands and feet. Whereas most 
Papua New Guineans had little reason to count beyond twenty to forty, that is, 'one' to 'two' 
complete persons, the Europeans taught an open-ended system. The esoteric nature of the 
'new maths' was revealed during many of the millenarian movements in the Kalasa area of 
the Huon Peninsula when the cultists filled exercise books with columns of numbers 
(Wagner 1964:36). They were simply experimenting with some of the most esoteric 
knowledge the European had shared with them in order to discover the secret by which the 
Europeans acquired wealth. 
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The process of teaching such esoteric knowledge in classrooms and the rite of graduation 
served as functional substitutes for the traditional instruction of the secret knowledge of the 
men's cult and the rites of initiation. Classes were held in the school, taught first by 
expatriates, then later by trained Papua New Guinean specialists, who filled the role of those 
who had traditionally initiated the young men into the male cult. It was culminated by a rite 
of passage, namely that those who successfully recited the knowledge were passed into full 
adult membership with credentials to contract for employment and work for increased wages. 

In the whole enterprise of formal education, the students are passive and simply make 
themselves available to be filled with knowledge. Knowledge is not something to be sought 
after and discovered; rather it is something which is simply learned. Students are taught, 
advanced and ritualistically graduated. Any failure of the student, therefore, is regarded as a 
failure of the teachers to share all of their knowledge. 

At the graduation ceremony of a primary school, a village elder gave a speech in which he 
told the graduates that they knew all there was to know. Some of the students who did not 
advance to high school took vengeance by damaging the school buildings. Although their 
fathers and uncles had paid for them to get the requisite knowledge, the teachers obviously 
had not shared it all. The recourse was to get even. 

Although secret knowledge may be regarded as new when one learns it, it is still part of 
that finite corpus. In addition to being learned from other humans, it can also be revealed by 
non-human agencies or discovered by experimentation. 

3.5.2 REVELATION BY NON-HUMAN AGENCIES 

In Papua New Guinean societies knowledge was trahtionally communicated to people by 
a number of non-human agencies, the most common being snakes and ancestral spirits, with 
the most frequent medium being that of dreams. That knowledge is received through dreams 
highlights the fact that people are basically passive. Passivity is also in. focus when 
knowledge is revealed by one's personal double, by an omen or by divination. 

More recently, with the charismatic renewal sweeping through the churches, either God 
the Father or, more frequently, the Holy Spirit, is attributed with many of these functions, 
often in some quite unusual circumstances. 

Flannery (1983) reported that members of the Bilip Group in Garaina received two gifts 
of the Spirit, viz. wairles 'wireless (radio)' and sainhs 'scientists'. The gift of wairles 
enabled members to understand the ways of God: to understand omens and portents, to 
receive directions for community work, to arrange marriages, to know who should lead in 
church services, who should contribute money to the leaders, and who is engaged in 
undetected sin. The gift of saintis enabled members to obtain knowledge about "everything 
to do with stones, the bush, mountains, trees and the earth; of the moon, the stars, rain, 
thunder and lightning, things inside the ground (gold, copper), and of chemical or medicinal 
substances in trees or stones (like glass)" (pp. 170- 17 1). 
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Flannery (1984: 138) also reported that an illiterate woman from Ialibu "claimed to have 
been taught by God in a dream how to read. She subsequently bought a Bible and began to 
read Bible stories to others". 

3.5.3 DISCOVERY THROUGH EMPIRICAL METHODS 

The fact that the impersonal forces in the cosmos are unpredictable contributes to 
empiricism. Because one can never fully comprehend the exigencies of life, one can always 
repeat an action to see if the inhibiting circumstances might be absent. Alternatively, one 
may try something totally novel or perhaps slightly modify existing procedures as did the 
Kalasa people when they manipulated columns of numbers in exercise books in the hope of 
chancing upon the secret by which the Europeans were reported to have acquired wealth. 
Expatriate researchers in Papua New Guinea are familiar with the Tok Pisin phrase mi traim 
tasol 'I only am trying itY. 

Knowledge may also be learned by happenstance. When one bites on an object embedded 
in food, one may detect that sorcery has been performed. A ringing in one's ear reveals that 
one is being tallced about. A bird that flutters in and out of a house portends disaster. 

3.6 VULNERmLITY TO HUMANS 

That one can make it alone is unthinkable. Traditionally the maintenance of community 
solidarity has been one of the essentials of life for Papua New Guineans. It is there that one 
finds help during adversity and protection from enemies. The corollary of a strong 
dependency upon others is that one's vulnerability is highest when those relationships are 
allowed to weaken. Basic to the continuation of strong kinship ties is the concept of 
harmony, and it can only be achieved by maintaining balance. The central concepts in the 
Selepet language are expressed by tosa and matnge. Broadly defined, tosa embraces 
anything which upsets a balanced and harmonious relationship; matnge is that which restores 
the balance and harmony. For Table 5 one may assume that there is an event in which the 
person in the left column is advantaged, thereby receiving a tosa or 'credit' while the person 
in the right column is disadvantaged, a disadvantage which can be neutralised only by a 
matnge 'a compensating event'. How each of these is glossed in English depends upon the 
context. 

The concepts of tosa and matnge expound a core theme of Selepet society, viz. the need to 
maintain harmony and balance. This need attenuates any significant development of 
individualism. The ideal person is one who is passive and not given to strong displays of 
emotion. Displays of anger in particular are highly disfavoured, and even the description of 
an outgoing, gregarious person is stated negatively, esepnge bia 'he lacks reserve'. 
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TABLE 5: CONCEPTS OF TOSA AND MATNGE IN SELEPET 

3.7 VULNERABILITY TO OTHER BEINGS 

The advantaged person (A) receives a tosa 
glossed as: 

(1) 'theft' when A forcibly removes D's 
Property 

(2) 'sin' when A breaks a moral code 
and harms D 

(3) 'loan' when A borrows something 
from D 

(4) 'obligation' when D 
performs a service for 
or gives aid to A, or 
when D gives a present to A10 

The non-human world is populated with malevolent spirits (senduk banearzi) whose places 
of habitation are taboo (kdrnbuk). Because the spirits are not subject to the rules of 
reciprocity which govern human interaction, people have no influence over them, and their 
behaviour is wholly unpredictable. When encountering them people can expect one of two 
results. The most serious, rndinggdiyekrnai 'they bring unmitigated misery and anguish', 
results in one becoming deaf andlor mute, suffering recumng epileptic seizures or insanity. 
That rniinggii- occurs only with reference to the misery caused by the evil spirits 
uriderscores it as their main role toward humans. The less serious result is hiltyongomai 
'they attach themselves to them' (the people). This term is also used for burrs that stick on 
one's clothing as one walks through the fields. When an evil spirit attaches itself to a 
person, the person has a seizure, becomes delirious or just wanders aimlessly. Just as such 
burrs are easily removed, so also are the effects of an attachment by the evil spirit temporary. 

The disadvantaged person @) accepts a 
rnatnge glossed as: 

'restitution' if D demands 
and gets replacement, 
'compensation' if D demands and 
gets redress or 
'revenge' if D destroys A's property 
to get even; 

'punishment' when D demands 
offsetting harm to A or 
'amends' when A willingly 
accepts cost to satisfy D; 

'repayment' when A freely returns D's 
property; 

'honorarium', 'gratuity', 
'remuneration', or 
'reward' for service or aid to A or 
'gift' when A returns a &t of 
equal value to D 

Because people can take no offensive action when they are confronted by spirits, their 
only recourse is to avoid them as much as possible. When passing near a known spirit 
habitation in temtory belonging to another ethnolinguistic group, people speak that groups' 
language or they do not speak at all. The sound of a foreign language incites the spirits to 
attack those who speak it. Hence Selepet men are commonly multilingual. 

lowe would regard the property given to A to be a 'gift', but in the Selepet culture what A ends up having is 
an 'obligation' (tosa) to give a gift in return (matnge) on the appropriate occasion. 
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Spirits that a person just chances across in the forest can easily be tricked, however, 
simply by the person assuming a new name. The spirit will continue to search for the person 
under the old name, so that as long as no one calls the person by the old name, the person 
will be safe. The fact that people can only resort to subterfuge highlights their passivity. 

Fertility, prosperity and well-being in general are attained through the blessing of one's 
ancestors. A person who treats the ancestors properly can depend upon them to follow the 
established rules of reciprocity and cause one's gardens or livestock to become fertile. Such 
fertility, however, must be protected by the use of magic. The primary function of magic is 
to influence malevolent power, most often by deflecting it away from oneself, and 
secondarily by steering it to affect another. One may divert an approaching rainstorm by 
performing the appropriate ritual with an accompanying chant. Garden rituals prevent 
blights, deter pests, and mitigate or totally neutralise the effects of sorcery. 

3.8 VULNERAEiLIlr TO EXTERNAL FORCES 

There is no sense in which the world exists for the Selepet people to enjoy. In addition to 
the misery and anguish caused by evil spirits and the damage to their gardens by blights, 
natural disasters and sorcery, people are also regarded as victims of the rather mundane 
vicissitudes of life. 

People do not fall down; rather the ground strikes them. They do not itch; rather an itch 
bites them. Neither do they catch a cold, cough, hiccup, or belch; rather a cold, a cough, a 
hiccup, or a belch strikes them.11 Cold and fear are conditions which are there to affect 
them. They do not forget; rather their 'minds' strike them. 

The vulnerability of the person to outside forces is extended to society as a whole.12 
When an expamate gave a description of the solar system with explanations for the change of 
day into night and the-passing of seasons, his account was restructured by a Papua New 
Guinean interpreter to address questions that were important to them and to fit their 
cosmology. As he contrasted Papua New Guinea and America, the people of both nations 
were portrayed as passive, either beneficiaries or victims of the changes brought upon them 
by external forces. The interpreter depicted how that when the sun shines on the northern 
hemisphere it is daylight in America, but the shadow of the earth causes night in Papua New 
Guinea. As Americans get up for work, Papua New Guineans go to sleep. As the earth 
revolves, the sun begins to shine on Papua New Guinea and people get up to work even as 
Americans are going to sleep. 

To explain the seasons he stated that as the earth revolves, Papua New Guinea comes 
under the portion of the sky where it is rainy and the rainy season begins. Meanwhile 
America is under the sunny area which causes the dry season. As the earth continues to 
revolve, Papua New Guinea comes under the area which causes illness and the people 
become ill. Meanwhile America is under the area of health and everyone is healthy. 
Eventually Papua New Guinea comes under the area which causes famine and Papua New 

ll~ntentional coughing as a sign of greeting when people approach a house is expressed as kotok kunsap 
'calling a cough'. 
12~rrington (1974:257) noted for the people of the Papua New Guinean island of Karavar that "both society 
and the individual are seen as acquiring their present form through response to external influences. As a 
consequence, Karavarans do not believe that individuals are creative; they do not seek to understand individual 
behavior as the expression of a unique personality or character...". 
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Guineans experience hunger. Meanwhile America moves under the area which causes 
gardens to be productive and everyone eats well. Because Papua New Guinea is under an 
area of poverty, everyone is poor. Meanwhile because America is under the area of wealth, 
Americans are wealthy. But just wait, the earth is still revolving and Papua New Guineans 
will have their day. What the interpreter had done was to intentionally reinterpret the story 
according to their world view assumptions in order to explain the disparity in the standards 
of living for expatriates and Papua New Guinean citizens. What was unintentional, but also 
according to their world view assumptions, was the depiction of people as victims or 
beneficiaries of forces beyond their control. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this brief study I have suggested that a coherent sense of a Papua New Guinean 
ethnopsychology can be gained by carefully examining the metaphors based upon the terms 
for body parts. While recognising the equivocality of the claim that metaphysical correlates 
exist for many of the body parts, I contend that the systematicity of the semantic relationships 
and the symmetry in the metaphorical structure reflect that these concepts are indeed concepts 
that people live by. 

I have also presented linguistic and ethnographic data to support the characterisation of the 
Selepet people as primarily passive. Although the linguistic data are primarily from the 
Selepet language, and occasionally from Kite, there is the likelihood that comparable data 
occur in the many related languages, data which may corroborate some of the observations I 
have made about the Selepet. 
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DON LAYCOCK - CORRECTOR ANTIQUORUM 

MARION MELK-KOCH 

In the summer of 1963, when he was 26 years old, Don Laycock contacted Frau Hilde 
Thurnwald in Berlin, as he was interested in the linguistic fieldnotes on the Sepik area 
compiled by the ethnologist Richard Thurnwald, Hilde Thurnwald's late husband, a member 
of the famous 'Kaiserin-Augusta-FluI3-Expedition' or 'Sepik Expedition' in the years 1913- 
15. Don at the time was a recent PhD graduate of the Australian National University, his 
thesis dealing with languages of the Sepik region, and he was planning a visit to Germany. 

Don, already fluent in German, planned as well to search inGerman archives, on his 
intended visit, for linguistic material elicited by Walter Behrmann and Adolf Roesicke, both 
members of the 'Sepik Expedition', which had actually set out in 1912. For Hilde 
Thurnwald, Don's letter was an unexpected and welcome inquiry. When her husband was 
still alive (he had died in 1954), the Thurnwalds had already started to search for a linguist 
with a knowledge of Papuan and Melanesian languages to revise his Buin word lists 
collected on his two field trips, 25 years apart. So Frau Thurnwald in her reply told the 
young Australian linguist that there was only a small amount of Sepik material, but a lake  
quantity of Buin n0tes.l 

This material from Buin was obtained mainly in 1908-09, when Richard Thurnwald spent 
seven months in the Buin area, on the southern slopes of the northem Solomons island of 
Bougainville. Thumwald was one of the first scientists to visit this island, only two years 
after the first government station had been established at Kieta, and at about the same time 
that two Marist missionaries had settled in Buin. Bougainville was still 'unexplored', 
although Buin men had worked on the Queensland canefields up to 1902. 

Thurnwald, who travelled alone, had been sent out by the Konigliches Museum fiir 
Volkerliunde in Berlin. His brief included not only the task of collecting ethnographic 
specimens but as well living with the people, thus gaining a comprehensive knowledge of 
their daily life and their religious beliefs, documenting their myths and songs and obtaining 
phonographic recordings and photographs of their dances, and of their technical skills as 
well - not forgetting word lists and 'Originaltexte'. Thumwald's employer at the museum, 
Felix von Luschan, was a friend of Franz Boas and far-sighted enough to send a man with 

. unusual qualities to that almost unknown spot on the globe. This was a man not only trained 
in learning different languages, but also trained in jurisprudence, in ancient history and 
sociology, and acquainted with museum collections and anthropological literature. And he 

lNachlaI3 papers ofJ Hilde Thurnwald, Don Laycock, 19.7.1963, 12.8.1963. 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock. 257-262. 
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O Marion Melk-Koch 
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was not only interested in social structures and the way they are changed by culture contact, 
but equally in the functioning of the human mind. Well before he left Europe on his three- 
year field trip to Germany's colonies in the South Seas, Thurnwald had recognised that the 
mere description of similarities or dissimilarities in human societies is not sufficient: what is 
needed as well is the perception of processes evolving the different phenomena of life, in 
order to explain them. Thurnwald was in good physical condition for his task, as an 
experienced alpinist, and he enjoyed living in the wilderness. 

After spending eighteen months in the 'Deutsches Siidsee-Schutzgebiet', Thurnwald 
eventually settled down in Buin, already accustomed to the peculiarities of both resident 
Europeans and local inhabitants. From the middle of April until October 1908 he worked in 
Kabuai, Buin, learning the language, taking photographs and making phonographic 
recordings; his interest was especially aroused by the variety of very melodious songs, some 
of them accompanied by instruments and dances. 

Although in close and friendly contact with the male population, he found that nobody 
would reveal the songs to him to his satisfaction. It was only when he went on a sailing 
vessel to some of the other Solomon Islands (where he made recordings of songs and wrote 
down the texts) that the crew helped teach him the words of some of those songs. Back in 
Buin, the "texts poured on him incessantly" (Thurnwald 1936:3). After a total stay of seven 
months in Buin, Thurnwald had collected the texts of 145 songs, 135 of which he published, 
with interlinear transcriptions and short explanations of every text (Thurnwald 19 12). 

Together with the edited song texts and folktales, Thurnwald had planned to publish a 
Buin dictionary with a grammatical introduction. But he came across inexplicable 
discrepancies in his word lists and became all too aware of the shortcomings of this part of 
his work. So he decided to postpone its publication until he could make further inquiries in 
Buin, which he thought he could do once his next expedition to the Sepik area was finished.2 

But it was to be 25 years after his first visit when Thurnwald again had the opportunity to 
undertake fieldwork in Buin, this time accompanied by his wife, Hilde, and financed by the 
Australian National Research Council. In 1933-34 he spent ten months in Buin again, 
correcting and changing his word lists, and besides furthering his interest in culture change, 
economic and social conditions, he collected about 100 more songs. This time he was much 
more aware of their peculiarities, and in the next few years he published 'Profane literature 
of Buin, Solomon Islands' (1936), and a version in German, with just a few psychological 
comments (1941). In both articles he analysed the songs, gave their native classifications 
and discussed changes in them compared with versions collected in former days. 

In his later publications, Thurnwald obviously made no use of his mass of Buin material, 
even though in his lectures, right until his death in 1954, he always 'returned' to Buin. Buin 
culture had left deep impressions on him and in his eyes provided an excellent example for 
explaining ethnic stratification by its political structure (Thurnwald 1934b). 

So Thurnwald's linguistic material still remained untouched, when in autumn 1963 Don 
arrived in Berlin. Hilde Thurnwald allowed Don to look through the papers and manuscripts 
and to make his own choice. Eventually he asked for the linguistic fieldnotes of 
Thurnwald's three voyages to Oceania, including the two drafts of the Buin dictionary. At 
that time Hilde Thurnwald could not find the 100 song texts which her husband had collected 

2 ~ o r  more detailed information about Richard Thurnwald, his scientific background and his two voyaga to 
the Pacific, see Mek-Koch (1989). 

- 



in 1933-34; also, the ethnosociological fieldnotes concerning Buin were not included in the 
two boxes she sent to Stephen Wurm, head of the Department of Linguistics at the Research 
School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University, in Canberra. Shipment was 
refunded by the department,3 and Frau Thurnwald was pleased by the knowledge that the 
engaging young linguist, Don Laycock, was to gain a position in the department and make 
scientific use of the linguistic material her husband had never published but had always borne 
in mind. And so Thurnwald's Buin materials became the incentive for Don's fieldwork in 
Buin. 

In this context it should be noted that all the ethnographical fieldnotes, as well as the 100 
Buin song texts, together with nine unpublished biographies of Buin people, elicited by 
Hilde Thurnwald when she carried out fieldwork with her husband in  1933-34, are now lost. 
In 1968 Frau Thurnwald had offered the song texts to Don, and she also wondered if she 
should send him the ethnosociological fieldnotes.4 There is no reference to the scripts again 
in her correspondence or anywhere else. 

Since Hilde Thurnwald has left no more personal correspondence and papers than fits into 
two plastic bags, it is very probable, though not yet proven, that she threw away her 
husband's materials and manuscripts together with her own at some time before her death in 
1979. Her motive for behaviour as strange as this might perhaps be closely connected with 
her knowledge of Don's findings in Buin. If we consider Don's discoveries as very likely 
the reason for the loss of these assets of Thurnwald's, we need to ask what were those 
burning, momentous results that he had produced? Moreover, could Don's critical 
annotations made to Thurnwald's dictionary and song interpretations really reduce the value 
of fieldnotes, not only deriving from Buin-speaking people but also from informants with 
knowledge of Pidgin and English (in 1933-34) and, even beyond that, from first-hand 
participant observation? Even more puzzling, Hilde Thurnwald had actually offered Don the 
still untranslated 100 songs from 1933-34, and the ethnological fieldnotes, after she had 
already been made well aware of the deficiencies of her husband's word lists. 

Let's take a closer look at what happened. Up until 1968 Don had carried out a 
tremendous amount of work on Thurnwald's dictionary entries, and in November 1966, 
accompanied by his wife Tania, he had started his work in Buin, settling down at Paariro, 
located in the middle of the Buin language area. After five weeks working with his 
informant, Paul Raukai Rorugagi, he had discussed every word in Thurnwald's dictionary 
with him. As he told Frau Thurn~a ld ,~  the outcome was severe disappointment. Working 
through 640 pages with approximately eight words per page, he found many instances of 
incorrect translations: Thurnwald obviously had had some trouble in hearing the differences 
between /p/ and /b/, and It/ and /sf. He did not realise that there was no contrast between [r], 
[l] and [dl, and also wrote down identical words with different spellings. Also he 
interchanged pronouns and misunderstood morphemes in an "incredible manner9', 'as Don 
states. More than 400 of the entries turned out to be impossible to translate in 1966-67 
(those consisting of personal and village names, as well as words supposed to originate from 
Pidgin, English, Siwai and the Shortland Islands) - none of the oldest men were able to 

3 ~ a c h l a ~  Hilde Thurnwald, Stephen Wurm, 11.2.1964. 
4~achla13 Hilde Thurnwald. Don Laycock, 31.3.1968. 
5 ~ a c h l a ~  Hilde Thurnwald, Don Laycock, 9.3.1967. 
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remember the meanings. Eventually Thurnwald's dictionary of about 5,000 entries was 
reduced to not more than 2,000 that Don was able to recognise and to present in the correct 
form. For the Buin dictionary and grammar Don elicited 1,000 additional words. All of this 
news, together with a short report on the most striking changes in Buin culture, Don, while 
still in Buin, conveyed to Frau Thurnwald in March 1967, and he did it with much empathy. 
Frau Thurnwald accepted his findings without any disappointment or ill feeling. She was a 
social scientist in  her own right and could accept and welcome new knowledge of greater 
depth and accuracy. 

During his five months' stay in Buin, Don also collected song texts and made tape 
recordings of them, just as Thurnwald had done 57 and 32 years earlier with the 
phonograph. In translating these texts and trying to figure out their content, Don obviously 
became as fascinated as had Thumwald half a century beforehand, for these songs not only 
reveal the feeling and thinking of the people, but also show complicated poetic and linguistic 
structures as particular traits of their culture. 

Already in 1908 Thurnwald had reported that there were hidden allusions in the songs 
(Thurnwald 1909:531), and he had recognised 'poetic forms'. Being aware of the 
difficulties, mentioned above, that Thumwald as one of the first white men in Buin had with 
the language - since even "one or two small errors in hearing a Buin word can make an 
enormous amount of difference" (Laycock 1970e, nos.65,135), not only the reader of today 
but also Hilde Thurnwald, after Don Laycock's communications, was wondering how her 
husband had managed to collect 145 song texts in 1908-09. Thurnwald in 1912 and in his 
prior reports had not concealed the difficulties he had in deciphering the actual content with 
regard to the allusions in the texts. As he also realised, names in particular were avoided and 
replaced by animal names. In these cases, as well as for the meaning of other nouns, he 
introduced an aid used in European culture, in that he asked the informants to draw the things 
in question for him (Thurnwald 1913:49) to show their characteristic features. Perhaps it 
was this very idea, of thus establishing the identity of different images, which still ensures 
the historical value of his outstanding 1912 publication Lieder und Sagen aus Buin. 

In 1969 Don published his first results from Buin in the article 'Sublanguages in Buin: 
play, poetry, and preservation' (Laycock 1969b). In this article he analyses the "linguistic 
phenomena underlying Buin sublanguages". Sublanguages are "linguistic play, avoidance 
usages, stylistic variants and other sociolinguistic areas" including the secret language Don 
called a 'ludling', which is a systematic deformation of ordinary language (pp.1,14). 

And Don, who had recognised 500 word-variants of poetic forms which were used in 
traditional songs, determined three methods by which the Buin systematically transform 
ordinary words into poetic forms, as well as a few instances of irregular poetic forms 
(Laycock 1969b: 12). To reveal these systematic and unsystematic transformations into 
poetic speech (only nouns were concerned) was an aim which Thurnwald had already had in 
1936, but his linguistic abilities were far below Don's. His field was anthropology, and his 
holistic approach does him credit. One of the main problems in translating Thurnwald's 
songs nowadays is to trace the poetic word back to the underlying form, especially in a case 
where the word was transformed again, as Don illustrates with the word for 'hornbill': 
"uugu, poetic uupata; but uupata is not only the transform of uugu and the poetic epithet for 
'child', but also a normal male name...". Don concludes that only the linguistic and social 
context "can fully determine the level at which a word is being used" (p. 13), thus enlarging 
Thurnwald's approach to a detailed linguistic analysis. 



The main point seems to me to be whether the logical changing of syllables (as 
propounded by Don) and the method of transformation correspond to the poetic intention the 
singer had in mind. And - even more puzzling - poetic forms amved at in this way would 
require a commonly shared knowledge of the system of substitution, otherwise only a few 
people would understand the identity of the persons, places, occurrences that the texts refer 
to. That only a few people are aware of the initial or primary content of the songs had 
already been noted by Thurnwald (1936:4). In this context it is quite possible that there 
might have been a change in poetic substitutes since Thurnwald's times, as well. As Don 
mentioned but did not discuss in his article, the verbs used in the songs often "show archaic 
morphology", a fact Thurnwald already considered to be true of some poetic forms (nouns) 
(Laycock 1969b:14; Thurnwald 1941:25). But Don demonstrated how linguistically naive 
this assumption could be without knowing the transforming system. 

When Don had compiled his new dictionary of about 5,500 words, and was trying to 
identify the words in Thurnwald's Lieder und Sagen ..., he discovered some more 
inadequacies: "non-marking of long vowels, long consonants, and (much more serious) false 
division of wordsW.6 The dictionary and grammar, originally intended by Don Laycock to 
have Thurnwald as co-author, eventually clearly was the result of Don's efforts, and 
accordingly he came to the decision, as he told Frau Thurnwald, only to acknowledge the 
assistance of her husband's manuscript material. He expected to complete the dictionary by 
the end of 1969. Hilde Thurnwald accepted Don's expert opinion without taking any 
offence, only indicating that she would welcome the inclusion of the sentence which she 
proposed, acknowledging "the tremendous help afforded by the MS dictionary in carrying 
out the initial work in Bougainville" in his p r e f a ~ e . ~  Though Don had clearly recognised the 
defects in Thurnwald's knowledge of the Buin language, he always maintained a noble a i d  
fair attitude towards his predecessor in the field. 

From 1969 the Buin dictionary became, citing his own words, Don's 'favourite work'. 
Besides the various tasks which the work entailed, he also started to reinterpret Thurnwald's 
songs. In the last letter to Don Laycock preserved in her papers (dated December 1972), 
Hilde Thurnwald comforted Don with the assurance that he was not to worry about her, in 
his editing of the linguistic material.* It is evident that her thoughts were mainly of the 
deficiencies of her husband's texts. To other ethnologists she spoke of the insignificance of 
her husband's linguistic materials, probably at the same time as Don again started to work 
with Thurnwald's texts. And, like Thurnwald, Don had his 're-study' in Buin. Just as 
Thurnwald had been, he still seemed to be fascinated by the Buin songs when I was lucky 
enough to meet him in December 1987, but, as with Thurnwald, he never published his Buin 
dictionary.9 As he shows in his paper 'The content of Buin songs today' (Laycock 1970b), 
it is quite difficult to reinterpret Thurnwald's texts nowadays, but the pure fact that such a 
highly gifted linguist as Don hied to do it shows that he hoped and trusted to catch a glimpse 
of a Buin culture essentially unchanged by modem times and two world wars. Now, after 

6~achla13 Hilde Thurnwald, Don Laycock, 25.3.1969. 
7~achla13 Hilde Thurnwald, Don Laycock, 13.4.1969. 
*Nachla~ Hilde Thurnwald, Don Laycock, 5.1 1.1972. 1 1.12.1972. 
9~ believe, however, that plans are afoot among Don Laycock's Papuanist former colleagues to complete the 
dictionary for eventual publicarion. 
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Don has left us with so many unanswered questions on Buin 'literature', it seems to be about 
time for the Buin people themselves to take over the task.1° 
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ON NOMINALISATION IN SAMOAN 

ULRIKE MOSEL 

The paper presented here in memory of Don Laycock deals with case marking in 
nominalised verbal clauses in Samoan. I wish I were able to discuss it with Don at morning 
tea in the Research School of Pacific Studies. His comments and suggestions were always 
inspiring and would probably have helped me to better understand the syntactic problem 
here. 

Samoan is a Polynesian ergative language, whose cases are marked by prepositions. The 
cases relevant for the present discussion are: 

(1) the absolutive case, which is either unmarked or marked by ia 
(2) the ergative case, marked by e 
(3) the a-possessive case, marked by a 
(4) the o-possessive case, marked by o 

The verbal clauses whose nominalisation I want to discuss here can be classified into ergative 
and non-ergative verbal clauses. 

ERGATIVE CLAUSES (1) consist of a predicate verb phrase expressing a transitive action, 
an obligatory absolutive noun phrase denoting the patient (the participant which is affected 
by the action), and an optional ergative noun phrase denoting the agent (the participant which 
typically initiates and performs the action). 

- NON-ERGATIVE CLAUSES do not contain an ergative noun phrase, but only an absolutive 
denoting the primary participant of the state of affairs in question, which can be an agent (2), 
an undergoer (3), or a participant found in a certain state (4). 

In both types of clauses the absolutive noun phrase is either unmarked (hence the term 
'absolutive') or marked by the preposition ia. In other words, the patient of transitive actions 
and the primary participant of intransitive states of affairs are expressed by the same case and 
contrast with the agent of transitive actions, which is marked by the ergative preposition. 

l ~ y  research on Samoan grammar including four fieldwork mps to western Samoa was financed by the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Society) from 1984 to 1989 (Mosel & Hovdhaugen 
1992). In Samoa I lived with the family of Seupule Tiva in Satitoa (Aleipata) to whom I am most grateful 
for accepting me as a family member and helping me to learn the language and understand the Famamoa . 
Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donnld C. Laycock. 263-281. 
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O Ulrike Mosel 
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(1) Na fasi e le tama le maile.2 
PAST hit ERG ART child ART dog 
VP ERG.NP ABS.NF' 

agent patient 
The child hit the dog. 

(2) 'Ua alu le teine. 
PERF go ART girl 
VP ABS.NP 

agent 
The girl has gone. 

(3) Na pa 'ii le teine. 
PAST f d  ART girl 
VP ABS.NF' 

undergoer of a process 
The girl fell down. 

(4) Sii ma 'i le teine. 
PAST sick ART girl 
VP ABS.NP 

participant found in a certain state 
The girl was sick. 

Samoan distinguishes between two possessive (or genitive) cases which are marked by 
the prepositions a and orespectively. In noun phrases which are not derived from verbal 
clauses, the preposition a serves as a means of describing a relationship as initiated and 
controlled by the possessor referent. The possessor typically, but not necessarily, refers to a 
human being, whereas the possessee expresses an object which is acquired and used by the 
person in question: 

(5) 'o le naifi a le fafine 
PRES ART h i f e  POSS ART woman 
the knife of the woman 

Non-human entities, like cars, are sometimes personified: 

, 2~xamples taken from published texts are rendered in their original orthography which usually neglects the 
indication of glottal stops and vowel length, whereas examples recorded by myself are written in the 
orthograptiy used by Milner (1966). This orthography indicates vowel length by a macron. Abbreviations of 
grammatical terns are as follows: ABS - absolutive, ANAPH - anaphoric pronoun, ART - article (when not 
further specified = specific singular le), CAUS - causative prefix, COMP - comparative particle, CONJ - 
conjunction, DIM - diminutive, DIR - directive particle, DU - dual, EM - emotional, EMPH - emphatic 
particle, ERG - ergative, ES - ergative suffix attached to verbs, in previous publications often called 
(mysterious) transitive suffix, EXC - exclusive, GENR - general tense-aspect-mood particle, HUM - numeral 
classifier for human beings, INC - inclusive, LD - preposition indicating the locative-directional case, LIG - 
ligative marking by vowel lengthening, NEG - negative particle, NP - noun phrase, NR - nominaliser, NSP - 
non-specific, PERF - perfect, PL - plural, POSS - possessive, PRES - preposition indicating the presentative 
case, PROG - progressive, Q - interrogative particle, SG - singular, SP - specific, SUBJ - subjunctive, TAM - 
tense-aspect-mood particle, VP - verb phrase. 



(6) Ua ola le taavale ... 
PERF live ART car 
The car st arted... 
(lit. The car became alive ...) (Moana 1983:1)3 

Accordingly we find a conventionalised metaphor of personification in the possessor- 
marking with vehicles: 

(7) le pasese a le pasi 
ART passenger POSS ART bus 
the passengers of the bus (Moana 1984:8) 

The possessive preposition o signifies that the relationship of the two entities is understood 
as naturally or socially given, and hence uncontrolled by the possessor referent, or that the 
possessee referent is considered as constituting some inherently related part or characteristic 
of the possessor referent. Thus the relationship between human beings and their bodily parts 
is undoubtedly given by nature and marked by o: 

(8) le ulu o le tarna 
ART head POSS ART boy 
the head of the boy 

The distinction between a- and o-possessive constructions becomes most evident with 
possessees which can be combined with a or with o: 

(9) a. 'o upu a le ali 'i . .. 

PRES word POSS ART chief 
the words of the chief 

b. 'o upu 0, le pese 
PRES word POSS ART song 
the words of the song 

NOMINALISED VERBAL CLAUSES (compare Chung 1978:304-310; Duranti 1981:175- 
178) are noun phrases which are derived from verbal clauses and have the same syntactic 
functions as noun phrases. Accordingly, they can be marked for case by prepositions and 
are determined by articles, but lack tense-aspect-mood particles: 

(10) ... le ala o le loka o au i totonu o le  pofu moe. 
ART reason POSS ART lock POSS 1SG LD inside POSS ART room sleep 
... the reason why I was locked in the bedroom. 
(lit. ... the reason of the locking of me ...) (MJ p.6) 

Compare : 

(11) le ala o le fa'alavelave 
ART reason POSS ART problem 
the reason for that problem 

3The abbreviations for sources of data are given in section 7. 
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The nucleus of nominalised verbal clauses is formed by verbs which can be negated by E 
'not' and modified by pre-nuclear and post-nuclear adverbs, whereas the nucleus of other 
noun phrases does not combine with negative particles or adverbs: 

(12) Sa ou nofo ma le le fiafia. 
PAST 1SG stay with ART not happy 
I stayed there and was unhappy. 
(lit. I stayed there with the not being happy.) (Ryh. p.32) 

(13) ... ona ua masani i le ala i le sau soo 
because PERF acquainted.with LD ART way LD ART come often 

ua leva le po. 
PERF be.a.long.time ART night 
... because he knew the way since he often came late in the night. 
(lit. ... because he was acquainted with the way because of his coming often, the 
night had been for a long time.) (Moana 1984:37) 

( 1 4  o le faatoa ma malaga lava lea i le vaa. 
PRES ART first ~Du.ExC travel EMPH this LD ART ship. 
... this was the first time we travelled by ship. 
(lit. ... this was our first travelling in a ship.) (Sav. p. 13) 

The verb forming the nucleus of a nominalised verbal clause is marked for plurality if its 
primary argument is plural: 

(15) Ona o le lapopoa o po tu... 
because PRES ART 1arge.PL POSS room 
Since the rooms were so large ... 
(lit. Because of the being large of the rooms ...) (MJ p.28) 

Nominalised verbal clauses may solely contain a verbal nucleus without any further 
specification, so that the simplest form of a nominalised verbal clause is: 

1 (PREPOSITION) ARTICLE VERB I 
(15) Na ia fasi=a Sina o Ie taa=po. 

PAST 3SG hit=ES Sina PRES ART run.freely=night 
He hit Sina because she roamed about at night. (Moana 1983:3) 

(17) E sili Ie puipui=a i lo Ie togafiti=a. 
GENR best ART prevent=ES LD COMP ART treat=ES 
Prevention is better than treatment. (Maunu p.69) 

If the arguments are expressed by noun phrases, their representation is determined by the 
rules given in sections 2-4. 

Almost all verbs denoting actions, and many verbs denoting mental activities, can be 
changed into verbal nouns by the suffix =ga: 

( 1 8) inu to drink inu=ga drinking 
sapini to whip sapini=ga whipping 
savali to walk savali=ga walking 
va 'ai to see va 'ai=ga seeing 
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These verbal nouns are used instead of verbs in nominalised verbal clauses if the state of 
affairs in question is considered as a particular event, which is clearly defined by the place or 
time of its occurrence. The construction and meaning of verbal nouns is described 
separately, in section 5 of this article. 

2. THE NOMINALISATION OF NON-ERGATIVE VERBAL CLAUSES 

The absolutive argument of non-ergative verbs (Vn,n-erg) becomes a possessive attribute, 
whereas all other arguments remain unchanged. 

TAM vnon-erg ABSOLUTIVE NP LD NP 

(PREPOSITION) ARTICLE vnon-erg POSSESSIVE NP LD NP 

(19) Na tagi Susana. 
PAST cry Susana 
Susana cried. 

(20) Na vave uma le tagi a Susana ... 
PAST quick finished ART cry POSS Susana 
Soon Susana stopped crying ... 
(lit. The crying of Susana was soon finished ...) (Moana 1987:l) 

(21) E Ielei l=a=u tunu ia ... 
GENR good ART=POSS=2SG roast fish 
Your fish roasting is good. 

(22) E ese le Ielei o l=a=u tunu ia ... 
GENR different -ART good POSS ART=POSS=2SG roast fish 
You roast fish extraordinarily well ... 
(lit. The being good of your fish roasting is extraordinary ...) (Maunu p.42) 

The possessive attribute denoting the primary participant is introduced by the preposition a or 
o. The preposition a indicates that the primary participant is the agent of an action that 
actually takes place. Agents are human beings and animals, deliberately initiating, 
peiforming and controlling actions (23), vehicles (24) or natural forces (25). 

(23) le tagi a Susana 
ART cry POSS Susana 
the crying of Susana 

(24) le alu a le vaa 
ART go POSS ART boat 
the-going of the boat 

(25) le agi a le matagi 
ART blow POSS ART wind 
the blowing of the wind 

(Moana 1987:l) 

(MJ p.24) 

Sometimes verbs denoting actions of human beings are metaphorically used with other kinds 
of participants. In nominalised verbal clauses these participants can be marked by a:  
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(26) Matua vave tele le sola a le taim'. 
very quick much ART run POSS ART time 
The time is running very fast. 
(lit. The running of the time is very fast.) (MJ p.18) 

The preposition o is used if the primary participant is not an agent: 

(27) le leai o ni=si e mamai vasa 
ART not.exist POSS ART.NSP.PL=other GENR sick.PL sea 
the absence of anybody being seasick (Tutuila p.7) 

(28) le ola o si O= 'u tini 
ART live POSS ART.EM.SG POSS=~SG mother 
the life of my dear mother 

This preposition is also used if the speaker does not want to be explicit about the primary 
participant's agency, regardless of whether it actually initiates, performs, or controls the 
action. Verbs denoting actions and natural events allow both a and o possessor-marking of 
their primary participant, depending on whether or not agency is to be explicitly indicated: 

(29) E lei uma lava le tagi o si moa. 
GENR not.yet complete EMPH ART cry POSS ART.EM.SG hen 
The hen did not stop crying. 
(lit. The crying of the hen was not completed.) (Lulu p.7) 

(30) le agi o le matagi 
ART blow POSS ART wind 
the blowing of the wind 

(31) Ua ii vale le fetagisi a namu. 
PERF squeak stupidly ART cry.PL POSS mosquito 
The mosquitoes made a stupid squeaking sound. (Maunu p.9) 

(32) ... ma taumafai e faa=taliga tuli i le fetagisi o namu. 
and try GENR CAUS=ear deaf LD ART  cry.^^ POSS mosquito 

... and.tried to turn a deaf ear to the noise of the mosquitoes. (Maunu p.74) 

Similarly, the primary participant of verbs of perception (e.g. faalogo 'hear, listen', va 'ai 
'see, look') can be marked by a in order to classify it as an agent: 

(33) 'Ua 'ese le fa'dogo mai 
PERF different ART listen DIR 

a le tama'ita 'i i totonu o le fale. 
POSS ART lady LD inside POSS ART house 
Inside the house, the girl listened attentively. 
(lii; The listening of the lady inside the house was extraordinary.) (Moy. p.82) 

But if the possessive attribute denoting the person perceiving is marked by o, the perception 
is represented as an accidental event: 

(34) 'Ai e fou i le fa 'alogo o le &ma 'ita 'i lea itui6iga ki. 
probably GENR new LD ART listen POSS ART lady that kind key 
It was probably something new for the lady to hear this kind of key. 
(lit. Probably this kind of key was new in the hearing of the lady.) (2 AP) 
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In contrast to fa 'alogo 'hear, listen' and va 'ai 'see, look', many non-ergative verbs 
expressing mental activities do not allow for variation between a and o, but require the 
preposition o (e.g. alofa 'love', fiafia 'be happy', fefe 'fear', ita 'be angry', manatu 'think, 
feel lonely'). 

As has already been mentioned, the preposition a only introduces the possessive attribute 
denoting the agent if the action is represented as actually taking place. If the verb is negated 
by le'not' or modified by fia 'want' or so 'o 'often', the possessive attribute must be marked 
by o. 

(35) ... ma le pese l w  malie a le teine lea e 
and ART sing voice pleasant POSS ART g ~ l  that G E M  

faamoemoe le tama.. . 
expect ART boy 
... and the beautiful singing of the girl who is expecting a boy ... (Maunu p. 11) 

(36) S2 ita le tin2 'ona 'o le lE pese o le teine. 
PAST angry ART mother because PRES ART not sing POSS ART girl 
The mother was angry because the girl did not sing. 

(37) ... aua e ta i tutusa lava le fia taumafa 
because GENR almost like EMPH ART want eat 

o tagata i le fia aai o nai mea ola! 
POSS person LD ART want eat.PL POSS ART.DIM.SP.PL thing live 
... because the hunger of human beings is nearly equal to the hunger of animals! 

(MJ p.36) 

(38) E mrTnaia le pese so'o o le teine. 
G E M  nice ART sing often POSS ART girl 
It is nice that the girl often sings. 

3. THE NOMINALISATION OF ERGATIVE VERBAL CLAUSES 

As mentioned above, ergative verbal clauses denoting transitive actions contain an 
obligatory argument in the absolutive case referring to the patient and an optional argument in 
the ergative case denoting the agent. The ergative argument maintains its original f o m  in 
nominalisations when the patient of the transitive action is expressed by a possessive attribute 
marked by o. 

WPOSITION) ART Veg o POSSESSIVE NP ERGATIVE NP 

- patient - -agent - . 

(39) 0 le aso ono o Aokuso, o le aso lea e 
PRES ART day six POSS August PRES ART day- that GEM 

faa=manatua=ina ai le uluai faa=pa=ina o 
CAUS=remember=ES ANAPH ART first CAUS=explode=ES POSS 

le pulu atomika e tagata, e fasi=oti=a a taga ta. 
ART bomb atomic ERG person GEM hit=dead=ES ANAPH person 
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The sixth of August is the day on which the f i s t  time people let a nuclear bomb 
explode to kill other people is commemorated. 
(lit. The sixth of August, that is the day the first letting explode a nuclear bomb by 
people to kill other people is commemorated.) (Maunu p.33) 

The sequential order of constituents is variable; the ergative noun phrase may also precede 
the possessive noun phrase. 

(PREPOSITION) ART VeR ERGATIVE NP o POSSESSIVE NP 

- agent - - patient - 

(40) E faa=le=lelei le faa=susu fagu e tina palagi 
GENR CAUS=not=good ART C~uS=suck bottle ERG mother palagi 

o pepe. 
POSS baby 
The palagi mothers' feeding of the babies with bottles is not good. 

If an ergative verb (or an ergatively used labile verb) is not followed by a possessive noun 
phrase denoting the patient, the ergative noun phrase can either be maintained or be replaced 
by a possessive noun phrase marked by a. 

(PREPOSITION) ve% ERGATIVE NP 

(41) E faa=le=lelei le faa=susu fagu e tina palagi 
GENR CAUS=not=good ART CAUS=suck bottle ERG mother palagi 
The palagi mothers' feeding with bottles is not good. 

( (PREPOSITION) v e ~  a POSSESSIVE NP (LD NP) 

(42) E faa=le=lelei le faa=susu fagu a tina palagi 
GENR CAUS=not=good ART C~uS=suck bottle POSS mother palagi 
The palagi mothers' feeding with bottles is not good. 

(43) E faa=le=lelei le faa=susu fagu a tina palagi 
GENR CAUS=not=good ART CAUS=suck bottle POSS mother palagi 

i pepe. 
LD baby 
The palagi mothers' feeding the babies with bottles is not good. 

When the agent of a transitive action denoted by an ergative verb is simultaneously the 
possessor of the patient, it is expressed by a possessive noun phrase in basic verbal clauses. 
This possessive noun phrase modifies the absolutive noun phrase denoting the patient. 



(44) Na luelue le ulu o Iopu. 
PAST shake ART head POSS Iopu 
Iopu shook his head. 

- 

(Moana 1986:2) 

In the corresponding nominalised verbal clauses, the patient is expressed by a possessive 
noun phrase followed by a second possessive noun phrase denoting the agent and possessor: 

(45) Ou te manatua, na ou fia vaai lava i ai 
1SG GENR remember PAST 1SG want see EMPH LD ANAPH 

i le fanau mai o le tama a le fafine ... 
LD ART give.birth DIR POSS ART child POSS ART woman 
I remember that I wanted to see how the woman was giving birth to her child ... 

(Maunu p.69) 

(46) Na iloa atu foi e Tapale, le soloi o le loimata 
PAST know DIR also ERG Tapale ART wipe POSS ART tear 

o le tamai agelu i l=o=na lima tusi. 
POSS ART small.offspring angel LD ART=POSS=~SG hand write 
Tapale noticed that the little angel was wiping off a tear with its forefinger. 

(Maunu p. 122) 

The f is t  possessive noun phrase denoting the patient is always marked by the preposition o, 
whereas the second possessive noun phrase takes either a or 0, depending on the kind of 
possessive relationship that exists between the possessee/patient and the possessor/agent. 

THE ABSOLUTIVE ARGUMENT of ergative predicates becomes a possessive adjunct 
marked by o or, less frequently, it maintains its original form as an absolutive argument. 

(PREPOSITION) ART o POSSESSIVE NP (ERGATIVE NP) 
- patient - - agent - 

(47) 0 le fafaga o le pepe i le fagu susu. .. 
PRES ART feed POSS ART baby LD ART bottle milk 
The feeding of the baby with a bottle of milk. (Maunu p. 104) 

(48) 0 le ala lena o le fau o ni Po tu 
PRES ART reason that POSS ART build POSS ART NSP.PL room 

e lua pe tolu ... 
GENR two Q three 
This is the reason for building two or three rooms ... (MJ p.10) 

(PREPOSITION) ART ABSOLUTIVE NP (JZRGATIVE NP) 

- patient - - agent - 

(49) Sa alu ane loa Pa'upa'u i le fau le pa. 
PAST go DIR then Pa'upa'u LD ART build ART hook 
Pa'upa'u went to fix the hook. ( Tapasi p. 19) 
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3.1 NOUN INCORPORATION 

Ergative verbs de-ergativised by noun incorporation behave like non-ergative verbs in 
both basic verbal clauses and nominalised verbal clauses. Accordingly, the primary 
argument is expressed by a possessive noun phrase in nominalised verbal clauses, which is 
either marked by a or o :  

(50) ... ona o le faa=fefe tagata o le tuugamau la. 
because PRES ART CAUS=fear people POSS ART grave that 
... because that grave frightened the people. (Maunu p.42) 

(51) ... ona o le fai mea piopio o faifeau ... 
because PRES ART do thing crooked POSS pastor 
... because the pastors do crooked things ... (Maunu p.43) 

(52) Na vave tele le tap- pua 'a a le tama lea. 
, PAST quick much ART kill pig POSS ART boy that 

That boy killed the pig very fast. 
(lit. That boy's pig killing was very fast.) 

In these constructions, the action is not regarded as concerning particular things or 
individuals, but is in general characterised as concerning all members of the category denoted 
by the incorporated noun. The use of the preposition a is strongly preferred when (a) the 
verb expresses an action that actually takes place, (b) the incorporated noun expresses the 
patient in general affected by this action, and (c) the possessive noun phrase refers to the 
agent. 

The case marking of the arguments of nominalised verbal clauses is subject to variation. 

1. TAM Vnon-erg ABS --f ART Vnon-erg d o  POSS NP 

2. TAM [Verg + N] non-erg ABS ART WeR + N]non,rg d o  POSS NP 

3. TAM Verg ERG ABS + ART Verg O POSS NP ERG 

4. TAM Verg ERG --f ART Verg a POSS NP 
--f ART Verg ERG 

5. TAM Verg ABS --f ART Verg o POSS NP 
+ ART Verg ABS 

6. TAM Veg ABS d o  POSS NP --f ART Verg o POSSNP d o  POSS NP 

The absolutive arguments of ergative and non-ergative verbs are not treated equally when 
basic verbal clauses are nominalised, since the absolutive arguments of ergative verbs can be 
left unchanged in nominalised ergative clauses (rule 5), whereas absolutive arguments of 
non-ergative verbs become attributes (rule 1). 

The arguments of [Verg + N]-compounds behave like those of non-ergative verbs and 
become possessive attributes (rule 2). 

Rules 3 and 4 show that the choice of case marking for the expression of the agent in 
nominalised ergative clauses is not determined by semantic role, but is dependent on the 
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syntactic structure of the whole clause. If nominalised ergative clauses contain a noun phrase 
denoting the agent, but lack a patient noun phrase, they are less transitive than canonical 
transitive clauses in terms of Hopper and Thomson's (1980) transitivity hierarchy. They are 
in a way detransitivised. This might account for the fact that the lack of a patient noun phrase 
allows the agent noun phrase to have the same case marking (that is, a)  as the agent noun 
phrase of nominalised non-ergative clauses (rules 1 and 4). In other words, a only marks 
the agent of intransitive and detransitivised clauses. 

4. THE EXPRESSION OF ARGUMENTS BY POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS 

Similar to the nucleus of noun phrases (53), the nucleus of a nominalised verbal clause 
may be preceded by a possessive pronominal construction (54). 

I (PREPOSITION) ART (do) POSSESSIVE PRONOUN NUCLEUS 1 

fale (53) a. 'o l=o= 'u b. 'o l=a= 'u ta 'avale 
PRES ART=POSS= 1 SG house PRES ART=POSS=lSG car 
my house my car 

(54) a. 'o l=o='u fefe b. 'o l=a='u tagi 
PRES ART=POSS=lSG fear PRES ART=POSS=lSG cry 
my fear [my being scared] my crying 

- .. 

4.1 POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS IN NOMINALISED NON-ERGATIVE VERBAL CLAUSES 

With non-ergative verbs the possessive pronoun refers to the primary participant involved 
in the state of affairs in question, which would be expressed by a pre-verbal pronoun in the 
corresponding verbal clause. 

TAM PRE-VERBAL PRONOUN 0 vnonerg 
ART d o  POSSESSIVE PRONOUN vnonerg 

13epending on the meaning of the verb, the possessive pronoun can express a variety of 
semantic roles and, accordingly, be marked by a or o, for example the agent of an intransitive 
action: 

(55) 'ou te alu 
IsG GENR go 
1 go 

(56) ... 'a=" l=a='u alu ou te galue. 
but=p~ES ART=POSS=~SG go 1SG GEM work . 

... as I am going off to work. (Moy.  p.56) 

or a participant found in a certain state of being or having a certain quality 

(57) l Z  te mitutua 
3DU GENR old.PL 
they are old 
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(58) E tutusa foi l=o la matutua e sefulu iva tausaga. 
GENR like also ART=POSS 3DU old.PL GENR ten nine year 
They were both nineteen years old. 
(lit. Their being old - 19 are the years - was equal.) (Maunu p.41) 

With dual and plural possessive pronouns the possessive preposition is optional: 

(59) le 15 mItutua 
AF~T 2DU old.PL 
their being old 

The possessive preposition a is chosen if it is the explicit intention to express that the primary 
participant has control over the event in question. The use of a implies that this event is 
considered as actually happening; o must be used instead of a when the verb is negated by le 
'not' or modified by fia 'want' or so 'o 'often'. 

1 (PREPOSITION) ART o POSSESSIVE PRONOUN E Vnonerg I 

(60) SI ita l=o='u tins i l=o='u 16 alu i Apia. 
PAST angry ART=POSS=lSG mother LD ART=POSS=~SG not go LD Apia 
My mother was angry because I did not go to Apia. 

I (PREPOSITION) ART o POSSESSIVEPRONOUN fia Vnonerg I 

(61) Ae ese lava l=o=u fia nofo i l=o tatou fale. 
but different EMPH ART=POSS=lSG want stay LD ART=POSS 1PL.INC house 
I really want to live in our house. 
(lit. My wanting to stay in our house is extraordinary.) (Maunu p.49) 

4.1.1 NOUN INCORPORATION 

In nominalisations [Verg + NJnon-erg constructions behave like non-ergative verbs in 
respect to case marking and pronominalisation of arguments: 

(PREPOSITION) ART a/o POSSESSIVE PRONOUN [Veg + N]non+rg 

(62) a. Na ia tape pua 'a. 
PAST 3SG kill pig 
He killed pigs. 

b. - E  'ese le vave o l=a=na tapE pua'a. 
GENR different ART quick POSS ART=POSS=~SG kill pig 
He is very fast in killing pigs. 
(lit. The fastness of his killing pigs is extraordinary.) 
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If a non-ergative verbal clause whose primary participant is expressed by a pre-verbal 
pronoun is nominalised, the pre-verbal pronoun becomes a possessive pronoun. A singular 
possessive pronoun is obligatorily marked by one of the two possessive prepositions a or o, 
whereas with dual and plural the use of the possessive prepositions is optional. The choice 
of either a or o is semantically determined by the same rules as in nominalised basic verbal 
clauses with possessive noun phrases. '1 

4.2 POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS IN NOMINALISED ERGATIVE CLAUSES 

With ergative verbs the pre-nuclear possessive pronoun refers to the agent of the transitive 
state of affairs denoted by the verb. This corresponds to the fact that in ergative verbal 
clauses the agent can also be expressed by a pre-verbal pronoun : 

TAM PRE-VERBAL PRONOUN Vm (TAM) ABSOLUTIVENP 
(PREPOSITION) ART 40 POSSESSIVE PRONOUN Verg ABSIO POSSESSIVE NP 

(63) a. si na fia iloa mea 
PAST 3SG want know thing 
he wanted to know the things 

b. ... o l=o=na fia iloa mea '010 'o fai=a ai. 
PRES ART=POSS=3SG want know thing PROG do=ES ANAPH 
... because he wanted to know what was being done there. (Tiuga p.30) 

It never refers to the patient of a transitive action. One cannot say *Na 'ou re 'i i lo'u fafagu e 
letama 'ita 'i; instead one must say: 

(64) Na 'ou te'i i le  fafagu o a'u e le tama'ita 'i. 
PAST 1SG startle LD ART wake.up POSS 1SG ERG ART lady 
I was startled when the woman woke me up. (compare MJ p.6) 

If the patient is expressed by a possessive noun phrase marked by o, the pre-nuclear 
possessive pronoun refemng to the agent is also in most cases marked by o. The following 
clauses show the results of eliciting tests, in which 10 informants were asked to choose 
between lona and lana, or both lona and lana in about 30 clauses. 

(65) '0 le tama lea e ita le toea 'ina i l=o=na (*lana) 
PRES ART boy that GENR angry ART old.man LD ART=POSS=~SG 

sasa(=ina) o maile. 
hit=ES POSS dog 
The old man was angry at the boy's hitting the dogs. 

(66) 'Ua alu 'uma le tupe i l=o=na (*lana) fa4atau(=ina) mai 
PERF go dl ART money LD ART=POSS=~SG sell== DIR 

o mea 'ai. 
POSS thing eat 
He spent all his money on buying food. 
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(67) S i  'ou ita i l=o=na ( * h a )  fafagu o a'u i 
PAST 1SG angry LD ART=POSS=3SG wake POSS 1SG LD 

le taeao PO. 
ART morning night 
I was angry because she woke me up before dawn in the morning. 

In only two cases did some informants prefer lana to lona, namely three informants in (68) 
and four in (69). The reason for their choice is unclear. 

(68) E 'ese le v a v e o  l=u=na t.iipE=ina o le pua 'a. 
GENR different ART fast POSS ART=POSS=3SG kill=ES POSS ART pig 
He was extraordinarily fast in killing the pig. 

(69) E vave l=o=na fa6atau(=ina) atu o i'a na 
GENR quick ART=POSS=3SG sell=ES DIR POSS fish PAST 

maua analeili. 
get earlier.today 
He quickly sold the fish he had got earlier the same day. 

The written texts only provide examples with o-possessive pronouns: 

(70) E peiseai ua h a  e le toa=tele o tatou 
GENR 1ook.like PERF envy ERG ART HUM=many POSS 1PL.INC 

le pot0 o se tagata, i l=o=na 
ART clever POSS ART.NSP.SG person LD ART=POSS=3SG 

sila=fia o le gagana Peretania. 
know=ES POSS ART language Britain 
It is as if many of us envy a person who knows English well. 
(lit. ... envy the cleverness of a person in his knowing of the English language.) 

(Maunu p.64) 

In one example of our data where the patient is expressed by an absolutive noun phrase 
instead of a possessive noun phrase the possessive pronoun is marked by a: 

(71) ... 'aua lava ne'i 'e gioioi pe e te fefe 'a= 'o  
- don't EMPH NEG.SUBJ 2SG move Q 2SG GENR fear but=PRES 

I= a= 'u taumafai=ina se 'auala e mafai 
ART.NSP.SG road GENR able ART=POSS=~SG ~ = E S  

ai ona 'e sao. 
ANAPH CONJ 2SG safe 
... don't move or be afraid, I'll try to find a way so that you will be saved. (Moy. p..85) 

Finally, -if the patient is not expresssed at all or referred to by a locative-directional noun 
phrase denoting an only partially involved patient, some speakers prefer a to o :  

(72) E lE tele ni a= 'u agasala, na'o 
GENR not much ART.NSP.PL POSS=lSG sin only 

1=0= &=a= 'u sasa i aso 'uma. 
ART=POSS=lSG hit LD day.SP.PL all 
My sins are not many, only that I always beat [somebody]. 
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(73) ... o le mea sili ai o l=o=u manatu=a ... 
PRES ART thing best ANAPH PRES ART=POSS=2SG think=ES [=remember] 
... more important is that you remember it [the birthday]. (Moana 1986:3) 

Taking the general meaning of the possessive prepositions a and o into account, one 
would expect that in nominalised verbal clauses the agent is generally marked by a. With a 
few exceptions, however, possessive pronouns marked by a only occur in nominalised non- 
ergative clauses and in nominalised ergative clauses lacking the expression of a patient, for 
example, lgna sasa 'his hitting' versus lgna sasa o le maile 'his hitting of the dog'. This 
restriction on the use of the preposition a corresponds to our findings concerning the case 
marking of nominal arguments in nominalised ergative clauses, where the use of a also 
presupposes the absence of a patient noun phrase. 

Nominalised ergative clauses not giving any information about the patient are less 
transitive than the corresponding verbal clauses which require reference to the patient. 
According to their lower degree of transitivity, these reduced nominalised ergative clauses 
behave like nominalised non-ergative clauses in respect to the case marking of the 
pronominal or nominal agent. The preposition a only marks the agent of nominalised 
intransitive or detransitivised clauses. In nominalised transitive clauses (clauses containing 
the expression of both an agent and a patient) nominal agents are marked by e and 
pronominal agents by o. The pronominal agents marked by o are distinguished from 
patients, which are also marked by o, by their pre-nuclear position: . .  

(74) l=o=na sasa o le made 
ART=POSS=3SG hit POSS ART dog 
his hitting of the dog 

5. NOMINALISED VERBAL CLAUSES WHOSE NUCLEUS IS A VERBAL NOUN 

When nominalised verbal clauses are formed by verbal nouns instead of verbs; they 
denote certain, well-defined events which in most contexts happened in the past. The action 
in-question is seen as a whole; it is considered as an entity which can be referred to in much 
the same way as one can refer to objects. Thus the contrast between the two types of 
nominalised verbal clauses is similar to the contrast between imperfective and perfective 
aspect. As examples (75) and (76) show, the two types of nominalised verbal clauses do not 
differ in respect to their syntactic functions. 

(75) ... atoa ai ma le maua ai o ni seleni 
whole ANAPH and ART get ANAPH PRES ART.NSP.PL money 

mo le tausi=a o aiga mai le faatau=ina o 
for ART care.for=~S POSS family from ART  sell=^^ POSS 

ni=si o fua o toga=laau ai=na. 
ART NSP.PL=other POSS fruit POSS planting=tree eat=ES 
[The aim of this program is that the families get some help to get some good food for 
their health] and also to get some money for the care of their household by selling some 
fruits from the garden. (Togaluau p. 1) 
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(76) 0 le po lea o l=a=u faatau=ga ula mulimuli 
PRES ART night that POSS ART=POSS=lSG sell=NR+LIG necklace last 

lea i Apia. 
that LD Apia 
That night I sold necklaces for the last time in Apia. 
(lit. This was the night of my last necklace selling in Apia.) (Moana 19858) 

The verbal nouns must be distinguished from a second type of deverbal noun, which is 
derived by the means of either =ga or =(C)aga. These deverbal nouns do not denote the 
same state of affairs as the verb and the verbal noun, but a specific type of event, which is 
defined by its participants, its purpose, and certain rules of conduct or other circumstances. 
Compare: 

Verb Verbal noun Deverbal noun 

'ai eat 'aiga eating 'aiga meal 
su'e search su 'ega searching su 'ega examination 

Furthermore, deverbal nouns of this type may also express the object or the place of the 
event denoted by the verb: 

Verb Deverbal noun 

'afisi carry under the arm 
moe sleep 
ti 'ele bathe 

'afisiga load [so canied] 
moega bed 
t i  'elega bathing pool 

The contrast between the two types of nominalised clauses is not expressed with the verb fai 
'do, make'. If a verbal clause containing fai as its verb phrase nucleus is nominalised, fai 
becomes faiga, irrespective of whether the state of affairs expressed is a particular event or is 
of a more general nature: 

(77) ... e lulusa le fai=ga o le tagata ma le tama 'i=moa! 
GENR like ART do=NR POSS ART person and ART small.offspring=hen 
... the treatment of a person and a chicken is the same! (Maunu p. 120) 

(78) E faa=ata tagata foi le malie o mea sa nana 
GENR CAUS=laugh people also ART funny POSS thing PAST hide 

ai le fai=ga o faa=mafu. 
ANAPH ART do=NR POSS CAUS=sour 
The people were amused what funny places were chosen to secretly make home- 
brewed liquor. 
(lit. The being funny of the places where the making of home-brewed was 
hidden made people laugh.) (Maunu p. 1 14) 

In contrast to nominalised verbal clauses formed by verbs, nominalised verbal clauses 
formed by verbal nouns: 

(1) dot not contain negative particles, and 
(2) when derived from ergative verbs always lack the ergative suffix. 

Both types of nominalised verbal clause have in common that they may combine with an 
ergative noun phrase (provided that the verb is ergative), they may be marked for plurality, 
and they may contain adverbs and directive particles: 
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(79) ... ae na oo lava ina moumou malie atu le pisa o 
but PAST reach EMPH CONJ disappear gentle DIR ART noise POSS 

l e  sapini=ga o Pale ma Maria e o la tina. 
ART whip=M POSS Pale and Maria ERG POSS 3DU mother 
... but finally the noise of the whipping of Pale and Maria by their mothers gently 
faded away. (Maunu p. 13) 

5.1 CASE MARKING OF ARGUMENTS IN NOMINALISED NON-ERGATIVE CLAUSES 

Most of the verbal nouns used in nominalised non-ergative verbal clauses denote actions, 
so that the primary argument is an agent, which is expressed by a possessive noun phrase or 
a possessive pronoun marked by a: 

(80) A o le itula lena ua faa=solo ai 
but PRES ART hour that PERF ~~~s=rnove. forward ANAPH 

l e  asiasi=ga a le puaa ulavale ... 
ART inspect=NR POSS ART pig naughty 
But at that time, the naughty pig continued its inspection ... 
(lit. But that time the inspection of the naughty pig moved forward ...) (Piki p.3) 

(81) I I=a=u matamata=ga i le atunuu o Iapani ... 
LD ART=POSS=I SG  look=^^ LD ART country PRES Japan 
When I visited Japan some years ago [I was very impressed by how the earth 
of the country was utilised.] 
(lit. In my looking at the country Japan ...) (Maunu p.54) 

5.2 CASE MARKING OF ARGUMENTS IN.NOMINALISED ERGATIVE CLAUSES 

When ergative clauses of the structure VP ERG (ABS) are nominalised the agent may be 
expressed by an ergative noun phrase or a possesssive noun phrase marked by a, irrespective 
of whether the patient is expressed or not. 

This construction is not found in nominalised ergative clauses of the same type whose 
nucleus is formed by a verb. There the agent is only marked by the a possesssive 
preposition if the patient is not expressed. 

I ART Verg =ga a a POSSESSIVE NF' (0 POSSESSIVE NF') 

(82) 0 le faitau=ga a le Afioga Patele Tovi'o o le 
PRES ART read=NR POSS ART Sir Patele Tovi'o POSS ART 

Tusi Paia, na ou manatua ai le pe'a.. 
book holy PAST 1SG remember ANAPH ART flying.fox 
When Sir Patele Tovico read the Bible I thought of the flying fox. (Maunu p.25) 

I ART Verg =ga o POSSESSIVE NF' ERGATIVE NF' 
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(83) le sapini=ga o Pale ma Maria e o la tina. 
ART whip=m POSS Pale and Maria ERG POSS 3DU mother 
the whipping of Pale and Maria by their mothers. (Maunu p. 13) 

The patient is always expressed by a possessive noun phrase marked by o. We do not find 
patients expressed by absolutive noun phrases : 

(84) ... le ote=gia=ga o le matai lea ... 
ART scold=ES= NR POSS ART mafai that ... 
... the being scolded of the mafai [who had [only] given one shilling as his 
contribution.) (Maunu p.111) 

Nominalised verbal clauses whose nucleus is formed by a verbal noun also differ from those 
whose nucleus is a verb in respect to the pronominalisation of arguments. If the agent is 
expressed by a pre-nuclear possessive pronoun, it is usually marked by a: 

(85) '0 l=a='u faitau=ga o le tusi 
PRES ART=POSS=lSG read=m POSS ART book 

na 'ou manatua ai le tala. 
PAST 1SG remember ANAPH ART story 
When I read the book I remembered the story. 

Some informants think that the o form is also possible: 

(86) '0 lo 'u faitauga ole tusi sa 'ou manatua aile tala. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

There are two types of nominalisation. In type I the nucleus is formed by a verb and in 
type II by a verbal noun which is derived by the suffm =ga. 

In nominalisations of type I1 the case marking of arguments is more like the case marking 
of possessive atmbutes in non-derived noun phrases. The agents of both intransitive and 
(canonical) transitive actions can be expressed by possessive pronouns or  noun phrases 
marked by a. The distribution of a and o can be explained in terms of semantic properties, 
that is control]. This is  not the case with the dismbution of a and o in nominalisations of 
type I. Here a only marks agents of intransitive and detransitivised clauses (SA) and 
contrasts with o marking pronominal transitive agents (A), undergoers (Su), and patients 
(O), and e marking nominal transitive agents (A): 

TYPE I (verb) TYPE I1 (verbal noun) 
NP pre-verbal pronoun NP pre-verbal pronoun 

SA (intransitive agent) a a a a 
S u  (undergoer) o o o o 
A (transitive agent) e o a/e a (0) 
0 (patient) o - o - 
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7. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR SOURCES OF DATA IN THE EXAMPLES 

Written sources consisting of texts and linguistic material collected by non-Samoans are 
marked by * (for non-abbreviated sources see the bibliography). 

Lulu = Sapolu (1978) E lele le lulu ae valoia 
Maunu = Aiovao (1987) Maunu mai loimata o Apa 'ula 
*Mi. = Milner (1966) Samoan dictionary 
MJ = Larkin (1967) 0 le tala a Mandy Jane 
*Moy. = Moyle (198 1) Egogo 
Piki = Larkin (1966) 0 le fagafao o Piki 
Ryh. = Tuitolovaa (1985) Ryhanapoinciana. 
Sa v. = Leauga (n.d.) 0 lau malaga muamua i le motu o Savaii 
Tapas; = Sio (1984) Tapas; o folauga i aso af2 
Tiuga = 0 le tiuga malie ma isi fala (1972) 
Togalaau = Benedict (n.d.) Togalaau aina mo aiga Samoa. 0 se taiala mo e galulue i 

togalaau aina. Faaliliuina: Noumea Sim' 
2 AP = The Samoan broadcasting radio station. 
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SHARED PROPERTIES OF PIDGINS AND ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGES 

PETER MUHLHAUSLER 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Though pidgins have tended to be lumped together with artificial languages and though 
claims exist for individual pidgins that label them as artificial inventions, very few planners 
of artificial languages have been inspired by insights from pidgins. Don Laycock, an 
authority on both pidgins and artificial languages was one of the few scholars who could 
have achieved this. His premature death unfortunately means that the job of integrating 
pidgin and artificial language study has to be finished by others. I am in the fortunate 
position of having discussed these issues at length with Don and some of our joint thinking 
on this matter has recently been published (Laycock & Miihlhausler 1990). 

2. SOME HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The reasons why pidgins and artificial languages have tended to be studied in isolation 
include: 

(1) The relative recentness of pidgin studies. 
(2) Attitudinal factors on the part of artificial language creators. 
(3) Attitudinal factors on the part of pidginists. 
(4) Lack of agreement on central notions such as simplicity and naturalness. 

(5) Other. 

As regards the first point, the vast majority of proposals for artificial sign systems 
occurred between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries and thus predate the academic 
study of pidgins. It is interesting to note, however, that one of the fathers of the pidgin 
discipline, Hugo Schuchart, was at the same time very active in the study of artificial 
languages, in particular Volapiik. At one stage he goes so far as to call pidgins and creoles 
Volapiikian. (Schuchardt 1928: 158). When reviewing proposals for Latin- and Romance- 
based artificial languages Schuchardt suggested (p.382) that "one could equally well elevate 
one of the creole dialects of Romance to the status of international auxiliary language. They 
possess a regular and simple grammar and fixed word order. They avoid difficult sound 
combinations, favour bisyllabic words and have demonstrated that they are capable of being 
used for literary purposes". 

Tom Dutton, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Loycock. 283-290. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-110, 1992. 
O Peter Miihlhausler 
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Another early twentieth century linguist, Jespersen (1928:738), similarly concerned 
himself with questions of both artificial languages and pidgins, though he dismissed the 
possibility of using the latter as a model for the former by arguing: 

I have devoted a long chapter of my book Language to a study of Pidgin 
English, Beach-la-Mar and similar exotic minimum-languages or makeshift- 
languages, so I speak with some knowledge of the matter when I say that the 
interlanguage I am advocating in this book is totally different from such 
languages through being expressive and efficient, though extremely simple in 
its grammatical structure. 

More recently Orwell's language of 1984, 'Newspeak', in all likelihood was inspired by his 
own encounters with pidginised forms of English in Southeast Asia. 

Most workers on artificial languages continue to ignore or dismiss the study of pidgins as 
irrelevant to artificial language. Thus, Large (1985) makes no reference to this topic in his 
history of the artificial language movement and IgbinewCka (1987) developed his Guosa 
language as the lingua franca of Nigeria in opposition to pidgin English which is widely 
spoken in that country. 

The objection that pidgins are impoverished, ad hoc, not really simple and tainted by the 
colonial history continues to dominate the field. The situation is not helped by the fact that 
the early practitioners of pidgin studies were almost aggressively descriptive, with figures 
such as the American structuralist Robert A. Hall (1955) dismissing any interference with or 
planning of a pidgin with the pronouncement "leave your language alone". The question of 
language planning has equally been ignored by those who have looked at pidgins as the 
source of information about linguistic universals rather than as a solution to a certain 
communication problem. Perhaps the most important reason for lack of contact between 
pidgin and artificial language studies is the absence of a theoretical foundation that allows for 
the integration of the two subdisciplines. The notions of simplicity and reduction, whilst 
encountered in the traditions of both pidgin and artificial language study for a long time were 
insufficiently developed to be of use for such integration. Jespersen was not alone in 
regarding pidgins as chaotic and non-optimal forms of communication. Whilst a 
mathematical notion of simplicity (= rule optimalisation) could be used in the development of 
-cial languages, its use in studying pidgins was very limited. It is only in the most recent 
past that theoretical apparatus began to be developed that can be used for integrating the two 
areas. Most important is the development of the notion of linguistic naturalness followed 
closely by descriptive models that can cope with change and variation over time. The last 
reason why the obvious link between pidgins and artificial languages was not made is that of 
the functions to be served by the latter. The use of pidgins as a model is restricted to those 
artificial languages that are designed as an additional auxiliary language for every day 
discourse, but they do not lend themselves to situations where artificial languages are 
designed to replace all other human languages or for philosophical and mathematical 
discourse. 

3. SIMPLICITY AND NATURALNESS 

Any understanding of shared properties and differences between pidgins and artificial 
languages crucially depends on the study of the notions of simplicity, markedness and 
naturalness. Naturalness in language is manifested in the following properties: 



(a) The presence of a less natural category implies that of a more natural one. Trial, for 
instance, implies dual which in turn implies plural (at least with nouns). The reverse 
is not the case. 

(b) More natural categories are acquired before less natural ones: word final [p] is 
acquired before [b], and [t] is acquired before [el in all positions. 

(c) The maintenance of less natural categories requires more nurture and formal learning 
than that of more natural ones. 

The characterisation of linguistic naturalness is rendered difficult by the presence of two 
basic requirements to language: that it be produced and that it be perceived. Unless one is 
dealing with an extremely limited language, for example, one consisting of only the forms 
[mama], [pupu] and [dodo], it is inevitable that there is a conflict between optimalisation of 
production (phonological naturalness) and optimalisation of perception (morphological 
naturalness). Generally speaking, what is easier to produce is more difficult to distinguish 
and vice versa. The requirement of one form = one meaning can cause a high degree of 
unnaturalness in production. 

What follows is that the creation of an artificial language that is maximally natural at all 
levels of form is as impossible as squaring a circle. The best one can hope for is to achieve 
maximum naturalness for a certain purpose. In practical terms this means that the language 
designed for use by non-native speakers should exhibit a high degree of morphological 
naturalness (promoting ease of perception) and a relatively low degree of phonological 
naturalness (ease of production). 

At the most general level simplicity relates to the requirement of expressing the maximum 
number of distinctions by means of the most economical linguistic apparatus. In practice, 
any act of engineering which increases the coverage of grammatical rules, removes 
contextual conditions for their application, or eliminates competing rules that do the same job 
contributes to the overall simplicity of the resulting system. Above all other things it means 
that lexical irregularities are replaced, as much as possible, by grammatical regularities. 

Technical simplicity is a great virtue for machine languages and in areas of human 
language, such as scientific terminologies. Human processing skills, limitations on time and 
other human 'performance' factors impose quite severe limitations on simplicity in languages 
for human use. Thus, whilst a computer can cope with a convention which expresses the - 

number 17 as two + two + two + two + two + two + two + two + one, human beings 
cannot. Instead, more number stems are needed. 

The promotion of maximum simplicity often clashes with considerations of naturalness. 
Thus, from the point of view of simplicity, a system which adds a plural ending every time 
more than one of an entity is mentioned would seem preferable to one where plural endings 
occur with some lexical stems only. Applying this principle, English should have plural 
.forms such as staffs, funs, wheats and pronouns such as Is, yous, hes, shes and its. 

From the point of view of naturalness, the most natural environmLnt for plural marking 
are nouns referring to human beings, followed by animates, countable objects, mass nouns 
and finally abstract terms. The absence of a form such as funs is thus natural, but an 
irregularity (= not simple) in the technical sense. 

I conclude this section by a brief remark on the notion of markedness. Many writers have 
tended to confuse markedness with naturalness, a sin that is easy to understand but difficult 
to condone. It is indeed true that the practical outcome of naturalness and unmarking is the 
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same: however, markedness relates to only one linguistic system (for example t is the 
unmarked member of the d/t pair in German). As pidgins and universal languages by 
definition invoke users of different languages they should be inspired by universally valid 
principles of naturalness rather than language specific conventions of unmarking representing 
the linguistic history of individual languages. 

4. A CASE STUDY: PIDGIN GERMAN AND KOLONIALDEUTSCH 

Strictly speaking, naturalness in pidgins reveals itself in development rather than in states. 
Contrasting a pidgin with an artificially created language on the other hand involves the 
comparison of states. With this limitation in mind it is nevertheless interesting to ask how 
the outcomes of processes of deliberate simplification and spontaneous growth through 
naturalness differ. Of the several cases I could have chosen I shall concentrate on one case 
which I have discussed several times with Don: the contrast between Pidgin German spoken 
in former Kaiser-Wilhelmsland and artificially created Kolonialdeutsch. None of the pidgin 
varieties of German I was able to record in Papua New Guinea between 1972 and 1976 
exhibited a high degree of stability. However, this instability may well have been the result 
of geronto linguistic processes (last acquired, first lost) and in particular the fact that most 
informants no longer lived in the community where they had acquired Pidgin German and 
thus no longer actively used this language. This observation raises the more general point 
(ignored by researchers such as Bickerton but discussed in detail by Dutton (1980)) of how 
genuine a reflection of formerly spoken pidgin the reminiscences of elderly informants can 
be. When the Germans first settled in New Guinea, Pidgin English (Tok Pisin) was - . 

unknown in most areas, particularly those parts of the coastal mainland where the first 
important settlements (Finschhafen, Stephansort) were established. Pidgin German thus 
appears to have developed in isolation from Tok Pisin. Around Rabaul some degree of 
relexification appears to have occurred, however the texts used here were recorded on Ali 
Island, off Aitape on the north coast, where German missionaries or administrators were 
active from the 1890s and where German was used daily until the 1930s. My informants 
were all in their seventies and eighties. Here follow a couple of short texts: 

TEXT I 

Speaker Fritz from Ali Island, 1973. This text is structurally close to Tok Pisin and probably 
exhibits some relexification. Fritz is also a fluent speaker of Tok Pisin. 

PG (Pidgin German): Ja frueher wir bleiben. Und dann Siapan kommen. 
TP (Tok Pisin): Yes bipo mipelo stap. Na bihain Siapan kam. . 

E (English): Yes, at fmt  we remained. Then the Japanese came. 

PG: Wir muss gehen unsere Boot. Wir bleiben und bikples, a 
TP: Mipela mas go bot bilong mipela. Mipela stap na go bikples 
E: We must go to our boat. We stayed for while and then 

PG: festlandgehen. 
TP: mipela stap na go bikples. 
E: we went to the mainland. 
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TEXT 2 

Speaker Camila, Ali Island, 1973. This text gives the impression of an independently 
developed pidgin German. She may have learned it from German Sisters in a mission 
kitchen. 

PG: Friiher ich war Alexishafen. Ich gut arbeiten. Ich war noch 
E: Earlier I was Alexishafen. I well work. I was still 

PG: klein. Ich gehen. Ich dann bleiben. Dann ich grosse Madchen. 
E: small. I go. I then stay. Then I big girl. 

PG: Dann ich arbeiten. Planti work. Ich hauskuk bleiben. Dann 
E: Then I work. Plenty work. I cook stay. Then 

PG: ich arbeiten gut. Ich gut kochen. Dann zu Hause kommen. 
E: I work well. I well cook. Then at home come. 

PG: Dann, ich, kommen, dann bleiben, dann heiraten. Ich heiraten. 
E: Then I come, then stay, then marry. I marry. 

We note a strong incidence of such typical pidgin features as absence of copula, absence of 
inflections, reduced number of prepositions and the prevalence of temporal sequence rather 
than logical ordering in discourse structure. However, and this appears to be equally 
pronounced in the early stages of pidgin development, no conventions for fixed word order 
appear to have emerged. 

Such naturally developing varieties of pidgin German are in marked contrast with a 
deliberate act of language planning, the simplified Kolonialdeutsch designed by Schworer 
(1916) as a means of communication for a future German world empire. 

Schworer identifies thefollowing functions for Kolonialdeutsch: 

(1) To provide a unified lingua franca to be used both between Germans and 'natives' 
and among 'natives' from different language groups. 

(2) To increase the geographical mobility of native workers and thus reinforce a divide et 
impera policy: "natives can be transferred from one colony to another.. .thus 
increasing their reliability" (p.13). 

(3) The language will be a symbol of German authority. 
(4) It will be a "working language for the German masters and colonizers". 
(5) It is not meant as a means of communication between speakers of German living in 

the Geman colonies. 

As regards the linguistic make-up of Kolonialdeutsch, many of the simplifications 
observed in other forms of reduced German are also found here, though there are also 
significant differences from natural pidgins. Most prominent are: 

(a) the use of a single article de for both singular and plural norninals; 
(b) periphrastic prepositional phrases replace case endings; 

(c) all verbs appear in the infinitive; 
(d) simple sentences are preferred, recursiveness at sentence level is rare; 

(e) the total lexicon embraces around 600 entries, that is, we are dealing with a drastic 
reduction in referential power. 
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In examining an example of Kolonialdeutsch as conceived by Schworer one will discover 
a number of inconsistencies. In comparison with natural pidgins, mechanical rule 
simplification rather than the use of linguistic naturalness is a prominent feature. The 
following text sample illustrates the conceived learning context for Kolonialdeutsch: 

Der Sprach un terrich t: 
A ufseher (Eingeborener, der gut K.D. spricht): 'Ich will nun wieder halten, 
Schule fur euch, weil ich habe Zeit an diese Abend fur eine halbe Stunde. 
Aber ihr mug gut aufpassen; denn ihr mug lernen de deutsche Sprache so  
schnell wie moglich. Also aufpassen! A, sagen mir, was ist das? (zeigt seine 
Hand). 
A (Anfager): 'Diese sein Ande' . 
Aufseher: 'Gut, aber du muJ sagen: 'Das ist eine Hand'. B. sagen mir, was 
istdiese Sache? (zeigt eine Grammatik). 
B (Anganger): 'Diese Sage ise eine Buge fu leanen de daitse Spage' . 
Aufseher: 'Ja, ist recht, aber deine Sprache ist noch nicht g u t .  (korrigiert B) 
'So nun will ich wieder C fragen. Ich tat gestern fragen de gleiche Sache.' 
(zeigt ein Kaiser-Bild) ' Wer ist das, C? Tust du nun wissen ? 
C (Anfager, sehr ungewandt): 'Ne, ise glose Mann, abe ig wissen nit, was 
ise. ' 
Aufseher: 'C, Du bist immer de gleiche Schafkopf!' 

A language lesson: 
Supervisor (native speaks good Kolonialdeutsch): 'I want now again hold 
school for you, because I have time on this evening for a half hour. But you 
must good pay attention; for you must learn the German language as fast as 
possible. O.K., listen. A, tell me, what is this?' (points to his hand). 
A (beginner): 'This be hand'. 
Supervisor: 'Good, but you must say 'This is a hand'. B, tell me, what is this 
thing?' (shows him a grammar). 
B (beginner): 'This is a book for learn German language'. 

Supervisor: 'Yes, that's right, but your language is not good yet'. (corrects 
B). 'O.K. now I want to ask C again. I did ask the same question yesterday' 
(shows a picture of the Kaiser). 'What is this, C. Do you know it now?' 
C (beginner, very clumsy): 'No, is big man, but I know not, what is' 
Supervisor: 'You are always the same idiot!' 

Some of the salient linguistic properties of Kolonialdeutsch include: 

(a) ifpossesses a defmitive(de) and indefinite(ein/eine) article; 
(b) nouns can take the plural ending -en; 
(c) pronouns are inflected for case; 
(d) there is a separate set of possessive pronouns; 
(e) question words are monomorphemic wer 'who7, was 'what' wo 'where', wohin 

'wither'; 

( f )  there are two relative pronouns de (singular) and die (plural); 
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(g) verbs are inflected for tense (present and past); 
(h) adjectives have an attributive and a predicative form; 
(i) word order is as in High German and involves inversion in questions and subordinate 

clauses; 
(j) there is no passive. 

We are now in a position to contrast the two languages in the following table: 

Pidgin German Kolonialdeutsch 

Article + 
Plural inflection + 
Inflection + 
Case with pronouns + 
Separate possessive pronouns + 
Single question words + 
Relative pronouns + 
Tense of verbs + 
Predicative and attributive adjectives + 
Inversion + 
Possessive pronoun 
Absence of copula + 
Generalised use of infinitive form + 
Deletion of subject pronoun + 
Deletion of preposition + 

This table clearly shows the very different outcomes of unnatural and natural 
'pidginisation' of the German language: what needs to be added is that in virtually all 
instances where the two languages differ the difference involves naturalness. For instance, 
pronoun case tends to be later to emerge in human languages and thus is low on a scale of 
linguistic naturalness. The same goes for simple versus bimorphemic question words. 
Captain Schworer would certainly have been well advised to study actual spoken forms of 
Colonial German before embracing on his project of an artificial Kolonialdeutsch. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

As it happened, Germany lost the First World War and all its colonies. The conditions for 
Pidgin German in New Guinea to develop into a more complex language as well as any hope 
of imposing an artificial Kolonialdeutsch onto the world thus ceased. One can only speculate 
what would have happened had Kolonialdeutsch been implemented and encountered the 
various pockets of Pidgin German in Kaiser Wilhelmsland and other German colonies. In 
all likelihood its users would have made it a more natural form of speech and in the long term 
speakers of Creole German would have emerged comparable to those Unserdeutch speakers 
in the mixed race community around Rabaul. 

I feel that the case study presented in this paper lends suppon to Schuchardt's views on 
the suitability of pidgins and creoles as international auxiliary languages. Deliberate human 
interference such as described by Don in many places and most recently in his work on 
Pitcairnese can only survive if in agreement with natural developmental tendencies, or else if 
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such innovations are supported by 'costly' social practices such as deliberate teaching. 
Those who are in the business of designing new andfor modifying existing auxiliary 
languages are well advised to take a closer look at pidgins. One application of these insights 
concerns the development of pivot languages in translating computers. The best pivot 
language into which and out of which translation occurs could well be a naturally developed 
pidgin rather than Esperanto as suggested by Maxwell (1989:61). It makes me feel sad that I 
can no longer discuss these matters with Don. 
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HOT AND COLD OVER CLOCKWISE 

DAVID NASH 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In March 1983, when I was living at Yuendumu, a centre for the Warlpiri people of 
Central Australia, I wrote a note to Don Laycockl upon reading his article on 'podism', a 
term he coined for Northern Hemisphere chauvinism. 

Among the passages which I had noticed was: 

Australian aboriginals have a preference for sunwise - Australian anticlockwise 
- motion, and a large number of tribesmen in Papua New Guinea dance 
equatorially, back and forth. There would seem to be an MA thesis in this. 
(Laycock 1982:3) 

In response to my asking for him to elaborate on the Aboriginal preference for sunwise 
motion, Don replied that his observation "just comes from years of (desultory) discussion of 
the subject with anthropologists plus my own observation of dancing in ethnographic films. - 

I would find it hard to document convincingly, but I think it is  SO".^ 

The setting for the above observation was Don's detection of a lingering Northern 
Hemisphere viewpoint in Australian dictionaries:3 

Both the Macquarie Dictionary (MD) and Chambers Twentieth Century 
Dictionary (CTCD) give 'anticlockwise' as a second meaning of widdershinsJ 
withershins. As the word is good Anglo-Saxon for 'against the direction (of 

lone  expected Don Laycock and his thoughts (one could not encounter the former without the latter!) to cross 
one's path in unexpected ways. I recall him advocating the abbreviation 'LSAus' at the August 1977 meeting 
of the (now) ALS (Australian Linguistic Society) in Melbourne, partly on the ground that 'AUS' is on the 
sticker affixed to motor vehicles of Australian registration when in other jurisdictions. I chanced on one of 
his pieces in the British magazine Games and Puzzles ('Five Hundred', v.72, 1979:32-33.44) when I found a 
copy at the Tennant Creek dump. I attended a talk he gave on pronoun system typology ('Abbreviated 
Pronoun Systems') at MIT in 1979 - skipping from one outrageous example to the next, sitting on the top 
of a desk, with his thongs in his bilum beside him. Another memorable talk was the one on the 'Languages 
of Utopia' on 18 May 1984 at the Australian Academy of the Humanities. 

For discussion of the topic of this paper I am grateful to Harold Koch and David Wilkins. My work bas 
partially supported by grant A58932251 from the Australian Research Council. 
2 ~ o n  added hopefully 'I bet Brough Smyth or someone like that has something to say about itY. I have 
looked through Brough Smyth's 1873 compilation and have not yet noticed any mention of clockwise or 
anticlockwise. 
3Language engineering has tackled a Borealianism that Don did not mention, for which see the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica (1975,VII:4) entry for Moon, compass directions on. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock 291-297. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O DavidNash 
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the sun)', it is clear that the direction is clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere. 
It is even possible to object that our use of 'clockwise' is podist, since the only 
reason that clocks and watches go clockwise is that they follow the direction of 
the shadow on a Northern Hemisphere sundial. Southern Hemisphere watches 
should go 'anticlockwise' - and equatorial watches should go back and forth. 

(Laycock 1982:2) 

This article is my reflections on the 'clockwise' concept in Aboriginal Australia, inspired 
by the above. I relate 'clockwise' to handedness, and in turn find a dearth of Australian 
evidence linking handedness with cardinal directions or spirals. 

2. CLOCKWISE 

Don in his letter to me made a fruitful suggestion as to how I might learn Warlpiri 
expressions for 'clockwise': "try relating it to handedness. Buins say 'circle to the left' 
when they mean 'anticlockwise - i.e. with the left hand towards the centre of the circle - 
conversely, 'circle to the right' is 'clockwise'." 

In response to my enquiries as to how to express in Warlpiri a particular direction of 
rotation, such as for a key or a door handle or a knob, Kurt4 Japanangka Granites suggested 
the terms jarnpupurdanji and jungarnipurdanji, formed respectively on the terms jarnpu 'left 
hand, left', and jungarni 'right hand, right; correct'. These terms I confirmed subsequently, 
although I hasten to add that there is much about them (and -purdanji and its related suffixes) 
that I do not understand.5 

Warlpiri here is using expressions familiar to us from English, as when we may give 
someone an instruction to turn a knob or tap, say, 'to the left' or 'to the right'. In practice, 
though, Warlpiri commonly expresses such directionality through reference to cardinal 
directions. For instance, one Warlpiri on the roof of a vehicle might call out to the driver that 
he should turn the fuel tap to the auxiliary fuel tank, by saying: 

Kakarrara-purda ma-n ta! Kakarrara-purda! 
east-wards get-Imperative east-wards 
Turn it to the east! To the east! 

The salience of cardinal directions for speakers of Aboriginal languages is often remarked 
on. For the Warlpiri it is nicely illustrated in Paddy Patrick Janagala's vernacular definition 
(June 1987) of the Warlpiri noun and preverb ngarlingarli 'sideways, on the side': 

Ngarlingarli, ngulaji yangka kujaka ngunarni jarda ngurljupurdanji, 
ramarrapurdanji, yangka kakarrarapurdaji miyalu kurlirrapurda, manu 
purturlu yatijarrapurda, manu wirliyajarra karlarrapurda, jurru 
kakarrarapurda. Yangka ngarlingarliji kujaka ngunarni jarda 
m'yalupurdanji wangu, purturlupurdanji wangu - ngarlingarliji. 

4~hen Leonard, a name now avoided (kumunjay,). 
5 ~ o r  instance, what are the differences in meaning, and the historical relationships, between the restricted 
-purda (on cardinals), and -purdanji (on body-part terms) and the corresponding general Allative -kurra - 
-kirra, and Perlative -wana - -wanawana or Locative -ngka - -rla case suffixes? The term jampupurdanji 
occurs a number of times in the machine-readable Warlpiri text collection, but jungarnipurdanji does not, 
though it is a well-formed word. Swam (1989) includes the term jungapurdanji 'right hand'. 
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Ngarlingarli, that is when someone lies on their side, on their ribs, to the east, 
the stomach to the south, and the back to the north, and the two feet to the west. 
It is ngarlingarli when someone lies neither on their stomach nor on their back 
- but ngarlingarli. 

Certain spatial terminology varies between relative and absolute from language to 
language. Thus when we English speakers would typically use an observer-dependent 
expression like 'to the left', Warlpiri speakers would typically use a more observer- 
independent expression like 'to the east'.6 What I had learnt, with Don Laycock's 
prompting, is that Warlpiri also has available the observer-dependent expression 
jampupurdanji. 

But more can be observed. The Warlpiri expressions like 'to the N/E/S/W' are situation 
dependent in a way that expressions like 'to the leftfright' are not, as the example with the 
fuel tap shows. The Warlpiri cardinal-based translation of English 'Turn it to the lefdanti- 
clockwise' will vary with the compass, depending on the heading of the referent (the 
vehicle). Through the (relatively recent) rise of the term 'clockwise' (and 'anti-' and 
'counterclockwise'), English has a means of expression which is independent of the 
orientation of both observer and referent.7 

Given the Aboriginal preference for cardinal directions, I was not surprised when a search 
I made of dozens of Australian language vocabularies failed to turn up any terms glossed as 
'clockwise', or any lexicalisation of rotational directionality. In addition, Kendon (1988: 
116-118) concludes from his broad study of Australian manual languages that generally 
'handedness is not usually relied upon as a form of linguistic contrast'. My tentative 
conclusion is that while "There would seem to be an MA thesis in this" (as Don said) we lack 
the evidence to say that "Australian aboriginals have a preference for sunwise - Australian 
anticlockwise - motion". 

3. CARDINAL DIRECTIONS 

We know examples of how observer-centred terms such as 'left' and 'right' can take on 
observer-independent senses. Winter (1985:583) observes: 

Typically, a convention was established that a point of reference should remain 
stable. Thus, the left-hand side of a boat was always determined in relation to 
its bow.. .'Left' and 'right' in a house of parliament have been fixed as seen 
from the Chair. 

Apparently such a shift is seen in some etymologies: 

Podism is even embedded into Northern Hemisphere languages. In Semitic. 
languages, and in Welsh, the word for 'right' is often related to the word for 
'south' - because, in their homelands, when one faces the rising sun in the east 
the sun at noon will be on one's right hand. (Laycock.l982:3) 

6~ am indebted to Patrick McConvell for some discussion of this point. 
7 ~ n d ,  pace Laycock (1982), of the hemisphere in which the term is used! 
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The majority of [Indo-European] words for the main points of the compass are 
based either on the position of the sun at a given time of day ... or on one's 
orientation, which among the IE-speaking peoples was usually facing the 
sunrise ('in front'='east' . . .) (Buck 1949:870-873) 

[There is] the correlation that Indic tradition establishes between 'right' and 
'left' and cardinal points. First among the directions of the compass was the 
point of sunrise, the east; the natural direction to follow from there was the 
course of the sun. Facing east, absolute 'south' and person-related 'right' 
referred to the same reality; the same applied, as long as the basic orientation 
was retained, to 'north' and 'left'. To go from right to left in a natural way was 
to move clockwise; even in our western tradition, the same pattern is observed 
to this day - to move withershins, that is, counterclockwise, is considered 
unlucky by some. (Winter 1985588) 

The question arises then for, say, Australian Aboriginal languages: are there any markedness 
relations among cardinal terms? In particular, can cardinal direction terms be related to terms 
for 'left' and 'right' and, if so, what is the cultural basis for the relationship? 

The best discussion published so far is probably that of Tindale (1974:45-48), who 
noticed polysemy relating: 

'south' : 'cold' 
'east' : 'dawn', 'sunlight' 
'east' : 'moon','sun' 

The suggestion is that the cardinal terms are derived from the terms in the right column, as "It 
seems evident that terms can become independent of sun orientation". One can propose that 
meanings tend not to change in the reverse direction, so that a term for 'sun' or 'moon' for 
instance is unlikely to be derived from a term for 'east' (or any other cardinal). 

There are of course conceptual associations, south of the Tropic of Capricorn at least, of 
'sun side' with 'north', and 'shade side' with 'south' (said of Uluru, for instance: Harney 
1970:7). In addition to the etymologies above noted by Tindale, there may be others 
evidencing the conceptual alignment: 

north : south 
sun : shade 
hot : cold 
UP : downs 

We can add, from the Warlpiri, an association of 'north' and 'south' with the two 
sociocentric patrimoiety terms (Laughren 1982:76). Von Brandenstein (1982) is a 
compilation of much relevant information which would help an investigation into whether 
these associations play an etymological role in cardinal direction terminology. 

(1) Tindale documented what are presumably several hist~rical shifts of a quarter-circle 
(right-angle) of the compass direction terms in various parts of Australia. He shows that 
some of the shifts are clockwise ('east' becoming 'south') as in Jawuru (Yawuru), and some 

8 ~ o t e  that the common English association of 'up' with 'north' (and 'down' with 'south') is, in this account, 
unmarked for an Australian but not for a Borealian. As Tindale (1974:49) warns, there are other Australian 
associations of 'up': 'down', including 'coastal' : 'inland'. 
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are anticlockwise as in Njamal (Nyamal). To this can be added the clockwise rotation of 
terms found in Lower Arremte and Antekerrepenh (J.G. Breen, pers. comrn.). 

(2) The Mudburra (central NT) cardinal stems:9 

kirra warra north 
kana warra east 
karlarra west 
kurlarra south 

have the same initial consonant and final syllable, and occur as two pairs differing only in the 
first vowel.10 There is a correlation with the common phonaesthetic vowel grading i - a - u, 
in that only one of the four terms has a /il, viz. 'north', and only one has a /u/, viz. 'south'. 
This pleasing pattern suggests that 'north' is proximate in opposition to distal 'south'. 
Whether or not one would expect this phonaesthetic dimension to be found in other 
Mudburra stems in the same domain, it appears not to: 

kankarra upstream 
kanimparra downstream 
kankulu up, on top 
kanyju under 

When comparing vocabularies of the central Northern Temtory, it is noticeable that the 
term for 'north' shows more variation from language to language than the other three 
cardinals. Within Warlpiri, on the other hand, it is the term for 'south' which alone 
shows dialectal variation kurlarra - kurlirra, and which has an irregular derived form, 
kurlarninyarra 'across the south' - see Laughren (1978). 

(3) Wilkins (1989) reports on word-association tests, in which six Arremte speakers tended 
to have a bias for clockwise associations, viz. East given for North, South given for East, 
West given for South, and North given for West (in the course of a 120-item word 
association test administered in Arrernte). 

(4) The reverse tendency was noted by Willcins (1986). The arrangement of cards for telling 
stories, in a text elicitation experiment  ilki ins conducted, showed a strong anticlockwise 
bias, for which he posits several explanations. 

(5) An Aboriginal association of cardinal directions with unknown linguistic implications is 
in burial orientations in the Murray River area (Pardoe 1989:14-18 and references cited 
there). "It appears that normative orientations of burials were [head] to the southwest and 
secondarily to east-northeast." 

4. SPIRAL 

There is another concept which has potential 'handedness' or rotational directionality, 
namely that of 'spiral'. We can distinguish a left-hand and right-hand spiral, just as there are 
right-hand and left-hand screw threads. I shall use 'clockwise' of a right-hand spiral, that is, 
one which is the locus of point moving clockwise with increasing radius; conversely, 'anti- 
clockwise' for a left-hand spiral. 

9The terms are taken from notes made by Patrick McConvell. See Nash (1984). 
1 ° ~ e r m s  similar to the second pair, 'west' and 'south', but not the first pair, occur in Warlmanpa and 
Warlpiri, to the south of Mudbura. 

-. . 
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The spiral occurs in some Aboriginal art." Davidson (1937: 106-107) notes that "it seems 
true that the aborigines do not distinguish between concentric circles and spirals", a 
generalisation not overturned since he wrote.l2 Munn (1986 [1973]:138) found of Warlpiri 
sacred designs that "Men treat the two forms - the concentric circles and the spiral - as 
equivalent, and freely alternate them in usage." The numerous spirals reproduced in Munn 
(1973) are clockwise and there are only two or three anticlockwise spirals among the many 
spirals in Munn's collection of men's pencil drawings (N. Munn, pers. comm.). Holmes 
(1972:8-9) reproduces a bark painting containing a clockwise spiral and two anticlockwise 
spirals. Mountford (1976: Colour Plate 12) incorporates three anticlockwise spirals, and 
Plate 9 shows a man drawing a clockwise spiral in the sand. 

Spirals of both orientation occur, but I have not found a discussion of spiral handedness 
in what commentary I have read on Aboriginal visual art. The goal of balance and symmetry 
would counterpose a design or motion of one handedness with that of the other.13 My 
conclusion on the basis of the slim evidence is that it is futile to impute any pan-Aboriginal 
preference for one particular rotational direction (anticlockwise or clockwise). 

Curiously, the English term 'spiral' applies not only to a two-dimensional, planar, spiral, 
but also to a three-dimensional screw shape or 'helix' (as in a 'spiral staircase', 'spiral 
dive'). The planar spiral and the helix are different geometrically, but have in common the 
property that the shape is 'circular', but when traced mentally it doesn't link up with itself. A 
similar concept is 'coil'. A Warlpiri man made an explicit mapping between a helix and 
concentric circles in a diagram reproduced in Munn (1973:203, Fig.6b); the diagram can 
equally well link a helix and a spiral. 

Warlpiri has a noun wilirdi 'spiral; whirlwind, willy-willy'. Compare the noun waru 
'curved, concentric circles', a term which I suspect includes planar spirals. 
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A PERCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF ABU?-WAM WHISTLED SPEECH 

O n 0  M. NEKITEL 

Whistles people make may be categorised into those which are meaningful and those 
which are not. There is nothing peculiar about the latter category which will therefore be 
precluded from further discussion. The former category, however, consists of several sub- 
categories. These are (i) imitative whistles - those people make to imitate songs or hymns; 
(ii) those that may connote certain cultural meanings; and (iii) those special meaning-bearing 
whistles people make to communicate messages. The last sub-category of whistles is 
characterised by content-bearing tones or pitches which function as speech surrogates. This 
sub-category, referred to elsewhere as whistle talk or whistling language, will hereafter be 
referred to as whistled speech. 

Reports on the subject to date show that whistled speech is used only by certain out-of- 
the-way communities (see section 7) and thus appears unfamiliar and strange to those who 
do not possess it. Such views have made whistled speech become an arresting topic of 
comment, systematic inquiry and analysis for a relatively good number of decades. 
Speculative minds among the linguistic fraternity, especially those who delve into semiotics, 
have taken great delight in investigating the sociocultural and linguistic factors assumed to 
induce communities possessing whistled speech to have systematised it as an alternative 
mode of communication to spoken language. Of major significance is an avid desire among 
linguists to explore and highlight the linguistic principles assumed to underpin the form and 
function of whistled speech. 
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2. AIM 

The purpose of this study is to explore and analyse the whistled speech of two 
communities of the central Sepik region of Papua New Guinea with a view to understanding 
the linguistic relationship between the whistled speech of these two communities and their 
normal spoken form or "base utterance" (Stem 1976: 125). 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In attempting to accomplish the above task, I am mainly guided by some of the principles 
ennunciated by Theodore Stem (1976) regarding the extent to which one may attempt to trace 
the nature of the relationship between whistled signals and those of base utterances (see 
section 7.1 for details). The modus operandi involves (1) a discussion on pertinent 
sociological data on Abu? Arapesh (henceforth Abu?) and Wam (locally Miye) communities 
to provide the essential ethnographic information; and (2) an analysis of the main linguistic 
principles shared between the spoken forms and the Abu?-Wam whistled pitches. 

4. DATA 

The data forming the basis for the ensuing analysis were collected in 1982. These are 
supplemented by data collected in follow-up fieldwork done in 1988. 

5. ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 

The Abu? and Wam are contiguous communities. They number about 5,000 and 6,000 
(Papua New Guinea, National Statistical Office, 1988) speakers respectively. They live 
amidst the Tomcelli Mountain Range of the central Sepik region of Papua New Guinea. 
Although speaking different languages, both speech communities are members of the 
Kombio Stock of the Tomcelli Phylum (Laycock 1973). 

Most clan-based villages that form the foci for most of the sociocultural activities that fall 
within the Abu? and Wam traditional calendars are strewn about on mountain ridges. Some 
were shifted during the colonial period (Nekitel 1975) from the ridges to sites along the 
n q o w  riverine valleys. These are located to the east of Drekikir and north-west of Maprik, 
the two inland administrative centres of the East Sepik Province. The Abu? Arapesh 
community is politically divided into both the East and the West Sepik (now Sandaun) 
Provinces and consists of nine main villages. Of these Amom, Womsak No.1 and Womsak 
No.2 belong to the East Sepik Province and are administered from Ma@ whilst Womsis, 
Wolum, Welihiga, Aspeis, Malin and Balup are administered from Aitape, a sub-district of 
the Sandaun Province. All Wam villages are administered from Drekikir. 

6. THE ORIGIN OF ABU?-WAM WHISTLED SPEECH 

The Abu? term for whistled speech is waluhu? and the Wam wanglehel. Being an Abu? 
speaker, I prefer to use waluhu? to refer to the same phenomenon. Two theories are 
proposed for the origin of waluhu?. In Abu? several informants claimed that it developed 
around the Bunoh area (see map) and subsequently spread from there to the Wam, the Urat 
and neighbouring villages (Ignas Nararama? and Andreas Wehitesim, Womsis Village, 
1988). However, Mahite Butehe, a Wam informant (Hambini village, 1982), claimed that 
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his community developed the waluhul. Given the two versions on the original homeland of 
waluhu7, the obvious task at hand is to determine which of the two views is more likely. 

Distribution of Arapesh languages 

B I S M A R C K  S E A  

Provincial boundary 
t Government centre 

ARUEK Non-Austronesian 

Kilomelres YANGOURU t 

MAP: DISTRIBUTION OF ARAPESH LANGUAGES 

Several social indicators seem to suggest a possible homeland of the waluhu7. Firstly, 
many Abu? and all Wam interviewed or talked to supported Mahite's view. Secondly, all 
Arapesh speakers, except those Abu? Arapesh who are affiliated to the Wam through descent 
or inter-ethnic marriages and who have learnt the code, lack a good knowledge of the 
waluhu;! When interviewed about the extent to which they know of or about sending 
messages through waluhu7, they only admitted to knowing a smattering of the code and 
referred to the Wam and the Bunoh clansmen (e.g. Nubat clansmen whose ancestors 
migrated to the Abu? village of Womsis four generations ago, Nekitel(1975)) as the experts 
on the use of the waluhu?. Going by the foregoing admissions or views, it appears that the 
Bunoh homeland hypothesis regarding the development of the waluhu? is untenable. 
Therefore, it is dismissed in preference to the Wam version. 

6.1 WHY WALUHU~ WAS DEVELOPED 

Those interviewed about why the waluhu7 was developeddid not offer any explanations. 
They merely acknowledged its presence and functions and were least concerned about how 
or why it came to be used. In view of the rugged terrain, and the communication difficulties 
which the Abu? and Wam have had to put up with since time immemorial, waluhu7could 
have been developed to meet the dictates of the natural environment in which the two 
communities happened to find themselves living. Similar views were entertained by Farb 
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(1975), Busnel (1976) and Leroy (1976) who appear to concur that where topographically 
difficult conditions prevail and where inhabitants of such localities find it difficult to transmit 
messages quickly by trekking up and down ridges, those affected are likely to innovate ways 
to ensure that important messages are communicated swiftly to save time and energy. It 
seems agreeable therefore that speech communities might have been spurred on by the 
principle of economy of human effort to develop whistled speech. 

7. A BRIEF REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The conversion of oral speech into similar message-bearing signals during interpersonal 
communication has been researched. A substantial treatment of the subject can be gleaned 
from a major work entitled: Speech surrogates: drum and whistle systems, co-edited by 
Thomas A. Sebeok, and Donna Jean Umiker-Sebeok (1976). The work contains chapters 
contributed by a number of authors some of whose works were permitted to be reprinted or 
excerpted from previously published journals or books. A substantial treatment of the drum 
signal systems utilised by various communities representing Africa, Eurasia, Oceania and the 
Americas was delineated. 

Unlike those using drums as speech surrogates, communities which convert spoken 
messages into whistled signals are found only in certain usually isolated and rugged areas of 
the world. Evidence of these can be found in the village of Aas in the French Pyrenees, 
the village of Kuskoy in Asian Turkey (Busnel 1976: 1029-1030; Leroy 1976: 1031-1042; 
Lenneberg 1976:1043-1056), the Gomera Island community whistled language (Classe 
1976), the Mexican whistled language (Bolinger 1968; Farb 1975) and the Chepang whistle - - 

talk of Nepal (Caughley 1976). Likewise, a few mentions have been made of whistled 
languages of communities in the Oceanic region (Laycock 1977:139-140; Townsend 
1968:67; Eilers 1977). 

Inspiring to some extent are the authors' meticulous attempts at tracing the nature of the 
relationship between the drum and the whistled signals and the linguistic structure and forms 
of oral speech. Their analyses were enhanced by their use of speech synthesisers. 

Those alluded to in the Oceanic region have not been studied in any depth and hence 
remain relatively unknown. This account of waluhu? is probably the first attempt to 
describe whistled speech from the Tomcelli area of Papua New Guinea and may well be a 
first for Papua New Guinea. There are, however, oral reports of whistled speech being used 
by other Tomcelli communities such as the Urat, the A r ~ e k , ~  the Au, and the P a k 3  How 
similar these are to the waluhu? system is a question that at present we have no answer for. 

Ignas-- Nararama?, an Abu? informant, described waluhu? as a way of communicating 
messages via a special kind of whistle. It is not the same as talking which is s-a-tah 'they- 
Pres-talk' (Womsis village, 1987). Nararamal's view may appear crude yet in many ways it 

2 ~ l b e r t  Almakiel (pers. comm., UPNG 1990) stated that the Aruek do have whistled speech, specifically 
~ i n t i n g  out that they have whistled names as opposed to the regular spoken names. 

Mathew Waram (pers. comm., Goroka 1987) informed the author that his community, the Palai, also uses 
whistled speech to communicate messages of  a restricted nature. Unfortunately, I am yet to ascertain details 
when time and money permits. 
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is akin to views of whistled speech described elsewhere. Farb (1975:298) contends that 
those who communicate messages through whistling, "transmit messages by means other 
than vocal cords and that they rely upon the tonal phonemes of the language rather than upon 
consonants and vowels". His emphasis on whistled speech reliance on tonemes rather than 
on consonants and vowels seems to suggest that only oral utterances of tonal languages can 
be converted into whistled speech. If this was his position then it now appears that such a 
view can no longer be entertained especially in view of what follows in this article. It is 
discernible that Abu? and Wam are non-tonal languages yet their speakers have developed 
the waluhu? system to transmit messages within or across linguistic boundaries per whistled 
pitches. Experience from the Abu? and Wam shows that whistled speech can be learnt by 
those learning a language that has whistled speech as an alternate means of communication. 
This ability depends of course on the knowledge one has of the language, ongoing contact, 
inter-ethnic marriages and other sociocultural ties that espouse acquisition of the code. 

The first report of waluhu?was made by Townsend (1968). In 1921, Townsend, an 
Australian Dismct Officer (Tok Pisin: kiap), travelled to the Wam area from Aitape where he 
was stationed. When he arrived at Arasili, he noted with amazement how the Arasili were, in 
his words: "conversing with one another by means of whistle7' (Townsend 1968:67-68). 
The following quote is testimonial of Townsend's first encounter with the use of the code: 

. ..from a direction of a nearby hut came a wi wa we wu answered by the boy 
with a we wu. The person in the hut repeated its signal in the most decisive 
manner and the boy got up off his haunches and went to the hut. 

(Townsend 1968:39) 

Townsend also admired another practical value of the waluhu? He further reported that 
the Arisili men were communicating through 'whistling tones' during the Second World War 
to conceal various military messages and plans which the Australian Army had or made on 
how they could flush out Japanese who had penetrated the Abu? and Wam areas. His view, 
as expressed in his book District oficer from untamed New Guinea to Lake Success 1921 - 
1946, reads: 

They acted as scouts for the Australian Army and were armed with voice radio 
sets. With these the Arasili men shadowed Japanese coastal barge traffic, and 
through the air, in fluting tones, in the one army code which was never 
changed, never intercepted and never broken, they sent the information that the 
bombers awaited. (Townsend 1968:39) 

Townsend did not comment on the prosodic and other physical features that characterise 
the waluhu?. It is pertinent therefore that some allusions to these are made. 

Apparently some of the observations made by Theodore Stem (1976:124-148) regarding 
what one may expect from the relationship between whistled signals and spoken utterances 
are apt. Salient ones are borne in mind when analysing the prosodic features of the waluhu?. 
Firstly, he points out that the basic object of analysis is the "linguistic unit (phoneme or 
syllable, .morpheme or word, whole utterance) to which a signal refers" (Stern 124- 125). 
Undoubtedly, semantic contrasts between or among spoken utterances, especially at the 
word level, relies on the phoneme as its point of reference. However, whistled speech relies 
not on the segmental phonemes but on the (non-) 1 (supra) segmentals or "tonemes" (Farb 
1975:298) as its point of reference for drawing meanings rendered by various whistled 
signals. 
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In the case of waluhu?, the Abu? and the Wam speakers rely on the suprasegmentals 
which are realised by pitches which form the bases for discriminating between or among 
messages encoded. Waluhu?pitches seem to be abridged emulations of spoken utterances. 
Consequently, they bear some semblance of the intonation contour of the spoken utterances. 
These observations about waluhu? seem to concur with the view expressed by Stem. He 
contends, with reference to whistled speech, that "the transmitted message bears a 
relationship to selected sound features of the base (oral) utterance preserving the order in 
which those elements occur" (Stem 1976: 125 [italics mine: OMN]). 

It has been my view that the order of occurrence that holds between the waluhu7pitches 
and their oral speech correlates reflects the conscious attempts that the caller makes to 
maintain a natural relationship between the spoken utterances and the whistled signals 
(Neldtel 1975: 178). In spite of the apparent abridgement principle that whistled signals seem 
to comply with, there are certain waluhu7pitches that exhibit more than just a one-to-one 
correspondence between a whistled pitch and the syllable or phoneme of the base utterance. 
For example asah, the Abu? word for rain, is phonetically realised as [a's*] when spoken. It 
is disyllabic with the primary stress being placed on the initial syllable and secondary stress 
on the final syllable. However, the whistled version of the same word is realised as six 
pitches as shown in (lc): 

Base utterance Gloss 

(1) a. asah rain 
1 2  syllables 

b. [ ? -  7 -  - 
\ 1 whistled pitches 

c. 1 2 3  4 5 6  number of pitches 
d. 17M 'M M L H L?] pitched level 

[70 70 wo hu ho u?] oral emulations 

The meaning remains unaltered. A pitch-by-pitch analysis of the whistled version of asah, 
reveals that the first two syllables are copied or traced from the two syllables of the base 
utterance. This provides some idea on the extent to which the relationship between the base 
utterance and waluhutpitches can be traced. The third waluhutpitch uttered at the same 
level as the preceding ones is an addition. In broad phonetic transcription, the feature is 
realised as [wo/wa], derived most probably from the normal language {a) 'yes', or 'what'. 
{a) is a portmanteau morpheme functioning as (i) an interrogative tag characterised by a final 
rising tone in normal speech, (ii) an affirmative, and (iii) an emphatic particle. 

When {a) is adopted in the waluhutcall system as a prosodic feature, it appears from our 
analysis that it functions as a grammatical device purported to invite or oblige the addressor 
or the interlocutor to provide some feedback which in turn should enable the encoder to 
decide whether or not a messsage encoded is being received and properly understood 
(Nekite1.1985). It certainly is not merely a filled pause. 

The rest of the pitches characterising the waluhu?version of asah are not too well 
understood. It can only be inferred from contextual experiences that these additional pitches 
probably convey other ellipted information which relates, for example, to the conditions of 
the weather, such as: 
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(2) Asah ha-a-ha?i. 
- 

[--u -, w--- I 
r an  lOmix.SG(rain)-Realis-come 
The rain camebs coming. 

expressed in Warn 'as: 

(3) Anehe nalou. 
rain come.down 
The rain is coming down. 

A view proposed by Stern regarding what peculiarities to expect from whistled speech 
may help elucidate what is described here. He observes (1976:125) that 

the base (represented) sound may be a linear phoneme (e.g. a consonant, 
vowel, length, or tone) or a suprasegmental feature (perhaps intonation or 
stress). An abridging system [whistled speech], while preserving some phonic 
resemblance to the base utterance, represents only part of its phonemic 
qualities, so that it is frequently simpler than an encoding system. 

In principle, waluhu? signals exhibit what is being proposed by Stem. However, there 
are instances where the waluhu?pitches exhibit some differences, salient ones being the 
additional waluhu?pitches which according to a surface reading seem to go against the 
principle of abridgement as noted in the waluhu? version of asah. However, a closer reading 
of the pitches indicates that a complete event is being communicated and so the principle of 
abridgement is maintained. 

The extra pitches found in certain waluhu? signals do seem to present problems to the 
five- or six-year-old Abu? or Wam child. The Abu? and the Wam child just has to learn 
those additional pitches as well as the 'normal' ones - those that correspond to the syllabic 
nuclei of the spoken utterance. It is evident from this observation that a proper reading of 
messages communicated via waluhu? pitches requires more than just a conscious knowledge 
of the two languages. 

Before presenting the texts, it is important to note how messages are encoded through the 
waluhu? system. Messages the Abu? and Wam send through the waluhu? are encoded by 
(a) whistling described in Abu? as: s-a-da? bokotoh 'they-Pres-make whistle'; (b) blowing 
into hands: s-u-hafur lakuh '3PL.mix-Pres-blow into-hands'; and (c) blowing conchshell: 
s-u-hafur aluh 'they-R-blow conchshell'. 

I will only discuss (a) and (b) and will omit (c) for the time being because I do not have 
sufficient data to give it a full description. To encode messages through bokotoh 'whistling', 
the encoder places his tongue in the position of [i], [el or [u]. He then builds up the air in the 
lungs and when ready releases it. As the pulmonic airstream gushes out, he simultaneously 
times, modifies and produces message-bearing waluhu?pitches by rounding, unrounding, 
raising, lowering, centralising and backing the tongue. The pitches made are in close 
semblance of those of the corresponding base utterances which ensued from appropriate 
concoction of the major speech articulators. 

Sending messages by blowing air into folded hands is done when an encoder folds his 
hands tightly and blows into a vent that results between the thumbs and pointers. These 
must remain tightly folded to allow the volume of air blown into it to be temporarily 
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controlled while the encoder skilfully regulates the palm chamber into varying shapes thus 
enabling pitch variations to ensue from it. An example of this is illustrated by Text 2. 

For convenience of description, a number of notational symbols have been adopted as 
follows: a waluhu7level pitch is marked by [---I; a rising pitch is marked by an upward 
stroke [A; and a falling pitch by a downward stroke Dl. Rapidly executed pitches to the time 
value of about half a beat, as that in music, are marked by a curved line or a tie [-] and 
prolonged pitches are indicated by colon [:I. Pre- and post-glottalised pitches are preceded 
or followed by a glottal stop (7). 

The following waluhu7 texts were recorded at Womsis village in 1982. The first is a 
whistled text recorded by Andreas Wehitesim, a descendant of Uwa? clan whose founding 
ancestor migrated to Womsis eight generations ago from Womsak No.2 (Nekitel 1975:8). 
The second text was recorded by Ignas Nararama? an offspring of Abu?-Wam parentage. 

8.1 W A L W  TEXT 1 

The message communicated is explained by Andreas Wehitesim in Tok Pisin as follows: 

Nau mi laik wokim wanpela wisil. I now wish to make a whistle. Regarding 
Wisil em olsem planti man i save whistles, though a lot of people whistle, 

tasol 01 i save wisil nating. their whistles are often meaningless. 
Na mipela hia long Womsis i go inap However here in Womsis, Wam and Urat, 
long Wam - Urat, mipela i gat min we send messages through whistling and so 
bilong toktok long insait long wisil. whistles to us are meaningful and important. 

Yu narapela man harim, yu ting 
olsem em i wisil nating. Tasol mi 
yet harim, mi gat tok insait long 
despela wisil. Olsem na namba wan 
tok bilong mi, mi singautim 01 boi 
bai mipela i go long wanpela sku1 
long hap bilong Ataub bai mipela i 
go mekim wok. Nau mi laik 
singautim 01 lain boi nau. 

When outsiders hear us whistle, they think 
our whistles are meaningless, but when we 
ourselves hear them, we can tell what 
messages are sent through whistling. And 
so the first message I now want to send 
through whistled speech is a message to 
some boys or men to come with me to go 
and work at the school at Ataub. I am 
calling the boys and men now. 

AW: Recorded bokotoh 'whistled speech': 

Abu? item Gloss 

(4) au womi + (wa) gentlemen+ (wa) 
[ L H L  H:] pitch level 
[ -I-\-/- : I pitch code 

( 5 )  auwomi + (wa) gentlemen 
[ L H L  H:] pitch level 

[ -/-\- /- :I pitch code 
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(6) hili come! 
[L H Ll pitch level 
[-rL 1 pitch code 

(7) iye? I, me 
[?L?H?L] pitch level 
[72f \7- ] pitch code 

(8) bala bala (for a) while 
[ M M M M ]  pitch level 

[ - - - - I  pitch code 

Response from the addressee: 

(9) ohu yesfokay (acknowledgement) 
[ H:L: ] pitch level 

[ -:\-:I  pitch code 

(10) umeya? alright! 
[H? ML H: ] pitch level 
[ + - - r 7  I pitch code 

Encoder continues: 

(11) ataub 
[ HHL: ] 
[ ---\- : ] 

Ataub (name of river and school) 
pitch level 
pitch code 

school 
pitch level 
pitch code 

a! (interrogative form) 
pitch level 
pitch code 

8.2 W A L W  TEXT 2 

In this text, Ignas Nararama? is calling his wife Sa?uli?eh Waka to go and see him 
immediately. 

Item Gloss 

(14) Sa ?uli?eh proper name 
[?H?L?H?L:H) pitch level 
[7- 7-7- 7- :/- ] pitch code 

(15) woka+(wo) name + ( wo) 
[MML HI pitch level 
[ -"-.-/- I pitch code 

( 1 6) hi?i come! 
[ L H L ]  pitch level 

[-/-\- 1 pitch code 



Response from the addressee: 

(17) ohu 
[H:L: ] 
[--\:-:I 

(18) umeya? 
[H 7 MLH: ] 
[ -?\-,-:/-: ] 

Encoder winding up the call: 

(1 9) hi?i 
[ L H L I  
r -/-\- I 

(20) ehiehi 
[ ?M?M?H?M? ] 
[ ? -L-?/-q -7 ] 

alright! / okay! 
pitch level 
pitch code 

will do! 
pitch level 
pitch code 

come! 
pitch level 
pitch code 

quickly 
pitch level 
pitch code 

8.3 ADDJTIONAL LIST OF ITEMS 

The following additional lexical list was drawn from personal knowledge as well as from 
bilingual Abu? and Wam speakers. The Warn synonyms are placed after the Abu? ones and 
are separated by a slash. The vocabulary differences apparently do not impede mutual 
intelligibility when whistled but can or may be for the monolingual Abu? or Wam when 
spoken. 

Item Gloss 

(22) emilemiye who (or who is it)? 
[ HML?H ] pitch level 
[ 7 pitch code 

(23) u wa ?Ambe no!/ NEG 
[?H?L?H:L?] pitch level 
[? -\? - ?/\:-? ] pitch code 

(24) n-(kw-) a-he ?/n-ereimbi 
3SG-Realis-go heishe went 
[?M?M?HM?M? ] pitch level 
[?- 7-/)---?\-?I pitch code 

-9. REMARKS ON LINGUISTIC FEATURES 

The remarks entertained at this jucture on the linguistic principles of waluhu7pitches are 
purely impressionistic and therefore remain, to a large extent, inconclusive. Albeit attempts 
were made to analyse the waluhu? texts using a speech synthesiser at Ukarumpa (the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics headquarters in the Eastern Highlands of Papua New 
Guinea) in 1989; because of noise picked up while recordings were made in non-soundproof 
conditions, the pitchprints were distorted and hence unreliable. The allusions to the 
positioning of the tongue and lips and the manner in which some of the pitches were 
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produced ensued largely from observing how informants made them, supplemented of 
course by personal knowledge of the code acquired from waluhu7experts. These were 
further enhanced by personal experimentation (e.g. making waluhu? pitches before a mirror 
to see the shape of the lips), sensing and discriminating the position of the tongue and the 
sensing of the closure of glottis during the whistling of message-bearing waluhu? signals. 

The pitches identified are of the following types: (i) level pitch, (ii) gradual or abruptly 
executed gliding pitches which initially appeared to be of two basic levels; a high [+High] 
and a non-high [-High] pitches. However, on the basis of the semantic distinctions rendered 
in items (8), (15), (18) and (22), I am inclined to accept the presence of a mid-level pitch 
as well. Hence, waluhu?is characterised by a high, a mid- and a low-level pitch. 
Unfortunately, their relative intensities are not possible to determine due to the paucity of the 
available recordings. Broad physiological and auditory analysis of the texts recorded has left 
me with a view that the high pitch is produced when the encoder places his tongue in the 
position of [i] and simultaneously rounds off his lips just as he does during normal 
whistling. When making mid- and low-level pitches, the tongue seems to remain in about 
the same position but allows for a gradual unrounding of the lips going from slight 
unrounding for the mid-level pitch to a complete unrounding of the lips for the low-level 
pitches. The height of the tongue was felt to be at its highest at the front for the high pitch 
but was at the centre and back for the other two pitches. 

The duration of pitches may be understood if compared with time values assigned to 
musical chords. Firstly, an Abul-Wam waluhu?level pitch roughly corresponds to a whole 
musical note, consisting approximately of four beats. These are shown in items (8), (13) 
and (20). Other time values of waluhu?pitches vary as follows: a lengthened pitch (marked 

. 

by a colon [:I) corresponds to the time value of a whole beat. Quickly executed pitches, 
those joined with a tie, are held to the time value of approximately half a beat. 

Glottal strictures are preponderant and are realised in both pre- and post-pitched positions. 
The more prominent ones are realised in items (7), (lo), (14), (16), (20), (23) and (24). 
There is some evidence to suggest that the glottal strictures also help interlocutors 
disambiguate or distinguish between meaning-bearing whistled pitches as shown in items (6) 
and (7). In these two items the pitches are the same. However, they differ in two basic 
ways; one with and the other without the glottal strictures. Items (1 1) and (12) are also good 
examples of a minimal pair: the former begins with two high pitches produced at the same 
levels and winding in a low pitch which is held longer than normal, the latter bears exactly 
the opposite pitched levels. On the basis of this evidence, it would not be wrong to suggest 
that certain prosodic features such as the [+/-glottal stricture] can be proposed as prosodemes 
of the waluhu? system and hence items (6) versus (7) and (1 1) versus (12) seem plausible 
minimal pairs. Unfortunately, the application of this approach to identify possible 
prosodemes could not be extended to most other waluhu?pitches because of possible 
-misrepresentations of facts. The interested analyst should try and use speech machines to 
help discriminate minimal pairs rendered by waluhu 7 pitches. 

The Abul and Wam five- or six-year-old speaker faces no problem because many of the 
principles of waluhupare learnt just as they are with the normal language. He or she learns 
for example, to interpret messages encoded per waluhu? by listening carefully to the pitch 
variations and levels, by taking into account relevant contextual cues, and by applying hisher 
knowledge of the conventionalised meanings attached to the names of people, places, certain 
important themes, activities, processes or states. 
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10. CONCLUSION 

Whistled speech seems a rare phenomenon and the varieties studied to date appear to be 
confined to communities that live in rugged mountain areas such as the Abu? and the Warn of 
the central Sepik region of Papua New Guinea. This article has dealt with whistled speech 
called waluhu?. Waluhu? was developed by the Wam and subsequently adopted or acquired 
by the Abu? to meet natural socio-topographic conditions which impelled the two 
communities to adopt such a code of communication to satiate human propensities to 
economise time and effort. Waluhu?, the least described of the half a dozen or more whistled 
languages of the world known to date, is now given the full benefit of the written word. As 
a result, we are now aware of some of its linguistic and social characteristics. It is evident 
from this analysis that waluhu?, like other varieties of whistled speech, relies on 
suprasegmentals realised by pitches and not tonemes as suggested by Farb (1975). In this 
respect, whistled speech is not necessarily parasitic on tonal languages. Abu? and Warn are 
non-tonal languages yet their speakers have developed the waluhu? as an alternative means 
of communication. It was independently observed too that waluhulpitch levels are closely 
allied to syllabic peaks of the orally spoken forms, maintaining in most instances a one-to- 
one correspondence of syllabic peaks of base utterances with waluhu? pitches. 

I was delighted to identify several minimal pairs (see items (6) versus (7) and (22) versus 
(12)). I was hoping that this would constitute a breakthrough in my discovery procedure 
about how the Abu? and Wam differentiate between messages encoded via waluhulpitches. 
Unfortunately, I was unable to carry this further for reasons already alluded to. If more 
minimal pairs had been identified, my task of unravelling the way the Abu? and Wam 
distinguish meaning encoded through waluhu?pitches could have been linguistically more 
satiable. It is to be hoped that such an endeavour will be entertained in the near future so 
long as soundproof recordings of waluhu? can be made and run through spectrographic 
machines. The results obtained through mechanical means should be more tenable and 
should help verify the extent to which results obtained by cruder means are reliable. 
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KALAM PANDANUS LANGUAGE: AN OLD NEW GUINEA 
EXPERIMENT IN LANGUAGE ENGINEERING 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Kalam people of the Upper Kaironk Valley, near Simbai, Madang District, Papua 
New Guinea, speak two languages among themselves.' Most of the time people use 
monmon mnm 'ordinary (or free) language'. In certain ritually constrained contexts, 
however, they speak ahaw mnm 'pandanus lang~age ' .~  I will refer to these languages as 
Ordinary Language (OL) and Pandanus Language (PL). 'Ordinary Language' is otherwise 
known in the literature as Kalam. 

The two languages are superficially very different, as the following examples show:3 

(1) The bird has laid eggs. 
OL Yakt magi ki-p. 

bird egg excrete-PERF.it 

PL Wjblp mdup yok-p. 
bird egg put-PERF.it 

am indebted to various Kalam friends, and in particular, to Simon Peter Gi, John Kias and Ian Saem 
Majnep for information about Kalam Pandanus Language. Lyle Scholz, the late Ralph Bulmer and David 
Nash offered helpful ideas and data while Lois Carrington and Joan Birnie provided valuable editorial advice on 
a draft of this paper. Data on the Pandanus Language were collected by the author during some 12 months 
fieldwork in the Kaironk Valley in 1963, 1965, 1969, 1972, 1975 and 1992 - mainly gathered in desultory 
fashion during inquiries into the grammar and lexicon of ordinary Kalam. Fieldwork was supported initially 
by grants from the Wenner-Gren Foundation and later by the University of Papua New Guinea and the 
Australian National University. 
2 ~ o  be distinguished from askmosk apay 'avoidance speech'. The term askmoskapay (lit. 'ritually avoiding 
they speak') refers to the general prohibition on pronouncing the name of an aff111e or cross-cousin or any 
word that sounds the same as or very similar to the name of an affine or cross-cousin. For such words one 
should substitute an established synonym or an ad hoc expression. Many of the various names for 'ordinary 
language' (in contrast to alpw mnm and ask mosk apay) imply an opposition between open or normal 

.speech on-the one hand and hidden, restricted or unusual speech on the other. Ordinary language is known as 
mseg mnm (mnm 'talk, speech, language'; mseg 'exposed, bare, revealed, clear, open country (vs forest)'); 
kotp mnm (kofp 'house'); monmon mnm (monmon 'free, indiscriminate, unrestricted, open'); ykop mnm 
(ykop 'ordinary, without special attribute or reason'); mnm yb (yb 'real, genuine, true, proper'). 
3~bbreviations used in the examples are: DS - different subject, FUT - future, IMP - imperative. OPT - 
optative, PERF - perfect, PRES - present, PROG - progressive, SS - same subject. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 313-334. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
0 Andrew Pawley 
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(2) We are eating bananas. 
OL Kaiim fib-sp-un. 

banana consume-PRES.PROG-we 

PL Sml fiab g-sp-un. 
banana consuming do-PRES.PROG-we 

(3) You mustn't use bad language. 
OL Mnm tmey ma-g-n-mn. 

language bad not-say-OPT-you 

PL Laj mayab ma-tgom-n-mn. 
language bad not-say-OPT-you 

Don Laycock, for whom unearthing special languages and language games was a 
favourite occupation, would, I believe, have found a rich lode to mine in the comparison of 
these two codes.4 Such a comparison bears on some questions of general interest to 
linguists, in particular, on whether certain boundaries and categories posited in linguistic 
analyses have a basis in the native speaker's mental structures or whether they are simply 
convenient fictions. 

The phonological and morphological systems of Ordinary Language and Pandanus 
Language are the same. So, too, are the major details of syntax. However, their lexicons 
show (with certain principled exceptions) no likenesses in form. In fact it is a ground rule of 
Pandanus Language that speakers must avoid saying the Ordinary Language words for most 
concepts, substituting names completely different in form. The Kalam thus make the same 
basic distinction between content and form, or meaning and lexification, that linguists 
conventionally do. 

Just one set of Pandanus Language morphemes corresponds in form as well as meaning 
to an Ordinary Language counterpart. This set consists, essentially, of functor morphemes - 
those belonging to the grammatical end of the lexical-grammatical continuum. Thus, a 
comparison of Pandanus Language and Ordinary Language indicates that the Kalam tacitly 
recognise a boundary between 'grammatical' and 'lexical' elements and shows where they 
place that boundary. 

The two languages differ in some respects in their lexical semantics. Not all the words of 
ordinary Language have exact translation equivalents in Pandanus Language. In some cases 
it is just a matter of there being no conventional Pandanus Language lexeme for a concept. 
More interestingly, the stock of Pandanus Language lexemes includes some that specify 
generic categories not overtly labelled in ordinary Kalam. This kind of difference is most 
marked in the verb roots: Pandanus Language appears to have fewecthan 20 verb stems, 
most with very broad meanings, whereas Ordinary Language has about 120. While 
Pandanus Language has quite an extensive vocabulary for more specific kinds of actions and 
-processes this vocabulary is phraseological, with each lexicalised phrase containing a verb 
root as its final element. The fact that the nearest translation equivalents of particular 

4~mong Don's several publications in this domain I will mention here only his two important survey papers 
(Laycock 1977; Laycock & Miilhausler 1990). Regretably, I came across the latter paper too late to discuss 
here how the Kalam material bears on several of the important questions which its authors raise about 
language engineering. 
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Ordinary Language nouns and verbs in Pandanus Language are often compounds or phrases 
gives us some insights into the semantic structure of the Ordinary Language lexicon. 

Although the Kalam have probably spoken Pandanus Language for centuries, it must 
originally have been a fairly conscious creation, in which people chose to modify certain 
elements of Ordinary Language in order to arrive at a radically different code. Present-day 
speakers of Kalam can articulate some of the general principles underlying this change of 
code. In this respect the differences between Ordinary Language and Pandanus Language 
are roughly parallel to those between, say, ordinary English and the technical genres used by 
various subgroups of English speakers, such as biologists (who require species, genera, etc. 
to have Latin names) and the medical profession (which requires that official names of 
diseases and medicines be coined from roots in the Classical languages). Note that not only 
the labels but also the conceptual categories and the taxonomies used by biologists and 
medicos differ from vernacular ones. However, the contrast between the two Kalam 
languages is greater because the differences extend virtually to their entire lexicons. 

The notes which follow, although sketchy and informal, present further observations 
about Pandanus Language and its relation to ordinary Kalarn. 

2. ON THE USE OF PANDANUS LANGUAGE 

Kalam is spoken by some 20,000 people living around the junction of the Bismarck and 
~chrader Ranges, on the northern fringes of the central Highlands of Papua New Guinea, 
principally in the Upper Simbai, Upper Kaironk, Asai, Aunjang and Kaiment  valley^.^ 
Kalam speakers are gardeners, cultivating the usual New Guinea Highlands staples of yams, 
taros, sweet potatoes and bananas. They also keep pigs and hunt and gather food in the 
forest that covers the higher slopes of the ranges in much of the& territory. 

The nuts of the wild or semi-cultivated mountain pandanus taxon known as algaw are 
highly valued as food.6 There are at least 23 named subtaxa of algaw, all found in mountain 
forest at altitudes above about 7,500 feet on the north side of the Kaironk Valley in the 
Schrader Ranges. Early in the dry season, during May or June, people spend up to three 
weeks camping in the forest collecting, cooking and eating the fruit. The inner husk or core 
(salm) is roasted or baked in an earth oven after removal of the outer husk and nuts. 

Pandanus Language is used in two ritually restricted contexts, both connected with the 
forest and with the preparation and consumption there of a special category of food. When 
people go to the forest to collect and cook algaw nuts it is essential that they avoid Ordinary 
Language - otherwise, the Kalam say, the nuts will turn out to be rotten, watery or empty or 
the skins too hard to eat. Pandanus Language must be used throughout such expeditions, 
which, at least until very recently, often lasted for about three weeks.7 Ordinary Language 

5 ~ h e r e  is a fairly extensive ethnographic literature on Kalam. See the references under Bulmer, and Majnep 
and Bulmer. A fuller bibliography can be found in various papers in Pawley (1991). 
6~ lgawequates  wilh the Tok Pisin taxon karuka, which refers to two species: Pandanus brosimos and (what 
is generally accepted as) its domesticated version P. julianeffi. The Kalam say they do not plant d g a w  but 
extensive groves are owned and tended by individual families. Besides the mountain pandanus the Kalam 
distinguish other pandanus taxa which grow only at middle and b w  altitudes, whose nuts they also eat. But 
as far as I know no special language is associated with harvesting these other m a .  
7 ~ h e  Kalam are as enthusiastic as ever about pandanus harvesting expeditions but say that nowadays they 
rarely stay longer than a week at a time in the forest. 
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must also be avoided when cassowaries, which were once fairly common in the forest, are 
being cut up, cooked and eaten.8 Cassowaries have a unique status in Kalam cosmology 
(Bulmer 1967; Majnep & Bulmer 1977). They are, mythologically, thought of as the sisters 
and cross-cousins of humans and are ritually potent. Although they are hunted, cassowaries 
must be cooked in special ways and in a special house in the forest, never in the open 
country. In Ordinary Language they are not classified as birds but stand as a primary taxon 
on their own. 

As mountain pandanus nuts are not now a major source of food to the Kalam one might 
ask why they should merit a ritual language. Ethnographic and archaeological evidence 
offers some clues. The observations of ethnographers who have worked among the Kalam 
offer possible clues. Firstly, the Kalam say that the mountain pandanus is one of the three 
things they have always had. Other cultural practices and foods were acquired later, but they 
have always eaten algaw. Secondly, the body of ritual practices associated with gathering 
and cooking the nuts points to its earlier greater significance. 

Thirdly, special languages associated with harvesting mountain pandanus nuts have been 
reported for certain other New Guinea Highlands societies.9 Although only a few Highlands 
societies now harvest them, the nuts were evidently an important seasonal food for many 
Highlands populations before the sweet potato became a staple within the last 300 years or 
so. There is archaeological evidence indicating people were harvesting mountain pandanus 
nuts in the Highlands 10,000 years ago.1° Thus, while we don't know how long Kalam 
speakers have been using a form of Pandanus Language, the chances are that it has been 
around for as long as they have been living in the Highlands - which is almost certainly for 
at least a millenium.11 

There is no prohibition on using Pandanus Language outside the forest. Around Kalam 
homesteads one sometimes hears children and sometimes adults amusing themselves by 
conversing in this code. The playful use of Pandanus Language at home serves a practical 

l ~ a j n e ~  says (Majnep & Bulmer 1977: 152): "While people are cooking and eating cassowary they speak in 
dgaw rnnm, pandanus language [i.e. the same substitute language that is used when dgaw pandan nuts are 
being harvested and cooked]. Thus the entrails of the cassowary are not called by the usual terms, yes-wt 
(lungs), mapn-wt (liver), sb-wt (intestines), but kwjn-gaym-kab [lit. 'gaym (light-co1oured)-axe-stones']. 
This is because the cassowary is the cross-cousin of the pigs, so one does not use the same terms in talking 
about the carcase and entrails of a cassowary as one uses for the parts of a pig ... Cross-cousins should ... show 
each other respect. They do not use each other's names". 
9~ranklin (1972) describes in some detail the pandanus language spoken by the Kewa people of the southern 
Highlands and mentions that the Duna, Huli and Telefol, as well as the Kalam, have counterparts. Franklin 
and Stefaniw (1992) report briefly on signs of its decline in the Kewa and the contiguous Imbongu speech 
communities. Australian avoidance languages show some of the same kinds of structural relations to ordinary 
language as in Kalarn. See Dixon (1971) for a good account of one such Australian case. 
10~rchaeological evidence - 10.000-year-old finds of Pandanus antarensis in the Wahgi Valley (Golson in 
press) - indicates that the kernels of pandanus nuts were indeed an important food of some New Guinea 
peoples before the beginnings of New Guinean agriculture (which probably dates to at least 5,0006,000 
years ago). 
"The internal diversity of Kalam dialects points to at least several centuries of diversification in and around 
the region where Kalam is spoken. The fact that Kalam has its closest relative, Kobon, in the same region 
argues for a longer time - upwards of 1,000 years, one would think, given the degree of difference between 
Kalam and Kobon. My strong suspicion is that the ancestor of Kalam and Kobon came into the Schraders 
from the Middle Ramu Valley. The closest relatives of these two languages appear to be the members of the 
Adelbert Range, Mabuso and Rai Coast groups, identified by Z'graggen (1980a-d), which occupy a large part 
of Madang Province between the Bismarck and Schrader Ranges and the coast. 
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purpose: language-learning. It enables children to acquire the basics of Pandanus Language 
and enables adults to keep in practice and to extend their language skills, so that when people 
go to the forest to gather pandanus nuts or when they are cooking and eating cassowaries 
they are able to converse fluently. 

I have independently elicited Pandanus Language words and sentences from a number of 
different male informants in two communities (speaking markedly different dialects) in the 
Upper Kaironk Valley over some 25 years and so have some evidence on (a) the knowledge 
of different speakers in the same community, (b) the degree of consistency between 
speakers, and (c) change over a generation. On the whole I am impressed by the consistency 
among informants and the apparent stability of the language. However, it is clear that some 
people know Pandanus Language better than others and that young people who have spent 
many years in school know it less well than young people who spend much time in the bush. 
It is impossible to say on present evidence how stable the lexicon of Pandanus Language has 
been over much longer periods than the one generation we have spent among the Kalam, 
though the grammar has probably been as stable as that of Ordinary Language because it is 
essentially identical to it. 

I have little comparative evidence from Kalam areas outside the two communities where I 
worked in the Upper Kaironk Valley. However, Lyle Scholz and my informants confirm 
that the Gapun people of Simbai use a very similar pandanus language to that described here. 
Kalam communities living at lower altitudes, for example in the Lower Asai and Lower 
Kaiment Valleys, do not have a pandanus language because the mountain pandanus does not 
grow there. The Kobon people living in the higher parts of the Middle Kaironk Valley are 
said to have a pandanus language but not those Kobon who live lower down. 

3. IN WHICH THE INVENTOR EXPLAINS HOW TO SAY THINGS IN PANDANUS 
LANGUAGE 

Although Pandanus Language is in some sense a derivative of Ordinary Language, one 
can describe it in its own terms, as an independent system. I will not do so here for several 
reasons. Firstly, it would take a great deal of space to give a detailed outline of the structure 
of Pandanus Language. Secondly, the major structural features of Pandanus Language are 
very like those of Ordinary Language, which have already been described at length 
elsewhere.12 Thirdly, it is the systematic relationship between the two codes - the ways in 
which Ordinary Language resembles and differs from Pandanus Language - that is likely to 
interest readers most. 

So, dear reader, imagine that you are privy t o  an explanation -of Kalam Pandanus 
Language given by the man who invented it. This man has returned home after living for a 
few years in a mountain valley far from his own home area, among people with a language 
quite different from Kalam. His hosts there told him about a secret language they use when 
harvesting mountain pandanus fruit in order to ensure that the nuts grow properly. Inspired 
by this discovery, he devised a parallel language based oh his own mother tongue and 
returned home to teach it to his kinsmen. He speaks to them as follows. (The reader will 
notice that now and then our Kalam narrator falls into the jargon of linguistics. It is lucky for 

12pawley (1966, 1987, 1991, in press); Lane (1991). 
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us that he and his Kalam audience are somewhat acquainted with this jargon, owing to the 
fact that they have had several linguists residing with them for long periods.) 

My kinsmen, you know that in some seasons the harvest of algaw fruit is poor, with 
many of the cores rotten, watery or sour or without a properly developed core or inner husk. 
Well, several years ago, during my travels, I met people who told me how to avoid this 
problem in future. The trick is this. When you go to the forest to gather the nuts you must 
do all your talking in a special language. They explained to me the kinds of things you can 
say and what you can't say and why. So I sat down and created such a language for us to 
use in our own forests. It is simply called algaw mnm and I'll now explain to you how it 
works. 

The most important rule when speaking Pandanus Language is this. You must avoid 
saying anything that might harm the pandanus fruit. Words and expressions that fall into this 
prohibited category are mnm tmey 'bad (or dangerous) language', in contrast to mnm tep 
'good (or safe) language' or mnm yb 'proper languageY.l3 

What counts as bad language, you ask? This is a hard question. As a general rule I can 
say that almost all words in Ordinary Language are, for one reason or another, inimical to the 
proper growth of pandanus nuts and so must be avoided. But there are some exceptions. 
Apart from giving you a complete list of the good and bad words, which would take a very 
long time, the best I can do is list the main categories of expressions that are potentially 
harmful. These include Ordinary Language terms for: 

(a) anything moist or to do with moisture; 
(b) parts of the body and bodily products and bodily processes; 

(c) things consumed by or put on the body - not only food and drink but tobacco, 
medicine, oil, mud, ashes, etc.; 

(d) places and objects that are characteristic of the open country and lowlands, i.e. the 
area outside the high mountain forest; 

(e) things to do with the house; 

(f) things to do with the garden; 
(g) kinsmen; 
(h) animals; 

(i) plants; 

(j) weather, coldness or heat; 

(k) actions and processes with bad associations (almost all, in fact); 
- 

131n some Highlands societies damage to pandanus nuts is attributed to maIevoIent spirits (Franklin & 
Stefaniw 1992). The Kalam believe that nature demons or goblins, called kceki, haunt forests and stony 
places and linger on in garden areas after forest has been cleared, jealously guarding tall trees and game. They 
resent man's intrusion into their forest domain and to prevent them doing mischief are propitiated with 
offerings of food at the same time as ghosts of the dead, at pig-cookings and when game mammals and forest 
birds are cooked. However, informants consistently rejected my suggestion that jealous kceki might spoil 
pandanus nuts and that perhaps the purpose of  the Pandanus Language was to deceive or placate these nature 
demons. 
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(1) anything to do with sickness, danger, ritual resmctions and magic; 
(m) anything hard or hollow; 

(n) anything that is unpleasant to taste; 
(0) any word whose sound resembles any word referring to one of the above domains; 

(p) any word whose meaning might remind one, say by metaphorical or metonymic use, 
of anything belonging to one of the above domains. 

Why are these things inimical to the pandanus nuts? Well, there are many different 
reasons. Firstly, association with anything moist might cause the nuts to be watery. So you 
must avoid not only Ordinary Language names for things like water, rain, blood, urine, 
sweat, sap and oil but the name of anything at all that contains or might create moisture. That 
means almost all parts of a human or animal body, any vigorous or sexual actions, virtually 
all plants, fruits and vegetables, clouds, thunder and lightning and many other things. Sour 
or bitter things are bad because they might cause the nuts to taste the same. Anything hard is 
bad because the nuts might become hard. Anything hollow or empty is bad because 
sometimes we open a nut and find it empy, with no edible core. Cold things are bad because 
coldness is connected with sickness. Hot things are dangerous because they might bum you 
or make you sweat, that is, create moisture and ultimately cause you to get cold or ill. You 
really can't be too careful! 

Mountain pandanus trees grow high up in our mountain forest and nowhere else. People 
who live at lower altitudes don't have this valuable resource. The forest is a wild place and 
the ordinary names of objects that belong to the civilised world below, like human 
settlements, artefacts, gardens and placenames, are antithetical to it and so should not be 
mentioned while we are harvesting mountain pandanus nuts. These resmctions apply not to 
just man-made things but to anything that grows exclusively in the sebed kln' 'lowlands or 
grasslands', or the sebed kln' tgomb pnem okok 'lowland forest', as these dangerous areas 
are called in Pandanus'Language. The most dangerous of all lowland plants is the marita 
pandanus, the one we call kob or yagad (Pandanus conoideus Lmk.). This plant hardly 
grows above the lower parts of our valleys, up to 1,400 to 1,500 metres and, as you know, 
we think of it as emblematic of the lowlands. To make it doubly dangerous, the fruit of kob, 
which we eat, is full of moisture and we use its oil. 

few examples may help to show how words can be bad by association. The word kob 
'grassland' cannot be spoken because it has the same sound (though not the same meaning) 
as kob 'marita pandanus'. Koyb 'witch' is bad because it also resembles this taboo word, 
kob. Besides, we believe witches perform the abhorrent act of eating human flesh. Walj 
'man's apron' and wad 'smng bag' are bad because they start with the same sound as wag 
'penis', while mgan 'inside, centre' is prohibited because it resembles mgn, the name of a 
woman's private parts. Taw 'ridge' is a bad word because it has the same sound as the verb 
taw- 'step on' and it is a bad thing to step on someone else. 

As I said, you can't be too careful. In fact, while you're learning Pandanus Language it's 
probably safest to assume that every word in Ordinary Language is dangerous. There are a 
few exceptions, however, which I'll mention later. 
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3.2 ON THE LEXICON OF PANDANUS LANGUAGE 

To replace the bad words I've made up a thousand or more words and expressions which 
you can safely use.14 This was really hard work - I had to rack my brains to think of ways 
of saying things that don't sound anything like the Ordinary Language equivalents. Here, 
for starters, are just a few of the replacement words for familiar objects: 

OL PL 
mon sutkeb tree, wood 
lum mneg ground, earth, soil 
kmn ~ b e k  game mammal 
as paiis generic term for frogs and some small mammals 
yakt wjblp bird 
kayn kmdep dog 
kaj aglams pig 
tu gaymen adze, axe 
cm kals bow 
cm tu wn kals ga w bundle of weapons; axe with bow and arrows 
ka bs tgom-dep tongs 
jun na bceg head 
wdn iielep eye 
tob ta wep foot 
mnm laj speech, characteristic noise of s.th. 

You'll notice I've borrowed a few of the Pandanus Language forms from other 
languages. For instance, mneg 'ground', aglams 'pig', nabceg 'head' and gaymen 'axe, 
adze' are from the Kobon language. Some of the other words are constructed from our own 
Ordinary Language by productive derivational processes, and given specialised meanings. 
Take Pandanus Language tawep 'foot'. As you will realise, this word actually consists of 
the verb taw- 'step on, place the foot on s.th.' plus the nominal derivative suffix -ep, and 
literally means '(for) stepping (on), stepper'. You see, it's all right to use Ordinary 
Language expressions when speaking Pandanus Language, so long as you use them to mean 
something a bit different from their literal meaning. Pandanus Language kmdep 'dog' 
literally means 'game mammal catcher'; it's derived from the Ordinary Language words kmn 
'game mammal' and d-ep 'catching, catcher'. In Ordinary Language sutkeb 'wood, tree' 
means 'biting off' or 'gnawing through' (from su 'bite', tk 'sever' plus -eb 'noun derivative' 
but I decided to use it to mean 'wood'. I suppose I was thinking of game mammals that 
burrow under tree roots. 

In much the same way, it's all right to make up compounds consisting of a Pandanus 
Language word plus a nominalised verb from Ordinary Language. For instance, tgom-dep, 
the Pandanus Language word for 'tongs' is a combination of the Pandanus Language verb 
tgom- 'heat s.th.' and the Ordinary Language noun d-ep '(for) holding'. 

14~ctually we have so far collected only some 500 Pandanus Language lexemes, many of them compounds 
and phrases. But I am sure this list is far from exhaustive, although the Pandanus Language lexicon is bound 
to be much smaller than the 6,000 or so lexemes recorded for Ordinary Language. 
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3.3 PANDANUS LANGUAGE HAS CONCEPTS NOT FOUND IN ORDINARY LANGUAGE 

After making up a whole swag of one-to-one translation equivalents a thought struck me. 
Might it not be a good idea to make the Pandanus Language lexicon more economical than 
the Ordinary Language lexicon - that is, to let one word stand for a class of related concepts 
instead of devising equivalents for every single specific concept? I had several reasons in 
mind. Firstly, it's always handy to have a general term available just in case you can't 
remember the specific one. More importantly, the fewer the different words we have to 
choose from while we are harvesting pandanus nuts the less likely we are to make a mistake 
and use a bad word. Also it would make my job of making up new words easier if not every 
Ordinary Language word needed an equivalent. If you do need to distinguish between more 
specific concepts when speaking Pandanus Language you can still do so by adding to each 
generic a qualifying word or words, describing key characteristics of the referent. 

Once I began shiving for this sort of economy I realised I was giving labels to some 
concepts that had no names in Ordinary Language. That is, I was creating new generic 
terms. Let me explain. In Ordinary Language it is often the case that several words form a 
natural family, because they share an important component of meaning, but there is no 
generic term for the family of related concepts. For instance, in Ordinary Language we have 
words for the different private parts that humans and animals have, such as 'penis', 
'testicles', 'glans penis', 'vagina', and so on, but we have no word that means 'genitals'. 
Thinking we could make do in Pandanus Language with a single general term for this group 
of terms I made one up, ygeleb. You could say that in such cases we have the generic 
concept in our minds but it is a covert or hidden category, not made explicit in our Ordinary 
Language lexicon. At any rate, where I've noticed such cases I've sometimes made up a 
word for the class. Gaymen 'cutting instrument' is another example. While Ordinary 
Language has several words for cutting instrument, like tu 'axe', pit 'bamboo knife', iiayp 
'metal knife' and les 'razor blade' it lacks a standard word for covering all cutting 
instruments. Another instance of a special Pandanus Language generic is ay, which means 
'kinsman of the same generation' and stands for OL mam 'brother', ay 'sister', b 'husband', 
bin 'wife', boglak 'wife's sister's husband' and some other terms. 

Another useful generic has to do with wild animals we hunt and eat. There is no simple 
term in Ordinary Language that covers both kmn 'game mammal' (the larger marsupials and 
rodents hunted in the forest) and as 'frogs and very small wild mammals' (which are not 
prized game). Sometimes in Ordinary Language we string these two terms together as kmn- 
as. The Pandanus Language word wgbek substitutes either for kmn or as, or for kmn-as. If 
you want to refer to specific kinds of wgbek you can do this too, up to a point, in Pandanus 
Language. For example, you can refer to the wallaby as wgbek pebgnap mnebt ket ('large 
ground-dwellingwgbek'). The smaller mosak, the bamboo rat (Mallomys rothschildi) we 
can call wgbek-aiil-bpat- wlem-ket, 'small wgbek of the water' and the kopyak or house rat in 
Ordinary Language is appropriately designated by wgbek cad nb, that is, 'thieving or stealing 
animal'. These examples show how you can use qualifiers, such as 'big', 'small', 'ground- 
dwelling' or 'water-dwelling' to distinguish between generics. 

Of course Ordinary Language has many generic nouns but even these can stand some 
broadening. There is a useful noun, mnan, which refers to the various types of traditional 
shell valuables we use, such as dog-whelk shells (kulnokor kuynok), greensnail shells 
(kubap) and cowry necklaces (patey). I've made up a roughly equivalent term for use in 
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Pandanus Language, namely kaygtep 'valuables'. But I also use kaygtep to cover kinds of 
valuables not included under mnan, such as 'compensation payment' (OL saj ) and 'coins, 
money' (OL moni ). 

3.4 PANDANUS LANGUAGE VERBS 

My kinsmen, I must say that when it came to devising equivalents for Ordinary Language 
verb stems I had some fun and games. I did a bit of experimenting. As you know, we don't 
have many verb stems in Ordinary Language, not much above 100. Most of the time we rely 
on just 20 or 30 of these, verbs with generic meanings like d- 'constrain' (which covers the 
notions of control, get, hold, possess, stop, etc.), ay- 'stabilise (put, set, take shape, form, 
become, etc.)', g- 'occur, do (act, work, function, make, create, etc.)', and ng- 'perceive, be 
aware (know, see, hear, feel, smell, think, etc.)'. To get more specific verbal meanings in 
Ordinary Language we often combine verb stems into serial verb strings, such as d am- 'get 
go' for 'take', d ap 'get come' for 'bring', am d ap 'go get come' for 'fetch', db ng- 
'consume perceive' for 'taste' d nZ)- 'touch perceive' for 'feel'.) Another of our favourite 
methods is to combine various nouns or adverbs with a verb stem, as wdn ng- 'eye perceive' 
for 'see', trnud ng- 'ear perceive' for 'hear', wsn ng- 'sleeping perceive' for 'dream', si d- 
'illegally get' for 'steal' and si am- 'illegally go' for 'trespass'. 

So I thought to myself, why not take up this design principle and push it further? Why 
not see just how few verb stems you can get by with? I'm still not sure what the answer is 
but I worked out that you can do a lot with about ten verb stems. Here are some of the most 
important ones you'll need when speaking algaw mnm. (For the reader's benefit I will - 

- -  

interrupt the Kalam narrator here and explain that the English glosses for the verb stems 
given below are of two types. First, in CAPITALS, comes a broad gloss or definition, 
which seeks to capture the full semantic range of the verb, excluding homophones. This is 
followed by one or more specific glosses, in lower case, these being expresssions which are 
appropriate (rough) translation equivalents in specific contexts.) 

tag-, v.i. 
yok-, v.i. & t. 

MOVE: go, come, depart, travel, enter, go out; rise, fall, etc. 
1. STABILISE: form, set, become, put, position, sit, etc. . 

2. PERCEIVE: be aware, know, see, hear, smell, think, etc. 
BECOME UNSTABLE: lose form or shape, break, collapse, fold, dent, 
chip, ripple, etc. 
CONTROL: constrain, hold, obtain, carry, stop, etc. 
REMOVE FROM CONTROL: disconnect, sever, cut, open, free, etc. 

TRANSFER: give, connect, join, apply (to s.th.), transfer, transmit, 
exchange, etc. 
1. SOUND: say, make a sound, communicate 
2. HEAT: bum, cook, set alight, etc. 
3. AVOID (F3TUALLY DANGEROUS THINGS) 
IMPINGE: strike, pierce, penetrate, copulate, shoot, bite, etc. 
DO, OCCUR: happen, function, act, make, operate, create, work, use, 
cause, etc. 
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You'll notice that in two or three cases I've used the same verb form for two or three quite 
distinct meanings; in such cases we can avoid ambiguity by adding adjuncts to the verb, if 
necessary, as I'll describe in more detail later. You'll also notice that I have mischievously 
used some of the same verb forms as in Ordinary Language but have given them new 
meanings, sometimes almost the opposite of their original meaning. Now let us see exactly 
how some of these verbs equate with Ordinary Language verb stems. 

OL 

am- 
ap- 
swd- 
sk- 

, tag- 
taw- 
talk- 
tlak- 
kom- 
yak- 

go 
come 
depart 
enter 
travel about, return from 
move s.th. back and forth 
break through a fence 
step or jump over 
encircle, roll up, bury 
displace, get rid of 

bsg- 
kn- 
kum- 
ki- 
md- 
sug- 
tm- 

Ym- 
kom- 
ng- 

become stable, be in a stable condition or form, 
put, turn into, etc. 

sit 
lie down, sleep 
die, cease to function, be indisposed, etc. 
excrete (faeces, urine, eggs) 
exist, stay, remain, continue, etc. 
go out, extinguish 
perch 
plant 
'Jury 
perceive (iielep eye + yok-) - 

PL 

tag- move 

yok- stabilise 

1 pag- become unstable, be in an unstable condition 
or form: break, smash, collapse, bend, mlu- become unstable 
fold, dent, chip, corrugate, ripple, etc. 

a -  open up a netbag 
blok- distribute, share out 
d- constrain, hold, get 
gom- sling from the forehead, esp. a netbag 
mok- hold in the mouth, feed 
tegi- sling from the shoulder (of a burden) 
yepl- release or unsling a burden 

ay- control 
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ak- 
glk- 
ju- 
kod- 

lak- 
lk- 
pd-l 
pd2 
plk- 
sab-l 
sa b 2  
sak- 
tb- 
tk- 
W S ~ -  

W S ~ -  

taw- 

ad- 
ag- 
agi- 
ask- 

m q i -  
pbok- 
s bk- 
taw- 
Yn - 

SU- 

tga w- 
pk- 

shave off, whittle, shape by cutting 
be startled 
disconnect by withdrawing 
prepare a garden plot by clearing away trees, 

undergrowth, etc. 
split, come apart lengthways 
exhume, remove contents (e.g. of earth oven) 
harvest taro 
scrape skin off tubers before cooking 
jerk from a secure position, pluck, paddle,etc 
cut up cassowary meat 
remove outer husk of sugarcane stalk 
extract, take s.th. out of or off a parent body 
cut 
cut across, sever, etc. 
undo, untie, loose s.th. 
remove that which constrains or encloses, 
undo, take off, peel, set free, etc. 

break apart, crack, puncture, etc. 
make a hole in a surface, tear, force open,etc. 

lubsg- free or remove 
(a part of) s.th. 

transfer, give, connect, bring together, 
apply s.th. to a surface, move s.th. from I meg- transfer 
one controlled context to another 

barter, buy, sell, etc. 

heat stones for earth oven 
(make a) sound 
ignite, heat 
avoid, (be) free from constraint, 
be in an avoidance relationship 

warm oneself by fire 
cook food on separate fires, reheat food 
scorch, bum surface of s.th. 
make fire by friction 
bum, cook 

tgom- communicate sound or 
heat 

copulate 
shoot, propel or move s.th. suddenly from 1 - .. constrained position, spring, flick, etc. 
impinge, press, pierce, force or impose s.th. tga w- impinge on, come into 
against or into, etc. forceful contact with 

bite, sting (insect), nip 
draw back a bowstring 
hit, contact, etc. 
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Many other Ordinary Language verbs I rendered in Pandanus Language by the verb g- 
'do, etc.' together with a verb adjunct or other modifying material. For example, in place of 
iilJ- 'consume, eat, drink' I substituted fiab g- 'consuming do'. In place of kluk- 'scrape, 
pare, shave' I substituted gaymen g- 'use a cutting insmment'. And instead of kn- 'lie 
down, sleep' I use leb g- 'resting do'. This verb g- 'do, make, etc.' is the only one that I 
haven't changed from Ordinary Language. It is so broad in meaning that I almost think of it 
as a grammatical element and indeed it does sometimes serve in phrasal expressions as a 
dummy verb whose job is to carry verbal inflections. 

From the lists I gave you earlier you can see that about 60 Ordinary Language verbs fall 
into the semantic categories marked by just five Pandanus Language super generic verb 
forms tag-, yok-, ay-, tgom- and lubsg- (which amount to seven verbs if you distinguish 
homophones). I don't mean to imply that these five verb stems alone substitute for all 60 or 
so Ordinary Language verbs. Often one of the Ordinary Language verbs is rendered in 
Pandanus Language by a generic verb accompanied by a verbal adjunct or noun or by one or 
more additional verb stems, as you'll see in some examples I'll give in a minute, and of 
course these additions make the meaning more specific. 

Later on I relented and added a few more verb stems to the original ten or so. There are a 
few Pandanus Language verbs each of which translates only one or two or three Ordinary 
Language verbs. Two of these (meg- and mlu-) were mentioned above. There are a few 
Ordinary Language verbs that I have worked out Pandanus Language equivalents for. These 
denote kinds of events that it is not necessary to talk about when in the forest harvesting 
algaw nuts. You can always make up a phrase for these if necessary. 

Enough on generalities for now. Let me give some pairs of sentences to show you how 
expressions for particular actions, processes and states, as well as expressions for objects, 
are often formed rather differently in the two languages. 

OL SINGLE VERB STEM REPLACED BY PL SINGLE VERB STEM 

(4) I'm going off to defecate. 
OL Sb ki-ng am-jp-in. 

dung excrete-SS.FUT go-PRES.PROG-I 

PL Algaw salm yok-ng ta-sp-in. 
pandanus core pu t-SS .FUT move-PRES .PROG-I 

You'll have to excuse my little joke in making up the PL expression for 'excrete'. I couldn't 
resist the metaphor, given that when we are talking Pandanus Language we are up in the 
forest eating a lot of pandanus nut cores. 

OL SERIAL VERB STRING REPLACED BY PL SINGLE VERB STEM 

( 5 )  Climb the tree! 
OL Mon tan amn-og! 

m e  ascend go-1MP.you 

PL Tgomeb tag-an! 
tree move-1MP.you 
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(6) The man went into the tree. 
OL B mon skd am-b. 

man tree enter go-PERF.he 

PL Aduklan sutkeb mjem tag-p. 
man tree inside move-PERF. he 

OL VERB REPLACED BY PL NOMWAL(S) + VERB 

(7) I'm planting sweet potato. 
OL Maj ym-sp-in. 

sweetpotato plant-PRES.PROG-I 

PL Gaw mnebt yok-sp-in. 
sweet.potato ground stabilise-PRES.PROG.-I 

(8) They are shouting. 
OL Swk a-sp-ay. 

shout sound-PRES.PROG-they 

PL lyeygey laj tgom-sp-ay. 
1oud.noise speech sound-PRES.PROG-they 

(9) The dogs are barking. 
OL Kayn wok-sp-ay. 

dog bark-PRES.PROG-they 

PL Ykoben mayab geygey tgom-sp-ay. 
dog bad noise sound-PRES.PROG-they 

OL SINGLE VERB STEM REPLACED BY PL SERIAL VERB STRING 

(10) It's stopped raining. 
OL Miimon pk-i &-P 

rain strike-SS.PRIOR sever-PERF.it 

PL Ysebit tgaw-i, lubsg ay tag-p. 
rain impinge-SS.PRIOR free control move-PERF.it 

*: 
; OL SERIAL VERB STRING REPLACED BY PL SERIAL VERB STRING 

(11) Fetch some firewood! 
OL Mon p-uk d a w-an!. 

.. wood hit-smash control come-lMP.you 

PL Swtkeb lubsg ay tag-an! 
wood disconnect control move-IMP.you 

(12) Give it to me! 
OL Yp d 8-an 

me control transfer-1MP.you 
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PL Yp agal ay meg-an 
me handling control transfer-IMP.you 

(13) Distribute the game mammal meat among us. 
OL Kmn pk ask-e-y fig-un! 

game.mammal hit free-DS.PRIOR-you eat-IMP.we 

PL Wgbek lubsg-e-y iiab g-un! 
game.marnrna1 free-DS.PRIOR eating do-1MP.we 

3.5 YOU CAN MAKE UP YOUR OWN EXPRESSIONS IN PANDANUS LANGUAGE 

I've designed Pandanus Language to allow you to make up your own new expressions, 
so that you can talk about novel things or talk about familiar concepts in a new way. In other 
words you have the same creative capacity as in normal language. Of course, when we're in 
the deep forest we don't really need to talk about all the things we talk about outside but you 
never know when you might have to deal with the unexpected. 

It follows from what I've just said that there is no absolute rule about what form must 
represent a given concept in Pandanus Language. If you can't remember the conventional 
Pandanus Language word or expression for a certain meaning, or if you can't say that 
particular word because it is also the name, or one part of the name of an you are able 
to make up another form that indicates the meaning. For example, if you can't think of the 
word for 'axe' or 'knife' you can say 'cutter' and if you can't think of the word for 'bag' 
you can say 'thing for canying'. The only absolute rule is, when you are talking about a 
dangerous or bad thing, you must avoid the Ordinary Language expression for that thing. 

Come to think about it, we have to deal with a similar problem every day when using 
Ordinary Language: we can't use any word which is also the name of one of our affines or 
cross-cousins. That's one reason why in Ordinary Language we have synonyms for most 
common words and for quite a few words even three or four synonyms. Because the same 
situation, needing to refer to certain name-taboo relatives, may arise when we're harvesting 
pandanus nuts we also need synonyms in Pandanus Language. So 'dog' is yokben as well 
as kmdep in Pandanus Language, 'pig' is gney as well as aglams and 'tree, wood' can be 
called agi-ep 'for burning' as well as su-tk-eb. And if there is no synonym for a certain thing 
whose name also happens to be the name of a name-taboo relative, your solution is the same 
one you use when speaking Ordinary Language: make up an ad hoc substitute that people 
will be able to make sense of. 

3.6 GRAMMAR AND GRAMMATICAL ELEMENTS 

My friends, I did mention earlier that some parts of Ordinary Language can be retained 
when harvesting pandanus nuts. These are words or meaningful elements that have no bad 
associations, in teams of the various criteria described earlier. 

These 'good9 bits of Ordinary Language are mostly ones which don't have any meaning 
on their own. Indeed some of them can't even be spoken alone. In the ftrst category fall 
elements like the particles ak 'the, this', ogok 'these, those', ket 'belonging to', sek 
'characterised by, with', pen 'so, therefore', nep 'only', nen 'after, for the purpose of', nd 
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'before' and ksen 'later'. The second category comprises elements like the endings on our 
verbs which mark tense, aspect and mood and person-and-number of the subject, or whether 
a medial verb has the same subject as the final verb in a clause or a different subject. 
Because they don't refer to any class of objects we can see or touch or to any action or 
process we can observe, these bits of Ordinary Language are safe, they don't have 
potentially harmful meanings. Their job in language is to restrict or intensify the meaning of 
other words, to indicate definiteness or indefiniteness or possession, to connect one chunk of 
speech with another, to mark past time or future time, and the like. In fact, we are largely 
unconscious of them when we speak - they just seem to be there to provide a framework to 
support and connect the words that refer to the objects and actions we like to talk about. I 
believe linguists call them 'grammatical' elements, as opposed to 'lexical' or 'referential' 
words. 

There are just two or three exceptions to this rule of thumb that grammatical elements are 
safe and don't need to be changed. I'm speaking of certain isolable grammatical elements 
that resemble taboo words. The conjunction abey 'also, as well' is one. It should not be 
used because it resembles the verb agbay 'they copulate'. The word keykey 'separately, 
individually (of two or more people)' is another. It's potentially dangerous because it could 
refer to pairs of people who clandestinely do things by themselves that they shouldn't. 

I have to say, too, that the grammatical-lexical opposition is really a continuum. I had 
trouble fixing the boundary between elements that we are conscious of and those that we 
aren't and between elements that refer to things out there in the real or imagined world and 
elements that simply provide the linguistic framework for saying things about the world. For 
instance our personal pronouns seem to be both grammatical and lexical. We are pretty self- - 
conscious about our pronouns, such as the subject and object pronouns yad and yp '1st 
singular', nad and np '2nd singular', nud and nup '3rd singular', ct and ctup '1st dual' and 
the rest. But as none of the Ordinary Language pronouns refer to anything harmful, or 
resemble any harmful words, you are free to use them in Pandanus Language. The same 
applies to yaw 'yes' and met 'no'. 

You'll have noticed already that the syntax of Pandanus Language is basically the same as 
Ordinary Language. The usual order in a single predicate clause with all the major 
constituents is Subject-Indirect Object-Direct Object-Time-Locative-Verb. But as in Ordinary 
Language the order of constituents preceding the verb is fairly flexible and, furthermore, 
locatives quite often follow verbs, besides which we much prefer to have only one or two 
noun phrases per clause. In Pandanus Language as in Ordlnary Language we build complex 
sentences mainly by chaining dependent clauses marked for tense and subject identity not 
absolutely but relative to the final clause, which contains the verb marked for absolute tense 
and subject reference. Serial verb constructions are just as important in Pandanus Language 
as in everyday Kalam. The only grammatical differences between Ordinary Language and 
Pandanus Language are at a very low level, a byproduct of having lexicons of somewhat 
different structure. I think this near identity of grammar is a good idea because it will make it 
easier for you to learn Pandanus Language and will give a certain stability to it. I'm a bit 
womed that the lexicon is liable to change fast because people will enjoy making up new 
words and phrases as much as I did. 

I'll just give one pair of complex sentences so that you can be reassured that the grammar 
of Pandanus Language works the same way as our Ordinary Language does. 
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(14) Let's bake the pandanus nuts in an earth oven and eat them. 
OL Mon am p-uk-i dad ap-i, 

wood go hit-smash-SS.PRIOR carrying come-SS.PRIOR 

alga w kab ak agi-i ad ng-un. 
mountain.pandanus nut that heat-SS.PRIOR bake eat-IMP.we 

PL Sutkeb tag-i lubsg dad tag-i, 
wood move-SS.PRIOR disconnect carrying move-SS.PRIOR 

alga w wos-mdep ak tgom-i dab g-un. 
mountain.pandanus nut that heat-SS.PRIOR eating do-IMP.we 

You'll notice that I haven't changed the word algaw in this example. It's just about the only 
noun I haven't changed - algaw is a good word because it is symbolic of the mountain forest 
and all the useful things that we find there and nowhere else. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the previous section I took certain liberties in the cause of a good story. Of course we 
don't know exactly how Pandanus Language came into being and the Kalam don't talk like 
linguists. At this point the reader is entitled to ask what the Kalarn actually say about the 
differences between Ordinary Language and Pandanus Language. 

Actually, the Kalam will tell you essentially the same things as the 'Inventor' did in 
section 3, barring the technical linguistic terminology and the final remarks about levels of 
awareness, isolability and real world reference of particular elements. The distinction 
between bad/harmful/dangerous and goodsafelproper expressions is part of the Kalam meta- 
language for taking about Pandanus Language. The grounds for declaring particular words 
or classes of words good or bad, summarised in section 3.1, were all volunteered by 
informants. While the explanations given for individual words being 'bad' are in some 
cases, no doubt, idiosyncratic rationalisations, informants agree on the several main 
principles set out in the summary list. The Kalam will also tell you that you can borrow 
words from other languages or dialects and how to make up new words when you need 
them. 

But whatever they say, the Kalam, in creating Pandanus Language, have made fairly 
consistent structural distinctions: (1) between the meaningful elements that are most 
'referential' or 'lexical' (chiefly nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs) and those that are less 
referential or more 'grammatical' elements; (2) between lexical form and meaning. (It is the 
form of words that must be changed, not their meanings. The Kalam are conscious that 
some things are inherently dangerous but there is no prohibition on talking abo~it these 
things; you must simply take care to avoid the conventional labels for them.); (3) between 
grammar and referential lexicon, in the sense that Pandanus Language changes the latter but 
preserves Ordinary Language morphology and syntax, retaining not only the structures but 
the morphological forms of affixes and particles. 
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4.1 SOME IMPLICATIONS: THE PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE GRAMMAR-LEXICON 
DISTINrnON 

Linguists often wonder whether their major analytic constructs are no more than 
convenient fictions which bear no close resemblance to native speakers' knowledge or 
principles of organisation. In many cases, such is probably the case. However, the 
remarkable consistency with which the Kalam distinguish functors from lexical words in 
deriving Pandanus Language - a contrast that is tacitly assumed, if not made explicit, in 
virtually all grammatical analyses - must give linguists some confidence that there is a 
psychological basis to this particular distinction. The questions that now crave answers are 
(1) What is its psychological basis? What are the properties of one or another group of 
linguistic elements which the Kalam find salient? Isolability or lack of it? Type of meaning? 
Syntactic category? A combination of these factors? (2) Do the same principles or criteria 
apply to all languages? Or do some languages place the boundary in a very different place 
from the Kalam? These questions may find answers in experimental work, in the 
comparative study of ordinary and special languages and in the study of linguistic 
convergence and divergence.15 

The Kalam will not, of course, tell you that there is a division between grammar and 
lexicon. The evidence that they are, in some sense, aware of such a division resides in the 
speech practices themselves. That is to say, virtually the only meaningful elements whose 
forms are not changed in Pandanus Language are those which lie at or near the grammatical 
end of the grammar-lexicon continuum. It is striking that free form particles and personal 
pronouns as well as affixes remain unchanged while all major lexical classes - nouns and 
verbs, adjectives, adverbs and verbal adjuncts (noun-like words that occur only in fixed - 

combinations with one verb or a small set of verbs) - are replaced by phonologically 
different forms. In many cases I have not been able to elicit convincing accounts of why a 
word is considered bad. Examples are adverbs like kasek 'quickly' and kapkap 'slowly' 
(replaced in PL by ygeleb and ymeb ymeb, respectively) and adjectives like yob 'big' (PL 
pebg or pebgnap) which don't seem to have any bad associations. Informants say 'these are 
just bad words, we don't know why'. 

The Kalam material bears on another question: when is a morpheme string a lexeme or 
lexical item? Very different views of what a lexeme is are taken by conventional 
lexicographers on the one hand and grammarians on the other. Conventional lexicographers 
(the compilers of the dictionaries we all use as opposed to those lexicons that theoretical 
linguists talk about) include in their dictionaries a lot of derived words, compounds and 
phrases that most grammarians would on principle leave out because they are literal well- 

15Drawing on evidence from linguistic change, Grace (1981, esp. ch. 2) offers an illuminating discussion of 
fundamental boundaries in the organisation of linguistic knowledge. He argues that the most fundamental 
division is not between grammar and lexicon but between conceptual form (lexical concepts and grammatical 
structure) on the one hand and the labels or lexifications attached to concepts on the other. When unrelated or 
distantly related languages converge as a result of sustained bilingualism, he notes, it is usually the content 
form that converges and not the labels. Discussions of convergence areas, or Sprachbund, often mistakenly 
assert that grammar converges but lexicon remains distinct. In fact, speakers of neighbouring languages also 
accommodate their lexical categories to each other. 
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formed expressions, generated by the grammar. In conventional lexicography, the lexical 
status of a morpheme string need have nothing to do with questions of grammar and 
semantic well-formedness. Expressions are considered to be lexemes for the good, practical 
reason that they are recognised by the speech community as standard names or ways of 
saying standard concepts, in contrast to those expressions and concepts that are ad hoc or 
less conventional. In this conception of the lexicon there is no sharp boundary between 
lexicalised expressions and free expressions because a form-meaning pairing may be 
standardised to a greater or lesser degree. 

The lexical replacement practices of the Kalam show that they follow the same principles 
as conventional lexicographers; that is, they recognise in Ordinary Language an extended 
lexicon that includes many well-formed compounds and phrases. Evidence that lexical unit 
status is attributed to such sequences consists (among other things) in the fact that the whole 
sequence is replaced as a unit in Pandanus Language, either by a conventional Pandanus 
Language expression or by an ad hoc one. 

4.3 COVERT VS EXPLICIT CATEGORIES 

Anyone interested in Kalam world view as codified in Kalam lexical semantics must find 
Pandanus Language instructive in at least two respects. Firstly, there is the fact that in 
certain semantic fields Pandanus Language has a number of generic terms of a higher order 
than any found in Ordinary Language. This difference bears on the distinction between 
covert and explicit categories, which is an important one in debate on the nature of folk 
taxonomies and the relation between lexical and cognitive categories. The late Ralph Bulmer 
and his associates wrote a number of papers treating Kalam classification of animals (e.g. 
Bulmer 1967, 1970; Bulmer & Menzies 1972; Majnep & Bulmer 1977, 1990). In these 
works, Bulmer and his co-authors discuss certain perceived similarities between different 
Ordinary Language taxa, for which there is no single higher-order term, that is, the 
similarities are not lexicalised, not given a place in the terminological system. To the extent 
that such intuitively-felt relationships are recognised in Pandanus Language by the presence 
of a conventional generic term, the authors' analyses of Kalam perception are supported. To 
the extent that there is disagreement between the Pandanus Language generics and the covert 
generic categories posited by the folk biologists an explanation is called for. 

Bulmer and his co-authors discuss in considerable detail the various criteria used by the 
Kalam in classifying and identifying natural objects, for example, two otherwise similar- 
looking birds may be distinguished by their size, their colour, their song, their characteristic 
habitat, their nesting-place, etc. To the extent that these criteria are named in the qualifiers of 
generic terms in Pandanus Language (e.g. 'X-of-the-water', 'X-of-the-open-country', 'X 
that is the cross-cousin of Y', 'big X'), Pandanus Language again offers support for the 
analysis. To the extent that the choice of qualifiers fails to correlate with what has been 
proposed as the key criteria explanation is again called for. 

4.4 WHAT INFORMATTON BELONGS IN A DICTIONARY DEFINITION? 

Secondly, there is the question of what kinds of information are properly part of 
dictionary definitions? We may agree that a dictionary definition should isolate the 
significant components of a lexeme's meaning. But how are linguists to get at native 
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speakers' intuitions about the signficant elements? We can of course elicit definitions from 
native speakers - but the definitions provided by the man or woman in the street (or hamlet) 
are often inadequate. In any case the question remains: what is the cut-off point (if there is 
one) between the meaning of a word and associated background or cultural knowledge that 
is not strictly part of the meaning? Is there a principled difference between dictionary 
definitions and encyclopaedic descriptions? For instance, is it part of the meaning of 'horse' 
in English that horses have four legs, a mane and a tail, that they are (or were) used as beasts 
of burden and in battles, that they carry saddles and riders, that they are bred for racing, that 
we consider them noble animals, that the French nevertheless eat them, and so on?16 

Pandanus Language bears on this question in the following way. A high proportion of its 
terms for specific concepts are complex, consisting of a generic term plus a qualifying 
expression. The qualifying expression invariably describes one or more attributes of the 
specific concept by which Kalam speakers distinguish it from other members of the same 
class, as in the examples cited in section 3.3. In such cases, it is plain that encylopaedic 
knowledge plays a part in the formation of lexemes. Of course this process of adding 
qualifiers to distinguish between specifics, terms that refer to members of a class, is found in 
all languages. It is characteristic of terminologies. It is just that Pandanus Language carries 
the process further than ordinary languages do because it has so few monomorphemic 
lexemes and relies so heavily on compounds and phrases. The qualifiers in these complex 
lexemes make explicit certain defining characteristics that are not made explicit in ordinary 
Kalam. 

4.5 WHY AREN'T MORE LANGUAGES BUILT ON THE PERIPHRASTIC PRINCIPLE? 

Which brings us to a final point. In one respect Kalam Pandanus Language represents a 
kind of typological extreme among the languages of the world: in the small number of its 
simple lexemes. In particular, the very small number of its verb stems - fewer than 20 - 
raises some questions about the basic design of languages and why certain types of design 
are more common than others. It is clear that a language doesn't need a lot of verb roots 
(grammatically defined verb roots, that is). There are other grammatical means of encoding 
types of action and process. Kalam, and especially Pandanus Language, exemplifies what 
we might call the periphrastic or analytic strategy, in which a few verb stems with highly 
abstract meanings combine with each other and with non-verbal elements to form complex 
conventional expressions, phrasal lexemes. English exemplifies the more familiar unitising 
strategy in which there are thousands of unitary verb stems with highly specific, complex 
meanings. However, neither language follows a single strategy consistently. English has 
thousands of periphrastic verbal lexemes while Kalam has some verb stems with highly 
specific meanings. 

We can easily imagine a language of periphrastic type that goes further than Pandanus 
Language and gets by with just a single grammatical verb. As the main job of that verb 
would be to cany the grammatical markers of verbness, the verb stem itself wouldn't need to 
have a lexical meaning at all. If it had a meaning, that meaning would likely be 'occur, 
happen, do, make', with the precise reading presumably depending on such factors as 
whether the verb is used transitively or intransitively, whether the subject is a wilful or non- 

16Haiman (1980) discusses this question in some detail. 
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wilful entity and so 011.17 The vocabulary of 'verbal' concepts can then be expressed by 
nominal adjuncts or built up by smnging together two or more verb stems or by still more 
complex expressions. 

One-verb languages would be the simplest case but not the most interesting to students of 
verb root semantics because all distinctions would have been lost. It is more of a challenge 
to predict what meanings will be encoded in languages which have several verbs. Kalam 
Pandanus Language gives us some clues. Pandanus Language builds its verbal lexicon 
mainly with nine verb stems whose meanings are: DO/OCCUR, MOVE, STABILISE, 
DESTABILISE, CONTROL, FREE or DISCONNECT, TRANSFER, IMPINGE, 
SOUNDIHEAT. 

Ordinary Kalam also relies heavily on a set of verb stems that is not much larger. Fifteen 
Ordinary Language verbs account for almost 90 per cent of verb tokens in text. Some of 
these Ordinary Language verbs correspond to the Pandanus Language verbs in scope of 
meaning but Ordinary Language makes additional distinctions, for example, MOVE breaks 
down into COME, GO, ASCEND, DESCEND, etc., STABILISE breaks down into 
STABILISE, EXIST, etc., and FREEPISCONNECT into FREE and SEVER. 

Why aren't lots of languages built to this pattern? After all, it is more economical, in one 
respect, to have a small inventory of basic elements and to rely on the much-vaunted 
generative power of grammar to construct meanings: the finite means to infinite sentences 
principle. In artificial languages it is common to find a small vocabulary of elements. The 
obvious response to this question, you might say, is that this strategy is too clumsy for 
everyday use. It is clumsy because it takes longer to say and to listen to complex lexemes 
than it does single lexemes. We know that humans have plenty of long-term memory 
capacity so it seems reasonable that we choose to save time by developing many specific verb 
stems with complex meanings. 

However, the argument isn't wholly convincing. If humans are built that way, why do 
some languages do very nicely with just a few verbs? It isn't true that the periphrastic 
strategy necessarily means longer utterances. Most Kalam verbs, for instance, consist of a 
single syllable and Kalam speakers have so streamlined the structure of their phrasal 
expressions, such as the serial verb smngs which they favour,l8 that I doubt if they take any 
longer to say these than speakers of, say, Italian or Samoan take to utter their many di- and 
m- and quadrisyllabic single verbs. Nor is it is the case that the most common verbal 
concepts are always unitised? .Why the unitising strategy is favoured in more languages than 
the periphrastic strategy remains a mystery. One cannot simply appeal to 'naturalness' to 
explain the dismbution.lg And why do some basically unitising languages make such heavy 
use of phrasal verbs? English and German are good examples, each-having thousands of 
phrasal verbs as well as thousands of simple verb stems. I think we must conclude that all 
languages are makeshift affairs, each drawing on a mixture of design principles forced on it 
by its own peculiar history as well as by certain general principles of cognition. 

171 understand from David Nash (extremely informal pers. comm.) that there may be some Australian 
avoidance languages with only a single verb, meaning something like 'do, make, occur'. 
1 8 ~ a n e  (1991) gives a detailed analysis o f  Kalam serial verb constructions. See also Pawley (1987, in press). 
191 have refrained from drawing a dichotomy between natural and artifical languages because that seems 
altogether too simple to account for the facts. 
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NOT PIDGIN, NOT CREOLE - BUT IS IT ENGLISH? THE NATURE OF 
BASILECTAL SINGAPOREAN ENGLISH 

When first planning this contribution, I was not aware of Speak Nol3colk today, which 
Don Laycock co-authored with Alice Buffett, a Norfolk Islander (Buffett & Laycock 1988). 
On reading this fascinating work, I was struck by the number of features which Norfolk 
speech shared with basilectal Singaporean English (henceforth BSgE) and in exemplifying 
some of the features of BSgE it seemed worthwhile to compare these with examples from 
Norfolk speech. 

Singaporean English, especially in its more colloquial and basilectal forms, has been 
referred to by more educated Singaporeans as a pidgin and a patois. The term patois is, of 
course, very vague and Singaporean English, even BSgE, is not a pidgin. 

During the colonial era, and almost certainly well before it, there was a Malay-based 
pidgin, Bahasa Pasar (Bazaar Malay) used as a lingua franca. There is some evidence that 
China Coast Pidgin was brought to the Malay Peninsula by immigrants from China in the 
nineteenth century (Dennys 1878) but its use was limited. However, a type of pidgin 
English was used this century by Chinese immigrant servants who worked in the homes of 
Europeans and English-speaking Eurasians and in hotels and clubs frequented by Europeans. 
This has virtually disappeared as very few of the immigrant 'houseboys, bar boys' and 
'amahs' (housemaids) are still alive. 

What was already in evidence in the colonial era and what has become more and more 
common is a distinctive Singaporean English. Before independence in the 1950s, access to 
English-medium education was very limited but it has increased to such an extent that it is 
now virtually the sole medium of education, although Chinese (Mandarin), Malay or Tamil 
are taken as compulsory second languages and Chinese has been used in recent years as a 
medium for certain subjects in some schools. 

Singaporean English is a classic example of an indigenised or nativised English. It has 
become the main medium of communication in many domains, not only the more public ones 
such as government, law and education but for many people also in the domains of 
friendship and family, especially among the younger, more upwardly mobile members of the 
community. 

As pointed out in Platt (1975), Platt and Weber (1980) and elsewhere, Singaporean 
English developed through education in the medium of English. Its origin is therefore very 
different from that of a creole. However, the similarities between the Singaporean English 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 335-343. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110, 1992. 
O John T. Platt 
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situation and post-creole continuum situations in such countries as Jamaica and Guyana (as 
described, for example, by De Camp (1971) and Bickerton (1975)) are quite striking. It is a 
continuum, and empirical investigation by Ho (1981, 1986) has shown considerable 
systematicity in the marking of nouns for plural, the occurrence of be as copula and auxiliary 
and the marking of verbs for past tense according to educational level. In addition, her 
research on the marking of verbs for past tense lends support to Bickerton's 'bioprogram' 
hypothesis (Bickerton 1981, 1984a, 1984b) in that verbs are marked for past tense to a 
considerably higher degree when used punctually, that is when referring to a single event in 
the past, than when used non-punctually, that is when referring to repeated or continuing 
events in the past. (Figures are presented in Platt and Ho (1982).) 

It would, of course, be rash to attribute all characteristics of Singaporean English to 
bioprogram-type universals. Especially at the more basilectal end of the continuum there are 
many characteristics which suggest Chinese substratum influence. Ritchie (1986), referring 
to Platt and Weber (1980) and Platt, Weber and Ho (1983), illustrates three of these and in 
Platt (in press a) I indicate several more. Ritchie, in fact, suggests that BSgE is in many 
respects typologically closer to Chinese than to English. The three features discussed by 
Ritchie are topic-comment structures, zero pronoun and lack of pleonastic subject. Other 
features exemplified in Platt (in press a) are the use of Chinese discourse particles, the 
semantics of verbs, serial verb constructions, Chinese-type question tagging, multiple 
repetition for emphasis and zero object pronoun. 

However, despite these Chinese substratum influences, the similarities between the more 
basilectal sub-varieties of Singaporean English and basilectal and mesolectal sub-varieties of 
post-creole continua led me to use the term 'creoloid' (Platt 1975, 1977, 1978) for the type 
of English spoken by Singaporeans with lower levels of English-medium education. Those 
with higher levels of education, although having a wider lexical range and a greater use of 
more complex English structures, do vary their speech in informal situations and when 
communicating in English with those of lower levels of education in such a way that it has 
many of the features of basilectal speech. 

What is of particular interest is the degree to which features of BSgE are also found in 
other contact varieties of English. One variety with which I have made some comparison is 
Western Australian Aboriginal Children's English (WAACE) as described by Kaldor and 
Malcolm (1982). There were at least twelve features in common (Platt in press b). These 
will be exemplified later. One can hardly suggest much Chinese substratum influence in the 
speech of these children in the more remote parts of Western Australia even though there 
were Chinese in coastal towns such as Broome. The main substratum influences would have 
been from Aboriginal languages. The similarities between the Westem Australian and the 
Singaporean situations are that children attend English-medium schools but their speech is 
also inflluenced by other children and by some adults speaking an indigenised variety of 
English. Kaldor and Malcolm do not consider WAACE as a creole but, as in the case of 
-BSgE, there are many creole-like features and it may be appropriate to consider it too as a 
creoloid. 

As mentioned earlier, there are various features of Norfolk speech which are also found in 
BSgE. Romaine (1 988:65) mentions that from the description by Harrison (1972) "it would 
appear that Norfolk Island speech displays at least nine of the characteristics mentioned by 
Bickerton or Markey as features of true creoles". Of the twelve features which I have found 
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to be common to BSgE and WAACE, Norfolk Island speech appears to share at least ten and 
there are several others which are shared by Norfolk and BSgE. 

The origins of Norfolk speech are very different from those of BSgE or WAACE. 
Laycock (1989) sketches the historical background from the arrival of the Bounty in Tahiti in 
1788, the mutiny in 1789 and the settlement in 1790 on Pitcairn Island of nine mutineers, six 
Polynesian men, twelve Polynesian women and an infant to 1856, when 194 of the Pitcaim 
Islanders settled on Norfolk Island. After quoting from a number of nineteenth century 
visitors he states (p.612) that "the historical data, slight as they are, are unanimous in their 
evidence that the primary language on Pitcairn, for at least the first forty years of settlement, 
was English". Space does not permit reference to all his arguments, but he rejects the view 
that present PN (Pitcairn-Norfolk) is the result of creolisation of a pidgin as there are too 
many non-creole-like features. His conclusion is that PN is a cant "a deliberate creation 
of adults, a secret language, designed to exclude non-Islanders" (p.625), and that this 
developed as a marker of identity and exclusiveness, based on "the remnants of Tahitian- 
English" (p.626). 

It is a matter of interest that the first school was established on Pitcairn in 1824. The first 
English-medium school in the Malay Peninsula was established in Penang in 1816 and the 
first in Singapore in 1823. However, the influence of English-medium education in 
Singapore was for a long time resmcted to a very small minority. However, it is with this 
small minority that Singaporean English developed for over a century. 

It is interesting that so many features are common to Norfolk speech, WAACE and BSgE 
although their histories are so different and the non-English backgrounds - Tahitian, 
Australian Aboriginal languages and Chinese dialects (with some Malay influences, 
particularly through Pidgin Malay and Baba Malay) - are so diverse. 

The twelve features common to BSgE and WAACE will be exemplified from BSgE and, 
where there is evidence in Buffett and Laycock (1988), from Norfolk speech: 

(1) VARIABLE MARKING OF NOUN PLURAL 

BSgE: 7'hey wan(t) to go to this tourislarea(s) like hotel(s) ah. 
(Platt, Weber & Ho 1983:35) 

Norfolk: Kaa kamen. '(Some) cars are coming' or 'a car is coming.' 
(Buffett & Laycock 1988:32) 

(2) VARIABLE OCCURRENCE OF DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE ARTICLES 

In BSgE, omission of the indefinite article is more common than bf the definite article. 
This accords with Bickerton's 'bioprogram' hypothesis and in particular that in typical 
creoles the distinction in reference to noun phrases is between specific and non-specific 
rather than between definite and indefinite. With non-specific reference there is no article. 

BSgE speakers frequently omit any article when the reference is non-specific, for 
example: 

I want to buy bag. (Platt, Weber & Ho 198456) 

where no particular bag is meant. Buffett and Laycock (1988:16) state that "the indefinite 
article is frequently omitted in Norfolk, especially after the verb es9'and their examples 
include: 



Tal es jok! 'You're joking! (Say it's a joke!)' 

where jok is clearly a non-specific reference. 

(3) REPLACEMENT OF INDEFINITE ARTICLE BY 'ONE' 

Bickerton (1981) claims that the use of one is typical in English-based creoles for 
asserted-specific reference, that is, when the reference is to a particular item assumed to be 
previously unknown to the addressee. BSgE examples include: 

From Bedok Are w Town got one bus can take you straight there. 
There! Got one stall selling soup noodles. (Platt, Weber & Ho 198457) 

and Norfolk examples include: 

Ai si wan mien ap yena. 'I see a man up there.' 
Shi kech wan nehsi koel. 'She caught a nasty cold.' 

(Buffett & Laycock 1988:16) 

In BSgE, this is particularly the case when the reference is specific and presupposed as 
known to the addressee (Bickerton's 'presupposed specific'), for example: 

This handbag you wanted to buy the other day. Buy already or not? 
This XXX Car Park very confusing one lah. 

(Platt, Weber & Ho 198457-58) 

Laycock (1989:618) includes "definite article usually same as demonstrative" in a list of non- 
English features of Pitcairn-Norfolk and it appears that eddem is used in certain cases where 
there is presupposed specific reference. Buffett and Laycock (1988: 17) state that "there is a 
special form of the definite article, em or dem, used when more than one object is talked 
about" and their examples include: 

Tek em let1 salan naa wi. 'Take the children for a swim.' 

~ o t h  em and dem would appear to be derived from English non-standard demonstrative 
usage. 

(5) VARIABLE USE OF MASCULINE AND FEMININE THIRD PERSON SINGULAR PRONOUNS 

Variation in third person singular pronouns in BSgE can be partly explained. by 
substratum influence from Chinese, which does not indicate any sex distinction in the spoken 
form, and from Malay. Examples of variability include this utterance in which the speaker is 
referring to her mother: 

Den after dat he came back to [meaning 'from'] de market, she put down de 
market baske(t). An(d) den you must know toprepare everything dat he bought 
in - inside de basket dere. (Platt & Ho 1982:73) 

It would appear, however, that this is not a feature of Norfolk speech. 
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(6) USE OF RESUMPTIVE PRONOUNS (PRONOUN COPYING) 

Although this occurs in native speaker varieties of English it is particularly common in 
creoles and it is frequent in BSgE, for example: 

But the grandson(s) they know to speak Malay. 
Some customer(s) they disapprove i f  you speak to them English. 

(Platt & Weber 1980:74) 

Buffett and Laycock (1988) do not appear to mention a similar usage but it would be 
surprising if it did not occur. 

(7) 'GOT' AS AN EXISTENTIAL-LOCATIVE VERB 

Got or get are very common with an existential-locative as well as a possessive function in 
many creoles, for example in Hawaiian Creole English: 

Get one wahine get one data. 
'There is a woman who has a daughter.' (Bickerton 198 1:67) 

Got occurs in BSgE with the same functions, for example: 

Here got a lot ofpeople come and eat. (Platt, Weber & Ho 1984:80) 

Got one dark blue one is a CBD one. 
'There's the dark blue kind; that's the CBD 
(Central Business District) kind (of taxi).' (Platt & Ho 1982:274) 

It would seem that there is a similar usage in Norfolk speech, for example: 

Gata'kehtanda aa haus. 
'There are some cats under the house.' (Buffett & Laycock 1988: 17) 

(8) USE OF POST-POSITION 'ONE' 

This is extremely common in BSgE, for example: 

You always never listen one. 
'You never listen (to me). ' 

This type one very expensive one. 
'This type (of vegetable) is very expensive.' (Platt & Ho 1982:272) 

There appears to be a strikingly similar usage in Norfolk speech, for exhple :  

Shi es waa waha wan. 'She is stuck-up.' 
Dii taala es em ichiwan. 'These taros are the ones that make you itchy.' 

(Buffett & Laycock 1988:8) 

For BSgE usage, it is possible to see a Chinese substratum influence; for example, Ein 
Hokkien, the main Chinese dialect in Singapore, is used as a relativiser and would occur in 
the Hokkien equivalents of the BSgE examples. However, the replacement of 2 by one in 
BSgE and the occurrence of wadan in Norfolk speech are possibly due to colloquial English 
usage, for example: 

He's a stupid one. 
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(9) VARIABLE MARKING OF VERBS FOR THIRD PERSON SINGULAR PRESENT TENSE 

Invariant verb forms are common in creoles and variable marking is not common in 
BSgE. Third person singular present tense marking is lower than noun plural marking, even 
though in most cases the form of suffixation is the same. For 25 Singaporean speakers the 
rate of marking was 66.7 per cent for noun plural but only 29.1 per cent for third person 
singular present tense and for each of the speakers there was a consistently higher rate of 
marking for noun plural. Utterances such as the following are common: 

My sister stay with my auntie. 
My dad he work as bar boy. (Platt 1977:26) 

Of course, even in British English, third person singular present tense marking is a variable 
in the Norwich variety (Trudgill 1984) and it appears to be so in Norfolk speech, for 
example: 

Hi noe ai nor laik hem. 'He knows I don't like him.' (Buffett & Laycock 1988: 13) 

It would seem that the omission of third person singular present tense marking is attributable 
to a lack of such marking in the substratum languages of both varieties and to its redundancy. 

( 10) VARIATION IN NEGATION 

In BSgE, never is a common negator with process verbs but not with statives and this 
also seems to be so with WAACE. BSgE examples include: 

Who say I take your book? I never take your book. 
He never come already. 'He doesn't come any more.' (Platt, Weber & Ho 1984:77) 

Buffett and Laycock (1988:34) state that naewa is an emphatic form used "particularly 
with actions relating to the past" and their examples include: 

Ai naewa du et. 'I didn't do it.' 

(1 1) VARIABLE OCCURRENCE OF 'BE' AS COPULA AND AUXILIARY 

Lack of a copula, especially before words which would be adjectives in English, is a 
common feature of creoles, and variation in be occurrence is a feature of BSgE and, in fact, 
even of the speech of more highly (English-medium) educated Singaporeans. Ho (1986) 
found omission of be to be greatest before an adjective or a present participle, for example: 

Their name- famous, so they ma(ke) money lah! (Plan, Weber & Ho 1983:37) 
He - waiting for de flight to come in. (Ho 1986) 

Buffett and Laycock (1988: 10) comment that "adjectives may occur directly after a'subject 
(without-the addition of wan or an) if the verb es is omitted - especially if a word like kwait 
'very' or hau 'how' (as intensifier) precedes the adjective": 

Shi sor. 'She is sick.' 
Hi kwait guud. 'He is very nice.' 

Ho (1986) also found that in BSgE it is particularly when there is an intensifier before an 
adjective that the copula is omitted. 
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Omission of auxiliary be is also exemplified in Buffett and Laycock (1988:14) with the 
continuous verb form, for example: 

Mais aanti kuken fKresmes. 'My aunt is cooking for Christmas.' 

The explanation for both speech varieties is that the auxiliary is redundant, especially if 
reference is not to a past event or state. 

(12) NON-INVERTED QUESTIONS AND THE USE OF QUESTION TAGS 

Non-inverted questions do, of course, occur in Standard English as do question tags such 
as isn't it?, aren't they?, and invariant tags such as eh? occur in informal speech. However, 
non-inverted questions seem to be particularly common in creoles and in indiginised varieties 
of English, for example: 

BSgE You check out now, is it? 

where the invariant question tag is also exemplified. 

Non-inverted questions and invariant question tags also appear to be a feature of Norfolk 
speech, for example: 

Demtuu kamen, anieh? 'Those two are coming, aren't they?' 
(Buffett & Laycock 1988:40) 

Of the twelve features common to BSgE and WAACE, nine are exemplified in Buffett 
and Laycock (1988) while one, the use of a demonstrative instead of the is listed in Laycock 
(1989). Although there appear to be no examples of resumptive pronoun use in either 
publication it would be surprising if it did not occur. On the other hand, there appears to be 
no evidence of the variable use of masculine and feminine third person pronouns. 

There are other features common to BSgE and Norfolk but space does not permit more 
than brief exemplification. One is zero pronoun, for example: 

BSgE Is very cheap. 
Is not far from here. (Platt & Weber 1980:72) 

Norfolk Es tuu iisi. 'It's just SO easy.' (Buffett & Laycock 1988:6) 

Another is used to (Norfolk yuus a ' )  to express habitual actions but not necessarily with past 
reference as with used to in Standard English, for example: 

BSgE Indian shop, we use to speak English. 
'We speak English in Indian shops.' 

Norfolk Ai yuus a' tek a'dena d' werk. 
'I (usually) take my lunch to work.' (Buffett & Laycock 1988:29) 

It wouldbe interesting to know whether there is a similar usage in other contact varieties of 
English. 

The first part of the title of this article is a question - but is there really an answer? BSgE 
is certainly not a pidgin, and neither are WAACE or Norfolk speech. BSgE is not a creole 
but, as mentioned earlier, both it and WAACE could be considered as creoloids. The very 
beginnings of Norfolk speech were certainly through informal acquisition. Romaine 
(1988:65) states that Harrison (1972), while claiming "that the features of Norfolk do not 
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appear of the creole type (1972:223). . .goes on (1972:272-273) to compare Norfolk speech 
to Jamaica Creole and Hawaiian Creole English and finds considerable overlap in fourteen 
areas". Romaine does not, however, state that it is a creole. 

With all these speech varieties, the question remains as to whether they are English. 
Interestingly, Buffett and Laycock do not refer to Norfolk speech as English. Kaldor and 
Malcolm (1982) do include 'English' in their designation of the speech variety spoken by 
young Aborigines in Western Australia and probably those who speak it consider it as 
English. Speakers of BSgE certainly consider themselves as speaking English, although 
they may qualify this by referring to it in somewhat derogatory terms. In the end, a speech 
variety is what its speakers call it but at the same time the linguist may classify it otherwise. 
Colloquial Singaporean English as spoken by those with competence in a more standard 
English may even be a cant, as it is, to a great extent, an in-group symbol and Singaporeans 
are amused at and sometimes annoyed by outsiders' attempts at using it. BSgE may be at 
once a creoloid and typologically close to Chinese, but as its speakers think of it as English, 
even if qualifying it as 'bad' or 'not proper', the sociolinguist must accept it as English too. 
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THE PHENOMENON OF GLOSSOLALIA 
SEEN FROM AN ETHNOSEMIOTIC POINT OF VIEW 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When I was invited to contribute a paper to this volume, I immediately remembered a 
conversation I had had with Don Laycock in the tea room of the Research School of Pacific 
Studies. The topic of our discussion was centred around the status and usefulness of 
religious language and its effects on human behaviour. In particular, we found the case of 
glossolalia very stimulating and interesting from an ethnosemiotic point of view. 

Therefore the present paper deals, broadly speaking, with the phenomenon of glossolalia 
in the context of Pentecostal church services where it is commonly referred to as 'speaking in 
tongues'. It is based on my PhD dissertation (Piitz 1987) which in turn was based on 
fieldwork carried out during the 1980s in an Anglo-Caribbean Pentecostal church near 
London, England. The thesis analyses and describes communication events in services in 
that church from an ethnosemiotic point of view. 

2. SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXT OF PENTECOSTAL CHURCH SERVICES 

The congregation attending the services on which this description is based was made up 
entirely of West Indians, most of whom originated from Caribbean Islands such as Anguilla, 
Antigua, Barbados, and in particular, Jamaica. During the 1950s and early 1960s, searching 
for work and prosperity as a result of social and economic pressure in their home countries, 
they had migrated to the United Kingdom. From the West Indies they brought their cultural 
and religious traditions with them and set up new Pentecostal churches in British cities. 
Most of the West Indian Pentecostal congregations in England are affiliated with three major 
churches: the New Testament Church of God, the Apostolic Church of Jesus Christ and the 
Church of God of Prophecy. The latter congregation, which I will be dealing with, consists 
predominantly of Jamaican members, who make up about 60 per cent of all West Indian 
migrants in the United Kingdom (Edwards 1979). 

The teachings of Pentecostal doctrine are based on a careful reading of the Bible as the 
.inspired !Word of God'; they are not only 'believed' through passive subjective experience, 
but also 'communicated' in interactional ritual events of the church service. 

Calley (196572) emphasises the pragmatic character of Pentecostal worship: 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Loycock. 345-352. 
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A Christian or 'Saint' is not one who subscribes to West Indian Pentecostal 
beliefs, but one who takes part in the ritual, and the emphasis is always on 
'doing' rather than on 'believing'. 

The emotional and enthusiastic encoding of ritual events in the West Indian Pentecostal 
Church service is deeply rooted in the Afro-Caribbean cultural matrix. Congregation rituals 
include events such as: (1) scripture reading, (2) individual prayer, (3) call to worship and 
(4) congregational prayer ('concert of prayer') interrupted by both the musical forms of 
hymns and choruses, which ensure that moments of silence are non-existent and that the 
congregation is always participatinglcornrnunicating in some way, verbally and non-verbally. 

Of paramount importance is the culminating experience of the religious phenomenon of 
'speaking in tongues' or, from a linguistic point of view, glossolalia. 

The event, non-communicative in nature, refers to the 'initial physical evidence of the 
baptism of the Holy Ghost'' and it is believed to be God-inspired speech. 

3. DEFINITIONS OF GLOSSOLALIA 

During the last twenty years, a remarkable amount of scientific attention has been devoted 
to the study of glossolalia, but the literature still reflects the absence of any kind of working 
defmition. 

Theories which explain glossolalia as indicative of psychological pathology, mental 
derangement and schizophrenia (Cutten 1927; Oates 1968) must be considered inadequate in 
view of recent sociocultural and ethnographic data, and, moreover, these have not been 
supported by any empirical evidence. According to Samarin (1969:71), glossolalia may be 
viewed as a type of pseudolanguage or nonsense language because "there is no semological 
structure with which the phonological structure is correlated". 

In the following definition of glossolalia the concept of meaninglessness as well as the 
absence of a cognitive or referential function of language is emphasised: 

Unintelligible extemporaneous post-babbling speech that exhibits superficial 
phonologic similarity to language without having consistent syntagmatic 
structure and that is not systematically derived from or related to known 
languages. (Samarin 1972: 122) 

Samarin makes the strong assertion that glossalia is an additional linguistic code in the 
believer's verbal repertoire and he rejects the notion that it is the direct manifestation of 
a hyperaroused dissociational state, a view put forward by Goodman (1971). From 
an anthropological perspective, Goodman (p.77) defines glossolalia not as a linguistic 
phenomenon, but rather "as an artifact of an altered state of consciousness usually .termed 
trance". ..The author points out that glossolalia is acquired at different stages, which she 
refers to as: (1) the kinetic introductory phase, (2) the trance state and (3) the vocalisation 
pattern. 

While it is certainly not m e ,  as the author would want us to believe, that glossolalia 
necessarily implies this trance state or 'altered state of consciousness' as the common 

l ~ u o t e d  from an undated brochure entitled 'Twenty-Nine Important Bible Truths' (p.5) distributed by the 
Church of God. 
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denominator of glossolalia cross-culturally, it is important to recognise Goodman's claim that 
glossolalic utterances are very often accompanied by a whole range of non-verbal behaviour 
patterns. Vocalisations ranging from whimpering and crying to sobbing and shouting as 
well as kinesic movements like gesturing, stamping and shuddering may be part of the 
glossolalist's ecstatic behaviour and, in accordance with the actual utterance, thus constitute 
the total act of communicative performance. 

However, as linguists are predominantly concerned with communication patterns that are 
produced verbally, some of the studies to date have approached the problem from a linguistic 
point of view (cf. Bryant & O'Connell 1971, Hine 1969, Samarin 1968, Wolfram 1966). In 
most of the studies it is claimed that glossolalia is learned behaviour and that in producing 
glossolalic utterances the speaker's phonemic system is closely related to his native language 
background. However, it seems to be a common observation that certain features of 
morphology are not typical of natural language usage. Wolfram (1966:71), for example, 
points out that the large amount of "pseudo-word alternates" and the frequent repetition of 
"pseudo-clauses" used in a single glossolalic discourse is higher than one would expect in a 
natural language discourse. Likewise, Bryant and O'Connell (1971) refer to the low 
correlation between the glossolalic and English samples, which are ascribed primarily to 
variation in vowel frequency. 

By refemng glossolalic utterances to the design features of sign systems, Enninger and 
Raith (1983:67) give the phenomenon of glossolalia a semiotic interpretation; according to 
the authors, one has to assign to glossolalia the status of a well-functioning signalling system 
in so far as "a glossa coincides temporarily with a sentiment of relaxation, happiness, union 
with God and other emotional states". 

The present paper discusses the phenomenon of glossolalia in the light of the above 
mentioned theoretical frameworks and hypotheses by approaching the problem from an 
'Ethnography of Communication' - oriented point of view underlining the semiotic function 
of texts. 

4. TOWARDS AN ETHNOSEMIOTICS OF COMMUNICATION 

Dell Hymes (1974) has been arguing for some decades that the basic element of an 
'Ethnography of Communication' approach is the description of the speech community as a 
social unit and its linguistic resources. 

From an anthropological standpoint, the study of language and speech takes into account, 
first of all, what people actually do and know with regard to language and its use. Language 
is thus seen as a resource that people use and shape in terms of their experience, their needs, 
their values and beliefs systems which are encoded in culture-specific ways of speaking 
(Hymes 1974:45). 

Hymes (p.52) proposes the term 'communicative event' as the basic unit for descriptive 
purposes and defines it as being resmcted to aspects of activities that are directly governed by 
rules or norms for the use of speech. In order to provide an adequate description of a 
communicative event, Hymes proposes an extensive list of possible components or factors 
which have to be taken into account in analysing language use. These components comprise 
among others: (1) the situational context of the event; (2) its participants; (3) the message 
form and message content; and (4) the rules of interaction as well as (5) norms of 
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interpretation. The social significance regarding the communicative event glossolalia will be 
discussed in detail from an ethnosemiotic point of view. 

By ethnosemiotic, I refer to the necessity of taking into account not only the importance of 
verbal data with regard to 'message form', but also of focussing on what Poyatos (1983) has 
termed the 'Basic Triple Structure', that is the interplay of verbal and non-verbal 
(paralinguistic and kinesic) behaviour patterns which constitute the communicative act of the 
total performance. According to Hawkes (1977:125) "the effect of 'stretching' our concept 
of language until it includes nonverbal areas (. . .) is precisely the great achievement of 
semiotics". 

Another important aspect of an ethnosemiotic theory of communication refers to the 
analysis and interpretation of verbal and non-verbal phenomena in terms of signs which may 
then be characterised not only predominantly by arbitrariness (that is, words), but also by 
iconic and indexical relationships that exist bemeen the concept of signs and their meanings. 

5. ETHNOSEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF GLOSSOLALIA 

In order to approach the subject of religious glossolalia from an ethnosemiotic point of 
view I will attempt to determine the most important components of speech that constitute 
glossolalic utterances, namely: (1) the setting and physical circumstances; (2) the participants 
and their role-relationships; (3) the psychological setting; and (4), in combining all three of 
them, the semiotic relevance and social meaning of glossolalia. 

Samarin's (1972:125) assertion that a person does not give a message in tongues when 
helshe is alone in prayer does not seem to hold for the glossolalist in the Church of God 
congregation in Slough, England. 

Although it must be stated that participants tended to 'speak in tongues' mostly when they 
found themselves among other community members within the church building, it was often 
observed that Church of God members suddenly emitted a glossolalic utterance when driving 
a car, cooking a meal in the kitchen or reading the Bible. Thus, it does not matter to the 
glossolalist whether helshe is alone or in the company of others, or whether helshe finds 
himself/herself in church or at home in private prayer where the performer is hislher own 
audience. 

It is, however, important to mention that 'speaking in tongues', at least in the Pentecostal 
context, is always associated with a strong and severe prayer so that some sort of 
'supernatural' communication and 'union with God' can be achieved. 

According to Hymes (1974), the traditional 'speaker-hearer' dyad has to be expanded into 
a more complex network of participants in order to be able to describe processes of verbal 
interaction adequately. 
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'Speaking in tongues' provides a clear example of why we need a more subtle distinction 
than the traditional 'speaker-hearer' model, namely to include a sufficient set of categories, 
that is, (1) speaker, (2) addressor, (3) hearer, and (4) addressee. 

Spiritual interaction (Poyatos 1983:50), that is, the exchange between man and God or 
other spirits, may in the case of glossolalia be represented as follows: a speaker (glossolalist) 
emits a non-intentional and non-communicative message which is mediated by a non-visible 
addressor (Holy Ghost) and directed to a hearer (audience, congregation members). The 
message is meant ultimately to reach an addressee (God), who in turn is expected somehow, 
though not immediately, to respond to the message. 

This culture-specific view of 'spiritual communication' refers to an emic description of the 
glossolalic utterance which tries to capture what is relevant to the participants in the event 
under discussion. 

5.3 PSYCHOLOGICAL SETTING 

The psychological setting of an event refers to the "cultural definition of an occasion as a 
certain type of scene" (Hymes 1974:60) and, with respect to glossolalia, has undergone 
various characterisations by different authors, for example: 

(1) The 'psychological scene' of the speech event (Hymes) can be characterised intuitively 
as 'solemn, sedate, calm' and by no means as 'ecstatic, excited' (Enninger & Raith 
1983:60). 

(2) While dissociated, the subjects are rarely ever motionless. There is movement, kinetic - 

behaviour, during all phases of this type of mental state. We are able to observe that 
there is motor behaviour intensifying it, and motor behaviour interrupting it (Goodman 
1971:126). 

As regards the use of glossolalic utterances in the Church of God service in Slough, both 
statements can be confirmed. Type 1 is very often to be heard in the context of the sermon 
by the preacher himself, who tries to make explicit his state of 'being filled with the Holy 
Ghost' to his audience. In this case, one is confronted with a form of verbal behaviour 
which is non-communicative in nature, but which consists of clearly definable segments of 
sounds accompanied by an unmarked prosodic and paralinguistic structure and is 
characterised by the lack of kinesic behaviour, that is, the variable use of facial and gestural 
movements. 

In contrast, type 2 refers to the emotional and ecstatic use of glossolalia uttered during 
some stage of the 'concert of prayer' which may or may not include theevent of 'speaking in 
tongues'. A whole range of non-verbal patterns accompany non-segmental characteristics of 
sounds which makes it impossible to identify, transcribe and analyse the phonological 
-glossolalic structure involved. During the event which is commonly referred to as 'concert 
of prayer', glossolalists and non-glossolalists alike kneel on-the floor and pray aloud at the 
same time, each in hisher own way. Some people mutter with occasional shouts and the 
volume of sounds rises and falls without a clearly definable unified pattern. As may be 
observed in other Pentecostal contexts (Hollenweger 1974), the pastorls/preacher's voice 
'booms out' occasionally above all the others as he holds his trembling hands to the sky and 
swings his arms in a sharp staccato rhythm. 
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Due to the general noise, glossolalic utterances are hardly recognisable in a linguistically 
analysable way. They are uttered in the form of vocalisations ranging from whimpering and 
crying to sobbing and shouting, which mask the manifestation of a simple syllable structure 
and a marked degree of syllable repetition. This rather impressionistic account of the 
glossolalist's behaviour during the concerted prayer phase refers to a most expressive and 
ecstatic element in the Pentecostal context. In this respect it is fair to say that Goodman 
(1971) is right in claiming that glossolalia may be seen as a trance experience or as the direct 
manifestation of a hyperaroused dissociational state whereby the term dissociation is used to 
refer to a subject's removal from ordinary reality. The highly agitated state that many 
glossolalists display in the Pentecostal Church of God is then manifested through an altered 
state of consciousness which removes the person from awareness of the ordinary reality 
surrounding hirnlher. 

5.4 SOCIOFUNCTIONAL MEANING OF GLOSSOLALIA AND SEMIOTIC RELEVANCE 

In her functional interpretation of Pentecostal glossolalia, Hine (1969) represents the 
phenomenon as one essential component 'in the process of commitment to a movement with 
important implications for both personal and social change' (1969:211). Similarly, Samarin 
(1972:23) regards glossolalia as a means of emotional expression and social integration. As 
a 'linguistic symbol of the sacred', the use of glossolalia serves to identify a speaker as a 
member of a particular group and consequently defines hislher social role in relation to 
others. 

According to Calley (1965), the use of glossolalia allows the intellectually weaker member - 

to contribute on an equal basis with others to the service. Jaquith (1967) points out that from 
a psycho-social point of view individuals can be seen as being stimulated to engage in 
glossolalic utterances because of the considerable prestige that is associated with 'speaking in 
tongues'. Moreover, it is important to mention that glossolalia in some form must be 
produced in order to be accepted as a member of the Pentecostal society and therefore it 
carries social meaning. 

However, the use of glossolalia as a prestigious ability does not only serve to maintain 
social cohesion, but also to fulfil a personal desire on an individual basis. Enninger and 
Raith (1983) for example, maintain that glossolalic vocalisations do not exhibit an identifiable 
semantic coherence. Therefore, they suggest reformulating the status of glossolalia in terms 
of a signalling system to be situated in the framework of semiotics: 

For glossolalists a glossa is a signal in so far as a glossa coincides temporarily 
with a sentiment of relaxation, happiness, union with God and orher emotional 
states which are not to be disturbed through the interference of linguistically 
prestructured rational and referential categories. (Enninger & Raith 1983:67) 

A glossa may therefore be defined as a 'minimal, arbitrary and conventional sign' with 
indexical function (Enninger & Raith 1983:67) and thus serves the primary goal of personal 
satisfaction. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Several final assumptions concerning the linguistic and religious status of glossolalia may 
be made from the ethnosemiotic account of the phenomenon of 'speaking in tongues'. 
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The most important conclusion refers to the assumption that glossolalia can be called a 
'pseudo-language' which bears no relevance to natural language behaviour and which is an 
additional linguistic code in the Pentecostal's communicative repertoire (Samarin 1974). 

Further conclusions may be drawn: 

(1) The phonemic repertoire used in glossolalia is predominantly associated with the 
informant's native language system. 

(2) The use of glossolalia is not indicative of an abnormal or pathological mental state on the 
part of the speaker. 

(3) A glossolalist adjusts hislher speech according to sociocultural requirements (i.e. 
becoming a member and a 'saint' of the Church). 

(4) The glossolalic utterance lacks a referential or cognitive function but instead reflects a 
strong display of expressive and emotive behaviour. 

(5) Glossolalia is learned behaviour and is acquired on different levels (see Goodman 
197 1). 

(6) A glossolalic text may be uttered in different situations, for example during the sermon 
where the arousal level tends to stay low or during the concerted prayer where ecstatic 
behaviour is accompanied by a whole range of facial and gestural activities thus 
generating a trance condition and a hyperaroused state. 

(7) Glossolalia is not to be considered a 'supernatural' phenomenon, but rather a 'linguistic 
symbol of the sacred' (Samarin 1972: 127). 

(8) Glossolalia does not exhibit meaningful elements, but the glossa itself may be regarded . 
as an indexical sign because the emotional state of the speaker is associated with the 
individual feeling of happiness and union with God as well as the experience of being 
filled with the Holy Ghost. 
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THE! LANGUAGES OF THE PRINCESS CHARLO'ITE BAY REGION 

BRUCE RIGSBY 

This paper1 addresses the question of which indigenous Australian languages were 
spoken and where they were spoken in the pericoastal areas of the Princess Charlotte Bay 
region from the Stewart River in its north-west around to the Normanby River in its south- 
east.2 It also attempts to clarify the variable reference of the terms 'Lamalama' and 
'Tableland' as used by Aboriginal people and by researchers. Several scholars (West n.d.; 
Laycock 1969:97; Rigsby 1980:7; Sommer 1976a:29, 1976b:138; Thompson 1976:234, 
1988:3) have done fieldwork on the Bay languages since 1960 and prepared maps of their 
location, but these differ in their geographical details. This account is based on field trips to 
the region since 1977, on the mapping and recording of sites and tracts with knowledgeable 
Aboriginal people who are their traditional owners and on historical and archival research. 

Princess Charlotte Bay, the largest bay along the east coast of Cape York Peninsula, is 
situated on the broad continental shelf. Its shallow waters cover a muddy bottom that is 
broken here and there by coral reefs and small islands. Its southern margin is lined by 
mangroves with small patches of sand beach interspersed, but these give way to open sand 
beach not many kilometres west of the North Kennedy River mouth, extending northwards 
beyond the Stewart River. The coastline is punctuated by the mouths of rivers and creeks, 
and these typically flow and discharge fresh water into the bay only during the wet season. 

l ~ o n  Laycock's 1969 study. 'Three Lamalamic Languages of North Queensland', remains the major 
published source on some of the languages discussed here. Don did fieldwork on them in October-November 
1964 at Palm Island, Coen and the old Lockhart River Mission. For various reasons (Sommer 1976a:14). he 
did not fmd the research pleasant or engaging and he did not pursue it beyond his 1969 paper. When I fust 
came to Australia in 1972 with the intention of taking up research on the Princess Charlotte Bay languages, 
Don and I became friends and he encouraged and supported my work by giving me copies of his tape- 
recordings and lending me his fieldnotes and files. This paper is written to honour Don's memory and to get 
back to the task of describing the languages as fully as possible. 
My Princess Charlotte Bay region research has been supported over the years by the Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal Studies; the Australian Research Grants Committee (1978-79); the Department of Anthropology 
and Sociology, University of Queensland; the Department of Linguistics, The Faculties. Australian National 
University; and personal funds. 
I thank my Murri relations - Bobby and Daisy Stewart, Sunlight and Florrie Bassani and the late Frank and 
Daisy Salt, for sharing their knowledge of land, language and people with me, and I am grateful to Athol 
Chase, Peter Sutton, David Thompson and Nancy Williams for comments on an earlier draft. However. I 
alone am responsible for the interpretations presented in this paper. Ian McNiven prepared the map; Mrs 
Dorita Thomson and Lindy Allen gave me access to a range of Professor Donald Thomson's fieldnotes and 
other materials relating to his 1928-29 Stewart River work. 
2The bay area east of the Normanby River and north D Flinders Island is excluded here because I have neither 
visited it nor done fieldwork on its languages. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 353-360. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O Bruce Rigsby 
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The lower Stewart, however, has just a small estuary, while the North Kennedy joins 
together a large estuarine network that fills and empties partially with the tides that may run 
twenty or more kilometres up its mbutaries. The pericoastal hinterland of the southern part 
of the bay is low dry country; its relief is broken only by the topographic feature called the 
Tableland. It consists of Jane Table Hill, a prominent flat-topped hill rising up from a long 
sandy spur or ridge at its northern end and the smaller conical Jeanette Hill at its southern 
end. This complex rises up impressively from the surrounding saltpan and plains country. 
The hinterland of the western part of the bay is more varied; it has less saltpan country, there 
are large freshwater swamps and wetlands and it is much more wooded, especially as it rises 
up to the range. 

In the Aboriginal view, the landscape consists of hundreds of 'counmes'~ named tracts 
or sites, including streams, swamps, lagoons, certain saltpans and sand ridges, islands and 
reefs. Country names often label focal sites as well as their surrounding areas. Thus, 
Yinryingga4 is the name of a former freshwater swamp near Kokorro, a fighting ground, on 
the south side of the Stewart River estuary. The name means 'boxwood tree' in the 
Ayapathu and Umpila languages and the site is indeed a boxwood tree 'story place' or 
totemic centre. However, the name Yintyingga is conventionally used to label the wider 
surrounding lower Stewart area, which Aboriginal people more often now call Port Stewart. 
As linguistic forms, country names often are whole-part or generic-specific compounds 
whose immediate constituents occur in that order, for example, Aakurr-Yintyingga, literally 
'country-Yintyingga' in the Urnbindhamu language. 

In discussing the social organisation of the region as we know it from the contact period, 
it is useful to distinguish between land-owning groups and land-using groups. The land- 
owning groups are pamclans (henceforth, clans), whose members include people related 
through males. The Aboriginal people usually say that a person gains membership from 
his~her father, but sometimes they also say that membership comes from their father's father. 
Clan members need not all share common descent from an apical ancestor, and in fact clans 
are not patrilineal descent groups. Instead, they are corporations of kinsmen assigned 
membership by a general principle of pamifiliation (Scheffler 1978519-522). 

Every clan owns a number of counmes and, in the Aboriginal view, every country is 
owned by one or more clans. The clans too are named in the several indigenous languages 
of the region, and their names are generic-specific compounds whose first member means 
'people'. Often a name can be glossed as 'the people of such-and-such country', but 
sometimes a clan is named for one of its principal 'stories' or totems. For example, the 
Mbarimanggudinhma clan is named for Nggudinh country, and the Mbatorrarrbinh clan is 
named after one of its members' principal totems, torr 'dog' (These two clan names are in 
the Lamalama language). 

3'~ounhy' is the usual translation of one of the primary senses of a form that has lexeme equivalents in all 
the languages of the region; e.g. Umpila gaatYi, Ayapathu g a r h ,  Umbindhamu 'aakuru, Umbuygamu eap. 
Lamalama n, Rimanggudinhma iyur, Kuku Thaypan gayrand Aghu Tharnggala gawl. 'Camp', 'home', 
'ground' and '(period OF) time' are other senses of this lexeme. 
4 ~ o s t  indigenous language names and placenames are spelled here (except where italicised) using common 
practical orthographic conventions such as ng for the velar nasal, fh for the voiceless lamina1 stop and rr for 
the alveolar tap-trill. 
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MAP: THE PRINCESS CHARLOTTE BAY REGION 

The countries owned by a clan may lie within a single contiguous tract, but it is not 
unusual for a clan to own countries that are discontinuously distributed (see Rigsby 1979:91 
for an example). Some countries are owned jointly by more than one clan; Aboriginal people 
call these 'company land' in English. Ngawal (sometimes spelled Narwell on earlier maps) 
is such a country and is situated along the Annie River on Lily Vale Station. At least three 
clans have rights there. The whole set of a clan's exclusive and shared rights in countries 
comprises its estate. 

Clans own property other than real estate, such as totems and associated ceremonial items 
like painted designs, songs and dances. These are similar to deeds of title because they stand 
for or signify rights in land. Aboriginal people also say that every clan owns its own 
'language', but from a linguistic perspective, the distinctive features of a clan language 
variety may be just a small number of words peculiar to it, and it may be mutually intelligible 
(with minimal or no language learning required) with other clan varieties. Aboriginal people 
sometimes (but not always) group together mutually intelligible varieties as linguists do and 
call them 'languages' too (see the later discussion of Ayapathu varieties and of Kuuku Yani, 
Kuuku Yin(i) and Umpila). On this basis, one can recognise six different indigenous 
languages owned by clans in the region. These are Lamalama, Umbuygamu, 
Rimanggudinhma, Umbindhamu, Ayapathu and Umpila. 
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Lamalama, the first language, is a group of mutually intelligible varieties owned by 
perhaps a dozen clans whose countries extend from the Normanby River mouth around the 
margin of the lower bay to where the mangroves open up into sand beach west of the North 
Kennedy River mouth. Some of these clans own countries somewhat further inland too. 
There is no conventional indigenous Lamalama name for the language, but in English, 
Aboriginal people generally call it Lamalama, a name that has its origin in the Umpila 
language. Lama is the adjective meaning 'dry' in Umpila and lamalama, a derived form, can 
be understood to signify metonymically the people or language from a dry area, namely, the 
lower bay. Amongst themselves, Lamalama-speaking clan members distinguish several 
kinds of Lamalama. In the Mbarmkarraw clan variety, the words for 'water' and 'canoe' are 
&a and @pal respectively, while they are ggu and &JJ or arbelo/arpelo in the other 
Lamalama varieties for which data are available. These distinctions are at the base of West's 
and Laycock's earlier identifications of a Tableland Lamalama dialect. The focal area of the 
Mbarmkarraw estate is at Jane Table Hill or, as Aboriginal people call it, Jenny Tableland. 
People also use the English term 'Tableland' metonymically to refer to the whole lower bay 
area from about the North Kennedy River mouth east to the Normanby River. That is 
because the Tableland is the salient landform in that area; at low tide on a clear day from Port 
Stewart, one can see Flinders Island, Bathurst Head and the Tableland looming up on the 
eastern horizon. This naming pattern is evidently post-contact. 'Tableland' is also the 
English surname of a family of Mbarmkarraw clan members. 

Umbuygamu, the second language, is a group of mutually intelligible varieties owned by 
three clans whose focal area is around Repmana or Dinner Hole, a lagoon that transects the 
sand ridges about 10 km west of the North Kennedy mouth. One of these clans, the 
Morrobolam, owns several non-contiguous countries inland and on the coast, including the 
Cliff Islands just offshore (see Rigsby 1979:91). The Umbuygamu-speaking clans' 
southern land adjoins the western estates of Lamalama-speaking clans. There is no current 
conventional name, indigenous or borrowed, for this language, and my Aboriginal friends, 
when pressed to name it in English, sometimes identify it as the 'Morrobolam language'. 
Umbuygamu is evidently the Umpila name for the language, but Umpila speakers amongst 
the people at Coen and Port Stewart don't recognise or use it now. 

The third language is spoken by two clans whose estates adjoin the southern Umbuygamu 
and western Lamalama lands. The Bighurrnggudinh clan (Mbarimanggudinhma in 
Lamalama) has countries to the north along the Annie River, starting at Ngawal where it has 
a shared 'company' interest. Their southern neighbours along the Five Mile River, the 
Badhormga (c bacforga) clan, spoke a variety of the same language. This is the language 
that was first recorded by Ken Hale in 1960 from Oscar Graham at Yarrabah; he called it 
'Port Stewart Lamalama', but that name is most appropriately used to label a social group 
(see below). Laycock (1969:7 1) called it 'Parimankutinma'. Sommer (1976a: 15) .spelt it 
'Bariman Gutinhma', while in (1976b: 130-131) he wrote it 'Bariman Gudinhma'; these are 
renderings of the Lamalama name for the northern clan. Aboriginal people have no 
conventional name, indigenous or borrowed, for this language. It generally goes unnamed, 
but two of its last speakers, McGinty Salt and Winnie Kulla Kulla, refer to it as the 
'Rimanggudinhma language', a bilingual phrase built with a Lamalama compound form 
meaning 'from Nggudinh country'. I propose that we should follow their usage and call the 
language Rimanggudinhma. 
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Umbindhamu, the fourth language, is owned by a single clan whose estate is focused on 
Goose Swamp, inland and south of Running Creek, but it also has inland and coastal 
counmes to the north. The main Umbindhamu-speaking clan land adjoins the Umbuygamu- 
speaking clan estates to the south. Umbindhamu is the more common name for the language; 
it comes from the Umpila language. However, Umbindhamu speakers generally call their 
language by its indigenous name urnpilamu. 

Ayapathu,s the fifth language, had been thought in the past to be resmcted to the inland, 
cenmng around Ebagoolah and extending north towards Coen along the range, but some 
knowledgeable older Aboriginal people have told me that it was also the language of several 
clans whose estates were situated along the coast from Running Creek to the Stewart River.6 
These clans have died out, and rights in their .estates have passed to descendants whose 
primary 'tribal' identification now is as Port Stewart Lamalama people (see Sutton and 
Rigsby (1982) for discussion of some political processes involved in succession to 
leadership, group segmentation and changes in ownership). Only a few older people 
remember the prior Ayapathu clan and language presence in this coastal area (running 
westwards up to the range). While they most often use Ayapathu as the mbal or ethnic label 
for a small group of people, the descendants of the inland Ayapathu who now live in Coen, 
they also apply it to the set of mutually intelligible language varieties found both inland and 
on the coast. 

The sixth language is here called Umpila, which is the name that the Port Stewart 
Lamalama people use for it. Umpila is oneof several named mutually intelligible language 
varieties that mainly are found north (up to the Olive River mouth) and west (up to and along 

5 ~ e w  Ayapathu linguistic materials have been collected. West tape-recorded some Ayapathu vocabulary and 
texts in the early 1960s, while Rev. David Thompson and I transcribed a few lexical items in the 1970s. The 
Yintyingga kin terms that Donald Thomson (197228) recorded are actually Ayapathu; recently I was able to 
confirm this by comparison with the inland Ayapathu terms that West tape-recorded from Jinny Long and 
with the terms that Rosie Ahlers gave me. She is one of the few fluent Ayapathu speakers left, and we hope 
to record and write down more of the language in the future. 
6 ~ o r e  confirmation is found in Thomson's (1929:5) Ayapathu mbal description: 

Koka ai-ebadu. A tribe whose language I believe is allied to that of the Yinchinga with 
whom it was formerly friendly ... There are [a] fairly large number still living, their 
headquarters being about Coen and Ebagoola. (Coen is in Kanju Territory.) Their camp at 
Coen is on the side of the natives' camp facing their own territory, as always. 

Even stronger confirmation is seen in the report (No.127.97) of Acting Sergeant George Smith (1897). 
Musgrave Native Mounted Police Station. Smith left Musgrave on 31 July 1897 

and patrolled the Stewart and Massey Rivers also Breakfast Creek. The Acting Sergnt killed a 
bullock for the Blacks on the 1st inst when there were 96 present all told on the [middle] 
Stewart River. The Acting Sergnt also killed one on the 4th inst on the Missey River, when 
there were 62 present and also dismbuted tobacco amongst them, only four of the previous 
Blacks being amongst them. The Acting Sergnt then patrolled across the Massey River and 
crossed over to Port Stewart where he killed a bullock for the Blacks on the 9th inst when 64 
were present these were the fabitha tribe none of the previous Blacks were amongst them. 
[italics mine: BR] 

I believe that Smith identified the local group at Port Stewart as Ayapathu after one or more of its leading 
men were identified to him as being or speaking Ayapathu. It was common for Europeans to identify groups 
then on the basis of language. It's also interesting to note that his spelling 'Iabitha' probably represents 
[Uyabda], the Umbuygamu pronunciation of Ayapathu, rather than [ayipatu], which is the Umpila, 
Umbindhamu and Ayapathu pronunciation. Tindale (1974: 164) also reports the former pronunciation, which 
he recorded on 25 October 1938 at Palm Island when recording King Armstrong's genealogy; King was a 
member of the Mbarimangalma patriclan (named after Ngawal country), his clan language was Umbuygamu 
and his mother was an Ayapathu woman. Don Laycock and I both later recorded Umbuygamu materials from 
King. 
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the range) of the study region. Kuuku Ya'u, Kaanju and Kuuku Yani (also called Kuuku 
Yin(i)) are other such varieties, and speakers can label even finer distinctions (see Thompson 
1976 for details). Of these, Kuuku Yani was the language of one or more clans who owned 
countries on the coast both north and south of the Stewart River. West (1964:l) wrote, "In 
the Massie [sic] Valley Kuku-Yin, now apparently extinct, was spoken", and in 1972 Matty 
Young gave me the same relative location of Kuuku Yini just south of Umpila when we 
talked at Iron Range. Billy Clannont told David Thompson (pers. comm.) in 1976 that 
Kuuku Yani was found in two coastal locations: one north of Breakfast Creek extending 
through the Massey up to Cape Sidmouth (where Umpila proper begins), the other one south 
of the Stewart (near Letterbox Creek). Bobby Stewart, who is a senior Port Stewart 
Lamalama man and Billy Clarmont's 'cousin-brother', confirmed this, but he added that 
while its speakers had 'place' there, they had no 'story' there. He also has told me several 
times that another clan, his mother's mother's, owned countries at Three Mile Lagoon and 
along Rocky Creek, south of the Stewart, but he calls its language Umpila, not Kuuku Yani 
or Kuuku Yin(i). This clan had no land north of the Stewart. Thompson (pers. comm.) 
recorded some comparative material on Umpila and Kuuku Yani from Billy Clarmont in 
1975. The two varieties were mutually intelligible; they were grammatically (near-) identical 
and their main differences were lexical. 

The clans, however, are not land-using groups of people who live and move over the 
landscape together. For their part, the local groups or bands (of people who live together) 
are of variable structure and labile composition (Rigsby 1979:92). They always include 
males and females belonging to different clans, and there is always one adult male who is the 
leader; sometimes there are more, and they make decisions about activities and movements. 
It requires more time to collect information about local groups than about clans. The clans 
are named groups and I have recorded the names of over fifty clans (and some of their 
members) in the wider region from a few older knowledgeable people. They find it easy to 
list the members of surviving clans by making use of the patrifilial principle. Local groups 
are not named in the same invariant way, and they are often referred to as 'So-and-so Mob' 
after a focal male. For example, the Balclutha mob was named after its leader, George 
Balclutha, and it was probably the local group that Hale and Tindale (1936a:70) called the 
Yuinbata. People always list local group composition with respect to some particular period 
of time and place. 

The problem of mapping these languages onto space is a complex one (Rigsby 1979:92- 
93). It would be possible to draw a map of languages distributed according to their owning 
clans. Such a map would show a tendency for neighbouring clans to own closely related 
varieties of the same language, but the discontinuous estate holdings of some clans would 
result in some languages exhibiting a checkerboard pattern of distribution. The 
accompanying map provides sufficient detail to allow one to plot out the relative locations of 
languages in the region. However, such maps don't show us the actual distribution of 
speakers of particular languages on the ground at any given time, and when one considers 
that personal multilingualism and the use of several languages in daily life were the general 
case in the region, one gains some appreciation of just how complex such a mapping 
enterprise might be. 

The situation described above is one that we can reconstruct with some confidence for the 
period from contact in the past century up through the 1920s when Europeans had 
dispossessed the Aboriginal people and gained significant control over their lands and when 
removals of small groups and individuals to missions and reserves outside the region became 



more frequent. Sometime during this period the surviving Aboriginal people came together 
and formed a larger community whose home base was located along the lower Stewart 
watercourse. Norman Tindale (Hale & Tindale 1936a:63-64, 1936b) visited there for several 
weeks in January-February 1927 and found two local groups living on opposite sides of the 
river. Donald Thomson first visited the area in May-June and November-December 1928 
and he found that the two groups had amalgamated. From their home base, smaller groups 
moved out along the coastal strip and hinterland to use the resources of their accessible lands. 
They identified themselves as Yintjingga (i.e. Yintyingga) people, and that is the name that 
Thomson used for them in his many academic and popular papers and articles (e.g. Thomson 
1934). Both Tindale and Thomson observed an Umpila variety to be the main language of 
daily public life at Port Stewart. 

During the 1930s a fair number of adults and children left Port Stewart and shifted north 
to the old Lockhart River Mission at Bare Hill. The missionaries and police removed 
children from the coastal camps and took them to Bare Hill, where they were placed in 
dormitories and schooled. Their parents and old people were obliged to shift and to live 
there in order to remain close to them. Nonetheless, a sizable number of people remained 
living at Port Stewart, and they were there during the Second World War. These Port 
Stewart people could not be characterised as an Umpila-speaking local group, although most 
of them spoke Umpila as a second language. Many of them had lived there since the visits of 
Tindale and Thomson. What is most striking about them is that they were mainly members 
of Lamalama-, Umbuygamu- and Umbindhamu-speaking clans whose estates lay to the 
south. By the war years we can clearly identify this group as the Port Stewart Lamalama 
people. Some families lived more or less continuously at Port Stewart, while other families 
and individuals lived and worked on nearby stations and in Coen, returning to Port Stewart 
for visits and holidays. 

In 1961 the state government removed the permanent residents from Port Stewart and 
transported them several hundred kilometres north to Bamaga, where they were resettled. 
Their homes were burnt and their dogs shot. In one stroke, the Lamalama presence at Port 
Stewart was interrupted and the people lost their home base and easy access to their 
homelands. Since then some Lamalama people have returned south to Coen, closer to Port 
Stewart, and others have also settled at Coen after being put off stations when award wages 
were introduced. The Lamalama make up the majority of the Aboriginal population at Coen, 
but there are also Lamalama people living at Bamaga, Lockhart, Hopevale, Wujal Wujal and 
Cooktown. The Lamalama have also established an outstation at Port Stewart and are 
seeking to re-establish permanent residence there. 

It is unclear when people began generally to call themselves 'Port Stewart Lamalama', but 
Ken Hale recorded the name in his 1960 linguistic survey fieldwork. People certainly were 
using it in 1972 when I began my fieldwork, and over the years I've never heard people use 
Yintyingga as a group name - it is strictly a place name. People generally refer to the lower 
Stewart River area as Port Stewart and they identify themselves both as Lamalama and as 
Port Stewart Lamalama in distinction to other 'tribal' identities such as Ayapathu, Kaanju, 
Mungkanh, Olkolo and Taipan. Thus they use the term Lamalama both to label their group 
and to name one of the indigenous languages belonging to some of its members. Language 
shift is well under way, and the group vernacular at Coen and the Lamalama outstation at 
Port Stewart is an English-lexifier creole variety. Young people may understand one 
indigenous language or more, but they speak Creole and English. Similarly, the traditional 
clan organisation is moribund; clanship per se doesn't operate as a basis for forming action 
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groups (if it ever did), many clans have died out or have only surviving female members, 
and only the older people know clan names. However, people still consider that children 
inherit primary rights in land and an indigenous language from their father, even though they 
don't learn to speak it. 
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THE SOURCES OF AUSTRONESIAN LEXICAL ITEMS IN TOK PISIN 

MALCOLM ROSS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of Don Laycock's last seminar papers was entitled 'Austronesian loanwords in 
Buin', and so it seems appropriate to dedicate to his memory a paper on Austronesian 
vocabulary in Tok Pisin,l another language which was of great interest to him. This 
dedication is all the more fitting, however, because early in his final illness Don discussed 
the data of this paper with me and offered a number of helpful etymological suggestions. At 
that time he was in hospital, but even there language and linguistics remained sources of joy 
to Don, a good friend, lunch companion, and continual source of intellectual stimulus. 

Although a great deal has been written about the history of Tok Pisin, relatively little work 
has been published on the sources of its non-English vocabulary. The objective of this paper 
is to source those non-English items in Tok Pisin vocabulary which are drawn from 
Austronesian languages and to understand where these may fit into the history of Tok Pisin. 
The Austronesian language family is one of the world's largest, and includes the aboriginal 
languages of Taiwan, the languages of the Philippines, most of Malaysia and Indonesia, 
Madagascar, parts of coastal and much of island Papua New Guinea, most of the Solomon 
Islands, and all of Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji and the archipelagos of Polynesia 
(including New Zealand Maori) and Micronesia. Austronesian items in Tok Pisin have come 
from various parts of this region, although, as we would expect, the majority are from 
Austronesian languages spoken in Papua New Guinea, and especially in north-eastem New 
Britain and southern New Ireland. 

Mihalic (1971) endeavoured to give sources of lexical items, retaining these from an 
earlier work by Schebesta and Meiser (1945), but the etymologising of non-English 
vocabulary often suffered from the shortage of information in the 1930s when Schebesta did 
his work. Earlier attempts at etymologising are surveyed by Miihlhausler (1979:195), and 
Mosel (1980:25-40) and Miihlhausler (1979:193-199, 1985b:205-217) list items of 
Austronesian origin. Mosel also provides useful comparisons based piutly on her own data 
and partly on older materials, but draws explicit conclusions from only a sample of them. 
These comparisons receive considerable use below. 

l ~ o k  Pisin is the Papua New Guinea variety of Melanesian Pidgin English and the country's most important 
lingua franca. I am grateful to Ross Clark, Tom Dutton. Rufus Pech, Giinther Renck and Darrell Tryon for 
comments on an earlier version of this paper. Special thanks go to Robyn Davies and Lisbeth Fritzell of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics who checked all the Ramoaaina data with native speakers and provided 
corrections and further suggestions. 

Tom Dunon. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock 361 -384. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110, 1992. 
d Malcolm Ross 
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and partly on older materials, but draws explicit conclusions from only a sample of them. 
These comparisons receive considerable use below. 

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

First, some historical background is needed. Despite the extensive literature on the 
subject, the history of Tok Pisin remains fraught with controversy into which we will try not 
to enter here. The account below summarises work by Clark (1979), Miihlhausler (1979, 
1985a), Keesing (1988) and Goulden (1990).2 Most scholars would probably agree that Tok 
Pisin has its roots in a (probably unstable) nautical jargon which was used by seamen and 
traders and brought from the Atlantic into the Pacific in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, when it was used by whalers and traders. From this jargon there 
developed early Pacific Pidgin, a variety or varieties of which were used around trading 
posts and on plantations established by the colonial powers in Samoa, Queensland, Fiji and 
New Caledonia during the period from about 1865 to about 1890. Melanesian plantation 
labourers were recruited, first from Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands, and somewhat later 
from New Guinea. When they returned home, they took this pidgin with them, whence it 
developed as an inter-native lingua franca into the languages today known as Vanuatu 
Bislama, Solomon Islands Pijin, and Tok Pisin. Varieties of this pidgin are also at the roots 
of Torres Strait Islands Broken and various creoles used by aboriginal Australians. 

The German trading company Hernsheim und Godeffroy established a trading post on 
Mioko in the Duke of York Islands in 1876 as a branch of its Samoan enterprise, and 
missionaries from Samoa and Fiji had also started work there (Miihlhausler 1985b). 
However, some pidgin seems to have been known in the area before 1876. The German 
Gazelle expedition of 1875 found people who could speak 'English' at Lamassa (Stephan & 
Graebner 1907:10, cited by Clark 1979). According to Threlfall (1975:34, cited by Clark 
1979) 'many leading men' in the Duke of York Islands knew some 'English' when the 
missionaries amved in 1875. This 'English' was almost certainly a form of Pacific Pidgin 
which had reached the area because ships en route from Sydney to Southeast Asia passed 
through and made stops for water and supplies at Cape St George, southern New Ireland, 
and some islanders became crew (Goulden 1990: 12). 

The Mioko trading post came to function as a recruiting centre and in 1879 the first 
labourers from New Britain and New Ireland went to Samoa to plantations established by the 
Deutsche Handels- und Plantagen-Gesellschaft (German Trading and Plantation Company). 
Those who went to Samoa joined nivanuatu and Solomon Islanders who had learned pidgin 
either at home or on Queensland plantations (by this time Queensland pidgin was 15 years 
old). After 1882, the number of New Guineans in Samoa grew rapidly. Recruitment from 
Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands slowed right down after the annexation of New Guinea by 
Germany in 1884 (Keesing 1988). This means that the intensive interaction between New 
Guineans and others who already spoke pidgin lasted only about a decade. 

The linguistic result of these activities was that the Duke of York Islands and the adjacent 
coasts of New Britain and New Ireland became the centre from which pidgin spread into the 
rest of New Guinea, a spread abetted by the fact that Rabaul was the headquarters of the 
German colonial administration. This spread was very rapid. Schuchardt (1883) wrote that 
in 1876 no foreign language was understood in New Guinea, but by 1883 pidgin was well 

- -- 

2 ~ o r  the controversy, see Miihlhausler (1989), Crowley (1989). 
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known, and was even spoken by New Guineans to each other if they were discussing 
'white' affairs. The spread of pidgin in New Guinea was fostered by the internal labour 
trade under the Germans. In 1890 the German New Guinea Company recruited New 
Ireland/New Britain labourers for its plantations in the Finschhafen, Hatzfeldhafen and 
Bogadjim areas. They formed the bulk of the New Guinea labour force there, but Chinese 
and Malay labourers were also employed. Some of the latter were imported from the Dutch 
East Indies, and many of the Chinese had worked on plantations in Sumatra and therefore 
also spoke Malay. Malay was regarded as a necessary lingua franca for German officials 
(Muhlhausler 1985a). 

With the political (and hence social) separation of New Guinea from Vanuatu and the 
Solomon Islands, Tok Pisin developed separately from Solomon Islands Pijin and Bislama, 
especially with regard to vocabulary, from about 1890. The absence of native English 
speakers meant (a) that there was little contact with English on which speakers of Tok Pisin 
might otherwise have modelled their speech, and (b) there was less discouragement of Tok 
Pisin than there might have been under an English-speaking administration.3 Hence Tok 
Pisin was firmly established in New Britain, New Ireland and north-east New Guinea when 
the Australians took over the administration in 1918. 

3. NON-ENGLISH LEXICAL ITEMS AND THEIR SOURCES 

The majority (perhaps three-quarters) of Tok Pisin vocabulary is of English origin, and 
Muhlhausler (1979, 1985b) has written extensively about the ways in which English 
vocabulary was adopted and the manners in which both English and other items have been 
exploited to expand l'ok Pisin vocabulary. 

Much less is known, however, about the sources of the non-English vocabulary of Tok 
Pisin, and especially about the large Austronesian element in that vocabulary. The data 
corpus for this paper is made up mainly of those items in Mihalic's Tok Pisin dictionary 
which are marked with an Austronesian etymology. The abbreviations used in these 
etymologies, together with their explanations, are set out below. Notes on the right are 
mine, but those in parentheses summarise Mihalic's (197 156) comments. 

Gaz Gazelle Peninsular (Tolai language, also called 'Kuanua' by Mihalic) 
Ma1 Malay mdonesia) 
Me1 Melanesian Apparently used for suspected Melanesian items which 

could not otherwise be sourced. 
N.I. New Ireland (New Ireland, not found in Tolai). 
N . H. New Hanover 
Poly Polynesian (usually Fijian) Note that Fijian items would by definition not be 

Polynesian. However, the few items marked 'Poly' 
or 'Fiji' are in fact Polynesian, not Fijian. 

S . I. Solomon Islands 

30fficia1 German policy was to oppose the use of Tok Pisin and to introduce German on the grounds of its 
supposed superiority. The German Annual Report of 1901-2 advocated "the compulsory use of German by all 
settlers and officials in their dealings with natives" (Johnson 1977). The Governor of New Guinea fiom 1901 
to 1914, Albert Hahl, wanted to get rid of the English-speaking Methodist missionaries and to stamp out Tok 
Pisin, which he regarded as a form of English, but failed on both counts (Firth 1986:140-141) because these 
policies had little day-to-day effect. 
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It is now clear that some of the etymologies in Mihalic (1971) are wrong, but many have 
stood the test of time as more comparative information has emerged. I shall not discuss the 
incorrect etymologies directly in this paper, partly because this would make the paper 
unnecessarily complicated, and also because I have no wish to detract from Mihalic's 
dictionary, a fine and useful piece of work which has yet to be bettered. 

The basis on which the Austronesian items in Tok Pisin are sourced here is the 
comparative method. Using the comparative method, earlier stages of Austronesian 
languages have been reconstructed, together with the sound changes which various 
Austronesian languages have undergone. For the Papua New Guinea region, much of this 
work is presented or surnrnarised in Ross (1988). By identifying which sound changes each 
Austronesian item in Tok Pisin has undergone, we can often identify the language or group 
of languages from which the item has entered Tok Pisin. In most cases, the Tok Pisin word 
is also still part of the vocabulary of the source language, although we find a few cases 
where this seems not to be true. In these cases we check the Tok Pisin form against the 
reconstructed form in Proto Oceanic, the Austronesian language ancestral to most of the 
Pacific Ocean's languages, determine what sound changes the Tok Pisin form shows, and 
use these to diagnose its probable source.4 

Our knowledge of the history of Tok Pisin also helps us to understand the circumstances 
under which the various items entered Tok Pisin, and documentary evidence is helpful in 
setting the dates by which this entry occurred. Use will be made here of Otto Dempwolff's 
undated manuscript Pidgin-English von Deutsch-Neuguinea: Worterverzeichnis (Pidgin 
English of German New Guinea: vocabulary), which to my knowledge has not been cited 
previously. This is a handwritten vocabulary of Tok Pisin, stored among Dempwolff's 
papers in the Seminar fiir Indonesische und Siidseesprachen (Department of Indonesian and 
South Sea Languages) at the University of Hamburg.5 Dempwolff, best known for his 
pioneering work in Austronesian comparative linguistics (1934-38), worked in New Guinea 
as a doctor and medical researcher in 1895-97 and 1901-03, returning to do private linguistic 
research from 1913 to 1915. The vocabulary probably dates from the last period, and is of 
interest because it shows that the lexicon of Tok Pisin was by 1915 already much as it is 
today. Dempwolff, who also knew Tolai, marks items with Tolai and other local 
Austronesian sources 'Mel.' (for 'Melanesian'). Also of interest is a five-page undated 
manuscript stored in the same collection, simply entitled Pijin < Eingeborenen-Spachen 
(Pidgin < native languages), listing non-English items in Tok Pisin with those etymologies 
which Dempwolff was aware of. The handwriting and paper of this manuscript indicate that 
it is later, perhaps from the 1930s. 

Historically, non-English lexical items in Tok Pisin can be divided into two groups: 'pre- 
amval', items which were already present in Pacific Pidgin when it was brought to New 
Guinea, and 'post-arrival', items which entered Tok Pisin during its development in New 
Guinea. - 

4 ~ e  data from Papua New Guinea Austronesian languages on which the etymologies in this paper are based 
are mostly drawn from the author's fieldnotes, supplemented by data from Mosel (1980:25-40) and from 
Robyn Davies and Lisbe~h Fritzell (pers. comm.). 
5~ am grateful to Peter Pink, who enabled me to peruse these papers in 1989, and to Sander Adelaar, who 
copied Dempwolff's Tok Pisin materials for me. 
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3.1 PRE-ARRIVAL ITEMS 

Words from Austronesian sources occur in both the pre-arrival and post-arrival 
categories. However, the non-English pre-arrival category as a whole is really quite small, 
containing a few items from non-Austronesian and a few from Austronesian sources. The 
former were evidently present in nautical jargon and in~lude:~ 

( 1 )  save know Portuguese sa be helshe knows 
pilcinini child Portuguese pequenino very small; small child 
kalabus prison Portuguese calabou~o dungeon 
sarip grass-knife Mediaeval French sarpe pruning hook 

Their pre-arrival status is confirmed by the fact that cognate items occur in other Pacific 
pidgins and creoles,7 whereas post-arrival items do not occur outside Papua New Guinea. 
Indeed save and pikinini are found not only in English-based pidgins and creoles in the 
Pacific but also in Caribbean and West African creoles, indicating their descent from nautical 
jargon (Clark 1979). 

Pre-arrival words from Austronesian sources are from Polynesian languages and include: 

(2) kanaka native person Proto Polynesian *tagata person8 
kaikai eat Proto Polynesian *kai eat; food 
laplap waist-cloth Proto Polynesian *lawa bind; clothing 
susu breast; milk Proto Polynesian *susu breast; milk 
lotu worship, church Proto Polynesian *lorn prayer 

The occurrence of the upper four in early Pacific Pidgin is indicated by their presence in 
Bislarna (Crowley 1990). Kanaka and kaikai also occur in Palm Island Creole of North 
Queensland (Dutton 1969),9 and kaikai in Solomon Islands Pijin (Simons 1983), in Cape 
York and Roper River creoles (Clark 1979), and in Torres Strait Islands Broken (S hnukal 
1988). Lavalava, the precursor of laplap, also appears in Broken (as labalaba). Susu also 
occurs in Solomon Islands Pijin and Torres Strait Islands Broken. Lotu has not been 
recorded in Bislama, but is present in Solomon Islands Pijin. 

The term kanaka probably comes from Hawaiian kanaka 'man, person', since this is the 
only Polynesian language in which Proto Polynesian *t and *I] have become k and n, that is, 
in which the form kanaka occurs. The colloquial Samoan form is kagaka, however, and this 

6 ~ h e  words save, pikinini, and kalabus appear to date back to an ancestor of eighteenth-century nautical 
jargon, namely a Portuguese version of the Mediterranean nautical lingua franca of the fifteenth century, 
referred to by Todd (1974:32-39). Sarip may also have come by this route. Alternatively, sarp 'pruning hook' 
is recorded in the Oxford English Dictionary with examples from 1388 and 1474. It may have been retained in 
English dialects and found its way from there into nautical jargon (I owe this suggestion to Don Laycock). 

Mihalic (1971:103) attributes kalabus to English 'calaboose', but the English item itself is probably 
borrowed from nautical jargon. Mihalic (1971: 170) attributes sarip to English 'sharp', but this is incorrect, as 
English r in the environment V-C is not pronounced in south-eastem British English dialects and is normally 
missing from Tok Pisin adoptions (e.g. TP mak< English 'mark'). 
7 ~ h e  Bislama words save,pikinini, and kdabus are recorded by Crowley (1990), whilst the forms saripim and 
serapim 'slash grass' are found in some areas of Vanuatu (Dartell Tryon, pers. comm.). The words save, 
pikinini, and kdabusare also recorded for Solomon Islands Pijin (Simons 1983) and Torres Strait Islands 
Broken (Shnukal 1988). and save andpkinini for Cape York and Roper River creoles in Australia (Clark 
1979). As this paper was about to go to press, Ross Clark (pers. comm.) pointed out that sarip may be 
derived from German scharf 'sharp' (German was the colonial language in Samoa). 
8~roto Polynesian reconstructions and Polynesian data are from Biggs (n.d.). 
91 am grateful to Tom Dutton for drawing my attention to this. 
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may have helped reinforce its acceptance. At any rate, it seems to have made an early entry 
into Pacific nautical jargon. Its jargon use by Hawaiians in California was recorded in 1836, 
by Tahitians in 1842, by Gilbertese in 1860 (Clark 1979). 

The word kaikai is less easily sourced by the comparative method: what is clear is that it 
does not come from Hawaiian or Samoan, since in these languages Proto Polynesian *k has 
become 7. Possible sources are Tuamotuan, since Tuamotuans were well represented among 
the crews of early nineteenth-century whaling ships (Darrell Tryon, pers. comrn.), or New 
Zealand Maori, since kaika- was recorded in New Zealand English early in the nineteenth 
century. However, since speakers of a number of Polynesian languages were involved in 
the early history of Pacific Pidgin, it is quite possible that this item has multiple sources. It 
was also recorded in jargon in the Marquesas in 1842 (Clark 1979). 

The word laplap is a variant of lavalava, which is also recorded in Dempwolff (n.d.a) 
and still occurs in Bislama.10 Lavalava occurs in Samoan and West Futunan. The fact that it 
also occurs in Bislama indicates that it is (as Muhlhausler (1979: 193) suggests) a pre-arrival 
word. Since West Futuna is located in southern Vanuatu, the area from which plantation 
labourers were first recruited, it is possible that the source of the Pacific Pidgin term is here, 
rather than in Samoa. 

The form susu is widespread in Austronesian languages in Melanesia. However two facts 
imply that it is a Pacific Pidgin item, rather than a post-arrival adoption. Firstly, it also 
occurs in Torres Strait Islands Broken. Secondly, susu belongs to that group of nouns 
which in Melanesia usually occur with a suffix indicating the person and number of their 
inalienable possessor. Thus Tok Pisin furnbuna 'ancestor' and sangana 'groin' (see below), 
both post-arrival adoptions, retain the suffix -na 'third person singular possessor', in Tok 
Pisin. If susu were also a post-amval adoption, we would expect the form *susuna. The 
absence of the suffix suggests Polynesian origin and therefore pre-arrival adoption. 

The pre-arrival status of lofu is questionable (as Muhlhausler (1979: 193) notes). The 
form is widespread in Polynesia11 and was borrowed into Fijian, and was probably imported 
into both Tok Pisin and Solomon Islands Pijin by missionaries from the Pacific islands. 

The exact mechanisms by which the items in (2) entered Pacific pidgin are unclear. Lofu, 
for example, may have entered it from Samoan on the German plantations in Samoa, but this 
cannot be true of kanaka and kaikai as they are recorded earlier elsewhere.12 

3.2 POST-ARRIVAL ITEMS 

Post-arrival non-English items in Tok Pisin are numerous. This i s  hardly surprising, as 
the isolation of Tok Pisin speakers from speakers of English meant that vocabulary 

l%'hat 1aplapAavalava is not more widespread is probably due to the fact that it had a competitor in Samoan 
sulu, current in Solomon Islands Pijin (Simons 1983) and recorded in Palm Island creole (Dutton 1969). 
l l ~ i i h l h ~ u s l e r  (1979:193, fn.) suggests that lotu was a Tongan item, borrowed into Samoan. However. data 
in Biggs (n.d.) indicate that Proto Polynesian*lotu 'prayer' is reconstructable, and that the word's connotations 
shifted from pagan to Christian in most languages. Whilst the meaning change may have spread outwards 
from Tonga, the following cognates from Biggs (n.d.) establish the word as Proto Polynesian and pre- 
Christian: Maori rotu 'spell for putting persons into deep sleep', Rennellese gotu 'desire, want', Tahitian 
rotu 'expression used in a certain idolatrous prayer', Tuamotuan rotu'render sea calm by spell'. 
12work for the Atlas of languages of inrer-culrural communicarion in the Pacific area under the direction of  
Peter Miihlhausler may help to answer such questions. 
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expansion was either internally generated (Muhlhausler 1979) or adopted from other local 
sources. 

The most significant source of these items other than Papua New Guinea languages was 
German, the language of the colonial power. The most common word of German origin in 
modem Tok Pisin is rausim 'remove, get rid of', formed from raus 'get out, be removed' + 
-im 'transitive suffix'. Raus was adopted from the German separable verbal prefix heraus, 
colloquially raus, used as a curt command 'get out!'. 

During the German period a certain amount of German vocabulary found its way into Tok 
Pisin (Miihlhausler 1985b:200-204). Domestic terms like esik 'vinegar' (German Essig) and 
tepik 'carpet' (German Teppich) have disappeared. Carpentry expressions survived for a 
time, partly as a result of the influence of mission work~hops;~~winkel 'set square' (German 
Winkel), maisel 'chisel' (German Meij'el), hobel 'plane' (German Hobel) are still known to 
a few of the oldest generation, as are two vegetable terms, hebsen 'peas' (German Erbsen) 
and bonen 'beans' (German Bohnen). Two German items in addition to rausim show no 
sign of vanishing: binen 'bee' (German Bienen 'bees') and beten 'pray' (German beten) are 
both in use today. 

As we might expect, the vast majority of post-arrival non-English items in Tok Pisin are 
adopted from Papua New Guinea languages. Because in the years after its arrival Tok Pisin 
was spoken largely in coastal and island areas where people spoke Austronesian languages, 
almost all of this vocabulary is of Austronesian origin. A notable exception is the word 
sangguma 'killing by inserting poisoned thorns into the bloodstream', which Don Laycock 
sourced to Monumbo, a Papuan language of the Ramu Valley (Laycock, forthcoming).l4 

Post-arrival Austronesian vocabulary in Tok Pisin can be divided initially into three 
categories: (a) a few Polynesian items; (b) a large number of items from Papua New Guinea 
Austronesian languages; and (c) a small number of Malay items. There are also a number of 
items of certain or probable Austronesian origin which we cannot fit into these three 
categories. 

3.2.1 POLYNESIAN ITEMS 

-Apart from lo&, mentioned above, the only candidates for the status of post-arrival 
Polynesian items are: 

(3) malolo rest, pause Samoan mi2616 rest, pause 
pamuk harlot, prostitute Colloquial Samoan pa7umuku promiscuous15 

The main reason for treating these as post-arrival items is that, unlike the items in (2), they 
are not found in other Pacific pidgins and we therefore have no evidence for their presence in 
.pre-arrival Pacific Pidgin. However, the only reasonable mechanism by which post-arrival 
Polynesian items might have entered Tok Pisin is through Pacific Islander missionaries, and 

13~iihlhausler (1985) refers to Catholic mission workshops, but the Lutheran workshops played at least as 
significant a role, as G t e ,  the Lutheran lingua franca in the interior of the Huon Peninsula, retains German 
carpentry terms (Sisingu May u, pen. comm.). 
14~hi s  unpublished manuscript was found among Don Laycock's papers after his death. 
15~ihal ic  (1971) has no etymology. Don Laycock suggested an alternative etymology. Tahitian pa'umotu (in 
some dialects pa 'umoku) means 'Tuamotuan'. Apparently the term was used by other Pacific Islanders to refer 
to Tahitians in general, and might have acquired its Tok Pisin sense through popular association of ideas. 
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there are no good semantic grounds for thinking that malolo or pamuk arrived by this route. 
A better - and semantically plausible - explanation is that the items in (3) were current only 
in the pidgin of the Samoan plantations, where the majority of New Guinean plantation 
labourers learned their pidgin (Miihlhausler 1976, 1979: 193). This is the explanation implicit 
in Miihlhausler's analysis for malolo (1985b:211). If it is correct, then these words form a 
subcategory of pre-arrival items. 

In the case of malolo, however, there is yet another possibility. Cognate terms occur in 
Papua New Guinea Austronesian languages (Gedaged malol 'peaceful', Takia maror 
'peace'), and this may indeed be a post-arrival adoption from an unidentified Papua New 
Guinea source.16 

3.2.2 ITEMS FROM PAPUA NEW GUINEA AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES 

Items adopted into Tok Pisin from Austronesian languages spoken in Papua New Guinea 
can be initially divided into (a) words adopted from languages of the north-east New 
Britainmew Ireland area, and (b) words from the north coast of mainland New Guinea. 
Category (a) is very large, category (b) small. 

Mihalic (1971:56) observes that "almost 15 per cent" of the vocabulary of Tok Pisin 
comes from the north-east New Britaiflew Ireland area, for the reasons referred to earlier. 
In fact, this area can be narrowed down to north-east New Britainlsouthern New Ireland, 
since almost all of the items marked in Mihalic (197 1) as 'N.H.' (New Hanover) are either 
attributable to southern New Ireland or are not readily sourceable. 

Figure 1 sets out the genetic relationships of the Austronesian languages of New Ireland 
and north-east New Britain.17 The map shows their present locations. The term 'linkage' in 
Figure 1 refers to a chain or network of dialects, and the figure suggests that all the 
Austronesian languages named are descended from a dialect linkage which diffused over 
New Ireland after people arrived speaking a language (or languages) ancestral to the present- 
day languages. This arrival probably occurred sometime between 500 BC and the birth of 
Christ, since archaeological work shows distinctive changes in pottery types in this period 
(Matthew Spriggs, pers. comm.). Over the ensuing centuries the New Ireland linkage 
diffused and split into four more localised linkages which have become (from north to south) 
the Lavongaimalik, Tabar, Madak and South New Ireland/North-West Solomonic groups. 
The last linkage has this lengthy name because its members in southern New Ireland share a 
common ancestor with the Austronesian languages of Buka, Bougainville, Choiseul, New 
Georgia and Santa Ysabel, but these languages will not concern us here. The part of this 
linkage which remained in southern New Ireland split, as Figure 1 shows, into a number of 
languages. After a volcanic eruption in the Rabaul caldera around 800 AD, the Gazelle 
Peninsula of north-east New Britain and the Duke of York Islands were resettled by people 
from southern New Ireland. It is often assumed that the present-day languages of the 
Gazelle and the Duke of York Islands are all variants of the Tolai language, but this is not so. 
Ramoaaina, the language of the Duke of York Islands, is much more closely related to 
Kandas on New Ireland than to Tolai, and Bilur (spoken in villages to the south-east of Cape 

l61 am grateful to Rufus Pech for drawing my attention to this. 
17~ustification of these relationships is given in Ross (1988, chapter 8). 
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Gazelle) is more closely related to Label on New Ireland. The closest relative of Tolai itself 
is Patpatar on New Ireland.18 

New Ireland linkage 

Proto Proto Proto 

TOIL Solomonic 

Nalik T d m  Ma& 
linkage linkage 

I 
South New Ireland /North-Wesf Solomonic linhge rn Lavongai Notsi Lamasong Tangga Konomda Label I Siar I Tomoip 

Apart from their geographical proximity, one of the reasons why the languages of the 
Gazelle Peninsula are often assumed to be each other's closest relatives is that they have all 
lost the phoneme Is/. Thus where the New Ireland languages Kandas, Label and Patpatar 
have susu- 'breast, milk', we find Ramoaaina, Tolai and Bilur u-. As Mosel(1980:23-24) 
has noted, the presence of Is1 in Austronesian words adopted into Tok Pisin is one means of 
diagnosing that they have not come from Ramoaaina or Tolai. 

Other sound changes allow us to diagnose fairly exactly the origins of a number of Tok 
Pisin adoptions, but because the languages of the north-east New BritainINew Ireland area 
are quite closely related to each other and in some cases still in regular contact with each 
other, many words have the same form in a number of languages, and it is difficult to source 
exactly some Tok Pisin adoptions. 

(=Tumuip) (=Tungak) Tabar Madak 
Tigak Lihir Barok 
T i i g  

Tok Pisin words adopted from Austronesian languages of the north-east New Britain1 
New Ireland area may be subcategorised by source as follows: 

Kara Sursurunga Patpatar Kandas Pro to 
Nalik Minigir Ramoaaina North-West 

Bilur 

(a) probably Ramoaaina; 
(b) probably Tolai; 
(c) either Rarnoaaina or Tolai; 
(d) southern New Ireland; 
(e) northern New Ireland. 

18Also closely related to Tolai, and often regarded as a dialect, is Minigir, today spoken only at Lungdunga 
village. Historically, it is a very conservative form of Tolai which retains 1st. 

-. . 
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MAP: AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES OF NORTH-EAST 
NEW BRITAIN AND NEW IRELAND 

Among the Tok Pisin items below are a number with only local distribution or which are 
obsolete: these are shown in bold type. 

The words in (4) are probably from Ramoaaina (Duke of York Islands), and not from 
Tolai, as comparison of the Ramoaaina words with known equivalents in other local 
languages suggests.19 

19~anguage abbreviations used to label data items are as follows: 
ALI Ali Island, West Sepik PTP Patpatar, southern New Ireland 
BAR Barok, cenM New Ireland RAM Rarnoaaina, Duke of York Islands 
KAN Kandas, southern New Ireland SIA Siar, southern New IreIand 
KAR Kara, northem New Ireland SUR Sursurunga, southern New Ireland 
LAB Label, southern New Ireland TAB Tabar Island, east of New Ireland 
LAM Lamasong, central New Ireland TIG Tigak, northern New Ireland 
MIN Minigir, Gazelle Peninsula TOL Tolai, Gazelle Peninsula 

All Tolai and Ramoaaina data are given in their respective practical orthographies. Both languages have six 
vowels: /i e a a u 01. In Ramoaaina, /a/ is written a and /a/ aa. In Tolai. both are written a, and no attempt 
has been made to distinguish them in this paper. 
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(4) Tok Pisin Gloss Ramoaaina Tolai Other 

diwai 
draipela 
liklik 
longlong 
malo 
maski 
matmat 

tam 

tree 
big 
little 
mad 
genital covering 
it doesn't matter 
cemetery 

shell trumpet 

diwaai 
tarai 
liklik 
longlong 
malu 
maadeki 
tamaan 
na matmaat 

tauru 

utun k.0. tree: utun 
Barringtonia 
speciosa 

da wai 
ngala 
ikilik 
bongbong, lunga 
ma1 'bark cloth' 
. . . 
pia 
na minat2O 

ta vur 

vutun 

KAN duai, LAB uai 
. . . 
LAB lik, sisiklik 
PTP LAB longlong 
PTP LAB m d  
. . . 
... 

LAB S U R  
TAB tam, KAN 
tavuru 
... 

These Tok Pisin adoptions illustrate the difficulty of exact sourcing. Because Ramoaaina 
is closely related to languages in southern New Ireland, we have no linguistic means of 
demonstrating that Tok Pisin longlong comes from Ramoaaina longlong rather than from 
Label longlong. The historical evidence of the central position of the Duke of York Islands 
in the early post-arrival history of Tok Pisin, however, makes Ramoaaina circumstantially 
the more likely source. Similar comments could be made with regard to RAM diwaii versus 
KAN duai and to RAM tauru versus LAB taurulSUR TAB taur. 

At the same time, however, we can be certain that Tok Pisin longlong is not derived from 
Tolai bongbong, and regard as less probable hypotheses proposals that Tok Pisin diwai is 
from Tolai dawai and that Tok Pisin taur is from Tolai tavur. Of course, the very fact that 
similar words occurred in languages around Ramoaaina must have reinforced their 
acceptance in Tok Pisin. 

Bateson (1944, quoted by Miihlhausler 1979:220) suggests that Tok Pisin liklik is the 
result of conflation of Tolai ikilik and English 'little'. However, its source appears to be 
Ramoaaina liklik. 

Mihalic (1971), lists only mal, as in ( 5 )  below, for 'genital covering', but my Madang 
informants insist on malo, which appears to be a Ramoaaina form. 

Two of the items in (4) may have dual sources.21 Tok Pisin draipela 'big' is attributed by 
Mihalic to English 'dry'. Since Tok Pisin adjectives in -pela are almost always of English 
origin, it seems likely that draipela results from a conflation of English-'dry' and Ramoaaina 
taraai 'big', whereby the form is English, but the meaning originates in the similar sounding 
Ramoaaina word. Tok Pisin maski 'it doesn't matter; forget it!' is attributed by Mihalic to 
German es machtnichts 'it doesn't matter'. Although the vague phonological similarity may 
have helped to reinforce the term, this seems a phonologically unlikely source in itself. 

2 0 ~ h e  Ramoaaina and Tolai phrases both mean 'ground of death' (Mosel 1980:34). Davies and Fritzell, 
working in the northern Duke of York Islands, give tamaan na minaat for this item. Mosel recorded m a  na 
mabnat from Mioko, which should be written tamaan na mabnaat 
2 1 ~  am indebted to Robyn Davies and Lisbeth FritzeU for drawing these cases to my attention. 
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Ramoaaina maadeki 'forget it! leave it! (verb maadek + third person singular object suffuc -i ) 
seems more likely.22 

The items below are, conversely, from Tolai, not from Ramoaaina. 

(5) Tok Pisin 

aibika 

Gloss Tolai 

ibika 

Ramoaaina 

palua 

Other 

k.0. green vegetable: 
Hibiscus manihot 
k.0. tree with 
edible nuts: 

Inocarpus spp. 
digging stick, hoe 
butterfly 
coconut shell cup 
arem nut 
tree with edible nuts: 
Canarium spp. 
small cowrie shell, 
shell money 

k.0. tall ginger plant: 
Alpinia sp. 
hermit crab 
wild betel nut: 
Howea belmoreana 
chicken 
watercress 
breadfruit 
ginger plant: 
Zingiber oficinale 
red ant 
edible greens 

aila aila 

baira 
bem be 
bilo 
buai 
galip 

bair 
bebe 
bilo 
buai 
galip 

lot 
tot0 
laa23 
bua 
tamaap 

... 
KAN bebe, LAB habe 
... 
LAB buai 
KAR gai 

girigiri girigiri 

gorgor FTP goragora goragora 

katu 
mila 

guman 
kavivi 

kakaruk 
kanggo 
kapiak 
ka va var 

kakaruk 
kago 
kapiaka 
kavavar 

kareke 
kalakaala 
bare 
kamawaar 

FTP kariaka 
... 
LAB bero 
PTP kamahar 

korakum 
kumu 

karakum 
kumu 
'taro leaves' 
kina 
kunai 
kuila 

kaa wa 
tuba 
'greens' 
pin 
kura 
leu 

... 
MIN kum usu 

kina 
kunai 
k wila 

goldlip shell 
blad y grass 
ironwood tree: 
Intsia bijuga 
old 
stroll 
k.0. palm 
head man 

MIN kinasi 
LAM kuras 

lapun 
limlibur 
lim bum 
luluai 

lapun 
limlibur 
libung 
luluai 
'war leader' 
ma1 
'bark cloth' 
mami 

takaana 
kabur LAB lagar 

... 
maalu mal genital covering FTP LAB mal 

mami 

mau 

k.0. yam: 
Dioscorea esculenta 
ripe, mature 

maamia KANmami, 
Tomoip misa 
MIN masoso. mao 

22There is also a Bengali term with similar form and meaning, but it is unclear how this might have found 
its way into Tok Pisin. 
23~amoaaina speakers also use bilo, but this is probably a borrowing from Tolai. 
24~ihal ic  (1971:108) and Mosel(1980:29) give Tok Pisin kawiwi, but my informants say kabibi. 
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palai 
pipia 
pitpit 
puingga 
tangget 
ton 
tumbuna 
tultul 

umben 
Vun 

lizard, gecko 
rubbish 
k.0. edible cane26 
break wind 
victory leaf 
Pometia pinnata 
ancestor 
interpreter 

fishing net 
dems root 

'ripe banana' 
palai 
pipia 
pitipit 
puinga 
tagete 
ton 
tubu-na 
tultul 
(tul 'send') 
ubene 
vun 

PTP masos 
k a ~ ~ e b e ~ ~  . . . 
kurkur . . . 
kamok 
pi, purik MIN pusinga 
ir . . . 
tan PTP tauan 
tabu-na PTP tubu-na 
tultul 'spirit 
of man' 
bene LAB KAN bene 
unu KAN unu 

In a number of the cases above, for example aibika, baira, bembe, it is self-evident that the 
Tok Pisin form has been adopted from Tolai, because Ramoaaina has a different item. In 
one case, tultul, Tolai and Ramoaaina have similar forms but different meanings, and the 
Tok Pisin sense is clearly from Tolai. In other cases, different sound changes in Tolai and 
Ramoaaina point to the Tolai form as the source (kavavar, kunai, mal, umben, vun). 

In three cases in (5),  girgiri, limbum and luluai, there is no known Ramoaaina 
equivalent. Tolai girigiri in any case occurs only in north coast dialects of Tolai; elsewhere 
tabu replaces it. Ramoaaina speakers use luluaai, but informants consider it to be a loan 
word from Tolai. 

The word lapun is also used in Ramoaaina, but appears to be a borrowing used alongside 
the native form takaana. 

Two items above, guma and limbum, show unexplained loss/change in final consonant, 
perhaps indicating that they are adoptions not from Tolai, but from an unidentified New 
Ireland language. 

The term kanggo is attributed by Roosman (1975) to Malay kangkung 'Chinese spinach'. 
However, kago is the expected Tolai reflex of this word, and the Malay etymology is clearly 
wrong. 

The first item in (5), aibika, has been adopted with the Tolai article a, that is, it comes 
frdm Tolai a + ibika. When Tolai and Ramoaaina items with an initial vowel were adopted 
into Tok Pisin, the article a was treated as part of the word. This did not happen with 
consonant-initial items. 

An interesting case of an item with a possible dual source (noted by Muhlhausler 
1979:221) is Tok Pisin yet. In its aspectual sense, that is, English 'yet', it evidently 
occurred in early Pacific Pidgin, as it is present in Bislama and Broken. Its emphatic or 
reflexive use, for example mi yet 'I myself', however, occurs only in Tok Pisin, and it 
seems likely that this represents an adoption of Tolai iat (which has the same function). 
Nearby cognates have a rounded vowel and are less likely sources: RAM ut, LAB ot, KAN ut. 

In a number of the items both above and below, Tok Pisin reflects a prenasalised 
consonant (e.g. in umben) where none is shown in the New Britain and New Ireland 

2 5 ~ n  Ramoaaina palaai is used for the skin of a kundu 'hourglass drum'. 
2 6 ~ n  lowland areas pifpit denotes the edible cane Saccharum edule, in highland areas the 'New Guinea 
asparagus' Selaria palmifolia. 
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languages (Tolai ubene). This is simply a reflection of the fact that intervocalic voiced stops 
are prenasalised in some dialects of Tolai and Ramoaaina (for details, see Mosel 1980:24). 

As we might expect, there are a number of cases where Tolai and Ramoaaina have the 
same form or very similar forms, and it is therefore impossible to attribute the item to one 
language or the other. 

(6) Tok Pisin 

ainanga 
afun 
aupa 

bingim 
birua 

buk 
bulit 
bung 
daka 
erima 

garamut 
guria 
kalang 
kalangar 
kambang 
kanai 
kanda 
kapul 
karua 
karuka 
kaur 
ka vivi 
kiau 
kindam 
kivung 
kokomo 
kotkot 
kuka 
kulau 
kumul 
kundu 
lalai 
malio30 

Gloss 

ko. fish: whitebait 
tuna, bonito 
native spinach: 
Arumanthus gangeticus 
squeeze, press 
enemy, wanior 

boil, swelling 
sticky sap, glue 
gather 
betel pepper vine 
k.0. tree: 
Octomeles sumatrana 
slitgong 
earth tremor 
e-g 
Eclectus parrot 
lime 
k.0. bird: tern 
lattan 

possum 
ko. fish: mullet 
k.0. pandanus 
k.0. large bamboo 
hawk 

egg 
crayfish 
meeting 
hombii 
small crow 
crab 
drinking coconut 
bird of paradise 
hourglass drum 
mchus shell 
eel 

TolaiJRamoaaina 

inanga 
atun/aatun 
"Pa 

bing 
virudwirua 
flOL 'human flesh', 

buk 
bulif 
bung 'day. market' 
dakddaaka 
irima 

garamuVgaraamot 
guria 
kalan@alaang2* 
kalangarkalangaar 
ka bangka baang 
kanai 
kadaflcadaa 
kapul 
karua 
karukalcaaruka 
k a u r ~ a a u r ~ ~  
ka vivi/ka wi wi 
kiaukaau 
kidamaflcidaama 
ki vun@i wung 
kokomo 
kotkot 
kuka 
kulau/kulaau 
kum ul 
kudu 
lalaillalaai 
malw 

Other 

. . . 
PTP hiruo 

RAM 'enemy ') 

... 
W bung 'night' 
TOL ier2'. PTP sier 
LAB irimu, PTP irime. 
KAR ima 

KAN garamut, LAB hik 
KAN guri, LAB mamais 
W kalang 
PTP LAB kalangar 
LAB ka bang 
KAN LAB kanai, PTP kanaia 
. . . 
LAB kap, ul, KAN kabul 

... 
LAB kaur, PTP kor. BAR ko 
MIN ka visivisi 
KAN kiau, LAB kotol 
PTP kidama, RAM urungut 
... 
PTP bangebeng 
LAB kaiko 
LAB kuka, KAN kuko 
KAN LAB kulau 
. . . 
KAN kudu, LAB kaulliku 

- W lala 
LAB milo 

27~olai (north coast) daka, Tokai (Kokopo dialect) ier (Mosel 1980:27). 
28~olai kalang 'shell, adornment made of mother-of-pearl', Ramoaaina kalaang 'mother of pearl: moon' 
2%he Tolai and Ramoaaina terms refer to all forms of bamboo. 
3%iihalic (1971) gives maleo, but informants from both Madang and Rabaul insist on malio. 
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marimari 
marita 

mannar 
muli 
muruk 
natnat 
p ~ g g a l  
papai 
purpur 
rokrok 
tam baran 
talai 
talinga 
tam b S 2  
tangir 
taranggau 
tauka 

tum bum 

waira 

care for 
k.0. pandanus: 
Pandanus cotwideus 
raintree 
citrus fruit 
cassowary 
mosquito 
palm frond stalk 
mushmm 
flower 
frog 
ghost, spirit 
sardine 
edible mushroom 
taboo, sacred 
Spanish mackerel 
eagle, hawk 
squid 

wooden mask, carving, 
person dressed therein 

stranger 

marimarihnaarmari PTP LAB mannaris 
marita PTP marite, SUR marit, 

BAR maite 
marmar/maannaar . . . 
muli MIN mulisi, SIA muLis 
murup . . . 
ngatingat/ngaatngaat3l . . . 
pagavpagad p-l-p pagal 
papaibapaai . . . 
PurPur . . . 
rokrok LAB KAN rokrok 
tabaraqlfabaraan PTP f a  baran 
talailtalaai . . . 
talinga LAB KAN talnga 
tabu . . . 
tangir . . . 
taragauhragaau . . . 
tauka MIN fasuka. SIA susuku. 

Tangga suka 
tubuan . . . 
'female spirit figure' 
vairalwaira MIN vasira 

It was noted above that vowel-initial items were adopted with the article a attached. This 
is true of ainanga and aupa in (6), as Mosel (1980:24) notes. Similarly, erima is derived 
from a + irima. 

Clearly a number of the items in (6) could equally well be derived from one of the other 
southern New Ireland languages; for example, r o h o k  occurs in Label and Kandas as well as 
in Tolai and Ramoaaina. Others, however, reflect the loss of Is1 common to Tolai and 
Ramoaaina, and therefore must come from one of these two languages. These are: upa, 
kavivi, mariman; muli, tauka, waira. 

How Tolai/Ramoaaina murup became Tok Pisin muruk, with changed final consonant, is 
not known. Dempwolff (n.d.a) still records the Tok Pisin form as murup. 

The case of bung is semantically interesting. Derived from Proto Oceanic * h g i  'night', 
the meaning retained in Patpatar, it has come to mean 'a twenty-four hour period, a day', 
then 'market day' in Ramoaaina and Tolai, 'market' in earlier Tok Pisin, and by extension 
'gather(ing)' in modem Tok Pisin (where 'market' is maket ). 

The four items in (7) show an added root-final -a in Tolai (added in the sense that it is 
historically a Tolai addition, not simply a segment lost in other languages). On the face of it 
these belong with the items in (4), that is, their Tok Pisin form is closer to the Ramoaaina 
form than the Tolai form. However, there is insufficient-information on the historical 

31~amoaaina ngaahgaat means 'sandfly'; the term for 'mosquito' is naamu. However, the two insects are 
frequently confused in Melanesia because of their similar effect on human beings: both bite! 
3 2 ~ s  this paper was going to press, Ross Clark pointed out that tambu 'taboo, sacred' may be a pre-arrival 
item, as it also occurs in Solomon Islands Pijin and Vanuatu Bislama. If it is a pre-arrival item, it differs 
from those in (2) in that it is not from a Polynesian source (which would give tapu or kapu) but from a 
Melanesian source (there are also several possible source languages in the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu). 
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dialectology of Tolai to be certain that forms without -a did not occur in Tolai. For this 
reason I treat them, like the items in (6), as not precisely sourceable. 

(7) Tok Pisin Gloss Tolai Ramoaaina Other 

lang housefly langa laang LAB KAN lang 
pekpek faeces pekapeke peke 'defecate' KAN peke, LAB pekpeke 
var33 stingray vara waar F W  har, KAN LAB var 
Yar casuarina iara iaar RAM KAN iar 

Although the majority of Tok Pisin items from the north-east New IrelandINew Britain 
area are attributable to Ramoaaina and/or Tolai, there are some which are clearly adopted 
from New Ireland languages. 

The items in (8) are from southern New Ireland. Because the forms in these languages 
are often the same or very similar, more exact sourcing is impossible. For some of these 
items a Tolai/Ramoaaina source can be excluded because of the presence of Is/, whilst for 
others it can be excluded because the appropriate form does not occur in Tolai or Ramoaaina. 

(8) Tok Pisin 

balus 

bombom 
kais 

kaskas 

mumut 
Saman 

sangana 

Gloss 

dove, pigeon, 
aircraft 

flare, torch 
left-hand 

scabies 

bandicoot 
outrigger 

groin, armpit 

Pornetia pinnata 

Southern New Ireland 

SIA LAB KAN SUR bdus 

LAB bombom 
SIA LIH SUR kais 

LAB KAN kas 'scratch', 
KAN kaskas 'fingernail', 
TAB kaskasa 'scabies' 

LIH BAR momot 
PTP MIN SIA saman, 
KAN samon 

LAB ka-sangah 'fork' 
(ka 'tree'), TAB sanga- 
'groin' 
PTP tauan 

Tolai/Ramoaahw'Other 

TOL balu, RAM ku wur 

TOL ul, RAM ulu 
PTP kesa, TOL RAM maira, 

RAM (Mioko) kaa wir 
TOL kaka 'fingernail', 
kakaka 'scabies', 
RAM kakaa 'scrape', 
kadekade 'scabies' 

TOL maang, RAM maan 
TOL aman, RAM aamaan 

TOL anga-na 

TOL ton, RAM taan 

The added -na of sangana is readily explained as the third person singular possessive 
marker which occurs in many Austronesian languages. Thus Tabar sanga-na means 'hisher 
groin'. 

The form tauan is a doublet of ton, listed under (5) .  It is evidently a Patpatar form 
(Ramoaaina has tan, Tolai ton) and is now current in Tok Pisin in Rabaul, whilst ton, 
apparently of Tolai origin, is current in Madang. 

For the items in (9) there is insufficient data to trace their sources, and we must resort to 
reasoning based on the comparative method. Non-cognate f o m  are in parentheses. 

33~ iha l i c  (1971) records three terms for 'stingray': par, var, and epa. Only par is in use today. 
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(9) TokPisin Gloss 

mosong fuzz TOL RAM mong 
mamas happy TOL m a m a  'be bright (of starlight)'.34 

(RAM gaaia) 
salat nettle me: Dendrocnkk (RAM kiraaki) 

warburgii 
ePa stingray TOL KAN var, RAM waar, LAB war 
karanas coral gravel TOL karanat, (RAM korokoro) 
plangis hatchet, stone axe LAB pelinget, (TOL pem, RAM naawa) 

Tok Pisin mosong and amamas are evidently derived from southern New Ireland mosong 
and (mas)amas, that is, from forms with Is/, for which Tolai shows the expected Is/-less 
reflexes mong and amaama and Ramoaaina the reflex mong. 

Although Tok Pisin saiat looks suspiciously like an adoption of German Salat 'green 
salad', it is almost certainly nothing of the kind. A New Ireland form salat is the expected 
reflex of the Proto Oceanic term *jalatog 'nettle tree: Dendrocnide warburgii', and we may 
therefore infer thay Tok Pisin salat represents the adoption of an unrecorded southern New 
Ireland term. 

Tok Pisin epa, listed by Mihalic, competes with the forms var (from Ramoaaina) and par 
(see 11 below). All three forms are reflexes of Proto Oceanic *paRi, and the form epa is the 
expected reflex in Lamasong of central New Ireland (where e- is the article). However, the 
relevant datum is not available to check this form. 

The origin of Tok Pisin karanas is unclear. Since Tolai only shows /tl for Is/ in borrowed 
items (otherwise it shows zero), Tolai karanat is evidently a borrowed form from koronas or 
karanas. Whilst these are clearly associated with the English term 'coronus', listed in The 
Macquarie Dictionary, it is unclear where they originate. 

A similar puzzle attaches to plangis. Label pelinget looks suspiciously like a borrowing 
from a Tolai form with final -t, itself then a borrowing from a form with final -s. 

The forms of the items in (10) indicate that they were adopted into Tok Pisin from a 
language (or languages) of the LavongaiNalik group in northern New Ireland. Why words 
for these three floralfauna items come from the north rather than the south of New Ireland is 
unknown. As Dempwolff (n.d.a) records most of the New Ireland/New Britain items listed 
above, but not the items in (lo), it is probable that they were somewhat later adoptions into 
Tok Pisin. 

(10) Tok Pisin Gloss Northern New Ireland Other 

aran pandanus TIG Lavongai aran TOL RAM marig 
sikau wallaby KAR Nalik sikau TOL okin, LAB wakin, 

LAM sikan, TIG sjakau RAM taakuak 
laulau Malay apple: KAR lolau/laulau . TOL tagia, RAM taau 

Yambosa gomata 

Tigak, Lavongai arm reflects Proto Oceanic *padran 'pandanus'; the predicted 
Tolaflamoaaina form would be **vadan, but this has been replaced by other words (the 

3 4 ~ o o s m a n  (1975) tentatively suggests that amamas is derived from Malay ormat 'honour', but this i s  
semantically and phonologically improbable. 

-. . 
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only southern New Ireland cognate is Siar ai-n-adan). The forms sikau and laulau are 
evidently from the same area, as they do not occur in the south. 

We turn now to category (b) words, that is, words from the north coast of mainland New 
Guinea. Only a few can be identified with reasonable certainty. 

(1 1) Tok Pisin Gloss North New Guinea New Ireland etc. 

bilum netbag Yabern abilug ... 
kurita octopus Gitua Lukep Manam TOL RAM LAB urita. 

kurita KAN urito 
Par stingray Gitua Lukep Wab Biliau par TOL KAN var, RAM waar. 

LAB war 
P"' dugout canoe ALI Sissano Takia por TOL mon. RAM aaga 
rai southeast trade ALI Roinji Bariai rai. TOL taubar. RAM taubaar, 

wind Turnleo riei KAN tobar, TOL ragia 
'north-west monsoon'. 
TIG rei 'wind' 

tale0 north-west ALI taleo, Tumleo taliau TOL RAM LAB SIA labur, 
monsoon KAN lubur 

Tok Pisin bilum appears to be derived from Yabem abilug.35 The netbag is not a 
traditional item in Tolai culture, and the term was apparently brought back home by Tolai 
labourers working on the German plantations around Finschhafen, where Yabem is spoken 
natively. Deletion of the Yabem initial a- is apparently due to its reinterpretation as the Tolai 
article a. 

Tok Pisin par is derived from a reflex of Proto Oceanic *paRi 'stingray'. Since in this 
and most items with initial *p- the initial consonant has become v-, w-, h-, or zero in New 
Ireland languages and indeed in Austronesian languages everywhere in Papua New Guinea 
except on the north coast of the mainland, it is very probable that par comes from a north 
coast language. 

A similar argument applies to kurita, from Proto Oceanic *kuRita. Initial *k- is generally 
reflected as y- or zero, except on the north coast. Since par and kurita both denote sea 
creatures and share Gitua and Lukep, both languages of the Vitiaz Strait area, as possible 
sources, it is tempting to posit this area as their source region. 

The other three items in (1 1) are almost certainly from Ali Island. None of the items in 
(1 1) is recorded by Dempwolff (n.d.a.), implying that they entered Tok Pisin at a somewhat 
later date than the New Ireland/New Britain items. It is reasonable to infer that under 
German rule Tok Pisin spread from Rabaul to the extremes of New Guinea, and that 
different local words were added in different areas. The two winds rai and talw are-crucial 
to life on the open Sepik coast (more so than elsewhere in New Guinea) because the waves 
breaking during the talw made it impossible to put to sea or to land using traditional vessels. 
They were doubly important to the Ali Islanders, who werethe main traders of the area at 
European contact, travelling to the Admiralty Islands and Wuvulu/Aua (Tiesler 1969-70).36 
Since the seasonal winds were also important to German administrative staff, these two 

3% Yabem practical orthography, abil6g. I am grateful to Giinther Renck for pointing out the origin of 
bilum. 
3 6 ~  am indebted to Don Laycock for these suggestions. 
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words evidently entered the Tok Pisin of staff at Ali, and were disseminated from there 
across the rest of New Guinea, reaching Rabaul after the collation of Dempwolff (n.d.a). 

We complete this section on Papua New Guinea Austronesian items in Tok Pisin with a 
listing and brief discussion of items which are known to be Austronesian, but which cannot 
be exactly sourced, and of items whose sources are unknown but may be Austronesian. 

Listed in (12) are items which are h o w n  to have an Austronesian origin because they are 
readily traceable to a Proto Oceanic form, but whose exact source is unclear. 

(12) Tok Pisin 

aiai 

baubau 
gam 
k d 7  

malisa 38 

nar 

taunam 
vut 

Gloss Proto Oceanic 

Malay apple: *kapika 
Yambosa malaccensis 

native pipe *bwa()u 'k.0. bamboo' 
k.0. large shell ... 
brain, sprouting *qutok 'brain' 
coconut 

barracuda *malisa 
k.0. tree, 'New Guinea *naRa 
rosewood': 
Pterocarpus indicus 
crocodile * P V Y ~  
Terminalia spp. *tdise 

mosquito net *iiamuk 'mosquito' 
fish poison *putun 'Barringwnia' 

Possible source 

New Ireland 

New Ireland 
New Ireland 
north coast mainland 

New Ireland 
New Ireland/north coast 
mainland 

. . . 
KAR, Nalik. Tuam, Malai, 
ALI tdis 
north coast mainland 

One item here, talis, is unsourceable simply because the form occurs in three of the areas 
to which we have sourced Tok Pisin etyma: northern New Ireland (Kara, Nalik), the Vitiaz 
Strait (Tuam, Malai), and Ali Island. It does not appear to be a southern New Ireland form 
(KAN tiliso, LAB tilisl] and the presence of Is/ precludes a TolailRamoaaina origin (TOL RAM 
talia) . 

The form pukpuk is something of a mystery. It occurs in Tolai, but is quite unlike the 
expected Tolai reflex of Proto Oceanic *puqaya, namely *vuaia (cf. RAM vue, PTP huaia, 
Lavongai, Tigak uaia). One must therefore ask whether Tolai pukpuk is itself a borrowing 
from Tok Pisin. This seems unlikely. Firstly, there is otherwise no evidence of the 
borrowing from Tok Pisin into Tolai of items forming part of the Tolai environment. 
Secondly, this is the only item in (12) recorded by Dempwolff (n.d.a). As we have seen, 
items recorded by Dempwolff tend to be from the New IrelandINew Britain area, whereas 
items from other pans of Papua New Guinea were not in use in Rabaul when Dempwolff 
compiled his vocabulary. The mystery of pukpuk therefore probably concerns the Tolai 
lexeme rather than the Tok Pisin.39 

The remaining items in (12) are there largely because relevant data from source languages 
are simply not available. They are derived from neither Tolai nor Ramoaaina. The possible 

37~he  term kru is also a rare Bislama word for 'a sprout, a shoot' (Ross Clark, Darrell Tryon pers. comm.). 
Ross Clark suggests that English 'grow' is a possible source for both the Bislama and Tok Pisin term. 
38~ihalic (1971) has rnelisa, but my informants say rndisa. 
39~pparently cognate and equally unexpected are the Choiseul (western Solomons) forms Babatana puku, 
Sengga poku. All appear to be borrowings from an unknown Austronesian source. 
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sources listed on the right are based on whether the Tok Pisin items display sound changes 
typical of New Ireland or of the north coast of New Guinea. No F'roto Oceanic term 
providing a source for gam has been reconstructed, but Tabar gam 'k.0. shellfish', Lihir gem 
'pearlshell' (both on islands to the east of New Ireland) and the term game 'k.0. shellfish: 
Trochus niloticus9, current in the Willaumez Peninsula area, indicates that this is an 
Austronesian term.40 

Tok Pisin taunarn 'mosquito net' seems to be a compound whose second syllable is a 
reflex of F'roto Oceanic *iiamuk 'mosquito'. The fact that it is a compound rather than a 
phrase suggests a north coast origin rather than a New Ireland/New Britain source. 

Tok Pisin vut refers to the dems root used to stun fish, but it appears to be derived from 
Proto Oceanic *putun 'Barringtonia speciosa', also a source of fish poison, rather than Proto 
Oceanic *tupa 'Derris uglinose'. Tok Pisin utun (see (4) above) has the same ultimate 
source, and has been adopted from Ramoaaina. The loss of the final syllable -un in Tok 
Pisin vut means that it almost certainly does not have a New Ireland/New Britain origin. 

The items listed below have no known source, but some of them may eventually prove to 
be of Austronesian origin. Mihalic (1971) gives the source of some of these as "Gaz[elle]", 
but this is not confirmed by available data. 

(13) Tok Pisin Gloss 

a brus/a brusida brisim 
a bus 
aitan 
ambusa 
arere 
arovar 
bilele 
bunirn 
dadap 
demdem 
gingin 
grile 
kalop 
kapupu 
kaukau 
kuskus 
masalai 

be apart from, pass without touching 
protein foods41 
k.0. tree: Alstonia scholaris 
dolphin 
edge 
steer around 
goat42 
north wind43 
k.0. tree, with edible leaves 
giant snaila 
small cowrie shell 
ringworm, scales 
wooden headrest 
break wind 
sweet potato 
clerk 
evil spirit45 

4%here is.also a Tolai reflex, kakakam, but this is clearly not the source of Tok Pisin gam. 
41~uhlh~usler (1985: 142) says abus is a jargon-stage reduction of animals (at a later stage, vowel-epenthesis 
would occur rather than consonant-reduction); however, abus does notoccur in other Pacific pidgins and is 
therefore an unlikely candidate for a jargon source. 
42~ariously attributed to Malay biribiri 'sheep' and English 'billygoat', but neither is phonologically 
plausible; cognate with Gedaged bilelek, also of unknown origin. 
4 3 ~ e  would expect bu- to come from the same source as rai and taleo, namely Ali, but this is not the 
case. 
a~o la i  also has demdern, but this seems to be a borrowing. 
45~asalai is  noted by Mihalic (1971:131) as from New Hanover and by Reed (1943, cited by Muhlhausler 
(1979:195)) as from Tolai, but I have been unable to find confirmatory data. The Tolai term is kaia. 
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meme 
morm 
morota 
ra bun 
sumatin 

- 
goat46 
python 
thatch 
house ridge 
studenf17 

3.2.3 MALAY ITEMS 

Roosman (1975) implies that Malay words found their way into Tok Pisin as a result of 
the eastward thrust of Malay traders. Seiler (1985) shows, however, that this thrust never 
reached the territory of present-day Papua New Guinea. In the 1890s, as noted earlier, 
labourers from New Ireland/New Britain worked on New Guinea mainland plantations 
alongside Malay speakers. It was this which resulted in the importation into Tok Pisin of a 
number of Malay words, some of which have now been replaced. I can add little to 
Miihlhausler's observations (1979: 199). 

(14) Tok Pisin 

atap 
baret 
bina tang 
bliong 
k m b i n g  
k a r a b a ~ ~ ~  
kasang 
klambu 
lombo 
mambu49 
rotang 
sayor 
timg 
yamh 
yati 

Gloss 

thatch 
ditch, trench 
insect 
hatchet 
sheep, goat 
water buffalo 
peanut 
mosquito net 
red Pepper 
bamboo 
rattan 
leaf vegetable 
forked post 
guava 
teakwood 

Malay source 

atap 'sago frond roofing' (now morota) 
parit 
binatang 'animal' 
beliung (now akis) 
kambing (now sipsip 'sheep', meme 'goat') 
kerbau 
kacmg tanah (now pinat) 
kelambu (now taunm) 
lombok 
bambu 
rotang (now kanda) 
sayur 
timg 'post' 
jambu (now guava) 
jati 

Several of these words (baret, kambing, karabau, kasang, klambu, lombo, yambo) 
represent'items familiar in the Malay speaker's environment but probably previously 
unknown in New Ireland/New Britain. It is noteworthy that Malay rotmg 'rattan', recorded 
by Dempwolff (n.d.a), has been displaced in modem Tok Pisin by TolaifRamoaaina kmda, 
presumably because this item is familiar in the New Ireland/New ~ r i t a i n  environment and 
rotang was therefore redundant. 

The presence of Malay atap 'thatch' in Tok Pisin is somewhat surprising, as thatch is a 
familar New IrelandNew Britain item, but it should probably be regarded as a conflation of 
Malay atap and Ramoaaina atip. 

46cf. Marquesan mene. 
47~~lmatin is noted by Mihalic (1971:186) and Miihlhausler (1979:196) as from Tumleo Island, but I have 
been unable to find confirmatory data. 
48~isted by Dempwolff (n.d.b) and Reed (1943, cited by Miihlhausler 1979: 199). 
49The m-of mambu is unexplained. The possibility, that mambu is derived from English 'bamboo' (itself 
borrowed fmm Malay) cannot be excluded. 
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Roosman (1975) claims that pait in the sense of 'bitter' is derived from Malay pahit 
'bitter'. However, in context, for example marasin i pait 'the medicine is bitter', it is 
difficult to know whether this is simply a semantic extension of pait 'hit' (from English 
'fight') or whether a conflation of two sources has occurred. Roosman also claims a number 
of other words as Malay adoptions which are, however, better sourced to Ramoaaina, Tolai 
or New Ireland (amamas, kanggo, kanda, kaskas, kambang, kalang, panggal). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Miihlhausler (1979b:215-217) lists Tok Pisin items for which there is no known 
etymology. This paper has provided etymological hypotheses for a number of these, namely 
aila, amamas, arang, baubau, bilo, bilum, buk, erima, epa, gam, kais, kru, mami, melisa, nar, 
papai, por, sikau and tauka, as well as revising the published etymologies of a number of 
other items. 

As the listings in this paper show and as we might expect, most of the New Ireland/New 
Britain items adopted into Tok Pisin denote items which belong to the local environment but 
not to the environment of the plantations where Pacific Pidgin began to take shape. 
Miihlhausler (1979:197) comments that local adoptions are often semantically more specific 
than English-derived words (e.g. kulau 'drinking coconut' is more specific than kokonas 
'coconut'), an assertion which is bome out by the data here. 

Miihlhausler (1979: 16) writes: 

Whilst a large proportion of local vocabulary in N[ew] G[uinea] P[idgin] can be 
traced back to Tolai and the closely related languages of the Duke of York 
Islands and southern New Ireland, little is known about the influence of other 
languages spoken in the Bismarck Archipelago. Of particular interest would be 
a study of loans which have surface reflexes not only in Tolai but also in a 
number of other languages. There are good reasons to expect that widely 
known lexical items stood a better chance of being borrowed than items which 
were particular to Tolai only. 

In this paper I have examined the sources of Tok Pisin words from Austronesian 
languages both within the Bismarck Archipelago and outside it. As we have seen, the 
predominant sources of Tok Pisin vocabulary are Ramoaaina and Tolai, and only in a 
minority of cases do sources have to be sought further afield. It is difficult to assess the 
claim that more widely known lexical items would be adopted than would items peculiar to 
Tolai. Clearly many adopted words have similar forms in other New Ireland languages, but 
there are cases like pukpuk where this is not true. On the other hand there are a few - but 
only a few - items of local adoption in Dempwolff's (n.d.a) vocabulary which have not 
survived into modem Tok Pisin: kakene 'leg' (Nodup Tolai kake-na 'his leg'), mdebang 
'sickness' (Tolai mdapang 'feverish'), mirni 'urinate' (Nodup Tolai, Kandas mim] and 
mduk 'bird' (origin unknown).50 

One point of interest is that only a handful of Tok Pisin items are unambiguously 
attributable to Ramoaaina, rather than to Tolai. This is not surprising, since we would expect 

50~alukappears to be a reflex of Proto Oceanic man& 'bud', but I have been unable to source it. Further 
obsolete items are found in Dempwolff (n.d.b), but the circumstances in which this manuscript were compiled 
are unclear. 
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native lexical items to have been adopted into Tok Pisin after the return of the plantation 
labourers and during the period that (Tolai-speaking) Rabaul was an important German 
centre, rather than during the earlier period when (Ramoaaina-speaking) Mioko served as a 
labour recruitment centre. 

An interesting feature of Dempwolff's (n.d.a) Tok Pisin vocabulary is that it contains 
none of the present-day Tok Pisin items borrowed from Papua New Guinea languages other 
than Ramoaaina, Tolai, and southern New Ireland, indicating that these items entered Tok 
Pisin - at least as it was spoken in Rabaul - somewhat later than the Ramoaaina, Tolai, and 
southern New Ireland items. This sequence of events is not at all surprising, nor perhaps is 
its dating, since Miihlhausler (1979:196) labels 1900 as "the date after which it [Tok Pisin] 
grew in importance on the New Guinea mainland." If the surmise that Dempwolff (n.d.a) 
was written in the period 1913-1915 is correct, however, these items would have entered 
Rabaul Tok Pisin at a remarkably late date. Clearly, more work is needed both to date 
Dempwolff (n.d.a) and hopefully to find corroboratory evidence of the dates by which these 
items had entered Tok Pisin. 
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MERIAM MIR LEXICON IN TORRES STRAIT CREOLE 

ANNA SHNUKAL 

Torres Strait Creole (TSC) is an English-lexifier creole, the descendant of varieties of 
nineteenth century Pacific Pidgin English brought to Torres Strait by Pacific Islander marine 
workers, many of whom had been indentured labourers in the North Queensland canefields. 
It is thus a sister language of Papua New Guinea Tok Pisin, Solomon Islands Pijin and 
Vanuatu Bislama. The creole has become the regional lingua franca and the primary 
language on most islands, where it is replacing the two indigenous regional languages, 
Meriam Mir (MM) and Kala Lagaw Ya (KLY).2 

There is a growing literature on Pacific Pidgin English (PPE) and its descendant pidgins 
and creoles. Although its lexicon was borrowed primarily from English (E), its phonology 
and morphology appear to have been strongly influenced by the Austronesian languages of 
its earliest speakers. Little is known about its semantics, although we may assume that here 
too substrates provided an important influence. Such linguistic variation as existed is not 
well documented: it was probably mainly phonological - and to some extent lexical - and 
correlated with factors such as the speaker's island of origin, age at acquisition, place, period 
and duration of indenture in the canefields, fluency and amount of exposure to both the 
pidgin and English. PPE linguistic norms evolved and stabilised during the canefields period 
(see Dutton & Miihlhiiusler 1984). Oral evidence from Torres Strait suggests that a relatively 
stable variety was spoken on islands close to the fishing grounds and that it was likely 
modified phonologically, semantically and pragmatically by Torres Strait Islanders to 
conform more to their own indigenous patterns and categorie~.~ 

l ~ h e  corpus of data on which this paper is based was collected as part of a grammatical description and 
description of Torres Strait Creole (Shnukal 1988). I am grateful to the many Islanpers who taught me their 
language, to Mr Sam Passi (now deceased) and Mr Ken Passi who began to teach me Meriarn Mir, and to Dr 
Don Laycock and Professor Bruce Rigsby for interesting discussions. I wish to thank the Australian Institute 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies for a fellowship and grant to undertake the study and Professor 
Stephen Wurm and Dr Malcolm Ross, Department of Linguistics, Research School of Pacific Studies, for 
computer Software and facilities. 
2~e r i am Mu is the indigenous language of the eastern Torres Strait Islanders. It belongs to the Papuan 
family and is said to be related to other languages of the Fly River region (Wurm 1975). Kala Lagaw Ya, the 
western indigenous language, belongs to the Ausmalian language family. 
3 ~ h e  pidgin was generally believed to be English but, since few Islanders had intimate or long-term contact 
with English speakers during this period, their exposure to English norms was minimal. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language gume: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Loycock 385403.  
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
Q Anna Shnukal 
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This paper discusses some semantic and morphosyntactic aspects of the borrowing of 
Meriam Mir lexicon into the eastern dialect of TSC during its creolisation early this century.4 
Creolisation occurred in two predominantly Pacific Islander communities, as they 
accommodated to a changing environment and social experience. The creolisers were the 
children of immigrant Pacific Islander fathers and Meriam Mir-speaking mothers on Erub 
(Darnley Island) and Ugar (Stephens Island), bilingual speakers of their fathers' pidgin 
~ng l i sh  and their mothers' indigenous language. They adopted the pidgin as their primary 
means of communication to signal a new social identity, believing it to be English, the 
language of the emerging colonial order (see Shnukal 1983). 

Almost all borrowing from MM occurred during this period of bilingualism and 
creolisation. The subsequent generation, the grandchildren of the immigrants, spoke only 
the creole natively, although they retained passive competence in MM. (The last native 
speakers of MM died on Erub and Ugar in the 1940s.) It appears that little MM lexicon was 
borrowed after the creolising period and the proportion of MM-derived vocabulary in the 
creole subsequently declined. Speakers of the creolising generation, now in their eighties, 
evidence a greater ability to distinguish between MM and Austronesian borrowings and a 
greater use of MM borrowings in everyday speech than do their children; their grandchildren 
use fewer borrowings again; the youngest speakers use an even smaller proportion of 
borrowed MM vocabulary. 

This paper begins by discussing the corpus used, the amount, domains, associations, 
distribution and morphosyntax of MM-derived lexicon in the eastern dialect of TSC, and its 
semantic history. Some comparison is made with English derived lexica and the parallelism 
between linguistic and non-linguistic acculturation is noted. 

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CORPUS 

Discussion here is resmcted to the 285 MM-derived lexemes contained in a corpus of 
some 3,500 TSC lexical items (Shnukal 1988). This constitutes 14% of the vocabulary in 
the eastern dialect of TSC, if we count only lexical sources: thus, the two different lexemes, 
p o h  'photograph' and pota 'to take a photograph', both of which are derived from English 
'photo', count as one single borrowing for purposes of quantification, as do keikei 'quick 
sideways glance' and keikei 'to look askance', both from MM keikei 'sideways'.5 

Fieldwork was carried out in 1981 and 1983 on Erub and Ugar, the creolisation sites of 
the eastern dialect of TSC, where MM is now rarely heard, and later on Mer (Murray Island), 
where MM is still spoken by people over forty, though no longer transmitted to children. A 
higher proportion of MM substrate vocabulary occurs in the creole on Mer than on Erub and 

4 ~ o d a y  lexical innovation occurs almost exclusively through borrowing from English, and only rarely 
through compounding and phrasal construction, as in the past. There is still some borrowing from KLY but 
none from MM. 
5 ~ h e  corpus consists of 2,868 English-derived lexical items: 214 borrowed from KLY into the western dialect 
of the creole. 29 borrowed from Malay-Indonesian, Japanese and various Pacific Island languages. There are 
similar percentages of indigenous substrate vocabulary in the eastern and western dialects, the major difference 
between these being lexical. E-derived vocabulary accounts for about 85% of the total, with about 1% from 
other languages. These items were collected during everyday speech; there was little formal elicitation, 
though the vocabulary was later discussed with Islanders. Not included are words which, like the objects they 
denote, are no longer in use, e.g. kausuli 'old-time soap' (i.e. a plant which was used to make washing suds). 
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Ugar. Not discussed here are names of culture heroes, mythical animals and some hundred 
island and place names, of which all but four are h4M survivals. The four exceptions are on 
Erub and reflect immigrant influence: Green Hill, between Ina and Mogor, the site of the 
Assembly of God church; Lackon Corner, a small area between Mogor and Dadamud, where 
the Pacific Islander, Sam Lackon, built his home; Prosipain, formerly known as Kerem Paur 
(h4M 'head skin'), a point between Badog and Medige; and Lalawa, the name given by the 
Pacific Islanders to the dominant hill on Erub, which was formerly known as Au Paser (MM 
'big hill').6 

The MM lexical stratum consists almost entirely of nouns (2371285 or 83%), adjectives 
(241285 or 8.5%) and verbs (171285 or 6%) belonging to a number of semanticcategories 
and culturally significant domains, as well as a small number of interjections (51285 or 2%). 
We may assume that adults and children adopted this vocabulary in order to add specificity or 
precision to the creole and to fill lexical gaps.7 This is supported by the 1898 observation by 
the anthropologist Haddon (1908:xix) that his expedition 

communicated by means of jargon English, which, owing to the school 
instruction most of the natives had undergone, was not of so crude a character 
as is generally the case, and precision was given to the statements of the natives 
by a copious use of native words and phrases. 

A century later, Singe (1979:xiii) noted that "broken [i.e. creolized] English, augmented by 
snatches of island language, is normally used [in the central and eastern islands]".8 If Torres 
Strait Pidgin contained many Austronesian words, the majority have been lost, presumably 
dying with their speakers, since today they constitute less than 1% of the eastern dialect 
vocabulary. 

The majority of MM-derived lexical items denote items from the natural world, body parts 
and products, social organisation and ritual, illnesses and placenames, but they are not 
restricted to those domains. They tend to be semantically and morphologically marked with 
respect to words of English origin, which Islanders consider to be the 'true' creole, and thus 
constitute a separate lexical 'stratum'. Socially and stylistically, their use is also marked, 
being associated with greater age, prestige and traditional knowledge. (It has often been 
observed that semantic marking may also be used as stylistic marking.) Thus, the choice 
between synonyms such as beizam : sak 'shark', nyap : tasti 'thirsty' and derser : meke redi 
'to prepare' will depend on contextual factors and have different stylistic and sociopolitical 
implications. 

In an important study of the lexicon of Philippine Creole Spanish, where the relation 
between words of Spanish and Philippine provenance corresponds in part to that between E 
and MM, respectively, Frake (1980:264) found a difference in the distribution of Philippine- 

6~ccord ing  to Haddon, who led the Cambridge Expedition to Torres S ~ a i t  in 1898 and to whom we owe 
much of our knowledge of traditional culture, the name was then Lalalwa (Haddon 1935:33). Gibge and 
Medige, two Erub villages, were once Gib and Med, respectively; -ge, the MM locative suffix, no longer has 
this meaning for today's creole speakers. 
7 ~ h e  lexical inventory of the pidgin was considerably smaller than either its substrates or superstrate, 
although there was considerable ad hoc borrowing from English and from local vernaculars when it was used 
as a regional intertribal lingua franca. During four months of fieldwork on Mer in 1898, Ray collected over 
1,500 MM words (Haddon 1907: 132-165). 
l~urner  (1966:41), discussing the borrowing of Aboriginal language words into Australian English, writes 
that: "there may have been an unconscious feeling that the natives had knowledge of the 'real' names of 
things". 
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and Spanish-derived synonyms across speech events, that is, their appropriateness to style 
levels: 

when there is a clear difference, it is the Spanish-derived term that is 
appropriate to formal situations or which indicates politeness toward the 
addressee. The Spanish term is marked for formality, whereas the Philippine 
term is the stylistically unmarked, normal conversational form. 

The situation in TSC is more complex, given that traditional and European context and 
knowledge, as well as formality and, under some circumstances, politeness, are indexed by 
choice of synonym (in the sense of denotatively equivalent form) and that many Islanders' 
linguistic repertoires contain acrolectal and basilectal varieties of the creole as well as 
English. However, in the choice between synonyms of E and MM origin, it is the latter 
which is marked and would be inappropriate for young Islanders or in informal speech 
situations. 

We have noted that the bulk of MM-derived words cluster in those domains where the 
pidgin, in its new geographical setting, required lexical elaboration and where lexical items 
could readily be borrowed with minimum initial semantic restructuring. That said, however, 
the MM-derived words do not sort by semantic domain (nor by grammatical category). Nor 
is there a single semantic domain, even traditional cultural life and objects, kin terms or 
island names, which consists exclusively of MM vocabulary. Even the wind names: koki 
'monsoon wind', naiger 'north-east wind', sager 'south-east wind' and zyai 'south-west 
wind' tend now to be used as modifiers of E-derived win 'wind', for example, koki win, 
naiger win, sager win. When used as seasons, they are usually suffixed by the E-derived 
time suffix -taim and two have E-derived synonyms: rentaim 'raintime' for kokitaim 
'monsoon season' and taim blo kai'kai 'time belong food' for sagertaim 'dry season'. 
However, certain domains consist entirely of English words: pronouns, numerals, months, 
weekdays, time expressions, church ritual and objects, schooling, locationals, directionals 
and interrogatives. Everyday colour terms are of English origin but some MM terms, such 
as syusyu 'bleached, blanched, greyish' (synonym grei 'grey'), mammam 'red' and goligoli 
'ebony' are known and appear in poetry and song. 

3 .  COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORD LISTS 

Only five items (2.5%) of the Swadesh 200-word list are of MM origin: tapot 'claw', pi 
'dust', ama 'mother', sau 'woods' and pisum 'worm' (although segur 'dance, play' exists 
as a synonym for both danis and plei] and three are Austronesian. In the above-mentioned 
study of Philippine Creole Spanish, Frake (1980:259) found that 10% of the Swadesh list in 
the Zamboangueno dialect, which had the larger number of Philippine-derived words, were 
of Philippine origin. This compared with 20% of the total vocabulary he had collected 
(1,000 out of 5,000 words) but he gives no details of quantification methodology. 

Comparing the etymologies of words from the Hale 100-item core vocabulary list for 
Australian languages, the 400-item list of common words and the 500-word combined list 
(Sutton & Walsh 1979) gives the following results: 
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100-word list 400-word list 

MM E A ?  MM E A ? 
No. 5 86 3 3* No. 50 245 2 103 
% 5  9 0 2 3  % 12 61.5 0.5 26 

500-word list 

MM E A ?  
No. 55 331 5 106 
% 10 67 1 22 

A = Austronesian 
? = words unknown or not applicable 
*I could find only 97 words belonging to Hale's word list. 

Obviously the large number of unknown or inapplicable words (1061497 or 22%) raises 
problems. Omission of these from calculation gives us a higher percentage of MM-derived 
vocabulary in the 400-word (now 295-word) list and the 500-word (now 389-word) list: 
16% and 13% respectively. The majority of the unknown or inapplicable words (661107 or 
62%) occur in sections J (birds - 27), I (reptiles - 12), L (insects and spiders - lo), M 
(plants - 9) and D (human artefacts - 8), domains which contain a large proportion of MM- 
derived vocabulary. As Sutton and Walsh (1979:37) point out, their items are not found in 
all parts of Australia and the emphasis is on mainland rather than island Australia: emu, 
brolga, swan, echidna, possum, dingo, freshwater catfish, barramundi and mussel, river red 
and ghost gum, wattle and spinifex, boomerang, throwing stick, woomera, red and yellow 
ochre are included in the 400-word list of common words but not Torres Strait pigeon, 
booby, white and black reef heron, seagull, frigate, gecko, crayfish, shark, mackerel, 
groper, queenfish, saltwater mussel, pandanus, island fig and date, Queensland bean, grass 
skirt, feather headdress, island drum, dancing gear, all of which are denoted by words of 
MM origin in TSC. Thus, if island equivalents were counted, the propomon of MM-derived 
vocabulary would increase. 

An exercise such as this reveals interesting tendencies. The following refers to the 500- 
word list and 26 sections (based on semantic domain and grammatical category) used by 
Sutton and Walsh: 

(a) Only five items or 5% of the core vocabulary is of MM origin and all denote body parts: 
morop 'forehead', kobar 'nape', kenani 'armpit', tapot 'fingernail' and wake 'thigh'. Not 
included here are the MM-derived synonyms which are known but no longer used: mus 'hair 
of head', pit 'nose' and lid 'bone'. Three items of the core vocabulary are of Austronesian 
origin: talinga 'ear', susu 'breast' and kaikai 'vegetable tucker' were found in PPE and other 
descendant creoles. 

(b) More general terms are all of English origin, a point which will be discussed below? 

(c) There is no domain in which MM-derived vocabulary predominates. In only one domain 
does it figure significantly, that of body parts and products, where it accounts for 42% 
(28166 items) of vocabulary, significantly those which denote the most private parts. 

9~pparent counter-examples, e.g. beizm 'shark' and sik 'flower' no longer have generic status. The former 
is today used only with totemic association or in public address when traditional life is being appealed to; the 
latter almosr always refers to foam, froth, suds. 
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(d) MM-derived vocabulary features in 14 of the 26 sections in Sutton and Walsh. It does 
not occur in the following: water; reptiles; marine life; verbs of motion; state; vocalising and 
thought; impact; holding and transfer; locationals, directionals and temporals; interrogatives; 
particles; pronouns. The first three can be considered purely as artefacts of the list: if, for 
example 'brackish' (din11 were substituted for 'salt water' or if geckoes and other species of 
turtle, saltwater fish, sharks, rays, crustaceans and molluscs were included, there would be 
MM representation in these domains. More significant is that there are no verbs of MM 
provenance, except in the sections of bodily functions, where the most productive of shame, 
'urinate' and 'defecate', are of MM origin. Nor do MM words occur in the final four 
grammatical categories, although it might be argued that certain MM lexicosemantic 
distinctions in those domains are preserved syntactically and lexically through the use of E- 
derived vocabulary. 

4. Au nei AND kebi nei 

The most significant semantic fact about MM vocabulary in TSC is not its distribution 
across semantic domains but rather its pattern of dismbution within these. 

MM-speakers divide their natural and social world vocabulary into au nei 'big name' or 
kebi nei 'small name', relative terms which depend on the perception of the place of the 
referent in a complex hierarchy, based upon physical, totemic, mythological and utility 
characteristics of the referent. The terms have been used for at least a hundred years: 
Haddon (1935: 138), for example, tells us that "the term lewer is the au nei, general name for 
yams (of which there are many named varieties), but it is used to designate vegetable food in 
general". 

TSC also distinguishes between 'greater' and 'lesser' vocabulary. This resembles the 
lexical situation in Philippine Creole Spanish, where Philippine-derived forms denote 'lesser' 
categories than the Spanish superstrate borrowings. Frake (1980:262-264) bases his 
analysis on Osgood's 1964 article on semantic differential technique in the study of cultures, 
in which were factored out three putatively universal dimensions of adjective polarity: 
activity; potency; evaluation. Positive (unnmarked) polarity was associated with greater 
magnitude, longer distance, better evaluation, male sex, senior generation or singularity and 
was contrasted with negative (marked) polarity. Frake examines several closed semantic sets 
and claims that, where words of both Philippine and Spanish origin participate in a marked- 
unmarked relation in the same contrast set, the former always designate the negative 
(marked) polarity, although there exist ambiguous cases where the direction of polarity is 
arguable or where it may differ on different dimensions. 

In TSC, 'greater' or more general terms are invariably E-derived; 'lesser' or more specific 
terms may be either E- or MM-derived. This hierarchical classi,fication produces different 
semantic histories for the two borrowed vocabulary strata and certain co-occurrence 
restrictions. However, unlike Philippine Creole Spanish, where Philippine- and Spanish- 
derived forms typically contrast at the same taxonomic level: only a minority of E and MM 
forms are synonymous and they are rarely used in identical contexts. 

The differential distribution of MM- and E-derived vocabulary can be seen clearly in body 
part terminology. Most body part terms are derived from English but 17/62 or 22% are of 
MM origin (and three are Austronesian): adawaiwai 'penis', bag 'cheek', irau 'eyebrow', 
kenani 'armpit', kiplid 'small of back', kobar 'nape', kokni 'kneecap' (from kok 'joint' + ni 
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'knee'), komus 'pubic hair', kopor 'navel', kubur 'anus', mait 'abdomen', merod 'calf', 
morop 'forehead', motop 'buttocks', paisu 'vagina', tapot 'fingernail, fingertip' and wake 
'thigh'. The tendency is for MM words to refer to 'lesser' body parts, in the sense of more 
private, smaller, more peripheral. Ten of the seventeen denote body parts connected with 
excretion, sexuality or parturition, which were traditionally covered to avoid shame; four of 
these have E-derived synonymous euphemisms: ting blo man 'penis', eya 'pubic hair', ting 
blo oman 'vagina' and byain 'buttocks'. 

Excluding the above euphemisms, 46 synonymous pairs, one derived from MM, the other 
from E, occurred in the corpus. The majority (3914.6 or 83%) were nouns: 

(1) asor : spaida sel spider shell 
augemwali : ailandres Mother Hubbard dress 
baker : mani money 
beizam : sak shark 
ga baga b : klab club 
ga we : spunbel spoonbill 
geigi : kingpis kingfish 
gein : oista oyster 
giz : bodi trunk (of tree) 
irau : aibrau eyebrow 
izer : beila sel bailer shell 
kayer : kropis crayfish 
kaip : pipisel mussel shell 
kegar : kram -P 
ketai :yam kind of yam 
kipro : sigal seagull 
kole : waitman white man 
kuki : peniwinkel periwinkle 
kurbut : swelap swelling 
kya u : kingpisa kingfisher 
madu : skreipa coconut scraper 
ma u b : tamyok sel small pearl shell 
melpal : ilpis eel 
mi : selpis large clam shell 
moder : mat mat 
motop : byain buttocks 
mukeis : rat rat 
naisi : sen tapid centipede 
nazir: susu sel trochus 
pem : grasopa grasshopper 
pup wag : d i p i s  jellyfish 
sabei : onpis unicorn fish 
sik: pla wa blossom 
terpar : smol selpis small clam shell 
un : pimpel pimple 
zikuk : peniwinkel sharp green periwinkle 
zogar : malet mullet 
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7/46 or 15% were verbs: 

(2) basmau : pinis 
bazig : zyam 
bes : lai 
derser : meke redi 
durdur : seik 
erat : rolmape 
mudmir : kareyan 

and one was an adjective: 

(3) nyap : tasti 

to vanish 
to be startled 
to tell a falsehood 
to prepare 
to shake 
to plait (hair) 
to gossip 

thirsty 

Amongst the nouns, the MM-derived species terms are more common than their E-derived 
equivalents. The others are used more by older speakers or in more restricted contexts. 
Baker, for example, is felt to be particularly slangy; beizam usually connotes totemic culture; 
gabagab now denotes only the traditional fighting club, whereas klab may be used for any 
kind of club, including a group of people; geigi, the nickname of one of the most important 
Erub community members, tends to be used mainly as a reference term; gizrefers only to the 
trunk of a tree, whereas bodi has a much wider referential range; mukeis is used as a 
euphemism to avoid summoning the animal. Madu is more common than slcieipa on Erub 
and Ugar but there it is older people who most use the implement. 

The MM-derived verbs are also marked: like the nouns, they belong to old people's 
speech, to restricted contexts or to stylistic effect. Erat, for example, is now used only of 
hair, whereas rolmape can be used of hair, mats, cigarettes, tablecloths, etc. The verbs were 
among the last items of vocabulary which I learned, being heard so little in everyday 
conversation. 

5. SEMANTIC DISTINCTIONS 

TSC semantic distinctions appear to parallel more closely those of MM than E, especially 
in the creole of the bilingual first-generation speakers. I consider it likely that some type of 
semantic convergence between the two languages occurred among these speakers. The 
broad semantic categories of PPE may well have resembled those of MM, although it is clear 
that the semantic system of TSC, simply by virtue of its larger vocabulary, was far more 
elaborated than that of the pidgin. Nor is it a case of direct mapping of one system onto 
another producing semantic isomorphism. The pronominal system, for example, contains 
formal and semantic distinctions such as duals, not found in MM, and inclusives/exclusives, 
not found in English. There was a diminution in the number of MM kin terms used and 
conflation of the number of distinctions made. Although some new items were added from 
English -and Austronesian languages and kinship remained the "principal idiom of 
organization in daily life" (Beckett 1987:55), elements were transformed, as so much else of 
cultural life, by the immigrants. 

Body part terminology also demonstrates both similarity and difference, with masel/an/ 
pingga 'upper d o w e r  arm, wrist, hancilfinger' (from muscle/hand/finger) showing 
possible influence both from MM and E. The division between upper and lower arm is that 
of MM not E; the division between lower arm (including hand) and finger is that of E not 
MM. The distinction between oman/gel 'married woman/unmarried woman, girl', based on 
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marital status not age, reflects MM rather than E social divisions. More convincing as an 
example of the mapping of E-derived vocabulary onto existing Torres Strait language 
distinctions is the following: in the eastern dialect of TSC leg and traik (from English 'track') 
refer to 'lower leg and foot' and 'sole of foot', respectively, the distinction found in MM 
between teter and tetergab; whereas in the western dialect traik refers to 'foot' and leg refers 
to the 'lower leg between knee and ankle', the distinction between KLY san (Haddon 
1907: 176) and ngar, respectively. 

More speculative is the suggestion that the MM animacy distinctions may have influenced 
the semantic reference of TSC pronouns. Of the two third person plural subject personal 
pronouns, dempla and 01 'theyY, dempla refers only to animate nouns with definite reference; 
the thud person singular object personal pronoun, em, is used only with animate reference; 
third person plural object dempla refers only to plural animates, third person plural object em 
to plural inanimates. The only exceptions are cases where the referents are objects such as 
boats, which may be perceived as having some kind of independent movement and of 
mimicking animacy. There is a parallelism with the use in MM of the singular ergative suffix 
-et for animate common noun subjects, which may also attach to nar 'boat' and other nouns 
regarded as having a kind of animacy. 

It is a working hypothesis for anthropological linguists that culturally important 
distinctions will be signalled linguistically. In traditional Torres Strait Islander society - 
perhaps, as Haddon suggests, a relic of an earlier matrilineal society - the role of the 
mother's brother encompassed certain obligations and duties and he was treated with more 
respect than the father's brother. The distinction between mother's brother and father's 
brother, lexicalised in MM, is also lexicalised in TSC, with ankel (from English 'uncle') 
refemng to 'father's brother' and awa (from MM aua) referring to 'mother's brother'. 
Although this may appear to be a counter-example to the claim below that MM derivations 
will inevitably denote 'lesser' entities, it may be argued that the role of the mother's brother, 
like much traditional custom, was downgraded during this time in favour of the fictive 
brothers of the father, usually 'countrymen'. 

In Torres Strait to this day (as also in Pacific societies) culturally appropriate behaviour 
towards in-laws includes the practice of name taboo, the prohibition on refemng to affines 
by personal name. Not only must one not kole nem 'call the name' of one's affines, but one 
must also avoid saying the same phonological smng when in earshot. Not to obey this 
sociolinguistic constraint is to risk offending the affine, who may then ask any item as a gift 
po kaba da sem 'to wipe out the shame'. 

'Harry's' affines, for example, must not use the word aryari 'sardine', since it contains 
the string [ari], which is homophonous with the Islander pronunciation of 'Harry'. The 
name of the hill, Lalawa, must not be used in the hearing of an affine named 'Lala'. Two 
special address and reference terms, amagel (lit. 'grandmother girl') 'girl named after her 
grandmother' and ateboi (lit. 'grandfather boy', from KLY athei 'grandfather', now part of 
the eastern dialect) 'boy named after his grandfather', are used when the name is prohibited. 
An even stricter prohibition obtains among some older people, who cannot use a word 
containing even one syllable which is homophonous with a syllable of the affine's name and 
who could not use ate in the presence of an affine named 'Arthur' [ata]. 

A similar phenomenon is the use of a phonologically dissimilar pleinem 'nickname', 
circumlocution, or MM synonym to avoid taboo. Thus, it is believed that using the term 'rat' 
will summon that animal, whereas using longtel (lit. 'long tail') or MM mukeis will not. 
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MM kebi nei were once an important resource for avoiding name taboo, replacing their 
superordinate au nei when required. Bruce, the European teacher on Mer in 1898, (quoted in 
Haddon 1935: 154) explains that "Nam [green turtle] is a family name for girls of [certain 
totemic clans], therefore their [affines] have to call green turtle siruar, instead of nam, and 
address the person named Narn as Siruar." 

6. CULTURAL AND LEXICAL ELABORATION: COCONUTS 

It has long been observed that areas of social and cultural life, which have been elaborated 
by a group of people, develop elaborated associated lexica. Subsumed within the general 
domain of 'means of subsistance' is the domain of the coconut, the major staple of life on the 
islands. 

The documentary record attests to the importance of the coconut as provider of food, 
water, fuel, medicine, building materials, utensils and furnishings. In one of the earliest 
European accounts of Torres Strait, we read that in 1836, in retaliation for the killing of the 
crew of an English vessel, a Captain Lewis fired on all the houses on Aurid (a central island 
where the skulls had been found) and destroyed every coconut tree plus the skull house: "...I 
set the whole of the houses on fire, and also destroyed every cocoa-nut tree in the place, 
which those savages generally exist on" (Haddon 1935:10, quoting from The Nautical 
Magazine 1837:lll). The naturalist, Jukes, who visited Erub in March 1845, emphasises 
the Islanders' dependence on the coconut tree as a food source, although the degree of 
dependence varied from island to island. According to Singe (1979:30), "the coconut had 
travelled along the southern coast of Papua with migrating groups and had been taken into 
the Torres Strait with the Islanders." Certainly it was planted throughout Torres Strait and 
there are legends concerning its anival there (see the story of Gedor below). 

The semantic domain of the coconut is highly elaborated in MM and also, but less so, in 
TSC. It has associated with it on Erub and Ugar over 20 commonly used MM-derived 
lexical items which refer to its life cycle and various products. As in other domains, the TSC 
superordinate term, koknat, was borrowed from English, replacing MM u, which lost its 
superordinate status in TSC and now refers only to the sixth growth stage of the coconut. 
Most of the other terms, however, derive from MM. 

Eight coconut growth stages are lexically distinguished in TSC: seven of the lexemes are 
from MM, sometimes with narrowing of reference; one is from English and one has an E- 
derived synonym. The stages, distinguished by physical appearance and utility, are: 

(a) wai 'coconut embryo' 
(b) giru 'coconut shoot' 
(c) gad (MM 'green coconut', synonymous with smol koknat): immature coconut with jelly 

but no meat 
(d) kopespes 'developing coconut'. The kernel has begun to develop, the jelly is becoming 

firm and the water is slightly sweet. 
(e) pes (MM 'young coconut') 'ripe coconut'. The flesh is white, slightly firm and easily 

scraped and the water is very sweet. 
(f) u (MM 'coconut tree and fruit') 'mature coconut'. The flesh is somewhat dry but the 

jelly is still soft. 
(g) draikoknat 'dry coconut'. The flesh is hard and firmly attached. 
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(h) ageg (MM ageg 'fleshy') 'ovempe coconut'. The embryo fills the entire shell, there is 
no water left inside and it is ready to sprout. 

Other MM-derived lexemes in this domain refer to: 

(a) types of coconut: gayu 'smooth-skinned coconut' 

(b) coconut flesh: kyai 'shredded coconut'; zyau (MM 'connective tissue') 'coconut meat 
remains' after scraping; 'sabi(sabi), 'cooked in coconut milk' from MM sabid 'scraped 
coconut kernel squeezed in water' (Haddon 1935108) 

(c) branch and leaves: pesur 'coconut stalk'; piru (MM 'lower part of coconut leaf') 
'coconut rubbish', the dry, fallen coconut palm leaves'; bei 'dry coconut leaflet'; kero 
(MM 'sideways leaf') 'lower leaf', stronger and harder than the newer growth, which 
hold sopsop well and prevent the sabi from escaping during cooking; kupi 'new palm 
leaf', softer than the other leaves and used for making baskets; su (MM 'central leaf 
spike') 'grass skirt'; lo 

(d) fuel: bosokop 'coconut fuel' which, because it retains the shell and meat inside, burns 
for longer than mes 'coconut husk and shell', the remains of the coconut husk and shell 
after the meat has been scraped out, which are dried and used as fuel or as scrubbing 
brushes; ulid (MM 'coconut bone') 'scraped coconut shell', that is, the huskless shell 
after the meat has been scraped out and which is used for fuel. Dried pesur are also used 
for fuel." 

(e) utensils: basor 'coconut shell', used as a water container; madu 'coconut scraper' (MM 
maduwa, synonymous with skreipa). This domain obviously once contained many more 
items but words which refer to items no longer in use, such as ked 'sennit made of 
coconut fibre' (Haddon 1935: 148), keg 'charcoal made from coconut shell' (Haddon 
1907:147) and wet 'instrument used for skinning coconuts' (Piper 1989:15), have 
disappeared. 

7. ABSENCE OF SUBSTRATE LEXICON 

It has already been noted that the MM-derived words do not sort by semantic domain; nor 
do they necessarily sort by provenance of the objects they denote. Etymological evidence is 
sometimes presented by anthropologists and comparative linguists to argue for the absence of 
an object in traditional culture (based on the lack of a lexeme denoting the item) or the 
provenance of an item (based on the provenance of the lexeme which denotes it). The E- 
derived words kapmauri (possibly from 'copper Maori') 'earth oven' and bunara 'bow and 
mow' might suggest that these objects also were borrowed by the Torres Strait Islanders. 
In fact, both lexical items have replaced MM terms. 

Haddon (1935:302-303) discusses this point in connection with the earth oven: 

Graebner (Anthropos, 1913, p.803, f.n.8) makes the surprising statement that 
Haberlandt (Peterm. Mit. 1913, p.4) 'rightly omitted? a reference to the earth- 
oven in Torres Straits as 'being a quite recent importation under European 
influence'. He appears to base this assumption on the fact that in speaking to 

1°~etonymic change has taken place with su no longer referring to the cluster of new top leaves, which are 
used to make traditional dancing skirts, but to the skirts themselves. 
l l ~ h e  MM distinction between mis 'husks just lying around' and misur 'husks used as, or intended for use 
as, fuel' has disappeared in TSC. 
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Europeans the natives always use the term kopa mauri (IV, p.132). One might 
just as well assert that the natives had no indigenous houses or canoes, as they 
always speak of them to Europeans by the English equivalents. The fact that the 
earth-oven is referred to in folk-tales proves that it is of considerable antiquity. 

He quotes Friederici as having. shown that earth oven is called umu throughout Polynesia 
and variations occur in western Pacific "together with local terms which evidently belong to 
an older linguistic stratum. We obtained the word netebu in Mer as an alternative for amei; it 
may be a more ancient term. Cooking in an earth-oven is in Mer esaprida, and dekasiri is to 
boil food". Piper (1989: 155) was given both amei and nedbu as terms for 'earth oven'. 

Why might kapmauri have replaced MM amai? Although the principle of cooking was the 
same, it is possible that the elaborations of the Pacific Islanders (using sheets of roofing iron, 
ginger and lemon grass) and the use of this mode of cooking for feasts connected with 
Christian ceremonies and festivals) led to the adoption of the new term. Or the borrowing 
may have been the linguistic expression of the 'new social idiom', which as Beckett 
(1987:31) notes was required by "the establishment of new ties of economic and cultural 
dependence with Europeans". 

Another example is the adoption of bunara. The earliest known description of the Torres 
Strait Islanders from the explorer Torres in 1606 referred to their arms as being "lances, 
arrows, and clubs of stone ill fashioned" (Bumey 1806:475). In 1770 Cook noted that one 
of the 'Indians' on Tuined (Possession Island), was armed with a bow and a bundle of 
arrows and in 1792, Bligh (Haddon 1935:73) wrote that 

Their weapons were mostly bows and arrows ... The bows are the most 
powerful I have yet seen in any Indians, none of our people, nor the two 
Otaheitans, were able to string them. They are of split bamboo, some are 7 
feet; the arrows are equally destructive and pointed with bone and barbed 
several inches from the point. 

Haddon (193579) tells us that the usual weapons for fighting were the bow and bone-tipped 
arrow; and the kadik or cane m g u a r d  formerly worn to protect the left m from the bow 
string, is today part of traditional dancing gear. 

Nevertheless, although MM named different types of arrows, for example, kep, bisi-kep 
and sarik 'bow, bow and arrow' (as did KLY, which had an equally elaborated lexicon), as 
well as opop and warupwe, which refer to the decoration on arrows, none of these was 
borrowed into the creole, except sarik in the compound noun sarikpas (lit. 'arrow herb'), a 
kind of grass. 

8. WORLDVIEW 

It seemed to me, as a student of both TSC and MM, that the Meriam emphasis on the 
duality of the natural and social world was mediated in a similar fashion through both 
languages.12 Sharp (1984:50), in writing of the social organisation of the Meriam and the 
reciprocal ties at its core, tells us that "Within each relationship of reciprocity lies its opposite 

12pacific societies may share this view, that is, the Austronesian substrates of PPE may have had a similar 
semantic underpinning. 
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... In social life this equivocal quality is experienced as a dual thing: there is respect and 
fear." I suggest that this oppositional organising principle of the Meriam's social world is 
also applied to their perception of and response to the physical world - and to the lexicon of 
both MM and TSC. 

Dominating the Torres Strait Islanders' view of the natural external world is the 
opposition between sea (gur) and land (ged). Haddon (193556) tells us that "the clans of 
Mabuiag are grouped into two moieties, land animals and marine animals", the chief totems 
of the former being crocodile, snake, dog and cassowary and of the latter dugong, turtle, 
skate. Haddon (1935:304), quoting from a manuscript by Bruce, describes a special pipe 
made for the occasion when the tobacco crop was ready and friends were invited to come and 
smoke. "A pipe, called tere zub, was specially made for this occasion, it represented a king- 
fish, dabor. ..An engraved line encircled the middle of the pipe; of the two divisions thus 
made that which had the jaws at its end was called 'sea' and the other end was called 'land'." 
Lexically, there are some indications of this opposition in TSC: bus (from 'bush') versus 
solwata (from 'salt water'), as in bus said 'left' (lit. 'bush side') and solwata said 'right' (lit. 
'ocean side') or the description of the plant zi (Avicennia officinalis) as solwata tri, no bustri; 
the fact that kutikuti 'to dive, swim under water for a while and come up' cannot have as 
agents fish, dugong or turtles, which live in the water; and that takar 'smoking framework' 
is used only for marine food.13 

Creatures who belong to the sea are subsumed under the au nei, lar, glossed as 'fish' by 
Ray (Haddon 1907:150) but more accurately rendered as 'sea-dwelling creature'; creatures 
who belong to the land are referred to as ebur, glossed as 'animal, bird' by Ray (Haddon 
1907:140), but again more accurately 'non-sea-dwelling creature'. Myers (Haddon 1901- 
3:184 fn.) tells us that "all birds and insects were called 'pigeon' by the Murray Islanders". 
The first planes seen in Torres Strait were also termed ebur. As superordinate terms, both 
are expressed in TSC by E-derived words, pis 'fish' and pizin 'bird', but they have until 
recently kept the Meriam binary opposition reference. Thus, in the legend of Gedor, or how 
coconuts came to the islands, the narrator, Kemuel Kiwat, a second-generation creole 
speaker, refers to turtle as pis, that is, 'sea-dwelling creature'. The English translation 'fish' 
is inappropriate here. 

Longtaim ... wan taim i gad wan man, Once upon a time, a long time ago, 
nem blo em Gedor. Em bi go po spere there was a man called Gedor. One day 
pis. Em i sperepis i go go go go go. Em he went out to spear fish. He went a 
i luk, em i luk da ting i plot i kam. Em i very long way out to spear fish. Then 
luk, em i spik: "I samting deya". Em i he saw something floating towards him. 
luk. "Owa, tot01 ai ting ". He looked at it and said: "Something's 

there". He looked again. "Oh, it's a 
turtle, I think". 

1 3 ~ h i s  basic opposition of  land and sea may have been shared by the Pacific Islanders, for whom there was a 
prohibition on feeding any seafood (fish, turtle, etc.) to pigs and entering a garden from the beach without 
washing the feet in fresh water. 

-. 
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Em i rede da spiya blo em. Da spiya He aimed his spear, which had only three 
blo em one gad tn' aiyan, tri aiyan blo da prongs. He waited until the object had 
spiya blo em. Em i wet i kam longsaid come alongside and drove the spear into it. 
nau, em i draibe dat spiya an spere dat When he went to take it, he looked at it and 
seim ting. Wen em go kesem, em i luk. said: "No, it's not a sea creature. It's like 
Em i spik: "No, i no pis. Em i olsem some kind of fruit". 
sarnkain prut " 

The fact that MM ebur refers to both land- and air-dwelling creatures, that is, creatures 
which do not dwell in the sea, and that pizin in the earlier stages of the creole denoted the 
class of non-sea-dwelling creatures, also explains the difficulty I had of eliciting the TSC 
word for 'animal'. With greater access to the superstrate, the meaning in pizin (originally 
from 'pigeon') has begun to shift semantically, taking on the primary meaning of 'creature 
whose domain is the air' and leaving bilingual TSCEnglish-speaking Islanders 
uncomfortable with its earlier referential range. 

Non-sea creatures, while unable to make their home in the sea, could nevertheless traverse 
it on their way 'to islands, reefs and mainlands'. For, by a shift in perception, the sea 
became for Islanders a passageway, a highway. Yet their special relationship with the sea 
was possible only if one respected it as a domain 'other' than one's own. Fishing was of 
fundamental importance as a means of subsistance and there were customs, religious 
practices and traditions associated with fishing (as there were with its land counterpart, 
gardening). "On some islands when a boy catches his first fish there is a great feast and 
celebration. This signifies the first occasion on which he has contributed food for the family . 
meal - a significant step on the road to manhood" (Singe 1979:128). Coconuts, a staple 
food, and sago were also gifts from the sea, as we are told above; during the north-west 
season sago palm trunks were carried down the Papuan rivers, south-east across the Strait. 

In each domain lived creatures 'proper' to that domain.14 Creatures belonging to either 
domain could not 'pass over', could not dwell in the opposite domain, nor even stray into it 
without proper ceremony. To do so was a violation of the natural order and creatures who 
transgressed were greatly feared. Today's elaborate tombstone unveiling ceremonies are 
performed partly to send the spirits of the 'passed over' to their new 'proper' place; 
otherwise they will continue to haunt the living. 

This may be the origin of the custom of killing sarup, defined by Haddon (1935304) as 
"anyone cast ashore from a wreck". "'Suppose canoe or boat he capsize, man he swim 
ashore, he salt-water man now, people must kill him', said one old Erub man [to 
MacFarlane]" (Haddon 1935: 196). Haddon implies that the castaways were killed because 
they were strangers and had lost their senses through being in the water. I am inclined to 
think rather that it was because sarup (through their period of immersion in the sea) were 
viewed as creatures which had passed over and become sea-creatures. No longer land- 
creatures, they had to be destroyed when they trespassed into an inappropriate domain, that 
is, from sea onto land. White men were feared as spirits of the dead because of their white 
skins (not appropriate for living land creatures) and because, as Lewis, an English naval 
officer, who visited Mer in 1836, has it: "They believe that white people live always in ships, 
and possess no terrestrial home" (Haddon 193598). 

1 4 ~ h e  concept of what was 'proper, fitting, appropriate' to particular contexts and domains is extremely 
important in Torres Strait Islander society. Lexically it is expressed in MM by kar (lit. 'real') and in TSC by 
prapa (from English 'proper'). 

-. - 
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9. SEMANTIC HISTORY OF MM LEXEMES 

Some tentative generalisations about the converse semantic histories of words of MM and 
E origin can now be made. 

There appears to have been a constraint which allowed only one of a MM homophonous 
pair to be borrowed into the creole, often with semantic narrowing. Of the eight MM 
homophonous pairs relevant to the corpus, which I was able to trace, only the second was 
borrowed into the creole: 

(4)  erar 
kar 
kegar 
1% 
mi 
Pem 
segur 
tereg 

tiredness; golden-lined spinefoot 
real; parrot fish 
large flat rock; cramp 
mosquito; desire 
sky; clam shell 
finger; grasshopper 
island dance; play 
teeth, lawyer-cane 

Once borrowed, MM words generally became narro'wer in referential range or 
contextually restricted: u in MM is the generic term for 'coconut' - in TSC it refers only to 
the sixth ripeness stage of the coconut; beizam in MM is the generic term for 'shark' - in 
TSC it is used only when stressing its totemic significance; seksek in MM is a generic term 
for 'bad thing' -in TSC it is generally restricted in its reference to 'incorrect' pronunciation. 
The only counter-example I could find was the extension of sau 'coconut plantation' to refer 
to 'plantation in general', as in mango sau 'mango plantation' and sau blo koknat 'coconut 
plantation'. 

Not only was the sense of the MM word almost always narrowed but, where MM words 
had already become metaphorically or metonymically extended, only this historically latter 
sense of the word was borrowed. Thus, of the following words of MM origin borrowed 
into TSC, only the second of the senses was borrowed, not the historically primary sense: 

(5) baker stone -, money 
bud grey mud -, period of mourning (when mud was daubed on the mourners) 
pit nose -, point (as in Erub placenames, e.g. Giar pit) 
sik cluster of blossoms -t foam, froth, lather, suds 
su central leaf spike -, dancing skirt 
takar smoking frame -, smoked seafood 

Only one exception was found, bunau, which kept its two MM senses in TSC: 'bush 
potato' and 'brain coral', though the first is rare. It is impossible now to discover which is 
the primary and which the extended meaning. 

Generally speaking, only one out of two or three MM terms on the same hierarchical level 
of taxonomy were borrowed into TSC, thus conflating once important distinctions. Of umen 
'small eel', melpal 'long eel' and ned 'giant eel', only melpd was borrowed, of five species 
of shark, only the generic beizam 'hammerhead shark' was borrowed; of mutimuti 'small 
queenfish', papei 'bigger queenfish' and arus 'giant queenfish' only papei; of durdur 'to 
shake' and zirur 'to shiver', only durdur. It is possible that these were once all part of the 
creole lexicon and that the distinctions were lost there; such was the case with dam 'green sea 
grass' and m w  'brown seaweed pods' and mes 'coconut husks' and mesur 'husks to be 
used for fuel', since today only the former are known by younger speakers. 
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The only exceptions were kuki 'periwinkle' and zikuk 'sharp green periwinkle'; and 
terpar 'small clam shell' and mi 'large clam shell'. All of these have E-derived synonyms: 
peniwinkel, and smol selpis and selpis, respectively, which are beginning to replace the MM 
forms. 

One can briefly contrast the history of MM words with that of superstrate borrowings. 
There was no constraint, for example, on borrowing E homophonous pairs: at 'heart, hat, 
hot', eiz 'edge, age' and sop 'soap, shop, soft', among many others, the result of 
phonological restructuring. Nor was there any constraint on increasing homophony by 
adding an extra MM term: MM gad 'immature coconut' was added to E gad 'got'; MM sik 
'foam' to E sik 'sickness'; MM sap 'driftwoood' to E sap 'sharp'; and MM tam 'branch' to E 
tarn 'thumb', even when homophones already existed: MM pot 'midrib' was added to E pot 
'fourth; port'. Thus, the problem is not homophony itself but provenance. 

Words of E origin tended to broaden their referential range. Such broadening, whereby 
the meaning of a word is extended without consequent loss of the original meaning, is a 
characteristic of pidgins with their restricted lexica, as is the polysemy which results. When 
Holm (1989:102) notes that: "the restriction of a word's meaning seems to be less frequent 
than its extension in creole languages", he is presumably referring to the history of 
superstrate vocabulary. Numerous examples of semantic broadening in the creole include: 
an (from 'hand') 'hand, arm, wrist, flipper, at (from 'heart') 'heart, beloved' and skin 'skin, 
pelt, rind, peel, bark, husk'; kese, (from 'catch') 'to catch, take, hold, grasp, seize, reach, 
understand, embrace'; sake (from 'chuck') 'to chuck, throw (away, out, in), put (away, out, 
in), cast, toss, sprinkle, splash, add, push, unload, drop, repeal, abolish, reject, spend, 
leave, give up, resign from'; slaik (from 'slack') 'loose, limp, languid, lazy, inefficient, 
boring, quiet, weak'. 

There is evidence too that, for E- and MM-derived taxonomically equivalent dyads, the E 
'greater' was the first to displace its MM synonym, leaving for a time the E-derived 'greater' 
and MM-derived 'lesser', before eventual displacement of the 'lesser' by its E synonym. 
Such was the history of the pair kosker 'woman': neur 'girl', which became oman:neur and 
finally oman:gel. In this case, the MM-derived forms disappeared; in other cases the MM- 
derived synonym lost its original meaning and took on a secondary, metaphorically extended 
meaning, e.g. sikersiker (from MM siker 'thorn') today means 'scary, creepy', whereas 
'thorny' is nilnil (from English nail). 

10. MORPHOSY NTAX 

The majority of words of MM origin retained their original grammatical category but, like 
those of E origin, were stripped of affixation, thus allowing the characteristic pidgin and 
creole strategy of multifunctionality. This was most noticeable for the complex MM verbal 
-forms (see Piper 1989). Only five MM verbs were borrowed, all transitive: derser 'to 
prepare'; etkered 'to tickle'; eso (MM 'to wrap around') 'to carry over one's shoulder'; ewer 
'to weave'; erat 'to plait'. Five MM nouns became verbs in TSC possibly through 
suffixation of -e, as did apo (MM apu 'mother') 'to ride piggyback, to give a piggyback ride 
to'; bes (MM 'falsehood') 'to lie'; mudmir (MM 'murmur') 'to gossip'; okadikes (MM 
'marriage counsel') 'to give traditional mamage counsel'; sabi (MM 'coconut milk') 'to 
poach in coconut milk'; usi (MM 'urine') 'to urinate'. To these were added the following, 
which were originally adjectives and adverbs: durdur (MM 'shaking') 'to shake'; keikei (MM 
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'sideways') 'to look askance'; kutikuti (MM 'headfirst') 'to dive, swim under water for a 
while and come up'; paspas (MM 'wrinkled') 'to wrinkle'. Some adjectives and adverbs 
also became nouns: keikei (MM 'sideways') 'quick sideways glance'; mabumabu (MM 'by 
yourself') 'self-serve buffet'; paspas (MM 'wrinkled') 'wrinkle'; peror (MM 'gaily 
decorated') 'to have goose flesh'; wagwag (MM 'driven by wind') 'toy racing boat'. 

Borrowed MM forms appear to have had little effect on the morphology of TSC. They 
conmbuted nothing to the productive derivational component of the creole, which has 
developed 16 verbal, nominal, adjectival and adverbial suffixes, all of E origin. 

There are, however, certain co-occurrence restrictions on MM-derived vocabulary, which 
may follow from its 'lesser' semantic status. Since words of MM origin may not denote 
superordinate categories, they cannot co-occur with the adjectives wiskain 'what kind of' or 
samkain 'some kind of'. Nor may they 'outrank' E-derived forms in nominal compounds, 
nor be suffixed by E-derived forms. This prohibition extends also to Austronesian words, 
which many of today's young speakers cannot distinguish from MM borrowings. Thus, 
non-E-derived vocabulary appears to be kept morphologically distinct from E-derived forms 
in the mental lexicon. The verbal transitiviser -e (derived probably from English 'him' and a 
feature of the earliest Pacific pidgins and creoles) cannot be suffixed to any of the five verbs 
derived from MM transitive verbs. However, that five verbs derived from nouns can be so 
suffixed, suggests that the suffix here is not the transitiviser, but a rather a verbaliser: 

(6) gelare to declare off limits (from gelar 'prohibition') 
maide to poison using sorcery (from maid 'sorcery') 
ma buse to mash (from mabus 'mash') 
paspase to wrinkle (from paspas 'wrinkle') 
takare to smoke (from takar 'smoking frame for marine produce') 

Two counter-examples exist: apo (from apu 'mother') 'to give a piggy back ride to' and sabi 
(from sabid 'coconut milk') 'to poach in coconut milk', neither of which may be suffixed. A 
phonological constraint may be operating, since both verbs end in vowels and the suffix is a 
vowel, and support for this comes from dumu (from MM adverb dumu 'for the second time') 
'to reopen (a wound)', which also cannot be suffixed. However, the number of cases is too 
small to decide. 

The lexicon of a language is extended not only by borrowing and by broadening the 
referential range of already existing words, but also by creating new words from already 
existing morphemes. The TSC lexicon was rarely extended by calquing from MM - I found 
only one example, the rarely used pleidanis 'kind of dance' from segurkab (lit. 'play dance') 
- but there was some compounding using MM roots. If indeed there exists a prohibition on 
the tight association of forms of different provenance through suffixation, it does does not 
extend to compounding: the majority of TSC compound nouns consist of items of mixed 
derivation.15 

Phonologically, nominal compounds can be recognised by the fact that they have only one 
primary stress; syntactically they consist of two roots; semarhically they can be analysed as 
consisting of a first modifying or specifying element and a second modified or head element 
but their meaning is not necessarily read by combining the meanings of the roots. 

15-rhere is no constraint on  the hierarchical ordering of  words of different origins within a noun, adjective or 
verb phrase, e.g. oman ata 'female grandparent, grandmother', mait blo em 'his abdomen', prapa karom 'very 
clumsy', pinis takare pis 'to have already smoked the fish'. 
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Of the many MM nominal compounds listed by Piper (198956-66), none was borrowed 
into TSC, though ten others occur in the corpus: augernwali 'Mother Hubbard dress' (lit. 
'big body cloth', a post-contact coinage); ipowali (lit. 'mother cloth') '(traditional method of) 
carrying a child on the back'; kiplid 'small of back' (lit. 'buttock bone'); kornus 'pubic hair' 
(lit. 'joint hair'); rnudrnir 'to gossip' (lit. 'underside word'); sapur 'driftwood firewood' (lit. 
'driftwood fire'); sarikpas 'spiky grass' (lit. 'arrow herb'); tapot 'fingertip; fingernail' (lit. 
'hand extremity'); teterrnus 'anklet' (lit. 'lower leg hair'); and ulid 'scraped coconut shell' 
(lit. 'coconut bone'). 

Excluding the MM compounds above, which were borrowed as such into the creole, 
nominal compound creations in TSC contain at least one E-derived element, typically the 
second or superordinate element, and a first element which is unconstrained with respect to 
provenance. The MM-derived element of mixed compound nouns thus never occurs as the 
second element, reflecting its subordinate semantic importance. Mixed compounds with a 
MM-derived first element are: 

(7) arnagel girl named after her grandmother (lit. 'mother' + 'girl') 
kokni kneecap (lit. 'joint' + 'knee') 
rnotoprnan male homosexual (lit. 'buttocks' + 'man') 
renpi drizzle (lit. 'rain' + 'dust') 
tilag craving for tea (lit. 'tea' + 'desire') 

Further evidence for a rule which prevents a MM-derived lexeme from being in 
superordinate relation to an E-derived form in compound noun constructions are those which 
have koknat as their first or subordinate term: koknat tri 'coconut palm', koknat dampa 
'coconut milk damper' (damper made by mixing the flour with coconut milk), koknat melk 
'coconut milk' (scraped coconut flesh mixed with water and strained), pyu koknat rnelk 
'coconut cream' (strained scraped coconut flesh), koknat oil 'coconut oil', koknat wata 
'coconut milk', koknat zeli 'coconut jelly'. Since E-derived koknat cannot be the 
subordinate term, these constructions require that the second or superordinate term also be E- 
derived. This is not a semantic constraint, as shown by ageg the MM-derived synonym for 
'coconut jelly'. 

If MM-derived vocabulary in TSC is indeed subject to morphosyntactic rules which do 
not affect E-derived vocabulary, then this goes against received wisdom. Etymology is 
claimed to be irrelevant to synchronic grammatical description. Frake (1980:272) claims that 
"being of Philippine provenience is a recognizable and linguistically significant amibute of a 
Zamboangueno morpheme" and likens it to an affix which often has no descemible semantic 
content, but, when it does, typically signifies lesser evaluation. A similar claim might be 
made for the RIM vocabulary in TSC. 

1 1. CONCLUSION 

Frake raises the issue of whether a creole semantic structure accommodates to the lexicon 
or whether the lexicon accommodates to a pre-existing semantic structure. He found that 
where Philippine-derived words were lacking in Philippine Creole Spanish, Philippine 
semantic distinctions might also be lost. Thus, the Philippine-like semantic structure is not 
the result of the Philippine culture but of "the Philippine derivation of much of their lexicon" 
(1980:267). Frake could find no suitable counter-examples, domains with Spanish-derived 
forms representing a Philippine-like semantic structure. Evidence in TSC presented above 
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suggests that, at least initially, there was accommodation to MM semantic structure (as in 
body part division, seanand opposition), but that given the semantic developments outlined 
above and greater access to and continued borrowing from the superstrate, this ceased to be 
the case. 

Semantic structures link language with other cultural systems. MM lexicon was integrated 
into a dynamic creole language and culture, neither fully traditional nor fully immigrant. The 
borrowing was not random but highly structured, although doubtless this was not the result 
of any conscious decision. The semantic changes outlined above mirror the path of cultural 
change during the post-contact period, as the old ways became increasingly marginalised and 
subordinated to the new. Continuities were maintained through the adoption of aspects of 
traditional life which enriched, but did not threaten, the supremacy of the new ways. If I am 
correct in claiming that vocabulary of MM origin became a marked and subordinate stratum, 
then this is yet another example of the parallelism between language and non-linguistic 
acculturation. 
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THE FUTURE OF TOK PISIN: ANOTHER LOOK 

JEFF S IEGEL 

One of the things Don Laycock and I often used to talk about over a few beers was the 
future of Tok Pisin (New Guinea Pidgin). Don's viewpoint (outlined in Laycock 1985) was 
that the position of the language was declining. Since it was not given official support by the 
government, it was losing the status it had gained as the language of national unity during the 
time of independence in the 1970s. It was also decreasing in function since regionalisation 
was leading to the increased use of local languages among Papua New Guineans and since 
English was replacing it as the contact language between them and Europeans. In contrast, I 
thought that the role of Tok Pisin was actually strengthening along with rapid urbanisation 
and an increased number of people speaking it as their first language. 

In the last two years, I've been able to return to Papua New Guinea a few times and have 
a close look at what's recently been happening with Tok Pisin. The trends I've noticed seem 
to contradict Don's predictions about the future of the language. In this paper for Don, I'll 
report on these trends, knowing that as one of the "scholars with a soft spot for Tok Pisin" 
(Laycock 1985:668), he would have been pleased to see the future brighter than he expected. 

I have noted a continued or increasing use of Tok Pisin in the several areas: (1) as the 
lingua franca of urban centres, (2) in the government, (3) in the media and (4) in education. 

The increased use of Tok Pisin in urban centres is most notable in the capital, Port 
Moresby, which is located in the Papuan region of the country where Hiri (or Police) Motu, 
rather than Tok Pisin, was traditionally the lingua fianca. In fact, the use of Hiri Motu rather 
than Tok Pisin was one of the banners of the Papuan separatist movement which dominated 
the internal politics of the country soon after independence. Any chance of Tok Pisin alone 
being declared the national language was blocked by resistance from Hiri Motu speakers and 
sentiments such as the following from a letter in the Post Courier (10 June 1976): "Let it be 
known that I am a Papuan and that that ridiculous language Pidgin will never be spoken by 
my tongue, nor by the tongues of my people". 

But since independence the population of Port Moresby has grown rapidly with an influx 
of people from all over the country. It is not surprising, then, that with a largeproportion of 
the population being from outside the Papua region, Tok Pisin has become the major lingua 
franca in- the city. But what is surprising is that the use of Hiri Motu is rapidly declining and 
Papuans also seem to be using Tok Pisin more and more. 

Tom Duuon, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The languoge gume: 
papers in memory of D o ~ l d  C.  Luycock. 405-408. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O Jeff Siege1 
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These observations are backed up by a survey of language use in Port Moresby done by 
Ahai (1989). None of the respondents in the survey from the Papua region claimed that they 
couldn't speak Tok Pisin and seventy per cent said they had a fair or good ability in it. 
According to the survey, either Tok Pisin or English or both together are used much more 
frequently than Hiri Motu by all speakers in most informal domains, including the following: 
with friends, at work, for shopping, at the bank or post office and playing sports. 

Tok Pisin is also used in some formal domains relating to the government. This is in spite 
of negative attitudes towards the language and preference for English among Papua New 
Guinea's educated elite (Nidue 1988:216). First of all, Tok Pisin continues to be used in 
Parliament. Nekitel (1989) reported that the majority of speeches are started off in Tok 
Pisin, although there may be frequent code-switching to English. The government 
publication Hiri continues to come out in Tok Pisin as well as English (and also Hiri Motu). 
Important government notices are sometimes in Tok Pisin, even those printed in English 
newspapers - such as the declaration of the state of emergency in Bougainville in June 1989. 
Tok Pisin is also used in a range of functions by different government departments and 
agencies, as these few examples show: seifti stika printed on motor vehicle safety check 
stickers, PNGBC Nambawan Haus Moni signs on bank buildings, and Air Niugini 
billboards proclaiming Balus bilongyumi olgeta 'The airline of all of us'. 

This brings me to the third area where the use of Tok Pisin seems to be on the increase - 
in the mass media, and especially in advertising. Firstly, in the weekly Tok Pisin 
newspaper, Wantok, advertisements with text in English have decreased while those in Tok 
Pisin have increased. (For example, in the first two issues of February 1990, there were 
nineteen advertisements with text, three in English and sixteen in Tok Pisin.) Secondly, and 
more importantly, on the new television network, EM-TV, a large proportion of the 
advertisements and station-identification jingles are in Tok Pisin. Also, in news and current 
affairs programs, many 'person-on-the street' interviews are in Tok Pisin. 

The last and most significant area is education. Tok Pisin has been used for years as the 
medium of instruction in many church-run schools, even though it has not been officially 
recognised by the government (see Mihalic 1977; Renck 1977). But what about today? As 
Dutton (1985537) notes, "the best that can be said about teaching in and about Tok Pisin.. .is 
that the present state of our knowledge is poor and unreliable". However, during recent 
visits to Papua New Guinea, I have been able to get information about some of the existing 
educational programs using Tok Pisin. 

The widest range of programs is run by the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Papua New 
Guinea, although the numbers are down since those reported by Renck (1977). The 
following numbers for schools and other training institutions where Tok Pisin is the medium 
of instruction have been provided by Duaro Embi (pers. cornm., September 1989): 

78 primary schools (grades 1-6) 164 teachers 648 students 
15 high schools (grades 7-10) 54 teachers 462 students 
6 training institutions 20 teachers 79 students 

Total 1,189 students 

Another large-scale program is run by Pacific Islands Ministries in the East Sepik 
Province. This is mainly a two-year preschool 'bridging' program for children six and seven 
years old which teaches initial literacy in Tok Pisin before they go on to English-medium 
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government schools. In 1989 there were twelve schools with 681 children attending. 
Pacific Islands Ministries also runs a functional literacy program for those ten years of age or 
older, with six schools and 170 students (Edward Wiruk, pers. comm., September 1989). 

A different type of adult literacy program is being run in the Eastern Highlands Province. 
Here adults learn initial literacy in their first language, Inoke, and then go on to learn to read 
and write in Tok Pisin. As of December 1988, there was a total enrolment of 3,041 in the 
program in 52 villages, and 1,483 'new literates' had been trained (McCarthy 1989). 

All these programs are outside of the mainstream Papua New Guinea education system 
because after independence the Papua New Guinea government simply carried on with the 
'English only' educational policy established by the Australian Administration. But there 
have been revolutionary changes in educational policy since the appearance of the Ministerial 
Committee Report, 'A philosophy of Education for Papua New Guinea', came out in 1986. 
The most recent development is that the Secretary of Education has (6 June 1989) endorsed a 
plan including a list of responsibilities and strategies for raising the level of literacy in the 
country. The preamble to this plan is as follows (cited in Faraclas 1989:4): 

In order to improve the quality of education, to strengthen traditional cultures 
and values, to facilitate participation by citizens in national life, to promote 
national unity and to raise the level of literacy in Tok Ples, Tok Pisin, Hiri Motu 
and English, we recommend the development of educational programmes to 
ensure that children, out of school youth and adults become literate in Tok Ples, 
transfer their skills to Tok Pisin, Hiri Motu or English and maintain their 
literacy skills in these languages. 

The plan encourages communities to set up preparatory classes to teach initial literacy in 
Tok Ples before children enter Grade 1. It also encourages maintenance of Tok Ples literacy 
by using it in non-core subjects and creative writing. In addition, the plan promotes the use 
of Tok Ples in adult and out-of-school youth literacy and numeracy programs. 

It is up to each community to decide what Tok Ples is to be used. 'Tok Ples' usually 
refers to indigenous vernacular languages, but in the plan it is defined to also include Tok 
Pisin. Plans are already underway to begin initial literacy programs in Tok Pisin in 1990 in 
urban areas, such as Port Moresby (Nuego Billy, pers. comm., February 1990). So for the 
first time the use of Tok Pisin in the education system will be officially sanctioned by the 
government. 

Don often talked about the Melanesian "pragmatic tendency to let problems find their own 
solutions" and also the "Melanesian tolerance, even preference, for diversity" (1985:668). 
Because of these tendencies, he suggested that Papua New Guinea would avoid language 
planning decisions such as making Tok Pisin the national language. He was certainly right 
on this account, and on others too, but not quite the way he expected. Tok Pisin continues to 
have many pragmatic advantages and seems to be expanding in the mass media and urban 
culture. And the government's consideration of Tok Pisin as one of the diverse languages 
which a community may choose to use for education has ironically given it the official status 
it never gained on its own. I'm sure Don would have been pleasantly surprised. 
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Since this article was written in 1990, there have been many new developments in the use 
of Tok Pisin in education. In the East Sepik Province, the Pacific Islands Ministries 'Tok 
Pisin Prepschool Program' (as it is now called) has grown to 22 schools with 960 students 
(Edward Wiruk, pers. cornm., February 1992). The 'Kisim Save' Tok Pisin Literacy 
Program, established in 1970, has expanded to many rural areas of Papua New Guinea 
(Beverley Sundgren, pers. comm., November 1991). And in 1991, Tok Ples (vernacular) 
preschools using Tok Pisin had over 1,600 students enrolled, the thud highest number (after 
Kuanua and Enga) among the 91 languages being used in government-sanctioned programs 
(Robert Litteral, pers. comrn., March 1992). 
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NOTES ON A MANUSCRIPT DICTIONARY OF KAURNA 

JANE S IMPSON 

This paper1 is a discussion and comparison of two versions of a dictionary of Kaurna? 
the language spoken in the past by the Aboriginal inhabitants of the Adelaide plains. It 
focuses on the context in which the dictionaries were written, and on what can be learned of 
the culture of the people from it. It is with sadness that I offer it in memory of Don Laycock, 
whose fascination with words, dictionaries and the byways of language they could lead one 
down is one of his many contributions to Australian linguistics that will be greatly missed. 

The most complete published description of Kaurna is Christian G. Teichelmann and 
Clamor W. Schurmam's Outlines of a grammar, vocabulary, and phraseology, of the 
aboriginal language of South Australia, spoken by the natives in and for some distance 
around Adelaide (henceforth T&S). It was first published in 1840, and has been reprinted in 
facsimile (1962, 1982). 

Schiirmann and Teichelmann were Lutheran missionaries, aged about twenty-five and 
thirty-two respectively when the book was published. In Germany Schiirmann had attended 
a seminary founded by Pastor Janicke, at which he had studied Latin, Greek, English and 
Hebrew. He and Teichelmann then attended a seminary of the Dresden Mission Society, at 
which they studied Greek and Hebrew (Schurmann3 1987:256). The Society then sent 

'I am grateful to Josie Agius. Rob Amery, Geoffrey O'Grady, Georgina Williams and participants in the 
Local Languages Course, Kura Yerlo Centre, November 1989 for helpful discussion of aspects of the Kaurna 
language. R.M.W. Dixon located the manuscript and provided me with a copy. Luise Hercus translated the 
German comments in the manuscript. David Nash provided a lot of help for the lexicographical and 
computing work. - 

2~ shall use 'Kaurna' throughout for these people and their language, although there is no equivalent term 
given in the material of Teichelmann and Schiirmann to which I have had access. I take as authority present- 
day Kauma descendants (who pronounce the name with a long /@ and N.B. Tindale (Tindale 1974). who 
states that the name was approved by Ivaritji (Amelia Taylor), his main AdeIaide Plains consultant and 
apparently the last full descendant of the Kaurna people. She was the daughter of Parnadaitya (Rodney) of 
Adelaide. (See Gara 1990; MattingIey and Hampton 1988:139; Education Department 1989:211 for more 
information on Ivaritji.) 
3 ~ o t e  the loss of the umlaut in the form of the surname used by Schiirmann's descendants. 

Tom Duuon, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The lunguage game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock. 409-415. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O Jane Simpson 
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them, in 1838, to South Australia to work with Aborigines. Schiirmann writes4 that he had 
been instructed by the Society to translate the Bible as soon as he had mastered the language. 
He and Teichelmann were concerned, even before they reached Australia, to respect the 
language of the Aborigines (Schurmann 1987:21,26). After arrival in Adelaide, they started 
to learn the language, and set up a school at Piltawodli (the 'Native Location' on the north 
side of the River Torrens) in which they taught the children to read and write in their own 
language.5 Although progress seemed slow, by 1840 they had compiled a vocabulary and 
grammatical notes, the English of which was revised by the Protector of Aborigines, Dr 
Matthew Moorhouse.6 It was finally published in late 1840. 

Teichelmann and Schurmann's published vocabulary is a valuable source of information 
about the Kaurna people.7 It contains good grammatical notes, about 1,900 words, ordered 
alphabetically, and 160 or so illustrative sentences, both in the vocabulary and in the 
remainder of the book. The vocabulary contains words in almost every domain - material 
culture, ritual practices, kinship, bereavement, naming practices, plant names, animal names, 
meteorology, etc. Words are listed with categorial labels (representing, for example, 
intransitive verb). 

The abilities of Schiirmann and Teichelmann to analyse the language were undoubtedly 
helped by their training in languages, by careful reading of other work (in particular, the 
work of the missionary L.E. Threlkelds in New South Wales) and by discussions with the 
surprising number of people in Adelaide interested in Aboriginal languages. Some work had 
already been done on Kaurna (Williams 1839; Piesse 1840). Others interested in Aboriginal 
languages included the Protector, who himself published a vocabulary of an Aboriginal 
language (Moorhouse 1846), two Governors of South Australia, George Gawler, and 
George Grey (who prepared a vocabulary of languages spoken in the south-west of 
Australia), the explorer Edward J. Eyre, who wrote a treatise on Aborigines (Eyre 1845), the 
geologist Johannes Menge (who travelled with Aborigines and knew many European 
languages) and, from late 1840 onwards, their German fellow missionaries, Sam Klose who 
ran the school at the Native Location, and Heinrich Meyer, who amved in 1840 and worked 
on the Encounter Bay language (Meyer 1843). Schiirmann's diaries and Eyre's treatise on 
the Aborigines show how much these people had to do with each other, and inspection of the 
grammars and vocabularies some of them wrote shows how they learned from one another. 
In fact, it is reasonable to talk of an Adelaide School of language researchers, consisting of at 
least Teichelmann, Schurmann, Meyer and Moorhouse, and enjoying the patronage and 
financial support of George Grey. 

4~chiirmann kept diaries, and these, recently translated and edited by his great-grandson, Edwin A. 
Schurmann, with the help of Hans Spoeri, provide important insights into their work witti the Aborigines 
(Schurmann 1987). 
5~ letter -to Governor Gawler, headed Adelaide 15 May 1841, and signed by Teichelmann, Matthew 
Moorhouse (then Protector) and Sam G. Klose, another Lutheran missionary, includes a letter in Kaurna 
"inscribed by a native girl and signed by several children" (reprinted in Education Department 1989: 166, 
original in Mortlock Library PRG 5011 118). See Hunt (1971). 
6~oorhouse was a doctor, and was probably responsible for glosses such as rnadlearri 'the gluteous muscle', 
meya 'the anterior fontanelle' and piltayurlo 'glenoid cavity'. 
7~eichelmann and Schiirmann's book has been used rather effectively as a primary source for several school 
text books on the Kaurna (Education Department 1989; Groorne 1981). 
8 ~ . ~ .  Threlkeld 1834, An Australian Grammar, comprehending the principles and natural rules of the 
language, as spoken by the Aborigines in the vicinity of Hunter's River, Lake Macqwrie, &c New South 
Wales. Sydney, Stephens and Stokes. 
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In 1840, at the request of Governor Gawler, Schiirmann went to Port Lincoln to work 
with the Pangkala people, and wrote a vocabulary of their language (Schiirmann 1844). 
Teichelmann continued to work with the Adelaide Plains people, and in about 1842 he 
moved to a location twelve miles from Adelaide on land bought by the Dresden Society to 
settle Aborigines on. According to Eyre (1845:435), the Aborigines did not wish to spend 
much time there. The number of Kaurna people diminished rapidly (Moorhouse 1844). 
Eyre (1845:417) quotes with dismay Moorhouse's calculation that in 1843 there were only 
150 Adelaide Plains Aborigines, and that in the four years up until 1844 there had been 27 
births and 50 deaths. 

By 1858 so few of the Kaurna had survived the European invasion that Teichelmann 
considered it useless to spend time revising the orthography. However, apparently at the 
request of George Grey,9 Teichelmann copied and translated into English "my collection of 
words and grammatical remarks on the language of the Aborigines who once inhabited the 
dismct round about Adelaide" and sent them to Grey in 1858. The manuscript dictionary 
(Teichelmann 1857) - (henceforth TM), dated 1857, is held in Sir George Grey's Library 
dealing with Australian languages (held in the South African Public Library). In this paper I 
compare the published version (T&S) and the manuscript (TM), briefly commenting on some 
differences in lexicographical sophistication between the two dictionaries. 

TM contains about 2,500 words (including both headwords and subentries). The words 
are more fully glossed than in T&S and (except for concrete terms) usually include at least 
one illustrative sentence. In one respect T&S and TM are complementary: namely, that some 
words contained in T&S are omitted in TM, or simply have a reference 'see vocabul'. For 
instance, of the 278 words listed under the letter M in T&S, 63 are not contained in TM.1° 
These include a number of concrete and natural kind terms, as well as simple compounds and 
inflected forms. 

TM differs from T&S in several respects. The spelling system in T&S was, as the 
authors state in their preface, devised 

to evade difficulties and confusion for the reader which would have arisen from 
applying the English orthography to any other language, and on account of 
uniformity with the system adopted by the Rev. Mr. Threlkeld in his 
"Australian Grammar" (New South Wales, 1834) and other missionaries 
experienced in the Polynesian languages; by which uniformity of the system a 
general study of all the different dialects or languages must needs be facilitated, 
and the results rendered more satisifactory. 

(Teichelrnann & Schiirmann 1840:~) 

However, by 1857, Teichelmann had had second thoughts: - 

9~eorge Grey urged Schiirmann and Teichelmann to publish the vocabulary in 1840 and when he became 
Governor of South Australia gave them practical assistance. He was himself interested in Aboriginal 
languages and the light their genetic relationships could shed on movements of Aboriginal peoples (Grey 
1845). 
1°1 have med to allow for changes of spelling; for instance baltarta 'light, not heavy' appears in T&S and 
pdtarta in TM, and, converseIy pilta 'oppossum' appears in T&S and bilta in TM. I have not counted such 
pairs as omissions. If a word appears as a separate lexical entry in one, but as a subentry in the other, I have 
not treated the subentry as an omission. 
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Also, I do not entirely approve of the orthography of the native language, as we 
have spelt it, but it is useless now to alter any thing in it after the Tribe has 
ceased to be." 

Despite Teichelmann's remark, the spelling of a number of words in TM differs from that 
given in T&S. He introduces some new symbols: a is used instead of e following y and 
preceding retroflex or rhotics, for example yiirlinna 'husband', as opposed to T&Sts 
yerlinna, and Black's (1920) jdna. He writes (p.24) of this sound: "the letter a marked 
thus a in this work is according to the german pronunciation, something like ea in the word 
bear, the animal". 

He also uses the symbol as in y w e  'ear'. The .g appears to correspond to the 
'Somersetshire' reflexed r' identified by Black (1920) as present in Ijuri] 'ear'. However, 
unfortunately the manuscript is inconsistent about the use of this symbol. Compare Black's 
Ijqara] 'wife' with TM yangarra. Finally, many alternative spellings are given, most of 
which involve alternations between prestopped and simple nasals and laterals, thus yurnti 
and yudnti 'heavy; strong'. 

The content of the entries is often different - new meanings and uses are given for many 
of the words in T&S. Many more grammatical forms (case-marked nouns, compounds, 
reduplications, inflected verbs) are listed under headwords. Synonyms are given. As well, 
comments on syntactic and morphological points are quite often included. An important 
difference concerns the structure of entries. T&S has a very simple structure (especially 
when compared with Meyer's (1843) vocabulary) - the entries consist of lists of words, with 
parts of speech and perhaps a derived or inflected form, or an example sentence, or a 
comment: 

Karro, s. blood, karrowodli, blood-vessel. [original italicisation] 

There is little attempt to relate words to each other. For instance, karra 'the red gum tree' 
and karrawirra 'forest of red gum trees' have separate entries. 

In the manuscript, the entries have a more complicated structure. The headword is 
capitalised. Part-of-speech information is only occasionally present (usually on derived 
forms). Senses are numbered. Some derived forms are still given under the headword 
enuy, but many are given separate, but indented, head entries. Subenmes can in turn have 
several senses, and even subentries of their own. Comparisons are made with lexemes that 
are clearly related. 

Semantically, TM is more sophisticated than T&S. Notoriously difficult domains, such 
as words for emotions and mental actions, are covered in more depth. Equally importantly, 
the definitions of words are usually fuller.12 Often the meaning is made more precise. For 
instance, in T&S karro is defined as 'blood'; in TM, it is defined more precisely as 'the 
blood of any animal, the juice of grapes etc.', and is to be contrasted with karte 'blood of 
human' (which is not given in T&S). Sometimes a general meaning is given, followed by a 

"The quotation is from a letter dated 18/1/58 quoted in W. Bleek's catalogue, The Library of His Excellency 
Sir George Grey K.C.B. Philology Vol.ii part i Australia 1858 Triibner and Co. under the entry for No.56, 
Copy of Outlines of a Grammar, &c., (No.13). with manuscript notes and corrections, by Rev. Chr. G.  
Teichelmann. 
120ccasionally an entry in TM simply directs the reader to T&S, as in the definition of ipilla, in which a 
synonym, willaka, is given, followed by a reference to the 'vocabulary' (T&S) which has a fairly full 
definition. 
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specific use, as in nguimbaiendi 'to withdraw, creep back, creep into; like the feeler of a 
snail'. Finally, definitions can be made more general, so as to cover several enmes in T&S. 
A good example of this is the word bulto. In T&S three headwords (including an inflected 
form) are given: 

bulto s. place, stead; as wodli-bulto 'place of encampment'; ninko bultungga 
'in your place9; 'instead of you' 

bulto postp. after; as in ninko bulto 'after you' 
bultoarra adv. 'along, alongside' 

The three words are of different syntactic categories, but clearly have something in 
common. No attempt is made to relate them. In TM, however, they are all given under one 
headword with the following general definition: 

bulto seems to signify the mere traces or markslsigns of forms of existence, of 
a [sic] formerly having been there ... ningko bultungga 'after you (following)', 
or 'in place of you'; ningko bulto 'after you, behind'; ... ningko - ngaityo tidna 
bultoarra 'in thy or my footsteps; (going), follow after'. 

Forms like bultoarra which are created by inflections, such as arra, are treated as inflected 
forms of a headword, rather than as forming new lexical enmes. 

As well as adding considerably to the information we have about the Kaurna language, the 
manuscript dictionary can also act as a source of information about Kaurna life, through the 
vocabulary items themselves, through comments on the meanings and uses of words, and 
through the material contained in example sentences. It is clear how the ethnographic 
comments serve as a source of information, but the reliability of the other two sources 
requires comment. 

The presence of vocabulary items for particular things and concepts is a fairly safe 
indication that those things and concepts existed, and have not been invented. There is the 
possibility of invention for particular purposes, such as missionary activity, but in fact there 
are only a handful of words that have strictly Christian connotations, and those are either 
transparently formed or have other meanings, for instance: "Tira mankolankola, 'Saviour, 
deliverer, mediator' [Agentive form of tiramankondi, to interfere, mediate]". 

-Most of the example sentences concern everyday Aboriginal life and relations with 
Europeans (thus quite a number are about requests for food) rather than being, say, 
sentences instructing children or sentences with an evangelical message. Of course, such 
example sentences could easily have been made up by the lexicographer. However, there is 
a strong probability that some of them are actual sentences spoken by Teichelmann's 
consultants. We know they did record actual sentences, since in T&S (p.70), one passage is 
specifically said to have been said by an Aboriginal. In some sentences in TM there are 
comments in parentheses stating the context of the sentence, showing that the sentence was 
probably not invented for the dictionary entry, for example: 

yakkoparnu mankoerninarna, kudnunnarna (or kudlarnanna) padlo manki, not 
those who are in habit of taking (sheep) but an innocent one he has taken (& 
imprisoned). [from the entry for mankondi] 
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Some sentences are very long, with the illustrated point shown in perhaps one clause of four 
- unnecessary elaboration if the sentence was invented just for illustrating that point. Others 
have very unusual literal meanings, indicating a Kaurna turn of phrase, rather than an 
English or even German basis. Still others have alternative English glosses for particular 
words, suggesting a process of translating from Kaurna to English, rather than the reverse. 

The content of such sentences can thus be used, with caution, as evidence about the life of 
Aborigines during the first few years of the invasion and thus, together with the sentences in 
T&S, this manuscript provides an important source of information for the historical 
reconstruction of Kaurna life. I conclude with some sentences indicating relations between 
Aborigines and Europeans: 

ngaityerlipudlondo, burro ngaii wortarra [?] padneta, perkabbinarna ngaii yailtyattoai 
tulyarlo; 
tell my father that I shall come after you, later, lest he think the police have shot me. 
[from the entry for pudlondiJ 

kudla wandeanna pinde rneyu, tidlinna pinde rneyu, parnako nepo budni; ngadlu 
tittappettoai; rneyu pulyuna kudla wandendi 
let the European dwell alone, he is opulent, he has come to be their neighbour; lest they 
chain us, let the black man live or dwell separate. [from the entry for wand end^]. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND LINGUISTIC PREHISTORY 
IN THE NORTH SOLOMONS 

MAlTHEW SPRIGGS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of a relationship between linguistic prehistory and archaeological prehistory is a 
seductive one, but such a liaison is fraught with danger for both parties. The data from both 
disciplines are open to constant reinterpretation as new evidence is gained. Linguists who 
interpret their data by tying it to a particular apparent archaeological statement of fact one year 
may well find that 'fact' discredited the next and the interpretation of their own evidence 
undermined. And vice versa. In the Pacific region it is general for an overview of linguistic 
prehistory to be available before an equivalent archaeological picture has been produced. 
Linguistic shoes have trod where many an archaeological foot has feared (so far) to step. 
The seduction is therefore most often of the newly arrived archaeologist by old-time 
linguists. 

To maintain archaeological virtue and linguistic honour it would seem prudent initially to 
parade these two data bases for constructing prehistory quite separately, and only then to 
bring them together for possible partnership on equal terms. This paper will therefore 
attempt to construct separate archaeological and linguistic prehistories and then see how they 
plight their troth.' 

The area to be considered is the North Solomons Province (formerly Bougainville 
District) of Papua New Guinea, consisting of the islands of Bougainville and Buka and 
smaller adjacent islands, and the atolls of the Fead Islands (Nuguria), Green Islands (Nissan, 
Pinipir), the Carterets (Kilinailau), Mortlocks (Takuu) and Tasmans (Nukumanu). Ontong 
Java, the next atoll south in the chain is politically part of Solomon Islands, as is the 
Shortland group immediately off the southern end of Bougainville. Bougainville is by far the 
largest island of the Solomons chain and its prehistory, archaeological and linguistic, is 
intimately bound up with that of the rest of the Solomon Islands. 

l1n my own research I acknowledge the help of the PNG National Government and North Solomons 
Provincial Government and the people of the province. More specific acknowledgements will be given in the 
detailed reports on this work. My ideas on North Solomons prehistory have benefited from conversations 
over the years with Don Laycock, Malcolm Ross, Darrell Tryon. Douglas Oliver, Rowland Reeve, Jim 
Specht and Stephen Wickler. Research support has been provided by the Australian National University. 
This paper was written in the Tinputz (Va-Do) language area of Bougainville on Nao Karipa clan lands of my 
wife Ruth Saovana-Spriggs during the 'Bougainville Crisis' of 1989-90. 

Tom Dutron, Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 417-426. 
Pacific Linguisfics. C-110. 1992. 
O Matthew Spriggs 
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It is certainly the case that the linguistic prehistory of the region is much better known than 
the archaeological, particularly after the recent work of Ross (1988) on the North-West 
Solomonic grouping of Austronesian (AN) languages. Laycock's manuscript Buin 
dictionary also gives potential grist to the linguistic prehistorian's mill in allowing evaluation 
of borrowings between AN and NAN (Non-Austronesian or Papuan) languages. Let us 
look first at the scanty archaeological evidence. 

2. AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL PREHISTORY 

Most of the North Solomons Province is archaeologically unknown. The outlines of an 
archaeological sequence for Nissan and Buka are known (Specht 1969; Spriggs 1991; 
Wickler 1990; Wickler & Spriggs 1988); there is some survey and test excavation relating to 
the last 2,000 years along the north-east coast opposite Buka down to Numa Numa (Black 
1977; Terrell 1976), a pottery sequence for the last 1,600 years from Kieta and a parallel 
though shorter sequence from the Eivo area (author's recent fieldwork), extensive survey 
and excavation relating to the last thousand years in the Paubake area of Buin (Terrell 1976, 
1986:222-239), and a slightly longer sequence from the Shortlands (Irwin 1972). Oral 
traditions concerning the 'Torau migration' also allow some insight into the recent prehistory 
of the Shortlands-Southern Bougainville area (Tenell& Irwin 1972). 

The North Solomons Province was settled over 28,000 years ago on evidence from Kilu 
Cave on Buka (Wickler & Spriggs 1988). There are of course older sites on New Ireland 
and the mainland of New Guinea and it is from there that these first colonists came. There is 
no reason to suggest any significant time lag in the settlement of the rest of the main 
Solomons chain as far as San Cristobal, although comparably early sites have not yet been 
located elsewhere. These earliest settlers were hunter-gatherers living on a diet of wild or 
tended Colocasia and Alocasia taro and other forest vegetables, marine resources of fish and 
shellfish and hunted forest fauna such as birds, lizards, fruit bats and four species of 
endemic rats (Loy, Spriggs & Wickler, in press; Flannery & Wickler 1990). From at least 
9,000 years ago they were also exploiting the galip nut (Canarium indicum), a tree species 
almost certainly imported from further west and planted by them. 

Just when these initial settlers first became fully agricultural in their subsistence regime is 
not known. After initial settlement, contact with areas further to the north-west seems to 
have been minimal. On New Ireland important cultural changes took place in the Late 
Pleistocene and early Holocene which are not reflected in the Buka sequence: the import of 
obsidian from Talasea in West New Britain, and faunal introductions into New Ireland such 
as the possum (Phalanger orientalis), a wallaby (Thylogale brunii) and a rat (Rattus praetor) 
(see Allen, Gosden & White (1989) for the New Ireland data). 

The possum and Talasea obsidian do turn up on Nissan at about 4900 BP. This island, 
about halfway between Buka and Ambitle (Feni) Island off New Ireland, is a convenient 
stepping-stone between the Bismarck Islands and the Solomon Islands. Equivalently dated 
contexts on Buka do not show any such New Ireland contacts, however. 

Major cultural changes occur during the Lapita phase, starting on Nissan at about 3600 
BP and probably about 3200 BP on Buka. These Lapita sites show affinities with sites 
stretching from New Britain to Samoa at this time, representing a rapidly spreading culture 
with an ultimate origin in the island southeast Asian Neolithic (Spriggs 1989, 1990) and an 
arguable amount of input from Pre-Lapita Bismarck Archipelago cultures. Lapita in the 
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North Solomon~ Province represents the introduction of pottery, some highly decorated in 
the classic dentate-stamped Lapita style, obsidian from both Talasea and the Admiralty 
Islands, shell ornaments and adzes, and significant faunal introductions such as the possum, 
the pig, the chicken, two rat species (R. exulans and R. praetor) and probably the dog (see 
discussion in Flannery et al. 1988). While Lapita sites may turn out to be limited to Nissan, 
coastal Buka and adjacent islands such as Sohano, the effects of these introductions were felt 
over the whole of the North Solomons Province and must have had a major impact on the 
already existing cultures there. No other Lapita sites have yet been found in the main 
Solomons chain but they are to be expected, perhaps on some of the smaller offshore islands 
such as in the Shortlands Group. 

Identifiably Lapita assemblages do not persist after about 2700-2500 BP. On Nissan and 
on Buka after that time a predominantly plain pottery is found. This continues on Nissan 
until about 1000 BP, and represents imports from Ambitle or New Ireland as Nissan has no 
suitable clay source for pottery making. On Buka at about 2200 BP a distinctively decorated 
ware starts to be made, called the Sohano style (Specht 1969). This and the subsequent 
Hangan style dating from about 1500-800 BP show striking similarities with incised and 
applied relief pottery styles of the same period known from Manus, New Britain, New 
Ireland, New Georgia, Vanuatu and New Caledonia (see Spriggs (1984) for references and 
Reeve (1989) for the New Georgia area occurrences). Earlier archaeological interpretations 
saw these styles as representing an intrusive population moving into the area, but more 
recently elements of continuity have been stressed both in pottery and in other items of 
material culture (Spriggs 1984). Parallel cultural changes within the wide regional network 
established during the Lapita phase seem sufficient to explain the changes. 

Nissan appears to have been somewhat isolated from events on Buka until the end of the 
Hangan phase, although occasional contact doubtless took place. But from then on its 
pottery and material culture sequences parallel those from Buka exactly, with Specht's last 
three Buka pottery styles (Malasang, Mararing and Recent) being well represented. 
Exchange relations between the Bismarck Islands and the North Solomons Province appear 
to have picked up considerably in the last 800 years, with Buka-made pottery being found on 
Ambitle and New Ireland as well as Nissan. Buka-made pottery from the Sohano style 
onwards is found along the north-east coast of Bougainville as far as the vicinity of Teop 
Island, and a later extension in the Mararing phase as far south as Numa Numa is attested. 
Nothing is known of the prehistory of the northern inland areas of Bougainville, although at 
European contact the inland and coastal areas were linked by exchange networks, initiation 
rites involving the upe hat, and cannibalism. 

Within the last 700 years another pottery type, coming from the Kieta region, has been 
exchanged as far north as Teop. In 1987 the author conducted excavations in the Kieta and 
Manetai (Eivo) areas to examine the antiquity of this very different pottery tradition. A 
sequence of three pottery styles dating to the last 1,600 years was defined at a site near the 
present-day pottery-making village of Pidia on the Kieta Peninsula. The latest style (Pidia 
style) is similar to the modem local pottery and that traded north to Teop. It is a generally 
plain untempered thick ware with plain or notched lips. Earlier, and partly overlapping with 
this style, is a thin (2.5 to 5mm) ware with notched lips and straight-line incised designs 
(Asio style). Below this was a calcareous tempered, thin plain pottery with a plain lip (Sivu 
style). Other material culture associated with these styles was similar to that ethnographically 
recorded for the area. At Manetai Asio and Pidia style pottery were found along with a stone 
flake industry, similar to that found in surface collections in the Nagovisi area by Nash and 
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Mitchell (1973). Other artefacts were again similar to the ethnographically recorded suite. 
The Manetai rockshelter excavation revealed a volcanic ash deposit part way down through 
the section, from the second of the two recorded explosive eruptions of Billy Mitchell Crater 
at 400 and 900 BP (McKee, Johnson & Patia 1988). These eruptions would have devastated 
central Bougainville and account for the gap in settlement between north and south 
Bougainville. People have only in this century started to move down permanently into the 
Manetai area from the mountains. The Manetai site contained large quantities of mammal 
bone as well as freshwater shellfish from the adjacent stream, but showed very little evidence 
of contact with the coast. It may represent a hunting camp near the seaward end of the range 
of a group living further inland in the mountains. 

The pottery tradition found at the Pidia and Manetai sites appears to bear no relation to the 
Buka tradition to the north, but does have links in the Solomon Islands further south. The 
present-day pottery-making technique is exactly similar to that found on Choiseul Island, and 
the Asio style is mirrored in undated pottery from Choiseul surface collections. There are 
also stylistic links to Shortland Islands pottery: the change from Sivu (plain) to Asio (incised) 
styles is paralleled in the Shortland Islands sequence of 'Early' to 'Middle' period pottery at 
about 1000 BP (Irwin 1972). 

Terrell's (1976) work in Buin was an attempt to relate the archaeological finds to a 
knowledge of the development and organisation of the ethnographically described culture of 
the area. Terrell located two main kinds of sites: pottery scatters marking old villages and 
stone monuments unique to the area. The pottery from surface collections allowed 
construction of a sequence from thin, tempered wares to thick, untempered wares. 
Decoration also changed over time from incised and applied relief to thick paint to thin paint. 
Exotic sherds were also occasionally found which can be traced to the Shortland Islands. 
Terrell concluded that the art of pottery making had been learned from Shortland Islanders 
with whom the Buin traditionally intermarried and had exchange relations. This would have 
occurred about 1000 BP, as the earliest Buin pottery is most similar stylistically to Irwin's 
'Middle Period' in the Shortland Islands, which dates from 1000-200 BP. The 'Late Period' 
involved applied relief and carved-paddle decoration. Exotic Shortland Islands pottery found 
in Buin sites belongs to Irwin's 'Middle' and 'Late' Periods. Buin 'thick paint' sherds have 
been found in 'Middle Period' Shortland Islands sites. The prehistoric mortuary practices on 
Buin, revealed by a study of the stone monuments, are closely related to those recorded in 
the early historic period in the Shortland Islands. In the more recent period changed practices 
in Buin have obscured these connections. 

Archaeological evidence from Kieta and Buin points to strong links between southern 
Bougainville and the Shortland Islands and Choiseul Island. Oral traditions and historical 
accounts c o n f m  these connections for the recent past as well, leading Terrell and Irwin 
(1972) to postulate a Bougainville Strait interaction system. The further evidence from 
Kieta, including oral traditions linking the pottery-making villages with the Shortlands, 
supports their ideas on this. 

3. A LINGUISTIC PREHISTORY 

The AN languages of the North Solomons Province are clearly intrusive into a previously 
NAN area, given their coastal dismbution, with NAN languages tending to be spoken in 
inland areas (Allen & Hurd 1963). Outside of the mainland of New Guinea, Bougainville 
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has the greatest number of NAN speakers, more than those of New Britain, New Ireland and 
elsewhere in the Solomon Islands combined. The eight major NAN languages can be 
divided into a southern and a northern group. Those in the south (Buin, Siwai, Nagovisi 
and Nasioi) are closely related and form a clear subgroup. They are quite different from the 
northern NAN languages (Kunua, Keriaka, Rotokas and the outlier of Eivo) which are 
themselves much less closely related. The relationship between the two groups is unclear, 
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although Wurm (1982) would lump them all as members of the East Papuan Phylum with 
relationships to NAN languages to the north-west and south-east. Foley (1986:213) 
however, has cast doubt on the existence of such superordinate groupings. 

The Austronesian languages of the area have recently come under scrutiny as part of 
Ross's (1988) study of the subgrouping of AN languages in western Melanesia. The North 
Solomons languages form part of his North-West Solomonic grouping which also includes 
the languages of the Shortland Islands, Choiseul Island, New Georgia and Santa Ysabel, 
excepting those at its southern tip. At a higher level North-West Solomonic is part of a 
South New Ireland/North-West Solomonic network, itself part of a New Ireland network 
within Ross's Meso-Melanesian cluster, which also includes BaliIVitu and the Willaumez 
chain of Central-North New Britain. There is  a sharp break between the North-West 
Solomonic languages and those of the South-East Solomon Islands, the so-called Tryon- 
Hackman line. Ross finds traces of languages of South-East Solomonic type, however, in 
North-West Solomonic languages. The latter thus appear to have displaced the former north 
of the Tryon-Hackman line at some stage. 

W e  can do no better than quote Ross on the sequence of language moves which has led to 
the current dismbution of Oceanic languages from its Proto-Oceanic (POC) base. Ross 
(1988:393) postulates: 

the development of a POC dialect chain in the north-west New Britain area 
followed by population movements from this area to the Admiralties and also 
into a region including at least the south-eastem islands of the Solomons and an 
unknown area to the north-west of it in Bougainville and perhaps New Ireland. 
On the Eastern or  Central-Eastem Oceanic hypothesis, the settlement of the 
south-eastem Solomons was only a step in a process of colonisation which 
finally included the rest of Oceania. These movements from New Britain were 
followed by the diversification of 'stay-at-home' late POC into the North New 
Guinea, Papuan Tip and Meso-Melanesian linkages, with the last-named 
overlapping into the area of earlier settlement. 

The direction of language movement involved in the spread of the North-West Solomonic 
group is clearly from New Britain to New Ireland and thence on the basis of shortest moves 
to Nissan, Buka and subsequently the north Bougainville coast. The subgrouping of North- 
West Solomonic also suggests leap-frogging movements beyond Bougainville, with related 
languages becoming established on Choiseul and New Georgia and a subsequent spread to 
Santa Ysabel. Piva and Banoni, isolated on the west coast of Bougainville, and Mono-Alu in 
the Shortland Islands may also represent separate initial movements from Buka. Oral 
traditions place Torau and (now extinct) Uruava in the Kieta area as representing 
comparatively recent population movements from the Shortland Islands via the south 
Bougainville coast. Stories among other coastal NAN Nasioi speakers in the Kieta-area of 
origins in the Shortland Islands (author's fieldnotes) are presumably witness to other 
originally AN-speaking groups being linguistically assimilated by local NAN communities. 
This has been the recent fate of Uruava-speaking communities. Piva, according to Oliver 
(1949:10), is  a sub-language of Banoni heavily influenced by NAN speakers as its 
population expanded inland and intermarried with them. 

NAN languages such as Siwai, Nasioi and especially Buin appear to have borrowed 
heavily from adjacent or once adjacent AN populations. The publication of Laycock's 
comprehensive Buin dictionary is highly desirable in this respect. In conversation he 
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mentioned that many of the words to do with canoe technology, fencing of gardens and 
processing of sago (though not the name of the palm itself, which is indigenous to the island) 
were AN loans. Detailed dictionaries will allow an appreciation of what technologies and 
institutions were borrowed by NAN groups from the intrusive AN speakers, and vice versa. 
Given the apparent replacement of earlier AN languages in the region by North-West 
Solomonic languages, traces of this substratum might be found in early loans into NAN 
languages: again Laycock intimated this to me in relation to Buin in a conversation just before 
his passing. 

The atoll dwellers of the Feads, Mortlocks and Tasmans all speak a Samoic-Outlier 
Polynesian language derived from Western Polynesia as a backwash settlement. Related 
language communities are found elsewhere in the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and the Loyalty 
Islands (Clark 1979). 

4. ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND LINGUISTIC PREHISTORY 

If we now attempt to marry the two kinds of prehistory summarised above we find that 
they are a remarkably compatible couple. The archaeology reveals an early settlement and 
subsequent isolation until the Lapita phase with its major cultural changes flowing from the 
north-west, most directly probably from the Talasea area and, in part at least, originally from 
island Southeast Asia. About 2,500-2,000 years ago the end of Lapita is marked by further 
important changes over a wide region of island Melanesia associated with incised and applied 
relief pottery traditions. Although Lapita directly only impinged on Nissan and Buka, its 
effects were felt all over Bougainville, and important features of Bougainville culture and - 

- 

subsistence can be traced in origin to this period. Within the last 1,600 years there is 
evidence of a Bougainville Strait interaction system involving the Shortland Islands, 
Choiseul and southern Bougainville, seen in parallels in pottery and other material culture 
between these areas. 

Linguistics reveals the primacy of NAN languages and subsequently two intrusions into 
the area by AN speakers, both originating broadly in the Talasea area, with Oceanic AN 
languages ultimately being derived from island Southeast Asia. The second intrusion only 
penetrated as far south as Santa Ysabel but the first was ancestral to the languages of the 
initial AN settlers of the South-East Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji and 
Polynesia. There is later evidence in southern Bougainville of interaction between AN 
communities in the Shortland Islands and NAN speakers in Buin, and settlement and usually 
subsequent assimilation of Shortlands AN speakers on the coast of Bougainville itself. 

There seems good reason to believe that the original settlers of the North Solomons 
Province in the Pleistocene era spoke languages ancestral to the NAN languages found there 
today. The intrusive Lapita culture and the first phase of intrusive AN-speaking settlement 
seem also to equate with each other, especially given the distributional evidence of both and 
their origin points in New Britain, and beyond that in island Southeast Asia. It is tempting 
too to link the subsequent spread of the Meso-Melanesian cluster including the North-West 
Solomonic AN languages with that of the incised and applied relief pottery styles at about 
2000 BP. 

There is not a one-to-one relationship in this case, however, between the distributions of 
language and material culture. Incised and applied relief pottery styles are found beyond the 
boundaries of the Meso-Melanesian cluster in Manus, Tikopia, Vanuatu and New Caledonia. 
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Whatever processes caused this movement of language and spread of pottery style, the 
linguistic signal of it fades before that of material culture. While the initial settlement of the 
North Solomons Province of course involved migration, and the spread of Lapita culture and 
initial AN languages would also seem to require migration, this second spread of AN 
languages of the North-West Solomonic group and its attendant pottery styles would not 
seem to require anything we might define as large-scale population movement. If population 
movement was necessary, the participants would have belonged to essentially the same 
culture and would have come from the same immediate area as the first AN migrants. The 
differences would have been in terms of the amount of genetic mixing with pre-existing 
populations in the source area and the degree of borrowing from NAN languages. The 
Tryon-Hackman line represents the point where linguistic assimilation was reversed, but the 
influence of changes further north continued to be felt as far as New Caledonia. 

The archaeological evidence for a Bougainville Strait interaction sphere fits well with the 
oral historical and linguistic evidence for local AN language movements and subsequent 
assimilation by NAN groups, and linguistic borrowings between NAN and AN groups. 
Finally, although no archaeological research has yet been canied out on the Polynesian 
Outlier atolls, research on related Outliers further south in the Solomon Islands suggests a 
likely time-depth for Western Polynesian cultural and linguistic influence of about 800 years 
(Kirch & Yen 1982). Oral traditions from the Carterets seem to record conquest of a 
previously Polynesian community by Halia speakers (a North-West Solomonic AN 
language) within the last few hundred years. 

Given the tracking of material culture and linguistic changes, it might seem that there is an 
almost one-to-one correlation between language and culture in the North Solomons Province. 
This would be overstating the case, however. It was noted earlier that AN-associated 
introductions of material culture and fauna spread throughout the region over time effecting 
changes in culture and subsistence among NAN speakers as well. Interaction in southern 
Bougainville has led to pottery making being taken up by NAN speakers and the Buin 
evidence suggests that burial rites have been influenced as well. Clearly the borrowing was 
not all one way and in fact the AN and NAN speakers of north Bougainville are united by 
important cultural institutions which are peculiar to the island, in particular the elaborate 
boys' initiation cult involving the wearing of the upe hat. Cannibalism was practiced in the 
north by both AN and NAN speakers, but was abhorred in the south by the AN and NAN 
speakers there who practised head-hunting instead. The southern NAN speakers and the AN 
Banoni share variations of the religious Horomorum concept (Oliver 1943). Mamlineal 
descent is general over the island as is the payment of shell money for brideprice. 
Subsistence practices and many items of technology also fail to distinguish speakers of the 
two language groups (for a summary of regional similarities and differences see Oliver 
(1949:12-13), and for stone adzes, Swadling and Phillips (n.d.)). 

The challenge to archaeology is to elucidate further this interplay between exogenous and 
endogenous in the creation of regional rather than linguistically based units. Strange as it 
may seem, the challenge to linguistics is to do the same. 
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ON THE MEANING OF YANG IN INDONESIAN 

HEIN STEINHAUER 

To the memory of Don Laycock, who, by dedicating his life to the 
emancipation of minor languages, so-called minor genres of literature and 
pastimes, proved that those pejorative qualifications cannot be justified. 

The preliminary results of word frequency calculations of a large and representative 
Indonesian corpus of texts show that yang is by far the most frequently occurring Indonesian 
word (Maureen P. Westerkamp, pers. cornm.). 

However, the number of studies dealing especially with it is extremely limited, being 
confined to Kaswanti Purwo (1983), Verhaar (1983) and Simin (1983).l (Verhaar (1988) 
incorporates his findings of 1983 with a number of additions.) Of course, no grammar or 
syntax of Indonesian can avoid discussing it in some way, but these studies usually resmct 
themselves to an enumeration of examples, subtypes of constructions and a label for the 
particle. 

Azhar M. Simin (1983) criticises earlier discussions of yang for being biased by theory or 
by the language of the analyst.(if different from Malay) and for being based on sentences in a 
non-natural (i.e. context-less) setting. Justified as his criticism may be, his own approach 
falls victim to another bias, to wit the fashionable one of neo-dismbutionalism. He shows 
on the basis of one Malaysian short story that the relative frequency of yang is related to 
general discourse characteristics, which is not a surprising outcome given its meaning. But 
as is not uncommon among discourse analysts, Simin's approach is asemantic: the 
possibility of yang having a meaning is nowhere considered. His analysis therefore does not 
present the solution to the problems related to the apparent 'optionality' of yang in certain 
constructions. 

Both Kaswanti Purwo and Verhaar start their discussions of yang with Foley's hierarchy 
of 'noun adjunct' constructions either connected or not connected by means of a so-called 
ligature (cf. Foley 1976: chapter 2; Kaswanti Purwo 1983:177; Verhaar 1983:45, 1988:4). 
Foley himself does not discuss Indonesian, but the Indonesian data are not considered 
counterevidence to his hypothesis. That they support the hypothesis can only be maintained 
if: 

l A  description of Malaysian phenomena, such as Simin (1983). is of course not by definition transferable to 
Indonesian facts and vice versa, but since both languages have the same recent origin, findings for one of 
them are usually relevant for the other as well. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The langunge gume: 
papers in  memory of Donald C. Loycock, 427-439. 
Pacific Linguis~ics. C-110, 1992. 
O Hein Steinhauer 
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(a) yang can be regarded as a ligature in Foley's sense; 
(b) what Foley says about ligatures in incorrect; 
(c) yang is completely meaningless so that the constructions A yang B and AB are 

perfectly synonymous. 
With regard to the second condition, Foley asserts that ligatures do not connect nouns. 

But if yang is a ligature they do; note the following  example^:^ 

( 1 )  Kemudian dinasti Somoza (sambung-menyambung dari Somoza Garcia 
afterwards dynasty Somoza one.after.the.other from Somoza Garcia 

ke Somoza yang paman-nya, kemudian terakhir Somoza Debayle, anak-nya) 
to Somoza YANG uncle-3SG afterwards last Somoza Debayle child-3SG 

memerin tah kejam. 
rule cruel 
After that the Somoza dynasty (in a row from Somoza Garcia to the Somoza who was 
his uncle, and finally Somoza Debayle, his son) ruled mercilessly. (Kompas ?/2/90)3 

(2) Pemerintah hdonesia pesimis permintaan yang 1 J milyar dollar AS 
government Indonesia pessimistic request YANG 1.5 billion dollar USA 

akan di-penuhi. 
will be-fulfilled 
The Indonesian government.. .is pessimistic about the chances that their request of 1.5 
billion dollars will be panted. 

For those linguists who have been brought up with meaning preserving (= meaningless) 
syntactic processes, posing the third condition may even seem fatuous; for those who are 
mainly interested in crosslinguistic typological comparisons all the above conditions may be 
dismissed as trifling descriptive detail. Kaswanti Purwo (1983: 178), however, identifies the 
cases of 'optional' yang, that is the opposition A yang B versus AB as a basic issue, which 
unfortunately 'will not be further investigated.. .because.. .it is rather complicated' (tidakakan 
ditelusuri lebih lanjut. .. karena ... cukup rumit). Verhaar (1983:48), whose interest is both 
typologicaVuniversalist and descriptive, expresses his doubts about Foley's assertion that 
Malagasy really has an optional ligature at Foley's level of Noun + relative clause: "I 
have never yet encountered examples of 'free variation' except phonemically". The 
Indonesian cases of 'optional' yang should therefore be treated as pairs of constructions 
opposed to each other. But a discussion of those cases "would probably be lengthy" so that 
Verhaar (1983:48) "only note[s] a few points which are of some interest". The oppositions 
and interpretations discussed are mainly those of Fokker (1972: 11 3-1 15, 132- 134); the 
conclusion is Verhaar's: "the use or non-use of yang where it is 'optional' from a purely 
formal point of view is almost certainly a matter of bondedness also, weak or strong 
respectively". 

*1n the interlinear glosses the following abbreviations are used: 1SG-- fist person singular, 3PL - third 
person plural, etc., EMPH - emphasis, YANG - the meaning of yang and N Y A  - the meaning of the pro- 
form accompanying yang . Relevant morpheme boundaries in the Indonesian constructions are indicated by 
single dashes, which also appear in the corresponding positions in the interlinear glosses. Tense and number 
are not morphological categories of Indonesian; in the running translations of the examples a choice is made 
on the basis of context or 'inspiration of the moment'. 
3The data used for this article were collected with a different purpose over the past two years. Most of them 
come from newspapers, mainly Kompas. The code following the name of the source has to be read as 
follows: day/month/year: page-column. Indication of the reference in my notes was sometimes less detailed. 
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It is the aim of the present paper to discuss the 'optional' cases of yang in some more 
detail. It is claimed that the presence of yang where it is obligatory is not the consequence of 
a merely syntactic rule but of its meaning. A note will be added on the typology of 
Indonesian. 

Any discussion of Indonesian has to face the problem of its inherently diglossic nature. 
The existence of a standard variety of Indonesian is generally acknowledged, but there is also 
a diversity of non-standard varieties. The standard variety is the official national language of 
Indonesia and is used in 'official' communication. This functional vagueness itself 
guarantees that the borders between standard and non-standard are not sharp and that 
osmosis of non-standard phenomena into standard Indonesian is frequent - the more so as 
only a minority of its users can claim to be native speakers, the majority having one or two of 
the 500 or more regional languages as their mother tongue. 

The remarks below are confined to standard Indonesian, which means that I shall not 
discuss yang in the following three instances. 

(a) yang instead of standard bahwa '(the fact) that' (also introducing indirect quotations). 
This use of yang is still found in Fokker (1972:120). Today it is rare and restricted to 
spoken Indonesian; I have heard it used in eastern Indonesia only. 

(b) yang followed by mana introducing a relative clause, instead of just yang. Such yang 
mana clauses, which flourish in a certain kind of officialese, probably go back to the Malay 
used by Europeans in colonial times. Although yang mana means 'which (one)' (see also 
below) the construction should not be hailed as support for an English-based universal 
syntax. Knowledge of English on the other hand does seem to foster its appearance. When, 
and in what kind of Malay, relative clauses introduced by yang mana appeared for the first 
time should be investigated. It is probably significant that such relative clauses need to be of 
some length (bibir yang (*mana) merah 'lips which are red'). 

(c) Constructions consisting of imperative + yang + adjective in which the yang + 
adjective part indicates manner. The closest standard alternative is imperative + fully 
reduplicated adjective, but that would be a less categorical imperative, for example: 

(3) a. Duduk yang baik. 
sit YANG good 
Sit up straight (like you were taught). 

b. Duduk baik-baik. 
sit good-good 
Sit up straight a bit (-it's up to you how). 

In spite of this semantic opposition (3a) is considered less standard, probably because of its 
relative coarseness. Nonetheless, the toilets of the library of the National Center for 
Language Development and Cultivation (the government institution which propagates the use 
of 'good and correct' Indonesian) contain the admonition: 

(4) Siram yang banyak. 
flush YANG much 
Flush profusely. 

It is well known of course that toilets open to the general public sometimes provoke 
substandard forms of language, but whether or not constructions like (4) are standard, they 
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obviously differ from the other yang constructions which all specify overt (or covert) 
nominals. 

For the present paper it is first of all necessary to discuss the 'optionality' of yang. 
Kaswanti Purwo and Verhaar distinguish the following constructions in which yang is 
formally optional, given in the order of crosslinguistically more likely cases of obligatory 
ligature: 

(a) Noun + yang + deictic 

(b) Noun + yang + interrogative 

(c) Noun + yang + quantifier 

(d) Noun + yang + adjective 

The adjuncts with an interrogative, however, may be put aside as questionable. The only 
interrogatives that can be used as an adjunct preceded by yang are keberapa 'how many' 
(which functions in all respects as an ordinal numeral and should therefore be considered an 
instance of a quantifier adjunct), mana 'which' and bagaimana 'how'. 

As Kaswanti Purwo (1984:68) points out, mana in the sense of 'which (of a set)' is 
always preceded by yang unless it is followed by a yang construction. Careful speakers 
prefer to use yang mana also in those cases, which suggests that it is colloquial euphony 
which causes the deletion of yang. There is another use of attributive mana (without 
preceding yang), but this cannot be identified with mana in yang rnana. According to 
Kaswanti Purwo (1984:68) "manaj asks for one [or more, H.S.] out of a limited number 
(English 'which?'), manajj asks about a place of origin". Kaswanti Purwo adduces one 
instance of attributive bagaimana obligatorily preceded by yang: 

(5 )  Buku *fiang) bagaimana akan laku keras di sini? 
book YANG how will be.in.demand hard in here 
What kind of book would sell well here?4 
[cf. *Buku bagaimana akan laku keras di sinia 

However, it seems that bagaimana, having adverbial properties, may also be used 
attributively without intervening yang when the antecedent is a deverbal noun: 

(6) Tindakan bagaimana yang di-ambil-nya? 
measure how YANG be-taken-3SG 
What kind of measures did he take? 

The use of yang with interrogatives deserves further investigation, but some benevolence 
seems to be needed to accept it as support for Foley's hierarchy in Verhaar's sense. In any 
case, vis-a-vis the other instances of yang, the position of yang with interrogatives is 
marginal. 

In all other instances of yang + adjunct, yang instructs the hearer to arrive at a 
projection in his mind of the thing meant through at least two stages: 

4 ~ h i s  translation does not do justice to the meaning: being opposed to macam apa 'what kind of (static)', 
(yang) bagaimana 'what kind o f  implies a dynamic categorisation; the referent of the antecedenthead noun is 
seen as a complex of constituting elements or stages. 

-- - 
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(a) a projection of the set of appropriate referents of the overt or implied antecedent, and 

(b) a projection of that subset which also belongs to the set of appropriate referents of the 
adjunct. 

In other words, yang triggers the search for an antecedent and subsequently for a specified 
subset of the set of appropriate referents of this antecedent. 

Parallel yang-less constructions, however; 

(a) define ultimately the same set, not as a conjunction of two sets but as those elements 
which have the properties of both the antecedent and the adjunct, or 

(b) define a quite different set of appropriate referents, or 

(c) are ungrammatical/uninterpretable. 

Consider the following pairs of phrases: 

(7) a. rumah yang kuning yellow house 
house YANG yellow 

b. rumah kuning 1. yellow house 
2. brothel 

(8) a. pohon yang terang brightly-lit tree 
tree YANG bright 

b. pohon terang 1. brightly-lit tree 
2. Christmas tree 

(9) a. daftax yang hitam black-coloured list 
list YANG black 

b. daftar hitam 

(10) a. Irian yang jaya 

b. Irian Jaya 

(11) a. Karel yang agung 

b . Karel Agung 

1. black-coloured list 
2. black list 

the glorious Irian 

name of the Indonesian province of 
West New Guinea 

The noble Karel 

Charlemagne 

In (7a), the set of appropriate referents is the conjunction of the sets of appropriate referents 
of rumah and of things which are kuning 'yellowness' is not presented as an inherent or 
integral feature of being a house: 
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In (7b) on the other hand the set of appropriate referents is the same as the conjunction 
above; it is not presented as a conjunction, but rather as a conceptual whole: being a house 
and being yellow are similarly integral features of the thing referred to. Likewise (8a) versus 
(8b) and (9a) versus (9b). The pairs (lOa), (lob) and (1 la), (1 lb) show that geographical 
and proper names do not differ from other nouns in this respect. It should be noticed 
moreover that a conjunction may take the shape of inclusion: unique reference does not 
preclude the use of a yang construction. 

Diagrammatically (10a) can be syrnbolised as follows: 

@ (one member) set of appropriate referents of Irian 

set of appropriate referents of 'glorious' (jaya) things 

Semantically, these different representations imply that the opposition restrictive versus non- 
restrictive is a matter of context and knowledge of the world, not to be connected with the 
yang construction as such. That yang constructions can be associated with emphasis as is 
sometimes done (cf. Verhaar 1983:49) is a consequence, not the essence, of its meaning: if A 
yang B introduces set A first and then specifies a subset (A A B) of it, the contrast with A A 

not-B is implied. 

The conceptual wholeness of the yang-less construction in these cases makes them 
subject to semantic changes, so that the yang -less constructions often acquire a compound- 
like status. A cerita pendek 'short story', may be extended into cerita pendek yangpanjang 
'a long short story', but a cerita yangpendek 'a short story' can never be longer than short. 
Examples may be multiplied at length. 

The very fact that some combinations of Noun + Adjective are less likely to occur than 
others is a consequence of the relative ease of difficulty in conceiving wholes: it is easier to 
speak of gunung tinggi 'high mountain' than of istri tinggi 'tall wife', and of bibir merah 
'red lips' than of muridmerah 'red pupil'; a guru tinggi would not readily be interpreted as a 
'tall teacher' (= guru yang tingg] because tall teachers are not obvious candidates for being 
conceptualised as a category; instead it is interpreted rather as a 'teacher of high rank'. 

Insertion of yang breaks the conceptual whole, as is apparent for instance in the following 
pair of phrases: 

(12) a. dua buah besar two big fruit 
two fruit big 

b. dua buah yang besar 1. two fruit which are big 
2. two big ones (of things counted with 

the classifier buah, including fruit) 

The above cases of adjuncts all involve monomorphemic adjectives. The more 
complicated an adjunct becomes semantically, the more difficult it will be to conceive of the 
antecedent + adjunct as a whole: the set of appropriate referents is necessarily amved at 
in stages. In other words, the more complex the adjunct becomes morphologically and 
syntactically, the more yang becomes unavoidable. 
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Yet, contrary to what is sometimes maintained (cf. Verhaar 1983:49; Kaswanti Purwo 
1983:180) there are cases of oppositions with yang -less constructions, even if the adjuncts 
are complex. Such oppositions are systematically possible with adjuncts of the type ber- + 
NP 'qualified by NP (with NP, having NP, using NP)' se- + NP 'of one and the same NP', 
se- + Adjective + NP 'as Adjective as NP' or preposition + NP. In other words there are 
formal elements which indicate the existence of a possible atmbutive relation (see also 
Fokker 1972:135), for example: 

(13) unfuk wanita aktifi dua puluh pembalut wanita ber-perekat 
for woman active two ten bandage woman with-adhesive 
for the active woman: twenty press-on panty-liners 

(14) Mereka itu kan se-bangsa dan se-tanah air? 
3PL those isntt.it one-nation and one-soil water 
Those (women) aren't they of the same nation and fatherland (as us)? 
(Kompas ?/2/90) 

(15) Dengan mulut se-lebar jendela itu kuda nil gampang kemasukan 
with mouth as-wide.as window that horse Nile easy get.entered.into 

segala jenis benda besar seperti sepatu olah raga. 
all kind thing big like shoe sport 
With that mouth as wide as a window a hippopotamus easily gets to swallow all 
kinds of large objects such as sports shoes. 

Superlatives, formed with ter-, regularly have yang, unless again the entity with the 
superlative quality can be conceived of as a whole, such as in gunung tertinggi 'highest 
mountain', prestasi terbaik 'best achievement'. In (16), taken from an advertisement, the 
'foremost bookstores' and 'what is now the best English-Indonesian dictionary' are 
presented as matters of fact, readily present in everybody's mind, instead of as cerebral 
constructs by the speaker: 

(16) Toko buku ter-ke-muka se-tempat menjual kamus hggeris-Indonesia 
shop book most-to-front one-place sell dictionary English-Indonesian 

ter-baik saat ini. 
most-good moment this 
The foremost bookstores in your residence sell the best English-Indonesian 
dictionaq to date. 

Superlatives formed with paling apparently behave in the same way: 

(17) Memang itu-lah ekses paling menonjol dari penerapan 
indeed that-EMPH excess most conspicuous from application 

jemba tan timbang. 
bridge weigh 
That indeed is the most conspicuous excess from the application of the weighbridge. 
(Kompas 191618 8:XIII) 

(1 8) Di El Salvador, kekuatan politik paling kanan ... dominan di pemerintahan. 
in El Salvador force political most right dominant in administration 
In El Salvador the most right-wing political forces dominate the administration. 
(Kompas 414PO:IV- 1) 
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(19) Deng yang Maret lalu menyerahkan jabatan terakhir-nya ... tetap 
Deng YANG March past submit function last-3SG constant 

tokoh paling ber-kuasa. 
personage most with-power 
Deng, who last March gave up his last post, remains the most powerful figure. 
(Kompas 4/4/90) 

Analogically one may occasionally even find other modified adjectives without yang but 
such constructions are rejected by most careful speakers, for example: 

(20) Kesimpulan amat jelas bisa di-tarik dari fakta tersebut. 
conclusion very clear can be-drawn from fact mentioned 
A very clear conclusion can be drawn from these facts. (Kompas 4/3/90:M-5) 

(21) Rakyat harus bersiap menerima beban lebih berat. 
people must get-prepared accept burden more heavy 
The people must get prepared to accept a heavier burden. (Kompas 14/4/90:IlI-5) 

However, there are also some more or less set expressions (cf. Fokker 1972:134), such as: 

(22) keterangan lebih lanjut 
information more continued 
further information 

Compounded and coordinated adjectives, whose elements individually may be used 
attributively without yang, preserve the opposition yang versus 0. Compare (23aH23f). 

(23) a. kain merah kuning 
cloth red yellow 

orange cloth 

b . kain yang merah kuning cloth which is orange 

c. kain merah dan kuning red and yellow cloth 

d . kain yang merah dan kuning cloth which is red and yellow 

e. kainyangmerah danyangkuning cloth which is red and (cloth) which is yellow 

f . *kain merah dan yang kuning 

The following clause was copied from the Bahan Masukan Repelita V Bidang Kebahasaan 
dan Kesusastraan (Input for the Fifth Five-Year Development Plan in the Field of Language 
and Literature, internal report of the National Center for Language Development and 
Cultivation, July 1988): 

(24) Usaha ...&an di-tingkatkan melalui jalur formal, non-formal dan informal 
effort .will be-intensified via channel formal non-formal and informal 
Efforts [to foster Indonesian] will be intensified through formal, non-formal and 
informal channels. 

A number of nouns, such as cara 'manner', keadaan 'state', kegiatan 'activity', latihan 
'exercise', perasaan 'feeling', proses 'process', sikap 'attitude', teman 'friend', tempat 
'place', usaha 'effort', waktu 'time' (cf. Fokker 1972:137-138 for some other examples) 
may be followed by a predicative adjunct without intervening yang, in which case the adjunct 
expresses something like the content or essence of the preceding noun. With yang the 
meaning of the construction can only be 'Noun which (is) Adjunct', for example: 



(25) perasaan capai 
feeling tired 
feeling of being tired 
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(26) latihan membaca bahasa Arab 
exercise read language Arabic 
exercise in reading Arabic 

(27) Kehadiran para imigran dalam jumlah besar dengan kebiasaan hidup yang 
presence group immigrant in number big with habit live YANG 

kurang disiplin dan agak jorok mengundang sikap tak senang. 
less discipline and rather dirty invite attitude not happy 
The presence of the (East German] immigrants in large numbers with ill-disciplined 
and rather untidy living habits evokes an attitude of discontent. 

Insertion of yang in examples (25), (26) and (27) would result in rather inappropriate 
referents: 

(25) a. perasaan yang capai feeling which is tired 

(26) a. latihan yangmembaca bahasa Arab exercise which reads Arabic 

(27) a. sikap yang talc senang attitude which is not happy 

Quite different sets of appropriate referents are also evoked by AB versus A yang B, 
when B is a monomorphemic verb. Compare (28a), and (28b) (I refer to Steinhauer (1986) 
for a discussion of these cases): 

(28) a. tempat tidur sleeping place, bed 

b . tempatyang tidur place which is asleep 

In general, however, adjuncts with a verb (other than those consisting of ber- + Noun) as its 
head require yang, although exceptions do occur again in more or less set expressions (see 
Fokker 1972: 130-131). The following constructions show some other examples: 

(29) suara menentang 
vote oppose 
dissenting vote 

(30) negara berkembang 
state develop 
developing nation 

(31) Utang budi membuat Nadia seperti kerbau tercocok hidung menghadapi 
debt mind make Nadia like - carabao get.pierced nose face 

Nicu Ceaucescu. 
Nicu Ceaucescu 
Debt of honour made Nadia be like a carabao with a ring in its nose when facing 
Nicu Ceaucescu. (Kompas 28/2/90) 

(32) Untuk mengungkap misteri rnayat tak di-kenal ini kini polisi Solok-lah 
for solve mystery corpse not be-known this now police Solok-EMPH 

yang mengusut-nya. 
YANG examine-3SG 
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In order to solve the problem of this unknown corpse it is now up to the Solok police 
who are examining it. (Harian Singgalang 19/8/89) 

(33) Bayi tak ber-dosa itu segera di-larikan ke rumah sakit umum. 
baby not with-sin that immediately be-run.off.with to house ill public 
The innocent baby was immediately brought to the public hospital. 
(Kompas 9/4/90:III-4) 

From a television program on 5 December 1988 I noted the following phrase: 

(34) dari seratus negara sedang berkembang 
from hundred state meanwhile develop 
from one hundred developing nations 

but this is probably a contamination of dari seratus negara berkembang and dari seratus 
negara yang sedang berkembang. 

The reason why verbal adjuncts require yang (with the exceptions mentioned) is semantic. 
The attributive component of what I have identified as the expression of a conceptual whole, 
that is, constructions AB in contradistinction to A yang B, indicates an integral or inherent, 
and therefore static, feature of the antecedent. Verbs on the other hand, with the systematic 
exception of verbs of the type ber- + Noun, are inherently dynamic. Such a dynamic verb 
cannot readily be used attributively to express an integral or inherent and static feature of its 
head. Consequently, yang is the only possibility with most verbal adjuncts. 

However, alongside a number of verbs Indonesian has deverbal nouns which are often 
used attributively. Their meanings are neutral as to dynamics and they are not usually 
combined with preceding yang. Consider the following pairs: 

(35) a. menteri *(yang) mendidik bangsa 
minister YANG educate nation 
minister who educates the nation 

b. menteri pendidik bangsa 
minister educator nation 
minister (and at the same time) educator of the nation 

(36) a. menteri *(yang) dididik di Canberra 
minister YANG be.educated in Canberra 
minister who was educated in Canberra 
[cf. menteri yang dididik di Canberra] 

b. menteri didikan Canberra 
minister educational.product Canberra 
minister with Canberra education 

The attributive phrases in (35a) and (36a) express incidental activities which are not 
presented as inherent features of the minister in question. In (35b) and (36b) on the other 
hand they are. 

To what extent these oppositions are productive must remain a matter of further research. 

Besides a ligature, yang has often been called a relative pronoun. This is refuted by 
Verhaar (1983%) with the argument that yang lacks "argument status". Given the meaning 
of yang set out above, it can not be claimed that yang is coreferential with the antecedent. 
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However, many relative clauses introduced by yang contain what Verhaar calls a "pro-form" 
(always -nya in his examples, Verhaar 1983:58-59), and it is this pro-form which is analysed 
as being coreferential with the antecedent and as having syntactic status in the relative clause. 

Now the issue of the 'right' label for yang is not extremely relevant. It could just as well 
be called YANG, for whatever the name the complete facts would not nearly be predicted by 
it, and a detailed discussion of those facts would remain necessary. 

In connection with the pro-form one more note should be made on these facts. Any 
nominal syntactic slot in the relative clause except the one for subject can be filled by the pro- 
form -nya. But examples adduced in the literature always have a third person antecedent 
(nominal or pronominal). The question to be answered is whether this pro-form is the third 
person pronominal suffix (or clitic according to some analysts) as opposed to first and 
second person pronominal forms. Or can the pro-form be coreferential with any antecedent, 
including for instance saya 'I' and kamu 'you'? Apparently the answer depends on the 
mother tongue of the speaker or the variety of Indonesian he or she is accustomed to. 
Javanese prefer -nya in all instances, and for them (37) is grammatical while (38) is strange: 

(37) Saya, yang waktu itu rumah-nya - terbakar, terpaksa pulang 
1SG YANG time that house-NYA burnt down forced return 

kampung saja. 
village just 
I, with my house burnt down at the time, just had to return to the village (I came 
from). 

(38) Mereka ini terpisah dari kaum proletariat, yang upah kerja mereka 
3PL this separated from group proletariat YANG wage work 3PL 

hanya mencapai tingkat jumlah ... tunjangan sosial di Barat. 
only reach level amount support social in West 
These people got separated from the proletariat, whose wages for their work only 
reach the level ... of a social security benefit in the West. (Kompus 12/1/89:XII-5) 

Someone from Acheh, however, will reject rumahnya in favour of rumah saya 'my house' 
in (37), whereas (38) is analysed as correct. Speakers from areas such as West Sumatra and 
Central Sulawesi on the other hand do not know what to say. Obviously in these marginal 
cases grammatical rules have not yet settled. 

What is important is that there is a pro-form for the antecedent, whatever its nature, 
personal or other. That even in subject position there may appear some copy of the 
antecedent, albeit not a pro-form (such as in (39)), is for Verhaar additional proof that it 
cannot be yang which has argument status. 

(39) Ny. Sum membicarakan niat-nya membunuh Poerwanto kepada 
Mrs Sum discuss intention-3SG murder Poerwanto to 

suami-nya D.A.P. yang kemudian D.A.P. menyetujui 
husband-3SG D.A.P YANG subsequently D.A.P. agree 

rencana tersebut. 
plan mentioned 



Mrs Sum mentioned her intention to murder Poerwanto to her husband D.A.P., who 
subsequently gave his consent to that plan.5 (Kompas 1911189:I-5) 

Be that as it may, there is still one problem left: that is, the exact relation between 
antecedent and relative clause. This relation can be formulated in terms of nominal slots in 
the relative clause, marked by the pro-form or the subject copy. I do not think, by the way, 
that the Indonesian facts can be translated into the categories of Keenan and Comrie's 
theoretical framework (cf. Keenan & Comrie 1977; cf. also the discussion on their model by 
Moeimam 1987). But there is another perspective to view the relation between antecedent 
and relative clause. 

In Li and Thompson (1976:483) Indonesian is adduced as an 'Sp' language, that is, a 
language in which subjects are far more prominent than topics. It may be argued, however, 
that Indonesian is much more of a 'Tp' (Topic prominent) language: 

(a) An Indonesian 'state of affairs' is expressed by a predicate which (if not an imperative) is 
combined with a preceding topic, and/or a subject which may either immediately precede or 
follow the predicate. (An imperative can be preceded by a topic, but is always subjectless.) 
There are particles which can be qualified as topic markers, such as adapun 'as regards', but 
subject + predicate is discretely distinguished from topic + predicate by intonation 
alone (for details see Suparno 1991). 

(b) Indonesian subjects, even in main clauses, do not have to be overtly present if the 
context presents sufficient clues as to their nature (see Sugono 199 1). An example in which 
the subject is implied in the preceding context is (40): 

(40) Ketika G. rnohon pinjarn sepeda Gazelle Seri Sepuluh langsung 
moment G. ask borrow bicycle Gazelle Series Ten immediate 

di-luluskan. 
be-granted 
When G. asked for the loan of the Gazelle Series Ten bicycle [the request] was 
immediately granted. (Kompas 5/6/88:1-7) 

(c) Written Indonesian has predominantly subject-predicate clauses, at least so it seems. 
Spontaneous language use, however, is riddled with topic-comment structures (Suparno 
1991). 

These facts seem to be more in accordance with a topic-oriented language than with a 
subject prominent one. 

Semantically, an Indonesian topic introduces a set of appropriate referents which function 
as a 'realm of discourse' for the sentence; whether or not this was previously known to the 
hearers, or thought to be known by them, is irrelevant. The part of the sentence which 
follows the topic presents a specification about it or associated with it. The semantic relation 
of antecedent and adjunct introduced by yang is strikingly similar: the antecedent introduces a 
set of appropriate referents which functions as the 'realm of discourse' for the noun phrase, 
while the adjunct subsequently presents a further specification concerning this set. 

It may be tentatively concluded therefore that the facts of yangcorroborate the 
qualification of Indonesian as a topic prominent language. But also here it should be stressed 

%ententes like these resemble anacoluthons. Careful speakers tend to reject them. Even if they are 
grammatical, they are also poor stylistically. 
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that crosslinguistic labels rarely do justice to the facts of a particular language: there is 
obviously more to yang than could be dealt with in this paper. 
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ASPECTS OF MEANING IN FIELDWORK 

W.A.L. STOKHOF~ 

1. The distinction between anthropology, or non-Western sociology, and linguistics in my 
view lies in the fact that the latter undertakes to provide a fully-fledged description of the 
linguistic system of an individual or group of individuals, whereas the former category 
attempts to gain an insight into phenomena of primarily non-linguistic behaviour, artefacts 
and habitats by means of, or through, language. 

For the linguistic fieldworker the linguistic system is his ultimate goal. His main task is to 
report on the semantics of the language under consideration, and to indicate which aspects of 
it appear to be grammaticalised or systematically formalised. I would like to quote Coseriu's 
(1967:3) dictum here, to make my position clearer: 

[man muss] bemerken, dass die Sprache zwar Ausdruck mit Bedeutung ist, 
dass aber dabei die Bedeutung und nicht der Ausdruck das Bestimrnende ist, 
dass also der Ausdruck um der Bedeutung willen existiert, nicht umgekehrt. 

Let not my quoting this statement induce you to believe that such a point of view implies an 
acquiescence in the description of language as a separable and distinct aspect of culture, 
without taking into consideration any information on, or reference to, non-lingual factors 
such as social and natural environment. 

On the contrary. Language is part and parcel of culture, which I define as a set of 
concepts and products of human behaviour as generated by a given set of individuals. I am 
quite well aware that a certain disregard for anthropological data is sometimes demonstrable 
in some linguistic circles. Even worse, there are linguists who display a complete disinterest 
in the non-lingual phenomena which are to be the object of investigation in sociology andlor 
anthropology. It is quite revealing that the converse is much more difficult to find: in 
contrast to certain linguists, anthropologists will hardly ever deny the essential function of 
language in society at all levels, such as arranging marriages, organising communal house 
building, clearing forest for new gardens, burial ceremonies, etc. The anthropologist is very 
much aware of the key function of language in culture. 

'This paper was written in memory of a great field linguist, Don C. Laycock. It was subsequently read at the 
seminar 'Problems and challenges of Anthropological and Linguistic Fieldwork' held at Leiden University, 5- 
9 March 1990. Don and I were friends. He opened my eyes to many things: oral traditions, verbal play. 
Australian wines and angelic languages, to mention but a few. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language gume: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock. 441449. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
Q WA.L. Stokhof 
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I very much admire those linguists who follow in the tradition of anthropological 
linguistics founded by Boas and Sapir. Boas's Handbook of American Indian languages is a 
unique description and collection of materials organised not according to preconceived ideas, 
but adapted to the structure of the languages under study. It was Sapir who was the initiator 
of the idea that in order to interpret and understand the structure of linguistic patterns a very 
thorough knowledge of the cultural environment of the language being studied was 
necessary. In America this tendency resulted in a certain overemphasis of the study of 
language in its relation to the culture of its speakers; how far does conditioning through non- 
lingual factors in language go? We shall not go into this here. The confrontation with 
languages which appeared to have ways of mapping out the world which were different from 
those they were used to resulted in an American type of linguist well trained in linguistics and 
anthropology/psychology, with an eye open for all aspects of culture, such as folklore, social 
organisation, taboo regulations, maledicta, mythology and so on. Or to summarise it in 
Malinowski's (1922) terms: a kind of investigator with a vivid interest in (1) the structure of 
the mbe and the anatomy of its culture, (2) the imponderabilia of actual life, and (3) native 
terminology. 

A superficial reader would probably reproach me with inconsistency now. On the one 
hand I advocate a smct linguistic approach, where only those semantic features are taken into 
account which also have a formal correlate, but on the other hand I promote the study of the 
social and natural situation of the language under investigation. 

However, it is my contention that in order to establish the constituting features of the 
semantic correlates of the linguistic signs, an intimate knowledge of the culture of the 
language speaker's group under study is one of the prerequisites for a sound linguistic 
analysis. For instance, insight into the different and mutually related aspects of social 
organisation may be necessary ultimately to guarantee a correct descriptive statement. 

Allow me to offer two examples from my own fieldwork: The case of the Woisika girl 
who is called Maria Pfiilang As6fa on her birth certificate, but who has some twenty-two 
other separate names, is very instructive. Most of them I had the occasion to witness in 
actual use during my stay in the area. 

Naming practices of the Woisika (Stokhof 1983), a small ethnic group living in the central 
part of Alor, may be described as complex. Understanding them demands a vast knowledge 
of-their traditional social organisation, acculturation processes and, of course, a keen interest 
in people. 

What we are talking about here is not cases where different forms may have the same 
referent, such as brother and male sibling, but alternants where (at least partial) formal 
identitylsimilarity correlates with semantic identity. Woisika adat names consist of two parts, 
the first part of which is permanent through life; this set of permanent elements is a closed set 
and must be divided into two subsets which are mutually exclusive: subset 1 has only males 
as appropriate referents, subset 2 only females. 

The initial and basic component of the adat name, which is the permanent element in the 
altemants is determined by factors such as: (1) being the first bom, (2) one's sex, (3) the sex 
of one's parent (the name giver), (4) the sex of one's name donor (i.e. the person after 
whom one is named). 

When, where, why and by whom a given alternant of the name is chosen depends, among 
other things, on: (a) the status of the speaker (S) andlor the addressee (A), (b) the physical 
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appearance of the addressee, (c) the degree of intimacy between A and S, (d) the place of 
birth of A's name-giving parent or, (e) the place of birth of A's name donor (i.e. his 
namesake), (f) the place where A is actually living. 

A person will sometimes find himselfherself referred to by separate names, depending on 
the point of view of the speaker. A girl named by her father after his mother could share the 
same locative suffix as her father possesses (coming from the same place, clan and adat 
house), and/or with her paternal grandmother, her name donor (who bears the locative suffix 
from her father's kampong). Let me give an example: a man called KamCngmai living in the 
hamlet T&aiku12 (and, consequently, also called Kamdngtakai) is married to a woman, Pliifa 
(from Atdita and consequently also named Pliiatei) or, alternatively, since his name donor is 
from Lawamiita, also: Pliilawa). He has four children from Pfiifa. The Woisika are 
predominantly pamlocal and so the children are born in Tak&ul. Let us now look at the 
fourth child. It is a girl, so according to local adat, the right to name this girl is invested in 
the mother and, given the gender consituency of the preceding children, she names this girl 
after her own mother: Ulet. A female friend of L6let's grandmother (the mother of Pliifa 
and L6let's name donor), could call the girl L6let, Ldawa, reminding the girl that her 
maternal grandmother is from Lawamiita. But the same girl could be called Uatei by, say, 
Wdatei, her paternal grandfather, if the old man chooses to stress the fact that her mother 
originates from another village. It also happens that the girl after marrying into a different 
clan and taking up virilocal residence, at a village in the plains, will hear herself addressed as 
Umana, meaning 'L6let who comes from the mountain slopes'. 

There is a clear relationship between the permanent first components of the adat proper 
names and the first components of the names used for the so-called adat housesladat 
granaries. Every clan has its own granary as well as its own ritual communal dancing-place. 
Again, the names of those dancing-places, the initial components, belong to the set of 
components which very often have female persons as appropriate referents. This could point 
to a possible ancestral female predominance in earlier times. 

Summarising, a complex set of data is actually necessary to understand how Woisika 
naming practices work and to describe a name such as Unsai used for a girl named Unmal 
(glossed as 'Unmal from Siimang') as 'any female person identifiable as an appropriate 
referent of a meaning correlating with a smng of which the initial component is formed by 
lon- and who possesses (direct or indirect) ties of origin with a place identifiable as an 
appropriate referent of a meaning correlating with a sting whose initial component is sai-'. 

Another domain where profound expertise is a prerequisite for successful analysis and 
description of lingual phenomena is that of oral tradition. I have here in mind the major as 
well as the minor forms, and in particular, the metaphor. 

The quintessence of the metaphor lies in the fact that the speaker makes something into the 
referent of the meaning of a linguistic sign in a derived sense, in that it in fact lacks, or only 
partially'possesses, those features which would make it the appropriate referent of that 
meaning. In passing it is worthwhile to observe here that: (1) it is more often than not purely 
non-lingual reasons which instigate the speaker to choose a certain metaphor, and (2) that 

2~lacenames in the Woisika area also consist of two components. In some cases a conspicuous feature of the 
landscape is expressed in the name, or part of the name of the clan or the clan house. Sometimes a place is 
named after something which is found, or an incident said to have happened there. As can be seen from the 
instances in the text, it is usually the initial component of the placename which replaces the secondary 
component in a person's adat name. 
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metaphorical use of certain meanings is conventionalised and that they consequently belong 
to the linguistic system. 

Until now we do not even know with certainty whether the use of the metaphor is 
universal. As is the case with the riddle (a genre very close to the metaphor), the metaphor 
has not been reported for all cultural groups and for all sets of same language speakers. 
Metaphors (just as other oral tradition forms) tend to be forgotten or left out in descriptions. 
The inquirer often begins to be aware of them only after a considerable period of time in the 
field. 

In Woisika metaphors are often drawn from the animal realm and pertain frequently to 
death, ancestors, or ghosts. Names of birds and snakes are used to designate them. 

In the riddles we see that the riddle subject, that is, that element in the riddle to which 
certain features are ascribed and which stands for the 'intended referent', is in many cases a 
pig or a crocodile. 

When a relative dies the women walk about wailing and call the deceased using names of 
birds or snakes. This becomes more understandable if we know that during the final death 
ceremonies, which are very rarely performed nowadays, the singer indeed begs the deceased 
to become birds or snakes, and identifies the loved ones with those animals. 

It would not be at all surprising if in the Woisika myths clues could be found which 
would point to a pre-Christian animism or even totemism; ancestors as snakes and birds as 
instruments in myths of origin, migration myths and myths of settlement. 

2. Linguistics is focused on the invariant - formally as well as semantically. However, in 
order to eliminate variables and to establish the invariant, insight is necessary into the 
different domains of knowledge as possessed by the speakers. 

In the speech-act it is not only semantic information abstracted by the HearerlAddressee 
from the stretch of sounds/utterances as produced by the speaker which enables the 
comprehension by the A, the A also needs other dataltypes of knowledge, namely: 

(1) a shared knowledge about daily life (trivia) 

(2) knowledge about the actual SituationVsetting', and 

(3) knowledge about his fellow interlocutors in the speech act itself. 

What is said about conditions for effective communication between S and A holds even 
more so for comprehension between informant and researcher. (Comprehension I define 
here as the process of mapping out by the A of data on the basis of hisher interpretation of 
the linguistic information provided by an utteranceltext on the one hand, and the non- 
linguistic information provided by the frame of reference (real world knowledge), on the 
other.) - 

Now, here we touch on another difference between the linguist and the anthropologist. 
The latter is often most concerned about the possible deregulating impact of his own presence 
in loco (i.e. during the field investigations), which could yield negative consequences for 
hisher comprehension and consequently for the analysis and description. 

Anthropologists, especially those belonging to schools called symbolic anthropology and 
structural anthropology, tend to develop very sophisticated deep structures which are often 
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difficult to match with surface phenomena. Their constant concern about or dissatisfaction 
with the unverifiability of their own theories is quite understandable in view of their inability 
to evaluate the influence exerted through their very presence. 

In linguistic fieldwork there is always the immediate possibility of checking what one has 
found, of testing one's hypotheses: the proof of the pudding is in the eating. Because the 
linguist is meaning-means oriented, complications arising from hisher own presence or from 
the degree of directness or exactitude with which the informant chooses to impart hisher 
knowledge should not be underestimated, but are usually only of secondary importance. 
Earlier I quoted Coseriu, but I could also have paraphrased Jacobson (the latter's work is 
permeated by the idea of the teleology in language phenomena): the material or physical 
medium is only a means to an end, to wit, the communication of meaning. Everything in 
language has a function. So when we study a language, 

there are always two facts immediately accessible to the inquirer, the utterance 
and the interpretation of it by a native. The interpretation depends on two 
things: the utterance (the input) and the set of rules applied to it (the code). 
Thus, knowing both utterance and interpretation, one can draw conclusions 
about the code. Any distinct change in the utterance that is accompanied by a 
change in the interpretations cogently points to a rule in the code.3 This is the 
basic idea of phonemic - or, in a wider sense, functional - thinking in 
linguistics. (Ebeling 1960: 13). 

Consequently, every time we believe we have discovered a difference or change in an 
utterance that results in a change in the interpretation of it by an informant, we check this 
phenomenon by reproducing it and putting it in the correct framework. This holds good not 
only for the formal correlate of a linguistic sign, but also for the semantic correlate. Language 
is a relational entity; consequently, meaning must also be analysed in relation to other 
meanings on the basis of a comparison of referents and speaker's intuition (Ebeling 
1978:lO). 

Now, some colleagues will probably accuse me of (over)simplification of the facts. I 
believe that it is the task of the linguist to ascertain as accurately as possible those lingual 
elements which have functional value and which are invariant; the only criterion to do this 
correctly is distinctiveness, which in turn is based on the idea of discreteness. And the only 
way to carry out this investigation is through the help of an informant, whether we like it or 
not. 

When the non-lingual knowledge is not shared by S and A (as is more often than not the 
case in the fieldwork situations) comprehension is greatly impaired. Experiments have 
shown that the A automatically tries to fit in the newly obtained data as well as possible in 
hisher own conceptual framework - at the risk of all sorts of misunderstanding. 

For the fieldwork situation this means that the investigator is not always aware of hisher 
own ethnocentricity. It is of course also often quite hard to find out what influences co- 
determine the reactions of the informant. Usually only research that is carried out over a long 
period of time and with the same informants may remove some misunderstandings, but 
differences will always remain. 

3~or  the difference between language and code, see Stokhof (1979). 
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In this connection it is useful to mention some inference experiments as camed out by 
Noordman (1979). Noordman states that every meaningful utterance contains two types of 
information: foreground information (FI) and background information (BI). FI is explicitly 
communicated information. BI is implicit knowledge, shared between S and A; it is said to 
be more likely presupposed to be uue and less likely to be affected by a negation than FI. To 
find out what is BI and what FI he mentions (1979:115) the negation test: "the test for the 
claim that a certain proposition is a presupposition of a sentence is to see whether it is 
preserved under negation of the sentence", and he adds, "as understood by the listener and 
the speaker". 

Following Miller (1969) he then contends that in Leslie is nor a mother, the A and S 
presuppose that Leslie is a woman, although he is aware of the fact that from a logical point 
of view, Leslie could also be a man (pragmatic presupposition being different from logical 
presupposition). 

To my mind truth values belong to logic and not to linguistics, and pragmatic 
presuppositions belong to interpretation and are therefore not part of a linguistic description 
per se. However, provisionally accepting the negation test, the results of Noordman's 
experiments struck me as very interesting because they were quite different from those which 
I made on an incidental base with speakers of Indonesian originating from the eastern part of 
Indonesia. Noordrnan rephrased the well-known riddle: 

two Indians, a tall one and a short one, were sitting on a fence, the shorter one 
was the son of the taller one; the taller one was not the father of the shorter one 

in "A is the son of B, B is not the father of A. How is this possible?" 

Subjects were asked to solve this problem in the expectation that only the meaning 
component that is most 'in the foreground' would be negated and that other meaning- 
components would be left out of consideration because they are part of BI, that is, part of 
pragmatic presupposition. Noordman's informants turned out to have quite a lot of problems 
in solving the riddle; many were not able to do so. Some came up with the false solution 
'stepfather'. 

The negation apparently did not affect the feature 'gender' in casu 'male'. It induced the 
informants to look for other possibilities, obviously in vain. They appeared to concentrate 
on the feature + 'parent', judging from the fact that stepfather was a frequent reaction. This 
leads Noordman to conclude that f 'gender' is BI of the kinship terms 'father' and 'mother' 
and that 'parenthood' is FI. 

The informants whom I had occasion to test reacted more successfully. This could partly 
be explained by the widely accepted role which the riddle often still plays in the villages. 
Some of course ventured the incorrect solution an& angkat 'adopted child', focusing on the 
child instead of on the parent, but obviously meaning stepfather. However, several others 
immediately ventured ibu 'mother'. This could point indeed to another way of parcelling out 
reality; a different hierarchy of semantic features which constitute the meanings ayah and ibu 
(opposed to an& lala'-laki 'son' as used by Indonesian speakers from Eastern Indonesia. 
Contrary to Noordman's subjects for the Indonesian informants the feature f 'parent' does 
not exclude the feature f 'gender' (further research is needed here). 

The problems which arise from the fact that both investigator and informant are 
conditioned by their respective cultures, which organise human experience differently, 
should not be underestimated. They also arise from the different apportioning of the 
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semantic continuum - complications often derive from a different orientation towards the 
facts (of life), a dissimilar scheme of priorities (see Keenan and Ochs (1979) on language use 
and information exchange procedures in Malagasy). 

Consequently, the answers obtained may sometimes seem to be unrelated to the questions 
posed by the investigator: the informant tends to rethink and to transpose questions into 
hisher own conceptual framework. It is often difficult for the investigator to trace this 
procedure back or to transfer it into hisher own framework. It goes without saying that in 
an interview a plain confirmation or negation by the informant of a question is never 
sufficient: the investigator often does not know what helshe asked for. 

The investigator's observational adequacy may be endangered by other factors as well. 
The assumption that the informant has the same standard of accuracy as the researcher is 
often unwarranted. 

The exchange of information through dialogue or interview based on mutual reliability is 
not a specifically Western concept, but the assumption that the participants possess the same 
need for accuracy seems to me an ethnocentric Western idea. 

Apart from the extra-linguistic problems mentioned, we must also be aware of the 
correction-mechanism in each addressee. The A is automatically inclined to a meaningful 
interpretation of the S's utterances. The A is information-oriented and not sound-oriented. 
In order to prevent this and make h i d e r  sound-oriented the informant must be trained to 
listen during tests to an utterance as if it was the proper name of a person as yet unknown to 
h i d e r .  Thus my informants, who in the beginning interpreted the non-existing */5pmil as 
/&mi/ 'here', became more aware of the sounds and after a short time were able to listen to 
them as if they were new to them. The informant's perception is decisive here; it is the key 
to our investigation. Apart from a conscious listening to sound, and the ability to indicate 
where distinctiveness is involved, there are other activitieslproperties needed in a good 
informant. Helshe must be able to indicate, among other things (Ebeling 1978:37): 

(1) the referents of each utterance, 
(2) acceptability or inacceptability of a given utterance in a given situation, and 
(3) which is the more acceptable of two acceptable utterances that can have the same 

referents in the same circumstances. 

Yet another complicating factor should be mentioned here. There is, needless to say, a 
discrepancy between ideals and reality, or between the informant's belief or ideas of how the 
world should be and hisher perceptions of how things really are, between how things are 
said to be done and what people really do. The degree to which an informant is aware of this 
tension/dichotomy differs individually. This partial awareness is one of the factors which 
influences the informant's attitude towards the researcher when confronted with things 
pertaining to hisfher own world and asked to provide further information about them. For 
the linguisdanthropologist it is often extremely difficult to find out, when information is, or 
seems to be, deviant from hisher own observations, whether these statements are really 
counterfactual, and if so, whether they were deliberately given and for what reason. 

What has been said here about the informant holds mutatis mutandis also for the 
counterpart, the anthropologist andlor linguist. The former's attitude towards hisher own 
culture is obviously quite different from that of the researcher, and also the objectives of their 
(usually temporary) association are not the same. 
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3. Comprehension should be sharply distinguished from linguistic meaning per se. For 
instance in cases such as 

anak itu baru datang dari Palernbang mau rnencari ayahnya 
chid thatlthe just come from Palembang want 1ook.for father-3SG 
yang hilang 
who lost 
the child just came from Palembang in order to look for its father who got lost 

the coreferentiality of -nya 'third person possessive marker' (@ for number) and anak itu 
'that/the child' (0 for number) is sometimes mistaken for sameness on the semantic level. On 
the other hand, in our endeavours to establish the semantic invariants of a language we 
should be very careful to separate meaning from the thing meant (by the S)/the referent. This 
is not as simple as it seems, given the well-known example (a) the dog bites John and (b) 
John is bitten by the dog, where many students in my class contend that the meaning of (a) 
and (b) is the same because the set of referents is identical. 

I would like to call special attention to the fact that phenomena pertaining to the speech 
situation (e.g. sex, age, generation level, status of (one of) the interlocutors) form part of the 
meaning of a linguistic sign. Instances are: 

(1) In Island Carib, a native language of the West Indies, we find the following pairs 
(Taylor 1977): 

Female Male 

rai~i kuyu konubu 
sun kaci hueyu 
canoe kuriala ukuni 
manioc ka wai kiere 

The sex of the S is a distinctive feature of the meaning, consequently, kuyu must be 
described as 'rain, being referred to by a female S'. 

(2) In Woisika we encounter nknamuk and nknaut for 'father's sibling's unmarried son or 
daughter'. However, n6nmuk is used when S and referent are of the same sex, nknaut, on 
the other hand, when S and referent are of opposite sex. So, nknarnukmeans 'S'/Ego's 
paternal cousin (being referred to by S of the same sex)'. 

(3) In (1) and (2) we find one and the same (appropriate) referent but two different meanings 
(and two different forms). A different case is provided by Telekf&l (Haley 1964): 

badb my older male sibling 
biing your older male sibling 
fik hisher (?) older male sibling 

Here we encounter different referents and different meanings. However, the meanings 
seem to be identical apart from the deictic aspect: different from the common appellative the 
meaning in these cases must be defined (partly) in relatioli to the speech situation. The 
meaning of badb, for instance, could be formulated as 'older male sibling (forlof speaker)'. 

(4) In Kewa we find the same form, but different meanings and different referents 
depending on the sex and generation of the S. For instance, irnaa means 'wife's mother for 
male S' and 'daughter's husband for female S' (Franklin 1972); in other, more general and 
less accurate terms, 'mother-in-law (for male ego)' and 'son-in-law (for female ego)'. 
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Although in this case we also could convincingly argue that we are dealing with one 
meaning, namely the relation between mother-in-law and son-in-law. 

(5) In Kewa, people use the so-called Pandanus language, a taboo language derived from 
the Kewa language, when they are visiting the forbidden areas where the pandanus nuts 
grow. Only by using this taboo-language are they able to soothe the spirits. A plain word 
such as palaa 'thigh' in standard Kewa is used to designate 'tree, firewood, fire, root', as 
well as any reference associated with trees in the taboo area. In standard Kewa pitaa stands 
for 'firewood'. So we encounter again one referent, but two different forms and two 
different meanings: 

( 1 )  palaa 'firewood (etc.) if being referred to in a taboo area' 
(2) pitaa 'firewood (etc.) if not being referred to in a taboo area' 

Here the speech situation is part of the semantic correlate of the linguistic sign. 
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LAST CHANCE OPERATIONS: 
'BIITL' RESEARCH IN FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND IN THE 1970s 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1970 the 79-year-old A.P. Elkin published a brief paper in which he wrote (p.22) with 
undimmed evangelical zeal of what he called the 'BIlTL challenge' PIlTL = Before It Is Too 
Late]: 

The challenge [for older scholars] is for research into one's own field 
notebooks, reports and publications. A linguist hastens a few hundred miles to 
catch the only surviving speaker of a language before he dies. A social 
anthropologist hurries hither and thither to piece together the last shreds of a 
tribe's culture. 

Stilted, primly earnest, and basically antiquarian - but it was a rallying cry that had a 
major influence, especially in the field of Aboriginal linguistics, for about twenty years. 
Cultural and linguistic 'salvage studies', as they were called, became central to the aims and 
funding priorities of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AIAS), of which Elkin 
and Don Laycock were, among others, founding members in 1961 (see Plate 5 in Barwick, 
Beckett & Reay, eds, 1985:19). Don's 1964 fieldwork on Lamalamic languages of Cape 
York Peninsula, camed out over six weeks in 1964 at Palm Island, Coen and Lockhart, was 
typical of AIAS-funded salvage work at the time (see Laycock 1969). 

That era is essentially now past. With the advantage of hindsight, it is easy to be critical 
of the sometimes expensive and frequently very brief recording trips made by academic 
linguists and others among Aboriginal people whom they did not know, and most of whom 
they would not see again on more than a handful of occasions. This alienated process, 
designed principally for academic system-building rather than for purposes of social justice 
or cultural revitalisation, largely disappeared in the 1980s. The quick 'visit to the 
communities' survives as a principal form of the colonial encounter mainly in the domains of 
politics, welfare administration and journalism. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Loycock. 451-458. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O Peter Sutton 
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Like Don Laycock I also carried out 'BIITL' research in Far North Queensland in what 
might be called the salvage phase of Aboriginal studies, and in this paper1 I give an account 
of that experience. 

2. VALLEY OF LAGOONS 

At the university of Sydney in the late 1960s, because of an undergraduate interest in 
philosophy of language and the history of English, I specialised in the Early English courses 
which offered a snand in linguistics. In 1969, as a fourth-year student, I went to Bass Strait 
and carried out a small study of the English of the Aboriginal people at Cape Barren and 
Flinders Islands (Sutton 1976a). At about that time the AIAS, under Fred McCarthy's 
principalship, was looking for scholars to cany out linguistic surveys and salvage studies. 
On Barry Blake's recommendation, the AIAS sent me to the Atherton Tableland where I 
spent most of January 1970 recording and analysing Gugu-Badhun, the language of the 
Valley of Lagoons area, with several of its last speakers. They were Dick Hoolihan and 
Harry, Mollie and Henry Gertz (or Goetz). Dick Hoolihan, through Frank Bardsley, had 
conveyed to Canberra his keenness to have his language written down before it was too late 
to do so. We worked together at Tolga, Atherton and Townsville. I visited Harry at Valley 
of Lagoons Station on the Upper Burdekin River. Most of the time, however, I used to stay 
at Malanda and, having no car, took a taxi to and from Tolga, where the hotel had 'no 
accommodation' - and no guests. 

Somehow I never really connected this situation with the issues of social injustice that my 
visit to Bass Strait had raised for me for the first time. After getting back from Cape Barren 
Island, for example, I had attended an ABSCHOL meeting where, as an all-white student 
group, we spoke passionately to each other about racial discrimination, civil rights in 
Queensland, Aboriginal land rights, and similar issues. 

A few months later in Far North Queensland I thought that my recording of a dying 
language might be of value to future generations of Aborigines from the area, as indeed it 
later turned out to be, but that was not the primary motivation for doing it. Intellectual 
curiosity, a possible' academic toehold, and some immediate employment, were the 
attractions. The essentially colonial nature of the relationships implied by the work did not 
occur to me. 

3. LINGUISTIC SURVEY 

Shortly after the Bass Strait visit, and now an AIAS scholar enrolled for an MA in 
linguistics, I visited the Institute in Canberra where the Principal, Mr McCarthy, turned to a 
map of Australia, pointed to the south-western part of Cape York Peninsula and the lower 
Gulf of Carpentaria, and said, in effect, "Go there, young man". I did. 

The job was to survey the entire Aboriginal population of a large slice of North 
Queensland, find out which languages were spoken by h o b  many people, and set some 

l ~ y  main debt is to those people whose names appear in the body of the paper, especially the late Dick 
Hoolihan and Johnny Flinders. I also thank Athol Chase, John von Sturrner, Peter Ucko and Bruce Rigsby 
for introducing me to anthropological concepts and practices over the period discussed here. 

The research work discussed here was largely financed by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 
and to some extent by the Ausualian Department of Education and the University of Queensland. 
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priorities for in-depth research and salvage work. In retrospect, a great deal more would 
have been accomplished, and under ethically more comfortable conditions, had I been sent to 
stay for a long time at one place, generate some real personal links, offer local people some 
skills if desired, learn one particular language, and then look around to assess the regional 
language situation. 

At the start of that mp, in Brisbane, Dennis Walker of the Tribal Council was one of the 
people I was told to see. So was Don Brady. I managed to see at least one of the politically 
active Watson family, but that was all. I visited the state Department of Aboriginal and 
Islander Affairs, where I saw rows of chipped desks piled high with yellowing files, 
attended by men who moved like fish in an aquarium, with studied slowness. There was an 
atmosphere of Banana Republic. I met the Director, P.J. Killoran. In my innocence I 
offered to assist the department in any way I could, perhaps by carrying out a little research 
that might be of use to them. Somehow Mr Killoran didn't think so. 

I went to the University of Queensland and met John von Sturmer, newly appointed AIAS 
lecturer in Aboriginal studies. The year before, he had started a research project in western 
Cape York Peninsula. We talked about linguistics and, probably, Lkvi-Strauss, but mostly 
we talked about the far north. I needed clues about fieldwork, but also needed to keep my 
ignorance of outback practicalities as obscure as possible. I still had no idea how to get my 
Landrover into four-wheel drive. Taxi horns blared at me as I stalled it on a huge 
intersection. It all felt rather artificial. (This particular effect of 'fieldwork' lasted right 
through the mp and was not to wear off for some years.) 

So from June to August 1970 I travelled alone in my Commonwealth Landrover, 
gradually coming to grips with its gears and its perverse maintenance habits, to all of the 
towns and Aboriginal reserves, and most of the cattle stations, between Julia Creek, 
Richmond, Hughenden, Townsville, Cairns, Chillagoe, Georgetown, Croydon - and 
Minnie's Dip. I collected some sort of data, including 56 hours of tape recordings, on over 
75 Aboriginal languages. At Palm Island even a brief survey revealed at least some 
knowledge of 35 languages. Many of these languages were almost extinct then, and are no 
longer spoken now. I estimated that the original Australian languages were becoming 
effectively extinct, in the 1970s, at the rate of about one a month. 

4. AN INNOCENT ABROAD 

The tragic physical and cultural dispossession and devastation that this reflected was clear 
enough. The eastern half of the Gulf Country had been swept by vicious attacks on 
Aborigines in the late nineteenth century, and the survivors of this onslaught and of epidemic 
disease had largely been removed to institutions such as Palm Island, Mornington Island and 
Woorabinda, or had ended up on the outskirts of the towns linking Mount Isa to Townsville, 
or at Normanton. 

I was astonished by sights and statements I had never seen or heard before, having grown 
up in the racially monochrome suburbs of Melbourne in the 1940s-1960s. The owner of a 
station near Valley of Lagoons proudly told me how peacefully the area had been 'settled': 
"My grandfather only had to shoot one nigger the whole time he was here", he said. Violent 
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conflict was still a living memory for many of the e l d e r l ~ . ~  Chillagoe was ruled by a 
policeman with a 'rod of iron', and I was not permitted to talk to Aboriginal people in the 
compound there on my own. At Palm Island I was generously given more freedom - the 
manager decided, contrary to common practice, not to have me tailed everywhere by a local 
policeman. The word that continually came to my mind after a few weeks of this was 
'occupation' - this Australia, unlike the one I had grown up in, was quite overtly an 
occupied country. 

People living 'under the Act' in Queensland still required permits to leave the reserve they 
lived on, and could be sent elsewhere at will by a public servant with the heavy government 
powers then ensured by legislation. Public racist commentary and action were still relatively 
unrestrained, compared with the present time. I got into strife with a number of the non- 
Aborigines with whom I engaged in debate along the road, especially, as I recall, with some 
pastoral workers in one of the more traditional bars at a Richmond hotel. I was not 
impressed, for example, by the one who boasted that at Normanton an Aboriginal woman 
had agreed to have sex with him for a pair of secondhand shoes, and who then laughed at her 
for trying them on during intercourse. As a (then) teetotalling, non-smoking person of some 
considerable inexperience, I was something of a phenomenon. I believe my neck was saved 
in this particular bar by my youth, and by my surviving a contest on local geographical 
knowledge - I challenged them to say where Minnie's Dip was. As I had just been there to 
see Sloper Mud, my knowledge was accurate, recent and, if slightly obscure, verifiable. 

In such contexts I firmly perceived myself to be on the side of the outcasts. As a 
dedicated follower, in those days, of the rather eastern Western mysticism of Christian 
Science, and a holder of extreme metaphysical views, this was not too difficult a transition. 
It was inevitable that I should feel more in tune with Meister Eckhart, Poor Mad Tom and the 
rum-battered fringe-dwellers of Charters Towers than with the squattocracy and management 
types of the Gulf of Carpentaria or its itinerant underclass of ringers, roo shooters and 
brumby trappers. 

5. LANGUAGE ALONE? 

My own position, though, really remained unclear all through this phase. 'Doing a 
survey' seemed rational enough, and I literally walked up to perfect strangers, at their homes 
or even simply in the streets, and asked them about their linguistic background and 
knowledge. But why was it, I wondered, that so many of the people I contacted during my 
survey denied knowing a language when it was apparent form other sources that they spoke 
it well? Why was it that so many people thought I was a policeman or welfare officer, and 
hid in toilets or other private spaces until I had gone away? Even those who were willing to 
be interviewed and recorded showed little interest in my purposes. Many assumed I was 
going to sell the recordings, especially if they contained songs. Young people were puzzled, 
amused or made hostile at my interest in what had become defined already as the baggage of 
a past they would rather forget. At Palm Island, teenagers would gabble nonsense-syllables 
at me from passing hygiene trucks, collapsing into laughter. At Mareeba during rodeo time 
one young person denying knowledge of a language assured me: "We civilised now." The 

2 ~ e e  Goetz and Sutton (1986) for an account that suggests many were shot in the Valley o f  Lagoons area, 
probably in the 1860s or 1870s. Goetz appears to have been the original verison of  this surname, but the 
family now spells it Gertz. 
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notion of cultural research was not yet familiar to many. Neither was the word 'culture', that 
very Western reification, not heard much if at all in North Queensland - not even in the 
political powerhouse of Palm Island. That was to come later.3 

On that trip I managed some more work with Harry Gertz at Valley of Lagoons Station, 
and mapped some of the places there whose names and stories had been told to me by Harry 
and other members of his family. This was my first direct flash of insight into a powerful 
Australian landscape visible only through Aboriginal knowledge, Aboriginal narrative 
traditions and symbolism. On my way out of the valley, I sat at Djilbalamba (Lamond's 
Lagoon), thinking about Yamani the engorging Rainbow Serpent whose threshing tail 
created this waterhole. On the same trip I had also recorded rock art in the Gregory Range, 
and photographed artefact collections on some of the stations. I even took notes on 
Aboriginal housing conditions, then, as now, the focus of much debate about Aboriginal 
living standards and health problems. 

So languages were not the only feature of Aboriginal culture in which I was interested. 
But it was to be some years before I came to the concrete realisation that grammar and 
lexicon did not alone constitute language, and that a broader mastery of culture and 
relationships with people were necessary even if language alone (is it ever alone?) was to be 
grasped properly. Under 'salvage work' conditions, especially short-term ones, fragments 
of record stood as accusers, the severed parts of an unattainable whole. My grieving 
sensation of cultural loss kept uneasy company with the guilty inkling that I was merely 
mvialising what had survived. 

I never got to know Dick Hoolihan or the Gertz family well. Years later one of Harry's 
great-grandsons, a Cairns public servant, was glad to ask for and receive a copy of the thesis 
I had written about his ancestral language (Sutton 1973), but the connection trailed off to 
nothing after I last worked with Dick in Townsville in 1973, and by the time of my last 
conversation with Mollie Gertz at Atherton in 1976 most of the Gugu-Badhun people I knew 
had passed away. But there was another case, where things were, for a while, different. 

6. JOHNNY FLINDERS 

One of the people I had met at Palm Island in 1970 was Johnny Flinders, who had been 
born at Cape Melville on Cape York Peninsula in about 1900. In late 1973 I returned to 
Palm Island, and also to the Eventide Men's Home at Charters Towers, to continue salvage- 
recording in a number of Queensland languages, and while at Palm Island began a working 
and personal relationship with Johnny Flinders which was to profoundly influence the way I 
approached research and, indeed, a number of more fundamental matters. It was clear that 
he was a very fluent and proud speaker of a language that had very few speakers left, and 
that this language had been barely recorded by others. 

In mid- 1974, after attending meetings in Darwin concerned with the setting up of bilingual 
education in the Northern Temtory, I went again to Palm Island. Johnny was an enthusiastic 
language teacher.and also began to teach me about his country at Cape Melville, taking me as 
a son and assigning me to his clan. Entering this adoptive web of kinship was a critical 

3~ native Hawaiian said recently, "We didn't know we had a Culture until the White Man came along and told 
us about it!" (Christopher Anderson, pers. comm. 1989). 
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turning point for me, one that was dependent on an assumed continuity in the relationship, 
something unavailable in a short-term contact. 

Returning in September, I picked up Johnny and we went on to Cooktown. The AIAS 
had agreed to fund a field trip to the Flinders IslandsICape Melville area so that 
anthropologist Athol Chase and myself could map the country in Aboriginal terms, and rock 
art scholars Bob Layton and Michel Lorblanchet could record the area's richly painted 
shelters. As Johnny had been one of the last men to have painted in one of these shelters (at 
Clack Island) and knew the country intimately, he was to be our main guide. With his 
brother Bob Flinders and Mitchell McGreen, Johnny showed us the country accessible from 
the coast, and we recorded many placenames, clan counmes and stories. Most of this work, 
and a draft grammar and dictionary of his language, remain ~npublished.~ 

I had decided that it was time to begin a study of language-in-society in one of the more 
tradition-oriented Aboriginal communities - one where Aboriginal languages were still part 
of daily life - and so began PhD research in 1975. I hoped to work at Aurukun in western 
Cape York Peninsula, but before starting there I assisted Athol Chase and John von Sturmer 
in the mapping of parts of the east coast of the peninsula on a field trip lasting from 
November 1975 to February 1976. The early part of the journey enabled me to spend time 
again with Johnny Flinders and other members of his family, and to do further work on his 
language and on that of nearby Barrow Point, principally with Toby Gordon. Johnny and 
Toby accompanied us by barge as far as Lockhart, where old acquaintanceships were 
renewed. With a speaking knowledge of Johnny's language, and the connectedness this had 
entailed, work with Toby on his rather different language flowed amazingly easily. This was 
'salvage work' with a difference, and something we all enjoyed. 

Although heavily involved in work at Aurukun from that time on, I was able to continue 
work with Johnny and Toby, and with Roger Hart, in visits to Palm Island and Mossman in 
1976 and 1977. The following year I med to see Johnny again at Palm Island but there was 
'no accommodation'. I picked him up at Townsville Airport. He wept. We travelled up the 
coast, staying with his sister Winnie Massey at Babinda, visiting Toby and Roger again at 
Mossman, Marianne Mundy at Cooktown, and his brother Bob Flinders and family at 
Hopevale. Having been an extremely lively man, with a lightning wit and views on 
practically everything, Johnny was now feeling his age. He had actually given up alcohol - 
no longer would he be able to hold me up, as I simultaneously held him up, on our way back 
to his shack from the Palm Island Canteen. 

My journal for 24 September that year, in Cooktown, reads as follows: 

Went + saw Paddy Bassini, then to Hopevale again. $30 to Mary Anne 
[Marianne Mundy] for our accommodation, plus 2 chickens ($7.80) for Doreen 
[Doughboy, with whom we stayed]. Other stuff receipted (drinks for kids at 
Hopevale etc.). 

The irrelevance to them of all this uni. work and its place in the blanco scheme 
as ritual for unnatural people have really got to me at this stage. Their concerns 
are the behaviour of other people (who is drunk, in jail, fighting, living with 
whom etc. - gossip, but boisterously dealt with), money, the house, who 
should or shouldn't do jobs etc.. . 

4 ~ e e ,  however, Flinders and Sutton (1986); Sutton (1976b. 1979. 1980); Chase and Sutton (1981). 
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Everyone very pleased to see old Johnny. Probably his last mp. Walking only 
with great difficulty, but improving now he's away from the Old People Home 
of Palm Is., where I guess they just sit and sleep. His speech is unintelligible 
to most people most of the time, but that may also improve with necessity. But 
no more straight linguistic work now possible.. .5 

Actually, some sort of limited linguistic 'work' with Johnny would still have been 
physically possible, but I didn't have the heart. He was enjoying himself too much, and I 
was happy to operate, for a change, beyond the confines of grammar. 

Johnny died in 1980 at Palm Island while I was working on land claims for the Northern 
Land Council. Part of the debt I owe him comes from his insistence on the importance of 
country, and his explicit connecting of what might be called 'traditional' Aboriginal interests 
in land with the political land rights struggle then in full swing in Queensland (see Flinders & 
Sutton 1986). He also taught me that a grasp of the social meaning of language differences 
among Aboriginal people was not possible without a detailed knowledge of Aboriginal 
sacred geography and land tenure. Mapping the country, for me a basically new experience 
in spite of early and casual attempts at Valley of Lagoons Station, was made exhilarating 
under his tutorship. He put so much into what is a largely unique and relatively rich 
'salvage' record - of his area's Aboriginal language, history, placenames, sacred stories - 
that when it finally appears in print it will be under his principal authorship. 'Colonial' as 
our relationship may have k e n ,  it was not barren. 

The day before I said goodbye to Johnny for the last time, my journal recorded the 
following: 

Visit to Bob winders, at Hopevale]. . .Wishes he were younger so he could get 
about and do 'research'. Very interested in AIAS affairs and has been 
extending his autobiography for them. I asked him what he thought about all 
these university people, honestly. All he said was he thought it a good thing to 
record the traditional knowledge before it was lost.6 
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'DER MARY THIS IS FINE CUNTRY IS THERE IS IN THE WOURLD': 
IRISH ENGLISH AND IRISH IN LATE EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH 

CENTURY AUSTRALIA 

In this paper1 I propose to examine the Irish-derived segment of the Australian population 
and their possible contribution to the Australian sociolinguistic context and especially to the 
development of NSW Pidgin in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Irish people began to arrive in Australia with the first British colonising fleet in January 
1788 and from that date through the late eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries Irish 
immigrants swelled the Australian population. For most of the nineteenth century at least a 
quarter of the population were Irish or of Irish parentage. The Irish were second only to the 
English as the major ethnic group in the non-Aboriginal population of colonial Australia. 
Irish people were prominent in the earliest establishment of frontier settlements. As convicts 
working for the government Irish men in particular were responsible for clearing and 
building roads enabling new tracts of land to be settled. Many Irish soldiers figured amongst 
the men who established garrisons in remote areas to protect the free settlers who followed 
them. Irish rural settlers were assigned Irish convict servants and employed free Irish to 
labour for them on their holdings. The smallholdings of emancipated Irish formed the 
backbone of many frontier communities. In the mid to late nineteenth century the Irish began 
to figure prominently amongst the wealthy rural landowners with large leases. 

Given the significance of the Irish as an ethnic group within the Australian colonial 
population it would be remarkable if the Irish had made no contribution to linguistic 
developments in Australia. It would be particularly surprising if the Irish had made no 

l ~ h i s  paper was originally written for the Ireland-Australia Conference held in Trinity College, Dublin in 
1987. Don Laycock in particular provided me with much assistance in writing this paper. He had a long-held 
interest in the areas of research drawn upon for this piece - Irish language and history. English dialectology, 
slang, jargons, cants, pidgin and creole linguistics and Australian social history. Descended as he was from a 
pioneer of the earliest period of Australia's colonial history - Quartermaster Thomas Laycock of .the New 
South Wales Corps - Don felt personally associated with the earliest non-Aboriginal settlers in Australia and 
their linguistic history. His sympathy for the subject helped me in my attempts to deal with this previously 
unresearched area of Australian linguistic studies. I would also like to thank the Department of Linguistics, 
Resemh School of Pacific Studies at the Australian National University and the Australian Citizens 
Postgraduate Research Awards Scheme for their assistance in the financing and realisation of my PhD 
research, of which this paper forms a part. 
2 ~ e w  South Wales. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock. 459-477. 
Pacific Linguistics. C- 110. 1992. 
O Jakelin Troy 



contribution to the development of NSW Pidgin3 as most of the Irish were located in the 
urban and rural working-class sectors of the Australian population, which placed them in 
direct and extended contact with Aborigines who were also moving into those sectors. The 
populating of frontier settlements by the Irish increased their importance in the incipient 
stages of NSW Pidgin development and in spreading Pidgin amongst Aborigines. However, 
prior to this paper no attempt has been made by linguists working on pidgin and creole 
languages in Australia to assess the possible Irish contribution to the development of those 
languages, let alone to examine their data for elements contributed by the Irish. As my area 
of research is in the field of contact languages in Australia, I have written this paper with 
both those goals in mind. The paper has arisen from research I am currently undertaking and 
I expect to be able to make more extensive comment on the Irish contribution to the 
development of NSW Pidgin when this research is completed - hence the preliminary nature 
of this paper. A major problem I have encountered in discussing the languages of the Irish 
has been the absence of statistical analysis of 'country of origin' for the Irish in A~stral ia.~ 
Detailed statistics would facilitate more accurate assumptions about the languages the Irish 
spoke than are proposed here. It is also unfortunate that musters and censuses in Australia 
for the period did not have a field for languages. However, I have made some tentative 
conclusions based on available statistical information. Fortunately, textual linguistic 
evidence is available for analysis, examples of which are included. 

NSW Pidgin contained input from Aboriginal languages and from other languages spoken 
in the colony of NSW to which Aborigines had access. English had a major input to NSW 
Pidgin, a fact which is evident from the quantity of English lexical forms it contained.5 
However, the English was not necessarily that of England. In many localities within NSW 
the Irish were the most numerous ethnic group and were therefore principally responsible for 
the earliest contacts with local Aborigines. It was the Irish English of those Irish convicts 
and settlers which must have provided the English input to NSW Pidgin. Evidence of direct 
Irish Gaelic (hereafter 'Irish') input to NSW Pidgin is rare. However, Irish English 
contained Irish substratum influence (as it still does) and it was through that Irish substratum 
content that Irish provided its input to NSW Pidgin. 

2. THE IRISH AND AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH 

The only discussions I have found of the languages of the Irish in Australia have gone no 
further than recognising the potential Irish contribution to Australian English, given the large 
numbers of Irish people in Australia, and concluding that the contribution was negligible. 
That conclusion is always reached because no basic research has been canied out with the 
specific purpose of looking for features conmbuted from the linguistic output of the Irish to 
Australian English. The tendency has been to focus on the output from the London criminals 
and the working class of southern England who were sent as convicts or emigrated freely to 
Australia. 

3~~~ Pidgin is the most demonstrable linguistic response by the Aborigines to their contact with the 
languages of the non-Aboriginal people who settled in NSW during the period under discussion. For a full 
introduction to NSW Pidgin see Troy (1990). 
4~ichard Reid (Department of History, Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University) 
is currently undertaking the most detailed study yet attempted of Irish emigration to Australia. 
5 ~ o r  the most detailed available exposition of contact language in NSW (which I now call Melaleuka), and in 
particular NSW Pidgin, see my forthcoming PhD thesis. 
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Having analysed the lexicon in sources of written Australian English, W.S. Ramson 
(1966:51) writes that in spite of the large numbers of Irish in the colonies of Australia in the 
late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the Irish 

have made no separate and distinctly Irish contribution to the Australian 
vocabulary, those words used in Australia which are recorded by Wright 
[1898-19051 as current in Ireland being recorded also in English dialects, 
particularly that of Lancashire. 

He goes on (p.5 1) to explain his claim in terms of the heterogeneity of early NS W society in 
which "no one dialect group would have remained isolated enough to preserve its 
individualityW.6 In addition he notes (p.51) that: 

it is perhaps more important that the most significant population movement in 
Britain in the early nineteenth century was of impoverished Irish workers to the 
new factory areas of Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Scotland. Many of these must 
have subsequently been transported to Sydney as convicts7 or come out as 
assisted immigrants, and their speech, as that of a minority group in the English 
towns, would have already been modified. 

This statement ignores the fact that many Irish people came direct from Ireland to Australia 
and that even those who were from "a minority group in the English towns" still spoke 
dialects of English that were conditioned by Irish English. 

In discussing 'the Australian accent', Mitchell (1970:9) wrote: 

It was in its origins a working-class speech, the language of people who were 
poor and for the most part unskilled. It had a large component of southeastern 
English city speech and of Irish. It included ways of speech characteristic of 
many parts of England, Scotland, and Wales, but everyone of these pretty 
certainly small in comparison with the southeast English and Irish component. 
The proportion of Irish in the years before 1850 seems to have been higher than 
in the years after 1850. 

Unfortunately, Mitchell did not expand on the Irish component he identified and thereby 
reinforced the generally held notion that the only significant input to Australian English was 
from dialects of south-eastern England. 

Langker researched the language of convictism and Flash (the thieves cant of England) in 
NSW and stated that the Irish had a "disproportionately small influence on Australian 
English" (O'Farrell 1986:27). This statement is misleading as it is based only on a limited 
study of lexicon and does not allow for any other kind of substratum influence in Australian 
English from Irish English. Langker later remarked that the vocabulary of Flash "was 
derived from English dialects, Old and Middle English, Celtic (Gaelic, Erse, Welsh, Cornish 

. and Manx), Latin, most of the accessible contemporary modem European languages, 
Yiddish and Romany. The immediate source of many Celtic terms in cant was Shelta, a 
language spoken by provincial tinkers and vagabonds, especially those of Irish extraction". 
Given that Shelta (which contains solid Irish substratum input) was "the immediate source of 
many Celtic items in cant" (Hancock 1984:384-403), input to Australian English from cant 

6Ramson (pers. comm.) is undertaking a dictionary of regional Australian English which will illuminate the 
preservation o f  dialectal varieties in Australian English. 
7 ~ o b s o n  (1965) discusses throughout his work the Irish convicts convicted in England. 
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tamed that lexical base with it. Therefore, many cant items in Australian English were 
derived from Irish through cant. In other words, some of the Irish input to Australian 
English and Australian contact languages was present in the speech of non-Irish immigrants, 
and was no doubt reinforced when Irish convicts and emigrants brought identical usages 
with them to Australia. 

3. STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON THE IRISH IN THE AUSTRALIAN 
POPULATION 

One of the most useful sources for statistics on Irish emigration to Australia is 
unfortunately not yet available for general use. It is a database currently being compiled by 
Richard Reid (pers. comm.) using data from Irish archives. It includes data for the place of 
origin within counties for each immigrant. In the absence of such a resource, I have relied 
upon the statistics available from the major sources for statistics relating to the Irish in 
Australia. 

The majority of the Australian population were convicts during the first fify or so years of 
settlement and the Irish were a major sector of the convict population. Although there were 
Irish people in Australia from 1788 onwards (Lucas 1987:13), the first large group of Irish 
convicts arrived on the Queen in 1791 (O'Farrell 1986:23). At that time the Irish comprised 
3.5% of the total population.8 From 1791 to 1800 Irish convicts were 16% of the total of 
convict arrivals at a time when at least 98% of the population was convict.9 In 1821 the 
population of NSW was approximately 45% convict and 12% of the population were Irish 
convicts. Looking at free and bond people in NSW, the proportions increased from 116 free 
to 100 bond in 1821, to 377 free to 100 bond in 1841. The Irish convict element in the 
population diminished accordingly by approximately 35% over the same 20 years to reach 
the figure of 7% of the total Australian population in 1841 (Historical records of Australia, 
series I, X, p.575, quoted in LeRoy 1960509). Irishmen accounted for 23% of the total 
number of convict males in Australia for the period of transportation 1788 to 1867 (Lucas 
1987:13). Lucas used native place as indicator of nationality to discover that more Irish 
women were transported to Australia than from any other ethnic group including the English. 

Statistics for the total population reveal that from 1861 to 1891 nearly 26% of the 
Australian population was identified as 'Irish' (Price 1987). However, available census 
figures demonstrate that the proportion of the Australian population born in Ireland dropped 
from 15% in 1861 to 12.7% in 1871, 9.4% in 1881, 7.2% in 1891 and 4.9% by 1901 
(Lucas 1987:94). O'Farrell (1986:69) quotes the statistics of R.B. Madgwick who 
calculated "that 48% of assisted immigrants, from 1829, when schemes started, to 1851, 
were Irish" and that there were relatively few who came unassisted. OFarrell (p.69) further 
states that "precise figures for Irish immigration have always been uncertain". However, he 
notes that Margaret Kiddle estimated that over 35% of the immigrants who came to Australia 
in the under discussion were Irish. The last figure could be raised if it was possible to 
assess the number of Irish classified as English in the records because they came from 
England. 

These figures demonstrate that the sector of the Australian population identified as Irish- 
born ranged from 16% in the late eighteenth century to 26% in the late nineteenth century. 

8~alculated from O'FmlI(1986:22) and The Australian Encyclopaedia (1926). 
9~alculated from figures in Barton quoted in LeRoy (1960507). 
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For the purposes of this paper such generalisations are enough to give some idea of the large 
number of people in Australia who were classified as 'Irish', the point being that they were 
not an insignificant sector of the population and that their presence added a profound Irish 
dimension to Australian society. O'Farrell has demonstrated that the Irish contributed in a 
multitude of ways to the development of the Australian economy, political system, social 
systems and 'national character'. 

4. THE IRISH AND THE ABORIGINES 

In order to demonstrate that the Irish were in contact with Aborigines it is necessary to 
place the Irish and the Aborigines within the socioeconomic structure of Australian society 
and within the geographical boundaries of settlement. The first is because from 1788 
onwards Aborigines were beginning to participate in the socioeconomics of the British 
colony. Some Aborigines early discovered ways in which to exploit the colonists, just as 
some colonists were finding ways in which to exploit the Aborigines. Such interactions 
were the subject of many lengthy descriptions in early accounts of the colony.10 By 1800, 
when the Irish sector of the Australian population was about 16% of the total, contemporary 
accounts described a large population of Aborigines living in and around the settlement of 
Sydney and interacting on a daily basis with the non-Aboriginal inhabitants. Aborigines 
often worked on a casual basis for the colonists in exchange for food, alcohol and artefacts 
(such as axes and clothing) and were very much in evidence around the streets of Sydney. 
Communication was carried out between Aborigines and colonists in incipient NSW Pidgin, 
which had its beginnings in early economic interactions, in the capture of adult Aborigines 
and in the nurturing by colonists of adult and child victims of the smallpox plague of 1789 
(Troy 1990). Aborigines were moving into the working class of the colonial Australian 
population, although not as a stable part of the workforce. They interacted regularly with 
convict labourers and domestics and the working class of the emancipated and free minority. 

A few favoured Aborigines were welcomed into the society of the governors and their 
officers and thereby gained access to the establishment upper class of the colony. 
Bennelong, captured in 1789 for Governor Arthur Phillip, was one of the most famous of 
the Aborigines moving amongst the upper class of the colony. However, as was the case 
throughout the nineteenth century, the wealthier middle and upper classes of urban Australia 
never interacted with Aborigines unless in the attempt to 'civilise' select individuals - 
especially those who were the offspring of a non-Aboriginal parent. The object in 
'civilising' Aborigines was never to include them as equals within the upper classes of the 
colony but to attempt to make them into suitable domestic staff for those classes. It was only 
in rural areas that regular, casual interactions occurred between Aborigines and the middle 
and upper classes of colonial society, and such interactions were between the few pastoralists 
and farmers who lived on their land.ll The majority of Aborigines who lived in and around 
towns and cities interacted solely with the working class with whom they occasionally 
worked and socialised. 

%or references to such accounts see Crittenden (1981). 
interactions of the Suttor family of  Bathurst with Aborigines, and those of other rural upper-class 

colonial families are written about in various nineteenth century sources such as Suttor (1887). 
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Aboriginal women entered into some of the earliest and most sustained social relationships 
with non-Aborigines as companions and servants of non-Aboriginal men. From the earliest 
years of settlement Aboriginal men exploited the potential of relationships between 
Aboriginal women and non-Aboriginal men. They frequently 'hired' the women over whom 
they held control to rural labourers and farmers in exchange for goods, sometimes for 
months at a time. Women were used by Aboriginal men as a means of establishing 
permanent socioeconomic connections between themselves and colonists (Troy 1987). 

O'Farrell(1986) has written a major reference work which diachronically places the Irish 
within Australian society. His work provides convincing evidence demonstrating his 
contention that for most of the late eighteenth century and the nineteenth century "Australian 
Irish were poor.. .their poverty was a way of life" (p.22). The fact of their persistent poverty 
locates the Irish in Australia within the working class. "The Parliamentary Select Committee 
which investigated the condition of the Sydney working class in 1860 [found] a high Irish 
component" (p.82). The assisted immigrant population in Australia had a large Irish 
component. Unable to induce large numbers of English and Scots to emigrate and satisfy the 
Australian demand for immigrants, "the emigration commissioners in the British Isles were 
compelled to send Irish, mainly the poor and destitute, particularly from Cork, Clare, and 
Tipperary ... The typical Irish emigrants to Australia in the 1830s and 1840s tended to be 
semi-skilled farm workers forced off the land by the contraction of tillage in those areas" 
(p.7 1). The Irish provided unskilled and semiskilled labour for Australia, and in the middle 
of the century also populated the goldfields (p.84). 

O'Farrell claims that four fifths of the Irish convicts were genuine criminals, although 
concurring with Robson (1965:24-28) that they were "a better type of convict, less criminally 
inclined ... less likely to turn to crime in Australia", and most of the Irish convicts were 
peasants, one third of whom possessed skills of some kind (O'Farrell 1986:24). Therefore, 
most of the Irish convicts were equipped to join the urban and rural working class in 
Australia. Rubenstein has carried out research into the wealth-holders of NSW in the middle 
of the nineteenth century and found that almost none were Irish Catholics (Rubenstein 1980). 
Emancipated Irish convicts often took advantage of the availability of land grants and later of 
small selections of 100 acres or so to set themselves up as farmers and graziers. Many who 
did so had worked for free settlers as assigned servants or for the government on farms and 
on the large pastoral properties being developed from the 1820s onwards. 

The Irish did not generally become large landholders. They remained within the rural 
working class and were often the innkeepers and carters (O'Farrell 1986:88); for example, 
in 1832 one of the two inns in the major settlement of Bathurst was run by the Irish woman 
Mrs Dillon (Templeton 1961:18). Emancipists also took labouring and domestic positions in 
the towns or on farms and pastoral properties. In rural areas Aborigines were frequently 
employed to do menial tasks around the properties and were especially valued for stock work 
on the lgge pastoral holdings. Such positions were also filled by Irish assigned or free 
servants. In the Bathurst district, NSW, the 1828 census revealed that three hundred of the 
one thousand non-Aborigines in the district were male Irish convicts, working as assigned 
servants on local pastoral properties. They were principally employed as stockmen, 
hutkeepers and shepherds (Robin Maclachlan,l2 pers. comm.), positions which put them in 
frequent and sustained contact with local Aborigines. Most of them achieved harmonious 

l2cornpiler of the Mitchell College of Advanced Education Barhursr Database (1988). 
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relations with the Aborigines for their own safety if not for social or economic reasons, and 
some had Aboriginal women living with them. 

O'Farrell (1986:81-88) emphasises that the Irish tended to remain together, creating 
pockets of Irish settlement throughout Australia, both in the towns and cities and in the 
country: "The initial Irish population concentrations reflected an Irish gravitation towards 
rural areas and pursuits. In Victoria, for instance, the Irish-born and Catholic population of 
the towns and cities were, to the end of the century, below the average for the colony" 
(p.88). In the pockets of Irish rural settlement they were the only colonists with whom local 
Aborigines were in regular and sustained contact. Porter's Retreat, NSW, provides an 
excellent example of a concentrated Irish settlement. In the early 1820s the district was 
settled almost exclusively by emancipated Irish convicts and their free-born children. The 
Cosgrove family, started by an emancipated convict Irishman and his free wife who had 
followed him to Australia from Ireland, are one such family from that area. The Cosgroves 
moved to Porter's Retreat in 1825 as labourers and domestic servants, becoming squatters in 
1829 and selectors in 1837 (Johnston 1983:36,42). Irish people and people of Irish descent 
continued to settle in Porter's Retreat throughout the nineteenth century: "Like the 
Cosgroves, many settlers in Porter's Retreat dismct such as Hogans, Behans, Hanrahans 
and Kirwans originally came from St. Mary's - South Creek area between Parramatta and 
Penrith" (p. 19). 

Bathurst, west of Sydney, was the first inland settlement in Australia, and for the first 
fifteen years of its existence the population was predominantly convict and working class. 
The convicts were nearly all Irishmen (Robin Maclachlan, pers. comm.). The first settlement 
was a convict garrison set up in 1815 which was followed, in 1818, by a farming settlement 
populated with working-class free settlers and emancipated convicts (Taussig 19615) The 
population in 1820 was one hundred and fourteen, seventy-five of whom were convicts, and 
in 1821 was two hundred and eighty-seven, of whom two hundred and ten were convicts. 
The population was predominantly male, only one of the two hundred and ten convicts of 
1821 was female and there were few free women in the area (p.15). In the early 1820s the 
first of the large pastoral grants were made to wealthy middle- and upper-class colonists. 
Long (son of a former Anglican Archbishop of Bathurst) comments that at that stage "the 
gentry who grazed their stock there understandably had no wish to take themselves and their 
families to live at this frontier post, so remote from the comparatively civilised life of 
Sydney. The resident population, therefore, belonged almost entirely to one class, for the 
small settler, whether an Emancipist or not, had more in common with his convict servant 
and the neighbouring shepherds and stockmen, than with the owners of stock who 
occasionally visited their stations" (Templeton 1961:17). Therefore, Aborigines in the 
Bathurst area had their earliest sustained contacts with convicts and their keepers and with 
working-class free and emancipated settlers, many of whom were Irish. 

Following the settlement of Bathurst, the next major settlement outside Sydney was north 
in the Lake Macquarie district. The earliest settlement in the area was a penal colony 
established at Newcastle near Lake Macquarie. It was set up in 1804 and large numbers of 
Irish prisoners were sent there during the twenty years of its occupation (Clouten 1967:12). 
Lake Macquarie was settled by the 1820s and the official history of the district points out that 
"the convict population of the Lake Macquarie and Brisbane Water districts belonged to the 
assigned servant class, and the majority of these were of Irish blood" (p.57). Reverend 
Lancelot Threlkeld took some of the first assignees to the area to help him set up his mission 
to the Awaba Aborigines. In 1829 forty-two of the eighty-nine non-Aboriginal people in the 
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area were assigned convicts (p.57), and in 1831 the numbers of convicts had increased to 
four fifths of the non-Aboriginal population (p.59). In 1840, the Brisbane Water census 
counted one hundred and ninety-eight convicts in a total district population of one thousand 
and ninety non-Aboriginal people (p.57). Therefore, Irishmen were prominent amongst the 
first non-Aborigines in sustained contact with Aborigines in the Lake Macquarie district. 
Local Aborigines, not surprisingly, are recorded as having Irish names such as Paddy. Molly 
Morgan and Old Jackey.l3 

The earliest major settlement at Port Stephens, near Lake Macquarie, was established by 
Robert Dawson, the first Chief Agent for the Australian Agricultural Company. In 1825 he 
took forty English settlers to the area and soon after received an assignment of seventeen 
convicts who were to be shepherds on the more remote stations he had selected for the 
Company. Dawson received many convicts as assigned servants and they were "chiefly 
Irishmen" (Dawson 1831:37). He chose one convict who had been an assistant in a school 
in Dublin to be the schoolmaster for the settlement's children (p.37). Dawson reported that 
the Aborigines of Port Stephens and district became very friendly with him and with the 
settlers and convicts under his care. They did casual work in exchange for clothes and food 
goods, thereby working alongside convict servants. On many occasions they helped 
Dawson apprehend runaway convicts. The Aborigines Dawson knew habitually spoke 
NSW Pidgin to the colonists and some of them had learnt it at the penal settlement of 
Newcastle or on Threlkeld's mission. The NSW Pidgin reported by Dawson contains 
evidence of input from Irish English and is discussed below. 

Bathurst, Lake Macquarie and Port Stephens are important to the concerns of this paper 
because they were the first areas of major settlement in NSW after Sydney. Their histories 
follow the pattern of most early settlements in NSW. They began as penal settlements with 
convicts paving the way for free settlers to follow - literally and metaphorically, as convicts 
built the first Australian roads. A.brigines and Irish convicts worked with each other during 
the pioneering and road-building stages. of settlements because 'civilised' Aborigines were 
employed by the government to act as guides to such pames. For example, the road party 
that built Cox's link between Sydney and Bathurst from 1814 to 1815 consisted of a chain 
gang (including Irish convicts), six soldiers (at least two of them Irish) and two Aborigines 
from Richmond (Taussig 1961:4-5). Given that the Irish were in very significant 
proportions amongst convicts, emancipists, free and assigned servants and small-time 
landholders, and that those were the groups of people who populated the first settlements 
outside Sydney, it therefore follows that the Irish were a major group in the earliest contexts 
in which sustained contacts between Aborigines and non-Aborigines occurred. It was in 
sustained contacts between Aborigines and colonists that NSW Pidgin had its inception, 
early development and dissemination. 

5. THE LANGUAGES OF THE IRISH IN AUSTRALIA 

In order to determine what the Irish were speaking when they anived in Australia it is 
necessary to know where in Ireland they came from and when they came to Ausmlia. I have 
discussed above the lack of available statistical material relevant to such an enquiry. The 
only materials available are the impressionistic generalisations of authorities in the field and 

- 

13~ackey is a very common appellation used by the Irish for any rural worker or farmer (Rdraigh O m ,  
pen. comm., 1987). 
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very limited statistics. Drawing on these resources my comments are merely generalisations. 
However, they are powerful generalisations in the sense that they make clear that, broadly 
speaking, the Irish were a linguistic group discrete from those of other ethnic groups. 
Within the general category of 'the Irish linguistic group' there are of course many linguistic 
subcategories according to places of origin within Ireland. Such detailed categorisation, 
while being briefly dealt with here, is the subject for further linguistic research which will 
need to rely heavily on the results of demographic studies. The linguistic repertoire of the 
Irish in Australia can only be ascertained from documents which provide evidence of Irish 
speech, such as letters, court records, diaries and novels or books of reminiscences. I feel 
justified in using such documents as they are the same range of materials successfully used 
by Hogan (1927) in his seminal work on English in Ireland. Hogan, in formulating his 
diachronic grammatical and phonological descriptions, has even used the language presented 
in plays written by people with first-hand knowledge of Irish English as documentary 
evidence for Irish English, comparing it where possible with other evidence. There are no 
studies of the languages of the Irish in Australia. Therefore, one can only rely upon research 
into the languages of the Irish in Ireland to provide clues about the languages of emigrants 
and convicts on arrival and then, using Australian documentary sources, speculate about the 
survival, transformation and disappearance of such languages in Australia. 

O'Farrell (1986:71,85,93) maintains that the majority of Irish emigrants to Australia for 
the period 1840s to 1880s hailed from the south-west -particularly Munster, Cork, Clare, 
Limerick and Tipperary - and from border areas of Ulster, and that they were mostly poor, 
rural people. He also notes the same period as the "period of the greatest number of arrivals" 
(p.93) of Irish immigrants in Australia. When assisted passage emigration ceased in the 
1880s the numbers of emigrants from south-west Ireland declined and there was a swing to 
emigration by richer people from the east, particularly Leinster and especially around Dublin, 
with some even later emigration from counties of Ulster (p.93). From the samples presented 
by Robson (1965: 178), it appears that Dublin, Cork, Tipperary and Limerick were in that 
order the principal Irish counties where male Irish convicts were med, followed by Antrim, 
Galway, King's, Meath, Waterford, Westmeath, Roscommon, Kilkenny, Kerry, Cavan, 
Clare, Mayo, Queen's, Down, Longford, with a few from Wexford, Wicklow, Carlow, 
Louth, Sligo, Londonderry, Monaghan, Fermanagh, Donegal and Leimm. The sample for 
women is different, the principal counties of trial were Dublin and Cork, followed by 
Limerick, Galway, Antrim, Tipperary, Down, Tyrone, Armagh, Mayo, Kerry, Clare, 
Wexford, Wicklow, Monaghan, with fewest from Meath, Cavan, Roscommon, Kildare, 
Fermanagh, Kilkenny, Waterford, Carlow, Westmeath, Queen's, Longford, Londonderry, 
Donegal, Louth, Leitrim, Sligo, and King's (p.186). For both men and women, 47% were 
med in Dublin and Cork. Of those med in Ireland approximately 63% of the men (p.191) 
and approximately 50% of the women (p.202) were born in their county of mal. Therefore, 
according to Robson's sample, about 30% of the men and 23.5% of the women transported 
to Australia were from Dublin14 and Cork, the remainder being from the other counties 
listed. Most of the Irish convicts tried in Dublin and Cork were poor, working-class and 
under twenty years old, while those med in the other counties tended to be over the age of 
twenty and working in rural pursuits (1965:21-28). Robson cautions that it is difficult to 
know whether the convicts from "non-indusmalised counties" were town or village dwellers 
or lived in isolated places deep in the country (p.25). Peter Cunningham (1827, 2:247) 

14Don Laycock (pers. comm., 1987) mentioned to me that Australian English sounded to him most like the 
English of Dublin slums. 
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comments that the Irish convicts classified themselves regionally, and he is probably 
refemng to the under-twenty-year-old convicts because the categories he noted were Cork, 
Dublin and Ulster: "the Irish divide themselves into three, namely, the 'Cork boys', the 
'Dublin boys', and the 'North boys'. The 'north boys' are commonly called Scotchmen by 
the others, and indeed many spoke the Scotch dialect so broadly as almost to puzzle me to 
unravel itY'.15 

Throughout the period under discussion the principle languages spoken in Ireland were 
Irish and English, with Irish gradually losing its ascendancy to English by the mid-nineteenth 
century. Irish existed in many dialectal variations and during this period its community of 
speakers decreased to the point of extinction in many areas of Ireland. English in Ireland 
also existed in dialectal variations, the majority of which belonged to the broad dialect 
category 'Irish English' which includes all kinds of English peculiar to Ireland. Irish 
scholars often spoke French, as a long tradition of scholarly exchange had existed between 
France and Ireland. In Australia the French complained that they were often mistaken for 
Irishmen (Colin Thornton-Smith,l6 pers. comm.). However, the majority of Irish people 
who came to Australia were not scholars and therefore they were likely to have spoken Irish 
andlor Irish English. Certainly the majority of convicts and emigrants were poor people of 
rural Ireland, and those who were not came from the poor of the urban working class, 
groups amongst whom educated English was an unattainable luxury. Without the benefit of 
extended education in English, which was only available to wealthier Irish, it was amongst 
the poor of Ireland that English spread most slowly. Their English was also mainly acquired 
from other Irish people of their own class and therefore contained a great deal of Irish 
substratum input. 

The numbers of Irish who were monolingual or bilingual in Irish on arrival in Australia 
can only be guessed at. It has been suggested to me by Oliver Macdonough (pers. comm.) 
that most of the Irish in Australia would have spoken English on arrival as they came from 
areas in which English was common. This is not to exclude the possibility of bilingualism. 
However, in speaking of the convicts, O'Farrell(1986:25) contends that "many of the Irish 
did not speak English amongst themselves, but Gaelic". He acknowledges that Irish was 
spoken by many Irish, both free and bond, on anival in Australia, but claims that by the end 
of the eighteenth century in Ireland speaking Irish had become "a clear liability for getting on 
in the world". He says this was a sentiment which was also held by the Irish in Australia 
and which led to their abandoning Irish as quickly as possible: "little wonder that the 
language, already dying in Ireland, promptly vanished in Australia" (p.27). O'Farrell is 
writing as a social historian whose ideas are valid within his framework. From the point of 
view of OFarrell's social history of Australia what is important is that monolingual speakers 
of Irish arriving in Australia desired to acquire English - that was the social reality. 
However, the linguistic reality was different. No matter how much a person desires to 
acquire another language it is a slow process and many non-English-speaking emigrants to 
Australia, even now with the benefit of specially designed language programs, never acquire 
full control of English. Certainly, most of the Irish who arrived as monolingual Irish 
speakers would have retained vestiges of their first language throughout their lifetime. Those 
who were bilingual may well have ceased using Irish and relied upon their Irish English. 
However, OFarrell has also made it quite clear that, in Australia, Irish became an 'in-group' 

1 5 ~ e  emphasised his difficulty in understanding them because he was from Scotland and was accustomed to 
the Scots accents, including those of  Ireland. 
16~esearching French impressions o f  colonial Australia. 
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community language - as it was in Ireland at various times17 - for Irish Australians. For 
example, he states that "there is ample suggestion that many of the pioneer Irish in Victoria's 
western dismcts spoke Gaelic amongst themselves7' (p.26). O'Fanell (p.124) quotes P.G. 
Ryan (1895, Reminiscences of Australia) who recalled Irish community gatherings of the 
1840s and 1850s: "the weddings, wakes and christenings of local clans were all district 
occasions, lasting three days and nights, the young courting, the old talking and drinking, 
the talking, even the courting, in Gaelic". 

"The earliest reference to the use of Irish language in Australia was made in 1800 when 
the authorities suspected a conspiracy because convicts were speaking earnestly among 
themselves in Irish" (Tir na Nog, May 1984, p.4, quoted in Lucas 1987:41). The reference 
was in the evidence given at the enquiry into the 'Irish conspiracy' by the witness Hester 
Stroud who said that "from what she saw of the Irishmen being in small parties in the camp 
at Toongabby and by their walking about together and talking very earnestly in Irish, 
deponent verily believes they were intent upon something that was improper" (Kiernan 
1954: 19). Irish people speaking in a language unintelligible to the authorities was regarded 
with great suspicion by them. It is possible that even if what was spoken was 'heavy' Irish 
English it may have been regarded as Irish because it sounded so foreign to other English- 
speaking people. The officials of the colony feared an Irish uprising and it has been recorded 
that the Irish were persecuted for speaking Irish because it was invariably regarded as being 
used to cover rebellious plans. For example, in 1833 Father Ullathorne praised Governor 
Bourke's lenient attitude towards Catholics in NSW and wrote, "the old people here who 
remember when fifty lashes was the price of refusing to go to Church, or of speaking one 
word in Irish, see all these changes with astonishment and gratitude" (Birt 191 1, 1:162). 

A letter written in 1833, from Father Conolly to Right Rev. Dr Moms (Birt 191 1, 1:90) 
provides evidence of monolingualism in Irish amongst Irish Catholics in NSW: 

Nothing ever surprised me more than the appointment of so young a man to be 
Vicar General in N.S.Wales, unacquainted as he is with the habits and manners 
of the Irish who chiefly constitute the Catholic population of the Colony. When 
the British Government had, in the first instance, sanctioned the appointment of 
R.C. Chaplains in N.S.Wales and Van Diemen's Land, Ireland was the place 
where missionaries were sought for. Many persons in N.S.Wales cannot make 
their confessions but in Irish. 

According to J. Kenny (Birt 191 1, 1:86-87), Connolly was literate in and spoke Irish and 
used his knowledge in dealing with many Irish Catholics including the convict Alexander 
Pierce. In an account distorted by Birt's confusion about details of Australian history and 
possibly by the nature of the evidence, Kemy (Birt 191 1, 1:86-87) quoted the oral evidence 
of C. Fitzpamck: 

Father Conolly attended him and got from him the details of his life, which he 
wrote down in Irish ...[ he] read it on the scaffold, folding up the paper and 
putting it in his pocket ... then Governor Phillip,l8 who thought Father Conolly 
rather a simple kind of man, sent his orderly with the request to favour him 
with the account of Pierce's life. The priest sent it, but neither the Governor 

1 7 ~ o r  example, Hogan (192730) explains that the English-speaking citizens of medieval Waterford and Cork 
used Irish as an in-group language. 
18girt is here confused as  the governor must have been Arthur, the presiding Governor of  Tasmania, because 
Pierce was executed in Tasmania in 1824. 
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nor any of the officials 'could make it out'. They thought it was Hebrew, and 
had to send for Father Conolly to translate it. This was a standing joke ever 
afterwards against the Governor, who had thought very little of the attainments 
of the humble priest. 

O'Farrell (1986:26) cites two instances where interpreters were required in court for Irish 
speakers and Robson (1965:SO) mentions the case of Michael Tierney from County Galway, 
sent to Van Diemen's land, who was unable to speak English. 

The only account of Aborigines using Irish that I have found, so far, is a fragment in an 
account of a corroboree near Bathurst attended by two young Irishmen who evidently taught 
the Aborigines a song in Gaelic which became pidginised into 'Irish-Warregara' (Graham 
1863:126).19 Therefore, I focus on Irish English as of much greater significance to the 
development of NSW Pidgin. The Irish who did not speak English on arrival in Australia 
attempted to acquire it. However, unless they received sustained and lengthy formal 
instruction in English English their English retained elements of Irishness that placed it 
within the dialect group Irish English. In fact, monolingual Irish speakers would have 
experienced some of the processes of pidgininsation which are induced by language 
acquisition without formal training and which were also experienced by Aborigines in their 
contact with English. 

Hogan (1927:54), an authority on the linguistic situation in Ireland in the late eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, maintains that English "did not begin to spread among the people 
until the end of the eighteenth century, nor did it emerge victorious from the struggle with 
Irish until the middle of the nineteenth. Immediately after the final destruction of the old 
Ireland the gap between planter and native was too wide for the language of the former to 
spread among the latter. The gentry seem to have learned a little Irish, rather than the 
peasants English". Bliss (1977:16) explains that "it is remarkably difficult to determine the 
number of English speakers in Ireland at any date before the first language census in 1851". 
Sean de Frkine (1977) mapped the spread of English in Ireland to 1800 and found that Irish 
was dominant over most of the country and certainly all of the south-west. Therefore, to 
1800, aside from Dublin the areas of derivation for the Irish colonists in Australia were still 
Irish speaking. 

In discussing the spread of English in the early nineteenth century Bliss (1977: 16) cites 
Richard Edgeworth's 181 1 comment that the Irish peasantry "have within these few years 
made a greater progress in learning English, than the Welsh have made since the time of 
Edward the First, in acquiring the language". He then quotes "rough figures compiled by 
Christopher Anderson in 1828" which "suggest that in the eastern half of the country more 
than 50% of the people were indeed English-speaking; but in the western half less than SO%, 
and in most of Connacht less than 10% were English-speaking" (p.16). Most of the Irish 
going to Australia at that time came from the south-west and therefore fall within the less than 
50% English-speaking group. Bliss and de Frkine agree on the middle of the century as the 
period in which English became ascendent in Ireland. De Frkine claims that the final demise 
of Irish was 'The Famine' which caused the death or emigration of most of the remaining 
Irish speakers, leaving the tiny Gaeltacht pockets which still exist in Ireland. Most of the 
Irish who emigrated to Australia before the mid-nineteenth century were from the Irish- 
speaking areas of south-west Ireland as outlined by Hogan and de FrCine. This is not to say 

19~o  be written up in Troy, forthcoming PhD thesis. 
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they were not bilingual to some degree, but that Irish was at least one of their first languages. 
The 1851 Irish census found only one quarter of the population of Ireland speaking Irish, 
with just 5% being monolingual Irish speakers. However, the figures of the census are 
debated by twentieth century linguists (de FrCine 1977; Murphy 1987:9-10; Edwards 
1984:48 1). 

The decline of Irish from a majority to a minority language has generally been blamed on 
The Famine, which from 1845 to 1850 raged amongst the poor of Ireland, killing about a 
million and forcing another million to emigrate (de Freine 1977). However, many of the 
poor Irish for whom education was still a luxury and who emigrated because of The Famine 
had Irish as at least a functioning second language. O'Farrell has found that the number of 
Irish who emigrated to Australia in the middle of the nineteenth century as a result of The 
Famine was low compared to those who came for the gold rushes, although those people 
were also from the poorer classes of rural and urban Ireland. The conclusion can be made 
that Irish was not a completely dead language for most of the Irish emigrating to Australia 
even in the middle of the nineteenth century. As the end of the nineteenth century loomed 
and English increased its dominance in Ireland so the numbers of Irish speakers emigrating 
to Australia decreased accordingly. 

Bliss (1977: 17) makes the important point that even the Irish who could speak English in 
the nineteenth century had learnt or acquired it from teachers or other Irishmen whose own 
English was very different from 'standard English' of England, "so that there was nothing to 
check the progressive influence of the Irish language". The Irish who attended school, 
which to 1831 were mainly 'hedge schools' and after that date national schools, were taught 
English by teachers whose speech "was already strongly influenced by Irish". Hence the 
speech of the learners was even more influenced by Irish. The process of the Irish learning 
English from Irish English speakers has perpetuated to the present and explains the strong 
influence still exerted by Irish in areas where it has long been a dead language (p.19). 
Hogan (192754) explains that the "English of the Protestant Irish nation [which he defines 
as having begun in the seventeenth century with the English plantations] is the form of 
English which, mixed with older Anglo-Irish and learned by a population with an Irish 
speech-basis, is the language of Ireland to-day". It follows that this English with Irish 
substratum influence was also the English taken to Australia and perpetuated there by the 
Irish. Using the dialect divisions identified by authorities on Irish English it is possible to 
further classify the Irish English brought to Australia. As most of the Irish came from 
Munster with a few from Leinster, particularly Dublin, the dialects of those areas figured 
most prominently amongst the Irish in Australia during the period under discussion. Bliss 
(1977: 19) notes that the dialects of the three southern provinces of Ireland are quite uniform 
having "fewer basic differences than one might expect". 

Irish English was just as distinctly an Irish mode of speech as was Irish, and it was 
recognised in Australia as the 'brogue' a speech which mixed Irish with English.20 O'Farrell 
(1986:80) found that one of the things which marked the Irish out from other Australians 
was their "immediately recognisable" brogue. So recognisable was the brogue that other 
colonists were even able to identify dialect variations. For example, the novelist Alexander 

2 0 ~ l i s s  (1977) cites 1689 as the date of the first use of the word 'brogue' and Thomas Sheridan (1780 
Dicrionary of rhe English language, Dublin) as an early description of this usage. Joyce (1910:225) asserts 
that 'brogue' was from the Irish word 'br6g' which was the characteristically Irish thong-stitched shoe and 
which was considered so typical of Ireland that its name was applied to what was seen as typically Irish 
speech. 
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Harris (1967:65) used a character called 'Dubbo' (which referred to his Dublin origins) who 
had "a voice of that mixed accent which distinguishes the offspring of Dublin parents of the 
lowest class born in one of our great English cities". Through their tendency to form 
communities in Australia the Irish perpetuated their brogue amongst themselves and it was 
acquired by their children: "Especially in its rural form, the Irish world of early New South 
Wales was a hierarchical and clannish one, handing on its customs, and even its brogue to 
succeeding native-born generations" (O'Farrell 1986:89). The "inherited brogue long 
lingered in the children of Irish areas; it was common in the Catholic schools of the western 
districts of Victoria into the 1930s, in children of the third or fourth Australian generation" 
(O'Farrell 1986:28). 

The fact that some of the Australian Irish maintained their brogue at least until the 1930s is 
in itself very significant to the Australian linguistic context. The significance lies in the 
conclusion which can be drawn from this information - that the Australian Irish were a 
linguistic group of their own well into the twentieth century. They formed their own dialect 
group within the complex of varieties of English spoken in Australia by native-born 
Australians. The Australian Irish were Australians, born in Australia, and therefore their 
English can be regarded as Australian English. No contradictions arise from such a 
statement because Australian English has long been recognised to be a cover term for many 
varieties of English spoken by Australians who acquired English in Australia as at least one 
of their first languages. Recent basic research into Australian English has been directed at 
finding regional and social variation - for example, the project at the University of 
Queensland on linguistic diversity in the speech of school children, Barbara Horvath, of the 
University of Sydney, who has been working on variation in Sydney speech, and the 
Bradleys, of La Trobe University, who have been working on phonological variables in 
Australian English -and the results have proven that such variation does exist. Ethnic origin 
and social class have been found to be important variables in the distinction of varieties. The 
Bradleys have found a variation in schwaful versus non-schwaful endings (for example, 
'growan' versus 'grown') which may be attributable to the perpetuation of an Irish English 
feature in Australian English (David Bradley, pers. comm.). During the course of research 
for the Australian N a t i o n a l  Dictionary21 (1988), lexicon with Irish origins has been identified 
in Australian English. Oral evidence and the Macquarie Dict ionary  provide many examples 
of Irish lexical items common in nineteenth-century Australian literature which have persisted 
into the twentieth century, such as 'spalpeen', 'shanty', 'sheila', 'pannikin' and 
'pampootees'. 'Pampootees' has also entered the vocabulary of Aborigines in western NSW 
as a word for shoes (Tamsin Donaldson, pers. comm.). The word in Irish is pampu'ta and 
means a kind of foot covering made quickly by lacing untanned hide (Joyce 1910:300; 
Shaw-Smith 1984:186-187). Common in the speech of working-class Australians was the 
now rare use of 'which' for the relators 'these' and 'this' and which the Oxford English 
D i c t i o n a r y  notes as a feature of Irish English. Another feature of Australian speech not 
necessarily restricted to the working class is the use of 'you's' as the second person plural 
'you'. This is likely to have been input to Australian English from the Irish English second 
person plural form 'ye's' .22 

2 1 ~ d i t e d  by Bill Ramson, at the AusEalian National University. 
22~oyce (1910:88) comments that the Irish avoid the 'obscurity' in English of 'you' being both singular and 
plural by using 'ye' in the plural whenever possible and creating new forms for the plural such as 'yous, yez, 
yiz'. 
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6. DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE FOR IRISH ENGLISH IN NINETEENTH CENTURY 
AUSTRALIA 

Samples of the documentary evidence for the use of Irish English in nineteenth century 
Australia are here presented with a brief discussion of their features. The sources are 
necessarily scattered, but form a corpus which can be analysed in much the same way that 
Hogan (1927) analysed historical documents for Irish English. All the records were 
produced by people with first-hand knowledge of Irish English, either as speakers or as 
people who had mixed with the Irish in Australia. 

Court records are problematic in the sense that court reporters in the nineteenth century did 
not necessarily write exactly what they heard. It is apparent on perusal of such records that 
while some reporters adhered as closely as possible to syntax and attempted to represent 
some of the phonology expressed in the different kinds of speech they heard in the court 
room, others 'corrected' speech in terms of their own standard. 

One might expect novelists to create literary styles which did not reflect the real speech of 
Irish people. However, as Don Laycock pointed out to me, it is far more difficult to invent 
language than it is to use language with which one is familiar. Therefore, while exaggeration 
is likely to have been employed, the forms of Irish English used in novels written by authors 
familiar with the Irish in Australia do reflect general features of Irish English in Australia. 
Consistency is the key to reliability, just as Hogan23 found in his research. Those authors 
who were inconsistent and strayed dramatically from what would be predictable for Irish 
English of the period are of course not to be relied upon. 

The novelist Alexander Harris created several fictional Irish colonial characters. In order 
to represent their speech in his books he drew upon his first-hand experience of the Irish in 
Australia. For example, the character Biddy, an Irish house-servant on a pastoral property, 
uttered the following: "Fait', Miss, I don't know if I'll go there at all: I shall always be 
thinkin' the devil '11 fetch me out of it, -sure 'twas one of his imps that built it. Musha! bad 
luck to him every day he rises" (Harris 1967:90) and "Don't none of ye's take it for him, 
boys ... Let the spalpeen go wid it himself. Anamondyoul!" (p.109). Within this short quote 
is lexical, phonological and syntactic information about Irish English in mid-nineteenth 
century Australia. Typical lexicon, all of which can still be heard at least in County Kerry-24 
are:- fait' from 'in faith', a common general exclamation (Joyce 19 10:70-7 1); sure which 
Joyce commented "is one of our commonest opening words for a sentence"; rnusha which is 
Harris's version of rnossa or wisha, both variants of Irish rni'seadh, all of which are "a sort 
of assertive particle used at the opening of a sentence" (1910:338-339); ye's Irish English for 
the second person plural pronoun 'you'; spalpeen a 'low rascal', from the Irish spailph ' 

which originally meant labouring men; and anamondyoul, which is definitely an oath but is 
more difficult to gloss - it could be ainirn an dia 'the name of God' from the Irish or perhaps 
rnannam on ye 'my soul on you' from Irish English although Joyce (p.29 1) glosses this as 
an affectionate exclamation. The only noteworthy phonological information in the quotes is 
the absence of word-final interdental fricatives, a feature typical of Southern Irish English 
(Bliss 1984: 137) -evidenced in fait' and wid. An inconsistency with Irish English appears 

23~iting works of Dekker. Shakespeare, Jonson and Randolph he remarks "the dialect in these is pretty 
regular" (Hogan 1927356). 
24~idraigh O'Leary (pers. comm.), a native of Killarney, County Keny (aged 24 in 1987) assures me that 
while he does not use these items (aside from 'ye's' and 'sure') he has often heard them used by older 
members of his family and he understands the sense in which they are used. 
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in Harris's retention of the English interdental fricatives word initially - so Biddy says the, 
that and there. The sentence sure 'twas one of his imps that built it demonstrates clefting 
which is a typical syntactic feature of Southern-Irish English: "In Irish, as in other Celtic 
languages, the verb normally stands first in the sentence. For the sake of emphasis, 
however, some other part of the sentence may stand there. In this case the word or phrase to 
be emphasized is moved forward [this is known as clefting] and is preceded by the form of 
the verb 'to be' known as the copula, either in the present tense ... or in the past tense ... the 
rest of the sentence is cast into the form of a relative clause" (Bliss 1984: 146). 

Michael Cosgrove, of the previously mentioned Porter's Retreat Cosgroves, stood mal at 
Sydney Supreme Court on 12 May 1835 for horse stealing and extracts from his nial record 
him as uttering the following: "It was my father's mare I was riding" (Johnston 1983:31). 
Here again is an example of clefting typical of Southem-Irish English. However, this is the 
speech of a nineteen-year-old man who arrived in Australia as a six-year-old child, brought 
by his mother who was joining her convict husband. Both parents were natives of Galway 
and they settled first in an Irish part of Sydney and later amongst other Irish settlers at 
Porter's Retreat (pp.1, 16ff.). Therefore, although their son Michael had spent most of his 
life in Australia, his English exhibited elements that are demonstrably from Irish English. 

Cunningham (1827, 1:242) reports an Irish convict, on his passage out to Australia, as 
having said: "Mr. Reedy's parlour was never half so clane". His emphasis on clane 'clean' 
indicates that this was an accent difference he perceived in at least that Irishman's speech. It 
was a plausible observation as it is consistent with Sheridan's note that the Irish pronounced 
words such as 'tea, sea, please, as tay, say, plays' (quoted in Bliss 1984:15), confirmed by 
Bliss (p. 15) to be now "still common enough in rural areas". 

William Henry Suttor was an Australian-born grazier who "acting in accordance with the 
unexpect ed... solicitations of many friends ... consented to collect in a small volume" (Suttor 
1887, preface) articles he had originally written for charity and published in a Sydney 
newspaper. Amongst his reminiscences are records of the way in which Irish people he had 
encountered spoke. For example, when writing about his experiences as a hospital collector: 
"a woman's voice behind the door asked in [sic] strong Irish accent, 'What do ye want? 
Who's there? ... I've nothing for ye.. .What do ye want making all that noise? Are ye police 
wid a warrant, or what are ye, at all at all?"' (pp.165-166). Here is the Irish English ye 
second person singular 'you1, and absence of the word-final interdental fricative in wid 
'with'. At all at all was described by Joyce (1910:48) as "so prevalent amongst us that in a 
very good English gramrn ar... speakers and writers are warned against it". He explained its 
origins in the Irish word idir 'at all', and which was often reduplicated - idir, idir- for 
emphasis.25 

Letters written by Irish people also supply linguistic evidence. For example, the 
following is a section of the convict Thomas Fallon's letter home to his wife, in 1835: 
" ... dere mary I receivd you loveing letter which wish for long time ... Der mary, I never work 
one day but fourteen days for myselfe since I been in this cuntry because it is not allowed by 
Government but if I wonst got my liberty I cud . .  Der mary this is fine cuntry is there is in the 
wourld for ateing and drinking Der mary if you wor in this cuntry you cud be worth pound 
per week but by owne labour ..." (O'Farrell 1984:13-14). Phonological information is 
supplied in some of the spellings, such as: cuntry 'country'; cud 'could', ateing 'eating' 

250'~eary (pers. cornrn.) says i t  is still common to hear 'at all at all' and he would be comfortable using the 
phrase. 
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(which is similar to the item clane discussed above), and wor (Joyce (1910:78) noted that 
this was a very common Southern Irish pronunciation of 'were'). You 'your' in receivdyou 
loveing is the Irish English second person possessive form ye (Joyce 1910:88). 

7. EVIDENCE OF PHONOLOGICAL CONDITIONING FROM IRISH ENGLISH IN 
NEW SOUTH WALES PIDGIN. 

Notwithstanding the problems of orthography,26 I claim that some of the data I use as 
evidence for NSW Pidgin seem to contain input from Irish English. Most notable is the 
absence of interdental fricatives in some data, while they appear in other data. It seems that 
one of the determining factors is the concentration of Irish people in areas where NSW 
Pidgin does not evidence interdental fricatives. It could be argued that the absence of 
interdental fricatives is the result of substratum input from Aboriginal languages as they do 
not generally contain those sounds (Dixon 1980:125). However, this would not explain the 
data which contain interdental fricatives. Further, it was observed in 1828 that Aborigines 
did not have trouble pronouncing such sounds: "several of them can speak English fluently, 
and pronounce the 'th', which more polished foreigners find so difficult" (Mansfield 1974 
[1828]:356). It is more logical to explain the variation in terms of sociolinguistic contexts. 
In situations where Aborigines heard Irish English they would have found that the lack of 
interdental fricatives was a feature in common with the phonological systems of their own 
languages. Therefore, they would have been able to imitate that feature of Irish English with 
ease. Where they heard English containing interdental fricatives they attempted to imitate the 
unfamiliar sound with varying degrees of success. 

"Ah Massa William, who shoot de redbill? I tell you fader!" (Cunningham 1927, 1:31) 
was said by an Aboriginal woman in the west of Sydney, where there were many Irish 
farmers and labourers. In this datum de and fader lack the interdental fricative word initially 
and word medially respectively. In the Port Stephens district the NSW Pidgin reported by 
Dawson consistently employs an Irish-English-like treatment of English interdental 
li-icatives. Throughout Dawson's (1 83 1) text the following items appear in the NSW Pidgin 
of Port Stephens: dere 'there' (it very occasionally appears as 'there7, which may have been 
used by Aborigines who were exposed to varieties of English containing the interdental 
fricatives); dat 'that'; tings and tousand, for example murray tousand tings (p.62) 'many 
thousand things'; t i d y  'think' ( -y  is the NSW Pidgin transitive marker usually represented 
as (-)it or (-)im (Troy 1990); udder 'other'; dey 'they7. Evidence for Aborigines having 
considerable contact with Irish convicts in the Port Stephens area can be found in the fact that 
they called all runaway convicts croppy (Dawson 1831:299). Croppy became the NSW 
Pidgin word used by Aborigines as a generic term for convicts, even though it was used by 
non-Aborigines only in refemng to Irish convicts. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper it has has been demonstrated that the Irish formed a large segment of the 
Australian population and that they were linguistically distinguishable from the rest of the 
population. It has also been demonstrated that the Irish were in a position to provide some of 

2 6 ~ h e  data I used in my analyses were recorded in the nineteenth century and their orthographies are those 
chosen by the individuals who recorded the material. 
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the earliest and most sustained input to NSW Pidgin. Further research will facilitate a full 
description of the ways in which the Irish adapted linguistically and of the contribution they 
made to the development of languages in their new country. The social contributions of the 
Irish to Australia have long been acknowledged while their linguistic contributions have been 
ignored or dismissed as inconsequential. To ignore the Irish contribution to the development 
of linguistic diversity in Australia is to ignore one of the major sources of sociolinguistic 
input for which evidence still exists. 
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WHENCE THE JOLLY JUMBUCK? 

DARRELL TRYON 

Don Laycock was well known for his interest in etymologising, especially in Tok Pisin 
and Australian English. One of the words which interested him, but which eluded his quest 
for a satisfactory etymology was jumbuck, the familiar Australian appellation for a sheep. 

The word jumbuck has become well known through one of Australia's best loved songs, 
and the unofficial Australian national anthem, 'Waltzing Matilda', written by A.B.(Banjo) 
Paterson at the beginning of 1895 while visiting Dagworth, a Queensland sheep station: 

Once a jolly swagman camped by a billabong, 
Under the shade of a coolibah tree, 
And he sang as he watched and waited till his billy boiled, 
"Who'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me? 
Waltzing Matilda, 
Waltzing Matilda, 

Who'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me?" 
And he sang as he watched and waited till his billy boiled, 
"Who'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me?" 

Down came a jumbuck to drink at the billabong, 
Up jumped the swagman and grabbed him with glee. 
And he sang as he shoved that jumbuck in his tucker-bag, 
"You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me. 
Waltzing Matilda, 
Waltzing Matilda, 

You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me." 
And he sang as he shoved that jumbuck in his tucker-bag, 
"You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me." 

Tom Dunon. Malcolm Ross and Damell Tryon. eds The language g u m :  
papers in memory of D o ~ l d  C. Lqcock  479-482. 
Pacific Linguisrics. C-110. 1992. 
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Up rode a squatter mounted on his thoroughbred; 
Down came the troopers, one, two, three: 
'Whose that jolly jumbuck you've got in your tucker-bag? 
You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me! 
Waltzing Matilda, 
Waltzing Matilda, 

You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me. 
Whose that jolly jumbuck you've got in your tucker-bag? 
You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me!" 

Up jumped the swagman and sprang into the billabong, 
"You'll never catch me alive!" said he; 
And his ghost may be heard as you pass by that billabong, 
"You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me! 
Waltzing Matilda, 
Waltzing Matilda, 

You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me!" 
And his ghost may be heard as you pass by that billabong, 
"You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me!" 

(Ward, ed. 1964: 180- 18 1) 

For the entry jumbuck the Australian National Dictionary says: 

[Of unknown origin: orig. in Austral. Pidgin and poss. an alteration of an 
English word (see e.g. JUMP UP v. ).I 1. A sheep. 

The word jumbuck is first recorded in print in Australia in 1824, thus: 

To  two Brothers of mine, these monsters exposed several pieces of human 
flesh, exclaiming as they smacked their lips and stroked their breasts, 
"boodjeny patta! murry boodjeny! - fat as jimbuck!" i.e. good food, very 
good, fat as mutton. (Methodist Missionary Soc.Rec. 26 Jan.) 

In 1841 the Port Phillip Patriot (19 July 415) records: 

The villains laughed at and mocked us, roaring out 'plenty sheepy, plenty 
jumbuck ' (another name of theirs for sheep). 

William Howitt's Boy's adventures (1854:129) contains the following: 

He did not know what jumbucks were, he candidly said so."Why, sheep, man, 
sheep! They are jumbucks in this country." 

The first attempt at etymologising (1863) suggests that the word jumbuck is of Australian 
Aboriginal origin: 

Jimbuc is an aboriginal name of a little shag-haired species of Kangaroo ... The 
jimbuc is the least elegant in its form, and the dullest-in its nature, of all the 
Kangaroo kinds ... The Blacks of the Hunter call the sheep jimbuc, no doubt 
from a resemblance ... arising out of the hairy shagginess of the one and the 
woolliness of the other. (Harpur 1863:32) 

In 1869 the Adelaide Punch (25 Mar. 83D) reports: 
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Jumback or jimbuck (sheep) is a corruption of himbuck, a name originally 
applied to the horse. On the introduction of yarraman, jumbuck found its way 
to the sheep-yard where it has since steadfastly remained. 

The Bulletin (Sydney), in 1896 (18 Apr. 27/2), states that: 

The word jumbuck for sheep appears originally as jimba, jombock, dambock, 
and dumbog. In each case it meant the white mist preceding a shower, to which 
a flock of sheep bore a strong resemblance. It seemed the only thing the 
aboriginal imagination could compare it to. 

None of the etymologies offered above are at all convincing, and it is perhaps surprising 
that twentieth century etymologists have so far failed to come up with a more plausible 
source of the jumbuck. Indeed it is worth quoting Dixon, Ramson and Thomas (1990:67), 
who again admit that no Australian Aboriginal source has been found to date. Their entry 
reads as follows: 

jumbuck lcdg~mbr\ld 

Also dombock, dumbug, jimba, jombok, and jumbick. 
The origin of this word, meaning a sheep, is not known. It may possibly be 
from an Australian language [dhimba in Karnilaroi has been suggested, but this 
cannot be confirmed] or else an alteration of an English phrase ('jump up' has 
been suggested). It was a prominent word in the pidgin used by white settlers 
to communicate with Aborigines, and was thence borrowed into many 
Australian languages as the name for an introduced animal, the sheep. 

It is suggested here that the origin of Australian jumbuck is not to be found in Australia, 
but rather that it derives from the Malay domba 'fat-tailed sheep', itself a loanword from 
Persian dumbah, of the same meaning. (This term and cognate loan forms are widespread 
throughout the languages of Indonesia today, for example in Javanese Sundanese, 
Madurese, Balinese, Manggarai, in fact throughout the area where Malay is used as a trade 
language.) 

There are two compelling reasons why this etymology for jumbuck is to be preferred to 
the tentative Australian etymologies found in the literature. The first is that the source of the 
first sheep introduced into Australia was the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa. The 
Australian encyclopaedia (1963,8239) states: 

The only sheep to reach New South Wales with the First Fleet in January 1788 
were those acquired at the Cape of Good Hope. They were all of the Cape 
breed [Cape Fat-tail], bearing hair rather than wool ... The return of public 
livestock in November 1791 recorded one ram, 50 ewes, and six lambs ... On 
1st July 1794 the livestock census showed 49 rams and wethers and 59 ewes 
in the possession of the Government and 161 rams and wethers and 257 ewes 
in the hands of private individuals. Except for odd ration sheep left behind by 
ships the whole of the colony's flocks were of the hairy Cape and Bengal 
breeds. The inhabitants generally gave little attention to sheep, being more 
concerned with meat than with wool ... In 1796 Governor Hunter dispatched 
Captain Waterhouse, R.N., in the Reliance and Lieutenant Kent in the Supply 
to the Cape of Good Hope to buy cattle. There Captain Philip Gidley King, on 
his way home to England, persuaded them to purchase 26 sheep of Spanish 
Merino blood. 
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The second and more important reason is that the language of commerce in the Cape 
Colony was Malay. Adelbert von Chamisso, in his Voyage around the world with the 
Romanzov exploring expedition in the years 1815-1818 states: 

Malay has become the common language of communication in this part of the 
world, the language of all commerce and intercourse, and it is spoken inside the 
houses of Europeans as far as the Cape of Good Hope. (1986:250) 

Du Plessis and Luckhoff (1953) report that today Malay is no longer used in South 
Africa. It was reported to be still very much alive in Cape Town as late as 1855, however. 
The variety of Malay spoken in the Cape is the subject of conflicting reports, for while von 
Chamisso suggests that it was more or less classical, and that "Marsden's dictionary and 
grammar (London, 1812) fulfill all our needs" (1986:250), Du Plessis and Luckhoff suggest 
that it was a trade variety "probably ... Malay-Portuguese, the language which was used by 
the servants of the old Dutch East India Company as a lingua franca both in the East and at 
the Cape" (1953:14). 

Be that as it may, it would appear that the Australian jmbuck had its origins far from 
Australia's shores at the end of the eighteenth century, itself a loanword into a variety of 
Malay which became the language of commerce not only in Southeast Asia but also in South 
Africa at that period. 
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POSITION OF WARRUNGU INTERROGATIVE WORDS 

TASAKU TSUNODA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper examines the position of W m n g u  interrogative words in special questions, 
and explores the typological implications of their positioning. It suggests, among other 
things, that their positioning exhibits a pattern which apparently has not been reported for 
any other language.' 

Warmngu, also spelt Warungu, is an Australian Aboriginal language which used to be 
spoken in the Upper Herbert River area of North Queensland. Most of the data on the 
language was obtained from the late Mr Alf Palmer (Tyinpilngkay), the last fluent speaker of 
the language. Fieldwork on Warmngu and the write-up phase of Tsunoda (1974a) were 
financed bythe Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AIAS).2 

It is significant and fitting that the paper I contribute to this volume deals with Warmngu. 
In 1971 Dr D.C. ('Don') Laycock secured an AIAS grant for me, enabling me to commence 
fieldwork in North Queensland, and in 1974 he was one of the examiners of my MA thesis 
on Warmngu (Tsunoda 1974a), which constituted an outcome of the fieldwork. I dedicate 
this paper to Don with my deepest appreciation for his support, guidance and friendship. 

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Perhaps the most widely accepted view on the position of interrogative words is that 
expressed by Ultan (1978:227): 

am grateful to Koomei Hosokawa, Masayoshi Shibatani and Taroo Takahashi-for their comments on the 
draft of this paper. 
2~etails of Warmngu grammar are in Tsunoda (1974a). while a discussion of Warrungu word order in general 
is in Tsunoda (1990b). Other works on the language include Tsunoda (1974b. 1975. 1976a. 1976b. 1985. 
1987.1988). This paper is a revision and expansion of the section on special questions in Tsunoda (1990b). 

The Warmngu phoneme inventory. written in a practical orthography, is /p, t, ty, k, m, n, ny, ng, rr, r. I, 
y, w, a, i, u/. The case-marking system is, roughly speaking, accusative (St=Si#O; NOM=NOM#ACC) 
and ergative (St#Si=O, ERG#ABS=ABS for nouns. The interrogative word 'who' has a tripartite system 
(StfSifO; ERGfNOMfACC). Warrungu discourse is highly elliptical. 

Abbreviations employed which are not introduced in the text are ACC[usative], ABS[olutive], 
ADV[erbl. DAT[ive], DU[al]. ERG[ative], GEN[itive]. NOM[inative], O[bject], PAST/PRES[entl, 
PL[urall. PURP[osive], REC[iprocal]. SG - singular. Si - intransitive subject, St - transitive subject. Vi - 
intransitive verb. Vt - transitive verb, 1 - first person, 2 - second person, 3 - third person. 

Tom Dunon. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language gome: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Lnycock. 483-490. 
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. ..languages of all types tend to locate the QW [i.e. interrogative word - T.T.] 
in sentence-initial position, although this is less common among languages with 
a basic order of SOV; such was the case in 73.4% of 53 languages. Sentence- 
final position as a QW-norm is characteristic of only one language, KHASI. 
However, in 25% of the languages QWs apparently retain the normal position 
of the constituents for which they substitute or, in a very few cases, occupy 
other specialized positions in the sentence (e.g. preceding the verb phrase only 
in GUJARATI). 

Sadock and Zwicky (1985:185) provide a similar typological survey of the position of 
interrogative words. 

Recently Kim (1988) has proposed a hypothesis which in effect elaborates on the last 
sentence quoted above from Ultan's work. That is, Kim argues that in rigid verb-final 
languages the focus of a sentence, for example an interrogative word, is most likely to occur 
in the position immediately preceding the verb. 

3. WARRUNGU SPECIAL QUESTIONS 

3.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

Attested interrogative words of Warmngu are the following: wanyu 'who?', ngani 
'what?', nganimparri 'how many?', wanytya 'where?', wanytyarri 'where to?, in which 
direction?', wanyfyangal 'where to?', wanytyarru 'where to?', wanytyarrungal 'where to?', 
wayi 'how is it?', nganipi- (Vi) 'do what?, become what?', wanytyarripi- (Vi) 'go which 
way?, do how?', nganinga- (Vt) 'do what?, do how?', and wanytyanga- (Vt) 'do what'. 
Note that Wanungu possesses interrogative verbs, and that they involve the intransitive verb- 
forming su f f i  (INTR) -pi or the transitive verb-forming suffix (TR) -nga. Special questions 
generally have a falling intonation at the end. 

The statistical data on Warmngu special questions presented below are based on Texts 
72/31 to 72/34 (about a quarter of my twelve hours of Warmngu texts) and on Tsunoda 
(1974a:242-247, 300-301, 308-309,406-409, 445). 

A special question can consist of just an interrogative word (there are 48 examples at 
hand). For instance: 

(1) ngani-wu? 
what-DAT 
What for? 

(3) ngani-nga-lku ? 
what-TR-PURP 
What [shall I] do? 

(2) wany tya-ngal ? 
where- to 
Where [are you going] to? 

In general questions which consist of two or more words, the interrogative word is generally 
(in 167 examples) the first word of the sentence, occasionally (in 30 examples) the second 
word, and seldom (in seven examples) the third word; it is the fourth word in just one 
example at hand. (I have found no example in which an interrogative word is the fifth 
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word.) That is, the interrogative word generally occurs as the first word, but may occur 
elsewhere. Specifically, it is increasingly unlikely to occur as we move away from that 
position ( see the table below). 

position initial 2nd 3rd 4th total 
number of examples 167 30 7 1 205 
percentage 81.5% 14.6% 3.4% - 0.5% 100% 

Examples in which the interrogative word is the first word include: 

(4) Wanyu-lu kuypa-n nguna-0 kanman-0? 
who-ERG give-PASTPRES that-ABS tobacceABS 
Who gave [you] that tobacco? 

(5) Wanyu-0 nguni ka wali-n? 
who-NOM there call.out-PASTIPRES 
Who is calling out there? 

(6) Ngani-0 tyana-ngku m utya-n ? 
what-ABS 3PL-ERG eat-PAST/PRES 
What did they eat? 

(St Vt 0 )  

(Si ADV Vi) 

( 0  St Vt) 

(7) [A: I am big.] 
B: Ngani-0 kakapara-0 yinu? 

what-ABS big-ABS 2SG.GEN 
What part of your body is big? (lit. Your what [is] big?) 

(8) Ngani-wu nganya yinta tyunta-n? 
what-DAT 1SG.ACC 2SG.NOM kiss-PASTPRES (ADV 0 St Vt) 
Why did you kiss me? 

(9) Wanytya-ngal ngali yani-yal? 
where-to 1DU.NOM go-PURP 
Where shall we go? 

(10) Wanytya ngayku pirku-0? 
where 1SG.GEN wife-ABS 
Where is my wife? 

(1 1) Ngani-nga-lku nguna-0 yinta? 
what-TR-PURP that-ABS 2SG.NOM 
What are you going to do with that? 

(1 2) Ngani-pi-n yinta? 
what-INTR-PASTPRES 2SG.NOM 
What did you do?, What is wrong with you?, etc. 

(1 3) Wanytya-*-pi-yal ngali yani-yal? 
where-to-INTR-PURP 1 DU.NOM go-PURP 
Which way shall we go? 

(ADV Si Vi) 

(Vt St 0) 

(Vi Si) 

(Vi Si Vi) 

(Verbs formed with the suffix -pi (INTR) or -nga (TR) may naturally be used by themselves, 
e.g. (11). (12). They may also be used to qualify another verb, showing agreement in 
transitivity, e.g. (13), (19). Thus, (13) literally means 'We shall go, do where to?') 
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Examples in which the interrogative word is the second word include: 

(14) Nguni wanyu-lu pun'-0 watyu-n? 
there who-ERG wood-ABS bum-PASTPRES (ADV St 0 Vt) 
Who burned the wood there? 

( 15) Nguni ngani-0 ka wali-n ? 
there what-ABS call.out-PASTPRES 
What is calling out there? 

(ADV Si Vi) 

(16) Nguni wanytya kantu-0 patya-wan-n? 
there where dog-ABS bite-REC-PASTPRES (ADV ADV Si Vi) 
Where are the dogs fighting (lit. biting each other) there? 

(Reciprocal verbs are surface-intransitive.) 

(1 7) Ngali wanytya-m'? 
1DU.NOM where-to 
Which way [shall] we [go]? 

(18) Yinu wanytya pirku-0? 
2SG.GEN where wife-ABS 
Where is your wife? 

(19) Yam-0 ngani-nga-lku y m a  m utya-lku? 
this-ABS what-TR-PURP 2PL.NOM eat-PURP 
How are you going to eat this? 

( 0  Vt St Vt) 

Examples in which the interrogative word is the third word include: 

(20) Nguna-0 pama-0 wanytya-rm? 
that-ABS man-ABS where-to 
Where [is] that man [going] to? 

(2 1) Nguni ka wali-n wanytya-ngumay-0 pama-@? 
there call.out-PASTJPRES where-from-ABS man-ABS (ADV Vi Si) 
A man is calling out there. Where did he come from? (lit. A man from where is 
calling out there?) 

(-ngumay is a nounladjective-stem-forming suffix and may be followed by a case suffix. In 
(21) wanytyangumay qualifies pama.) 

The only example in which the interrogative word is the fourth word is: 

(22) . Nyula nganya mayka-lku ngani- wu? 
3SG.NOM 1SG.ACC tell-PURP what-DAT 
What will he tell me about? 

(St ovt 0 )  

3.3.1 Word order in Warmngu is fairly 'free'. Firstly, the relative order of subject, object 
and verb is not rigidly fixed, although SOV is the most common, followed by OSV and 
SVO, which are in turn followed by VSO and OVS. Secondly, a noun and its 'qualifier' are 
not always contiguous with each other, although they are generally so. Thus, ngani-0 'what- 
ABS' and yinu '2SG.GEN' in (7), and yinu '2SG.GEN' and pirku-0 'wife-ABS' in (18), 
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are separated from each other, although ngayku '1SG.GEN7 and pirku-0 'wife-ABS' in (10) 
are contiguous. That is, a noun and its 'qualifier' do not constitute a 'noun phrase' in the 
usual sense (see Blake (1983, 1987:154) in this connection). Thirdly, similarly, a verb 
formed with -pi or -nga and the verb it qualifies are not always contiguous with each other, 
although they are generally so. Thus, consider wanytyampi-yal 'do where to-PURP' and 
yani-yal 'go-PUW' in (13), and nganinga-lku 'do what, do how-PUW' and mutya-lku 
'eat-PUW' in (19). That is, they do not constitute a 'phrase' in the usual sense. 

What has been stated above applies to both declarative sentences and special questions, 
except that in the latter the interrogative word - whether it is a subject, object, adverb or noun 
qualifier - tends to occur as the first word. 

The position of interrogatives in languages such as English needs to be stated in terms of 
phrase rather than word. This is because of sentences such as: 

(23) To whom did you give the book? 

Whom is the second word of the sentence, but occurs in the first phrase. However, I have 
specified the position of Warmngu interrogatives in terms of word rather than phrase. This 
is because this language lacks 'phrases' in the usual sense. 

It should be noted, however, that very often nouns and verbs are not accompanied by a 
'qualifier', in which case this distinction between word and phrase is irrelevant. Thus, 
consider ngani-wu 'what-DAT' in (22). 

3.3.2 As has been demonstrated above, the interrogative word in Warrungu tends to occur 
as the first word of the sentence. Nonetheless, it may occur elsewhere instead. That is, its 
most favoured position is sentence-initial, but this is a matter of tendency, and not an 
absolute rule. Note, in particular, that the interrogative word is increasingly unlikely to occur 
as we move away from the sentence-initial position. Apparently, this patterning has not been 
reported for any other language.3 

As alluded to in section 2 above, Ultan (1978), Sadock and Zwicky (1985) and, Kim 
(1988) in effect jointly set up the following four types of languages regarding the position of 
interrogative words: 

(i) sentence-initial position; 
(ii) sen tence-final position; 
(iii) 'normal' position; and 

(iv) special position, e.g. immediately preceding the verb. 

Obviously, Warrungu does not belong to any one of these types. The Warrungu 
interrogatives are not confined to the sentence-initial position or the sentence-final position 
.(although they tend to occur initially). Very often, they do NOT occur in the position 

3The vast majority of special questions consist of just one clause, as has been exemplified above. However, 
there are seven examples at hand in which an interrogative word occurs in a subordinate clause. These 
examples are extremely elliptical, but it may be said that the subordinate clause precedes the main clause in 
every instance and that the interrogative word almost always (there is one exception) occurs as the first word 
of the subordinate clause, that is, as the first word of the entire sentence. (In the exception, the interrogative 
word is the second word of the entire sentence.) This tendency is in keeping with that observed in general 
questions which consist of one clause (for further details see Tsunoda 1990b). 
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immediately preceding the verb (see ( 3 ,  (6), (8), (9) among others). 'Normal' position is 
difficult to determine, since word order is so variable. 

3.3.3 It is possible to posit, crosslinguistically, a continuum regarding the position of 
interrogative words, running from 'sentence-initial' to 'normal'. (As noted in section 2, 
according to Ultan, the sentence-final position is utilised for this purpose only in one 
language, and I shall ignore this position in the following discussion.) For example, 
Warmngu, Japanese (my mother tongue), English and Thai may be located on the continuum 
as in (24). The position of Japanese on this scale is only tentative. 

(24) sentence-initial position normal position 

English Wamgu Japanese (?) Thai 

My own study of Thai (Tsunoda 1990a) indicates that the interrogative word in this 
language occurs in the 'normal' position only. (Namely, it can occur sentence-initially only 
if its equivalent in a declarative sentence can occur sentence-initially.) Thai is thus a rigid 
'normal position' language. 

As seen above. Kim (1988) argues that the interrogative word is most likely to occur in 
the position immediately preceding the verb in rigid verb-final languages, and he considers 
Japanese as such a language. However, my own view is different (although I have not 
conducted a statistical study of this issue in Japanese). Although the interrogative word 
generally occurs in the 'normal' position, it may occur initially when it is focused/ 
emphasised. That is, in Japanese, the position of focus is sentence-initial, contra Kim. 
Nonetheless, Japanese interrogative words occur initially far less frequently than do 
Warmngu counterparts. 

English interrogative words are often said to occur in sentence-initial position (e.g. 
Lehmann 1978:181). (Ultan (1978:234) seems to suggest that they may occur sentence- 
finally as well, but he does not provide any example.) However, under special 
circumstances (e.g. in quizzes), they may occur in the 'normal' position. Thus: 

(25) The anti-vermin fences throughout Australia were constructed to contain which two 
pests? (The Australian Way, April 1987:66) 

(26) When a ship's external timbers overlap downwards it is said to be what? (Airways, 
SeptemberIOctober 1988:94) 

These examples demonstrate that English is NOT a rigid 'first position' language. 

The initial position of a sentence or clause is said to be 'a special position', being 'used 
for positioning constituents with the pragmatic functions of Topic or Focus' @ik 1978:178). 
(See also Blake (1983:153,1987:155-156) and Sadock & Zwicky (1985:185).) This use of 
the initial position for indicating focus (though not topic) is no doubt a manifestation of 
Gundel's (1988:229) "First Things First Principle: Provide the most important information 
first", and of Giv6n1s (1988:252) principle "Attend first to the most urgent task". 

With respect to the positioning of the focus of a special question, i.e. the interrogative 
word (Comrie 19849; Sadock & Zwicky 1985:185), English utilises the initial position 
almost to the full extent and highlights the interrogative word by placing it in this position 
(except for instances such as (25) and (26)). But this in return deforms the 'normal' word 
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order and causes processing difficulty of varying degrees. (Perhaps the greatest degree of 
processing difficulty of this kind will be caused if the interrogative words in (25) and (26) 
are placed in the initial position. Retention of the interrogative word in the 'normal' position 
greatly facilitates comprehension of such sentences.) At the other end of the continuum, Thai 
does not utilise the sentence-initial position at all for special questions; it does not highlight 
the interrogative word by means of a word order change (except that interrogative words 
whose 'normal' position is sentence-initial still occur in that position). But this leaves the 
word order intact and causes no processing difficulty. Warrungu and Japanese are 
intermediate between English and Thai, the former being closer to English and latter to Thai. 
In Japanese, when the interrogative word is placed initially, the word order deviates from the 
'normal' order - except when the 'normal' position of the interrogative word is sentence- 
initial. It is difficult to comment on Warmngu in this respect, since its 'normal' orders are 
difficult to determine. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has demonstrated that the Warmngu interrogative word tends to occur in the 
sentence-initial position, but it may occur elsewhere instead. Specifically, it is increasingly 
unlikely to occur as we move away from the sentence-initial position. This is not an absolute 
rule, but is a matter of tendency. As stated above, this pattern of the positioning of 
interrogative words has not apparently been reported for any other language. 

Many grammars categorically specify the position of interrogative words. However, I 
feel that, for at least some of such languages, that is not an absolute rule, but is a matter of 
tendency. I suspect, in particular, that there may be languages which exhibit the pattern 
observed in Warmngu. 

Previous studies in language typology and those in syntax in general tended to make such 
categorical statements. In Tsunoda (1987), 1 demonstrated the inadequacy of such an 
approach in studies of syntactic ergativity, and I stressed the importance of careful 
examination of actual data. The present paper has demonstrated that a similar, cautious 
method needs to be employed in studies of word order typology as well. 
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ANTONYMIC PROCESSES WITHlN THE SYSTEM OF JAVANESE ADJECTIVES 

E.M. UHLENBECK 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This article written in memory of Don Laycock is, I believe, congenial to his exceptionally 
broad interest in the variety and diversity of human language. It discusses rather uncommon 
grammatical phenomena in an internationally little-known language: the formation in 
Javanese of nouns and nominal groups (a) on the basis of pairs of antonyrnic adjectives (as 
both compounds and constructions), and (b) on the basis of an adjective and the negative 
ora. I hope that the description of these processes and the subtle distinctions between them 
will serve a double purpose: to fill a gap in our present knowledge of Javanese grammar' and 
to widen the scope of the present discussion of antonymy, which is still largely restricted to 
lexical data from English and French.2 

Something must be said about the theoretical background of this article. It follows the 
same principles as my previous work on Javanese morphology. They are briefly 
sumrnarised in the introduction to my volume of studies on the subject (Uhlenbeck 1978b). 
For a general discussion of my semantic views see Uhlenbeck (1978a) and especially 
Uhlenbeck (1981). 

The term 'antonymy' and its derivations used in this article serve only as broad labels for 
indicating certain grammatical categories existing in present-day Javanese.3 Their use does 
not imply acceptance of the distinction sometimes made (see Geckeler 1979) between three 
types of antonymic adjectives: gradable antonyms, complementaries and gradable 
complementaries. In general I have the impression that studies based on a general concept of 
antonymy are of limited value for this study, for two reasons: (a) they do not consistently 
distinguish between lexical semantic phenomena and morphological regularities, and (b) they 
are often based not on linguistic but on logical considerations. 

As for the Javanese data, they come from various sources. Instances of actual language 
use have been collected from Javanese books and journals, but most data come from 
working with informants. Of particular importance were the numerous discussions with my 
Javanese informant and collaborator over many years, Mr J. Soegiarto (t1986). A large 
propomon of the material used for this article was provided by him. When I began preparing 

- 

10nly the grammars of Poensen (1897:229) and Walbeehm (1897:200) pay very brief auention to them. 
2 ~ o r  critical surveys see Lyons (1977). Gsell(1979), Nellessen (1982) and Lehrer (1985). 
3~ntonymy has not been much described in the literature. Notable exceptions are Cruse (1976. 1980), 
Geckeler (1980). Lehrer and Lehrer (1982), Ljung (1974). Warczyk (1985). 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language gumet 
papers in memory of Donold C .  Laycock. 491-500. 
Pacific Linguisrics, C-110. 1992. 
0 E.M. Uhlenbeck 
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this article for publication, I benefited from help received from Mrs Widjiati Ras. Without 
the assistance of these informants this article could not have been written. It goes without 
saying that the existing Javanese dictionaries have also been consulted. 

2. ANTONYMIC PROCESSES WITH TWO ADJECTIVES 

As the three processes to be discussed here are based on and limited to adjectives, it is 
first of all necessary to make clear what is meant by the term 'adjective in Javanese'. Earlier 
studies (Uhlenbeck 1953; Daliman Edi Subroto 1985) have shown that there exists in 
Javanese a category of monomorphemic words such as cilik 'small', gampang 'easy', abang 
'red', 1Zgi 'sweet'? which are distinguished from other such words in three respects. In 
the first place the category is characterised by the fact that a certain set of productive 
processes can be applied to the members of this category. This set differs in its totality from 
all other sets applicable to other categories. The application of this specific set of processes 
produces categories which are in opposition as to form and meaning to each other, and of 
course also to the category on the basis of which they have been formed. Together these 
categories form the system of Javanese adjectives proper. A second characteristic of the 
category of monomorphemic adjectives is that they form the basis for certain transpositional 
processes, that is, processes by which words are formed belonging to other morphological 
systems, such as nouns, verbs and numerals. Thirdly and finally, the members of the 
monomorphemic category have a certain syntactic valency. They can be combined with other 
words into specific types of word groups and they take part in certain specific sentence 
types.5 Of the three antonymous processes the first belongs to the set of transpositional 
processes, as it produces nouns, while the second and the third belong to the third set, as 
their application results in nominal groups. 

The first process may be exemplified by the following sentences: 

( 1 )  Akas-ltTmtTs-e se'ga iku manut ana-ne baiiu sing (Sl6 
hard-soft-of rice that according presence-of water which 

di-nggo ngliwzt. 
used boil 
The degree of softness of rice depends on the [quantity of] water used to boil it. 

(2) Uu' piranti kanggo ngukur ad6m-panas-e hawa. 
this instrument for measure cold-hot-of air 
This is an instrument for measuring the temperature of the air. 

(3) Garapan iku abot-enfeng-e manut saka pzngrasa-mu dewe. (s) 
work that heavy-light-its depending from feeling-your self 
That task, its heaviness depends on your own feeling. 

4The official spelling of Javanese has been followed, except that t and d have been retained instead of th and 
dh. For Javanese phonology see Uhlenbeck (1949). 
5 ~ o r  a morphological and syntactic characterisation of Javanese adjectives, see Uhlenbeck (1953, reprinted in 
1978:58-60) and Daliman Edi Subroto (1985, chapter 4). 
6~bbreviations used for sources are: S - Soegiarto; ER - the journal Ekonorni Rajat of 9 April 1940; KK - 
Senggono, Kernbang Kantil, BP 2008, 1965~; W - Widjiati Ras. 
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(4) Nom-tuwa-ne jaran di-titik'saka unfu-ne. (s) 
young-old-of horse judged from teeth-of 
The age of a horse is judged by its teeth. 

(5) Wong unp iku sok kapanduman lara kZr6p-arang-e miturut (ER) 
people live that sometimes visited.by ill often-seldom-of.it following 

ala-&ik-ing pangupakara-ning a wak-e. 
bad-good-of care-of body-their 
In life people are at times visited by illness, its frequency depending on the quality of 
the care [they take] of their body (i.e. how well they take care of their body). 

The words produced by this process we will call from now on 'antonymic compounds'. 
They all consist of two antonyms directly followed by the suffix -e (-ne after a vowel) - in 
polite speech (Krama) -ipun (-nipun after a vowel). Both suffixes are replaceable (without 
any change of meaning) by the suffix -ing (-ning after a vowel) in order to avoid use of the 
same suffix more than once in one sentence (see for instance (5)). It is, however, not 
obligatory: ala-bbik-ing in (5) may be substituted by ala-Mik-e.7 Although there is no 
semantic difference between -(n)e and -(n)ing, there is one syntactic difference: words with 
-(n)ing can never be in final position. This is a general rule which applies to all occurrences 
of this suffix. 

The order of the two antonyms is not fixed. In general either order may occur without 
any semantic difference: arang-k6r6p-e 'the frequency of.. .' is as common as k6dp-arang-e. 
But in a number of other antonymic pairs there is a clear preference for one of the two 
possible orders. From akeh 'much, many' and seti-tik 'little, few', only akeh-seti-tik-e 
occurs, often abbreviated to keh-seti.tik-e? and it is doubtful whether the converse order ever 
occurs. 

The two antonyms form an unintermptable sequence, a feature which forms an important 
argument (but not the only one) in favour of the view that the combination of the two 
antonyms together with the suffix forms one single compound. Although part of a 
compound, the two antonyms retain a certain formal independence, because they are subject 
to the same set of allophonic vowel rules as monomorphemic words (see Uhlenbeck 1949). 

Semantically, these antonymic compounds have in common that they indicate the degree 
or extent to which the quality implied by the antonyrnic pair is present in the 'thing-meant' of 
the noun or nominal group with which the compound is syntactically connected. This noun 
or nominal group may directly follow the antonymic compound, as in (I), (2) and (4). but 
may also precede it. In the latter case the antonymic compound anaphorically refers, via its 
suffix -(n)e, to a preceding noun, as in (3), or even to a preceding sentence segment as in 
( 3 ,  where ktrtp-arang-e refers back to wong urip iku sok ka-pandum-an lam. 

It is not surprising that the adjectives which take part in these antonymic compounds differ 
as far as polysemy is concerned. In some adjectives their semantic potential has been 
developed in several directions, while in others such a development has not yet taken place, 

7 ~ h e  -(n)ingsuffix is used in this way mostly in written language. The Bureau o f  Popular Literature (Balai 
Pustaka) has favoured the use o f  this suffix in its publications to avoid stylistically clumsy repetition o f  
-(n)ipun within complex nominal groups. 

counterpart in polite speech, however, is  keh-kt&pun, in which the second member sCkMiq i s  
shortened to kwq. This difference in ueatment may have to do with general preferences for certain 
morphonological structures (see Uhlenbeck 1949, chapter 7). 
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or only to a limited extent. This has important consequences for the meaning of the 
antonymic compounds. Four different cases have to be distinguished. 

(a) If a polysemous adjective becomes a member of an antonymic compound together with 
an adjective which is not (yet) polysemous, it loses its polysemy and retains only that aspect 
of its meaning which is in polar contrast with the meaning of its non-polysemous partner. 
To put it differently: it is as if the non-polysemous adjective selects the semantic aspect of its 
polysemous partner. For instance the adjective gan'ng 'dry' is polysemous. Its meaning 
may be paraphrased as 'dry (without liquid), dry (not damp), well-dried, dried out, 
shrivelled, arid, thin, meagre'. But its opposite tClCs only means 'wet'. So the antonymic 
compound garing-tClCs-e only means 'the (relative) dryness, or wetness of.. . '. 

(b) If the two polar adjectives have had a parallel polysemous development the antonymic 
compound displays the same polysemy as the two polar adjectives individually. For instance 
the compound cuwer-kCntE1-e, from cuwer 'liquid, fluid, weak' and ken.t61 'thick, strong' 
means not only 'the (relative) thickness (of something)' but also 'the (relative) strength, for 
instance of coffee or tea'. 

(c) If the two polar adjectives are polysemous along different lines the meanings of the 
adjectives entering into the antonymic compound are reduced, retaining only that aspect of 
their meaning which is in polar contrast with each other. For instance the compound ampCg- 
ampang-e from ampCg 'short of breath, heavy, strong' and ampang 'light (of weight), light, 
flat, weak'. The compound means only: 'the (relative) strength of. ..(mostly of tobacco)'. 

(d) If an adjective is polysemous, it may be paired in antonymic compounds with more than 
one adjective with a less or differently developed semantic spectrum, but with one semantic 
aspect which stands in polar opposition to one of the semantic aspects of its partners in the 
compound. For instance kCpenak 'pleasant, easy, agreeable, nice, feeling well, healthy' may 
form an antonymic compound with lara 'ill': lam-kepenak-e : 'the (degree) of health, well- 
being', but also with sangsara 'wretched, in trouble' and with rCkasa 'miserable, distressed'. 
Likewise ala 'bad, ugly, nasty' may combine with bkik  'good': ala-bkik-e 'quality, degree 
of goodness', but also with apik 'fine, nice, beautiful', with ayu 'beautiful (of women)' and 
with bagus 'handsome, good-looking (of men)'. Agal 'coarse-grained, coarse, 'rude' 
combines with 1Cmbut 'fine-grained' but also with alus 'soft, fine'; gampang 'easy' may 
combine with relasa 'in difficulties, in trouble', as well as with angel 'difficult, hard'. That 
one adjective may combine with two different adjectives is by no means an exception. 

All four cases have one semantic phenomenon in common: as soon as an adjective 
becomes part of an antonymic compound, its meaning becomes fixed. It loses all the 
dynamic semantic properties it had as an appellative word. There is no longer any possib,ility 
of further polysemous development, nor of metaphorical, suppositional or conceptual use? 
As in other compounds the structural status of the adjective changes from word to 
morpheme within a word. 

Although the list of antonymic pairs of adjectives is rather extensive (see the appendix), it 
does not warrant the conclusion that the underlying morphological process is productive. 
There are many adjectives, such as colour adjectives, which do not have any antonymic 
counterparts. This does not imply, however, that the number of antonymic compounds is 
fixed and that the Javanese language user cannot make, or rather create, new antonymic 

9 ~ e e  Uhlenbeck (1981:15-17) for a discussion of  the meaning and use of  appellative words. 

- 
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compounds. He has the opportunity to do so by making use of one of the dynamic semantic 
prope'rties which adjectives everywhere share with other appellative words: their polysemy. 
The instances mentioned under (d) may be viewed as cases of the exploitation of polysemy. 
They form an indication of the existence of a large, still untapped semantic potential for new 
antonymic formations. 

The antonymic processes by which compounds are formed is not to be confused with the 
second process, which at first sight seems very similar. It also results in a sequence of two 
antonyms, and if the second of the two antonyms is followed by the -(n)e suffix, the 
outcomes of the two processes seem completely identical, as can be illustrated by sentences 
(6) and (7). 

(6) Ala b&ik-e watEk-e batur aiiar iki durung karuan, isih kudu ( s  
bad good-of character-of servant new this not.yet known still has.to 
d-tite-ni. 
be.looked.into 
Whether the character of the new servant is bad or good is not yet clear, it still 
has to be looked into. 

(7) A bot en-teng-e ga wan-m u ora tak-prauli. ( s  
heavy light-of what.is.brought-your not I care 
Whether what you brought is heavy or light does not interest me. (lit. I don't care.) 

However, between the two processes there are several differences to be observed. First of 
all there is a semantic difference. In the construction exemplified by (6) and (7) the 'degree' 
meaning, characteristic for the compounds, is never present. The two antonyms of the 
constructions either offer a choice between two extremes (young or old, good or bad), or 
indicate an all-embracing group or dimension (young and old, good and bad). Which of the 
two semantic distinctions is present depends on the context. 

There is also a difference as to the suffix -(n)e. In antonymic compounds suffixation with 
-(n)e is an integral part of the process: In the antonymic constructions of (6) and (7) this is 
not so: the suffix is present, but it does not have to be present. If it is present, as in (6) and 
(7), its presence is due to general requirements of nominal groups (cf. omah-e bapak-ku 'the 
home of my father9, dawa-ne tali-ku 'the length of my rope'). In other cases the suffix may 
be absent, as in the following sentences: 

(8) La wong anak mung siji, ala b&ik, mssti di-trssna-ni wongtuwa-ne. 
you see child only one bad good certain loved parents-his 
You see, there is only one child, whether bad or good, it is certainly loved by his 
parents. 

(9) Oleh-mu mlaku alon rikaf, sakadpmu de we, ugsre ( s )  
your walk slow fast whatever.your.wish own provided 

tZka kana sadurung-e pe'tZng. 
arrive there before dark 
Whether you walk slow or fast, do whatever you wish, provided you arrive 
there before dark. 

A third difference lies in the possibility of insertion between the two antonyms. Such a 
possibility is absent in antonymic compounds, but present in the other construction. 
Insertion of fan 'and' is possible in those cases where an all-embracing group or dimension 
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is indicated, while insertion of the pronoun apal0 is possible when a choice between two 
extremes is meant. For instance, in (8) and (9) insemon of apa may take place: 

ala apa bZcik 
alon apa rikat 

Apa may even appear in two positions: 

apa ala apa bk ik  
apa alon apa rikat 

The function of apa is to mark more clearly the choice: bad or good, slow or fast. However, 
in (10) as well as in (6) and (7) only insertion of lan is possible. There is hardly any 
difference between groups with and without lan. In (lo) g + f e  cilik has probably been 
preferred because of the preceding lanang wadon. 

(10) Kabeh bocah sing ana kono lanang wadon, g6de cilik katon 6 )  
all children who be there male female big little visible 

pada sZnZng. 
all happy 
All the children who were there, boys and girls, big and little, all looked happy. 

These differences permit an important conclusion about the nature of the second process. 
While the process by which antonymic compounds are formed is - as we have seen - a 
morphological process, the second process is a syntactic process for the formation of word 
groups. The possibility of insemon shows that the two antonyms, at least formally, preserve 
their word character. Semantically there is the same type of interaction as in the compounds. 
These antonymic word groups may be said to constitute a specific type, different from 
groups consisting of two substantives, such as bapa biyung 'father and mother', and groups 
consisting of an adjective and a noun, like pait madu 'sweeter than honey' ('honey is bitter 
by comparison'), from pait 'bitter' and madu 'honey'. This process is as productive as the 
first. Even some colour adjectives may participate in it: 

(1 1) PanjZnZngan-ipun ingkang dam61 abang biru-ning jagat. (KK) 
He (honorific) who cause red blue-of world 
He (God) is the one who brings about the well and the weal in the world. 

(12) Ora prauli abang ijo. 
not care red green 
He does not care whether it is red or green (the traffic light). 

3. PROCESSES WITH ONE ADJECTIVE AND THE NEGATIVE ora 

The third process differs form the first two because it is based not on a pair of 
'antonymous adjectives, but on only one adjective. The reason why one might still call it an 
antonymic process is that in this process the adjective is combined with the negative ora (in 
polite speech botZn) and the meaning of the resulting form is: 'with a certain quality or not 
with that quality'. The resulting form consists of (a) an adjective, optionally followed by (b) 

l 0 ~ o r  the position of the interrogative and the indefinite pronoun apa within the Javanese pronominal system 
see Uhlenbeck (1978:261-276). 
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either Ian 'and' or the pronoun apa, again followed by (c) the negative ora (botgn), optionally 
followed by (d) the suffix -(n)e or -(n)ing, for example: 

(13) Bodo lan ora-ne si Parman aku ora w&uh, wong aku ora wanuh. (S) 
stupid and not-of Parman I not know you.know I not acquainted 
Whether Parman is stupid or not, I do not know: as you know, I am not acquainted 
(with him). 

(14) Wowohan kuwi ma.tc5ng ora-ne manut rupane, nek kuning wis (S) 
h i t  those ripe not-of.them according exterior if yellow already 

maf6ng. 
r;pe 
These fruits, whether they are ripe or not, depends on how they look: if yellow, 
they are ripe. 

(15) Ad8m lan ora-ne bir kuwi, gumantung di-dokok neng peti es apa ora. (S) 
cold and not-of beer that whether put in box ice or not 
Whether that beer is cold or not, (depends on) whether it has been put in the ice-box 
or not. 

This third process is very similar to the second process with two antonyms. There are the 
same possibilities, as can be seen from the following diagram: (ad6m 'cold', panas 'hot'). 

1 ad6mpanas ad6m ora panas ora 
2 ad6mlanpanas ad6m lan ora panas lan ora 
3 ad6m apapanas ad6m apa ora panas apa ora 
4 apa ad6m apa panas apa ad6m apa ora apa panas apa ora 
5 ad6mpanas-e ad6m om-ne panas om-ne 
6 ad6m lan panas-e ade'in Ian om-ne panas apa ora-ne 

The existence of all these groups cannot be doubted, but I am not quite certain whether ad6m 
apa om-ne may also occur. Semantically, however, the two processes differ slightly. The 
ora forms simply indicate the presence or absence of the quality named by the adjective, 
whereas the process with the antonymic pair names two opposing qualities. If we compare 
for instance (16) with (17): 

(16) Wong j6-jNo-an iku, gampang ora-ne di-sangga barEng. ( 9  
people 1iving.together that easy not-of.them borne together 

(17) Wong j&jo@o-an iku, gampang dkasa-ne di-sangga bareWng. 
people 1iving.together that easy difficulty-of.them borne together 
Man and wife have to bear together the sweet and the bitter. 

.one notices a difference in explicitness. In (16) it is implied, but not explicitly said, that a 
couple has also to bear what is rEkasa, while (17) does not leave any doubt on this point. 
The process with the negation is fully productive. In contrast with the process with two 
antonyms, all adjectives without exception may appear in this ora construction, and I have 
the impression that the ora process is more frequently used and may be on its way to replace 
the process with the antonymic pairs. 

The three antonymous processes discussed so far have in common that they are 
transpositional as they apply to adjectives and convert them in various ways into 
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nouns or nominal constructions. Together they are in opposition to a fourth, non-antonymic 
transpositional process, also applicable to adjectives and also resulting in nouns. This 
process, which is fully productive, consists of the suffixation of adjectives with the same 
suffix -(n)e. Some examples: 

(18) K o p h  iku abot-e ora jamak, bau-ku sa-iki wis kiyu. 
trunk that heavy-of.it unheard.of arm-my now already numb 
That trunk, its heaviness is incredible; my arm is numb now. 

(19) Enpng-e kopEr iku marga isi-ne disuda. 6) 
light-of trunk that because content-its be.decreased 
The trunk is light because things have been taken out. (lit. The lightness of that 
trunk is because its content has been reduced.) 

This means that in addition to any antonymic compound there are always two other adjective- 
based nouns with the suffix -(n)e. In addition to abot-enreng-e we find abot-e and en-teng-e, 
each of course with a different meaning. Nouns such as abot-e and en-teng-e have in 
common that they name a factual quality, whereas the antonymic compound names a relative 
quality. 

APPENDIX 

1.  abot 
2. abot 
3. adEm 
4. adoh 
5.  agal 
6.  agal 
7. akas 
8.  akeh 
9 .  ala 

10. ala 
11. ala 
12. ala 
13. d o n  
14. d o n  
15. amEm 
16. amba 
17. am@g 
18. aneh 
19. an-ar 
20. an"= 
21. angel 
22. antEng 
23. arang 
24. asor 
25. atos 
26. bantEr 
27. bEnEr 

heavy 
heavy, difficult 
cold 
far, distant 
coarse (-grained) 
coarse 
hard 
much, many 
bad 
ugly 
ugly 
plain 
slow 
soft 
quiet 
broad, large 
heavy 
strange, unusual 
new 
new 
difficult 
calm, quiet 
infrequent 
low, inferior 
hard 
rapid, fast 
right 

engng 
mayar 
panas 
c8gak 
alus 
leinbut 
1ZmEs 
setitik 
b&ik 
apik 
bagus 
aYu 
&at 
sEm 
Crewet 
ciyut 
ampang 
lumrah 
lu was 
la was 
ga=='pang 
mngeh 
kZl-6~ 
luhur 
Zmpuk 
rindik 
luput 

light 
light, easy 
hot 
near, nearby 
fine, smooth 
fine, thin 
soft, limp 
(a) little, few 
good 
beautiful 
handsome 
pretty, beautiful, comely 
fast 
loud 
loquacious 
narrow, small 
light (tobacco) 
usual, common 
old, worn 
old 
easy 
restless, nervous 
frequent, often 
high 
soft 
slow 
wrong 



28. bod0 
29. boros 
30. bungah 
3 1. cidra 
32. cupW 
33. cuwer 
34. dawa 
35. d u w  
36. ewuh 
37. ewuh 
38. garing 
39. gEde 
40. gElis 
41. gEtas 
42. jZmbar 
43. jZro 
44. jii=ih 
45. kaku 
46. kandZl 
47. kasar 
4 8. kEn'cZng 
49. kgpenak 
50. kZpenak 
5 1. kZpenak 
5 2. kEsed 
5 3. kEsed 
54. kEsit 
55. kZsit 
56. kE.@l 
57. kurang 
5 8. kurang 
59. kurang 
6 0. kuru 
61. kuwat 
62. lara 
63. larang 
64. 1Egi 
65. lEme's 
66. 1En'cEng 
67. lirih 

-68. loma 
69. matZng 
70. nom 
7 1. padang 
72. panes 
73. fame 
74. rZg6i-i 
75. rikat 
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stupid - pint& clever, smart 
wasteful, prodigal - gEmi thrifty 
glad - susah sad, with sorrow 
faithless, treacherous - tevme'n faithful, loyal 
deficient - turah surplus 
liquid, fluid - ke"nrE1 solid, thick, strong 
long - ce'ndak short 
high - endeWEndek short, low 
in trouble, uneasy - mayar light, easy 
uneasy - gampang without difficulties, easy 
dry - tEl& wet 
big - cilik small 
quick - suwe long (time) 
brittle - (w)d6i-i supple, flexible 
large - ciyuf narrow, small 
deep - cefewcetek shallow 
cowardly - ke"ndE1 courageous 
stiff, rigid - 1EmZs soft, supple 
thick - tipis thin 
coarse - alus fine 
tight - kEndo slack, loose 
comfortable - lara ill 
comfortable, satisfied - rEkasa miserable, distressed 
content - sangsm wretched, in trouble 
lazy - s~"gEp diligent 
lazy - tabEri industrious 
shy, diffident - tutut docile 
shy, timid - cumbu tame 
dull - landZp sharp 
deficient, lacking - turah surplus 
insufficient - cukup sufficient 
lacking - luwih in excess 
thin, lean - 1Emu fat 
strong, powerful - ringkh weak 
ill - waras healthy 
expensive - murah cheap 
sweet - pait bitter 
refined, supple - kasar coarse, rough 
straight - bengkok curved 
soft - sZm loud, hard 
generous - cetil stingy 
ripe, done - mEntah unripe, raw 
Young - tuwa old 
clear, bright - pZtevng dark 
proper - saru improper, indecent 
noisy - sEpi quiet 
dlrtY - re'sik clean 
fast - rin@k slow 
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7 6 .  rosa strong - ringkih feeble,  weak 
7 7 .  rowa ample, spacious - sump6g narrow 
7 8 .  sugih rich, wealthy - miskin needy, destitute 
7 9 .  sugih rich - mlarat Poor 
8 0 .  sumeh kind - fiurgng harsh, unkind 
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ON YES AND 'YES' 

JOHN W.M. VERHAAR 

I remember Don Laycock as a good listener. It did not matter whether he agreed or not 
with what you said, for his interest was in why you said what you did. This means interest 
in people, that primary resource of the field worker. In that sense Don was an empathic 
man, and the way his fast mind operated stood wholly in that perspective. 

Some time ago I was looking for an opportunity to talk to Don about some ideas I had 
about 'yes' across languages. I never met him again. If I had, I would have greatly profited 
by his comments. May the brief notes to follow here serve to join other authors in this 
volume in honouring the memory of a good colleague and a good friend taken away all too 
soon. 

'Yes', of course, signifies an affirmation of some kind -but of what? It may (in English) 
open an encounter: yes?, by the shopkeeper or the bartender. Yes?, l i e  Japanese hai, may 
be used at suitable intervals to acknowledge the other person's story and to express one's 
interest in it. The same is m e  of Dutch ja, and the same ja followed by a pause may equal 
English (non-committal) well.. ., that hedging device trying, among other things, to change 
the subject while maintaining communication (Schiffrin 1985). In colloquial Indonesian, 
final ya (which in other positions means 'yes') is frequently a question tag (with rising 
intonation) - biased towards an affirmative answer. Many speakers of English from India 
use no?for the same purpose. 

Yes in English (ENG) and Tok Pisin (TP), like 'yes' in many other languages, may be 
one answer to yeslno (or 'polar') questions. But just what does it affirm then? Let me 
distinguish between the 'SAE' (for Whorf's 'Standard Average European') and the 'WPR' 
(for West Pacific Rim) strategy. The former obtains in languages like English, French, 
German, Dutch and others in Western Europe; the latter, in languages in Indonesia, the 
Philippines and Papua New Guinea, as well as in Japanese. 

'SAE' and 'WPR' are just geographical labels for the purposes of this paper. In fact, that 
WPR strategy obtains also outside those two regions, for example in Turkish, while by 
'SAE' standards Bengali would be SAE. In many languages there is a mixture of the SEA 
and WPR systems, for example in Japanese and Turkish (see Chisholm ed. 1984; Hinds 
1984; Saha 1984; Tura 1981; Maxwell 1981). Even English has, as I shall show, somewhat 
of a mixture of the two also. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock. 501-506. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O John W.M. Verhaar 
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The received wisdom seems to be that the two strategies do not differ for answers to 
affmative questions, but do for those to negative questions. Consider (1)-(4), where TP 
represents WPR, and English SAE: 

ENG (1) (a) Has he come? 
(b) Yes [i.e. he has]. - NO [i.e. he hasn't]. 

ENG (2) (a) Hasn't she sent a letter? 
(b) Yes [i.e. she has]. - No [i.e. she hasn't]. 

TP (3) (a) Em i kam pinis (o nogat)? ('Has he come?') 
(b) Yes [i.e. he has come]. - Nogat [i.e. he hasn't]. 

TP (4) (a) 0 1  i no gat bikpela pe? ('They're not expensive?') 
(b) Yes [i.e. they're not]. - Nogat [i.e. they are]. 

For the WPR strategy, Hall's (1956502) analysis was: 

In Neo-Melanesian, yes and no refer to the meaning of the preceding utterance, 
and indicate the speaker's opinion of its accuracy or otherwise. Neo- 
Melanesian yes thus means 'what you've said is right'; no means 'What 
you've said is wrong'. 

How can the SAE - WPR strategies be phrased more generally? I have played with 
several ways of phrasing them, and here present two: 

(a) We could say that the strategies are the same for affirmative polar questions in both SAE 
and WPR languages, as comparison of (1) and (3) shows, and different for negative 
polar questions, as we observe by comparing (2) and (4). For the latter, the WPR 
strategy adapts to the quality of the question while the SAE strategy ignores that quality. 

(b) We could say that the WPR strategy for all polar questions is such that the answer 
affirms ('yes') or negates ('no') the quality of the question, and that in contrast the SAE 
strategy has 'yes' for affmative answers and 'no' for negative answers to all questions. 
In other words, the SAE strategy is to ignore the quality of the question. 

Or we could say that in the WPR languages there is a 'quality empathy' with the question 
in the response - the respondent 'empathises' with the questioner, in regard to the quality of 
the question. 

Analysis (b) seems superior to (a) in that no distinction of quality is needed, as it is in (a). 
It is superior in that it generalises more than (a) does. (Of course, (a) may be superior 
pedagogically for speakers of SAE languages familiarising themselves with WPR 
languages.) 

Phrasings (a) and (b) do not take account of whatever bias the questioner may have in 
 regard^ to the quality of the reply. Such bias may, of course, be expressed in various ways 
(e.g. by intonation), and what seems relevant here is only bias strategy working with the 
quality of the question. It is in regard to quality-coded bias in the question that a number of 
languages (e.g. Japanese and Turkish) mix the SAE and WPR strategies. In Turkish (Tura 
1981:317-318) the reply to a negative polar question begins with 'yes' to signify that the 
respondent agrees with the questioner's quality bias, and then states the negative declarative; 
and such a reply begins with 'no' if the respondent distances himself from the questioner's 
quality-bias, after which follows the appropriate affirmative declarative. (There is, in this 
language, no such strategy in replying to affirmative polar questions, and 'yes'l'no' 
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correspond to the following statement being aff~rmativelnegative.) In contrast, in Japanese 
(Hinds 1984) the WPR strategy is followed except when negative polar questions are 
communicatively polite requests (or the 'Won't you sit down?' type), in which case (contrary 
to WPR laws) the 'yes' signifies 'I will', not 'I won't'. I will not go further into the 
grammatical form of such bias in this paper, except in passing where I need examples of 
them for other purposes. 

The WPR strategy for answers to negative polar questions is unlike other cross-linguistic 
problems of grammar in that it is widely known to many people outside the linguistic 
profession. Hall (1956502) reminisces about the song, popular in the 1920s, 'Yes, we have 
no bananas'. I cannot claim Hall's seniority, but remember the same song (with 'today' 
added to the line) from Holland in the 1930s (I have not been able to find out whether the 
song was a linguistic slur on WPR strategy). In the United States I have heard many 
comments from academics who were puzzled by (English) yes's and no's from WPR 
students, to negative polar questions. 'Puzzled' seems the right word for most of the 
comments, and it is gratifying to report that I have heard the more outrageous reactions 
(sample: 'Why do they get 'yes' and 'no' mixed up?') rather rarely. Some inquiring minds 
have told me that they found the 'Oriental' system more 'logical', 

What could it mean to say that the WPR system is 'more logical'? To the extent that every 
language has its own consistency grammatically, the SAE and WPR systems must be 
evaluated as equally logical. But grammars of natural languages do not have the rigid 
consistency of a disembodied system like that of formal logic. Also, if we speak about 
'English', we may be referring to any of many 'Englishes', some of which follow the WPR 
strategy, as does Papua New Guinean English. For now, by 'English' let me refer to 
Standard English. 

But even Standard English seems to follow different 'logics' in different constructions. 
Consider: 

(5) You didn't go there, did you (or did you)? 

(6) You went there, didn't you (or didn't you)? 

(7) You went there, did you? 

(8) You didn't go there, (*didn't you?) 

Note that all of these have the tag preceded by a question with declarative word order - let me 
call such questions 'DWO questions'. In (5) and (6), the taggee has a pro quality bias, albeit 
not without the tag of the alternative quality. Taggee and tag together have quality empathy 
(for the taggee). This is remarkable for a language where the 'quality-empathy' does not 
apply, for the purposes of a reply, to someone else's question. This is so striking a feature 
of the question tag that the additions didyou? in ( 3 ,  and didn'tyou in (6) parenthesised in the 
examples are actually presented as truth value alternatives - in the same form as the first tag 
(much to the confusion of learners of English as a second language). When the tag has the 
same quality as the taggee, as in (7), the tag expresses surprise ('You actually went there?') 
and may perhaps be considered as a covert declarative - however, there seems to be no 
negative parallel to that construction, as (8) shows. 

There is another way in which DWO questions in English seem to hug the WPR rather 
than the SAE strategy. Compare: 

(9) Did you go to see him? - Yes (I did) / ?*That's right. 
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(10) You went to see him? - Yes (I did) /That's right. 

(1 1) Didn't you go to see him? - No (I didn't) / ?*That's right. 

(12) You didn't go to see him? - No (I didn't) / That's right. 

Where that's right is well formed, that is, in reply to DWO questions of either quality, it 
affirms the quality of the question, which is what the WPR system does. (I now pass over 
the complications of the apparent synonym that's (not) correct- which I believe are 
considerable.) 

SAE 'yes' in reply to polar questions requires a distinction not only of affirmative and 
negative polar questions, but also of a third category, at least in Standard English, that is, of 
"covert" negatives, or "quasi-negatives" in Kuno's (1982:145ff.) terms. In regard to yes 
and no in English, covert negatives are treated as affirmatives, but the addition of the I do 
type of confirmation ('auxiliary' confirmation) is not well formed. In the following 
discussion, I use some of Kuno's examples, and add some of my own. Compare: 

(1 3) You have few friends around here? 
(Yes (*I do) / That's right) / *No (I don't). 

(14) He said little about it? 
(Yes (*he did) / That's right) / *No (he didn't). 

(15) You speak only English? 
(Yes (*I do) / That's right) / *No (I don't). 

Once again, the questions are of the DWO type, but in this case necessarily so, since 
interrogative order is not well formed for covert negatives (?*Have you few friends around 
here?; ?*Did he say little about it?). On the other hand, even the slightest 'affirmative' 
modification of the covert negative is enough to allow normal interrogative word order, and 
thus enough also to allow auxiliary confirmation of the reply; but negative replies with no are 
still out, and so is auxiliary confirmation: 

(16) Do you have so few friends around here? 
Yes (I do) / *No (I don't). 

(17) Did he say that little about it? 
Yes (he did) / *No (he didn't). 

(18) You speak only English with Charles? 
Yes (I do) /That's right / *No (I don't) 

Negation in argument or adjunct form in English even makes 'yes'/'no' answers 
impossible or at least 'odd'. Consider: 

(19) He saw nobody? 
*Yes (he did(nlt)) / *No (he didn't) / That's right. 

(20) No one came? 
*Yes (no one did) / *No (no one did) /That's right. 

(21) They never responded? 
(?Yes) they did 1 *No (they didn't) / That's right. 

Again, that'sright has no alternative quality. 
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Finally, in Standard English there is a special register which avoids both yes and no, and 
uses affirmative and negative, but only to affirm and deny, respectively, the quality of the 
question - using, in fact, the WPR system. This register is used, mandatorily, in high risk 
communications such as between control tower and aircraft pilot, between a space command 
centre and astronaut, and between a military command centre and officers in the field. 
Consider: 

(22) You lcnow the approach instructions? 
A f f i t i v e  [i.e. I do]. 
Negative [i.e. I don't]. 

(23) You don't have enough fuel to fly the prescribed approach? 
Affirmative [i.e. I don't]. 
Negative [i.e. I do]. 

Misunderstandings in such communications pose unacceptable risks, which are apparently 
not imaginary in the SAE 'yes'/'noY system, at least in response to negative questions. The 
solution is a system operating on the same principles we find in those WPR languages. 

To summarise, in English 'quality empathy' is present not for someone else's questions 
(except for the that's right reply, and then only for DWO questions) but only for one's own, 
and only in regard to tags that make the question biased in favour of a reply to the quality of 
the tag. 

In Tok Pisin, none of these complications arises, for the obvious reasons: TP has no 
interrogative marking by word order, and no 'covert' negativity. For example, TP for 'He 
saw nobody' is Em i no lukim wanpela man; TP does not have the some-any alternation 
either for negativity and interrogativity found in English: for 'I cannot give you anything' TP 
has Mi no inap givim yu samting, and for 'Did he see anything' TP has Em i lukim samting 
(o noga t) ? 

In what sense could the WPR system which we find in TP be said to be more 'logical'? I 
suggest a reply which I think Don Laycock would have liked: that that system is more 
psychological, since replies are based on the quality of the other person's question. It is, if 
you will, more 'empathic'. 
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A NAGGING PROBLEM IN AUSTRALIAN LEXICAL HISTORY 

MICHAEL WALSH 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This investigation travels down one of the side lanes of general linguistics. It thus 
contrasts with the set pieces on syntactic problems which one finds on the 'main highway'. 
Although Don Laycock made significant contributions to general linguistics through his work 
on Papuan linguistics he was a passionate enthusiast for the oddities of linguistics. Don 
opened up new areas in the study of linguistics such as 'ludlings'. He was also keen to 
inject an element of humour into the sometimes oppressive seriousness of academic 
linguistics. One example of this can be found in his brief study of the Papuan language, 
Mor, which he called 'A little Mor' (1978). In memory of Don Laycock I offer this study of 
a linguistic curiosity from Australian languages and English loan words, complete with a 
punny title.' I think Don might have enjoyed reading it. I hope so. 

2. AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES AND THE CONCEPT OF 'HORSE' 

One of the more obvious loan concepts required in Australian Aboriginal languages is 
'horse'. Horses were a constant companion of white settlers but there was nothing quite like 
them before white contact. It is quite likely that Aborigines 'beyond the frontier' knew about 
this strange creature before they ever saw one. Many explorers had encounters with 
Aborigines who had already heard about new objects and knew their names before they had 
ever seen them. Trade links meant that sometimes they had taken delivery of these new 
objects before they had seen their makers. 

Horses though are not so portable as objects and, as a word, 'horse' is particularly 
resistant to borrowing. Words in Australian Aboriginal languages usually have two or more 
syllables (Dixon 1980:127) so that monosyllabic loan words from English had to be 
lengthened by adding a vowel: "Dyirbal gawa 'cow' and rubu 'rope"' (Dixon 1980:121). 
But the word 'horse' also conflicts with general Australian phonological patterns by 
including [h] and [s], in that [h] does not occur in Australian languages at a l l  while [s] occurs 
in just a few (Dixon 1980; Busby 1980). Many other 'artefacts' of European contact were 
readily amenable to Australian Aboriginal phonotactic patterns: 

l ~ h i s  is a revised version of 'Some Cavalier Remarks on nantu'presented at the Non-Pama-Nyungan 
Comparative Workshop at Monash University in September 1989. My thanks to the participants at that 
workshop who supplied equine vocabulary, suggestions and advice and to Nick Evans for providing the forum 
which considerably improved this paper. All remaining errors are of course my responsibility. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock, 507-5 19. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
Q Michael Walsh 
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billycan biligan 
(pussy) cat budjigadji 
pig bigibigi 
rabbit ra bidi 
sugar djuga 

Being so amenable, loan concepts of this kind may well have been independently borrowed 
at various points of European contact. But the word 'horse' seems to have been sufficiently 
aberrant (in phonological terms) to resist direct borrowing from English (ngort from 
Nyungar being the single possible exception). Since this loan concept was so crucial in the 
'settling' of Australia, Aborigines looked within the resources of their own languages to 
create new words for this strange new creature. 

The distribution of loan words for 'horse' falls into three broad categories: 

(1) nantu 
In a relatively narrow band nantu and its cognates run from Adelaide in the south to 
Bathurst and Melville Islands in the north. 

(2)  yarraman 
To the east of this 'band' yarrarnan and its cognates are frequently encountered. 

(3) other 
To the west of this 'band' terms for 'horse' are more heterogeneous including 
expressions like: timanayawarta and ngort. 

These are listed in the Appendix and shown on this map: 

hk4P %: DISTRIBUTION OF LOAN WORDS FOR 'HORSE' (BASED ON DIXON 1980:XVIU-XIX) 

- 
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In the case of yarraman we know that the word and presumably a description of its referent 
had spread to Aboriginal people who had probably never seen horses. On 10 August 1848 
one early explorer, Thomas Mitchell, encountered some 'natives' in a remote part of 
Queensland (to the south and east of what has become Charters Towers) and observed 
(1848:270)2 "It was remarkable that on seeing the horses, they exclaimed 'Yerraman'.. .". 

3. THE SPREAD OF nantu 

The use of nantu for 'horse' dates back to the 1830s. Teichelmann and Schiirmann 
(1840) record nantu for 'male kangaroo' and 'horse' in the language of the Adelaide Plains, 
Kauma. It is tempting to attribute the spread of nantu to the journey of John McDouall Stuart 
(1861-62) followed up by a similar route taken by the Overland Telegraph Line, (roughly) 
from Port Augusta in the south to Darwin in the north. 

Major expeditions to 1862 

----- 
.-.-.-.-. 

--- Burke and Wills 1860-61 - Mitchell 1846 - = F.T. Gregory 1861 
TASMANIA ----------- McOouall Stuart 1861-62 

2~ am grateful to Bob Dixon for drawing my attention to this early reference to yarraman and for supplying 
me with a copy of the relevant section. 

-. 
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It is also tempting to consider the Overland Telegraph Line as a kind of east-west 'bamer' 
which internally maintains nantu and resists incursions of yarraman from the east. 
Interestingly, yarraman does not penetrate west of this 'banier' although nantu and 
yarraman appear as alternates for 'horse' in languages such as Alyawarra (#84) and Wagaya 
(#160) which form part of the eastern border of the nantu 'band'. 

4. THE NAGGING PROBLEM IN AUSTRALIAN LEXICAL HISTORY 

The problem with words for 'horse' in Australian languages is their unusual distribution. 
To my knowledge no other lexical item is restricted to a geographical zone which is so long 
(about 2,500 km) but so (relatively) narrow as nantu. This distribution also ignores the fact 
that some of the languages along its length (like Tiwi, Larrakia, Jawoyn and Warlpiri) are 
rather distant typologically and genetically (whatever the detailed comparative picture turns 
out to be). 

WESTERN AUS 

............. J. Forrest 1869 -.-.-.-.- Warburton 1873 ------ J. Forrest 1870 -------------- J. Forrest 1874 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o ~ ~ o ~ ~  A. Forrest 1871 -==.-==----.. Giles 1875 

- - - - - Gosse 1873 = - A. Forrest 1879 TASMANIA 

MAP 3: LAND EXPLORATION FROM 1860 
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The skewed distribution may be the result of a particular pattern of land exploration: 
words for 'horse" travelled with the explorers. Looking at major expeditions up to 1862 
(Camm, McQuilton & Yorke 198753) it seems that the only significant east-west continental 
crossing up to 1862 was by A.C. Gregory (1855-56). Map 2 shows that the area east of the 
nantu 'band' was rather extensively traversed by this time. From its source in New South 
Wales yarrarnan could have travelled with the explorers over the vast eastern half of 
Australia. By 1862 nantu could have travelled with John McDouall Stuart to the Mary River 
just to the east of present-day Darwin. However this explorer had no contact with 
Aborigines until Attack Creek so that the spread would not have been directly from him all 
along the north-south route. Map 3 depicts major crossings between the Overland Telegraph 
Line and the west coast (Camm, McQuilton & Yorke 198756). Here the lines of exploration 
are almost parallel, with huge desert areas being left 'untouched'; this 'compartmentalisation' 
of incursion by explorers may point to an explanation for the relative heterogeneity of words 
for 'horse' in the western half of the continent. 

Alternatively the spread of nantu could have started from the northern end of the continent 
as well as in the south, eventually meeting in the 'middle'. There is a small area around the 
north central region of the Northern Temtory where there appear to be no cognates of nantu. 
This could be because of recent diffusion from languages to the east and west creating first 
an alternative to nantu and then replacing it. However nantu could have been transplanted 
form Adelaide to Darwin by settlers travelling up there by boat.3 Until 191 1 the present 
Northern Temtory was governed from Adelaide and was indeed a part of South Australia. 
Many of the settlers who went to Darwin had spent time in Adelaide (Donovan 1981) so that 
it may have been that nantu was being constantly reinforced by all those whites who thought 
this was the word for 'horse' in all Aboriginal languages. 

On balance I believe nantu was spread north from Adelaide and south from Darwin. 
Probably the strongest evidence for this kind of spread is to be found in the facts of the 
building of the Overland Telegraph Line (Donovan 1981:80ff.; see also Taylor 1980). 
Separate contracts were issued for different sections of the line: around 800 kilometres from 
Darwin south and about 800 kilometres north from Adelaide to outside tenders, with the 
remainder being undertaken by Government parties. As part of the construction, supplies 
were brought across from the east at Roper River to meet those remote parts of the line in the 
'middle'. But there are no nantu cognates to mark this east-west incursion, presumably 
because once the line had been completed there was little use of this track by whites, 
although there is one tantalisingly brief reference to the use of nanto for 'horse' on the Roper 
River (Buchanan 1933:83). By contrast the Overland Telegraph Line with its twelve 
telegraph stations each staffed by six men inevitably accompanied by horses (Donovan 
1981:93) kept alive the use of nantu long after those who used it had any idea where the 
word came from. 

31 am also grateful to Harold Koch who f i s t  pointed out to me that the spread of nantu could have come from 
Darwin as well as Adelaide. 

- 
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APPENDIX: LIST OF AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES (BASED ON DIXON 198o:XV111-XIX) 

Dixon's numbers run up to 155 after which I have assigned arbitrary numbers for 
languages not included in Dixon's list. 

(NATLEX = information from the National Lexicography Project4; a blank means that 
information on 'horse' was not available.) 

NUMBER NAME 'HORSE' SOURCE 

128 Adnyamadhanha nandu(nhandhu) NATLEX 
100 Alawa yanarnan Sharpe (pers.comm.) 

djarramala 
Alyawarra nante we NATLEX 

yarramane/yarremane 
83 Andegerebinha yarremen Breen (pers.comm.) 

5 Anguthimri 
105 Anindilyakwa djarrangwa Leeding (pers.comm.) 
85 Anmatjera nanthe/nhanthe NATLEX 

132 Arabana 
82 Aranda nanthe Breen (pers.com.) 
3 Atampaya 

49 Awabakal 
5 Awngthim 

72 Baagandji ga:ngguru/walbaladja Hercus (1982:3 12) 
150 Balyku 
157 Banggala 
42 Banjalang yaramq Sharpe (pers.comm.) 

150 Banyjima 
68d Baraba-Baraba 
140 B ardi 

14 Bariman Gutinhma 
40c Bidyara yarraman Breen (pers-comm.) 
** Binbinga [??sp] yarraman Chadwick 

(pers.comrn.) 
36 Biri 
33 B i y ay girri 

168 Bularnu ngurru-gundamurru NATLEX 
(= nose-log) yarraman 

126 Bunaba ya warda (?) Rumsey (pers.com.) 
7 1 Bungandji 

109 Burarra yarraman Green (pers.comm.) 
151 Burduna 
50 Darkinyung 

151 Dhalandji 
52 Dharawal 

4~ane Simpson provided information at short notice from the files of the National Lexicography Project. My 
thanks to her and the co-director of the project, David Nash, and to the Bicentennial Authority in conjunction 
with the Auslralian Institute of Aboriginal Studies for funding it. 
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Dharuk 
Dhuduroa 
Dhurga 
Dhu wala/Dhuwal yarrarnan 
Diyari nhantu 

?yarrarnan 
Djapu 
Djaru tirnana 
Djinang yarrarnan 
Djingdi jarara wira (old) 

rdirnana 
rdiminirni (mare) 

Dyangadi 
Dyirbal 
Dyirringany 
Eastern Torres Straits language 
Gabi 
Gadang 
Gamilaraay yarrarnan 
Garadyari ya warta 

ngurripi (old) 
Garawa wanana 

dirnana (old) 
yarrama 

Gardudj arra tirnana 
ya warta 

Gariyarra 
Girramay 
Gogadja dirnana (also) nandu 
Gor-Nar 
Gudandji [??sp] yarraman 

Gugada nanto 
Gugu-Badhun 
Gugu-Wara 
Gugu-Y alandji 
Gulngay 
Gumbaynggir 
Gunbalang 
Gun-Djeyhmi 
Gundungura 
Gunggay 
Gungoragone 
Gunibidji 
Gunwinygu 
Guniyandi 

Gunya 

djarrang 
djarrang 
djarrang 
rnardam bala 

Austin (pers.comm.) 

NATLEX 
NATLEX 
Chadwick (1975: 108) 

Austin (pers.com.) 
NATLEX 

Breen (pers.com.) 

NATLEX 

Amery (pers.com.) 

Chadwick 
(pers.com.) 
Black (1920:91) 

Evans @ers.com.) 

Green (pers.com.) 
McKay (pers.com.) 
Evans @ers.com.) 
McGregor 
(pers.com.) 
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Gupuyngu 
Gureng-Gureng 
Gurindji 
Gurrama 
Guugu Yimidhirr 
Guwa 
Guwamu 
Innamincka (=? 130) 

NATLEX 

NATLEX yarraman 

yarraman 
yadaman(i) 
nhandu 

NATLEX 

Jab Wurmng 
Jabugay 
Jaitrnathang 
Jaja Wurmng 
Jawoyn 
Jirrbal 

NATLEX yarraman 

nendo 
jiyari (old) 
yarraman 

NATLEX 
Dixon @ers.com.) 

J i m  
Jiwarli 
Kakudju 
Kaititj 

Austin (pers.comm.) 
NATLEX 
NATLEX 

nguurru 
djarra 
nante we 
nanthe 
nhante we 

Kala Lagau Langgus 
Kalkatungu 
Kaurna 

yaraman 
nanto 
nanto (=kangaroo) 
yarramanda 
(also) dikakuhnjuru 

NATLEX 
Black (1920233) 
Evans (pers.comrn.) Kayardild 

Kerarnin 
Kitja 
Koko-Bera 
Kolijon 
Kukatj 
Kuku-Thaypan 
Kunggari 
Kuurnuu 
Kurtjar 

NATLEX 

kurrtha (= 'dog') Breen (pers.com.) 

yardiman 
ruaak (= 'dog') 
yaraman 

NATLEX 
Breen (pers.com.) 
NATLEX - Kuuku-Y a?u 

Kuuru Kopan Noot 
Lama-Lama 
Lardil 
Larrakia 
Linngithigh 
Luritja 

yarraman 
nanduva 

NATLEX 
Cape11 (1984: 104) 

?rnantu 
?nyantu 
yeramin 

NATLEX 
Breen (pers.com.) 
Hercus (1986:268) Madhi-Madhi 
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Malak-Malak 
Mal~anga~a  nhanthu NATLEX 
Mamu 
Mangala ya wartdya warda NATLEX 
Mangarayi 
Mantjiltjara 
Mara yaraman Heath (198 1 :497) 

wa wi 
Maranunggu nentu Tryon (1970: 104) 
Margany 
Maung djaranga Capell & Hinch 

(1970: 155) 
Mayali lendo NATLEX 

(?dandau/landhaul (Evans, pers.comm.)) 
djarrang 
(?< Mkr, Bug, Jav jaran (Evans, pers.com.)) 
? tayari NATLEX 
?yarraman 

Mbara 
Mbiywom 
Mpalitjanh 
Mudbura timanahmama 

ya warta 
NATLEX 

nintu Michael Walsh 
[My own information] 

N akara 
Narangga 
Ngaanyatjara 
Ngajan 
Ngaliwuru 

nanto (=kangaroo) 
purni 

Black (1920:88) 
NATLEX 

dimana Bolt, Hoddinott & 
Kofod (n.d.: 143) 
Breen (pers.com.) nantu, nandu 

nantu witi 
nantujiti 
nhantu 
yarraman (?) 

Austin (pers.comrn.) 

Ngandi 
Ngankikurungkurr nendu Hoddinott & ,Kofod 

(1988:3 18) 
Ngankiwumini 
Nganyaywana 
Ngardily 

nendu 

ya warta 
timana 

NATLEX 

Ngarigo 
Ngarla 
Ngarluma NATLEX ya warta 
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Ngarndji 
Ngawun 
Ngayawung 
Ngiyarnbaa 
N handa 
Nhuwala 
Ntra?ngith 
Nukunu 
Nungali 

Nunggubuyu 

Ny arnal 
Nyanganyatjara 
Nyangantjatjara 
Nyangumarda 
Nyawaygi 
Nyigina 
Nyul-Nyul 

Nyungal 
N y ung ar 
Olgolo 
Oykangand 
Pallanganmiddang 
Payungu 
Peek Whurrong 
Pintupi 

Pitta-Pitta 
Rembarmga 
Ritharngu 
Tanganekald 
Thalanyji 
Thargari 
Thawa 
Tiwi 

119 Tyeraity 
13 Umbu ygamu 

yarraaman NATLEX 
nguurri/nguutu NATLEX 

nhantu 
nindu 
dimana 
yaraman 
jarangu 

ya warta 

ya warta 
ya ward 

ngort 

nguurru 

rnantu 
naanytja 
timana 
nyantju 
nantju 
ngantju 

yarraman 

nguurru 
nguurru 

Hercus (1992:42) 
Bolt, Hoddinott & 
Kofod (n.d.: 145) 
Heath (1982:3 14) 

NATLEX 

Stokes (pers.comm.) 
McGregor 
(pers.comm.) 

NATLEX 

Austin (pers.comm.) 

NATLEX 

NATLEX 

McKay @ers.comm.) 

Austin (pers,comm.) 
Austin (pers-comm.) 

jarra (< Yi waja) NATLEX 
nantuwu 
parriwiyi 
partirtapartirtapattirrapartirra 
pika 
p wangilotungini 
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Umpila yarruman 
Ungarinyin ya warda 
Uradhi 
Waanyi wanana 

dimana (old) 
yarrama 

Waga 
Wagaman 
Wagaya nhanta wu 

yarremena 
yarramana 

Wakoora 
WalmatjaIi rtimana 
Walmatjari (south) ya warta 
Wambaya 
Wangaaybuwan yarraaman 
WWXanguru 
Wangkumara yadamanv? 
WaIi 
Warltnanpa timana 
Warlpiri rnantuwu 

rtimana 
rnantuwu ('southern') 
rtimana ('northern') 

Warluwarra 
Warndarang yaraman 
Warnman ya warta 
warray nendu 
Warrgama~ jiy ari 
Warurnungu timana 
Warungu 
Wathawurmng 
Wemba-Wemba yaraman 
Wergaia gam-gam 
Western Desert nantu 

nyan tju 
nyanytju (also = 'camel') 

Western Torres Straits 
language 
Wik-Me?nh 
Wik-Muminh 
Wik-Munkan yarraman 
Wipadhuri yarraman 
Worora 
Wuywurmng yiramin 
Y abula-Y abula 
Y adhaykenu 
Y alarnnga 

NATLEX 
Rumsey (pers.com.) 

Breen (pers.comm.) 

NATLEX 

NATLEX 
NATLEX 

NATLEX 

Breen (pers.com.) 

NATLEX 
NATLEX 

Nash (pers.com.) 
Nash (pers.comm.) 

Heath (1980: 160) 
NATLEX 
NATLEX 
Dixon @ers.comm.) 
NATLEX 

Hercus (1986:268) 
Hercus (1986:205) 
NATLEX 

NATLEX 
Fraser (1892: 108) 

Hercus (1986:268) 
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Yandruwantha 
(=? 159) 

Yanyuwa 
Yaralde 
Yawuru (Yauor) 

Yidiny 
Yinggarda 
Y i n m  
Yinyjibarndi 
Yir-Yoront 
Yitha-Yitha 
Yiwaja 
Yota-Y ota 
Yugambal 
Yukulta 
Yulbarija 

nhandu 
yarraman 
yadaman(i) 
yarraman 

ya warda 

yarraman 

yaraman 

ya warta 
timana 
yaraman 

~ - 
NATLEX 

Bradley (pers.com.) 

NATLEX 

Dixon (pers.comrn.) 

NATLEX 

Hercus (1986:268) 

NATLEX 

Austin (pers.com.) 
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A NOTE ON PARASYSTEMS 

WERNER WINTER 

1. It is an empirical fact that in very many speech communities we find side-by-side uses of 
components of what one may call a core system and of elements taken from one or more 
non-core systems, for which a term 'parasystem' might be appropriate. Such parasystems 
can be observed at least on the levels of phonology, morphology and lexicon; whether 
syntactic parafeatures may or may not be seen as forming part of a parasystem of their own is 
best left undecided for the moment. While some features of parasystems may be isolates not 
participating in obvious parasystemic relationships, others enter productively into contrasts 
and paradigmatic patterning within the parasystem so that a mere listing of members in such 
marginal sets would be a poor answer to the task of describing them; rather, attempts to 
analyse such subsets as manifestations of systemic patterns in their own right, that is, as 
parasystems, seems called for. 

2. A very common type of parasystem is that of items and features borrowed from another 
language, but for all practical purposes part of the language competence of a speaker or a 
group of speakers. Such speakers may choose to select borrowed elements and to use them 
as components of their own speech without carrying out a shift to the source language of the 
items in the parasystem. This raises the questions: Should linguistic forms from the 
speaker's native language and forms taken over from an outside source now used within the 
bounds of a single text and all reflecting aspects of the speakefs linguistic competence be the 
subject of a unified analysis? Or should an attempt be made to keep the two or more 
components ceoccumng (even in the same utterance) separate, and should they be described 
as though they belonged to two or more different languages? Both approaches have 

that would seem to be commendable and, at the same time, others that make them 
appear faulty. 

To treat the components separately serves to put them into better relief, in particular in 
terms of the history of a language. On the other hand, it is often very difficult to assign 
specific items to a particular component. Taking the relatively simple case of borrowed 
material, it is not unusual to find oneself in the position of not being able to determine 
whether a given word is a native form or a borrowed one; where information about the 
prehistory of a given language is insufficient, there might be entire subclasses of a lexicon 
for which a decision between 'native' and 'non-native' cannot be made. 
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The alternative approach, that of treating all parts of an utterance of a particular speaker as 
pertaining to one unified linguistic competence, is also not without difficulties. While of 
course the complicated task of separating the native from the foreign does not have to be 
carried out, the uniform treatment of all elements of the utterance results in an increase, not 
only in the vocabulary now to be included in statements about the language in question, but 
also in the addition of new items and new configurations both in the phonology and the 
morphology of the language. Thus the straightforward inclusion of English loan words in an 
inventory of German lexical items will result - provided the English items continue to be 
pronounced properly - sooner or later in the addition of, for example, B, d and w to the 
inventory of German consonants, with the further consequence that the phonemii: system of 
German has to be described in such a way that positions for these sounds are provided in it. 
And the inclusion of Latin plural forms among the plural forms of English, increases the 
number of plural-formation classes and introduces highly unproductive types such as d a m :  
data and cactus: cacti. 

The problems alluded to are by no means marginal: what can pass for 'the sound pattern 
of English' is greatly affected by a decision against, or for, the inclusion of Latinate and 
French material among English forms proper; and the scope of phonological statements on 
English by Chomsky and Halle is a result of these authors' decisions to view present-day 
English as a virtually indivisible whole - a decision which cannot be called improper in a 
context where an analysis of the competence of a native speaker of English is the goal. 
However, it must not be overlooked that much of what they ascribe to English as a whole is 
applicable only to the Latinate component of this language and without relevance to other, 
and very central, parts of English. The problem touched upon recurs wherever the effects of 
borrowing have affected the inventory of a language and therefore its patterns and rules. As 
very few languages are likely to survive for long without outside contacts and effects of such 
contacts on some, if not most, levels of the language, the question of whether one all- 
pervasive system or more than one coexisting system should be posited is a very real one. 

3. However, it is not only native and nativised foreign material that can be found to coexist 
within the range of the competence of a single speaker and of a single speech community. 
The notion of parasystem or of parasystems, which can be applied fruitfully in this context, 
is of use also in dealing with intralanguage phenomena outside the main core, be it of the 
lexicon, the phonology or the morphology. Such phenomena have been subsumed in the 
past under a variety of headings, some of which are 'nursery words', 'onomatopoeic forms', 
'ideophones', and their respective phonological and morphological constituents. They have 
a number of important qualities in common with the foreign components of a language: until 
fully assimilated and integrated, they deviate from core items by frequently quite striking 
phonological properties, be it in the inventory of sounds or in their- phonotactic 
characteristics, and in their morphology, both in the shape of units and in the way in which 
these units combine. As far as their status as lexemes is concerned, they tend to be very 
much unlike items in the core vocabulary (and also unlike items in a subsystem of borrowed 
words and phrases) in that their meaning is much less amenable to a precise definition, as is 
evident from the fact that they may be very hard to render properly in a translation process. 
They seem to have primarily a connotative, not a denotative, meaning requiring a description 
which above all accounts for their use in specific contexts. These particular meaning 
properties make them eminently suitable for utilisation in certain registers, baby talk being 
one of them, highly emotive discourse another. These textual restrictions make the items 
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hard to find unless one has access to texts of the proper genres; their semantic imprecision, if 
one wants to use such a potentially derogatory term, virtually leads to their being unelicitable 
by normal questioning procedures. A worker in the field, unless exposed to a wide variety 
of registers over a prolonged period of time, is more likely to encounter them by accident 
than by systematic interrogation. 

To be sure, there can be exceptions to the last statement. If ideophones are as common as 
they appear to be in a number of West African languages, it is improbable that their existence 
will remain unnoticed for any length of time. Even then however, the accumulation will have 
to follow special procedures involving the testing of hypotheses one has developed on 
possible sound shapes and possible areas and dimensions of application of ideophones and 
their peers. The discovery of a representative sample is bound to be a tedious process since 
the native speakers will have to imagine contexts in which forms suggested to them would 
appear to be acceptable from their points of view, and they themselves will be strongly 
affected by their own practices in the use of their mother tongues. If forms of the type 
sought occur only within contexts outside their range of active competence, they may be able 
to provide only a meagre selection of what a person conversant in the appropriate registers 
might come up with. It is therefore not surprising that even well-instructed native speakers 
find themselves unable (at first) to discover more than a small sample of forms, with the 
number constantly increasing as they begin to recall items and configurations they once 
encountered, but never actively used. 

If it is proper to think of borrowed items and their component features as forming one or 
more parasystems of their own, it seems even more justified to view nursery words, 
inte rjections, onomatopoeic forms, ideophones etc. as parts of language-internal non-core 
systems to be studied and described apart from mainstream material. 

4. Deviations from the core may be very strong on all levels. Thus clicks, non-existent in 
core forms, are found in English and German in expressions indicating amazement and 
regret; in German, an alveolar click may also be used in urging an animal to move on faster. 
A reaction to inclement, mostly cold, weather is signalled in German by brr, a configuration 
deviating from normal syllables by the absence of a nuclear vowel and containing a 
consonantal sound not found elsewhere in the language, a bilabial mll. That this mll cannot 
be treated as an allophone of 'normal' /r/ is clearly indicated by the fact that it occurs in a 
minimal contrast with another r in the interjection used to tell a horse to slow down and to 
stop, namely brr 'whoa'. This form, too, is characterised by a feature not occurring in core- 
vocabulary items: the absence of a nuclear vowel in the syllable used as a free form. The 
same phenomenon can be observed in two expressions employed to tell someone to be silent, 
German pst and [ S ] .  One can thus state that in items of this class the rule valid for the 
German language as a whole - that an accented syllable has to have a vowel as its peak - is 
replaced by a more general one that a continuant is required in this position. This 

.observation can be further supplemented by another to the effect that the syllable-peak 
continuant can be lengthened for the purpose of adding extra emphasis to the message canied 
by the form in question. Thus one finds both (bilabial) brrr and (tongue-tip) brrr as well as 
psst and [SSS] .  The list of related phenomena can easily enough be extended; most 
noteworthy are cases in which phonetic signals are employed that are not in use in the core 
system -examples are an expression of delight, mmm, with extra high pitch trailing off to a 
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low-pitch ending, and an informal negation which can be signalled either by d?a or by a 
sequence of two nasalised glottal stops, the first of which is accented. 

The domain of paralexemes extends in German far beyond the class of forms just alluded 
to. Just as this class has its close parallels in English (for example the use of clicks, already 
mentioned), another (rather well-attested) class also strikes a familiar chord for speakers of 
English. The sound of a hand gun is rendered by German pi f fpaf f ,  that of a piece of cloth 
tearing by ritsch-ratsch. It is typical for this class that the process of reduplication with 
vowel alternation is alien to the core system, but that in numerous cases one of the elements 
in the reduplicated form occurs also as a stem in the core lexicon. Thus one finds Singsang 
alongside (Ge)sang 'song, singing', Mischmasch beside mischen 'mix', Hickhack beside 
hacken 'peck' and Schnickschnack alongside (regional North German) schnacken 'chat'. 
None of these forms will be encountered in formal language (Hochsprache); they are 
confined to utterances found in informal registers (Umgangssprache), above all in oral 
utterances. (It is no accident that at times one finds oneself at a loss trying to render such 
paralexemes in conventional orthography.) Their limited distribution can be used in turn to 
lend a special flavour to texts which in other respects may be far from informal in nature; a 
particularly skillful utilisation of paralexemes is found in the writings of the German poet 
Wihelm Busch. 

5. If paralexemes are a characteristic of oral styles, it comes as no surprise that unwritten 
languages may provide a particularly promising area for the study of these phenomena. Even 
here though, it is to be expected that not all oral registers will be equally rich in such material: 
the more elevated a style, the less are paralexemes likely to occur. In my own experience of 
Walapai, a Yuman language of Northern Arizona, paralexemes (characterised by root 
reduplication) turned out to be very rare in mythical texts, while later directed search resulted 
in a considerable number of such forms. Likewise, the mythical texts collected for Bantawa, 
a Tibeto-Burman language of Eastern Nepal, yielded few such reduplicated and triplicated 
forms in spite of the fact that the investigator was able to provide fairly numerous forms of 
this non-core type just by relying on his competence as a native speaker of the language. 
Even the fact that in the Bible translation work of M. Schulze and D. Bieri on Tibeto-Burman 
Sunwar (a language with an overwhelmingly rich and internally highly developed 
paralexemic inventory) it took a very long time to come across the first members of the 
parasystem, may call for an explanation along the lines alluded to: the native speakers helping 
the two Wycliffe translators may have considered the text to be produced as just too 
dignified, too sacred, to contain items that would have been fully acceptable in informal 
discourse - and only there (Schulze and Bieri, pers. comm.). 

6. Items that have been claimed in this paper as components of non-core parasystems were 
so identified on the strength of phonological or morphological properties alien to mainstream 
forms. A preference has been shown for the exclusion of paralexemes and their non-core 
constituents from a description of the basic properties of a language. The reason for 
choosing this alternative is a very practical one. If the sound system of German is made to 
include a bilabial mll or a nasalised glottal stop, the system would be made to grow in a 
disproportionate way just to accommodate a few stray entities; the same, of course, would 
happen were one to include the 61 d and w of unassimilated English loan words or nasalised 
vowels of properly pronounced French ones in one overall phonemic system of German. To 
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set up separate parasystems for groups of loan words or for items of, for example, an 
onomatopoeic nature helps one to avoid an unwieldy hypersystem. However, there can be 
no question but that at least items from intralanguage parasystems have to be considered part 
of the language. 

This observation immediately leads to a problem of considerable importance. In the 
context, say, of morphological typology, the derivational processes of German may be said 
to include prefixation, suffixation and ablaut, and the language may be classified 
accordingly. If, however, the morphology of paralexemes is to be included, reduplication 
(kille-kille, an interjection that goes with tickling a child) and reduplication with vowel 
alternation (ritsch-ratsch) must also be listed. Offhand, it would seem undesirable to have 
German aligned with languages in which reduplication is a normal property of core word 
formation. If one wants to follow this line of reasoning, it appears necessary to keep 
systems and parasystems apart consistently while making the latter regular objects of 
descriptive and comparative work. 

7. There is at least one further reason why it seems preferable to keep core system and 
parasystems apart. Data from vastly different languages, such as Indo-European ones or 
members of the Yuman group in Arizona and California (note the observations by Pamela 
Munro (pers. cornrn.)), provide an indication that items in parasystems do not necessarily 
participate in processes of change normal for the language as a whole. This fact points to a 
special status of intralanguage parasystems, a status the cause of which deserves to be 
investigated. 

It seems appropriate to state that items in parasystems tend to be more highly iconic than 
those in core systems; note the identification of many such forms as 'onomatopoeic'. If this 
assessment is correct, it implies that paralexemes are less arbitrary in shape than core 
lexemes. If so, the shape of a particular s ignif iant  can be said to retain a fairly close 
relationship to that which is signifie'. While in basically arbitrary forms a change would not 
affect the nature of the connection between signifiant and signifie', the situation would be 
different in the case of paralexemes: at least some changes would reduce the degree to which 
properties of the signifie' came to be reflected in the signifiant. As long as a form remains 
part of such a parasystem, it is, so it would seem, protected against iconicity-destroying 
changes, which means that there is a likelihood that it will differ significantly in its 
development through time from that of normal core lexemes and their constituents. 

8. As core system and parasystems are part of one language and made use of, under 
appropriate circumstances, by the same speaker or group of speakers, it is only natural that 
cross-over phenomena should be observed between the two types of system. Thus 
paralexemes can become transferred to the core lexicon and, conversely, normal lexemes can 
be subjected to processes characteristic of a parasystem and thus be made part of it; note for 
example, the lexicalisation of German rniauen 'meow' and the paralexicalisation of German 
Mischrnasch 'mishmash'. A parasystem can therefore be said to be a source of change from 
within a given language; this applies equally to parasystems that contain borrowed items and 
to intralanguage parasystems such as onomatopoeic forms. Such transfers will, of course, 
most frequently affect the vocabulary; but, at least indirectly, both phonology and 
morphology can become changed in the core system under parasystemic influence. Cases to 
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be mentioned in this context are the inclusion of 1% in the phonemic inventory of English, the 
spread of uvular r in German and the productive use of such suffixes as English -ise and 
German -ieren. 

9. Even when access to rich inventories of paralexemes has been achieved, one cannot fail to 
notice that the number of paralexemes in use seems to vary greatly between languages. This 
fact calls for an explanation. It would seem to be an inappropriate conclusion to consider 
paralexemes inferior to core lexemes and therefore to claim that, say, certain West African 
languages are inferior to, and more primitive than, say, languages of Western Europe. If the 
observation made earlier in this paper is correct (that the use of paralexemes appears to be 
favoured in certain registers and frowned upon in others), it seems legitimate to assume that 
whenever the range of application of a certain language gives preference to paralexeme-prone 
registers, the occurrence of high numbers of paralexemes is only to be expected. Therefore, 
a high rate of occurrence in unwritten languages is not surprising at all. 

As, however, there is always the possibility of feeding paralexemic entities into the core 
system, languages may vary in their parasystem-based component without one always being 
able to come up with hypotheses as to why a particular prominence of such items should be 
found in one language and not in another. It seems premature to think of differences in 
people's attitudes to the world as the major conditioning factor in this area. 



SOME FEATURES OF THE VERB COMPLEX IN NORTHERN 
SANTA CRUZAN, SOLOMON ISLANDS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the Santa Cruz Archipelago located at the eastern end of the Solomon Islands chain, a 
small family of languages is found, called the Reefs-Santa Cruz family. Of its three 
members, the ~ 9 i w o  sub-family-level isolate, now with over 4,000 speakers, is spoken on 
most of the Reef Islands, and recently also by a considerable number of Reef Islands 
immigrants on the main island of Santa Cruz. On that island, two languages constituting the 
Santa Cruz sub-family are found: Santa Cruzan, now with about 3,500 speakers, and 
Nanggu in the south-westem part of the island, now with about 250 speakers. Santa Cruzan 
is made up of two sub-languages, Northern Santa Cruzan (also known as Natugu 'our 
language' and Liid~ 'beach') in the north-west and north, now with about 2,300 speakers, 
and South-westem Santa Cruzan in the south-west, now with about 1,200 speakers (Wurm 
& Hattori eds 1981). 

The classificatory position of these languages has been the subject of a long controversy 
(Wurm 1978; Lincoln 1978). While they contain typical Austronesian elements and 
characteristics in peripheral features, especially in the indication of possession and in 
pronominal forms and markers, their core grammars are clearly Papuan, and they show a 
number of formal and systemic correspondences with comparable features found in Papuan 
languages of the Solomon Islands chain and also of the New Britain-New Ireland area which 
have been tentatively included in the so-called East Papuan Phylum (Wurm 1975). 

Up to half the lexical items in the languages of the Reefs-Santa Cruz family are potentially 
of Austronesian origin, but they appear to be loans. They belong to different types of 
Austronesian, and no regular sound correspondences can be established (Wurm 1970; 
Lincoln 1978). It appears that it may be correct to regard these languages as originally 
Papuan, members of the East Papuan Phylum and subjected to very strong Austronesian 
influence. They show some unusual characteristics in their quite complex structures, as well 
as in their vocabularies and semantics. 

Both ~ g i w o  (R) and Northern Santa Cruzan (SC) have been studied in considerable detail 
by the present writer. Both of them have fairly complex phonologies, with SC containing 
twenty oral and nasal vowel phonemes, and in addition, non-phonemic nasalisation of 
vowels under the influence of adjacent nasal consonants. These conditioned nasal vowels 
overlap with true nasal vowel phonemes, because these latter occur also in the 
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neighbourhood of nasal consonants, and the only distinguishing feature between true and 
conditioned nasal vowels is the fact that the conditioned ones are in free variation with non- 
nasal vowels, whereas the true nasal phonemes are not. 

Both languages now have practical alphabets devised largely by linguistically trained 
native speakers. The SC system is briefly as follows, as far as it is relevant for reading the 
examples given in this paper: 

b, d, g Prenasalised in most dialects of the Santa Cruz languages, and in 
the northern dialect(s) of Reefs. 

ng phonetically g 
w after consonants labialisation 
y after consonants palatalisation 
l v  in Santa Cruz co-articulated voiced lateral and bilabial fricative 

VOWELS 

Practical alphabet Phonetic value 

doubled vowel symbols 

i 
e 
a: 
a 
3, D 
A 

a, 3 
6i 

0 

U 

nasality (e.g. ii) 
vowel length 

Note: for this paper, examples containing nasal vowels have deliberately been largely 
avoided. Such vowel phonemes, though relatively uncommon, are more frequent than the 
examples in this paper may suggest. 

The R practical alphabet indicates a number of sub-phonemic features relating to different 
predictable glides appearing between adjacent vowel phonemes and predictable whispered 
vowels. In teaching situations involving a fully phonemic practical alphabet, it had been 
found that R speakers had great difficulty with reading the alphabet, but found it quite easy 
when the sub-phonemic glides and whispered vowels were included in the practical alphabet 
(Wurm 1986). 

The two languages have some polysynthetic characteristics. Many lexical items, including 
verbs, are composed of small meaningful elements many of which do not occur in isolation. 
A large proportion of the lexical items in the languages are descriptive rather than constituting 
fully lexicalised items. Many of these are based on verb roots. Verbal nouns and noun 
classes indicated by prefixes play important roles in the languages, and verbal nouns 
consisting of a verb stem k affixes, plus a class prefix, constitute a good part of the 
vocabulary of the languages (Wurm 1981, 1985). Possession markers (some of which 
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occur in realis and irrealis forms), numerals and qualitative noun adjuncts are verbal in nature 
and take verb affixes. Word formation and derivation processes are extensive, but not 
always regular, with unpredictable results. Homophony of monosyllabic items is very 
common. Most important in the languages is the preoccupation with categorising the world 
around them into a range of classes and subdivisions. There are three distinct and cross- 
cutting class systems in the noun phrase in both languages (semantically based noun classes, 
possessive classes and construct possessive classes), with the three systems showing little 
apparent relationship to each other, except for some of the classes in the second and third 
systems. In R, a number of the over 45 semantically based noun classes show concordance 
of various types and degrees of development and complexity within the noun phrase, and 
there are indications that until not so long ago, these concord systems were more general and 
elaborate in the noun phrase of R, and extended to the personal pronouns of the third person, 
and perhaps also to third person subject markers in the verb phrase (Wurm 1992). No 
concordance system has been observed in SC, but may have been present in it in the past. In 
addition, R in particular has a considerable number of verb prefixes which indicate modes in 
which an action is carried out (e.g. with the hands, using a tool, or with or without exerting 
energy). This classification of verbs is less developed in SC which has however a more 
complex overall verb structure than R. 

The present writer has published on the Reefs-Santa Cruz family in general (Wurm 1969 
and 1976) and described features of SC including its connection with other Papuan 
languages, its linguistic prehistory (Wurm 1978), noun clases in R (Wurm 1981), special 
features of lexical items in R (Wurm 1985), the Reefs practical alphabet and notes on the 
concordance in the R noun phrase (Wurm 1986), structural features and semantics in R 
(Wurm 1987). However, the nature and composition of the verb complex in R or SC has 
not been described to date. The present paper intends to fill this gap in part with regard to 
SC. 

2. THE VERB STRUCTURE IN REEFS AND NORTHERN SANTA CRUZAN 

In both R and SC, the structure of the verb is complex, especially so in SC in which over 
30 affix positions exist with verb roots and bases, most of these following them as suffixes. 

Subject marking is exclusively by suffixes in SC (except for the sometimes optional first 
part of a discontinuous third person plural subject affix which precedes the verb root). In R, 
verbs identifiable as largely transitive have subject suffixes, while verbs generally intransitive 
have subject prefixes. Location of the action in relation to the speaker, the person addressed, 
or a third person, and negative, are indicated in both languages as well as the following: 
prohibitive versus affirmative, different aspects and modes of action, causation, focus in 
respect of the object (i.e. whether it is being identified, changed, destroyed, etc.), direction 
of the action (up, down, etc.), reflexity, reciprocality, direction of the action towards a given 
person, other circumstances of the action expressed by adverbial insertions into the verb 
complex, the number and person of the subject, the number of the object (in R also the 
person), and the Eunctioning of a verb complex as a verbal noun. In SC, the presence of an 
undefined object to the verb, accompaniment, the affecting of someone by an action, tense, 
simultaneity of an action with another one, continuity of action, habituality, repetition, and 
the instrument or purpose of an action (either inseparably linked with it, or independent) are 
indicated in addition. Rudimentary marking of a verb as sentence-medial is present in SC 
when the subject is third person. The range of aspects in SC is far greater and more varied 



than in R. In both languages, a variety of verbal nouns are present and play important roles 
in them. 

To demonstrate the nature of the verb structure in SC, it is presented in summarised form 
in section 3 followed by an expanded version with explanations in section 4. The tables 
therein include the main features of the verb complex in SC, without being entirely 
exhaustive. A few of the affixes listed can occupy two or several positions in certain 
circumstances, depending on which positions adjacent to them are occupied by certain other 
affixes. Certain positions cannot all be occupied by affixes in individual verb forms (see the 
remarks following the table given in section 3). 

The tables showing the nature of the verb complex in SC deal only with non-nominal 
verbal forms and exclude verbal nouns which are numerous and complicated in their forms 
and syntactic functions. Their discussion would require a separate paper. The present writer 
feels reminded by them of some of the typological features of Altaic (Turkic, Mongolian, 
etc.) languages of Asia with which he has had decades of close experience. 

3. TABLE OF THE SLOTS IN THE VERB COMPLEX IN NORTHERN SANTA 
CRUZAN 

Because of the complexity of the verb structure in SC, a summary table of its prefixal and 
suffixal slots will be given first, to be followed in section 4, by a detailed table giving the 
slots and slot fillers. 

Prefixal slots: 

1. Temporal, successive , or subordinate, relation 
2. Location of action 
3. Negative (first part) 
4. 3PL subject (first part) 
5. Aspects (first position) 
6. Marker of indefinite object 
7. Causative 

Verb root or stem 

Suffixal slots: 

1. Change of state or appearance 
2. Accompaniment 
3. Object focus markers: influence on object 
4. Object focus markers: no influence on object 
5. Reflexive 
6. Direction away, often with notion of unfairness or suffering 
7. Direction of action (first position) 
8. Action that happens to take place; habituality 
9. Direction of action (second position) 

10. Adverbial insertions into the verb complex (first position) 
1 1. Aspects (second position) 
12. Instrument independent from the action; general reason not intrinsically connected with 

the action 
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1 3. Aspects (third position) 
14. Instrument and action closely interdependent; specific reason intrinsically connected 

with the action. 
15. Adverbial insertions into the verb complex (second position) 
16. Aspects (fourth position) 
17. Aspects (fifth position) 
1 8. Benefactives 
19. Negative (second part) 
20. Subject markers 
2 1. 3PL object; partitive 
22. Action carried out first, before another one 'had better do' 
23. Action completed and ceased 

Remarks: Most of these slots can potentially co-occur with each other in given verb forms, 
with the following exceptions: 

Prefixal 4. ne- 3PL subject and M- realis of 5. do not normally co-occur (but see section 
5.2). 

Prefixal &ku- 'prohibitive' of 3. and suffixal 19. -u negative do not co-occur (see section 
5.3). 

Suffixal 12. -03 and 14. -ng0 do not co-occur 

Suffixal -pe 'perfective' and -pne 'completive' of 13. and 16. -pe 'non-final action' do not 
CO-occur. 

Suffixal -pe 'perfective' and -pne 'completive' of 13. and 17. -pwe can only co-occur when 
17. -p we indicates unexpectedness, but not when it denotes imperfective. 

Suffixal -1el 3SG sentence-medial subject of 20. and - l e 2 ' 3 s ~  object of 21. do not seem to 
co-occur (no instance observed to date) 

4. DETAILED TABLE OF THE VERB COMPLEX IN NORTHERN SANTA CRUZAN 

1. Temporal, successive, 2. Location of action 3. Negative (first part) 
or subordinate relation ka- action near speaker1 to1 - 'not' 
ka- 'when, if, which' ke- action near speaker bEkii- negative imperative 
sol 'then' but invisible (e.g. (prohibitive) (not 

behind his back or followed by 19.-u, 
unnoticed by but by verb form 
someone) 1 with subject suffi) 

la- action near addresseel 
kgl- action over there, 

far away, sometimes 
invisible, but known 
to addressee 

se- action right here 
sa- action close to here 
s a  - action over there, far 

away or invisible 



4.3PL subject Cfirst part) 5. Aspects Cfirst position) 6. Marker of indefinite object 7. Causative 3 
ne- tii- realis (mutually 01 - a l -  

exclusive with 4. n&)2 ni- 
k& replaces tii- when 

preceded by 3. tor - 
negative 

na- irrealis, anticipated 
or desiredaction 

0- action referred to 
generally or as 
background 

0 VERB ROOT OR STEM 

1. Change of state or 2. Accompaniment 3. Object focus markers: 
appearance -mi together with influence on object 
-1ve change of state -kil desrruction 
-lo change of appearance -ngi change of appearance 
-bii disintegrating into or characteristics 

fragments without destruction 
-1u completeness of a -ta(a) beneficial effect 

situation achieved 
by the action 

-me broadening out 
-1ubu achieving a higher 

degree of quality 



4. Object focus markers: 5 .  Reflexive 
no influence on object -& (rare form) 
-ti1 object is only loosely 

and generally 
involved in the action 

-ti2 plurality of 3PL object 
with scattering effect4 

6. Direction away, often with 7 .  Direction of action 
notion of unfairness or (first position) 
suffering -0 downwards 
-ta 1 upwards 

-1ebii5 reflexive, reciprocal 
-pu slow upward and 

outward movement 
-ngale in indefinite 

directions, all over 
-a2 in various directions 

at the same time 
-ba reversal of direction 
-1ebe along something 
e in a certain direction, 

somewhere 



8. Action that happens to take 9. Direction of action 10. Adverbial insertions 1 1. Aspects (second position) 
place; habiniality (second position) into the verb complexd -keg action also taking 
-nM -to2 inwards, into Cfirsr position) place, simultaneous 

-pa outwards, out of -eve action action 
-bu against someone or continuing; 

something habitual 
-ani quickly, 

immediately, 
immediate future 
(also as -ena) 

-asa slowly 
-ate immediate past 

action carried out 
just before another 
one starts 

- a h  action carried out 
instead of another 
one 

- k m u  action carried 
out later 

-epwa truly, in fact 
-kai to be the first to 

do something 
-ese7 being alone 
-angidog action carried 

out properly 



12. Instrument independent 
from the action; general 
reason not intrinsically 
connected with the action 
-03 

15. Adverbial insertions into 
the verb compld 
(secondp~sition) ' 

-mo(u) again, repetition 
. . 

13. Aspects (third position) 
-pe perfective, action is 

finished or will be 
carried through until 
finished. Results 

: still observable. 
-pnE completive, action' 

entirely completed 
and belongs to the 
Past 

-be action still going on 

16. Aspects lfourth position) 
-pe' non-final action, .? 

and.. . 

14. Insment  aruf action 
closely interdependent; 
specific reason intrinsically 
connected with the action 
-ngd 

17. Aspects Ififth position) 
-pwe imperfective; action 

is unfinished, and 
sometimes a feeling 
of unexpectedness is 
implied 

18. Benefactives 
-& external benefactive, 

action on behalf of or 
involving someone else 

-m internal benefactive, 
action by someone else 
on behalf of or 
involving the speaker 
and directed towards 
him or her, or action 
being carried out by 
the subject on behalf of 
or involving him or 
herself 10 
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5. NOTES TO THE DETAILED TABLE OF THE VERB COMPLEX IN NORTHERN 
SANTA CRUZAN 

In the SC examples given in these notes, the slot numbers of the affixes have as a rule not 
been given so as not to make the examples too difficult to read. After the SC examples, a 
morpheme-by-morpheme explanation and translation has been given in one or two separate 
lines, followed by a free translation. Full stops have been placed between words in the 
morpheme-by-morpheme section to indicate translations and explanations which consist 
of more than one word in English (e.g. 3PL.medial.verb.subject; say.something). No 
abbreviations have been used to explain the morphemes, except for the following: SG - 
singular, PL - plural, 1 - first person, 2 - second person, 3 - thud person (e.g. 3PL - thud 
person plural). Verb stems are given bold type. 

1. Ka-, ke- and la- (especially ke-) have ocasionally been encountered in a position at the 
end of a verb complex, after the subject suffixes. This is largely the case with long verb 
forms, for example: 

Tol-ko-m_o-u-lel ninga ka-tii-tu-nM-b-o-ke aepe ba-de. 
negative-realis-see-negative-3SG.medial.verb.subject me when-realis-stand-happen. 
to-external-benefactive-1SG.subject-unnoticed close for-his 
He does not see me when I happen to be standing close to him. 

With short verb forms, they stand in the positions shown in the table, for example, ka-tii- 
mu-a (near speaker-realis-eat- 1SG.subject) 'I eat here'. 

2. Mostly appearing with singular subjects, and in free variation with ne- with 3PL subjects 
which are marked by the 3PL sentence-medial subject suffix -lo, for example: 

Tii-nibii-lo-du ng mole sol-tii-cSpi-pe-b,5 ngblo ka. 
realis-kill-3PL.medial.verb.subject-some.of.them fish then (lit. 'good') then-realis- 
say. something-perfective-externa1.benefactive man quotative 
They killed some fish and then the man said to them.. . 

3. Most verbs take a]- as a causative prefix, but some have ni-, for example: 

(a) Al-ngca nand 
cause-burn.intransitive- 1SG.subject firewood 
I bum firewood. 

(b) Ni-bd-a. 
cause-break.into. fragments-1SG.subject 
I break something to bits (through pressing). 

(c) ni-bij 
cause-die 
to kill (bii < bE in this form) 

4. -ti2 is often added to the focusing suffixes -kil and -ngi without affecting the basic 
meanings of the latter much, but adding the meaning of scattering, for example, 9-kil 
(distribute-destroying) 'to distribute something to share' (thereby destroying it), 9-kipti2 
(scatter-destroying-scattering.object.focus) 'to scatter something', yo-ngi-ti2 (dig-change. 
appearance.without.destroying-scattering.object.focus) 'to dig (the ground in a specific 



spot)' (dig and change the appearance of the ground without destroying it - scattering soil in 
the process). 

5. Probably from -1e 'upwards movement' + -bu 'action against someone'. 

6. These adverbial insertions into the verb complex largely occur as independent adverbs as 
well in SC, often as adverbs of manner, or they are inflected verb forms, or numerals (which 
are verbal in nature in SC and R) or stative verbs, etc. Their number is very large, and they 
constitute an open-ended set. Only a few examples have been included in this column. 

7. ~ s e  means 'to be oneY. 

8. A1-ngido (cause-to be-3PLS < -lo after ngi 'to be') = 'they make (it) to be (and)' = 
'they make it whole, good'. As adverbial insertion into the verb complex this assumes the 
meaning of 'properly'. 

9. -ke has two positions. If the emphasis is on the action which also takes place, it occupies 
position 13. as indicated, for example: 

(a) Ol -~i-ke-%-~e-ku. 
indefinite.object-say (= 'say something')-also-independent.instrument- 
perfective- 1PL.inclusive.subject 
We also called (it) (by a name). 

(b) Tu-nibii-ke-lodu no, 
realis-kill-also-3PL.sentence.medial. subject (= 'they and') -3PL.partitive.object 
(some.of.them) fish 
They also killed some fish and.. . 

However, if the action which also takes place is secondary in importance to the other 
action implied by the 'also', -ke stands after position 15. or even further towards the end of 
the verb complex, for example, tol-ko-mu-angidii-pe-ke-u (negative-realis-eat-properly- 
perfective-also-negative) 'he is also not eating properly (i.e. in addition to being ill)'. 

10. When the action is carried out on behalf of or involving the speaker, but is not directed 
towards him or her, the external benefactive marker 18.-h? is used, for example: 

(a) TUBE lope-nga ma nye-rnii. 
take-external.benefactive cloth-my house location.class.possession-your.SG 
Take my cloth to your house for me. 

(b) Mu-nga manidu-b-u kuli. 
hand-my lick-external.benefactive-3SG.subject dog 
The dog licks my hand (for me). 

However, if the action is directed towards the speaker (or towards another central figure 
in a situation), the internal benefactive marker 18.-rn is used, for example: 

(c) Niketii-ve-ngo-m-e? 
what realis-go-specific.reason-internal.benefactive-2SG.subject 
Why did you come (to me)? 

(d) Ve-ani-m. 
go-quickly-interna1,benefactive 
Come quickly (to me). 
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(e) ol -ka-m na-ng da. 
indefmite.object-give-internal-benefactive food.class.possession-my thing 
Give me some food. 

(f) N~blo-kg na-a1 -dwa-le-m-udu lue me betepu. 
man-that irrealis-causative-jump-upwards-internal.benefactive-3SG- 
3PL.partitive.object (some.of.it) water into coconut.half.shel1 
That man should pour some water into the coconut half-shell (so that the level of 
it is rising towards me, the speaker). 

If the action is canied out by the subject on his or her behalf or involving him or herself, 
the internal benefactive marker 18.m is also used, for example: 

(g) Ngblo-k~-ngu ka-ned wa-ie-m-ulo ne-obu-ngu. .. 
man-that-3PL.subject when-3PL.subject-jump-up-intemal.benefactive- 
3PL.sentence.medial. verb-subject 3PL.subject-look-3PL.subject 
When those men jumped up (from sleep) (= awoke) (and) looked.. . 

(h) ~ ~ l e - k g  tii- wabu-o-ngo-m-iilel ygngo-le. .. 
stone-that realis-sit-down-dependent.insaument.closely.conn~ted.~th.the. 
action. (i.e. the.stone)-internal.benefactive-3SG sentence.medial.verb.subject 
s hake-upwards 
That stone on which he was sitting down (to rest) shook upwards and.. . 

(i) Ta-0-pe-m-0. 
fall-downwards-perfective-internal.benefactive- 1 SG.subject 
I fell down (from a tree). 

After the internal benefactive marker -m the 1SG subject marker is -9, not -0. 

(j) Neu-kgtii-asa-be-p-u. 
turtle-that realis.move.along.slowly-action.still.going.on-internal.benefactive- 
3SG.subject) 
That turtle is still moving along slowly towards him. 

(him = the central figure in the story in which this sentence occurs) (-p <-m after 13.-be). 

In some cases, both the external benefactive -&and the internal benefactive -m can occur 
together in a single verb form. In such cases, -&precedes -m. For instance: 

(k) Nike tii-ngii-03-&-m-e nelu na-go? 
what-realis-eat-general.reason-external.benefactive-internal.benefactive- 
2SG.subject coconut food.class.possession-our.exclusive 
Why did you eat from our coconuts? 

(There were several coconuts available - so the eating of one of them is generalised in the 
minds of the people asking the question, and the general reason suffix -03 is employed 
instead of the specific reason suffix -ngo. Similarly, the boy eating the coconut is assumed 
by the others to have been aware that the coconuts belonged to somebody else, but not to 
have known that the people now asking the question were the owners. Therefore, the 
external benefactive suffix - H i s  used first to indicate the situation from the point of view of 
the boy eating the coconut: action on behalf of an actor involving someone else. This view of 
the boy is then corrected by the persons asking the question by the adding of the independent 
benefactive marker -m, that is, he is told by this that his action involved the speakers, and is 
regarded by them as directed towards them as the owners of the coconut eaten.) 
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11. The usual position of the second part of the negative marker, 19.-u - -w, is before the 
subject suffixes, for example: 

(a) Ka-fii-mu-a. 
near-speaker-realis-eat- 1 SG.subject 
I eat here. 

(b) Ka-tol-ko-mu- w-2. 
near.speaker-negative-realis-eat-negative- w c -u)- 1SG.subject 
I do not eat here. 

(c) Tol-tabii-u-lel ... 
negative-hit-negative-3SG sentence.medial.verb.subject 
He did not hit and ... 

(d) Tol-ne-mu-pnbu-ngii. 
negative-3PL.subject-eat-belonging.to.the.past-negative-3PL.subject 
They had not eaten a long time ago. 

However, if the subject suffixes belong to the set which follows the aspect markers 13. 
-pn$ 16.-@ and 17.-pwe and the benefactive markers 18.-h? and -m (see note 12), the 
negative marker -u follows the subject markers (occasionally, the negative marker 19.-u is 
omitted after these in this situation), for example: 

(e) To1 -01 -pi-p w-0- u. 
negative-indefinite.object-say (= say something)-imperfective- 
1 SG.subject-negative 
I am no longer saying anything. 

(-pwe loses the final -e before suffixes beginning with, or consisting of, a vowel); 

(f) Tol-eati-b-o-u ba-de. 
negative-to.answer-extemal.benefactive- 1SG.subject-negative for-his 
I do not answer him. 

(g) N~blo-k_o tol-wCYbu-t&-p-ii-u. 
man-that negative-sit-into-intemal.benefactive-3SG. subject-negative 
That man is not sitting down (for his own benefit). (-p c - m  after 13.-to2) 

(h) Tol -ko-01-ka-p we-k-lel -u. 
negative-realis-indefinite.object-give-impefiective-extemal.benefactive-3SG 
sentence. media1.verb.subject-negative 
He is still not giving them (anything) and... 

If the verb complex contains one of the instrument and reason markers 12-03 or 14.-ngo, 
the negative marker -u is placed before them, for example: 

(i) yEI6pa-ngo 
be-lit-outwards-instrument.co~ected withlighting 
to be lit up 

negative: 

(i) to1 -yEIiS-pa- w-03 
negative-to.be.1it-outwards-negative-independent.instrument 
not to be lit up 
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(If a verb form contains the instrument marker -ngo in the affmative, it is usually replaced 
by the instrument marker -03 in the negative.) 

12. There are three sets of suffixed subject markers in SC. The first set is the basic one, the 
second is used after the benefactive markers 18.-b5 and -m, and the aspect markers 13.-pnC 
16.-Nand 17.-pwe. The markers -E,  -peand -pwelose their final -e before a suffix 
beginning with, or consisting of, a vowel. The first person singular vowel is -0 after -E,  
-pi! and -pwe, and -0 after-m. The third set appears after the instrument and reason markers 
12.-03 and 14.-ngo. 

In the third person singular and plural, a distinction is made between sentence-final and 
sentence-medial markers in all three sets. A special dual form occurs only in the first person. 

First set Second set Third set 
(a) after -E, -@, -pwe (b) after -m 

1 SG -a -0 -0 - -na 
2SG -u -e -e -nu 
3SG final -0 -ij - 0 -ii - 0 -0 
3SG medial -1el -gel --]el -iilel - -lei -ne 
1DL inclusive -kiz -eki (- -oki) *ki (- -&I -ni 
IPL inclusive -ku -eku (- -oku) 4ku (- -0ku) -nu 
IPL exclusive -ko -eko (- -oko) -eko (- -0ko) -no 
2PL -amu -amu -amu -namu 
3PL final -ngu -engu Xngii -ngu 
3PL medial -lo -ilo -no - 

Note: after a number of affixes (such as 6 . 4  8.-n*, 9.-to2, 1 0 . d ~  13.-be) and lexical 
items (e.g. pi 'to say', ese 'to be one', ngi 'to be') initial 1- of suffixes changes to d-. After 
mg 'to see', y~mna  'to speak' and yapna 'to gaze' it changes to t-. These three verbs (and 
several others) add -1 before certain suffwes such as the subject suffixes, for example, mgl-a 
'I see'. 

13. -kc and -kggii can also function as subjects in the meaning of 'one of them' and 'some 
of them', or 'the one (or those) mentioned before', for example: 

ol we-kg ka.. . 
indefmite.object-say-again-imperfective-one.of.them (or: the.one.mentioned.before) 
quotative 
One of them (or: the one mentioned before) was saying again.. . 

6. EXAMPLES TO THE TABLE ILLUSTRATING THE VERB STRUCTURE IN 
NORTHERN SANTA CRUZAN 

The respective slot numbers (see section 3) have been placed under the affixes, between 
vernacular and interlinear gloss. The following abbreviations have been used in the 
examples: 



BEN 
CAUS 
CMPL 
CONT 
DEPINST 
DL 
EXC 
EXTBEN 
GENREAS 
HABT 
IMPF 
INC 
INDINST 
INDO 
INTR 
INTBEN 
IRR 
N 
NEG 
0 
OFOC 
PARTO 
PERF 

benefactive 
causative 
comple tive 
continuous 
dependent instrument 
dual 
exclusive 
external benefactive 
general reason 
habituality 
imperfective 
inclusive 
independent instrument 
indefinite object 
intransitive 
internal benefactive 
irrealis 
noun 
negative 
object 
object focus 
partitive object 
perfective 

PL 
PLO 
PLS 
PLSMED 

POSS 
PRHB 
QUOT 
REAL 
REAS 
RECP 
REFL 
S 
SG 
SGO 
SGS 
SGSMED 

SPECREAS 
UNEXP 
1 
2 
3 

plural 
plural object 
plural subject 
plural subject of sentence- 
medial verb 

possession, possessive 
prohibitive 
quotative 
realis 
reason 
reciprocal 
reflexive 
subject 
singular 
singular object 
singular subject 
singular subject of sentence- 
medial verb 
specific reason 
unexpected 
first person 
second person 
third person 

The following conventions have been used in the Santa Cruzan language part of the 
examples in which stems and affixes are often separated by wide gaps because of the 
requirements of interlinear translation. 

Prefixes have a hyphen afer them, e.g. tol-. 

Suffixes have a hyphen before them, e.g. -a. 

Verb stems are in bold type. They are preceded and followed by hyphens if they have 
both prefixes and suffixes, e.g. -ngii-. If they have only suffixes, they are only followed by 
a hyphen, e.g. vo-. If they have only prefixes, they are only preceded by a hyphen, e.g. 
-ve. Examples from the texts: sol- ne- -1aki- -pe -lo 'then they cut it'; vE- -ngale -a 'I am 
walking around all over'; la- tii- -mu 'he is eating near you'. 

If a stem and a prefix andfor suffix are separated by one space only, only one hyphen is 
placed between them (as in the examples given in the Notes above). 

Other stems are in ordinary type. They have only suffixes, and the above rules apply to 
the hyphens added to them and placed before their suffixes. 

( 1  . a -  lae- d o  a -  tol- ko- 01- -ka- -pe -pwe -leloe. 
1 1 3  6 13 17 2 1 
when-mother-their when-NEG-REAL-INDO-give-PERF-UNEXP-3SGSMED 
(negative 19.-u omitted: see note 1 1) 
When their mother had not given them anything (which was unexpected and this 
situation continued without change) and.. . 

Note that the marker l.ka- 'when' is also placed before the subject noun. 
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(2) Da a -  -vo- -nM pola ng. 
1 8 

thing which-run-HABT sea fish 
What moves around in the sea are fish. 

(3) Kuli ka- 01- -maka- -nM ngblo sele. 
1 8 

dog which-INDO-bite- -HABT man (is) this.one 
The dog which always bites people is this one. 

(4) Sol- n O  -1aki- -pe -lo me epeu o- -de mole Sol 

1 4  13 20 1 
then-3PLS-cut-PERF-3PLSMED in middle POSS-its then (good) then 
tii- iil- p -pe -k 01ve ka ... 
5 6 13 18 
REAL-INDO-say-PERF-EXTBEN woman QUOT 
Then they cut it in the middle (i.e. in two) and then the woman said to him.. . 

(5) La- tii- -mu- -u. 
2 5 20 
near.you-REAL -eat-2SGS 
You (one) are eating (there where you are). 

(6) Nide la- tii- -mu. 
2 5 

he near.you-REAL eat  
He is eating near you (one). 

(7) Nido se- tii- -mu- ngu. 
2 5 20 

they right.here REAL-eat 3PLS 
They are eating right here. 

(8) Nimu ke- tii- -mu- -us 
2 5 

you. SG near.me.but.invisible-REAL eat  2SGS 
You are eating near me, but I cannot see you (e.g. you are behind me, or hidden 
by a tree, etc.). 

(9) A a -  -mgl- -a nelu sol- -mu- -a na- -ngii- -pe -a 
1 20 1 20 5 13 20 

and when see lSGS coconut then think lSGS IRR eat.up PERF lSGS 

dela tii- -ngii- -03 -na. 
therefore REAL-eat - GENREAS- 1 SGS 

5 12 2 0 
And when I saw the coconut then I thought I should eat it up, therefore I ate it up. 

(10) Na- -pe- -pe -kiz nye- -gi &pi. 
5 13 20 
IRR-to.plant-PERF-lDL.INC.S POSS (location)-our.two's banana . 
Let us (two) plant out bananas. 
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(1 1) Na- -ngii- -kol~u -ki2 nelu. 
5 10 20 
IRR-eat.up-later - lDL.INC.S coconut 
Let us two eat the coconuts later. 

(12) Da a -  na- -dome- -152 -du me nola ngun~ ... 
1 5 4 2 1 

thing which-IRR-produce.fruit-all.over-3PL.PARTO on branch tree 
Something that would produce much fruit on the branch of a tree.. . 

(13) Beku- -pokia- -u! 
3 20 

PRHB-say.lie-2SGS 
Do not lie! 

(14) Nelu- -kg tol- k& - 1  -ka. 
3 5 19 

coconut-that NEG-REAL-to.be ripe-not.yet 
That coconut is not yet ripe. 

(15) Na- -mu- mu.  
5 20 

IRR-eat-2PLS 
You all will eat. 

Note: the negative of verb forms with 5.na- irrealis cannot be formed by 3.tol- + 19.-u, but 
the verb has to be changed into a verbal noun by placing the verbal noun prefix n& (not the 
same as 4.ne- 3PLS) before it which in turn is preceded by 3.top. The root is followed by 
the possession marker of the utensils possessive class -ko- which takes possessive suffixes 
to indicate the person and number of the subject. Therefore, the negative of namuamu given 
above is: 

(16) Tol- n b  -mu- -ko -mu. 
3 
NEG-verbal.noun.marker-eat-utensils.POSS.CLASS. marker-POSS.suffix.2PL 
You will not eat. (lit. 'not your (PL) eating', implying irreality inherent in this special 
form of negation). 

(17) Ka- al- ko- -ngii- -w -ii dakiinengu kolg tol- n& -tab& 
1 3 5  19 20 3 

if NEG-REAL-eat-NEG-2SG food this NEG-verbal.noun.marker-beat- 

-k& -nga nirnii. 
utensi1s.POSS.CLASS.marker-POSS.suffix.1 you.SG 
If you (one) do not eat this food I will not beat you. 

(18) Tol- -mu- -p- -u. 
3 13 19 

NEG-eat-PERF-NEG ( 13.-pe sometimes changes to -p before 19. -u) 
He has not eaten. 

(-p could also be < 16.-pE non-final action which also loses -e before 19.-u. The sentence 
would then mean 'he has still not eaten, but may yet'. In the text from which this example is 
taken the context allows both interpretations.) 
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(19) Ka- tii- ni- -&j- -kil -a na'mo. 
2 5 7 3 20 
near.speaker-REAL-CAUS-to.fragment.INTR-destroying-1SGS egg 
I smash an egg to bits here (through squeezing it). 

(20) Al- -lop& -pe -ii lope- nga. 
7 13 20 
CAUS-to.be.wet-PERF-2SGS cloth-my 
You have wetted my cloth. 

(21) ol- al- -puli- -pa -a lue. 
6 7 9 20 
INDO-CAUS-pour-outwards- 1 SGS water 
I pour out water. 

(22) Ka- -gpu- -lve -pe -ki2 nyo. 
2 5 1 13 2 0  
near.speaker-REAL-to.blow-change.state-PE-2DL.C.S fire 
We blew on the fire here (and changed its state from glowing to flaming). 

(23) ol- -10- -1ve -pe -ko. 
6 1 1 3  20 
INDO-to.catch-change.state-PERF-lPL.EXC.S 
We caught something (changing its state from free to captive). 

(24) Na- al- -1v8- -lo -1e -kiz n@mu. 
5 7 1 2 0 
IRR-CAUS-to.pivot-change.appearance-upwards- lPLS.INC.S canoe 
We two will right (i-e. turn up) the canoe (thereby changing its appearance). 

(25) 01- - -  -1u -I no wo. 
6 1 20 
INDO-to roast-achieving.completeness.of.the.situation-1SGS meat 
I roast some meat (to make it completely suitable for eating). 

(26) E& nola n_oun_o sol- -mbtu- -pe motu- -mi -Pe 
1 13 2 13  

thereupon branch tree then-fall.down-PERF fall.down-together with-PERF- 

-1el n~blo.. . 
3SGSMED man 
Thereupon the branch (of the tree) fell down (and) the man fell down with it and.. . 

(27) Q- -kil -ti2 -03 -na n a  nelu 
3 4 12 

scatter-destroying-scatter.all.over-KNDINST-ISGS everywhere coconut 

me doto. 
on ground 
I scatter coconuts all over the place on the ground (thereby destroying their value). 

The independent instrument marker 12.-03 is used because their scattering can be done using 
various instruments (hands, feet, shovel, net, etc.), not an instrument inmnsically connected 
with the action (as would be a bow and arrow for shooting in the Santa Cruzan culture). 



(28) Ka- na- al- -mu- -ngi 
2 5 7 3 
near.speaker-1RR-CAUS-action.by.hand-change.appearance.without.des~oying- 

a nwmu. 
20 
lSGS canoe 
I will fasten the canoe here where I am (thereby changing its appearance from a 
freely floating canoe to a fixed object, without destroying it as a canoe). 

- u kgla dakanengii. 
2 0 

2SGS this food 
You have sweetened this food very much. 

(30) Lope--nga ve- -ti1 -0 -t2 -E mi. 
4 7 6 18 

cloth- my go- OFOC-downwards-suffering-EXTBEN dew 
My cloth has been wetted by dew. (ve- 4. ti1 'to affect') 

Note: in this sentence, the function of the suffix 6.4% is comparable to a passive. In 
sentences of this kind, the noun indicating the thing/person whichlwho is the sufferer always 
stands first, and the noun denoting the person or thing which causes the suffering always 
comes last. The verb always contains the suffix 6.-t2and the external benefactive suffix 18. 
-E appears with it, e.g. no so-nga ngu-t2-E kuli k ~ l a  (fish POSS-marker-my eat-suffering- 
EXTBEN dog this) 'my fish was eaten by this dog'. 

(31) La- na- -gle- -0 -a me eple. 
2 5 7 20 
near.addressed-IRR-to.pillow.down-downwards- lSGS on stone 
I shall put my head on the stone near you as a pillow. 

(32) Tii- -mwi- -0 -pe -ii. 
5 7 13  20 

REAL-sleep-downwards-PERF-2SGS 
You (SG) have been sleeping too long. (mwi- 7.-o 'sleep-downwards' = 'to sleep 
too long, oversleep) 

y6lu- 7.16 'put-upwards', 'put something under something else which has to be lifted 
up so that the first object can be put underneath', for example: 

(33) Na- -y6lii- 1 -a p6pi me n a E  eple. 
5 7 20 
IRR -put- upwards-1SGS bow into hollow.(n) stone 
1 intend to put the bow (into the hollow) under the stone. 

(34) Na- 61- -m_o- -til -1ebii -kb me lopeki. 
5 6 4 7 20 
IRR-INBO-see-OFOC-RECP-1DL.INC.S on road 
Let us two meet each other on the road. (6.61-me 4.61- 7.lebu 'to meet each other') 
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(35) ol- -yapniXl- 02- -1ebu -ngo -n u bu. 
6 5 7 14 2 0 
INDO-gaze- REFL-RECP DEPINST-1PL.INC.S yesterday 
We (INC) looked at ourselves (and) each other yesterday. 

(The instrument marker 14.-ngoindicates that the persons involved are the instrument 
intrinsically linked with the action (i.e. without the persons, there would be no looking at 
each other) - at the same time, they are the indefinite objects of the action because it is not 
clearly stated who of those present looks at whom - therefore the INDO prefix 6.-01 is 
used.) 

(36) Noun9 kgla lua- -pu -be. 
7 13  

tree this grow-slowly.upwards.and.outwards-action.stil1.going.on 
This tree is still slowly growing. 

(37) VE- -ngale -a me Itid$. 
7 2 0 

walk-all.over-1SGS on beach 
I walk all over the beach. 

(38) Betepu kgla top -bepi- -a2 -p -u. 
3 7 13 19 

half.coconut.shel1 this NEG-to.split.INTR-in various.directions-PERF-NEG 
This half coconut shell has not split up, did not crack in several places. 

(39) Na- 01- -yola- -me -ti1 a toki. 
5 6 1 4 2 0 
IRR-INDO-sharpen-broadening.out-OFOC-ISGS laiife 
I will sharpen a knife (to make the cutting edge broader). 

('I will sharpen a specific knife' is nayolametia toki, without 6.-01. ) 

(40) Tu- -ngii- -ba -pe - a  
5 7 13  20 

REAL eat reversa1.of.direction PERF 1 SGS 
I vomited. (i.e. the direction of eating was reversed) 

(41) Da ngalo- -de vo- -1eM me nole- -de. 
7 

thing line- its run-along on underside-its 
The line of the things runs along its underside. 
(describing the suckers on the underside of the arm of an octopus) 

(42) Tu- -tu- -pa -u dakanengu. 
5 9 2 0 

REAL-take-outwards-2SGS food 
You (SG) are removing (taking outside) the food. 

(43) Beku- -171- -e toki na- -no. 
3 7 

PRHB-take-somewhere knife POSS-my 
Do not take my knife away. 
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(44) Tol- -dua- -t&~ -w -a bd ma. 
3 9 1 9  20 
NEG-jump-into-NEG- 1 SGS inside (N) house 
I do not enter (into) the house. 

(45) Tii- al- -ygngU- -lo -eve -1el mu- -de... 
5 7 1 10  2 0  
REAL-CAUS-shake.INTR-change.appearance-COGS hand-his 
It continued shaking his hand and.. . 

(46) Ve- -ani -m. 
10  18 

go quickly INTBEN 
Come quickly (to me). 

(47) Vo- -kai -pe ngblo- la. 
10  13  

run-as.the.first.to.do.it-PERF man-that.near.addressed 
That man near you was the first to run. 

(48) Se- tii- -telve'td- -ate -a nyo. 
2 5 10 20 
right.here-REAL-build.fue-just.before-1SGS fire 
I have built the fire right here just before. 

(49) Ngmp -no tii- -1wp -pu -1e 
5 7 7 

tree- that REAL-grow-slowly.upwards.and.outwards-upwards- 

-alg- -pe wii. 
10 13 
instead.of.the.other.one.or.of.somethinge1se.happening-PE high 
That tree slowly grew up to be high instead of the other one (or: instead of something 
else happening). 

(50) Sgl- tii- -mng- -mi +pwa- -pe -mou -1el 01 ve k~la..  . 
1 5  2 10 13 15 20 
then REAL-stay-together-with-mly-PERF-again-SGD-om this 
Then this woman stayed in fact again with (the man) and.. . 

(51) Olve- -kg tii- -tu- -ese -be. 
5 10 13 

woman-that REAL-stand-alone-action.still.going.on 
That woman is still standing alone. 

(52) Te- -nM -pne -ku kote kgla. 
8 1 3  2 0 

beat-HABT-belonging.to.the.past-lP.INC.S drum this 
In the past we used to beat this drum. 

(53) Doa-ngblo li ne- -ye'pii- -nM -pe -ngu ka- n b  -YEP& 
4 8 13 20 1 4 

child-man two 3PLS play happen.to PERF 3PLS when 3PLS play 
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-pe -lo ee . .  . 
13 20 
PERF 3PLSMED then 
Two boys happened to be playing. When they finished playing, then.. . 

(54) Neu keble tii- -labe- -n% -to2 -p -u pola. 
5 4 9 18 2 0 

turtle another REAL-float-happened.to-into-INTBEN-3SGS sea 
Another turtle happened to be floating out to (lit. into) sea. 
Note: after 9.-to2, nasals change to voiceless stops. 

(55) Tu- -pi- -bu -pi! -le 1 kuli. 
5 9 16  2 0 
REAL-say-against-non.final.action-3SGSMED dog 
He scolded the dog (and had not finished yet) and (something happened). 

(56) Neu- -kc fii- -asa- - n g  -be 
5 8 1 3  

turtle-that REAL-move.along.slowly-happen.to-action.still.going.on- 

-P -u. 
18 20 

INTBEN-3SGS 
That turtle happens to be still moving along slowly (towards the central figure 
in the story). (See note 12.) 
(after 13.-be, nasals change to voiceless stops.) 

(57) Ngblo- -k_o tii- -ve- -asa -lei... 
5 10 20 

man that REAL go.along slowly 3SGSMED 
That man goes slowly along and.. . 

(58) Nike tii- -mwi- -ngo -nu? 
5 14  20 

what REAL-sleep-SPECREAS-3SGS 
For what specific reason did you (SG) sleep? 

(59) Beku- - -ki -0.2 -03 -nu n_o. 
3 3 4 12 20 

PROHB-scatter-desmying-plurality.and.scatnng-INST-2SGS fish (N) 
Do not scatter the fish (and destroy them thereby). 

(Scattering fish does not require a specific instrument devoted to this purpose alone, 
therefore the independent instrument marker 12.-03 is used.) 

(60) Nua- d e  tii- -a&- -1ebu -ngo -p we -lei... 
5 7 14 17 2 0  

penis-his REAL-shake-REFL-DEPINST-IMPF.and.unexpected-3SGSIVED 
His penis was (unexpectedly) shaking itself and.. . 

(The instrument of the shaking is the penis: the shaking would not take place without it, 
therefore the dependent instrument marker 14.-ngo is used.) 
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(61) 0 p i -  p w  -0 -1e2. 
6 17 20 21 
INDO-say-IMPF- 1 SGS-3SG0 
I am still saying things like this. 

(6.01- indicates the indefinitely referred things said and 21.-le2 the definite manner in which 
they are said.) 

(62) Nelu tol- ko- -pig- -pe -ka. 
3 5 1 3  19 

coconut NEG-REAL-ripen-PERF-not.yet 
The coconut has not yet ripened. 

(63) Na- -ka- -b -0 -du ba- -mu na- -mu 
5 18  20 21 
IRR-give-EXTBEN-1SGS-3PL.PARTO for-your.SG POSS.food-your.SG 

nelu. 
coconut 
I will give you some of the coconuts to eat. 

(64) Tu- -ka- -pe -m -e -du n_o. 
5 1 3  18  20 21 

REAL-give-PEW-INTBEN-2SGS-3SG.PARTO fish.(N) 
You (SG) gave me one of the fish. 

(65) 1 a -k_o tapu n_o me naba- -nga. 
2 0  2 1  

carry-1SGS-3SG0 piece wood on shoulder-my 
I carry that piece of wood (which you know) on my shoulder. 

(66) Mgl- -a -k_o olve. 
20 

see 1SGS-3SG0 woman 
I saw a (indefinite) woman. 

(67) Ne- -tapu- -pa -lo -k~ngii nQu. 
4 9 2 0 2 1 
3PLS-split- outwards-3PLSMED-3PL0 coconut 
They split some coconuts. (Referred to indefinitely.) 

(68) Na- -vE- -pe -ki2 -ana. 
5 1 3  20 2 2 
IRR-go-PEW- 1DL.INC.S before.something.else. happens 
We two had better go. 

(69) Ne- -mu- -ngii -yoko. 
4 20 23  
3PLS-eat-3PLS-actionceased 
They had finished eating. 
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THE MYTH OF DARIA 

JOHN A. Z'GRAGGEN 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper has been prepared to honour the late Dr Don Laycock's lifelong commitment to 
Papua New Guinea linguistic studies.' Don Laycock surveyed the languages of the two 
Sepik Provinces while I surveyed the adjacent Madang Province to the east (see Laycock 
1975; Z'graggen 1973, 1975). I first proposed a Ramu Phylum not knowing where the 
western boundary of the phylum would be. Don Laycock solved the problem by postulating 
the Sepik-Ramu Phylum (Laycock & Z'graggen 1975732). Interest in joint work was alive 
in both of us, but preference for other work hindered us from joint ventures. 

'The myth of Daria'2 was selected because the myth combines the coastal part of the two 
areas surveyed, the East Sepik and the Madang Provinces, and linguistically the Sepik-Ramu 
Phylum. The action of the myth begins at the western end of the Murik Lakes (see 
Gehberger 1950:328, Holtker 1967:333) in the Murik language area (a language of the Nor- 
Pondo Sub-phylum-Level Stock), and extends along the shoreline to the Awar language area 
(a language of the Ramu Sub-phylum in the Madang Province). It ends in the Monumbo or 
Mambuan language area, a member of the Tomcelli Phylum. (See Wurm & Hattori 1981; 
Z'graggen 1975). The main actor, the woman Daria, moves in her journey through a 
linguistically heterogeneous area but within the Sepik-Ramu Phylum. 

2. THE STORY OF DARIA AND KAMADONG~ 

A spirit-man, who used to blow the bamboo flute, mamed the snake Maro. The snake- 
mother gave birth to a baby daughter, Daria by name. The child lived with her snake-mother 
at the bottom of a tree and grew up. 

would like to express my thanks to Jan Messersmith and Pioneer Bible Translators for their generous 
expert help in word processing the Tok Pisin texts. Also thanks to the Archdiocese of Madang for their 
hospitality. The collecting and word processing work was financially assisted by grants from the Swiss 
National Funds. UNESCO, Swiss Lenten Sacrifice and of course the many donations I received from 
Schattdorf. Switzerland, my village of birth. 
b t h e r  spellings: Jari, Djeri, Dsari, Dzari, Zari. 
31he translation is based on variants of the Awar language area in the Bogia District of Madang Province. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Laycock, 553-565. 
Pacific Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
O John A. Z'graggen 
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2.2 PHASE A 

2.2.1 MARRIAGE 

A man, Sugai by name, used to walk around in the forest. He had no wife, did not live in 
a village and did not work; he just walked around. The girl Daria watched this man walking 
around, watched him day after day. But then she made up a plan. As is our custom, she 
made a charm and put that charm right on the path this man would walk along. Truly the 
man walked by and found this shrub, the charm of this girl Daria. Seeing the shrub Sugai 
thought; "Hey, what a fine shrub is this! I'll put it on my arm as a bracelet". That he did and 
returned to his place. 

In the night Sugai had a dream about this girl Daria. In his dream Sugai called out; "What 
a pretty, handsome woman! But where is she?". Alright, Sugai knew her name and again 
walked around in the forest. The girl Daria prepared sago and put it right in his path. The 
man returned and found the sago. Watching the sago he thought: "I'm hungry; good sago is 
here. Will I eat it or not? It would be bad if they have put something harmful in it. I would 
die". There Sugai stood having his womes. Daria watched him, only in her thoughts she 
said to him, "You eat!" And Sugai thought, "Nevertheless, I will eat; I'm hungry". He sat 
down near the plate of sago and ate. While Sugai was eating, Dana appeared, touching 
Sugai. Sugai became alarmed, turned around and saw her. Daria said: "You eat! How is it? 
Do you have a wife? Always you walk around in the forest; I watched you. Don't you have 
work to do? If you have a wife, you would stay in your village and work. Probably you 
have no wife and you just walk around". Sugai replied, "I have no wife". Then Sugai asked 
and Daria replied, "I have no husband". Again Sugai asked, "Where do you live?". And 
Daria answered, "I live in the roots of a tree". The man ate the sago, and after that the two 
went to the village of the man. 

While Sugai brought Daria to his place, her snake-mother said: "Oh, I told you, you 
should not walk around. Now I'll be alone at this place. You are going away and with 
whom will I stay? -Nevertheless, go! It's alright!". ' 

Daria gave birth to a child, Gamgarn by name. As is our custom they prepared a feast for 
mother and child to appear in public. 

2.2.2 DEATH OF THE SNAKE-MOTHER 

One day Daria put her child into a smng bag and hung the bag with the child on a post in 
the house. After that she went with the other women fishing. While Dana was away the 
mother of Daria, the snake, anived and crept into the string bag to lick and caress her 
grandchild. The child felt the licking of the tongue and cried loudly. The mother of Sugai 
heard the crying and said: "What is the child doing? He is crying!". She had a look. Seeing 
the child with the snake in the string bag, she yelled: "My goodness! A snake is with my 
grandchild. For that reason the child cries a lot. I thought the child had just woken from 
sleep and was weeping". The mother of Sugai grabbed the arm of the child, took the string 
bag and poured out the snake into the fire. In great pain the snake twisted its body in the 
fire, turning around and around and finally died. 

Ashes of the burned snake were taken by a wind and fell down right behind Daria where 
she was fishing. Daria turned around and looked at the ashes. Womed she thought, "Ah, I 
think Mother has been wrecked". Daria said no word to the other women, but quickly 
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returned to the village ahead of the other women. When Daria arrived in the village, the 
mother of Sugai said: "Come quickly! A snake had gone in the smng bag to the child. The 
snake licked the child and the child wept vehemently. I had a look, took the child and threw 
the smng bag with the snake into the fire to be burned". Daria said no word, but hiding in 
the smoke of a fire she wept in sorrow. "They destroyed my mother", Dana thought; "They 
threw her in the fire and she has burned". Daria just sat down. "What now?', she thought. 

2.2.3 DEATH OF THE CHILD 

One day Daria's husband went with the other men to set on fire a grass field. While her 
husband was absent Daria killed her child Gamgam, cut him in pieces, got bananas and 
prepared a soup of bananas and child. To the mother of Sugai, her mother-in-law, she said: 
"If Sugai comes back, show him the food. I'm going to collect some firewood over there. 
He will bring a bandicoot and I'll cook it for him". Her mother-in-law replied, "Alright, 
good! ". 

Daria walked away pretending to collect firewood. But instead she punched holes in all 
the canoes, except the one for herself, and also into the large wooden plates in the house she 
pierced holes. After that she pretended to collect firewood. 

The men had finished burning the grass field and returned. Sugai anived in the village 
and asked his mother, "Where did Daria go?". His mother replied: "She went to get 
firewood. Bring the bandicoot; she will cook it for you. Your food is ready in the house; 
get it and eat!". Sugai replied, "Good!". Sugai took his plate with the food, put it ready and 
started to eat  Amazed Sugai said: "Is that a good food! Really tasty!'. Sugai swallowed the 
food but then he poked deeper down in the pot and stuck his fork in the head of his child, 
whom its mother had killed. Sugai pulled it out, and seeing it he screamed, "My goodness, 
the head of my child!". Sugai did not eat any longer, threw the food away and asked, 
"Mother, what did Daria take and cook the food with?". His mother replied, "She found a 
wallaby on a banana plant, killed it and made soup with it". Sugai had his womes; 
"Probably it is my child", he thought. 

Then Sugai got up to find Daria. He rushed to his spear, and chased after Daria shouting, 
"Hey, you come!". But Daria replied, "I don't come!". Sugai said, "Come on!". But Daria 
was strong-willed. Sugai pushed his canoe into the water, but water trickled in; Daria had 
punched holes in the bottom. He pulled another canoe, that canoe also sank and all the other 
ones. Daria had spoiled them because it would be disastrous if her husband could take a 
canoe and shoot her down. Sugai rushed back to his house to get a large wooden plate. He 
took a wooden plate, put it on the water and stood on it. But the wooden plate was also 
pierced and water seeped in. After he had med everything he could say no word, but he was 
very upset. Daria said to him: "You go and eat! You ate my grandmother, alright you eat 
also her grandchild!". That is what Daria said to Sugai and she departed. Sugai could say 
no word in response, went back to his house and just sat down. 

2.3 PHASE B: TRAVEL TO KAMADONG 

2.3.1 DARIA DRESSED AS A MAN 

Daria had walked down to the beach to take her canoe. Everything, betel nut, pepper 
vine, pig, chicken, everything Daria had filled her stomach with. After she had dressed as a 
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man with a loincloth on her waist, hair-funnel on her head and bracelets for men on her 
arms, she paddled along the coast intending to go to Awar? to the spirit-man Kamadong. 

When Daria arrived near a village, the men called out to her, "Hey! Where are you 
going?". Daria replied, "I follow the shore". And they said, "First come to us and we cook 
some food!". Daria went up to the men to sit down with them. They gave her betel nut to 
chew and also pepper vine. But she said, "That I can't eat; I chew only betel nut". The men 
replied, "Alright!". The women sitting in the houses had discovered her as a woman 
chewing betel nut with the men. To each other the women said: "Hey! That is not a man, 
that is a woman! How do the men see her? They sit down with her and flatter her?". But the 
men had no suspicion and thought she was a man. Her breasts she had in her armpits. Also 
she had dressed in a loincloth, put on the hair-funnel, carried a big basket from the Murik 
Lakes and a smng bag with gam-shells on her breast to cover her breasts. 

After a while Daria got up and said, "I can't sit with you for too long; I have yet a long 
way to go". Daria went down to the beach, took her canoe and paddled away. Then the 
women said to their husbands: "How is it? You take a woman in your midst and flatter her. 
Didn't you see she was a woman?". And the men said, "Not so, we thought she was a 
man!". But the women said, "Truly not, she is a woman!". Again the men said, "You knew 
it, why didn't you tell us for a long time?". The men rushed to the shore and shouted, "Hey, 
come back!". But Daria replied, "I can't come back, the road is long". 

Daria paddled her canoe along the shore, dressed as a man. Again arriving at a village, 
the men shouted to her, "Come to us and we will prepare food!". Daria went ashore and up 
into the village. The same happened again in this village and again also in other villages as 
Daria journeyed along the shore. 

2.3.2 DARIA MARKS THE TIDE 

Daria arrived at Kopar Village5 and went ashore. The paddle and everything she left at the 
stem of a tree. Then she took her basket and with a stick she marked the rivers. She said: 
"Always, always you flow! In the season of the sun you don't flow; in the season of rain, 
you flow!". Now all the rivers flow as advised by Daria. 

2.4 PHASE C: DARIA AND KAMADONG 

2.4.1 KAMADONG DISCOVERS DARIA 

At the peninsula at Awar lived the big man Kamadong. When Daria arrived Kamadong 
was fishing in the sea. Daria called out his name and Kamadong returned. When Daria saw 
a canoe in the sea she thought: "What's that? Is it a canoe, a bird or a piece of wood? I think 
it must be this man coming". After Daria had seen Karnadong in the sea, she took off her 
men's clothes, clothed herself in her woman's dress, and quickly climbed the callophyllum 
tree. Kamadong paddled back to his place. Coming through the small bay at his place he 
went ashore in the shade of the callophyllum tree where Daria was hiding. 

4 ~ w a r  village and language (L4) is located in the western Madang Province, Bogia District. (See language 
maps Z'graggen 1973; Wurm & Hattori 1981.) 
5~opar village is located at the mouth of the Sepik River. 



Kamadong had a rest in the shade. Daria took a fruit from the tree, made markings with 
her fingers and threw that fruit down near the canoe in which Kamadong had come. 
Kamadong turned around and saw the marked fruit. Stunned he said: "Ah, somebody has 
done that; somebody put markings with fingers on the fruit!". Putting his hand over his 
eyebrows Kamadong looked at the reflection in the water and thought a woman must be in 
the water. He jumped into the water to the woman, but instead hit his head on a stone. He 
came back and sat down, rubbing and cleaning his face. He thought: "I have seen a woman 
in the water and I went down to her. But where did she go?". Again Daria threw a fruit and 
spread out the branches of the tree. Kamadong took the fruit and had a look. "A man has 
made the markings", he thought. But then he turned around and looked up the tree. There 
he saw Daria, the woman, sitting in the tree. Quickly he left the canoe to climb up the 
callophyllum tree. But Daria said, "Hey, stay down there; I'll come down". But it was not 
to be so. Kamadong climbed up the tree to take her down. The two climbed down and 
Kamadong wanted to play with Daria. But Daria said, "Go down first!". And the two 
climbed down the tree. 

2.4.2 DARIA'S WORK FOR KAMADONG 

Kamadong had no penis; he had only testicles. Alright, Daria cut off a piece of wood and 
joined it with the testicles. That was like a penis. The two played with each other, but that 
penis was too stiff. And Daria said, "Go and get the flower of the breadfruit tree!". 
Kamadong did so and Daria prepared another penis and joined it to Kamadong. The two 
played with each other and they were pleased. 

After that they returned to the dwelling place of Kamadong, but that place did not look like 
a dwelling place for humans. Daria asked, "Where is your dwelling place?". Kamadong 
answered, "This here is my dwelling place'. And Dana said: "Ah, that is not a dwelling 
place. This looks like a heap of rubbish, like a jungle. A dwelling place is not like that". 
Kamadong replied, "But that's the place I live". After that Daria asked, "Where is the fire?". 
And Kamadong replied, "I have no fire". Again Daria asked: "You have no fire. How will 
we then cook fish?'. Pointing towards the sun, Kamadong replied: "That's my fire! I put the 
fish in the sun and eat". But Daria said, "Ah, that's the sun; that's not the fire". Then Daria 
said, "Alright, good!". Daria sat on the platform, took her basket and put it on the platform. 
She took a betel nut and chewed. Then she asked Kamadong, "Where is your betel nut?". 
Pointing towards a thing growing at the edge of the water, Kamadong said, "That's my betel 
nut". We call that thing in our language sarakor. And Daria said: "That is not betel nut; that 
is another thing. Where is the pepper vine?'. Kamadong pointed towards a wild growing 
pepper vine which we do not chew. Daria replied: "That is not the real pepper vine, that is 
wild pepper vine. We don't chew that stuff!". 

After Daria had asked Kamadong about all the things, she sat on a platform and took her 
basket. She chewed real betel nut, with real pepper vine and with betel lime. While Daria 
chewed betel nut she dropped the betel-lime spatula through a crack in the platform. Then 
she said to Kamadong, "Go underneath, get the spatula and give it to me!". Kamadong went 
down, took the spatula and gave it to Daria outside the platform. But Daria said: "No! Push 
it straight through the crack where I'm sitting". Kamadong did so. Pushing the stick through 
the crack it struck Daria's genitals. Daria had put the fire into her stomach. As the spatula 
snuck her genitals fire fell down and Daria said, "Hey, take the fire, put it on a dried husk 
and blow at it quickly!". But Kamadong had a stiff mouth; he could not properly blow on 
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and kindle such a thing. The fire was put out. And Daria said: "What's that now? The fire is 
put out". Kamadong said, "I blew and blew on the fire, but the fire died". Again Daria 
chewed a betel nut and threw the betel-lime stick through a hole in the platform. She said to 
Kamadong, "Alright, go down, get the spatula and push it right through the hole exactly as 
you did before". Kamadong did so and again a spark of fire fell down. But Kamadong 
acted as before. Then Daria went down to kindle the fire and the fire started burning. 

Daria took the fire and put it inside the house to cook sago with. Out of her stomach she 
took plate, saucepan, everything, the dog, the pig, the rooster. Kamadong's stuff was all 
wild things. Daria had seen it and took all the real things out of her stomach. After she had 
pulled out everything, she took sago and opened the door. She opened the door and all the 
animals rushed out. The pig jumped outside to eat the crab, the pig of Kamadong. The dog 
came out to chase after the wallaby, the dog of Kamadong. Kamadong screamed: "See, 
Daria! Drive off that thing which eats my things". But Daria said: "Ah, that is something to 
be eaten by them; that is just wild stuff. The real things I have brought with me". 
Kamadong screamed and yelled, but he could only watch. 

After that Daria and Kamadong ate, and then Daria put Kamadong's body straight. Daria 
cooked hot water, washed and cleaned the mouth of Kamadong; his mouth was very stiff 
and smelling badly. After Daria had done that she said: "That is betel nut! And that pepper 
vine!". Daria took everything outside herself and the two chewed betel nut. After Daria had 
made Kamadong tidy, Kamadong was a good-looking man indeed. After that they lived 
together happily. 

2.4.3 THE SPIRIT-WOMEN FROM MANAM 

Two spirit-women on Manam Island, Kuvur-meri and Niau-meri by name, said to each 
other: "Let's go and have a look at this woman who has come to meet Kamadong! Let's go 
and have a look!". The two women changed their appearance into fish and came. 

Daria took bamboo tubes and walked down to the beach to fetch sea water. At the same 
time the two women, who had turned into fish, appeared. Daria watched the two big fish 
and thought: "Hey! Two good fish have come close where the waves break". Quickly Daria 
filled up with water, hunied back and said to Kamadong: "Come quickly! Take your spear, 
go and shoot the two fish near the sand at the shore. The two fish are swaying around in 
play in the water". Kamadong rushed to take his spear. The spear was of the old time and 
such a spear had a name. The name of that spear was Pisi. Kamadong rushed down and 
watched the fish coming very close to the shore. In play the two fish moved around here and 
then there. Kamadong stood ready, watching them, then he threw his spear. The two fish 
avoided the spear. The spear did not hit the fish, but the fish took his spear with them, 
swimming down and surfacing again here and there. Surprised Kamadong stood there, 
watching the event. He thought: "Ah, how did I shoot? I hit them, the spear got stuck, but 
the fish take the spear with them". Quickly he pulled his canoe into the sea and followed the 
two fish to get his spear. When he was ready to grab his spear, the fish would dive with his 
spear and surface again. Kamadong thought, "How will I get my spear?". The fish surfaced 
again and Kamadong paddled his canoe pursuing them. On and on they went and finally 
arrived on Manam Island. 

Daria stood there at the beach, watching Kamadong, but Kamadong would not return. 
Daria went up to her place to sit down. 
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2.4.4 KAMAD~NG ON MANAM 

After they had arrived on Manam Island, the two fish changed into women again. They 
pulled Kamadong's canoe ashore and destroyed it. Kamadong watched that and said: "Oh, 
I'm lost! I am away from my place, I have left the woman. I thought they were fish and 
pursued them. Now they have appeared as women again and keep me with them". They 
settled down. Kamadong said no word, just sat there and slept. 

One day the two women said to Kamadong: "If you go fishing, don't go to the bay behind 
this peninsula! A big man lives there. His name is Zau; he is the big spirit of Manam Island. 
Don't go over there! The big man kills men. If you go there, he will kill you". But the two 
women told him a lie; a good man lived over there. 

Kamadong had listened to their words, but had his own thoughts. He went fishing and 
returned. They stirred sago and ate, and after that they slept. Day after day that happened. 
Then Kamadong had his thoughts: "I didn't come here to many these two women. I have 
left my place. I must go to see this man. If he wants to kill me, he can do so. I'll try it, I'll 
go there and meet h im.  

Kamadong anived there and met this man, Zau by name. Zau was sitting at the beach 
working on a small canoe. When Kamadong arrived, Zau turned around and saw 
Kamadong. Zau asked, "Why have you come, friend?". And Kamadong replied, "Oh 
friend, I am ruined!". Zau asked, "Why did you come?". And Kamadong answered: "I 
lived in my place. The woman saw two fish approaching the beach, and she told me about 
that. I thought they were truly fish and shot at them. But the fish carried my spear with 
them. I followed them and finally anived here". Then Zau said: "Ah, you are that spirit- 
man. You live at that long peninsula and I live here. You have a name over there and I have 
a name here. Alright, have a rest first". Zau gave betel nut to Kamadong and they chewed 
betel nut. Zau was a good man; he did not kill men. The women told him a lie. 

Sitting, the two talked with each other. Then Zau said to Kamadong: "Friend, I'll make a 
canoe for you and you will go back to your place. Tomorrow don't come to me! It would 
be bad if the two women had thought about me and would kill you. Tomorrow you will stay 
with the two women and I will cut the timber for your canoe". This new canoe Zau wanted 
to make for Kamadong to go back to his place. 

After Kamadong had returned to the two women, he said, "I think you slept with me and I 
didn't shoot a single fish. I am back empty-handed. Don't come near me, I'll sleep alone". 
He told the two women a lie. Next day Kamadong took his spear again and said to the two 
women, "I'll not return quickly, I'll go away, be sick or sleep at the beach". The two 
women warned him: "Good! But you can't go over there. It would be bad if the man would 
kill you". Kamadong assured them, "Truly, I'll not go over there". Kamadong told the two 
women a lie. 

Kamadong shot fish and brought them to Zau. Zau was working at the canoe and said: 
"Now I'm planing the canoe and that will be finished tomorrow. The day after tomorrow I'll 
join the platform to the canoe". And Kamadong remarked, "That's good". Zau humed in 
making this canoe; he would not even take a rest. He hollowed out the belly of the canoe. 
The oumgger he cut, joined and fastened to the canoe. After he had done that work, Zau 
said: "Okay Kamadong, tomorrow you'll come back to see me. Everything will be ready". 

Kamadong heard those words and returned to the two women. Again he told them a lie, 
saying: "Hey! I went fishing, but no fish were around to be shot. I think you two slept with 
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me and I couldn't shoot a single fish. I slept at the beach and come back now. You can't 
come near me, I'll sleep alone. Tomorrow I'll go and try again, but I will not return 
quickly". 

In the meantime Zau made ready all the things for Kamadong, filling his canoe with all the 
things. He made parcels with betel lime, others with insects; everything he made ready, the 
mosquitos and other creatures filling them each in a parcel. After Zau had made everything 
ready, he said: "This thing here will be your protection. The two women are spirit-women. 
It is their custom to transform into fish or birds. When you paddle in the sea, watch the 
water and look up towards the sky. The two women will transform into birds or fish and 
come after you. If they come close to your canoe, you throw this thing in their eyes. 
Troubled, they will rush around, but you will hurry on". Also Zau said: "Tomorrow come 
quickly! I'll cook some food for you and everything will be ready. Before dawn, at night yet 
you have to come". 

Kamadong went back and said to the two women, "Tomorrow I'll go fishing again, but I 
will not come back quickly". After this talk, they all went to sleep. When the women were 
soundly asleep, Kamadong got up, cut the stalk of a banana plant, warmed it at the fire and 
pushed them stalk between the two women deeply in sleep. The two women felt it was 
Kamadong who slept between them, but it was not so. After that Kamadong closed the 
doors at both sides of the house and left. 

Kamadong came to Zau. Zau had everything ready. Zau looked at Kamadong and said: 
"Hey, come quickly! Otherwise the morning sun will arise". Zau put everything down into 
the canoe. After he had put everything in it, he said: "Don't sit down to have a rest! Hurry 
up and paddle on! It would be bad, if the women reached you and would kill you. If you 
arrive near your place where the waves of the sea break, then you are safe". Kamadong 
heard the words of Zau, sat on the canoe, took the paddle and paddled hurriedly. 

2.4.5 PURSUIT OF THE TWO WOMEN 

The two women slept yet. Then it dawned. They thought Kamadong was sleeping with 
them. But then they had a look and discovered the stalk of a banana plant between them. 
Surprised they said: "Good heavens! We thought Kamadong was sleeping with us, but that 
is the stalk of a banana plant and the true man has gone. Look, we slept with the stalk of the 
banana plant!". The two pushed the door aside, but the door was locked. They said, "He 
has locked the door!". They med to open the other door, but that one was also locked. And 
they said: "That one is also locked. How do we get out? What will we do?'. But then they 
said, "Let's transform into birds! ". 

The two women transformed into birds and went on top of the house to have a look 
around. Far in the distance they saw his canoe though very small. They said: "Oh, his 
canoe appears very small. We'll fly as birds after him". 

The two women followed Kamadong, flying as birds. While paddling Kamadong 
watched the water and looked up in the sky. Again he turned around and looking up he saw 
the two birds coming. Kamadong thought, "Oh, the two are coming!". The two birds came, 
flying down straight towards his canoe. Kamadong took the parcel with betel lime and threw 
it straight into the eyes of the birds, the two women. 
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Imtated the two birds beat the water with their wings, because their eyes were blurred 
from lime. At the same time Karnadong paddled hastily on and on. Again the two birds rose 
up, intending to fly down onto the canoe. Kamadong took the parcel with insects and snakes 
and threw them in the eyes of the two birds. Hurriedly Kamadong paddled on and arrived 
there where the waves break near the shore. 

The woman Daria went down to her beach, and standing there she watched the sea. Daria 
thought: "Is that a man coming? Oh, it's him! Kamadong is coming back!". After Daria had 
seen Kamadong, she went back to her house. Daria sat down and thought: "Alright, you 
come and live at your place. Daria wants to leave". Daria was upset about Kamadong for 
having been away for so long. 

2.4.6 DARIA DEPARTS FROM KAMADONG 

Kamadong left the canoe in the water and rushed to Daria. But Daria walked down, 
saying: "Go up and eat your food! I'm going now". Kamadong said; "You can't leave me! 
It was your talk, I followed your words and went down to the beach. I thought they were 
fish and shot at them. They took my spear and I followed them because it was my spear. 
The two women destroyed my canoe. I had no way to go back and had to stay there. A 
friend on Manam Island made a canoe for me and helped me to come back. You can't go 
away!". And Daria replied: "Stay at your place. For a long time I have lived alone at your 
place and in your house. I'm going now! You go and stay at your place!". 

Daria walked along the beach from village to village.6 Kamadong went up to his place, 
but then turned around to follow Daria in his canoe. 

2.5 PHASE B CONTINUATION 

2.5.1 TEACHING TO GIVE BIRTH 

Daria arrived at a village. A woman was about to give birth to a child. The people were 
ready to cut up the belly of the mother to take the child. The mother would die and be 
buried. Thus was the old custom, but now it is just a story. 

Daria asked the people: "What are you doing? What are you crying for?". They replied: 
"A woman is ready to give birth. They want to cut open her belly and take out the child. 
The body of the mother will be buried. Surprised Daria asked: "Really? Do mothers always 
give birth like that?". They replied, "Yes, we always do it like that, with all the women". 
Astonished Daria said, "Oh sorry!". 

Then Daria asked the mother of the pregnant woman? "Is there a small house?'. The 
mother answered, "There is a small house". Then Daria said, "Alright, you go and break off 
a leaf of that tree". It was a special type of tree, growing at the beach, with a strong scent. 
The mother brought this leaf. And Daria spit and blew on it and put it in water. That Daria 
poured it over-the head of the woman and massaged her body and belly; After that she said 
to the old mother of the pregnant woman, "Alright, take her into the small house; she will 

6 ~ a r i a  walked from Awar in an easterly direction, towards the Monumbo or Mambuan language area. 
I ~ h e  narrator seems to be unaware that he changes from the mythological time, when the women had no 
mothers, because they had died in childbirth, to the present-day custom of being attended by their mother in 
birth-giving. 
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give birth". The two went into the small house. The mother gave birth and a child 
whimpered. Curiously the people outside the small house asked, "How is it, good?". And 
the woman said, "The child is born and the mother is alive". They said, "Oh, why haven't 
you come for a long time!". They remembered their daughters who had died because of 
childbirth. They used to cut up their bellies, the mother would die, but the child they cared 
for until fully grown. That they remembered and wept in sorrow. A father said, "If you had 
come earlier, my child would be alive". 

The people made food ready and seized pigs for Daria. But Daria said, "I don't want 
food, only get betel nut for me!". They filled her basket with betel nut and pepper vine and 
Daria chewed betel nut. 

2.5.2 KAMADONG REMAINS AT AWAR 

Kamadong paddled his canoe in the sea. Daria said to the people: "Go, tell Kamadong to 
come ashore to eat. After that we two will go back". They did so. But Kamadong said: 
"Never mind, I can't come ashore! Tell her, I'll stay in the canoe!". After Daria had eaten, 
she went to Nubia.8 There again she instructed a mother to give birth. Kamadong had 
followed her in his canoe, but then he said: "Why that? Why do I follow her like that? I'm 
not just now living here; for a long time I have lived here. I'm the spirit of this peninsula. I 
have a name; I can't follow you". Kamadong turned back and stayed at the peninsula at 
Awar. 

2.6 THE END 

2.6.1 DARIA IS TAKEN TO MANAM ISLAND 

Daria went to Mambuan9 and mamed a man, Bargum by name. People of Manam Island 
used to visit the Mambuan. Daria had become useless, looking like a very old, unpleasant 
woman. 

One day Sani, a friend of Bargum, arrived in Mambuan. Sani had a look at this woman 
Daria and said to Bargum, his friend: "Hey, sorry! I'll take and marry this woman". And 
Bgrgum answered: "Yes friend! She is an ugly woman. Take her! She is a useless woman; 
she doesn't know how to work; she doesn't know how to cook food. She just sits down as 
old folks do". Sani said, "Alright, she will stay with me and care for my fire". After that 
Sani brought Daria down to his canoe. 

They carried sago to their canoe and jumped onto their canoes. The woman Daria stayed 
near the basket in the back of the canoe and the men sat in front. As they arrived in the 
middle of the sea, Daria changed her skin. She dressed in a new grass skirt, decorated 
herself and a beautiful, young woman she became. The Manam people paddled their canoe 
towards Manam. But then they turned around. Seeing Daria, they said in surprise: "Hey, 
she is a young woman again! How does it come that she is a young woman again, this ugly 
woman?". They anived on Manam Island, took off their cargo, went ashore and to their 
houses. They had returned to Manam Island. 

8~ubia is the easternmost village of the three Awar-speaking villages. 
9~ambuan or Monumbo located to the east of Awar. 
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2.6.2 DARIA IS PULLED APART 

One day the Mambuan returned their visit to Manam Island. Bargum intended to visit his 
friend Sani on Manam Island. After they had arrived, Sani said to Daria, "Go down and get 
the basket of my friend Bargum for me!". Daria went down to the shore to take the basket. 
When Bargum saw her, he said: "My goodness! When she stayed with me, she was an old 
woman. But then she comes here and she is a young woman again, how does that come?". 
Anger was aroused in Bargum and he thought: "Just wait! I'll take you back!". He was 
angry with Sani, his friend, and thought: "She can't stay with you! What kind of character 
are you? You cheated me, took her away from me. Now she is young again and I'm living 
alone (without a wife)". Bargum was really angry with Sani and called him 'bugger-man'. 

Bargum had his worrying thoughts, took no food, would say no word. His concern was 
how to take Daria back to his place. Then Bargum said to the people, "I want to go back!". 
But Sani replied, "Wait till tomorrow, tomorrow you can go". 

The Manam people made everything ready; food, pigs, chestnuts. They filled baskets 
with them. They gave them to the Mambuans and said, "Alright, now we bring you to the 
canoes". The Manam carried pigs and baskets of food down to the canoes. 

Sani sent Daria down with a basket for Bargum. Standing on his canoe, Bargum thought, 
"Now I'll take this basket and grab you with it". Daria arrived and said, "Hey friend, take 
your basket!". Bargum said, "Come closer, come close to the canoe!". Daria went and 
reached the basket with her hands. Bargum held the basket but also the hand of Daria, 
pulling her onto the canoe. To his brothers he shouted: "Paddle! Why do you just sit down? 
Come on, paddle, hurry up!". But the Manam had seen it and shouted: "My goodness! 
They take the woman; Daria goes now. Why did you come to take her away? You ruined 
her and here she became healthy again. And now you take her again. You buggers, you!". 
Further they said, "Let's go and fight with them, throw her in the water!". The Manam 
grabbed for stones, to throw them, but it was in vain. Then the Manam pushed their canoe 
into the sea, paddled and went aboard the canoe of the Mambuans. 

Some Manam held one arm of Daria; others fought, others paddled. The Manam pulled at 
one arm of Daria, the Mambuans at the other. They pulled and pulled and tore out Daria's 
arms. The body of Daria fell into the sea turning into stones. The stones are still there in the 
sea at the peninsula at Dugulava. 

2.7 THE LIFE CYCLE OF DARIA 

ORIGIN: Daria originates from a snake; she is of unnatural or supernatural origin. 

PHASE A: Daria is taken of her own want or against her will into the village and married. 
She gives birth to a child. In Phase A of her life, Daria lives an uneventful, ordinary human 
life. But the drama unfolds when her snake-mother is killed. The people do not know that 
her mother is a snake and should not be killed. Daria doesn't inform or forewarn them, thus 
provoking the tragic death of her mother. When that happens, she is overcome with grief, 
knowing she will have to kill her own child. Depending on the details given in variants, or 
the understanding of the reader, Daria might be judged as a cruelly murdering woman, who 
kills her own child in revenge for the death of her mother. But most of the variants give 
enough detail: that fate overpowers her and to her own grievance she has to kill her own 
child. 
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PHASE B: Daria doesn't become a vengeful woman or sorceress, but a powerful, self- 
assured woman, warding off unwanted men, pursuing her aim, the man Kamadong at Awar. 
She has to depart from her place of marriage and becomes a hero who improves the cultural 
condition of humanity and corrects the landscapes. Creative elements such as marking the 
tides, teaching the woman to give birth are retained from an unknown myth of creation. On 
her journey from the western end of the Murik Lakes to Kamadong at the peninsula at Awar, 
she dresses as a man to cheat the men, but instructs the women on how to give birth the 
natural way and makes the rivers with high and low tide at the sea. Other activities, 
seemingly of minor importance, are added in some variants. 

Daria aims to meet Kamadong, living by himself at the peninsula at Awar in wilderness 
but also in an unfinished or imperfect human body. Daria straightens up Kamadong's body 
and also his cultural setting. Kamadong is seduced to an island by fish-women, but is able 
to return with the help of a spirit. Daria is upset about his prolonged absence and departs 
from Kamadong. 

No mention is made that humanity in general benefits from her work for and on 
Kamadong, and one wonders what the traditional meaning of this episode could be. It is 
likely to be the inclusion of another, unrecorded myth. 

The end of the Daria myth is ambiguous. The myth ends after Kamadong returns and 
Da5a has departed from the Awar language area.' The Awar and Monumbo variants add the 
teaching on giving birth after her departure from Kamadong at the peninsula at Awar. The 
myth was given only occasionally and in incomplete form east of the Awar language area, 
joined with the food-tree myth. (See Holtker 1965:72). 

2.8 THE SOURCES 

Gehberger (1950:328-331) published the first and the only available variant of the Daria 
myth collected west of the Murik Lakes in the Samap Village. Gehberger also gives details 
on where Daria originated, that is at Boim, west of present-day Kaup settlements, and later 
(in Phase B) she moves eastwards as in all other variants. 

Holtker (1965:72-77) published a variant of the Monumbo people or of the Ambu village, 
located at the eastern end of the Monumbo-speaking villages. This variant is fragmentary 
and extended by the Pakei or food-tree myth. The teaching for mothers on giving birth is 
given after Daria had departed from Kamadong but was still in the Awar language area 

Another variant published by Holtker (1967:331-338) can be assumed to be of the Mu& 
Lakes because of the details given about the location. The lack of information about the story 
tellers makes it uncertain as to which of the stories in this publication are truly of the Mu& 
Lakes. 

Besides the Tok Pisin text materials, unpublished sources were available from Watarn, 
Kaian, Awar villages and Bosmun and Monumbo language areas. 

Worthy of special attention is Tamoana's (1977) variant, since the writer is a native of the 
Murik Lakes. Differences in details have to be expected and one can argue which one is 
more original or more organic in the legend. The girl Daria is caught because she is out of 
breath and strength. This is a stripping from the legend of the wondrous, the miraculous. 
Apparently the writer is not aware that he destroys the fairytale character of the myth. In 
most of the variants the bad-legged boy captures Daria, not because of his physical strength 
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but because of being bad-legged, handicapped. The weak, not the strong, becomes 
successful and victorious, a thought expressed in many variations in Papua New Guinea 
legends and also in myths and fairytales around the world. 

Only this variant has Daria originate in Karoam (Karau island, see Holtker 1967:335, 
village map), but Daria starts her Phase B in Kaup in the settlement Bwaim (Boarnin), the 
westemmost settlement of Kaup (Tamoana 1977:22). Only in Tamoana's variant does Daria 
move first west and then east towards Awar in the Madang Province as in the other known 
variants. Mythological happenings are thought to have occurred outside of present-day 
inhabited areas. 

To most of the village names, the noun mot, meaning 'man, male, human', is added, 
except Tamoana's own village, Darapap (Darpoap) (compare village map in Holtker 
1967:335). Tamoana illustrates the role the Daria myth plays in social and religious life in 
contemporary times - a rare case of presenting a legend with its social implications and 
religious practices. But one wonders how old the tradition is and how the practices emerge 
from the myth itself. Creation, cultural innovation is achieved through death - and in this 
case through a double killing - a frequently recurring thought in Papua New Guinea myths. 
The myth of Daria is a myth of creation and cultural innovation or historically the myth of an 
immigrating population with superior culture to a population of an inferior culture, that is 
Austronesian immigration into Non-Austronesian, regions. 

The Raun Raun Theatre of Papua New Guinea (Murphy n.d.) used the Daria (Jari) myth 
for their performances. One highly appreciates the attempt to present "Papua New Guinea 
culture in a contemporary setting and within the discipline of the modem Theatre". The myth 
is a rare case in its documentation in various times and locations and invites further research 
and observation. But one wonders what and how much of the original myth the Raun Raun 
Theatre has in fact retained and to what extent the claim made is m e :  to present genuine 
Papua New Guinea culture and thought. The human life cycle is artificially imposed onto the 
legend. 
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DON LAY COCK, SKEPTIC 

SIMON BROWN AND COLIN GROVES 

Besides his work in linguistics, Don Laycock gained a considerable reputation in the 
world outside academia for what one might call his sceptical approach to life. In the five 
years before his death, he was a leading member of the Canberra Skeptics (the A.C.T. 
branch of the Australian Skeptics), and became a committee member - his speciality was, of 
course, the bibliography of pseudoscience and the paranormal, but other Skeptics very often 
did not have to consult his enormous library, for much of it was already in Don's head. 
Ask, and he would tell you: What exactly had Von Daniken claimed for the Wondjina 
paintings? Which Greek philosopher was it that had published a critique of the prophecies of 
Daniel? Who had first used runes for divination? His delighted chuckles, as he launched 
into a discourse on the origin of Tarot, his particular speciality, were infectious, and often a 
large discussion group from neighbouring tables of the Australian National University staff 
club, or whatever the venue, would gather round. Finally Don would produce a Tarot pack 
and give readings. 

His approach was characterised by a broad sense of humour which delighted his fellow 
Skeptics as much as his biting wit dismayed the targets of his critical intelligence. .,... .. 

It may not be well known that Don was internationally renowned as an expert on games, 
especially word games; this too was reflected in some of his work for the Skeptics. 

Perhaps the best mbute we can pay him is to let his writing speak for itself. About three 
months before his death he conceived the idea of a small booklet, intended to be deliberately 
inexpensive in order to achieve as wide a circulation as possible, and written in an easy, clear 
style for the layperson, explaining just what is unacceptable about the paranormal and 
pseudoscience. He laid aside the novel on which he was working in order to arrange and 
edit this project. He did not live to see its publication; three fellow Skeptics completed the 
work, and Skeptical was published at Easter, 1989. He had intended to contribute more 
writing to it than proved possible: articles on glossolalia ('speaking in tongues') and runes 
were among those he had planned. But his contributions on Numerology p d  Tarot are 
concise yet informative, and illustrate precisely why Don was unique. 
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papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock 569-573. 
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NUMEROLOGY 

Do numbers control our lives? Well, yes, in a way. We constantly have to deal with 
telephone numbers, car registration numbers, bank account numbers; we have to remember 
birthdays and dates in history. And we may take a ticket in the lottery or Lotto, hoping our 
"lucky numbers will come up". But do we have lucky numbers that somehow relate to us as 
individuals? If we have, then we share every one of the ten digits from 0 to 9 with some 500 
million other people on this planet. Even a set of four single digit numbers is shared with 20 
million others -hardly an individual destiny. 

Numerologists claim their study to be ancient. Certainly there are ancient occult, religious 
and mytholological associations of numbers: seven colours in the spectrum of visible light, 
four cardinal points, three persons of the Trinity, and so on. But it is obvious that there must 
be some number of visible colours in a rainbow, and if there were nine, then numerologists 
would invent a plausible explanation for just why that number occurred 

Numerological systems usually convert names or birthdates to numbers (usually single 
digit) in a number of arbitrary ways. The translation of alphabetic letters into numbers dates 
back to the fact that, before the introduction of Indian (Arabic) numerals into western 
European languages after the thirteenth century, ancient languages had no separate means of 
indicating numerals. The ancient Greeks were the first to use their alphabetic letters as 
numbers. There grew up a whole series of occult systems (Gematria, Qabbalah) for 
translating letters into numbers and vice versa. But the tradition was broken with the Latin 
alphabet, which used only some letters as numbers (the familiar Roman numerals 
MDCLXVI). This means that English, along with all languages that use the Latin alphabet, 
has no ancient traditional association of letters with numbers. Numerologists have had to 
invent systems - often, but not always, based on the ancient Greek and Hebrew systems. 
One such invention for English is the so-called "Pythagorean" system, which simply writes 
out the alphabet in three lines: 

1  2  3 4 5 6  7  8  9 
A B  C D E F G H I  
J K L M N O P Q R  
S T U V W X  Y Z  

This can hardly have been used by Pythagoras, writing in ancient Greek, with no 
knowledge of the Latin alphabet The "Chaldean" system, claimed to be older, can be set out 
as follows: 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8  
A B  C,G D E,H - F,P 
I,J,Y K L M  N  0 - 

Q R  S T X U,V,W Z 

This is simply a crude attempt to convert Hebrew numerical equivalents into English 
letters. Sounds not fully distinguished in Latin (C,G; I,J,Y; U,V,W) are lumped together; F 
and P occur together because they are written with the same letter in Hebrew; E and H are 
together because the Semitic letter for H was adopted for the vowel E in Greek. The number 
9 is omitted, not for any occult reason, but because the Hebrew letters at that point (teth and 
tsadd~] have no English equivalents. The connection with English is nil; one might as well 
assign numbers to the alphabet from a table of random numbers. 
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Why then do some people report considerable success with their "lucky" numbers? Partly 
because chance alone will ensure that some numbers will seem to work with some people, 
partly because predictions tend to be self-fulfilling - if a number has been brought to our 
attention, we become conscious of it every time it turns up. Readers of The Hitchhikers 
Guide to the Galaxy may like to recall how often, after reading the book, they ran into the 
number 42, which featured as the computer's answer to the riddle of life, the universe, and 
everything. 

Whatever the method, professional numerologists make money from providing people 
with lists of numbers. Some of these, as we have seen, will work; but the numerologist, 
having pocketed the money, need not be concerned about the failures. There are no 
guarantees, no refunds. It is an even more effective version of the tipster's technique of 
selling different people the name of every horse in a race, and offering to refund the money if 
the horse does not win. There are enough people who win to make the enterprise profitable. 
Skeptics, however, will give you numbers for nothing. We predict, for instance, that the 
number 27 will play a significant part in your life in the next few weeks or months. And 
whether it does or not, we don't want to hear about it - just like the professional 
numerologist. 

D.C.L. 

TAROT CARDS 

Tarot cards, in the middle of the twentieth century, have achieved a vogue for use in 
character reading and prediction, with a mystical reputation that is wholly undeserved. 

The first playing cards of any kind entered Europe, via Italy, in the last third of the 
fourteenth century, from Mameluk Egypt, with suits of Scimitars, Polo Sticks, Cups and 
Coins. These suit designs repidly evolved into the basic "Latin" suits of Swords, Staves 
(Wands), Cups and Coins, which are still in use in traditional Italian and Spanish packs, and 
which are the most usual suits in Tarot packs. Around 1435, some 60 years after playing 
cards had become popular in southern Europe, there arose a variant pack with an extra court 
card, and with 22 Tarot trumps (the "Major Arcana" of occultists), representing common 
mediaeval and Renaissance themes such as Death and the Devil, Justice and Temperance, the 
Sun, the Moon, and the Stars. The cards were invented for the game of Tarots, which still 
survives in Italy, France, Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia. The place of 
this invention was probably the court of Ferrara, in Italy, although the game was popular 
very early among aristocratic circles in Milan, Bologna and Florence. The origin of Tarot 
cards, therefore, is no more exotic than the origin of the game of Canasta. 

For over 300 years after their invention, Tarot cards were assigned no occult significance 
whatever. In the meantime, ordinary playing cards developed away from Tarot cards with 
the introduction of new suit symbols - from 1480, the French simplification into Hearts, 
Spades, Clubs and Diamonds, which soon became universal. Millions of card players 
around the world today have never seen any playing cards with suits other than these. 

By the end of the eighteenth century, the Latin-suited cards were already so unfamiliar in 
Paris that Tarot packs like the Marseilles Tarot were looked on as something completely 
exotic. Around that time, a French writer, Count de Gtbelin, concocted a fantastic tale that is 
the basis of most occult claims about Tarot cards today. According to his work Le Monde 
Primitif (1773-1782), the Tarot trumps derived from the religious murals of some ancient 
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Egyptian temple. With the decline of the Egyptian civilisation, the priests had cunningly 
copied the murals as a pack of playing cards, reasoning that their mysteries would survive if 
disguised as a gambling game. The preservers of the cards were supposed to be the gypsies 
- a view that rests on an old confusion of "gypsies" and "Egyptians". (In fact, gypsies, who 
originated from India, did not enter Europe, via Asia Minor, until well after ordinary playing 
cards were established in Europe, and had little association with Tarot cards before the 
twentieth century.) 

De GCbelin's book coincided with a Parisian vogue for fortune-telling with ordinary 
playing cards, which was successfully exploited by a cartomancer named Alliette, who as 
"Eteilla" read the destinies of delighted Parisian ladies with his own set (1783) of colourful 
pictures based on the Tarot - the first of many Tarot packs produced arbitrarily for fortune- 
telling, meditation or simply money. 

The occult fantasy was taken further by the French occultist Alphonse-Louis Constant 
(1810-1875), trading as "Eliphas Lev?'; and this "ancient" tradition (now some 70 years old) 
was picked up and elaborated by further French and British occultists later in the century. 
Two of the founders of the magical Order of the Golden Dawn in 1885, W.W. Westcott and 
S.L. Macgregor Mathers, created most of the now "accepted" correspondence between Tarot 
cards and unrelated systems like astrology and the Qabbalah, as well as probably inventing 
the "ancient Celtic ten-card spread" method of divination currently popular with clairvoyants. 

In the next decades there was a spate of new "occult" or "esoteric" Tarots such as those of 
Oswald Wirth (1889, revised 1927), Gerard Encausse (Papus - 1909), Aleister Crowley 
(Book of Thoth - 1944), Paul Foster Case (Builders of the Adytum - 1931), C.C. Zain 
(Egyptian - 1936). Most influential of all, however, was the Waite-Rider pack (1910), 
designed by Arthur Edward Waite, a minor member of the Golden Dawn, and painted in bad 
art nouveau by an equally minor artist called Pamela Colman-Smith. This pack popularised 
the term Pentacles for the Coins suit, and the English names for the Tarot trumps, especially 
The Hierophant for The Pope, and The High Priestess for The Popess. It also reintroduced 
the idea - forgotten since Eteilla - of putting symbolic pictures on the ordinary suit cards 
which make up the bulk of a Tarot pack. Other subtle changes include numbering The Fool 
as 0 ,  and interchanging the order of Trumps VIII and XI (Strength and Justice). Such 
details allow connoisseurs to identify late occult packs (such as the Royal Fez Moroccan 
Tarot of the 1960s, claimed to derive from ninth century designs preserved in Morocco!) as 
being direct cribs from the Waite-Rider pack. 

Meanwhile, the traditional "game playing" Tarot packs continued to be produced by card 
manufacturers ignorant of the occult revival, such as the Tarot de Besangon (in which the 
cards representing The Pope and The Popess were changed in the seventeenth century to 
Jupiter and Juno, in defence to religious sensibilities), and the Italian Tarots of Bologna, 
Piedmont and Sicily. Elsewhere in Europe, the 22 trumps of game playing packs became 
charming nineteenth century vignettes of hunting and drawing room scenes (Tarock packs) 
or animals (Cego packs). For playing the game of Tarot, there is no need for any symbolism 
at all; all that is required is a set of cards numbered from 1 to 21, plus an unnumbered card 
(The Fool). 

The big change came in 1960, when University Books (New York) released the first 
widely available version of the Waite-Rider Tarot. The pack became popular with the 60s 
generation, and anything to do with Tarot was a commercial success. The Crowley Book of 
Thoth was released in 1969, at about the same time, predictably enough, as the "New Tarot 
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for the Aquarian Age" (1968), and the Aquarian Tarot (1970: a Waite-Rider crib). Since that 
time, Tarot packs have proliferated out of all reason. "Tarot" cards have been created from 
areas that were never part of the Tarot tradition: a "Spanish" tarot, a Japanese "Ukiyoe" tarot, 
a "Tantric" tarot, a "Native American" tarot, and dozens more. Since the Golden Dawn was 
still a name to conjure with, a "Golden Dawn" pack was cobbled together in about 1977, 
followed in 1980 by a "Hermetic" pack, supposedly incorporating the same occult mysteries. 
There has been the "Fergus Hall Tarot of the Witches" (featured in a James Bond film), an 
"Eastern" pack, a "Meditation" pack and a "Pop/Rock" pack. 

What we have, then, is a commercial creation of meaningless sets of pretty pictures. To 
believe that such arbitrary symbols could bear any more relation to anyone's life than any 
other sets of pictures, such as postage stamps or cigarette cards, requires a very fertile, and a 
very credulous, imagination. 

D.C.L. 





THE TAROT AND THE OCCULT 

MICHAEL DLJh4MEl'T 

Ninety per cent of people, throughout the world, who have so much as heard of Tarot 
cards, will, when they are mentioned, say something like, "They were invented for fortune- 
telling, weren't they?" The short answer to this is, "No, they weren't". A more detailed 
answer requires us to draw several distinctions. 

The Tarot pack, in its archetypal form, is the result of adding, to an ordinary pack of 
playing cards, twenty-two picture cards not belonging to any suit. This is not obvious to 
people in English-speaking countries, chiefly because the suit-signs are different from those 
with which we are familiar, and are differently arranged on the cards. The suits are those of 
Swords, Batons, Cups and Coins. The court figures hold their suit-signs in their hands. On 
the numeral cards, the Swords and Batons extend the whole length of each card, and are 
interlaced; the Batons slope in opposite diagonal directions to form a trellis pattern, the 
Swords are curved and face opposite ways so as to intersect twice. It is natural to suppose 
these suit-signs to be peculiar to the Tarot pack, but they are not so at all. They were the 
suit-signs used originally on all European playing cards, being derived from those first 
introduced into Europe from the Islamic world in the late fourteenth century; they are used to 
this day, for ordinary playing cards, in Spain, many parts of Italy and elsewhere. Their 
arrangement, on Tarot cards, is characteristically Italian, and can still be seen on the ordinary 
playing cards of Venice, Trent and other regions of Italy. The suit-signs familiar to us were 
invented in France at least three decades after the Tarot pack came into being. 

The court cards of the Tarot pack do differ from those of ordinary packs in that there are 
four of them in each suit - King, Queen, Knight and Jack. The supposition that the Knight 
is special to the Tarot pack is wrong. It is the Queen who is the intruder: ordinary Italian and 
Spanish packs have three male court figures - King, Knight and Jack. Ordinary packs with 
Queens added to make four court cards per suit were common in Germany in the fifteenth 
century, but there is only uncertain evidence that this form was known in Italy. Despite this, 
Italian writers of the time never singled out the presence of the Queen as distinctive of the 
Tarot pack. For them, there were just two main types of playing-card pack: with and without 
the twenty-two extra cards called tarocchior trionfi. 

Many scholars have maintained, and still maintain, that the twenty-two trionfi, with their 
images of the Virtues, the Wheel of Fortune, Death, the Devil, the Moon, the Sun, the Angel 
and so forth, originally existed as a separate set, and were only later conjoined to ordinary 
playing cards to form the composite Tarot pack as we know it. This is a perfectly possible 
theory: but it should be stressed that it is mere speculation - virtually no evidence exists for it 
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at all. If the theory is accepted, we have the first of our required distinctions: when people 
speak of the invention of Tarot cards, are they referring to the devising of the twenty-two 
trionfi, or to the subsequent formation of the composite pack? The origins of both are to be 
traced to the courts of northern Italy in the first half of the fifteenth century - almost certainly 
to that either of Milan or of Ferrara. The rulers of those cities had the extravagant habit of 
using sumptuous hand-painted playing cards: only they, therefore, could afford to have cards 
made for them with special non-standard designs. All the earliest Tarot cards are hand- 
painted ones, all from composite packs; the very earliest of all that survive to us were made 
for the Milanese court in about 1442, the year of the first mention of such cards in the 
account-books of the court of Ferrara. Recent researches indicate that their origins may go 
back as early as the second decade of the century. 

The extensive documentary references from 1450 up to the end of the sixteenth century 
associate the composite pack with one type of use only - to play a special kind of trick-taking 
game. In this, the trionfi (all save one) played the role of permanent trumps (the English 
word 'trump' is actually derived from the Italian one): a player must follow suit if he can, 
and must (if he can) play a trump when a trump is led and whenever he cannot follow suit. 
A trick is won by the highest trump played to it, or, when there is none, by the highest card 
of the suit led; the trumps (frionfi) had a fixed conventional order, though this varied from 
one locality to another. The exceptional card was the Fool or Matto. This had no power to 
win a trick, but could be played at any point chosen by the player holding it, who was thus 
excused from following suit or playing a trump. In the later fifteenth century, cheap Tarot 
packs, printed, like other cards, from wood blocks, began to appear: the game had spread 
from the exalted circles of the courts to less opulent ranks of society. Indeed, in the sixteenth 
century, the nobility gave up using hand-painted cards in favour of the common printed ones 
used by everybody else. 

The documentary sources indicate no other use than play for the composite Tarot pack; but 
allusions to the trionfi, having nothing to do with the game, were frequent in Italian 
literature. These often took the form of tarocchiappropriati: verses in each of which one of 
the trionfi was assigned to one of a set of twenty-two individuals - often ladies at a court - 
who was described by some conceit involving the subject of that trionfo. In these, no 
esoteric significance is ascribed to the card; only its obvious subject, such as Temperance or 
the Moon, is cited. As for the game, it spread, with the cards used to play it, to France and 
Switzerland in the early sixteenth century, to Germany in the seventeenth, and eventually 
over most of Europe save Britain and the Iberian peninsula; as it spread, it evolved into 
multifarious divergent versions. We can say with virtual certainty that, from its origins until 
after 1700, no-one ever thought of using the composite Tarot pack for any other purpose 
than card play. 

This may not apply to the use made of the independent set of twenty-two trionfi, if, 
indeed, any such set ever existed. If it did, it could not have been used for a game in any 
way resembling that which the composite pack was later used to play, and it may not have 
been used for a game at all. The iconography of a set of cards is often no guide to its use. 
The Indian Dasavatara pack is replete with imagery relating to the ten incarnations of Vishnu; 
but it is used only to play a card game unconnected with the Hindu religion. Was the twenty- 
two-card pack, if it ever existed, used for occult purposes? Whether or not they originally 
formed an independent pack, did the trionfi contain occult symbolism? 
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The Renaissance was the heyday of the occult sciences: it is intrinsically plausible that 
there should be occult symbolism underlying the trionfi images. If so, it was very well 
hidden, and had been quite forgotten by the end of the fifteenth century: preachers and 
satirists who would certainly have alluded to it to denounce or mock the game appear 
oblivious of it. Intrinsic plausibility is an insufficient ground for assertion, however: only a 
convincing interpretation, drawing only on what was known to Italians of the early fifteenth 
century, can justify attributing an esoteric meaning to what, on their face, appear to be 
images whose exoteric meaning would have been evident to any contemporary. 

As for the hypothetical independent pack containing only the trionfi, the only possible 
reference to such a thing comes from a dubious source - Teofilo Folengo's extraordinary 
work I1 Caos di Triperuno. In one passage of that, five people go into a room and find a set 
of m'onfi, which four of them divide at random between them; the fifth then composes, for 
each, a sonnet describing his or her character on the basis of the cards he or she has picked. 
Whether this reflects a parlour entertainment in common use, or was a mere literary device of 
Folengo's, it is hard to say. Here again, it is only to the obvious meanings of the trionfi that 
the sonnets appeal: no esoteric symbolism, and no systematic method of reading the cards, 
plays any part. 

Occult symbolism may have originally lain behind the imagery; a divinatory or other 
occult use may have been made of the independent set of m-onfi, if there ever was such a set. 
We cannot deny it: we simply have no evidence 'for it. What is certain is that, by 1450, the 
Tarot pack, in its composite form, was seen by all as simply the instrument of a skilled and 
entertaining game. One or two Italian writers attempted, with little success, to make 
systematic sense of the symbolism of the m'onfi, as ordered in sequence, without invoking 
the occult; many more simply used them light-heartedly as a source of poetic imagery. All 
alike, Italian, Swiss, French or German, would have been astonished at that association of 
them with magic that we nowadays take for granted. 

The association stems from eighteenth-century France; and here again we need a 
distinction between the serious magician and the fortune-teller. A fortune-teller is either a 
professional, frequented by people with little more than a half-ashamed credulity; or an 
amateur, carrying out the operation in his own home, perhaps with a fractional belief in its 
efficacy, perhaps for mere amusement. For a serious magician, divination of the future is 
but one ability conferred by the art of magic, and the least worthy of respect. Like all 
magical operations, it can be canied out effectively only by one who has laboriously 
mastered an entire complex magical theory, and has subjected himself to the prolonged 
discipline of a dedicated way of life. The magician despises the fortune-teller for his 
venality, if a professional, or his frivolity, if an amateur. The outsider, however, draws no 
distinction between the magician and the fortune-teller. For him, divinati6n is the one 
magical feat of which he has any expectation that it will work; and for this reason, the 
magician profits from any enhanced credence in the art of magic aroused by supposed 
successes of the fortune-teller. 

Tarot cards continue to be used to this day, in many countries, to play one or another 
variation of the game for which the pack was invented; but, except in France, the game is 
everywhere in decline. By contrast, divinatory and magical uses of them display a growth 
rate that has scarcely faltered since these practices began. The cartomancers and occultists 
have engaged in such successful propaganda that they have persuaded almost everyone of a 
totally baseless account of the origin and history of the cards. This annexation of the Tarot 
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pack originated in the second half of the eighteenth century; its history exhibits an oscillation 
between fortune-telling and high magic that vividly illustrates their symbiosis. Fortune- 
telling with playing cards of any kind did not begin until the eighteenth century was well 
under way; the use of Tarot cards for this purpose seems first to have been practised in 
Bologna. It developed independently and a little later in France, where the game and the 
cards were still well known in eastern parts of the country, but had been forgotten in the rest 
of it, including Paris. This earliest, non-prominent cartomantic use of the Tarot pack lacked 
all serious pretensions, and was a mere recreation to which no real credence can have been 
given. 

A great resurgence of occultism occurred in the late eighteenth century, however; newly- 
founded secret orders transmitted to their initiates a wide variety of illuminist and magical 
notions. It seems to have been among these that fantastic speculations about the origins of 
Tarot cards sprang up. They were ascribed an origin in ancient Egypt, as images designed 
by priests to encapsulate their religious doctrines, and thought to have been preserved 
through the centuries by being simplemindedly mistaken for mere instruments of play. 
These theories were expounded in print in 178 1 by a Protestant savant, Antoine Court de 
GCbelin, who was soaked in the esoteric lore of his day. Within two years, they were put to 
enthusiastic use by Jean-Baptiste Alliette, who, under the name Etteilla, practised as a 
professional fortune-teller. Henceforward, Etteilla used Tarot cards, which he called 'the 
book of Thoth', as his principal instrument of divination. He poured forth a cascade of 
turgid and disorganised compositions concerning it, which persuaded at least some members 
of the occult societies to value him as a serious theorist of magic, rather than a mere 
professional cartomancer. 

Etteilla began the tradition of 'rectifying' the traditional designs of Tarot cards in 
accordance with what he baselessly surmised to have been their original forms. He changed 
the subjects of some of the trump cards, and completely altered their order, issuing a pack for 
sale redesigned on this basis. Etteilla's pack had numerous descendants, principally in 
France, down to the late nineteenth century, each diverging ever further from the traditional 
Tarot pack, still used for play, until it became hard to spot the relationship between them. In 
the process, the pretensions of those who wrote manuals explaining how to foretell the future 
by means of these cards steadily dwindled, until they were frankly advertised as a mere 
recreation, with no real power to draw aside the veil. 

Had it not been for the remarkable figure of Alphonse-Louis Constant, who, in the mid- 
nineteenth century, under the pen-name of ~ l i ~ h a s  LCvi, once more revived the almost 
moribund occultist tradition, probably only the devotees of the game would have heard of the 
Tarot pack today. LCvi had no regard for secret orders; his professed aim was to lay bare in 
his books all the secrets of high magic. His cloudy doctrine drew from th6 well-known 
sources of Western occultism, to which, however, he added a new one: the Tarot. Despite 
the wayward speculations of de GCbelin, no-one before had had the idea of making a pack of 
cards one of the primary sources of magical theory and symbolism; but E v i  was the channel 
through which flowed the entire stream of the European tradition of magic, of which the 
Tarot was henceforward to be an integral part. For E v i ,  the predictive power of Tarot cards 
was an authentic but trifling feature: their true significance lay in their contribution to the 
symbolism of magical ritual and thereby the content of magical doctrine. The integration of 
the Tarot with the existing constituents of traditional occultism was principally accomplished 
by intertwining it with the Cabala, in particular by associating the trump cards with the 
twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet. If there was any esoteric symbolism in the 
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original Tarot designs, it certainly was not this, since the Cabala fust became known outside 
Jewish circles decades after Tarot cards were invented. LCvi's disquisitions on the Tarot in 
fact display total ignorance of the ascertainable facts of their history. He repudiated Etteilla's 
productions, and reverted to the traditional Tarot designs as known in France. He could not 
wholly resist the temptation to 'rectify' but he yielded to it far less completely than had 
Etteilla, and never issued a corrected pack of his own. 

LCvi's work bore posthumous fruit in the last two decades of the century, when a whole 
new rash of secret orders sprang up, whose members had learned their magical theory from 
him. Of these, by far the most successful was a British one, the Hermetic Order of the 
Golden Dawn: for the fust time after a century, occultist interpretations of the Tarot took fm 
root outside France. To belong to the Golden Dawn was an intensely exciting experience. It 
possessed documents authenticating it as a lineal descendant of the original Brotherhood of 
the Rosy Cross, and an ancient manuscript in cipher detailing magical rites and secret 
traditions. Initiates passed through a series of degrees, to attain each of which they had to 
master ever more advanced magical theory and techniques, and into which they were 
received by impressive ceremonies. They could not doubt themselves the possessors of an 
age-old secret wisdom confemng on them rare magical powers; and into all this the Tarot, 
along with much else, was inexmcably woven. 

The Golden Dawn lasted only twelve years before being struck by a series of disasters. 
The first of these was the revelation that their f&unding documents, the cipher manuscript 
included, were forgeries. Few accepted this; but deep doubts were sown. The Order 
suffered schism after schism; and then a former member, the notorious Aleister Crowley, 
dealt one more grievous blow by publishing the Order's secret rituals and books of magical 
instruction. 

One might have expected this to be the coup de grice to the various groups each claiming 
to be the true successor to the Golden Dawn. If the Order's secrets had been concocted by 
charlatans rather than handed down through generation after generation of initiates, and if 
those secrets were in any case no longer secret, what point remained in belonging to a secret 
order? The entire claim to possession of knowledge hidden from the multitude rested upon 
the supposed transmission of a lore deriving from sages of antiquity; if that was spurious, 
the claim was void. The Golden Dawn synthesis was too satisfying, however, to be 
abandoned: the orders practising Western magic did not die out, but simply presented 
themselves in a new way. The principal architect of the change was Violet Mary Furth, who 
called herself Dion Fortune. She declared her hostility to the inherited discipline of secrecy, 
and commended Crowley and Israel Regardie for publishing the Golden Dawn texts. 
Instead, she brought into prominence the notion of spiritual contact with Masters - human 
adepts who had passed into a transcendent mode of being. This idea, idapted from 
Freemasonry, had been one of the beliefs of the Golden Dawn; but in it such contact had 
been reserved for the Chiefs of the Order. Now it was to be the aim of all practitioners of 
magic; it served as a very satisfactory substitute for the discredited contact through tradition 
with the ancients. 

The profanation of the secrets brought about a new relationship between adepts and the 
general public. The uninitiated had previously had no claim to know anything of the Order's 
teaching, and the initiates would violate their oaths of secrecy by revealing it. Tarot cards, 
for instance, had not been secret in themselves, but the Golden Dawn had professed to 
possess many secrets concerning them: what need could the public have of them, when it did 
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not know how to interpret them? But now the secrets were revealed, they could be 
publicised, in the hope of arousing an interest in magic. So it was that, just at the moment 
when Crowley was laying bare the teaching of the Golden Dawn, A. E. Waite, another 
Golden Dawn member, published the first and most celebrated of all cartomantic Tarot 
packs, accompanying it with a pamphlet replete with references to a 'secret tradition' of the 
Tarot which honour forbade him to reveal. Waite could not offer his pack to the public as an 
adjunct to magical ritual or an illustration of magical theory: though loftily deprecating the 
necessity, he could present it only as an instrument of divination, of which his pamphlet 
expounded the technique. 

The period after the First World War saw Tarot occultism take root in Italy, in Germany 
and, above all, in the United States, where it was principally propagated by men like Paul 
Foster Case, founder of the Builders of the Adytum (BOTA), who had learned their magic in 
the first place from the Golden Dawn. BOTA is representative of the new brand of magical 
order that developed during this period in Britain and the United States, operating in part 
after the fashion of a correspondence school. Instruction in magical doctrine is imparted by 
such bodies through the post, on printed sheets; magic adopted the methods of business. 

Case followed Waite in issuing a Tarot pack of his own devising (executed by an artist, as 
Waite's had been); other American magi did the same. But the Tarot boom began only in the 
late 1960s, when the hippy culture blossomed. The youth culture ignored the organised 
coteries. Its adherents were not seeking instruition from anybody, and joined no school, 
sect or order: they were 'into' everything that ran counter to conventional science and 
conventional religion, and they made it their own, acknowledging no-one as wiser or more 
knowledgeable than themselves. Among the things they made their own was the Tarot, 
understood, of course, in rough accordance with the fantasies of the occultists. 

As the youth culture modulated into the New Age, commercial enterprises grabbed the 
opportunity to supply the counter-culture with what appealed to it. In Italy and the United 
States, a stream, swelling to a torrent, of newly designed Tarot packs aimed at this section of 
the public flooded the market, and shows no sign of abating; in America, U.S. Games 
Systems, Inc., established a near-monopoly and made a fortune. The hunger for 
'authenticity' gave place to an appetite for new interpretations of the traditional images; 
enthusiasts now collect the new packs in large numbers as they appear year by year. The 
emphasis has swung back from viewing the Tarot as a document of occult theory to using it 
for 'readings', not so much now for predicting the future as for heightening the consultant's 
self-awareness and prompting self-transfornation. Such readings may be carried out by 
professionals charging stiff fees, or by the consultant operating alone; salaried lecturers at 
institutes give instruction in the technique for doing this. De GCbelin's baseless historical 
speculations have in the course of two centuries evolved into a form of organiied alternative 
psychiatry. 

Don Laycock had closely studied this latest phase of what some of its devotees call 
'Tarotism'. He and I planned a joint book on the entire history of the purloining of the Tarot 
cards by the occultists. I was just about to send him a draft of some chapters of the book 
when I was shocked to receive a letter from him telling of his illness and saying that he could 
no longer work; I later learned, to my great sorrow, that, by the time I read it, he was already 
dead. I much regret that, if the book ever does appear, it will lack the contribution he would 
have made to a study of this particular human vagary. 



"I'LL MOCK YOU TO FINE DUST": 
ROTINESE LANGUAGE OF MOCKERY, ABUSE AND CURSING 

JAMES J. FOX 

... in bawdry, as in so many other things, there is nothing new under the sun - 
or under the moon either. (Laycock 1982:2) 

The language of mockery, abuse and cursing (dedeak a'ali-o'olek) is a recognised well- 
practiced form of speaking among the Rotinese. Indeed when I first took up residence on the 
island of Roti in 1965, knowledge of this form of speaking was considered so important an 
aspect of Rotinese culture that I was urged to,learn its essentials in my first lessons in 
Rotinese in order to be able to recognise when someone was speaking ill of me. 

There are two distinct forms of dedeak a'ali-o'olik : (1) mockery-abuse directed towards 
humans, and (2) mockery-abuse directed towards animals. Although there is an implicit 
relationship between these two forms, Rotinese distinguish between them. Mockery-abuse 
directed to humans consists of a range of possibilities. Under this single rubric are included 
elements of abuse and obscenity, fixed terms of mockery directed towards particular physical 
traits and disabilities as well as certain formulae for wishing ill upon a person, which might 
in some instances be described as cursing. 

This language of mockery-abuse-cursing is intended to 'pierce the heart' (natola ba-de'ek) 
and to 'arouse anger' (nafofoa nasak). When spoken in real anger, mockery-abuse may 
often come out as a jumble of phrases. As one Rotinese explained, the purpose is 'to mock 
one's opponent to fine dust'.' To do this requires a wide, though highly standardised, 
repertoire of expressions. 

l0n my first visit to Roti, my good friend, Jusuf Saduk, the master distiller of sweet lontar gin from Polo 
Bongo Hun (see photograph. Fox 1977:103). when severely provoked. turned upon his opponent and said: 
"Don't mess with me; I'll mock you to fine dust." Thereafter Pak Saduk became known by the nickname. 
'Fine Dust' (Dae Sopuk). It was partially while investigating the meaning of this curious name and drinking 
Dae Sopuk's gin that I persuaded various other Rotinese friends - J. Kiuk, Nggi Muloko. S. Adulandu, L.P. 
Foeh - to reveal some of the complexities of the language of Rotinese mockery, abuse and cursing. I am 
grateful to all of these Rotinese friends. Most of the notes that I wrote at the time of our conversations, 
however, remained untouched until I was given the opportunity of publishing a paper in honour of Don 
Laycock, a colleague of many years in the Research School of Pacific Studies. As an appropriate gesture. I 
would like to dedicate this paper to the memory of both Don Laycock and Dae Sopuk. 

Tom Dunon. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Luycock. 581-588. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
O James J. Fox 
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Some of the language of mockery-abuse is context specific. Certain terms and phrases 
can also be used jokingly towards friends as a form of endearment. The use of mockery- 
abuse towards humans is a feature of Rotinese interaction. It is common and by no means 
forbidden. The consequences of its use frequently lead to disputes that feed the court system 
on the island and maintain the possibilities of continuing litigation, which is a favoured 
pastime of the Rotinese. 

By contrast, the mockery-abuse of animals does not allow a range of possibilities. It 
consists largely of formulaic phrases of ill-intent directed towards specific domestic animals. 
It is considered grossly provocative, deadly in its effect, and is supposed to be strictly 
forbidden. 

In this paper, I shall be concerned exclusively with the language of mockery-abuse 
directed towards humans. This language is in itself a substantial subject and provides an 
essential prelude to any discussion of the mockery of animals. Much of the vocabulary of 
this language is crude and bawdy. It is indeed similar to bawdry in other cultures. Much of 
this abusive language relies, as in other cultures, on animal comparisons. The mention of 
certain animals, in particular formulae, constitutes the most abusive phrases in the entire 
repertoire of this form of speaking. The implications of these references are by no means 
transparent. In this paper, therefore, I propose to begin with the most crude and bawdy 
aspects of mockery-abuse and proceed to the more esoteric aspects of this form of speaking 
that involve animal comparisons and different inodes of cursing. It was Don Laycock's 
contention that language of this kind be documented as an important source of popular 
culture. It is in recognition of his efforts in this direction that I offer this short exploratory 
paper. 

2. ABUSE BY REFERENCE TO PARTS OF THE BODY 

2.1 GENITALIA 

In Rotinese, the term for vagina is tila; the term for penis, uti; the term for testicles is lase. 
Genital fluids are referred to as dodole (tila oek 'vagina fluid' or uti oek 'penis fluid') and the 
basic term for intercourse is de. With these essentials, it is possible to compose a series of 
abusive phrases directed at the parents of one's opponent. The mention of a mother's or 
father's genitalia is the crudest and most insulting form of abuse in Rotinese. To mention a 
father's or mother's name - rather than using such terms as 'your father' or 'your mother' - 
greatly increases the level of abuse. For this reason, these phrases are given in the third 
person singular form: [X's name ] hisher parent's . Some of the 
possibilities in this vein are as follows: 

[X's] 
1. inan tila-na 
2. aman uti-na 
3. inan tila de 'e-na 
4. aman uti kekelo-na 
5. inan tila bolo-na 
6. aman uti bolo-na 
7. inan tila isa-na 
8. aman uti isi-na 

X's mother's vagina 
X's father's penis 
X's mother's clitoris 
X's father's forepenis 
X's mother's vagina hole 
X's father's penis hole 
X's mother's vagina flesh 
X's father's penis flesh 
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9. inan tila dui-na X's mother's vagina bones 
10. aman uti dodole-na X's father's penis semen 

Not unexpectedly with these simple forms, it is possible to construct more complex forms 
as follows: 

1 1. inan tiJa bolo madema-na 
12. aman uti matua ina-na 
13. inan tila de'e pida-na 
14. m a n  uti bolo maloa-na 
15. inan tila isi bulu ta-na 
16. m a n  uti bulu ta-na 
17. inan tila kabo pulu-na 
18. m a n  uti kabo mamina 
1 9 .  inan tiJa kabo moe-na 
20. aman uti langa bongo-na 

X's mother's vagina deep hole 
X's father's huge penis 
X's mother's shrivelled clitoris 
X's father's wide penis hole 
X's mother's hairless vagina flesh 
X's father's hairless penis 
X's mother's vagina smells rotten 
X's father's penis smells oily 
X's mother's vagina smells of piss 
X's father's round penis 'head' 

These selected phrases by no means exhaust the possible range of variations that can be 
constructed along these lines. Other recognisable forms are even blunter especially when 
they employ verbs in reduplicated forms that imply continuous action: 

2 1. de ina ('deina ') fuck mother 
22. de ina makapopodo fuck mother ip and down 
23. sisika tila continually open the vagina 
24. makapoposukana continually masturbated 

Other phrases merely describe the genitalia: 

25. lase lonak hanging testicles 
26. lase de'e matua big balls 
27. tila nggeo black vagina 
28. uti mates limp penis 

The kelumpang tree (nitas: Sterculia foetida) has strong female associations for the 
Rotinese. In ritual language, it is paired with the dedap tree (delas: Erythina spp.) or with 
the coconut (no), both of which have female associations. The kelumpang produces round 
dark fruit that hang from the tree with lips half opened. The association with the vagina is 
made explicit in Rotinese obscenity. 

29. tiJa nita boak kelumpang fruit vagina 

2.2 OTHER BODY PARTS 

Insulting references are not confined to the genitalia nor necessarily directed towards the 
parents of an opponent. One singularly objectionable reference directed towards parents - 
particularly the father - involves the mention of skulls and bones. 

30. aman Janga so'e dui-na X's father's skull and bones 
3 1. ina ama Janga so'e-na father-mother's skull 
32. langa so'e dui-na skull and bones 

The Rotinese draw a distinction between flesh which is of maternal derivation and bones 
which are of paternal origin and are associated with one's genealogical name and spiritual 
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continuity (see Fox 1988, 1989). Thus the mere reference to these physical representations 
of one's spiritual continuity is the most directly insulting of phrases. 

Other abusive bodily references, most of which single out for mockery particular physical 
debilities, are the following: 

33. peli bolo arse hole 
34. peli nggeo black m e  
35. peli pida shrivelled m e  
36. su'u lonak hanging breasts 
37. ba'ulanga huge head ('fat head') 
38. langa kakaik long head 
39. pana kasuk flat nose 
40. pana kolok nasal one ('one who speaks through the nose') 
41. mata sikak open eyes ('wide-eyed') 
42. lesuhai hihingik short neck 
43. buku douk bent back 
44. bula kek moon-eyed ('wide-eyed') 
45. sedo eik shuffle foot 
46. tei bongok round stomach 
47. tei bolo-na stomach hole ('someone who likes to eat') 
48. tei sokak 'storage baskkt' stomach 
49. ei tafak ' sword'-foot 
50. nisi katobas 'stick-out' teeth ('buck-toothed') 
5 1. poke delek blind-eyed 
52. oda tong& jumng forehead 
53. lulanga katotok knock-kneed 
54. nisi pok toothless 
55. soko linok cross-eyed 
56. paketilak vagina deaf 
57. pake dolek totally deaf ('stone deaf') 
58. langa kaduak 'two-header' ('dense') 
59. langa keleok 'dizzy head' ('crazy') 
60. langa anin 'wind head' ('empty headed') 

Many of these terms can be used without necessarily being offensive. They can be used 
as nicknames or as terms of endearment among close friends. 

In addition, references to urine and excrement form an integral part of abusive language. 
The following are a few examples: 

61. tei dak bloody shiddiarrhoea 
62. moe ao piss-self 
63. tei ao shit-self 

Other phrases that refer to body parts but involve a direct or implicit comparison with 
animals are almost always abusive and are taken as particularly offensive. 

20da (or oda-rnafak) for 'forehead' is the Ba'a dialect equivalent of dedeikin Termanu dialect. Many of my 
notes on forms of abuse and mockery came from a Rotinese school teacher from Ba'a living in Termanu. 

* r 
d L 
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3. ABUSE BY COMPARISON WITH ANIMALS 

The following selection of expressions all have sexual connotations. 

64. bi'i tila 
65. ndala uti 
66. busa ina 
67. kapa mane 
68. kapa ina 

goat vagina ('small vagina') 
horse penis 
bitch 
male water buffalo ('bull') 
female water buffalo ('cow') 

There are many phrases in Rotinese that compare a woman to a cat. A man, for example, 
may refer to his wife as 'the cat in the loft' (rneo uma la). This is in contrast to a feral cat, 'a 
cat in the grass' (rneo nai na'u dale), a term used for a woman who is sexually promiscuous. 
Two terms of mockery-abuse used towards women are based on these associations: 

69. makete m w  
70. makamemeok 

burns like a cat 
continually 'caning' ('acting like a cat7) 

Probably the single most offensive phrase of abuse that one may utter is the seemingly 
simple phrase: 

7 1. Kapa ndala (Kap'ndala)! Buffalo horse! 

This formulaic phrase which is pronounced as, a single word, kap'ndala, has strong sexual 
overtones but also implies a confounding of gross animal sexuality. The phrase can only be 
used in abusive language directed towards adults. There is a similar formula that is used 
more often towards children than adults: 

72. Busa bafZ! Dog pig! 

On Roti, dogs and pigs are frequently seen playing together. Pigs seem to enjoy allowing 
dogs to nibble on their ruffs and the squealing-growling noise that the two animals make is 
the focus of this comparison. Busa bad may be used in exclamation towards children who 
are making too much noise. 

A milder formulaic exclamation used towards people who are making too much noise is: 

73. Manu ina katolos! Egg-laying hen(s)! 

Other direct animal comparison phrases are the following: 

74. kapa nisi buffalo teeth ('big toothed') 
75. mata bi'ik goat eyes 
76. tene busak dog-chest (narrow waist, wide chest) 
77. di'i-dok kapak buffalo-eared 
78. nggeo bafik pig black 
79. busa pila ma red-dogged (person with haemorrhoids) 
80. sosolu foek crocodile shins (person with white blotch 

marks on the shins) 

Reference to persons as specific animals is also abusive: 

8 1. bai'afa land lizard 
82. nggola-nggala fae lizard(s) 
83. kodonaok owl 
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The owl (kodonaok) is considered an ugly bird of ill omen. As a term of abuse, 
kodonaok may be used towards someone who has a goitre, someone who has a very short 
neck, or towards an ugly woman, following the expression: 'Her eyes are like an owl's, but 
her bridewealth was extraordinarily high!' (Mamata leo kodonaok tehu beli-na so-na ana 
sell>. 

Another mockery reference to a bird is the following: 

8 4. koko nau grass quail 

This term of mockery is generally directed towards someone who talks too much and 
allows no opportunity for anyone else to speak - someone who speaks for the sake of 
hearing himself or herself talk. This is a critical comment in a society where tun-taking is 
essential linguistic etiquette. The point of the comparison is the noise this bird makes in the 
grass and the mention of this bird alludes to the saying: 'You talk like a kokonau: your 
mouth speaks, your arse answers' (Kokola-ma nono koko nau: bafa-ma na-hala, peli ma 
sipok) . 

Still other terms of abuse are based on allusions to folktales. Among the Rotinese, for 
example, there is a folktale told of a woman whose child grows a tail and becomes a 
monkey. Reference to this 'monkey with a tail' can be used in mocking someone, especially 
since it reflects ill on the person's mother. 

.) 

8 5. kode ma-ikok monkey with the tail 

Some animal comparisons, however, are used more as terms of affection than of abuse. 
One such term is: 

86. su'u kodek monkey-breasted (small breasts) 

Small breasts, particularly young budding breasts, are considered sexually enticing. 
Hence young girls cover themselves when their breasts begin to form, whereas women who 
are nursing children do not concern themselves with covering their breasts. To refer to a 
woman as 'monkey-breasted' is more an endearment - a sexual compliment - than a form of 
abuse. 

Another euphemistic animal comparison of mild mockery is: 

87. manupui bird (the penis) 

A man's penis may be referred to metaphorically (and often in a slightly mocking manner 
by women) as a 'bird7. Thus, in Rotinese, it is said 'Every ripe fruit that the bird sees it 
must try' (Manupui nita ai  boa laluk so-na sela ana soban dell. 

4. ABUSE BY ILL-WISHING/CURSING 

A whole range of ill-wishing falls within what Rotinese describe as mockery-abuse 
language. Much of this is highly formulaic and follows a recognisable pattern. One may 
wish a person ill by reference to (1) various set forms of 'bad death'; (2) particular illness; 
andlor (3) spirit attack. 
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4.1 BAD DEATH 

'Bad death' (mamate nisa-lalak) for the Rotinese is sudden, violent and inauspicious and 
for those who have died in any of the various ways considered as 'bad deathY, no traditional 
ceremonies can be performed (see Fox 1973:351-356). The categories of bad death are the 
same as the terns of abuse used to wish someone a bad death. The naming of the category 
serves as an expression of intention that such may happen. 

88. tuda tua 
89. nana-tatik 
90. bei kakLsik 
9 1. kapa foik 
92. bolo tasi 
93. fa nenik 
94. tatas tek 
95. fetu funik 

fall from a lontar 
be cut/killed [by someone] 
be bittedtorn by a crocodile 
be gored by a water buffalo 
drown in the sea 
be carried away by a flood 
be struck by lightning 
have the placenta severed (die in childbirth) 

In the same vein are expressions that wish illness or death on an opponent: 

mate nulak 
mamate sukik 
ndu-adak 
bongi lenguk 
buna teik 
kailu l w k  
kolela lepak 
hedi lepak 
hedi duku 
manatak 

die young ' 
bolted death 
expire soon (collapse and die) 
give birth, then fall down (die) 
swollen stomach (said of children) 
get pregnant (unintentionally) 
cholera carry [you on a c q i n g  stick] 
sickness carry [you on a carrying stick] 
sichess shake [you] ('have an epileptic convulsion') 
dry cough (said of someone with consumptive coughing) 

Most of these expressions are bluntly transparent and need little explanation. Mamate 
sukik, however, is somewhat obscure. In Rotinese, the verb, suki, 'to shut tight, bolt, nail, 
lock, bar or fasten shut' is used in reference to the shutting of a coffin, kopa nana-suki- 
nisak, literally 'a coffin shut dead tight' (see Jonker 1908572). This is the allusion in the 
expression, mamate sukik. Kailu leok, 'get pregnant', implies more than just an unwanted 
or unintended pregnancy. It alludes also to what in Rotinese is called mailu nitu, 'a spirit 
pregnancy' which refers to any unusual swelling of the abdomen. The same intention can 
also be expressed more directly by reference to spirit attack. 

4.3 SPIRIT ATTACK 

The spirits (nitu) of those who have died a bad death are believed to become wandering 
ghosts who prey on human victims. These are the spirits who are invoked in wishing ill on a 
person. Expressions of this kind follow simple forms and are related to the other forms of ill- 
intentioned abuse. 
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106. kailu nitu 
107. nitu tatik 
108. nitu tati bak 
109. nitu pa'ak 
1 10. nitu lepak 

get pregnant by a spirit 
[may] a spirit cut [you] 
[may] a spirit cut [your] lungs 
[may] a spirit bind [you] 
[may] a spirit carry [you on a carrying stick] 

5. CONCLUSION 

The intention of this paper has been to document the range of language that comprises the 
Rotinese form of speaking known as dedeak a'ali-o'olik, 'the language of mockery-abuse- 
cursing'. What is particularly interesting is that for the Rotinese a single category covers a 
range of speech that is often distinguished in other cultures. In few ethnographic accounts of 
other cultures, however, is language of this sort ever examined at any length or given the 
attention that it may deserve. In many cultures, this is a rich form of speaking full of vivid 
expressions of common use that are able to provide insights into the culture as a whole. It 
would certainly be astonishing if the Rotinese who put such an emphasis on speaking had 
not also elaborated this aspect of their verbal culture. Rotinese predilections for dispute, 
litigation and argumentation require and inspire sharp oppositions. The language of 
mockery, abuse and cursing adds spice to these forms of verbal contestation. 
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ON LANGUAGE LEARNING CLAIMS IN ETHNOGRAPHIES 

KARL J. FRANKLIN 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a student of vernacular languages in Papua New Guinea, and having struggled to learn 
to speak two dialects of Kewa, a lingua franca, as well as some elementary aspects of other 
languages, I am interested in claims that ethnographers make about language learning.' 

With this in mind I have examined the claims of several anthropologists who have worked 
in Papua New Guinea, noting in particular their remarks on language learning proficiency. 
Some, in fact, say nothing at all about how communication took place when they gathered 
their materials. Usually, however, there is some indication of how the researcher first 
contacted the people who assisted in the fieldwork and whether English, Tok Pisin (TP), a 
vernacular, or some combination of these was'used. The comments are often given in 
passing or as an aside, but they contain helpful information on the validity of the data, as 
well as some indication of how the group studied may, in turn, have understood the 
investigator and hisher aims. 

2. EVALUATING LANGUAGE LEARNING 

It is possible to evaluate language learning fairly effectively and objectively, given certain 
details. The U.S. Foreign Service Institute, for example, has suggested an index or scale 
against which one may judge the degree of understanding of a given language. Learners are 
evaluated as having elementary proficiency (called S- 1), limited working proficiency (S-2), 
professional proficiency (S-3). distinguished proficiency (S-4), and native or bilingual 
proficiency (S-3.2 

Generally it is assumed that a professional fieldworker, and hence an ethnographer1 
anthropologist, would wish to reach the levels S-2 or S-3, as sumrnarised here: 

'My interest in developing this theme was inspired by Ben-Ari (1987). who demonstrated that 
acknowledgments in ethnographies show us something about the anthropology community. In that this 
volume is dedicated to the memory of Don Laycock, who had an interest in all kinds of language and culture- 
related phenomena. I think he would have especially appreciated these quotations and their implications about 
language learning. 
2~ general description of the so-called FSI index on language learning can be found in Frith, ed. (1980) and 
Adams and Frith, eds (1979). 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C. Laycock. 589-597. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110, 1992. 
O Karl J. Franklin 
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S-2: Topics discussed are routine demands, current events, limited work requirements and 
general non-specialised knowledge. The linguistic parameters include sufficient 
vocabulary, intelligible accent, and the use of elementary constructions handled 
accurately. 

S-3: Topics discussed are most formal and informal matters with structural and vocabulary 
accuracy. Control of the grammar is good and the accent may be foreign but 
intelligible. 

To give some idea of just what is required, the language learner would have to answer yes to 
at least three of the following questions3 

(1) Can you describe your present or most recent job or activity in detail? (S-2) 

(2) Can you speak to a group of leaders about your work and be sure you are communica- 
ting what you want to? (S-3) 

(3) Can you follow an argument on some social topic? (S-3) 

(4) Can you give a brief story of your life and tell of immediate plans and hopes? (S-2) 

(5) Do you think that you can talk about anything relating to your work, beyond just 
ordinary topics? (S-3) 

(6) Can you describe what types of leaders you Slave and what each one does in leading the 
people? (S-2) 

While it is doubtful that any fieldworker will be able to answer yes to numbers (2) or ( 9 ,  
the questions on one's ability to describe one's work and plans (1) and (4) is indispensable 
in fieldwork. It does not need to be stressed that the anthropologist is in fact serving as 
interpreter to hisher peers in the academic world. 

With this background I will now examine how several anthropologists have assessed their 
own language learning in Papua New Guinea. 

3. THE OVER-ACHIEVERS: THE S-4s AND S-5s 

Some anthropologists have ranked themselves very high on the scale. Margaret Mead, for 
example, must have been an unusually brilliant language learner. Her work was the result 
of: 

... six months' concentrated and uninterrupted field work. From a thatched 
house on piles, built in the centre of the Manus village of Peri, I learned the 
native language, the children's games, the inmcacies of social organization, 
economic custom, and religious belief.. . I learned to know intimately enough 
not to offend against the hundreds of name taboos. I watched the Manus baby, 
the Manus child, the Manus adolescent, in an attempt to understand the way in 
which each of these was becoming a Manus adult. (Mead 1930: 15- 16) 

Clearly, this is a remarkable achievement given even the hyperbole of Mead. 

3 ~ e s e  are from Grimes (1986:25) who applies the FSI criteria to an evaluation of biIingual proficiency. She 
has since (1987) expanded the FSI testing criteria to distinguish how well SIL fieldworkers do in learning 
languages. 
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R.F. Fortune was married to Margaret Mead at the time when h e  wrote on Manus 
religion. Fortune (1934:xi) hedges slightly but apparently his facility approached that of his 
wife in learning the "Manus" language? 

The writer lived among the Manus for six months, during most of which time 
he spoke the Manus language and understood it. 

Fortune (p.xi) does admit that he had an interpreter lent to him by the government but that he 

was [only] useful for the first three months of language learning.. .[he] did not 
know his own culture; he knew the language however but without appreciating 
any reason for my learning it. 

From what we read then, Fortune learned the language in three months, although this 
accomplishment was divorced from being taught the culture by his informant. 

The only other anthropologist who seems to approach Mead or Fortune in ability is 
Leopold Pospisil. His was no simple Austronesian language of the Manus type, but the 
more complex Papuan variety, the Kapauku of Irian Jaya. Although Pospisil (1958:4) 
profited from a published linguistic analysis, he nevertheless had no interpreters and relied 
solely on the vernacular: 

The material for this monograph was collected during a period of twelve 
months.. ..Because there were no reliable interpreters available, the writer had 
to master the Papuan language. After three months of study, he could converse 
on the current topics of daily life. In six months, his knowledge of the 
language became satisfactory for research purposes and its concentrated study 
was ended. 

He was then able to become a participant observer because he was "completely fluent in the 
language of the people" (p.4). 

Malinowski (1922) also must have had a flair for language learning. He participated 
regularly in village life, although he often reveals (p.23) a certain distance and superiority 
when commenting about the people: 

... their mental states receive a certain stamp, become stereotyped by the 
institutions in which they live, by the influence of tradition and folk-lore, by the 
very vehicle of thought, that is by language. 

On the other hand, Malinowski (p.23) utilised these same limitations in his own fieldnotes, 
apparently, because: 

As my knowledge of the language progressed, I put down more and more in 
Kiriwinian, till at last I found myself writing exclusively in that language, 
rapidly taking notes.. . 

4~here are of course many "Manus" languages, but the one that Mead and Fortune refer to is Tiran. 
Schooling and Schooling (1988) report that there are 26 languages spoken in the Manus Province. 
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4. 'EE UNDERACHIEVERS: S-0s AND S- 1s 

Some ethnographers make no attempt to learn the local language and instead use Pidgin or 
English interpreters. Kenneth Read (1986:254-255) knew Pidgin but needed an interpreter 
for the vernacular: 

Since I had lost almost all the Gahuku I knew and he couldn't speak pidgin 
(though he understood a good deal), our conversation was limited. 

Read, of course, had visited the Gahuku thirty years earlier and his lapse in the language is 
understandable. His latest book is a personal homily filled with recollections of times with 
friends and families that he knew earlier. As such it cannot be considered as an ethnography. 
However, it reveals that Read once knew some Gahuku, but that it is now lost. Many 
researchers know the feeling. 

It is of course possible to collect detailed ethnographic or linguistic information without 
knowing the vernacular language or a lingua franca. Abraham Gitlow (1947:ix), for 
example, wrote a monograph on the economics of the Mount Hagen tribes after visiting there 
for 'several weeks'. There he: 

availed himself of the opportunity of personally observing the natives to the 
extent possible considering the language barrier.. ..Father Ross] provid[ed] 
much information himself [and] acted as interpreter enabling the author to direct 
queries at the natives. 

Sometimes the language situation is such that the anthropologist is unable to use the 
vernacular. Robert Maher lived in the Purari area of the Gulf of Papua New Guinea for a 
ten-month period. He seems to have used the lingua franca extensively (1961: 126): 

Because of the presence of at least four dialects, complicated by the insistence 
of some men on speaking only police Motu, most directed research was carried 
on with the assistance of an interpreter.. . 

Later he was able to "keep tuned to village gossip" without the aid of the interpreters, so at 
that point he must have known Mom, the trade language. 

Philip Newman, who studied the Gururumba, likewise used the lingua franca, in this case 
Pidgin. He did this because "...some of the young men knew how to speak Neo- 
Melanesian, a pidgin language that could be used as a mode of communication" (19653). 

We could easily conclude that some knowledge of the vernacular is not necessary for 
adequate ethnographies. F.E. Williams (1930:v), who studied and published on a variety of 
peoples (Purari, Lake Kutubu, Orokaiva, etc.), states quite frankly that: 

? 

Although the various tribes speak dialects of one and the same language, there 
are considerable differences between them, and I never gained a fluent speaking 
knowledge of any one of them. 

Similarly, in his stay in the Purari Delta for eight months the information "was acquired from 
the natives mainly through English-speaking interpreters" (Williams 1924:vii). 

Williams is refreshingly candid, but it is possible to turn the tables and claim that using the 
vernacular would destroy the whole process of communication. This seems to be what 
Ohtsuka (1983:34) does when he avows that: 
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Methodologically, the field investigation as a whole was characterised by. 
minimizing verbal communication as a tool of gathering information.. . I had 
fewer problems since I did not know the local language well. 

He goes on to tell us (p.34) that "With a few exceptions, the survey interviews were 
designed as to be answered with proper nouns like place names or persons' names". 

Bunidge (1969:xxi) uses a similar reason for not getting too caught up in the vernacular: 

... because the Tangu language itself no longer suffices to contain the total 
experience of Tangu - Pidgin and Latin terms are frequently used - an undue 
concentration on the Tangu language as such would seem to be methodo- 
logically wrong. 

5. THE AVERAGE LEARNERS (S-2s AND 3s) 

Given the fact that cultural categories, symbols, and interpretations are reflected to a large 
degree in the language of the people, most anthropologists outline their methodology of data 
collection quite carefully. When they do so it is easier to sense their failures and 
achievements. Whiting (1941:xviii), for example, indicates that: 

The language banier presented a considerable difficulty.. . We set about 
mastering this language [pidgin English] ind at the end of two months could 
speak it fluently.. . we undertook also to learn the native language and by the end 
of a few months were able to speak khaltingly and under-stand everyday 
conversation. By the time I left, seven months after arrival, I was able to carry 
on an extended conversation, still haltingly.. . 

Fredrik Barth acknowledges the assistance which he received from the SIL linguist Alan 
Healey. Despite this help, Barth (1975:6) admits that his knowledge of the Baktaman 
language never got very far: 

More discouraging was my failure to develop language fluency: though I was 
able to understand and participate in everyday conversation in the latter half of 
my fieldwork, I never reached the point where new topics or complex 
explanations were available to me. 

This seems to be the more normal pattern. At least three anthropologists have studied in the 
Kewa area, with which I am most familiar. Each of them, as far as I can tell, attempted to 
learn Kewa.. In one case the researcher (Josephides 1985:viii) used Kewa in combination 
with Pidgin: 

< - 

... though I acquired a fair working knowledge of the Kewa language and used 
it in conversation with non-pidgin speakers, I always needed the assistance of 
pidgin speakers during difficult and intricate discussions. 

Here, interestingly, the roles of Kewa and Pidgin are reversed from what I would have 
expected: the vernacular is used for routine, contact situations, but Pidgin is used for the 
difficult and complicated concepts. Just how complex one is able to be in Pidgin is 
debatable. In urban settings, where Pidgin borrows heavily from English, it may be possible 
for politicians and others to express mysterious ideas. How well such communications are 
understood is another matter. As I have shown elsewhere (Franklin 1975, 1990), Pidgin is 
poorly comprehended even among speakers who claim to know it well. 
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John LeRoy (1985) also studied Kewa, paticularly the folktales. He, too, relied upon 
Pidgin as well as the vernacular @.xii): 

After recording I translated the stories into English, working sentence by 
sentence from the taped original. ..assisted by a local person with facility in 
pidgin English, since he was able to help me over my problems with the 
vernacular. 

In my examination of LeRoy's work (Franklin 1987), I conclude that the procedure he uses 
to translate and transcribe the materials serves him well. 

Often it is easier for an investigator to 'hear' the language than to speak it. Michael Young 
(1971:xviii) expressed it this way: "Although I became fairly proficient at 'hearing' language, 
my speaking knowledge of it remained unimpressive". 

On the other hand, Young seems to have grasped the language well enough to conclude 
that a vernacular form which meant literally 'hitting/fighting/killing with food' actually 
referred to ". . .a regular form of punitive sanction as well as to a conventional form of status- 
acquisition" (197 1 :xix). 

Some anthropologists comment on the writing system of the language, implying that they 
devised it. Salisbury (1962: 13) attests to this as well as to his own ability: 

The spelling of native terms is phonemic, and is described in Salisbury 
(196%). The writer spoke serviceable Siane at the end of his stay, and could 
maintain conversations on most simple topics with natives who could speak no 
pidgin. 

Salisbury (p. 13) goes on to report in precise figures the degree of his comprehension in three 
languages: 

. . .80 per cent of his questioning was done in pidgin and only 20 per cent in 
Siane.. .Replies by informants were about 50 per cent in pidgin, 45 per cent in 
Siane and 5 per cent in Dene. 

Sometimes the reports of anthropologists on their fluency seems contradictory. Epstein, for 
example, gives credit to missionaries who had made available to him various language 
learning aids, such that "I was thus well-placed. to pick up the language fairly quickly and I 
was able to conduct my fieldwork in it without having recourse to Melanesian Pidgin" 
(1984:55). 

He then goes on to complain that his command of Tolai was moderate during the time he 
spent in the field and that he doubted that most anthropologists acquire an intimate 
knowledge of the language or fluency in it. As he remarks, "...this is an aspecf of fieldwork 
on which perhaps least is said and much remains obscure" (p.55). 

Douglas Oliver (1955:xx), however, implies that this is not the case in Bougainville, again 
in a difficult non-Austronesian language: 

Our intensive study of northeast Siuai was carried out according to conventional 
anthropological procedures: by prolonged residence in native villages, by 
learning and using the native language, by intensive use of several strategically 
placed informants.. . 
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Later Douglas studied Motuna, fortified as he says, with a "knowledge of pidgin English" 
and a "manuscript grammar of the related Rugara language" (p.xxi). Although Douglas 
@ x i )  found Motuna to be difficult he: 

substituted more and more Motuna for Pidgin as time went by, and after ten 
months could carry on a fairly lengthy conversation in the language. 

He admits to never having "succeeded in speaking with entire grammatical accuracy" 
although "I achieved a fair degree of fluency". 

6. NO DECLARATIONS 

Sometimes anthropologists imply more than they actually say about language learning. 
Roy Wagner, for example, does not comment on how well he learned Daribi, but rather 
includes an appendix on the language. He tells us that words in the text were transcribed 
"with some inconsistencies, in a generalized Latin orthography, giving each letter a distinct 
sound value" (1967:245). 

In that Wagner writes a lot about symbolism in Daribi culture, it would be helpful for the 
reader to know just how the interpretations are amved at, especially the degree of 
dependence he had upon Pidgin explanations. 

It is possible to include linguistic information in such a manner as to imply at least a fair 
degree of intimacy and sophistication about the language. This generally includes some 
background about the linguistic group and its relationship with other languages. For 
example, William Clarke (197 1:7) remarks: 

With regard to language, the Bomagai-Angoiang belong to the group of about 
seven-thousand Maring-speakers who live.. .The Maring tongue belongs to the 
Hagen-Wahgi-Jimi-Chimbu Family, which in turn belongs to the East New 
Guinea Highlands Stock, which comprises.. . 

Anthropologists, like linguists, can become overzealous in citing their linguistic colleagues. 
Heider (1970:9), for example, announces that: 

The Dani are Papuans.. .New linguistic evidence primarily from work with East 
New Guinea languages points to the linguistic reality of Papuan. 

He then goes on to report on family and subfamily relationships, languages and dialects, but 
never relates how he used Dani in his everyday work. He does describe the circumstances of 
the fieldwork, who supported him, for what length of time, where he and his wife took their 
breaks, what kind of buildings they lived in and that they were never in danger, and so on. 
However, the language in which he collected his data and who helped him are not 
mentioned. 

One other example will show how information stated in precise terms implies familiarity 
with the vernacular. Peter Lawrence, who studied cargo cults along the Madang coast, 
conducted his work in Pidgin, although he also states: "In the writing of Pidgin English and 
native vernacular words I have used the following orthography.. ." (1964:xvii). He then 
instructs readers how to pronounce one of the IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) vowel 
symbols, leaving the definite impression that he has some sophistication in linguistics and 
perhaps language learning. Why else would one want to be so precise in writing or 
pronouncing the language? 
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7. CONCLUSION 

It is not uncommon for anthropologists to harangue missionaries or their types for having 
a poor appreciation of cultures, particularly those in isolated areas of the world. Often, of 
course, such criticism is warranted. On the other hand, these same missionaries seem to 
learn the languages and be the very ones who provide language learning materials for their 
critics. Indeed, the liberal sprinkling of vernacular terms throughout an ethnographic study 
is often considered to be some indication of how well the researcher has understood what his 
informants have told him. It is one method of checking the work with a view to replicate or 
re-interpret the results. 

In this brief review there has been no atttempt to correlate how well an anthropologist 
knows the language of the people with how well the results are accepted by the academic 
public. The style of the writing and the personality of the anthropologist are important in the 
acceptance of a work and the assessment of field methodology, especially language learning, 
may play little part in a professional evaluation. 

It is possible to report on technical aspects of a relatively unknown society without 
knowing the specific language learning methodology by which the data were obtained. We 
can then only guess at the strategy of the investigator. As Maurice Godelier (1986:xiii) 
reminds us: 

One may easily imagine, on reading these pages, just how much time and 
confidence it must have taken on the part of the Baruya to introduce me to their 
way of thinking and allow me to see.. .The Baruya did not tell me everything, 
and I promised them not to divulge all they told me. 

In the same way many anthropologists divulge very little about their language learning 
strategy or how the materials have been collected. 
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MISSIONARIES AND THE UNMENTIONABLE: 
CHRISTIAN PROPRIETY AND THE EXPANDED TAHITIAN DICTIONARY 

NIEL GUNSON 

Christian missionaries are sometimes presented as being unworldly, prudish people, 
stunted in their emotional growth, easily shocked by permissive behaviour or sexual and 
excrementitious expletives, and blissfully unaware of any variations of the norm configured 
in the 'missionary position'.' The truth is, of course, that missionaries represented a cross 
section of society and their reactions often depended on their class conditioning. Unless a 
missionary was raised in a rarefied pious middle-class environment there was probably little 
that would shock him. 

Admittedly there were many missionaries who grew up in a particular circle of pious 
tradespeople or farmers where the prevailing language and behaviour would have been 
acceptable to Puritans and Quakers, but even they were early initiated into home mission 
work as colporteurs and preachers amongst slum dwellers and the rural poor. Such 
missionaries, even if particularly fastidious, were often good mixers. The Wesleyan 
missionary George Brown, had a reputation like Milton for the propriety of his speech, but 
this did not affect his popularity with professional and worldly men.2 

That missionaries were very much conditioned by their social background and class traits 
is reflected in their moral failings and sexual lapses. Drinking to excess was probably more 
common amongst those of lower- and upper-class background whilst speculation and 
material gain were more likely to be middle-class drives. Nonconformist and Evangelical 
missionaries were found out in or suspected of heterosexual affairs while High Anglicans, 
particularly Anglo-Catholics, had predilections in another diiection.3 Indeed one could 
almost draw a line on the map of the Pacific showing where the sexual preferences of lapsed 
Protestant and Anglican missionaries changed, which did not properly correspond with the 
pattern of indigenous sexual practices. Roman Catholic missionaries, on the other hand, 

l~esides our membership of the Research School of Pacific Studies Don Laycock and I s h e  a number of 
other interests. particularly book collecting, South Seas fiction and Aboriginal studies. Through his brother 
Ken's active participation in the local genealogical society I also became interested in the Laycock family 
genealogy. The following piece seemed appropriate in view of Don's interest in the bawdy and more 
colourful byways 'of Pacific history as well as his professional interests. Like Stephen Tennant, author of 
Leaves from a missionary's notebook. Don was 'amused by vice in the languorous tropics', especially when 
missionaries were involved. 
2~rown's refinement, however, led some Methodists to regard the youth as 'young-ladylike' (Fletcher 
194459). 
3 ~ o r  the Anglo-Catholic disposition see Hilliard (1982). 
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perhaps because of inbuilt disciplinary safeguards, probably lapsed less often and according 
to no particular pattern. 

The directors of the (London) Missionary Society expected that the first Protestant 
missionaries who went to the Society Islands would find evidence of 'natural depravity' for 
it was clear from the voyage literature that there was a class of men - the mahu - who shared 
the social and frequently the sexual inclinations of women.4 Tahiti had also been represented 
as a land of free love where adultery and fornication were tolerated. Because they were 
usually first generation converts themselves the missionaries were not as squeamish as their 
successors in giving frank accounts of what they saw. 

The directors appear to have been of two minds. While they were prepared to send 
reformed prostitutes to the Islands as missionary wives5 they were not always prepared to 
read the frank reports of missionaries regarding local sexual practices. The pioneer linguist, 
Samuel Greatheed, was probably an exception.6 He urged his fellow directors in 1796 to 
question their naval informants "whether or not the Otaheitians do, or ever did, destroy every 
other female Child? ... whether it is true that boys are really kept for abominable purposes, 
i.e. I suppose Sodomitical?"7 He quizzed the returned missionary William Pascoe Crook 
and his Marquesan companion on these matters very closely and learnt, for instance, that : 

The practice of Onanisms is far less common than at Otahite; & the crime 
alluded to in the Duffs Voyage, as frequent there, is known at the Marquesas, 
but supposed only to be practised by Persons incapable of copulation. In a 
private account like this, it may not be improper to add, that the ham of another 
man is said to be made use of by people of this discription. It does not appear 
that any set of men devote themselves to this infamous practice, like the people 
of Otahite; nor that, in any respect, sensuality prevails, comparitively, at these 
Islands.9 

Greatheed may well have asked the Duff missionaries to be specific on these matters as 
the early journals contain detail subsequently heavily scored out before the journals were 
edited for publication. In February 1801, for instance, the missionaries were assembled in 
one of the Rev. William Henry's rooms working on the language with King Pomare's uncle, 
Paite, and his attendants. When they adjourned to another room the chief got down on the 
floor 'as if to sleep'. When Henry went back later he found that Paite was engaged in an act' 
of fellatio with his attendant. After describing the act the missionary diarist recorded that 

4 ~ o r  a modem account of the mahu see Levy 1973:130-141. The word was omitted from the 1851 
Dictionarv. 
5 ~ h e  first Mrs Hayward had this background but it is possible that the directors were not aware of her 
reputation until the facts were exposed by a Quaker pamphleteer. 

Greatheed (1750-1823). tutor at Newport Pagnell Academy and sometime Fellow of the Society of 
Antiquaries, spoke six languages, prepared the first Polynesian grammar and was the first to classify the 
Austronesian languages which he labelled the 'Australian or lesser Australian language' comprising 'Asiatic 
Islands, Sunda, Carolines and Polynesia'. 
7~reatheed to Rev. Dr Thomas Haweis, 1 July 1796, Haweis Papers 5 (A 3024). Mitchell Library. Sydney. 
s~reatheed's amanuensis was obviously unfamiliar with the term and the word in the text looks more like 
'Ononison'. 
gAnon. [S. Greatheed], Account of Marquesas Islands [attributed to W.P. Crook], MS (Clll), Mitchell 
Library, p.27. 
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"The most unnatural lusts are indulged by the Otaheiteans perhaps to as great an excess as in 
any nation under the sun."lO 

The practice of fellatio proved to be a continued embarrassment to the translators as Henry 
Nott was to find when working on the translation of the New Testament with Pomare 11. 
The king's 'pander', a favourite mahu, went everywhere with him and was treated like a pet, 
Pomare even cutting meat and pouring spirits for him. 

Br. Nott reports that when he has gone to the King to translate the Scripture, 
this vile fellow has lain asleep and when the King awoke him at one time he 
was offended and cried like a child. The King then coaxed him and made it up 
with him. Br. Nott also informed the brethren Bourne and Darling and myself 
[W.P. Crook] this day that he is very near to the King's person who cannot 
bear him out of his sight for a minute and that when he is translating the 
Scriptures with the King, he (Br. Nott) on one couch and the King on another 
this detestable wretch is frequently between them, and he is obliged to turn his 
head from them to his book to avoid seeing what passes and still gets his ears 
shocked with what he hears." 

The missionaries had great difficulty in coming to terms with the institution of the mahu. 
Instead of accepting that certain Tahitians had opted for an alternate gender role they 
supposed that their goal was prostitution: 

We have lately learnt it is usual for some persons from their youth to set 
themselves apart for this base purpose. They go among the women, observe all 
their customs, eat and drink and sleep with them & do all the offices of females 
in making cloth &c and prostitute their bodies to men for the above sin. They 
never cohabit with women, but only with men. They are not paid by men, but 
pay men for sinning with them.12 

As the references to prostitution were scored out it is not clear if the missionaries decided 
this was not correct or the directors edited it for publication purposes. One of their 
comments has linguistic interest: 

They are, when spoken to, called by the same name of endearment that men use 
to women, and women to women -pattiis [patea]. 

When the missionaries told their informants that men in England would be hanged for 
sodomy and bestiality "which the Otaheiteans are guilty of with dogs" (ibid.) the informants 
showed surprise. 

When it came to heterosexual matters the missionaries were largely objezuve in their 
reporting. Although they condemned fornication and adultery they recognised that there 
were 

several other customs to which the natives have been long used, and which they 
reckon innocent and no breach of faithfulness ... such as having some servant or 

~OJ. Jefferson, 12 February 1801, Journal o f  missionaries at Tahiti, Matavai, London Missionary Society 
(hereinafter L.M.S.), South Sea Journals no. 10, Council for World Mission archives, School o f  Oriental and 
African Studies Library, London. 
llw.p. Crook, 6 February 1821, Journal, Tahiti, Wilks Harbour, Papeete, L.M.S., South Sea Journals 
no.54. 
12~. Jefferson, 2 2  August 1800, Journal of  missionaries at Tahiti, L.M.S., South Sea Journals no.7. 



friend to sleep with the women in the husband's absence, and for the husband's 
friend to sleep with her at any time, as also their lewd plays and dancings &c. 
these things no doubt will have their influence more or less while they continue 
heathens (ibid.). 

You ask "do not the men as often leave the women, as the women the men." 
From what we have observed we think not, it is a common thing for the woman 
to leave the man on the slightest displeasure, especially when his property is 
expended etc ... That there are some faithful to their men in their way we allow, 
but then that does not prevent them from sleeping with other men beside their 
husbands.13 

Several of the missionaries even favoured the idea of taking heathen wives rather than 
remaining single. 

John Williams, the pioneer missionary to Samoa, rather enjoyed his descriptions of the 
Samoan women and their attempts to entertain him. In his 1832 journal he referred to having 
"the honor of eating with 5 naked queens", the wives of the high chief Malietoa: 

they drew nearer and formed a circle dropping their little roundabouts off their 
loins on to the ground they curled the small tail end of it into the lap just barely 
concealing the only part that they make even a pretension to conceal.14 

In the same journal he gave the first frank description of the defloration of chiefly women in 
those islands. 

It was in learning the language and translating that the missionaries came closest to the 
original culture of the people. While they had a great deal of curiosity and entered what they 
had learnt into their notebooks they were more guarded when they came to pass on what they 
had learned to the public at large, or even, in some cases, to the directors. There was often a 
fine line between what was acceptable and what was not. Thus, the Rev. William Wyatt 
Gill, a graduate of the University of London and correspondent of the great Sanskrit scholar 
Friedrich Max Miiller, was prepared to tell in English how Mangaian warriors in the afterlife 
went to a level of the heavens where they defecated on the heads of the common people 
below but chose to render a text about farting in Latin.15 References to superincision were 
also given in Latin. 

One missionary document said to be wholly in Latin, probably written by the missionary 
J.M. Orsmond, apparently described the unmentionable behaviour of the select Arioi Society 
of Tahiti.16 This society of travelling players had already been described in the voyage 
literature, and the missionaries were prepared to be shocked. In 1800 they were told that 
these groups always took with them one woman "that is for the blind use of thecompany".17 
However it was evidently the initiation or fertility ceremonies involving young boys, 

- - 

1 3 ~ .  Davies, J. Youl et al. 4 April 1806, Journal of missionaries at Tahiti, L.M.S., South Sea Journals no. 
27. 
1 4 ~ .  Williams. 23 October 1832, Journal ... Rarotonga to Navigators ... in the "Olive Branch". L.M.S.. South 
Sea Journals no. 101. 
1 5 ~ i l l  (1876:164.282; 1890:329). 
161n 1925 Mr J.A. Phillips of Moorea claimed to have seen the Latin MS at the British Museum in the 
1890s. but searches in 1924-25 and 1986-87 have failed to locate i t  The Latin account is said to relate to the 
Taurua ceremonies. Orsmond's general account survives. The missionary David Darling destroyed his 
account of the ceremonies in his old age. 
1 7 ~ .  Jefferson, 22 August 1800 ... South Sea Journals no.7. 
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comparable to some of the American Indian corn ceremonies, which necessitated the use of 
Latin. 

J.M. Orsmond, one of the keenest missionary ethnographers and linguists, balanced a 
keen sense of reality with an almost fanatical puritanism. He had little sympathy and 
approved the lash as punishment for Irish convict youths found guilty of sodomy on the 
voyage to Australia18 and he once destroyed a pulpit with his own hands after discovering a 
Tahitian man and woman engaged in copulation inside it.19 On the other hand he shocked 
his Tahitian parishioners by admitting to them that he had erotic dreams20 and there were no 
restraints on his investigation into Tahitian words and phrases however offensive to him. 

The Expanded or Developed Tahitian Dictionary was one of Orsmond's major 
preoccupations, and one of the most ambitious linguistic projects ever initiated in the South 
Pacific Islands. Like most of his fellow missionaries Orsmond began his own vocabulary as 
soon as he began to learn the language. When he arrived in Tahiti in 1817 Orsmond was the 
first missionary there to have completed a full course of training for the ministry and he 
believed he had better qualifications for linguistic work than the older missionaries who had 
been in the islands for nearly two decades. The society, however, did not consider that he 
had a mandate in that department. In 1821 they appointed another fully trained minister to 
compile the first Tahitian dictionary. 

Thomas Jones made rapid progress with his dictionary. Possibly like other dictionary 
makers in the mission field he became unsettled by the nature of the material he was working 
with. Alcohol was the obvious problem and the domestic brawls of the Jones household 
became a scandal to the mission. The marriage broke up, Jones resigned and the project 
lapsed.21 

Orsmond, who was more or less in charge of missionary education, decided to try his 
own hand at dictionary compilation. While Principal of the South Sea Academy, a school for 
missionary children and a few select pupils,22 he began to take a more informed interest in 
the traditions and customs of the people. John Dunmore Lang, the celebrated Presbyterian 
cleric and political activist, was then working on his book on the origins of the Polynesians23 
and was involved in the further education of some of Orsmond's pupils. It was natural that 
his curiosity would prompt Orsmond to further his own enq~iries.2~ 

It is not known exactly when Orsmond commenced the expanded dictionary although one 
surviving manuscript volume carries a preface dated 29 August 1837.25 Another surviving 
volume covering all words between aha-fin-tuarua and ahiro is dated 26 January 1 8 5 0 . ~ ~  It 
is possible that this is part of a revision though there is no extant manuscript to show that a 
first draft had been completed. When I was searching for Orsmond material in Tahiti in 1960 

c -  

Igsee Orsmond's journal ... South Sea Journals nos 36 and 37. His references give the lie to O'Farrell's 
claim (1986:25) that sodomy was unknown among the Irish prisoners. 
190rsmond, 7 June 1838 ... South Sea Journals no.118. 
200rsmond, 17 December 1824 ... South Sea Journals no.77. 
2 1 ~ y  the end of 1822 Jones's dictionary contained above 5,000 words. See Gunson 1978:258,156-157. 
220ther students included the infant Pomare III and the children of European residents friendly to the mission. 
23~ang  (1834). It was substantially revised in 1877. 
24~ee particularly Orsmond to Lang, 1 January 1828, Lang Papers, 15, Mitchell Library, Sydney. 
2 5 ~ r  Donald Marshall, Peabody Museum. Salem (pers. comm.). 
260rsmond Papers (A 2609), Mitchell Library, Sydney. 
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my informants led me to believe that originally there had been about sixteen volumes devoted 
to the language which had been dismbuted between different persons when Orsmond died. 

The late Martial Iorss, author of Le Tahitien d la portke de tous: grammaire tahitienne, 
informed me that his family had inherited at least three volumes of the dictionary, which 
eventually came into his possession. These had since been borrowed by or given to different 
foreign researchers who had removed them from Tahiti. The 1850 volume was one of the 
manuscript volumes formerly held by Orsmond's granddaughter, the Tahitian scholar Teuira 
Henry, and was inherited by her relations, the Aahne family, who deposited it in the Mitchell 
Library with other original material. 

It is probable that the story of the sixteen volumes is correct since so little of Orsmond's 
known major work has survived. His ethnographic history of Tahiti seen in the Missionary 
Library by the Austrian navigator Scherzer in 185927 appears to be no longer extant, even 
though a copy was given to Governor Lavaud,28 and there was a Swedish translation.29 
Attempts to locate original Orsmond manuscripts in France and Scandinavia in 1959 resulted 
in finding a segment of six leaves numbered 321 to 332 which had been found on a Paris 
bookstall about the outbreak of the Second World War, and sold to a Norwegian collector.30 
The text is almost wholly in Tahitian, relates to Tahitian dances, and is dated 4 February 
1835. It is presumably a part of the ethnographic history. 

Other works by Orsmond no longer extant include a Tahitian account of the Marnaia 
movement which was actually printed by the Mission pre~s .3~ The Catholic Bishop Jaussen 
is supposed to have inherited the remnant of Orsmond's library but apparently none of his 
books can be traced. Similarly, no one seems to know what became of the books and 
manuscripts in the London Missionary Society's Library at Papeete. 

Teuira Henry's classic work, Ancient Tahiti,32 based mostly on her grandfather's 
researches, turns out to be derived from a comparatively small proportion of his original 
material, namely that portion of his papers which she and her sister Mrs Aahne inherited. 
Although Miss Henry was inclined to bowdlerise her grandfather's material she valued it too 
much to destroy any of it herself. This did not necessarily apply to other members of the 
Orsmond and Henry families or to persons who acquired other volumes. It is possible that 
some of Orsmond's Tahitian-language material was retained by some of the Tahitian pastors 
who had been Orsmond's students or informants. 

Even though only a small proportion of the expanded Tahitian dictionary is presently 
available for scholarly use, it contains much valuable linguistic and ethnographic material, 
particularly the lengthy sections on sennit culture which tell us a great deal about Tahitian 
religion and marae customs. However it is the frank translations of Tahitian texts (examples 
of word usage), the mentioning of the unmentionable, which characterises The objective 

- - 

27~cherzer (1863. III:215). 
28~reface in Henry (1928); for the history of the MS see Henry (1928:vi-vii). 
29~chener (1863, III:216). 
3%e late Bjarne Kropelien, Oslo (pers. comm.). 
3 1 ~ n  1828 Orsmond produced two tracts, one on Jesuitism and the other on the Mamaia, which were stitched 
together. J.M. Orsmond to directors, 24 November 1828, L.M.S., South Sea Letters. 
3 2 ~ h e  original MS of Henry (1928) was destroyed by Dr Herbert E. Gregory, director of the Bishop Museum. 
but it is possible that another and possibly larger version exists in the archives of an American publishing 
house. Teuira Henry also used material supplied by indigenous members of the old mission families, notably 
Mrs Charlotte Platt. 
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scholarship of Orsmond's great work and gives emphasis to the tragic hiatus in Tahitian 
scholarship caused by the loss and dispersal of the original volumes. 

The following examples occur in the first 100 pages: 

What occasions that woman to go with her knees so wide open. Is it the 
venereal. No, She had ten men to embrace her last night. 

ahaha 
The heart becomes hers on looking on her, and lustful affection grows. She 
has a smart pretty body and nothing unsightly. A thing quite pretty. 

ahaha 

The body of that man is as the scent of a stale menstrues cloth, a vile, strong 
smell of a bundle of food for a long time unopened. It is as a woman in her 
menses, that has not bathed in water. 

aha-taata 

. . .The man who first falls in battle is greatly struggled for, that his penis may 
be bound in senet, and his head entwined in aha for the god ... 

ahinaoh'e 

For the little libertine, the fire for streightning the arrow [penis]. Those are the 
abominable, the shameless - it is to make streight the penis. 

It is perhaps significant that the revised Expanded Dictionary was dated 185033 for in 
1851 the Tahitian missionaries published A Tahitian and English dictionary, with 
introductory remarks on the Polynesian language, and a short grammar of the Tahitian 
dialect ... at P a ~ e e t e . ~ ~  The publication of this dictionary may have discouraged Orsmond 
from pursuing the Expanded Dictionary although it is difficult to believe that he would have 
abandoned a project so central to his interests. Until more volumes are located the extent of 
Orsmond's remarkable linguistic achievement will not be known. 

The 1851 Dictionary is usually known as Davies' Dictionary because it was thought to be 
entirely the work of Orsmond's old linguistic rival, John Davies. It was, in fact, a composite 
work though Davies' manuscript was used as the base. Orsmond's contribution is difficult 
to assess for when he borrowed a copy from the Missionary library in 1846 without the 
knowledge of the Dictionary committee they petitioned the directors not "to allow any copy 
of the Dictionary to be published as a private spe~ulation."~~ Teuira Henry, in commenting 
on this, stated that the dictionary was "mostly copied from Mr. Orsmond's M.S.S." (ibid.). 

At the quarterly meeting of the Tahitian missionaries in April 1849 it was stated that about 
half the Dictionary was printed though Davies was complaining that his conditions were not 
being met and he was "again requested to grant the use of his Manuscript for the purpose".36 
If he still objected they would return the manuscript to him as there was another copy in the 

3 3 ~ h e  commencement date was 26 January 1850. Page 49 was dated September 1851. 
340rsmond's corrected copy is held by the University of Queensland Library. 
~ ~ L . M . s . ,  Tahiti. Minutes of Quarterly Meeting February 1847, 'Tahitian Affairs, 1844-1860'. Letters and 
Minutes, L.M.S. South Sea Odds 6.  MS annotations by Teuira Henry. 
3 6 ~ . ~ . ~ . ,  Tahiti. Minutes of Quarterly Meeting 5 April 1849, 'Tahitian Affairs, 1844-1860'. L.M.S. South 
Sea Odds 6. 
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mission. It seems that there were a number of dictionary drafts presumably based on the 
original list of words taken from the vocabulary compiled by the Bounty mutineers and 
augmented by the early mi~sionaries.3~ Since Orsmond was currently persona non grata 
with the Society Davies' manuscript was probably the most updated and available copy.38 

Even the introduction was not by Davies. In January 1850 he was too old and infirm to 
do it so the task was given to the Leeward Islands committee supervising the production who 
were instructed to embrace such topics as "Native modes of transmitting historical facts prior 
to the introduction of letters, an account of the introduction of these with a compendium of 
grammar, a chapter on the particles, and such other subjects as may suggest them~elves."~g 
As it was, the grammar was the most up-to-date revision of the original grammar supplied to 
the missionaries by Samuel Greatheed 50 years before. It was, however, a dictionary which 
would have satisfied Thomas Bowdler. 
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TRAINING PROSPECTIVE FIELDWORKERS FOR SELF-DIRECTED 
LANGUAGE LEARNING 

ALAN HEALEY 

1. INTRODUCTION' 

In recent years, large numbers of people have been going to underdeveloped counmes to 
assist in various projects, to train local people in a wide variety of skills, and to undertake 
research. Most of these long-term visitors are in the 25-40 age range when they arrive. 
Typically, they do not know a second language, especially not a language of the host 
country. Most have never lived in a third world country, nor even in a small rural 
community. In these circumstances, it is vital that the sponsoring agency makes sure that its 
recruits are carefully selected, trained and oriented. For example, they need to be shown 
how to practise and teach their specialty in an unfamiliar environment with minimal facilities. 

Assisting and mining people requires effective communication, and that involves learning 
an appropriate regional or local language of the host country. But what can new arrivals do 
if there is no formal course available to teach them the particular language? Can they be 
trained in how to go about learning any second language at their own initiative? During the 
past 50 years there has been much research on methods of teaching second/foreign languages 
and on how students learn a language (Littlewood 1984; Oxford-Carpenter 1985; Richards & 
Rodgers 1986). Two of the results have been the increased emphasis on spoken language 
rather than written, and the extensive use of tape-recorded drills and other materials in 
language laboratories. However, most of this research has been concerned with teaching 
children and neo-adults in a classroom situation. Little attention has been given to mature 
adult learners in an informal situation with no recognised teachers, where the learner is fully 
responsible for directing his own programme of learning. 

Despite the paucity of research in this area, it is quite possible to train adults for self- 
directed language learning (LL), and several courses have been developed to meet this 
particular need. Some of the principles and techniques described in this paper have grown 
out of these training courses. Others have been gleaned from published research and 

c 

when I fist met Don Laycock as a post-graduate student at the Australian National University in September 
1961, he had recently returned from spending ten months of language survey and research in the Sepik 
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our field experiences. Don's interest in linguistic fieldwork continued for several decades, and this article is 
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O Alan Healey 



developments in the fields of modern language teaching, teaching English as a second 
language, and second language acquisition.2 

For many years, the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) has been training people in 
various counmes around the world. The main emphasis of this training has been to prepare 
people for language-related fieldwork such as linguistic research, Bible translation, and 
literacy. In the last 25 years a strong effort has also been made on several SIL campuses 
(especially those in Britain, Australia and New Zealand) to provide training and practical 
experience in methods of LL for people who expect to be working in non-language areas 
such as agriculture, education, medicine and religion. In this paper I will review some of the 
experiences that SIL has had in conducting these courses, especially on its Australian 
campus. 

2. GOALS AND PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING 

When they take their first SIL course, very few students have any real idea of the LL 
situation they will meet in their overseas assignment. Doubtless some will eventually attend 
a formal language course in the country to which they go, whereas others will have no 
language course available to them. Clearly, SIL must prepare students to face the most 
daunting scenario: how to learn a language successfully when there is no organised course 
and no written or tape-recorded material available', and where they have to plan and supervise 
their own learning from start to finish (Healey 1975). In the light of this, SIL has set itself 
the following aims for the LL component of its Introductory Linguistics Course (called LG1) 
on the Australian and New Zealand campuses. 

(a) The course should show students how to plan and evaluate their own learning 
programmes; it should encourage them to accept personal responsibility for their own 
progress. 

(b) It should train students to be independent learners, able to cope with new and different 
situations. 

(c) It should help students see the interdependence of language learning, culture learning and 
friendshiplrelationship building in the new community, and the crucial need for all three. 
It should show them how to integrate all three in their learning programme. 

(d) The course should show that LL is a worthwhile activity. It should also develop a 
positive attitude in students, so that they will be achievers, even if they are faced with 
apathetic or antagonistic peer pressure in the field. 

(e) It should give students a hands-on experience of language learning which should also be 
a pleasant experience. C 

(f) It should teach the students techniques of language learning which suit their personalities 
and learning styles; it should guide the students to adopt monolingual methods of 
learning as the course progresses. 

(g) It should seek to develop in the students a willingness and ability to begin speaking the 
language from the first day in the new community. 

2 ~ y  thanks go  to many colleagues who have contributed information and ideas for this paper, especially 
Bruce Hooley and Gloria Kindell, and to Bruce Hooley, Crispin Lee, Graham Scott and David Healey for 
commenting on it. 
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(h) It should help students face the reality that language learning is hard work, but that the 
effort does pay off. They should go away feeling that they have the ability to go into 
another community and learn their language. 

Let's examine the rationale behind some of these goals and principles. 

3. TRAINING FOR SELF-DIRECTED LANGUAGE LEARNING 

Many potential field workers see the value of training for LL, but those whose specialty is 
non-language work may well ask whether they really need self-directed LL. There are three 
factors that make it desirable. 

(a) Even though non-language workers are often required to attend a formal course in the 
national language of their country of service, such courses are not always ideal. Pre- 
field LL training enables them to supplement the formal coursework in their private time, 
using their own preferred learning techniques. However, they should be encouraged in 
advance to cooperate fully with the formal course so as to gain as much as possible from 
it, and so as to minimise conflicts between the two different approaches. 

(b) In some field situations a suitable formal course may not be available and the non- 
language worker is left to his own devices. 

(c) Sometimes a non-language worker may ejentually find himself posted to a locality 
within the country where it is advantageous or even necessary for him to learn a regional 
or minority language, and where he himself has to take the initiative to do so. 

4. MOTIVATION AND ATTlTUDES 

Many prospective field workers naively assume that they do not need to do much LL. 
Some of the things they say include: 

(a) "English is taught in the schools so I'll work with English speakers." But often the 
person one works with has forgotten the English he learned at school, or perhaps did not 
even have the chance to learn it. 

(b) "The trade language is just a pidgin form of English, so it will be easy to pick up in a few 
weeks. I'll be O.K." But the similarity to English is very deceptive in both vocabulary 
and grammar. Leaining a pidgin language adequately takes nearly as much effort as 
learning a non-pidgin one. 

(c) "I'm only going to be there for two years, and my sponsoring agency has a very full 
progrimme of work already lined up for me. I can't possibly afford the ti6e to learn the 
language. I'll have to work through an interpreter." Interpreters who understand the 
foreigner well are often quite rare, and good interpreters are rarer still. To be effective in 
one's work one needs to understand and speak the language. If the first three to six 
months were spent in full-time LL it would pay for itself in increased effectiveness for 
the remainder of the time. 

(d) "National men whom I train will be doing all the work and interacting with local people. 
I'll just be a consultant." To train and advise people effectively across a cultural 
boundary requires not only an understanding of local customs, values, and ways of 
resolving interpersonal problems, but also an ability to communicate with them at 
considerable depth. 
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A training programme needs to address such misconceptions and to lead students to see 
language and culture learning as an essential part of serving their host community. All 
components and stages of training need to foster in students a positive attitude towards 
national people, their culture, and their language, an attitude that leads them to get thoroughly 
involved with all three. Ideally, training staff should be experienced field personnel who 
have themselves successfully learned a language in the field, who are convinced of the value 
of LL, and who are enthusiastic about it. In addition, LL staff need phonetic skill, and 
empathy with students who find LL difficult. 

Good motivation is important for successful LL (Catford 1971:94-97). But some 
students suffer extreme discouragement during pre-field LL training because the language 
they are learning during their training is one that they will never need to use. So why waste 
time and effort learning it? There are four ways of minimising such de-motivation. Firstly, 
as far as is practicable, the trainees should learn for practical experience a language that has 
the potential for long-term communicative value for them. Secondly, they can be encouraged 
to view this language as a tool for developing new friendships and building relationships. 
Thirdly, they need to recognise that through this practical experience they are developing 
their own personal methods for learning any language in the future. And fourthly, this pre- 
field learning should be such a positive experience that the throw-away nature of the 
language does not cause them concern. To facilitate this, a language with relatively simple 
phonetics and fairly transparent grammar should be used. 

5. LEARNING STYLES 

For many years the training in LL at the Australian campus of SIL has oscillated between 
a fairly rigidly structured approach and a rather free approach. It is recognised that these two 
approaches usually correspond to the differing comfort zones of the staff according to their 
individual learning styles. But if this is true of staff, it is equally true of students. They all 
have preferred learning styles too. So then, in our training courses, how structured should 
the practical language learning sessions be? And how structured a method should we teach 
people to use when they reach the field? 

When it comes to learning by conscious mental effort, introducing vocabulary and 
grammar in their order of assumed difficulty and at a controlled pace may help some people. 
But research in second language acquisition suggests that that part of our language skill 
which is acquired unconsciously is acquired in a 'natural' order that is unaffected by the 
ordering of teaching materials (Krashen 1982:68-70). Trainees, then, ought to be given the 
opportunity to order their eliciting and drilling of materials as they choose, whether it be by 
grammatical simplicity, by usefulness (survival value) of topics, by the cGllection and 
elaboration of texts, or even by random acquisition as a child does. If trainees are 
encouraged to experiment rather widely with what and how they learn, then each individual 
will discover which methods work best for him. To make this discovery possible, they must 
be taught a variety of methods. 

Learning style research, though mostly conducted in the broad area of education, appears 
to have relevance for self-directed LL. For example, some people learn a language more 
efficiently through conscious learning, analysis, and intellectual understanding; they tend to 
prefer a more structured approach, the consistent use of a few good methods, and the study 
of written materials. Other people learn a language more efficiently through subconscious 
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acquisition, actual communication, and building interpersonal relationships; they tend to 
prefer a spontaneous approach, experimentation with a large variety of methods, audio- 
visual-kinesic activities (listen-and-do, etc.), and working from memory. And yet other 
people do best with various blends of these quite different ways of learning. In a training 
programme, the most practicable way to cope with such diversity is to provide each student 
with a variety of LL methods sufficient to accommodate his or her individual preferences. 

Since it is very likely that the trainees will have to direct their own personal LL 
programmes on the field, it is appropriate to give them a considerable amount of control over 
their practical LL experience during their pre-field training. For instance, we can show 
students the ways in which successful learners learn (Madden 1984; Dickinson 1987: 129), 
and can help them ascertain by trial their preferred learning styles. We can then give them 
orientation and experience in the design and implementation of individualised LL 
programmes and in self-evaluation of language progress and proficiency. However, with 
control comes responsibility, and all trainees need to be brought to the place where they no 
longer expect teachers to pour knowledge into their heads, but accept full responsibility for 
their own learning performance. Dickinson (1987:98ff.) uses written short-term learning 
contracts to facilitate this transition in attitude. 

The practical exercise of learning one particular language for several weeks in a language 
learning course can be a stressful experience, especially for students who are slow learners, 
or who are socially timid, or who like to think things through before speaking. This stress 
can usually be kept down to bearable levels by training the students in a variety of techniques 
among which are some appropriate to each style of learning, and giving them freedom to 
choose those they find congenial and effective. The staff should also be sensitive to the 
needs of such students when setting assignments. 

6. TECHNIQUES FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING 

Both trainers and trainees have their own favourite methods that work well for them in a 
self-directed LL situation. A range of possibilities was noted by participants in a recent 
conference on LL (Dallas, November 1989): 

(a) 25 different hear-say-do routines (Gradin 1989). (These include listening-only and 
elements of Asher's Total Physical Response (TPR) method (Richards & Rodgers 
1986:87ff.).) 

(b) Saturation listening to tape-recorded materials. 

(c) Focusing on prosodic features such as intonation and rhythm to help develop and retain 
auditoh memories. 

- 
(d) Using physical props for comprehensible input (Krashen 1982:66). 

(e) Following a standard daily cycle of techniques (Larson & Smalley 1972: 158ff.; Brewster 
& Brewster 1976:lOff.; Larson 1984:7 Iff.). 

(f) Daily exposure in a language community. 

(g) Living in the community with a surrogate family. 

(h) Limitless informal conversations. 

(i) Wholehearted learning using any techniques, and exposure for 1,800 hours. 
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Techniques developed for the classroom are not always suitable for self-directed 
programmes, although sometimes they can be adapted to that situation. For example, 
Stephen Krashen's 'silent period' (Krashen 1982:26f., 157f.) has been used with seeming 
success in some formal national language courses in several countries where SIL is working. 
But an initial period of weeks or even days of listening-without-talking is not suitable for a 
village situation because of the need to build interpersonal relationships immediately. 
Nevertheless there are two ways that a fieldworker can apply Krashen's principle as he 
learns a new language. 

(a) Programme-initial: with the help of a language learning consultant and a speaker of the 
language, he can do extensive TPR work with the speaker, saturation listening to tapes, 
and other non-speaking techniques for one or two weeks before actually moving into the 
village for the frst time. 

(b) Daily: ignoring the initial aspect of Krashen's principle, he can regularly spend time 
listening to other people talking in contexts where he need not be part of the 
conversation. He can also spend a set amount of time each day listening to specially 
selected or recorded tapes. 

But good techniques are not enough by themselves. Effective LL is not an academic 
exercise or the mechanical application of techniques. It involves making cross-cultural 
friends with real, live people and learning to communicate with them sensitively. So the 
methods that we teach students to use with their language helpers are those which are 
acceptable in normal conversation and which result in genuine communication. The constant 
aim is to integrate the personal, social, and cultural aspects of LL. 

7. EVALUATION OF LANGUAGE LEARNING POTENTIAL 

The question arises sooner or later: how can one evaluate a person's potential for LL in a 
host environment? It is possible to administer any one of several formal language aptitude 
tests. Alternatively, one may observe trainees' performance as they interact with, and learn 
from a language speaker on a self-directed basis. SIL campuses have tried both approaches 
and have mostly settled on the second one. On the Australian campus we use continuous 
observation to evaluate not only pronunciation, grammar, naturalness, fluency, and 
comprehension, but also use of LL techniques, attitudes, relationship-building, and 
willingness to step out of cultural and personal comfort zones to attempt to communicate and 
learn cross-culturally. 

SIL has always given grades for its courses and it will doubtless continue to do so. 
However, i t  has begun experimenting with concurrent self-assessment. In thE one training 
programme where this has been done so far, self-assessment turns out to agree with the 
staffs evaluation in 95 per cent of cases. There is an advantage in the trainee recognising his 
own abilities and limitations, for then he can choose his path for the future more objectively. 

8. LANGUAGE LEARNING AS PART OF A TRAINING PACKAGE 

One way of structuring a pre-field training package to focus on LL may be illustrated by 
the first of five courses offered by SIL at its Australian campus each year. This initial six- 
week course (LG1) introduces the student to basic linguistic and cultural aspects of LL via 
the following subjects: 
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Anthropology -intercultural sensitivity and communication 27 hours 
Introduction to Language (overview of linguistics) 7 hours 
Phonetics (practical articulatory phonetics) 26 hours 
Grammar (practical morphology and syntax) 25 hours 
Language Learning (7 lectures, 5 tutorials, 14 practicals) 22 hours 

The other four courses during the year are designed for people with special interests. 
Students who are considering a career in some kind of language work and who take these 
additional courses receive further training and practical experience in LL during the nine- 
week course in Field Linguistics (LG3). 

In the practical LL sessions primary emphasis is on oral mimicry, conversational practice 
and relationship-building, with secondary emphasis on eliciting, writing down, and tape- 
recording data in context. Students are encouraged to shift their eliciting from bilingual to 
monolingual techniques as their knowledge increases. In students' private time, the 
emphasis is on listening to and mimicking tapes (including drills), memorising, data 
organisation, and preparing for the next session with the language helper. Students are not 
required to analyse their data grammatically in LG 1. 

When LL is taught in parallel with other subjects, students tend to give almost all of their 
private time to the (mostly written) assignments of those other subjects and very little to the 
(mostly non-written) assignments in LL. One sol'ution adopted on the British campus of SIL 
is to put LL into a section of the course all by itself, taking up the whole day and having no 
other subjects running in parallel to compete with it for the students' private time. Another 
solution tried successfully in the Australian LG3 course is to run LL in parallel with other 
subjects but to set aside the first few weeks for concentrated LL with the other subject staff 
agreeing to set no written assignments during that period. 

9. THE USERS' VIEWS 

As staff, our impression is that in LGl we are giving most students a reasonable training 
in LL. To survey how students see the value of the LL course once they have become users, 
we sent out a questionnaire to about 70 former students. These had attended SIL in Australia 
between 1976 and 1986, and had subsequently learned another language. From the 38 
responses the following points emerge. 

(a) Some 29 out of 38 had to learn a national or regional language. Two-thirds of these 
attended a formal course and one-third learned the language informally by self-directed 
methods. Next, a surprising 30 out of 38 found themselves learning a minority 
language, always by self-directed methods. Two-thirds of these had access to written 
materials about the language, but one-third had no such written materials available to 
them. They had to rely solely on their training. 

(b) When they actually began learning a language in the field, 26 former students found that 
their previous LL training helped them considerably, and another six found that it helped 
them a little. The remaining four people felt that it actually hindered them because LL 
training had been such an unhappy experience, either because the practical LL sessions 
had been too rigidly structured for them, or because the language they had learned was 
not one which they could use in real life. 
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(c) Many of these former students suggested ways of improving the LL component of the 
LG1 course. The four most frequent recommendations were: 
- teach more methods of LL, and allow individual students more freedom as to which 

methods they adopt during the course; 

- in the pmctical experience phase, require more actual learning and less analysis; 

- allot more time for unstructured interaction with the language helpers for chatting 
informally and building relationships; 

- emphasise total immersion in the language, and set the practical learning experience 
right in a community that speaks that language, or even billet each student with a 
language-speaking family for two weeks. 

These and many other suggestions were made without any knowledge of the remarkably 
similar recommendations recently made by staff and by the LL conference. Such a 
congruence would appear to confirm that we are headed in the right direction and addressing 
perceived needs. 

10. CONCLUSION 

Learning a second language is a very common activity that has attracted considerable 
research and discussion during the past 50 It is now possible to prepare people to 
learn any second language. Preparation for LL is particularly desirable for intending field- 
workers who will have to organise their own learning because no formal language course is 
available. Such pre-field training should be aimed at bringing any monolingual person out of 
his linguistic isolation, and showing that the bilingual barrier can be breached as a matter of 
course. Training in the theory and methods of self-directed LL, along with practical 
experience in learning to communicate in one second language, deserves more academic 
recognition than it usually gets. 
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ON THE ORIGINS OF THE JAPANESE PEOPLE: NEW LIGHT FROM GENETICS 

LAJOS KAZbLR 

The aim of this paper is to help spread the news about very relevant anthropological 
research results elaborated by Professor Hideo Matsumoto and his team in the laboratories of 
the Department of Legal Medicine of Osaka Medical College. I draw above all on Professor 
Matsumoto's (1987b) article 'Characteristics of the Mongol and neighboring populations on 
the basis of the genetic markers of immunoglobulins', but will also use material from his 
other publications and lexica. 

Characteristics of the form and structure of the human body (e.g. measurements of the 
skull), have long been used to classify mankind into different races. Everybody has also 
heard of the A, B, and 0 blood types. They were discovered by Karl Landsteiner in 1901. 
A-B-0 blood group serology was first applied,.by the Hirszfeld brothers in 1919 to the 
classification of the human race. Blood group characteristics are inherited as a Mendelian 
trait. Allele frequencies also differ systematically and significantly in different populations. 
Alleles are pairs of genes which are basically identical, differing from each other in 
appearance only; these genes are contained in chromosomes which, as tiny particles, cany 
the different inherited materials found in the cells, and so in the body. 

Blood group serology provided a new dimension to the field of anthropological studies. 
Unfortunately, A-B-0 blood group serology was found to be unreliable as a basis of 
classification in mapping the inhabitants of the planet Earth, because certain infectious 
diseases affect individuals with certain blood group characteristics more than individuals with 
other blood group characteristics. The affection by diseases is thus selective, for example 
bubonic plague affects mainly people of the A and B blood groups. 

In 1956, Grubb and Lawell discovered a protein particle which carries in itself anti- 
disease resistance, or antibody, inherited from forebears whose bodies survived certain 
diseases. 

Protein particles which play an important role in the body's immune response are called 
immunogbbdins. So far five have been found in humans. One of these is lhe so-called 
gamma class, written IgG. 

At the present time, only one genetic system, gamma markers of immunoglobulins, can be 
used to characterise the different racial groups. 

In 1964, Professor Matsumoto and his team discovered the so-called Gm st marker gene 
which characterises the Mongoloid populations. 

Tom Dutton. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The Iangunge game: 
papers in memory of Donald C.  Laycock. 617-621. 
Pacific Linguistics. C-110. 1992. 
Q Lajos Kazh 



Inherited structural differences in human immunoglobulins are referred to as allotypes or 
genetic markers (from Greek allos 'other'). Since 1956, more than twenty allotypes have 
been described. These allotypes or genetic markers are inherited in fixed combinations 
termed Gm haplotypes (from Greek haplous 'simple'). 

At this juncture I quote from Professor Matsumoto's (1987b) publication referred to 
above: 

Since the discovery of the Gm st gene which characterises Mongoloid 
populations, in 1966, the distribution of the genetic markers of immunoglobulins 
(Gm haplotypes) among the Mongoloid and neighboring populations scattered 
from Southeast Asia through East Asia to South America has been investigated 
and concluded as follows: 

1) Mongoloid populations are divided into two groups on the basis of the 
analysis of genetic distances based on the GM haplotype frequencies: one is a 
southern group characterized by a remarkably high frequency of Gm afbl@ 
and a low frequency of Gm ag, and the other is a northern group 
characterized by a high frequency of Gm ag and an extremely low frequency 
of Gm &I@. 

2) Populations in China, mainly Han, including minority nationalities, show 
remarkable heterogeneities from north m south - in sharp contrast to Korean 
and Japanese populations showing homogeneities, respectively. The center 
of dispersion of the Gm &I@ characterizing southern Mongoloids must 
exist in the Guangxi and Yunnan areas in southwest China. 

3) The Gm a@st gene, found in the highest incidence among the North Baikal 
Buriats, flows in all directions. The gene, however, shows a precipitous 
drop which occurs from Mainland China to Southeast Asia and from North to 
South America, although the Gm a@st gene is still found in high incidences 
among Eskimos, Yakuts, Tibetans, Oroqens [sic], Koreans, Japanese and 
Ainu [see map 11. On the other hand, the gene is introduced into Hui, 
Uygur, Indians, Iranians and far into Sardinians in Italy. On the basis of 
these results, it should be concluded that the origin of the Japanese race must 
exist in Siberia, most likely in the Baikal area. [Note: The language of the 
Oroquens (generally referred to as Oroki) is a Tungus language spoken by a 
few hundred people on Sakhalin Island; it is different from Orochi on the 
seashore of the Amur region.] 

I would like to add a sentence contained in Professor Matsumoto's (1987a) paper 
'Characteristics of Mongoloid populations based on the human immunoglobdin allotypes' 
read in the University of Giessen, Federal Republic of Germany: "On the other hand, the 
gene is introduced into Hui, Uygurs, Indians, Iranians and far into Hungarians". 

We know that the Osaka team has investigated several groups of people speaking Uralic 
languages and found in them the same Gm agst  characteristic as in the northern Mongoloids 
generally. Also, blood samples gathered in Hungary and analysed in Osaka showed both 
northern and southern Mongoloid characteristics. 

Let's return to the conclusion "the origin of the Japanese race must exist in Siberia, most 
likely in the Baikal area". It sounds reasonable. At least it turns the attention of research 
concerned with Japanese origins in a direction strongly suggested by other scientific 
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evidence. However, one need not accept the suggestion as final. Large-scale migrations of 
peoples are known. A case involving the Baikal region is that of the Yakut Turks whose 
forebears left that region as late as the thirteenth century. 

The suggestion has been made (Kazir 1984, 1989) that speakers of languages of the 
Uralic family (including the not quite accepted Yukagirs) as well as the Japanese, Dravidians 
and Altaians (Turks, Mongols, Manchu-Tunguses) once lived together in Central Asia, say, 
in the Turkestan Plain around Lake Aral. The dominant part of the Japanese ancestors may 
well have migrated eastwards from the region of Lake Aral, becoming more distinctly 
Mongolian. 

MAP 1: THE DISTRIBUTION OF Gm a d  st GENES IN ASIA, AMERICA AND EUROPE 

But what about the Old Japanese (eighth century and earlier) language? Is it like 
Mongolian? The short answer is that it seems like Mongolian - structurally, but no amount 
of research has shown Japanese and Mongolian to be genetically related' Regarding 
phonology and vocabulary, Japanese differs greatly from Mongolian. But unexpectedly, 
perhaps, Japanese compares well with the archaic Uralic languages not only structurally, but 
also in phonology and vocabulary. At this juncture it is opportune to repeat: language and 
race need not go together, although they may. 

One may, and perhaps has to, postulate a very early language family in northern Asia, 
say, 'primitive Ural-Altaic', from which the Altaic (including early Korean?) and the 
Dravidian groups have grown away quite considerably in phonology and vocabulary, while 
Uralic and Japanese have retained more archaic, more primitive features. This would imply 



that the speakers of Proto Japanese stayed with the Uralians longer than speakers of the other 
languages in question - see map 2. 

Linguists have been suggesting for some 150 years, archaeologists for some 50 years that 
the roots of the dominant part of the Japanese people must be sought in mainland Asia. 
Anthropology has now joined these disciplines, pointing in the same general direction. Let's 
hope that this new impetus will encourage all scholars in the fields of Japanese, Altaic, Uralic 
and Dravidian studies to pool their efforts and join forces with scholars in several other 
areas, such as American Indiaistudies. 

h4AP 2: SUGGESTED MIGRATIONS OF PEOPLES APPROXIMATELY 8,000 YEARS AGO 

,.. - . .. 
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THE PROBLEM OF ANCESTRAL GHOSTS: AN ANTISKEPTIC SOLUTION 

ROGER M. KEESING 

Don Laycock's fascination with things occult and his deep underlying skepticism brought 
us laughter, wonder and insight. In the spirit of his irreverence, I sketch here - semi- 
seriously - some interesting possibilities and paradoxes with regards to ghosts. 

I invite readers to cast their skepticism aside temporarily and explore with me the 
possibility that (for perfectly good evolutionary and biological reasons and through 
mechanisms of mind, information and energy which science has yet to discover) there are 
ghosts. What if the dead hover about the communities where they lived, as shades, ghostly 
manifestations of mind? Mind, that is, in the sense that the information organised in human 
brains is coded electrically and chemically; and that through an as yet unknown process of 
transduction, mind as organised information outlives bodies and brains? What if, whatever 
the precise form of ghostly minds as disembodied shades, they hover about the living, 
parasitic perhaps on their energies but able to intervene at least to some degree in local events 
in the phenomenal word. (Imagine also that this capacity to intervene is contingent by and 
large on ongoing interaction with the minds and energy of the living; so that ghosts without 
supportive living congregations mainly pass into limbo.) 

Implausible? Perhaps. But there are several things to be said for such a notion. First, it 
requires no processes of mind-without-body that are not required as well by ideas of a soul 
and an afterlife in the great world religions. To accept the possibility of ghosts requires no 
leap of faith beyond those demanded by orthodox religions - including Christianity and 
Islam and Hinduism - that posit a soul or shade that survives the demise of its corporeal 
shell. It merely requires an equivalent leap in a slightly different direction. Second, there is 
a vast amount of cumulated (if mostly less than completely 'scientific', and mainly anecdotal) 
evidence and local lore that points in this direction. I refer not simply to Western spiritualism 
and house-hauntings, but to the cumulations of experience from all over the world, among 
people who live close to their dead. Analytically, it seems to me that accepting the possibility 
that ghosts exist (and that there is a quite naturalistic although as yet undiscovered 
explanation for this within the laws of physics) would solve more problems than it causes. 

I am well aware that there are alternative (and more immediately naturalistic) explanations 
for the extremely widespread 'belief" that ghosts exist - involving (among other things) 
psychological mechanisms of projection and guilt. Most of the time, I adhere to such 
explanations myself. However, I invite the reader to pursue further with me the possibility 
that they are wrong. 

l1 use this term with appropriate reservations in view of Rodney Needham's observations regarding 
ascriptions of 'belief. 

Tom D u r n  Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of Donald C .  Lnycock. 623-624. 
Pacifz  Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
O Roger M. Keesing 
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The compelling anthropological interest in the possibility that ghosts exist as disembodied 
continuations of mind is that they would be cultural beings. That is, Chinese ghosts would 
be culturally Chinese; Trobriand ghosts would be culturally Trobriand; and Australian ghosts 
(including Don's) would be culturally Australian. With Don in mind, we can be reminded 
that they would also be uniquely individual, (dis)embodying varying forms of whimsy, 
assertiveness, or malice. (That is not to say that ghosts would necessarily manifest the 
personalities and dispositions of the persons they were in life: the transmutation to ghostly 
form and state might systematically produce vengefulness or other transformations of 
'personality'.) If all this were true - that ghosts exist and are cultural beings, (dis)em- 
bodying the ideational systems of the living - then the nature of ghosts and the cultural 
interpretations regarding ghosts would be in a complex feedback relationship, with local 
ghosts behaving as ghosts locally are supposed to behave, but local expectations about 
ghosts in turn cumulatively shaped by the way ghosts do in fact behave. 

In such a social world comprising both the living and the dead in intense local interaction, 
we would find Kwaio (Solomon Islands) ghosts imposing and policing pollution taboos; 
Manus ghosts acting like punitive father figures; and Trobriand ghosts congregating as 
baloma where and when they are supposed to, surrounded by yams and kula valuables set 
out by the living. The world prior to European (and Hindu, and Islamic) expansion would 
have been one of thousands of small, locally 'true' religions: or better put, would have been 
made up of thousands of local communities consisting of the living and the dead, in intense 
interaction. 

Consider further the possibility that the great world religions are all vast category errors: 
that they confound the true experiences of ghostly shades, hence of souls, with a mistaken 
projection of the power of the state onto the cosmos in the form of a god or gods. (That I 
really do believe.) If there are only ghosts, but they have been hypostatised and magnified 
into gods in the image of the state, then the imperalist expansions of what have become 
'world religions' take on a disastrous character. The spread of 'civilisation' in the last two 
millenia would then have been a history of the expansion of powerful states and their 
mistaken religions, particularly Christianity and Islam, and the obliteration of thousands of 
small, local, 'me'  religions by vast false ones. It is a process that is still going on, using all 
the technology of the latter twentieth century (including linguistic science). 

We might note that (if this scenario were approximately correct) the forms of the world 
religions locally adopted very often combine both continuing belief in and propitiation of 
local ghosts and religious relations with 'high' god or gods of an introduced world religion. 
Quite often, this has resulted in a harmonious synthesis (often one where households or local 
communities maintain relations with local ghosts at local shrines and specialist priests 
maintain relations with 'high' deity or deities at temples or shrines). Christianity has 
characteristically (though not always) been hostile towards such syntheses, condemning and 
attempting to destroy relations with local ancestral ghosts as manifestations of the Devil. 

A final implication of the cultural nature of ghosts - if such there be - bears mention. As 
cultures change, we could surmise that ghosts as (dis)embodiments of cultures change as 
well. Victorian ghosts were given to dramatically haunting houses on the moors in the 
manner expected of them. Contemporary ghosts are more given to turning the TV on and 
off. 

Don, we miss you. 



DON'S PIONEER ANCESTRY 

K.G. LAYCOCK 

Don was very proud to be a sixth-generation Australian, the great-great-great-grandson of 
Quartermaster Thomas Laycock (1756-1809) of the New South Wales Corps, who arrived in 
Sydney on HMS Gorgon with his wife Hannah and their five children (Sarah, William, 
Thomas junior, Samuel and George) on 21 September 1791. 

The name LAYCOCK is derived from lac (Latin and Old French for 'lake') and oc (an Old 
English diminutive) and is thus a place-type surname denoting someone living by a small 
lake. Spelling variants are LACOC, LAYCOCK, LAYCOCKE, LACOCK, LEACOCK, LEYCOCK 
and even LEYCKEOCKE; Don's ancestors seem to have spelt it LAYCOCK for at least 300 
years. Two such placenames exist today in England - 'Lacock' in Wiltshire and 'Laycock' 
in the West Riding of Yorkshire, a small hamla about 1.5 miles to the west of Keighley. 
Don was fortunate enough to visit 'Laycock' and nearby areas of the West Riding (the area 
of origin of the family) a few years ago. 

Thomas Laycock senior was however born only a few miles from London, the son of 
Peter Laycock and his wife Rebecca. His father had been born in the West Riding not far 
from Wakefield (as had the two previous generations of the family) in 1720 but, like many 
others, had migrated from the north of England, which was in a state of depression for many 
years after the 1715 and 1745 Jacobite rebellions. London was the great hope for many of 
those seeking a living in the south of England, and London and the nearby counties 
underwent a population explosion in the eighteenth century. Peter Laycock married his wife 
Rebecca in London in 1754 and their first child, a girl, was born the following year. 
Thomas, born towards the end of 1756, was baptised in mid-January 1757. 

After serving an apprenticeship Thomas became a cordwainer, a worker in leather - 
especially shoes. The trade derives its name from cordovan or cordwain, a goatskin leather 
originally from Cordova in Spain, regarded as the best leather for shoes. He set himself up 
in business in London. 

In 1777 Thomas Laycock enlisted in a very prestigious Army regiment (one of his 
Colonels was Lieutenant-General the Duke of Northumberland) in London and served in it 
for eleven years. He attained the rank of Se rjeant and spent five years in that rank before he 
and a number of other long-serving soldiers, were, in June 1788, pensioned out as 
'rheumatics' as a result of a reorganisation which made them surplus. Just before his 
promotion to Se rjeant he married - in London - and his first four children were born there. 
His youngest son George was born and baptised at Portsmouth in 1790 (Samuel, born in 
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London in 1788, was baptised at the same time) shortly before the family sailed for New 
South Wales. George died in Sydney at the age of about eighteen months and was buried on 
Sunday 11 March 1792. Two more children - Rebecca (named after her grandmother) in 
1793 and Elizabeth on 29 June 1796 - were born to Thomas and Hannah in Sydney and all 
of the family except Rebecca, who returned to England in 1816, were buried in New South 
Wales. Through a marriage of cousins, Don is descended from both Thomas junior and 
Elizabeth. 

Thomas Laycock remained an Army pensioner (we can assume he resumed his trade of 
cordwainer to support his family) until June 1789. On 8 June 1789 Francis Grose, after 
several months' negotiations, was given approval to raise a Corps of four companies (each 1 
captain, 1 lieutenant, 1 ensign, 3 serjeants, 3 corporals, 2 drummers and 67 privates) 
together with five Staff Officers (adjutant, quartermaster, chaplain, surgeon and surgeon's 
mate) - a total of 317 soldiers - for service in New South Wales to replace the Marines of the 
First Fleet. Because of his eleven years' service in a prestigious regiment (including five 
years as a Serjeant) Thomas Laycock was no doubt well known to Grose and approached by 
him as a possible recruit during the negotiations, since Thomas Laycock enlisted in the New 
South Wales Corps (as it had been named) on 9 June 1789, the day after the approval of the 
Corps. 

In enlisting Thomas Laycock Grose stretched his instructions slightly because no recruit 
was to be enlisted 'under five feet four inches and a half in height, nor under sixteen nor 
above thirty years of age'. Born late in 1756, Thomas Laycock was, at the time of his 
enlistment, just under thirty-three years of age. There was no problem about his height, as 
he was six foot six inches (his second son, Thomas Laycock junior (1786-1823), who also 
became a commissioned officer in the Corps, was six foot eight and a half inches in height - 
almost certainly its tallest officer). Thomas' previous service and his attainment of the rank 
of Serjeant in a prestigious regiment (with service at that rank for five years), plus his height, 
would have more than outweighed his being above the maximum age laid down. He is 
shown at the head of the list of Serjeants in the Corps' first muster of June-December 1789. 

One hundred and fifteen men - some 38 per cent of the total of the 302 men enlisted (with 
16 others 'waiting to compleat' to bring the New South Wales Corps up to its agreed 
strength) - sailed with the Second Fleet at the end of 1789 on Neptune, Scarborough and 
Surprize. The remainder of the Corps were to have followed in 1790 on HMS Gorgon, 
which was a 44-gun frigate of 896 tons built on the Thames in 1784, and considered to be 
the fastest ship in the Royal Navy in its day. After transporting the remainder of the Corps to 
Sydney - with its speed it would have easily caught up with the slow transports of the 
Second Fleet - HMS Gorgon was to have joined Vancouver's expedition to the west coast of 
Canada. But it was not to be. In 1790 there was an invasion scare and the rest of the Corps 
were retained in England to perform duty as marines out of Portsmouth (they were then 
stationed at the nearby Forton Barracks). When the French invasion threat eased the Corps 
was relieved from its marine duty in August 1790 and ordered to resume the move to New 
South Wales. There was a further delay in HMS Gorgon's departure caused by investigation 
of a dispute between its captain (Harvey) and the Corps. The captain lost the dispute and 
was replaced by Captain John Parker. 

The first Quartermaster of the New South Wales Corps was Ensign William Duberly (a 
Staff Officer position could be held by a commissioned officer). In September 1790 Grose 
sought a court martial of Duberly for 'repeated neglects and misconduct' (he had been placed 
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under arrest) but a few days later withdrew his request to avoid-the disgrace to the Corps 
from a court martial. However, Duberly lost his job as Quartermaster (he remained an 
Ensign) and on 5 January 1791 Major-Commandant Grose promoted Serjeant Thomas 
Laycock to the commissioned rank of Quartermaster. British Army commissions were then 
bought and sold but it was possible for long-serving meritorious non-commissioned officers 
to be promoted to a commission. Such a commission could not be sold, which is no doubt 
why in 1793 both Grose and Governor Phillip recommended Thomas Laycock for the 
ensigncy (which could have been sold) in the extra company of the Corps which had been 
approved. Lord Amherst, the Commander-in-Chief of the Army, did not approve of Thomas 
holding another commission, so he missed out on a potential source of revenue. However, 
his promotion to Quartermaster was financially beneficial -his pay rose from £18.5.0 a year 
and one shilling a day sustenance as a Serjeant to £79.19.4 a year and three shillings and 
sixpence a day sustenance. 

It was as Quartermaster of the New South Wales Corps that Thomas Laycock embarked 
on HMS Gorgon, which sailed on 15 March 1791. Arriving with his family on 21 
September 1791, his name appears in a Muster of the Corps dated 22 November 1791 as 
being present in Sydney and fit for duty. The following month he was stationed at 
Parramatta, along with two other Staff Officers - the Chaplain (James Bain), who had also 
come on HMS Gorgon, and the Surgeon, John Hanis, who became a great friend of the 
LAYCOCK family. , 

In addition to his duties as Quartermaster dealing with Army stores, Thomas Laycock was 
appointed Deputy Commissary (eighth in rank of the civil positions) to deal with civil stores. 
He camied out his extra duties diligently and competently, as is illustrated by his reports on 
the damaged stores on the Bellona in 1793 and Salamander and Resolution in 1794, until he 
resigned in December 1800. He received a number of land grants and purchased a 
considerable amount of land also - in 1802 he had 448 acres by grant and 900 by purchase 
and by 1807 owned 1,655 acres of land in Sydney; quite a step up for a former tradesman! 
His first land grant, received in February 1793, was for 80 acres at Parsley Bay - he called 
this property 'Woodmancote'. It was sold and later purchased by the convict baronet Sir 
Henry Brown-Hayes who started to build a house on it before selling the property to W.C. 
Wentworth. The house, extended considerably over the years by the Wentworth family, is 
today known as 'Vaucluse House'. Another land grant ran between Bridge Street, High 
street (now George Street), Pits' Row (now Pitt Street; the original name arose from the pits 
used to collect water from the Tank Stream for the domestic use of Sydney's residents) and 
the Bond Stores (now Bond Street). A visiting American whaler recorded in his diav,  in 
1803, that he had seen some very fine spotted deer on this land. 

Hannah Laycock, the Quartermaster's wife, also received two land grants. The first, of 
500 acres near Cook's River, was given by Governor King in 1804 and was named 'King's 
Grove Farm' (it occupies part of the present Sydney suburb of Kingsgrove). It was visited 
by Governor Macquarie in 18 10 - he recorded 'a neat comfortable well built farm house and 
well furnished; the good old lady's farm being also in a forward state of improvement'. The 
second grant, made about October 1813, was from Governor Macquarie; 100 acres in 
Howe's Valley (the first land grant in the area), which was called 'Putty Farm'. An 
additional 1,000 acres in Howe's Valley had been promised to Hannah but although she 
wrote several letters to the Government about it she did not receive this additional grant 
because of a change in policy - grants were no longer to be made to women! 'Putty Farm' 
was farmed by her son Samuel and her grandson Thomas William Eber Bunker Laycock. It 
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passed to the latter by her will (she died in 1831) and when surveyed in the 1840s was 
recorded in his name; it remained in LAYCOCK hands for almost 100 years until it was willed 
to a non-relative in 1909 and sold. The Laycocks then moved to Singleton, Sydney and 
Newcastle (where Don was born in 1936). 

Two of the Quartermaster's sons, William and Samuel, and the two youngest daughters, 
Rebecca and Elizabeth, returned to England for their education. The boys returned alone to 
NSW in 1804 and shortly afterwards received land grants adjoining 'King's Grove Farm'. 
The girls returned with their mother (who had gone on a visit to England) in 1810. 

All three of Thomas Laycock's surviving sons - William, Thomas junior and Samuel - 
had Army service but only Thomas junior made it into a career. William was enlisted as a 
drummer - at the age of six years! - while on board HMS Gorgon but did not continue; 
Samuel became an Ensign in the New South Wales Corps in 1805 but was dismissed after a 
court martial in 1807. 

Thomas Laycock junior, Don's great-great-grandfather, the second eldest son of 
Quartermaster Thomas Laycock, appears to have received his education by private tutoring. 
He became an Ensign in the New South Wales Corps on 30 December 1795 at the age of 
nine years (although the minimum age for Ensigns in the British Army was then sixteen 
years, it was possible for enlistments to be made below that age in 'family-owned' or 
overseas regiments) and was promoted to Lieutepant on 11 February 1802, in his sixteenth 
year. In February 1807, while stationed at Port Dalrymple in Tasmania, he led a party of 
four men overland to Hobart, the first crossing of the island. It took nine days for the 
journey to Hobart and six days to return. His report of the journey shows that he had the 
ability to assess the potentials of the land as well as some education in navigation and 
geology. 

In the course of the expedition the twenty-year-old Lieutenant discovered a lake (first 
named Laycock's Lake, later renamed Wood's Lake) and the Clyde River. The difficult 
conditions encountered on the journey may be gauged by his report that on one occasion it 
took the party five hours to traverse three miles. For this outstanding effort he received a 
cow - a much-prized possession in the early days of Australia; he later received a grant of 
500 acres at Cabramatta Creek. As this grant was made during the so-called 'illegal regime' 
after the deposing of Governor Bligh by the New South Wales Corps it was, like all others 
made during this period, cancelled by Governor Macquarie, who used the land as the site of 
one of his new towns, Liverpool. 

Quartermaster Thomas Laycock played a prominent part in the quelling of the revolt by 
Irish convicts at present-day Castle Hill - a contemporary watercolour in the Pictorial 
Collection of the National Library bears the caption 'Major Johnston with Quartermaster 
Laycock, one Serjeant and Twentyfive Privates of ye New S Wales Corps defeats Two 
Hundred and Sixtysix Armed Rebels 5 March 1804'. He was highly commended. 
However, his health deteriorated in the following years and he became irrational, to the point 
of endeavouring to 'call out' (for a duel) his Commanding Officer and attempting to persuade 
his son Thomas (the Lieutenant) to call out Captain Abbott or the Adjutant, Lieutenant 
Minchin, over assumed insults by them. He was court-martialled in 1806 and dismissed, 
after 33 years' service to King George 111. Samuel was court-martialled about the same time 
- for the heinous offence of playing cards with a private soldier! - and also dismissed. 
Thomas's health worsened and after a report on his health by D'Arcy Wentworth his affairs 
were in October 1809 placed in the hands of his sons (William and Thomas junior) and 
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several others, including D'Arcy Wentworth. He died at Sydney Hospital on 27 December 
1809, aged fifty-three. 

Lieutenant Thomas Laycock was involved in the deposing of Governor Bligh by the New 
South Wales Corps on 26 January 1808. He is facetiously described as being the only 
casualty of this 'rebellion'; in 1825 the Editor of the 'Sydney Gazette' related how Lieutenant 
Laycock searched the loft of the printery (being an official paper it was part of Government 
House) for Governor Bligh and because of his great height and the narrowness of the ladder 
stumbled when descending and fell heavily, nearly dislocating his back. The truth of this 
story, seventeen years after the event and two years after Thomas junior's death, will never 
be known. 

Although some historians have put the entire blame for this incident on the Corps, others 
have seen it as the removal from office of an incompetent, tyrannical and dangerously 
capricious Governor by the only group capable of such action and of assuming control of the 
colony until the matter could be resolved by the appointment of a new Governor. This latter 
viewpoint is reinforced by the fact that Lieutenant-Colonel Johnston was the only officer 
court-martialled (he was dismissed from the Army but returned to New South Wales as a 
settler), the New South Wales Corps was not disbanded but was recalled as the 102nd 
Regiment of Foot and Bligh was never given another official appointment. The 102nd 
Regiment later served in the 18 12- 14 war against America under that fine Peninsular War 
soldier, Charles Napier, who commended them. ' 

On 1 June 1809 Lieutenant Thomas Laycock married (at St Phillip's Anglican Church in 
York Street Sydney) Isabella Bunker (1787-1817), eldest child of Captain Eber Bunker 
(born at Plymouth, Massachusetts in March 1761), descended from several 'Pilgrim Fathers' 
on Nantucket Island. Eber Bunker, a Loyalist, returned to England (where he married) after 
the American War of Independence. He first came to New South Wales in 1791, in 
command of the transport William and Ann, coming finally for the third time in 1799 in 
command of a whaling ship. He settled in the colony (his family came in 1806) and is 
regarded as the founder of the whaling industry in Australia. In addition to his whaling 
activities he made several exploratory mps in the Pacific Ocean. He received several land 
grants, including one at Liverpool (where he is buried) which he called 'Collingwood' after 
his wife's relative Admiral Lord Collingwood of Trafalgar fame. 

When the 102nd Regiment of Foot (except for those who had elected to remain in New 
South Wales in the Veteran Company attached to Macquarie's 73rd Regiment) sailed for 
England on HMS Dromedary in May 1810, Thomas and Isabella sailed with it. Their first 
child, John Henry Brabyn Laycock (John Brabyn was a fellow officer) was born at sea on 1 
July 1810 but died the following year at Horsham Barracks during a measles epidemic. 
Thomas obtained a captaincy in the 98th Regiment of Foot in September 18 11, and a second 
child, Margaretta Hannah, was born in February 1812. From October of that year Thomas 
served with the 98th Regiment in the 1812-14 war against America. It operated from Nova 
Scotia against the mainland (one of its actions was the expedition to Plattsburg) and it was at 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, that the only surviving son of Thomas and Isabella, Thomas William 
Eber Bunker Laycock, was born on 19 January 18 15. 

The Treaty of Ghent, signed on 24 December 1814, ended the war with America and the 
family returned to England in 1815. After Napoleon's final defeat at the Battle of Waterloo 
in June 1815 the British Army started to reduce its strength and most regiments (including 
the 98th which had been renumbered as the 97th Regiment, and the 102nd, renumbered as 
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the 100th Regiment) were disbanded in 1818. With little prospect of continuing his Army 
career, Thomas Laycock junior decided to return to New South Wales (where his mother and 
brothers and sisters were living) and in March 18 16 resigned his commission in order to do 
so. The family returned on the ship Fame, arriving in Sydney on 8 March 1817. On 13 
May, Isabella died in childbirth, at the age of thirty, at John Harris's 'Ultimo House', and 
the child, John Craven Laycock, also died. 

Having left the Army, Thomas Laycock junior was anxious to build up his wealth for the 
benefit of his family, but was not to know that he would not succeed in doing so because he 
only had a few more years to live. He entered into a business relationship with a prominent 
merchant named John Connell and cemented that relationship by marrying - again at St 
Phillip's - on 8 July 1817 John Connell's youngest daughter, Margaret, eleven years his 
junior. In April 1817 he had secured a hotel licence in Pitt Street and later set up a store. He 
also obtained a grant of 600 acres at Bringelly, where he built a house which he called 
'Cottage Vale', and was soon a large supplier of meat to the Commissariat. Two sons, John 
Connell Laycock (a member of the first New South Wales Legislative Assembly and father 
of the sculler Elias Connell Laycock, whose name is perpetuated in 'Laycock Place', Holt, 
ACT) and Elias Pearson Laycock were born to Thomas and Margaret - in 18 18 and 182 1 - 
before Thomas died suddenly at the age of thirty-seven on 7 November 1823 and Margaret 
died, aged twenty-six, on 25 January 1824. They were buried together at the Devonshire 
Street Cemetery but when this cemetery was redeyeloped in 1901 as part of Central Railway 
Station they were reburied in Rookwood Cemetery by their sculler grandson, and lie there 
today. 'Cottage Vale' - Thomas was almost certainly its architect - remains today as 
'Kelvin'. 

Pioneers themselves, the LAYCOCKS became related to a number of other pioneer families 
through marriages. Sarah, the eldest child of Quartermaster Thomas and Hannah Laycock, 
was married in 1801 to Nicholas BAYLY, a former Ensign in the New South Wales Corps, 
and marriages of their children brought relationships with the ALLAN, LAWSON and 
MACARTHUR families among others. Thomas junior's first marriage brought into being not 
only a connection with the BUNKERS (who prided themselved on being descended from 
royalty) but also with the FISK family, while his second marriage linked the LAYCOCKs not 
only with the CONNELLs but with the BLAXLANDs through the marriage of his granddaughter 
Grace to Gregory George BLAXLAND. Elizabeth's marriage to Thomas Matcham Pitt in 1813 
linked the LAYCOCKs not only with the PITT family (with an indeterminate link with the 
famous 'House of Pitt' which gave England two Prime Ministers) but also with the 
FAITHFULL, WILSHIRE, WOOD, FORREST, TOWN, JENKINS, GIBSON and BADGERY families. 
The marriage in 1882 at Wollombi of Don's grandfather George Laycock (born at Putty in 
1858 as the tenth and last child of Thomas William Eber Bunker Laycock and his wife, his 
cousin Mary Matcham Pitt (born at Richmond in 1815)) to Ada Emily Cobcroft linked the 
LAYCOCKs with both the pioneer family of COBCROFT and the pioneer Thomas ROSE. The 
latter came on Bellona in 1793 as the head of the largest group of the first free settlers to 
arrive in the colony of New South Wales. Many representatives of these families, as well as 
both Thomas Laycock senior and Thomas Laycock junior, have entries in the Australian 
Dictionary of Biography. 

Don was truly right in being proud of his ancestry. 



AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES: A SUMMARY FOR 
JAPANESE AUDIENCES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Australia is booming in Japan. It is attested by the rapid increase in the number of 
Japanese tourists who are visiting Australia now, an increase of 30 to 40 per cent annually. 
Australia is an extremely fascinating and 'curious' place to young Japanese, especially 
honeymooners and students. They want to 'discover' Australia. They have a voracious 
appetite for Australiana. They want to see the Opera House and climb Ayers Rock, they 
want to eat beef and crayfish, they want to watch Aussie Rules and go surfing, they want to 
buy opals and bark paintings, and they want to know something of Aboriginal languages. 
Their thirst for these things is quenched in Austrdia except when it comes to the Aboriginal 
languages, since reference books down-under are too academic for them. So, to provide 
them with easy-styled information, I have written this short article, with special emphasis on 
the difference between Aboriginal and Japanese tongues. 

I wrote it in Japanese as an appendix to my book Aussie English Nyumon (An 
Introduction to Aussie English) (Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1987). When I sent its outline to Don 
Laycock, he liked it. So I want to rerun it in English, dedicated to the memory of my late 
friend. 

For all the information introduced in my writing, I am indebted to many Australian 
authors, in particular to S.A. Wurm, Languages of Australia and Tasmania (The Hague: 
Mouton, 1972) for grammatical features, and Jeffrey Heath, Basic materials in Ritharngu: 
grammar, texts and dictionary (PL, B-62, 1980) for example sentences. My particular 
thanks go to them. 

2. ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES OF AUSTRALIA 

2.1 NUMBER AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS 

The Aboriginal population (based on 1981 statistics) is about 160,000, 1.1 per cent of the 
Australian population, of which about 110,000 are mixed bloods. About half of the 
Aboriginal people today live in cities and towns, where their life is similar to that of the white 
people. About 30,000, however, live a tribally oriented life in the remote parts of the 
continent - the Northern Territory, the northern part of Queensland, South Australia and 
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Western Australia - although few now live in the manner of their hunter-gatherer forebears. 
Aboriginal languages are used in their daily life in some parts of these areas as well as in the 
Western Desert. 

At the time of the white settlement (1788), it is assumed, approximately 300,000 
Aboriginals were speaking around 260 distinct languages on the Australian continent. 
However, many of the present-day Aboriginals, including some full-bloods, have lost their 
languages. The languages still spoken today will be numbered in the scores, and the 
speakers of each language number from a few persons to several hundreds. The Aboriginal 
languages were never great numerically, so a language with a few hundred speakers today is 
a big one. The largest language is the multi-dialectal Western Desert language which has a 
few thousand speakers. 

They are now known to be genetically interrelated and constitute a single large family, the 
Australian Phylum. It is assumed that there is no genetic link with languages outside 
Australia. Most of them, except a few languages near Papua New Guinea, appear to have 
been free from outside linguistic influence for many thousand years. This constitutes a 
linguistic situation unique in the world. 

The Australian languages as a whole show very considerable structural similarities, but a 
markedly low percentage of shared vocabulary. [This low cognate density (i.e. vocabulary 
sharing) makes a lexicostatistical approach very difficult or almost valueless in many 
instances, 'lexicostatistical approach' being a linguistic method to apply to the classification 
or the establishment of genetic relationship of two or more languages/dialects statistically 
comparing the basic vocabulary shared.] 

While the vocabulary of all languages is particularly rich in words for flora and fauna, 
hunting, aspects of daily and religious life, winds and natural phenomena etc., Aboriginals 
had very few actual placenames; an Aboriginal when asked the name of an area would 
usually recount an event that had happened in his own experience so that 'place of many fish' 
to one Aboriginal might be 'place of no fish' or 'place of many birds' to another. There are 
also everyday, song and ritual vocabularies within a language. 

2.2 PRONUNCIATION 

VOWELS In Japanese there are five vowels - & /a/ ,  11 /i/, 3 /u/, ii /el and f;  101. 
The great majority of Aboriginal languages have only three - /a/, /it and /u/. As 'bat' and 
'but' are difficult for some Japanese to pronounce distinctively, so to the Aboriginal ear, 
foreign sounds other than the above three would sound the same or they would pronounce 
such a sound in either one of their own vowels. 

CONSONANTS Many of their languages have voiced sounds, but no voiceless ones. They 
will have Japanese Cf ha/, f2 Ida/ or df /ga/, but no t2 /pa/, f,. /ta/ or ha/. 
So both ha/ and /pa/ would be the same sound to them. They usually do not have fricatives 
like Is/, /z/ or /N, either. 

Though their sounds seem to be rather few, they have some sounds that do not exist in 
Japanese, for example there are as many as five which would all sound like 6 Ira/ to the 
Japanese ear - /I-a/, /la/, /!a/, Ira/ and /rat. The /nil, /nil, /nil, or /pi/ in some of their languages 
would also all sound like CZ /nil to the Japanese. 
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Grammatical features briefly given here pertain to many Aboriginal languages, but every 
language does not necessarily possess them all. 

CASES They have case markers like Japanese di , a) , GZ , i? , etc. which are affixed 
to nouns and pronouns. In many languages, the nouns and pronouns do not change their 
forms, the markers simply being affixed to them. Some languages have a case called 
'ergative', which is somewhat strange to the Japanese. It is a case to denote the subject in a 
transitive sentence and different from that of the subject in an intransitive sentence. 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS Many languages have dual number (two persons) besides singular 
and plural. Some even have developed 'trial' (three persons). Also, 'we' in many languages 
has two forms, one including the person addressed to, and the other excluding him. This 
distinction does not exist in Japanese. 

NUMERALS Strangely enough, the great majority of their languages have only three 
numerals - one, two and three, no four and upwards. A few languages, however, have 
developed a quinary (five-number) system, which seems to extend indefinitely upwards. 

DEMONSTRATIVES While English has two demonstratives - this and that, Japanese has 
three: t f i  (this), + fi (that, near), 25 h (that, distant). Some Aboriginal languages 
have four demonstratives according to the degrees of distance: this (proximate), this 
(immediate), that (near-distant) and that (far-disiant). Some languages distinguish not only 
the degrees of distance, but the kinds of location and direction as well, which make quite 
complex systems. 

TENSES Generally there are three tenses - past, present and future. A number of languages 
have a two-tense system, that is, future and non-future. Some other languages, however, 
developed quite numerous tenses, indicating, for example, the point of time during the day or 
night at which an action takes place. 

PASSIVE VOICE One general characteristic of almost all Aboriginal languages is the absence 
of passive voice. 

GENDERS Languages having gender or class systems are not uncommon. The number of 
genders/classes is from two to as many as nine. Some languages show very elaborate 
concord, almost all words in a sentence displaying the same ending. 

WORD ORDER A striking feature of many Aboriginal languages is the great flexibility of 
word order. It is quite free whether the subject of a sentence comes first, last or in the 
middle. Verbs and objects also can be placed at any position in a sentence. Statistically, 
however, there is some preference for the order S-0-V (subject-object-verb) in transitive 
sentences, which is the same order as in Japanese. 

2.4 RITHARNGU (EXAMPLE SENTENCES) 

Ritharngu is a language spoken in the Northern Tenitory, having a few hundred speakers. 
As aforementioned, a language with hundreds of speakers is a large one. The following 
(modified) example sentences are quoted from Jeffrey Heath, Basic materials in Ritharngu: 
grammar, texts and dictionary (PL, B-62, 1980:36- 109). The fault in Japanese translation, 
if any, lies with the present writer, but he believes there is no mistranslation. 
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(I) Ga:-wala gan-gu ra dapa ba:pa-g?-gu. 
carry-past he-to I stick father-my-to 
I canied a stick tolfor my father. 

(2) Nina-@ gay ba:pa-mu-gala-gap gadan-gqa. 
sit he father-your-at humpy -at 
He is sitting at your father's humpy. 

(3) Wa:ni-na nu gay bay?? 
go-past now he yeslno 
Did he go just now?/He has gone, hasn't he? 

(4) Wa:n-i gi: galki-?may?' 
go-future you near-not 
Go far away! 

(5) Yaku-n?-gu iia ra la-na madaluggu-y. 
this-of him I spear-past spear-with 
I speared him with this man's spear. 

(6) Wqa-ga iia ra la-n-p wu dig?- waz-gu. 
tell-past him I spear-ing woman-PL-of 
I told him to kill the women. ., 
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My best printable story about Don Laycock comes from a 'few years ago, when I 
happened to mention during a telephone conversation that I had just enjoyed an outstanding 
Australian port. Laycock immediately asked me: 'Was it Gayfer's Durif?' It was! I was 
astonished at his inspired guess, because Gayfer's is a little-known vineyard near Chiltern, 
in north-eastern Victoria, and their marvellous fortified reds are rarely seen for sale 
elsewhere. When I asked him how he had picked such an unlikely possibility, he answered, 
with his characteristic blend of naivety and insight: "because all those people who learned to 
drink at Johnny Walker's Bistro [in the late 50s and early 60s] are developing the same tastes 
at the same time"! His premise - an interesting observation in itself - is quite probable; but I 
still don't understand how he inferred it was Gayfer's, rather than a dozen other better- 
known wines that would have equally appealed tb those synchronous Sydney palates. 

I cannot recall our first encounter, but it must have been late in 1959 or early in 1960, 
when we had just become fellow residents of University House, Canberra. Laycock made a 
deep impression on me, right from the start, partly because we had a lot in common 
culturally. He grew up on Ash Island, in the Hunter River, near Newcastle, the unlovely 
city where I too had been born, though I spent all my early remembered years up the river, at 
Maitland. Despite his education, travel and worldly experience, Laycock in many ways 
preserved the ethos of his birthplace and its hardy inhabitants - the kind of character revealed 
in the crisis of the recent earthquake. He had a good deal of Newcastle's simplicity, 
cheerfulness, directness and lack of pretension; its courage, toughness and stoicism; its self- 
sufficiency, pride and independence; its adaptability, its fatalism, and, we might add, its 
indifference to the refinements of visual aesthetics. My father was much the same kind of 
person. Laycock and I also had a similar educational background, with its strong grounding 
in classical English - though I had none of his abilities in foreign languages. 

At University House, we soon discovered other common tastes, particularly in wine and 
food, which remained a strong bond between us, and also an encyclopaedic interest in 
humanity. Over wine (and, I must confess, a lot of brandy),l we frequently discussed not 
only the grand traditions of myth, religion, philosophy, poetry, literature, science and sex, 
but also the more trivial aspects of human life, the fantasies, foibles and failings of mankind, 
and the other details that occupy sociologists, linguists, anthropologists and historians. We 
were then far from encyclopaedic in our erudition or objectivity, of course; but, in that 

lAccording to Laycock's parody of the University House barman's pronunciation, the two most popular 
foreign brandies were 'c6nyak1 and 'am6nyak'. 

Tom Dunon. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon, eds The language game: 
papers in memory of D o d d  C .  Laycock. 635-644. 
Pacifc Linguistics, C-110. 1992. 
O Graham Pont 
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innocent age of post-graduate, pre-doctoral enthusiasm, when time stretched out infinitely 
before us, like a sunny Canberra landscape, the whole world was our oyster. Looking back 
now, I realise that, despite the sympathy of outlook, we really occupied quite different 
worlds. Mine was a landscape full of music and conversation (mostly a monologue); but I 
suspect that Laycock's was a more visual, public or Wittgensteinian world. Laycock 
approached life as if die Welt ist alles was der Fall ist. The infinite facts of the world were all 
more or less interesting to him; life was a matter of getting to know them. But, in mastering 
so many of those facts, in so many different fields, he sometimes lost a sense of due 
proportion, occasionally missing the crucial differences between important and mvial facts, 
or between real issues and mere information. But, if you really wanted information, 
Laycock was your man. 

Laycock was a natural teacher: he could hardly stop himself. He had his own way of 
buttonholing and berating an audience in the most unlikely situations, at any hour of the day 
or  night, drunk or  sober, deluging his victims in a torrent of learning. With equal 
enthusiasm, he would discourse on the esoteric history of playing cards, the grammar and 
prosody of the Nibelungenlied (I actually construed a few verses of it with him), or  the 
textual problems of the latest dirty song he had found. When he went into his pedagogical or 
preaching mode, he always adopted the same curious posture, which seemed to involve 
fixing you with one eye rather than two, and which I believe was part of the truth behind one 
of his nicknames at University House - 'The* Friendly Snake'. There was something 
vaguely reptilian about the performance - including the regular flicking of the tongue; but it 
was pleasantly insinuating rather than threatening or  insidious. He  would have gone down 
well as the seducer of Eve in a good old knockabout mystery play; and I can easily imagine 
him, in some furtive production of the scriptorium, hanging out of the tree and leering at 
Adam or  lusting after his well-endowed wife. His nickname also alluded to another of his 
endowments - his enormous penis which, over the years, led him a merry chase. Laycock 
was the proverbial one-eyed trouser-snake; but the peripherals were powered by a Mensa 
brain, with a Dionysian hyperdrive. And that eye -jaundiced by malaria contracted in the 
cause of research - took in a full 360 degrees, in several dimensions, and rarely seemed to 
close. 

Laycock greatly enjoyed conviviality and convivial song in particular; but - like another 
master of language, Alexander Pope - his linguistic gifts were not matched by any 
musicianship. Despite his sensitivity to the pitch, stress and timbre of spoken language, 
Laycock seemed to be musically tone-deaf - and not just in the ordinary sense of being 
unable to sing in tune. After one of his field mps to New Guinea, he played me a delightful 
tape of tribal schoolchildren singing 'Down by the station early in the morning'. He realised 
that the recording was somehow curious and noteworthy but he had no idea of how the 
Western scale and its i n t e ~ a l l i c  relationships had been entirely transformed into a local mode 
- one more congenial, no doubt, to the children and their teacher. I hope that this tape still 
exists and that it will eventually find its way, properly catalogued, into the Laycock 
ethnographic collection. 

It was Laycock's irrepressible conviviality that lay behind both his avid collecting of dirty 
songs and his own creative ventures in the genre. He inspired me to raise a file on the 
subject - some time in 1960, I guess; but, whereas I let my file lapse after a few preliminary 
notes and sketches, he went on to a lifetime's research which culminated in his definitive 
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collection of The world 's  b e s t  dirty s o n g s , 2  a copy of which he inscribed and presented to 
me during our final, now so memorable encounter. 

Laycock's approach to the subject of dirty songs was, as in all other fields, serious and 
scientific. He was not one of those mindless collectors of trivia, petty antiquarians, or 
myopic folk historians who now infest the human and social studies, particularly in the 
fashionable search for signs of 'Australian Culture'. Laycock took the longer and the larger 
view: dirty songs and doubtful verses in any language - living or dead, prehistoric or 
possible - were only part of his panoptical world view. But that world view was not 
distantly examined in an artificial theatre of 'objectivity': Laycock himself was usually part of 
the Rabelaisian scene too, and he would have been a prominent performer in it, if he had had 
any of the necessary musical, poetical or hismonic talents. In his unabashed Dionysian 
revelling - so foreign to his formative culture and social background - Laycock might be 
compared to Norman Lindsay. But Lindsay's dated fantasies were purely mythical - 
sometimes amusing but often quaint and ridiculous. Laycock's satyricon was the real world 
and its dirt, filth, sleaze, coarseness, vulgarity, vice, bawdiness, drunkenness, lechery and 
lust. Come to think of it, the analogy with Petronius is much more appropriate: Lindsay's 
f i n - d e - s i t c l e  romanticism was nothing like Laycock's robust, almost Breughelesque 
classicism. As a collector of low language, erotica and facetiae, Laycock was in the grand 
tradition - a Percy and a Fumival rolled into one. 

When the Golden Age of University House came to a sudden end in 1962, we all went off 
to our different careers and I saw very little of Laycock thereafter, although we always kept 
in touch. I remember a meeting in London during 1973 and dinner with him and Tania at 
their flat. At one point the resident cat jumped up onto my knee, taking a gash out of my 
newly-tailored leather trousers, for which I had paid a lot of money. Laycock's response to 
the situation was entirely in character: he was not at all worried about the damage to the 
trousers (clothes were unimportant to him); he didn't make a fuss or apologise; he didn't 
even try to remove the cat; and he hardly seemed to notice my consternation. But his eye 
took it all in, with that quizzical look which sometimes reminded me of a cockatoo. If he had 
been a Breughel, I'm sure that this little tragedy would have been faithfuly depicted in all its 
comic detail, in some comer of a vast and densely-populated canvas. Laycock himself 
would have been there too, looking out from the canvas at the observer, with the same 
cockatoo-eye. 

Despite his immense erudition and profound literacy, Laycock retained much of the old 
oral culture where the collector and the creator - or recreator - of myth, poetry and song are 
always one and the same person. He had a touch of the Homeric spirit; but he would have 
been just as proud to be called a songman. His mind was bardic, not only in its mnemonic 
capacity but also in its power to revive and renew the mythos in the natural, spontaneous 
process of creative regeneration and transmission. For Laycock, the dirty songs were meant 
to be sung, enjoyed, remembered and, as occasion arose, renewed and reworked in a living 
tradition. But Laycock also approached the details of their texts, sources and transmission 
with all the panoply of classical scholarship; and he was a natural opponent of the wowser, 
the censor and the prude. Had he noticed them, he would have been outraged at how the 
rebroadcast versions of the 'Goon Show', in continuous repertoire now for more than thirty- 
five years, have been discreetly censored, omitting the original references to the classic dirty 
jokes (like Eccles' unforgettable aside, 'we had a barrel'). 

2~ublished by Angus and Robertson, North Ryde, NSW, 1986. 
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Though he loved books, knew their value and how to care for them, Laycock would have 
preferred to see his collection of dirty songs worn and tattered from regular use, stained and 
grubby with party food and wine, rather than languishing sedately on the shelves of a 
reference library. Better still, he would have been delighted to see his book become dated 
and redundant through a resurgence of that exclusive, esoteric culture that feminism is doing 
its best to take over or destroy. At the same time, Laycock knew that the natural fate of all 
but the best poetry and music was oblivion; and, consequently, he saw himself as much the 
curator as the collector of the earthly ephemerae. 

Dirty songs are, or were, an almost exclusively male genre, part of the masculine ethos 
and rites of passage. Brought up in a puritanical household, I was instantly fascinated by the 
fust duty songs and verses I encountered at school; and I still recall with pleasure the 
versions I learned of such songs as 'In the shade of the old apple tree' (which left me 
wondering about the details of the female anatomy) and the parodies of 'The road to 
Gundagai'. The strength and the fragility of the oral tradition have long intrigued me. From 
the Australian tradition I acquired only one verse of that masterpiece, 'Eskimo Nell', the 
beginning of the peroration: 'I'm going back to the frozen North.. .' The version I know by 
heart comes from Count Palmiro Vicarion's book of bawdy ballads published in Paris, by 
Olympia Press. Such fugitive imprints do have their documentary and educational value, 
even when they lack the vitality of the true oral culture. I owe to Laycock's inspiration an 
abiding interest in both the oral tradition and its literary remains, though I have never felt the 
need for the oxymoronic concept of 'oral literahre', which has deluded some of our best 
ethnographers. When approached recently by the English firm Research Publications, 
looking for new projects in bulk microform, I suggested a comprehensive collection of 
erotica and lent them a substantial American bibliography I had just acquired. If this project 
is realised, it will be another monument to Laycock's continuing influence. 

The elite residents of University House were just as chronically sexist as the society they 
came from; but, at the beginning of the 1960s, there were already signs of a new age. 
Canberra then had about 40,000 people, mostly unhappy. Women were in short supply; 
good-looking, intelligent and accessible women were very rare. When a relationship broke 
up, you could follow the subsequent ripple or ricochet of other relationships breaking and 
reforming right across that sick, uprooted and culture-shocked society. Paradoxically, 
Canberra's acute social problems - exacerbated by isolation, and particularly, the isolation of 
University House - made it a very convivial and friendly community. And, as far as I can 
recall, women were rarely excluded from the conviviality. An important centre of social life 
at University House was the Eastern Annexe, where the new doctoral students were first 
accommodated. It was here that a strident echo of undergraduate college life, a retarded or 
recapitulated adolescence, produced its own corpus of dirty songs, with Laycock as the 
unofficial poet laureate, critic, curator, historian and museologist. Later on, the newly- 
established ethos moved to the flat of Les and Betty Hiatt, which became a kind of open 
house or radical salon for the talented and colourful group to which Laycock belonged. At 
the numerous parties, which were the main distraction from the boredom of Canberra and the 
cloistered atmosphere of the University, we sang lots of dirty songs; women were usually 
present on those occasions - though, characteristically, they did not contribute to the creation 
of those songs. 

One of the popular songs was a parody of the well-known hymn 'Hallelujah': 
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All the saints in Kingdom wme 
Sit around and scratch their bum 
With their finger. 
Hallelujah! 
With their finger! 

Men and women, children too: 
Jesus Christ is after you 
With his finger. 
Hallelujah! 
With his finger! 

All this was rendered in free time, with extravagant gesture. Among the new verses that 
spontaneously appeared were: 

Then, among the Heavenly Host, 
I will try to make the most 
With my finger.. . 
You may think that this is swell - 
I would rather be in Hell 
With my finger.. . 

During those riotous soirkes, Sydney favourites like 'Sammy Hall', 'Everybody loves 
Saturday night' and 'The streets of Laredo' were sung; but the Eastern Annexe also gave 
birth to its own songs and verses, including one which expressed the anti-establishment 
feeling of the newcomers. It was sung to the traditional tune of 'Clementine' or, as Laycock 
pedantically insisted, 'Villikins and his Dinah'. I clearly remember him, in the transports of 
the furor poeticus, creating some of the verses of this song, and the chorus (which, at the 
time, I felt was a bit strong). The song began: 

On a staircase, on a staircase, 
Oh the number is J9, 
Lives the Master, dirty.. . 

One of the more heart-felt stanzas was: 

They have banned sex 
In the Annexe 
N'er a woman comes in sight; 
For our sex life 
We have Master - 
Masturbation, every night! 

Also of Laycock's inspiration was: 

From the data 
That the Master 
Has a group of boyish friends: 
We conclude so - 
He's a homo 
Of the genus sapiens 
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We suspected that 'species' might have been more correct; but somehow it was always sung 
as 'genus'. 

Under a rule of enlightened and benevolent despotism, University House was like a 
renaissance court, complete with the tasteful trappings of arriviste culture. Laycock himself 
fell foul of the unwritten law that you could do anything you liked, as long at it was done in 
private; any potential scandal or offence against public morality was quickly and ruthlessly 
dealt with. As a result, the attitude of the underlings towards the ruler, presiding at high 
table or shut up in his remote tower, closely resembled that of the vilest medieval peasant - a 
complexion of fear, fascination, incomprehension, guilt and derision. Laycock's chorus 
caught the rough spirit of the time: 

Oh the Master 
Oh the Master 
Oh he never shall be mine! 
See him in Hell fnst 
Hope his balls burst 
Serve the Master bloody fine! 

This song, once sung with such gusto, has met its predictable fate and will never be sung 
convivially again. But, considering the eminence now enjoyed by some of its original 
creators and performers - not to mention its distinguished dedicatee - the text is at least of 
some historical interest. There may be other fraiments still preserved in my 'Laycock' file, 
buried somewhere under a mass of unsorted papers. A complete record of his creative and 
curatorial efforts in this genre awaits a competent and dedicated researcher. 

As a collector of dirty songs and other ephemeral matter, Laycock was a true professional, 
of international calibre. His main achievements in this field are a matter of public knowledge 
and their ultimate value will be judged by fellow experts and connoisseurs. But, as a friend 
who shared his interest in an amateur way, I would like to take this opportunity of recording 
one of his important early conmbutions which might otherwise be lost to posterity. 

In 1961, the late Professor John Anderson of Sydney University visited Canberra with 
his wife and stayed for several days at University House. Being a former student of his, I 
had some social contact with the old couple; but, as in my student days, Anderson was by 
then less convivial and more remote than he had been in his legendary past, which was co- 
extensive with the Golden Age of Sydney University. One evening after dinner, I was 
practising the recorder in my room when Anderson came knocking at the door - drawn there 
by the orphic tones of a Vivaldi concerto. On this occasion, the philosopher was in a 
convivial mood; and somehow Laycock turned up too. After a couple of drinks, Laycock 
suggested that he might record some of Anderson's songs - we had heard about them many 
times but never been present at a performance. Anderson was a bit hesitant at fnst; but he 
finally agreed to sing three of his songs: 'Joking Jesus', 'Sydney Blues' and 'Philosophical 
Blues' (the last two being his own compositions).3 Laycock recorded these three on his 
beautiful 'Bayer' machine and then asked Anderson to sing some more. For a moment, I 
saw in those big brown eyes - the only feature of him that is faithfully captured in the Dobell 
portrait - a fleeting moment of indecision, when the academic attentive to his public 

3~nderson's songs are 'blues' in name only: they owe nothing to the negro or jazz tradition. They belong in 
form, rhythm and melody to British folksong. 
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reputation and posthumous fame fought with the songman jealous of his private and personal 
property. The songman won; and, like so many informants in the field, he refused to 
divulge any more to the intruding anthropologist. It is a tragedy that Anderson did not record 
'Professor John Glaister' (the famous medico died, I believe, in the same year as Anderson, 
1962). But Laycock did manage to record those three precious songs - wonderful memories 
of old Sydney University - and on one of the best machines available at the time. The 
original tape, if it still exists in his collection, is extremely valuable and must be carefully 
preserved, documented and eventually, I hope, published. Laycock's title, as announced on 
the tape, is 'Songs for the Andersonians'. To my knowledge, there is only one other 
recording of Anderson's singing - a single song in the possession of Peter Platt, the retiring 
Professor of Music at Sydney University. 

From my copy of the tape, I memorised 'Joking Jesus' and 'Sydney Blues' but have 
never had the opportunity of singing them in a convivial situation. I should also learn 
'Philosophical Blues9, which recalls the sordid birth of Sydney's second centre of higher 
learning, now the University of New South Wales. The song is about the sad exodus of the 
less fortunate philosophers to the distant, dreary wastes of Kensington -just as 'Sydney 
Blues' is the lament of the homesick Andersonian in exile at Oxford. Anderson himself was 
an exile, in Australia. The University of New South Wales has changed a lot since he 
satirised its crude and ugly origins; but somehow 'Philosophical Blues' catches the alienated 
spirit, the sense of loss that still pervades the colonised arts and letters of Kensington: 

I was a pioneer of Western culture 
But swapped it for mechanical sepulture; 
And, as I punch the Bundy, 
Every blessed Monday, 
I sing those Philosophical Blues.. . 

As Laycock and I met and conversed so many times over food and wine, so we parted. 
One of his last public acts was to attend the Fourth Symposium of Australian Gastronomy 
and chair the session addressed by his favoured student, Jaky Troy: her papef' was worthy 
of its school and pedigree, showing much of Laycock's eye for the human comedy. During 
this last meeting, he also presented me with copies of menus from private dinners we had 
mounted at University House, thirty years ago. What delightful reading they make now! 

Suitably fuelled, we lifted off from Newtown into the intellectual stratosphere, becoming 
again Dionysian spectators of time and existence, enjoying the encyclopaedic panorama that 
was once visible from Sydney University and still is, occasionally, from Kensington. I am 
glad that the last bottles I opened for him included one of the greatest wines I have ever 
tasted: the 1976 Huge1 Gewiirztraminer, Vendage Tardive, S&lection de Grains Nobles. 
Laycock also brought a rarity, which does not appear to be listed in the current reference 
books: Koorawarri Shiraz Pressings, from the cellars of Vignacourt, Toodyay Road, Middle 
Swan, Western Australia (bottle No.744, 1973). Typical of Laycock, it still had its original 
price tag on it, an unbelievable $1.60. It was an interesting wine, but well over the hill. I 
kept it for vinegar, and it is now an outstanding salad vinegar. I call it the 'CuvCe Laycock', 
a unique and original memorial of a unique and original man. 

4 ~ e e  Food in festivify: proceedings of rhe Fourfh Symposium of Ausfralian Gasfronomy (A .  Corones, G.  
Pont and B. Santich, eds), Sydney. 1990. 
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S Y D N E Y  B L U E S  

Oh those Sydney Blues. Oh thosesydney Blues. I'm 

d 
stuck here in Magdalen, maudlin with those Sydney Blues. I was 

puntin' up the Cherwell, looking for a shady arbor, and f 

said to my flarnin' self,  "This ain't a patch on our Harbour". 

Oh those Sydney Blues.. . 
I was sittin' on a hard bench, list'nin' to Professor Ryle, 
I was sittin' on a hard bench, gettin' nouns and verbs from Ryle, 
And the thought came flashin' through my mind: 
"John's got 'im beat by a mile!" 

Oh those Sydney Blues.. . 
I was walkin' up the High Street, with Strawson in my hair 
I was walkin' up the High Street, with Strawson in my hair 
And all I could think of was old Jamieson Street - 
Gee, I'd rather be there! 

Oh those Sydney Blues.. . 
I went to tutes with Austin and all that he could say 
Was, "Make a recommendation - or else be on your way!" 
So I recommended Sydney: it beats Oxford any day. 

Oh those Sydney Blues.. . 
I called on Doug McCallum and he said, "It gets ya thinkin'." 
I called on Doug McCallum and he said, "It gets ya thinkin'." 
I said, "Boy, it ain't the College: 
You did better at the Lincoln!" 

Oh those Sydney Blues.. . 
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They pointed out their Tom Tower, 
Built in the time of Pharaoh; 
They pointed out their Tom Tower, 
Built in the time of P h ~ o h ;  
I said, "If you want a phallus, 
What about our Trocadero?" 

Oh those Sydney Blues.. . 

PHILOSOPHICAL BLUES 
John Anderson (1961) Transcribed by Nigel Nettheim (1990) 

tuu J - 1161 

Fromthe Railway end of Broadway came a burst of mournful song, Fromthe 

Railway end of Broadway came a burst of mournful song, Throbbing 

"through the e - spi rations of the pro - - letar - ianthrong: I 

as  I punch the Bundy, Ev' - ry  bles - sed Monday, I 
h 

L .  , 
h U h b I I I I I 
I1 I. I. I I I I I 

4 . -  4 4 

sing those Philoso - phi-cal Blues. 

Oh, the streets were chock-a-block with adolescent B.Sc.'s, 
And the trams were running over with incipient B.E.'s 
But the voice came sadly wailing, "Take away those dungarees!" 

I once thought that things are not what they seem. 
The Form of Holiness was all my theme; 
But, since socio-technology 
Became my new theology, 
I sing those Philosophical Blues. 

If at midnight you should wander through the wilds of Kirribilli, 
If at midnight you should wander through the wilds of Kirribilli, 
You will hear the voice declaiming, 
"Being useful drives me silly!" 



Though I've massacred the tribe from Gay to Mill 
And proved the world in welfare should be ill, 
Horny-handed erudition 
Is my n[ecessary] and ~[ufficient] condition, 
As I sing those Philosophical Blues. 



MAINTAINING THE LANGUAGES OF THE NORTH SOLOMONS: 
THE VILES TOKPLES SKUL PROJEfl 

RUTH SAOVANA-SPRIGGS 

1. THE NORTH SOLOMONS PROVINCE 

Geographically and geologically, the North Solomons Province is a component of the 
Solomon Islands chain. The people of the North Solomons and the Solomon Islands share 
common cultural traits, with relatives living in both countries. Politically, however, it is a 
province of Papua New Guinea. The province comprises Bougainville and Buka Islands, as 
well as the smaller groups of the Carteret, Mortlock, Tasman, Fead and Green (Nissan) 
Islands, with an estimated total population of 160,000 people. This includes non-North 
Solomonese working in the Panguna copper mine and in private and government sectors of 
the work force. (This was the situation before t$e 1989 closure of the mine and subsequent 
repatriation of workers from other provinces). 

The number of speakers of each major language of the province ranges from 6-10,000. 
There are 21 major languages and some 40-41 dialects. Tok Pisin is spoken generally on the 
island. It is used in market places, sports grounds and churches especially where there is a 
mixture of non-North Solomonese and North Solomonese people. It is used by the 
provincial radio station in broadcasts and in the Provincial Assembly, where the members 
debate issues in Tok Pisin more than in English. English is mostly used in the private and 
government sectors as well as in all school level and higher education institutions. 

The province was relatively undeveloped prior to the establishment of the Panguna copper 
mine in the 1960s, with most people leading a mainly subsistence lifestyle. However, at the 
establishment of the copper mine, with its huge infrastructure, so much development and 
change took place in such a short span of time that the older generations did not have the time 
to understand and digest the changes that were taking place in their communities. 
Consequently the gap between the older and younger generations became so wide that it is 
now beyond the older generation's control. The younger people, meanwhile, have been 
participants in these changes, often thriving on them. The older generations perceived the 
mining enterprise as "greatly accelerating the destruction of that which was good in 
indigenous society - by dispersing families, weakening parental authority, encouraging 
sexual immorality, disdaining native cultures, etc." (Oliver 1973:167). The male mine- 
worker population of all colours and creeds went in search of young women on the island. 
The hunt became a threat to the traditional mamage arrangements and taboos, and break- 
down was inevitable. Mixed mamages between non-North Solomonese and North 
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Solomonese naturally led families to  use T o k  Pisin a s  their medium o f  communication. T h e  
older generation saw this a s  a threat to  the traditional cultures and languages. 
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MAP: NORTH SOLOMONS PROVINCE, SHOWING LANGUAGES WITH VILES TOKPLES 
SKULS AND LANGUAGE GROUPS WITH LANGUAGE WORK IN PROCESS WITH THE 
ANTICPATION OF ESTABLISHING VILES TOKPLES SKULS IN THE NEAR FUTURE 

(SITUATION IN 1988) 
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Contact with outsiders has often resulted in resistance. The Bougainvilleans (North 
Solomonese) resisted outsiders' influence upon their way of life. Accounts of some of this 
behaviour are found in Oliver's (1973) anthropological study of the people. Contact with 
whites and their materialistic way of life raised the Bougainvilleans' consciousness to 
"restore their control over their own lives with self-esteem" (p.209). As a result of "their 
contacts with lighter-skinned indigenes from other parts of the Territory, Bougainvilleans 
have developed a sharpened sense of common ethnic identity among themselves" (p.204). 
Oliver points out: "what most Europeans regard as evidence of civilization may be signs of 
an alien and unwanted way of life to many Bougainvilleans. What Europeans look upon as 
economic progress, may appear to many Bougainvilleans as regression for themselves" 
(p. 184). 

It is legitimate to claim that local languages were very much protected, during this period 
of rapid change, as an important aspect of cultural identity. The attitudes and behaviour 
expressed in that historical context have been highlighted again more recently. This is 
evident in the peoples' demand for Tokplesl education in the early 1980s. 

While the Division of Education was going through an unstable time with several changes 
of Assistant Secretaries, the other end of the education pipeline was registering a 
disheartening outcome, with school dropouts or leavers on the increase. The education 
system was not really concerned about this group of people, as it was concentrating on 
preparing young skilled workers to take up jobsin government, the private sector and the 
mining industry. At the same time, the cargo-cult mentality in the present education system 
led young adults to believe that at the end of formal education they would get a good job, 
thus good money and a better life. Unfortunately, these false assumptions or promises 
continue to lead young people to live lives of aimlessness, hopelessness and bitterness both 
in urban and rural areas. The young people no longer have the inclination to observe 
traditional norms, mles and practices, simply because they are continuously searching for the 
promised land of milk and honey. These attitudes and behaviour have caused great concern 
among parents. 

Prior to Papua New Guinea's independence, Tokples literacy was found scattered 
throughout the country, concentrated in coastal areas and on the islands, administered by 
various church missions. Tokples literacy had suffered several setbacks. One of them was 
that in 1959 the then Director of Education, Roscoe, introduced an Australian-style, English- 
medium school system, and the use of Tokples literacy in education was largely abandoned 
during the 1960s. This system was introduced mainly for the purpose of training Papua and 
New Guinean bureaucrats to take over from Australian bureaucrats to run the national 
government machinery at independence. 

In the 1970s the tide turned. Preparing a nation for independence meant developing a 
national cultural identity as well. This led leaders such as Olewale, the first Papua New 
Guinean Minister of Education, and Tololo, the first National Director of Education, to 
publicly support Tokples literacy and the introduction of a Papua New Guinean cultural 
element in the national curriculum. In response to this call, the Port Moresby Teachers 
College ran courses in vernacular education to prepare teachers for the reintroduction of 
Tokples literacy. The National Education Board, however, had different views about 
language policy and when it approved the 1976-80 Education Plan no change was made in 

l~iles Tokples Skuls is the Tok Pisin for local vernacular schools. 
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language policy. Tokples teaching was allowed in community schools, mainly for the 
purpose of clarifying difficilt concepts, but it was not supported. 

The North Solomons peoples' drive to preserve and maintain cultural identity through 
Tokples education was not dampened by the decision made by the National Education Board. 
The claim for provincial autonomy resulting in the establishment of its provincial government 
generated greater hope and drive for Tokples education. In 1974-75 the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics (SIL), through the Provincial Cultural Services, began a small Tokples 
experiment in community schools in the Halia area of Buka. This did not work too well due 
to poor planning and lack of motivation within the Provincial Education Office. Meanwhile, 
the Methodist Church Tokples preschools in the Teop area were still running but lack of 
financial resources saw the last one closed down in 198 1. 

Renewed provincial education planning indicated a concern to develop a community-based 
education system appropriate and suitable for the village children. In 1978 pressure mounted 
for Tokples education. This resulted in an informal week of consultation between the then 
Provincial Secretary, Melchior Togolo, the then Deputy Premier and Minister for Education, 
Naona Taniung, and a University of Papua New Guinea Educational Research Unit staff 
member, Graeme Kemelfield. 

A research team consisting of the North Solomons staff and students at the University of 
Papua New Guinea was formed under the co-ordination of Kemelfield to design a 
community survey to investigate "the aspirati&s of the people of the province for the 
development of education services and to translate these aspirations into implementable 
projects" (Delpit & Kemelfield 1985:6). Innovative forms of education were envisaged, 
representing a provincial education system sensitive to community needs and serving all 
sections and ages in the community. 

Their analysis and conclusions clearly showed an interesting collective view of what 
parents held in esteem. The alternative education they desired was a philosophical and 
progressive approach: a system that recognised and taught children as integral human beings, 
in which individuals are equipped to solve their own problems and to cope with the changes 
in their communities. They proposed a system that promoted intellectual, spiritual and 
cultural development, generating and promoting self-respect, pride and integrity, love, caring 
and sharing, cultural knowledge and wisdom. As one of the parents on Buka Island (a 
former community school headmaster) rightly put it: 

When I think about education, I know that there is a very big gap. We were 
taught English and so we were moulded to go outside, to leave our villages and 
go to the cities to find jobs. No one taught us about our own language, our 
own place. They trained us to leave, not to stay. Australian and American 
children are taught English for many years, not just so they can learn the 
language, but so they can learn their history, values, and their culture. We 
must train our children in the history, values and culture of our people, too. 
And we must use our language to teach them, for language is culture. If we 
truly understand our language we can say that we truly understand our culture. 
Our language tells us about our relationship to everything - to the elders, to our 
parents, even to the sand, the rocks, the sea and the stars. If my children are 
divorced from my language, then I cannot teach them, and then my children 
will reject both my culture and me. (Delpit & Kemelfield 198533) 
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2. VILES TOKPLES SKULS (VTPS) IN NORTH SOLOMONS PROVINCE 

The discussion in this paper is mainly descriptive, outlining the VTPS programme. 
Among educational innovations which parents desired were specialised skills such as 
carpentry, mechanics, agriculture, commerce, secretarial and home economics to cater for the 
Grade 6 dropouts, and VTPS for kindergarten-age children. 

What is a Viles Tokples Skul? Literally, it means 'the school of the mother tongue'. It is 
a two-year programme prior to community schooling. As envisaged by its initiatiors: 

the first year of teaching would have considerable emphasis on pre-reading and 
pre-writing activities, creative use of play, stories, songs and games drawn 
from local culture, and simple science and maths using materials in the 
environment. The second year would place more emphasis on literacy and 
move closer to a formal community school education from a pre-school model. 

(Delpit & Kemelfield 1985:9) 

The medium of instruction in all VTPS is the local language. The VTPS objectives @elpit & 
Kemelfield pp.7-8) are: 

1. to create a system of education preparatory to Grade 1 (Pre-school) for children seven 
and eight years old, and thus to raise the community school entry and leaving age by two 
years; 

2. to provide literacy for children in their Tokples. This includes reading and writing, 
traditional counting and modem numeracy; 

3. to provide an early education for children in their own custom and culture; 

4. to provide other pre-school skills which would assist children to do well in community 
school. 

Tokples education is conceived as being beneficial in many ways: (a) socially, it provides 
a closeness to parents and the village life and also generates self-esteem among children, a 
very important aspect of building the self-image which is crushed by the all-English system 
in the present school system: (b) culturally, it provides fundamental principles of living and 
relating to one another, and it provides many aspects and practices of cultural knowledge and 
wisdom not imparted in the ordinary school system; (c) educationally, it provides easy 
mastery of basic skills of reading and writing as opposed to the humiliating process of 
mastering these skills in a foreign language; and (d) Tokples literacy generates pride in the 
use of local languages as against the shame and embarrassment children had to go through 
previously in illegally using their languages in the education system, as students were 
severely punished whenever they used their languages within the school premises. Tokples 
education will help to do away with the dehumanising rules and regulations within the 
education system and restore status, dignity and value within each individual's language and 
cultural inheritance, and within themselves as individuals. 

The rationale for the late age entry (seven and eight years of age) is that children who 
leave community school after Grade 6 should be physically, mentally and spiritually mature 
so that they are able not only to take up heavy and demanding responsibilities and activities in 
their various communities, but also to feel responsible for their behaviour and activities. 
This rationale is largely based on parents' observations over the years of unfulfilled hopes, 
dreams and promises for many of their children who drop by the wayside of formal 
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education at a rather young age, unskilled and of limited assistance to their parents in the day- 
to-day activities. 

From 1980 to 1982 Levi Golu was VTPS Provincial Co-ordinator while I was Assistant 
Co-ordinator and from 1983 to July 1988 I was Provincial VTPS Co-ordinator, with Paul 
Tsube as Assistant Co-ordinator from 1983 to 1986. I now list chronologically the 
development and progress of the Viles Tokples Sku1 programme. 

3. DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS OF VTPS 

January 1979 

August 1980 

First Literacy Workshop for the Buin VTPS teachers, at Batbatuai in Buin, 
organised by Margie Griffin as requested by the Buin Catholic Area Council. 

VTPS Teachers' Training Course for Buka (Halia) teachers conducted at 
Tinputz VTPS Training Centre by Rachel Kaetavara, SIL members and 
VTPS Co-ordinators. The first four trial Skuls, three in Buin and one in 
Buka, were started. 
Opening ceremony of the Tinputz VTPS Training Centre together with the 
first graduation ceremony for the Buka teachers. 

Teacher training and first graduation for the Buin VTPS teachers. 
Teacher training for Kieta and'~uka (Hako) teachers at Tinputz VTPS 
Training Centre. 

First trial VTPS established in Kieta (Marai and Piruana) and Hako in Buka 
(Lemanmanu and Lemankoa). 

First Major VTPS Evaluation by Lisa Delpit (Harvard University), later 
published as Delpit and Kemelfield (1985). Evaluation continued into 1983. 

Additional VTPS established, with additional teachers in Buin, Buka, Kieta 
and the Carteret Islands. 
First teachers' Writers Workshops and Primer Construction Workshops for 
Teop, Tinputz and Rotokasi at the SIL centre at Kieta. 

Continuation of Teop, Tinputz and Rotokasi workshops with the inclusion 
of Uisai. 
Teacher training and inservice training for teachers in Buin, Buka, Kieta and 
the Carteret Islands held. 

Primer Construction Workshops and Writers Workshops for Teop, Tinputz, 
Rotokasi and Uisai continued with the inclusion also of Saposa, Nagovisi 
and Siwai. 

Teop, Tinputz, Rotokasi and Uisai pre-primers and the first and second 
primers printed at the SIL main centre at Ukarumpa near Goroka. (Others 
that were printed later on were printed at the Arawa Bulletin Printery and at 
the North Solomons Provincial Printery shop.) 

A major Teacher's Guide Workshop was held for the languages above, 
which continued in 1986 and 1987. 

Teacher training for Teop, Tinputz, Rotokasi and Uisai. Continuation of 
Primer Construction Workshops for Siwai, Nagovisi and Rotokasi. 
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1987 First trial VTPS established in Teop, Tinputz, Rotokasi and Uisai. 
Nagovisi, Siwai, Saposa, Teop, Tinputz, Rotokasi and Uisai continued with 
Primer Construction Workshops. 
Additional Teacher's Guide Workshops for Teop, Tinputz, Uisai and 
Rotokasi. 

1988 First and second Siwai primers printed. 
Preparation for the second Major VTPS Evaluation in Buin, Buka, Kieta, 
Rotokasi, Teop and Tinputz. 
First Writers Workshop for the Mortlock and Tasman Islands. 

By the end of 1988 there were 58 VTPS established and administered throughout the 
province with a workforce of 85-90 teachers and supervisors, including the Local Trainer 
and the Co-ordinators. 

The following table shows the number of languages with VTPS in the province. 

CARTARET Is 

The following are languages that are being worked on at present and that are to have VTPS in 
the near future. 

NAGOVISI Nagovisi 
Saposa 

MORTLOCK and TASMAN Is 
BUKA Selau 

The policy has been, in practice, that as soon as all the necessary literacy materials are 
available a trial VTPS is set up in each language group for a year, and when it is established 
and functioning well then additional VTPS are established. 
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4. VILES TOKPLES SKULS EVALUATION AND MINOR TESTS 

During the life of the programme, evaluations and minor tests have been conducted which 
have helped VTPS develop and progress in perspective. 

In 1982-83 Lisa Delpit, a PhD student from Harvard University, USA, conducted a 
thorough year-long major evaluation on the four trial VTPS in the province. The findings 
were very exciting and encouraging for the North Solomonese. According to a report by 
Delpit and Kemelfield (1985: 18-19) the VTPS children were performing far better than their 
brothers and sisters in community schools. Their reading and writing skills were of a 
superior level, self-confidence was high and was very evident in their freedom in expressing 
their opinions and feelings. Cultural achievement, interest and motivation to learn were also 
of a high level. 

Grade 1 teachers interviewed who had ex-VTPS children spoke highly of their 
performance and achievement. These children were very much beyond the expected primer 
level. In one class, the teacher had moved into Grade 2 reading books, and in another where 
they were not available the students had even completed the highest level of the 
supplementary series, a series too difficult for ordinary Grade 1 students. VTPS children 
were said to be more alert, better behaved, quicker to understand and follow teachers' 
directions, more confident in speaking out in class and better readers of English. 

In October and November 1982 and from Marth to April 1984, Dr John Downing and his 
wife from the University of Victoria, Canada, conducted research in three language areas - 
Buin, Buka and Kieta - on 'metacognitive readiness for literacy'. Their findings showed a 
significant superiority of VTPS-educated children over children in the same language areas 
who had received their schooling in English (for detailed information refer to Delpit and 
Kemelfield 198523-25). 

In 1986, Dr Dennis Moore and Silas Kimaso, a student from the University of Papua 
New Guinea Education Faculty working towards his first degree, conducted research on the 
concept of print on Buka Island in Grades 1 to 3 and in some VTPS classes over a couple of 
weeks. I also participated in the research. The findings were once again encouraging. 
Children displayed a high level of understanding of the behaviour and functions of the sound 
system of their language and greater comprehension in the readings. Their ability to skim 
through given readings was of a high level. They would immediately go back to lines and/or 
paragraphs they had missed as they read along. Also the children managed to correct their 
own pronunciations and/or spelling mistakes. Interestingly, when they realised I was not a 
native speaker of their language, they immediately began retelling the story to me in their 
own words in Tok Pisin. Pleasingly, those who were brave enough in the presence of a 
white person related the stories to Dr Moore in Tok Pisin as well. 

Jan and Jerry Allen, SIL translators who translated the New Testament into the Halia 
language, have worked extensively on Halia literacy materials and were heavily involved in 
the earlier phases of VTPS. They conducted some tests in a number of schools on Buka in 
1985-86. Two types of tests were carried out - a spelling and a comprehension test - in the 
Halia language. The children tested were year one and year two VTPS children and ex- 
VTPS children in Grades 1 and 2 in community schools. Most children in VTPS did quite 
well while a range of the children in community schools did not. The Allens then discovered 
that ex-VTPS children were doing practically nothing in Grade 1, because what they had 
learnt in the two years of VTPS is what is given in Grade 1 of community school. A year 
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had been wasted and children therefore found learning uninteresting. This has been a 
continuing problem ever since. 

In 1987-88, Naihuwo Ahai, from the Language and Literature Department at the 
University of Papua New Guinea was invited to carry out a second major VTPS evaluation. 
The evaluation was carried out in the second half of 1988. Full results are not yet available. 
My own direct involvement with VTPS ceased in July 1988 when I moved to Australia, and 
this paper discusses the situation prior to the beginning of the Bougainville Crisis late in 
1988. 

5. SUMMARY 

The North Solomons Viles Tokes Skul programme has proved very successful, as shown 
by research tests and evaluations conducted. Children tested showed superior performance 
and achievements in school activities such as reading and writing, not only in Tokples but 
also in Tok Pisin. Self-confidence was evident in the freedom with which they expressed 
their opinions and feelings about things in school. Socially, they were better behaved and 
culturally enriched, evident in their great interest in learning cultural practices, songs and 
games, stories and counting systems, etc. (for detailed information, refer to Delpit and 
Kemelfield 198520-37). 
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DON LAYCOCK'S CONTRIBUTION TO UNDERSTANDING CULTURAL 
RELATIONSHIPS IN THE SEPIK 

PAMELA SWADLING 

The publication of the Sepik languages - checklist and preliminary classification by Don 
Laycock in 1973 was the first overview of language groups and their likely relationships in 
the Sepik. In the absence of any comprehensive ethnographic atlas, his language groups still 
provide other scholars with the best means of examining the overall distribution of cultural 
diversity and relationships in this region. In my own work Laycock's linguistic overview 
provided a way of examining the distribution of different groups, and in this way became an 
important component of my inland sea model (Swadling 1984). 

Laycock's linguistic research, especially his 1965, 1973 and 1975 publications and joint 
work with John Z'graggen in 1975, not only reyeal a complex linguistic picture, but also 
demonstrate that about a third of all the languages found in Papua New Guinea are spoken in 
the Sepik-Ramu. This diversity is quite remarkable and fired my curiosity as to why this 
region should be the most culturally diverse and internationally renowned area of Papua New 
Guinea. 

Cores from drill holes, our observations along river banks during the dry season and 
information from archaeological sites indicate that the Sepik-Ramu basin was once an inland 
sea and has slowly been infilling (Swadling et al. 1989). However fieldwork observations 
in late 1989 suggest that in the final infilling phase this inland sea transformed into a large, 
shallow, freshwater lagoon. The geographic extent of this lagoon and its history will be 
apparent once these fieldwork samples are dated and analysed (Chappell, pers.cornm., 
1989). 

The distribution of people speaking some of the major language groups proposed by 
Laycock, in particular the lower Sepik, The Ndu and the Tomcelli families are increasingly 
being shown to reflect the impact that the decline of this inland seallagoon had on the people 
of this region. 

Lower Sepik language family speakers are still largely located on either marine or 
freshwater lakes and lagoons. The remembered migration of the Muriks from Moim Lakes, 
and their settlement some time later at the Murik Lakes, probably coincides with the latter's 
formation. 

Speakers of the Ndu language family have either remained in the rich sago forests as did 
the Sawos, moved south onto the banks of the Sepik (viz. Iatmul, Manambu and Ngala) or 
advanced northwards towards the more agriculturally desirable foothills, as did the Abelam, 
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Boiken and KwangaiKuanga. The Boiken unlike the Abelam and Kwanga reached the North 
Coast. A comprehensive study of Boiken settlement traditions can be found in Roscoe 
(1989). 

Tomcelli language family speakers occupy the Tomcelli and Prince Alexander Mountains, 
the Angoram Hills and the western tip of the Adelbert Range near Bogia. These languages 
may constitute one of Papua New Guinea's oldest language groups. The advances of people 
speaking Ndu family languages to their south has encouraged a general northward migration 
of Tomcelli language family speakers in the Tomcelli Mountains, whereas in the Prince 
Alexander Mountains they united with the advancing Ndu family speakers and also adopted 
Boiken as their language. Work by Colin Filer and Otto Nekitel(1986, pers. comm.) in the 
Lurni region demonstrates that settlements there have usually been founded by people who 
came together after breaking away from a number of other communities. However, Tuzin's 
(1976) work among the Southern Arapesh at Ilahita describes their strong stand against the 
advancing Wosera (Abelam), and details an interesting exception to the general pattern of 
fragmenting and regrouping of Tomcelli speaking communities. 

Without Laycock's pioneering survey of Sepik languages it would be impossible to gain 
some understanding of the cultural relationships in the Sepik and assess how these may relate 
to the environmental changes that have occurred in this region. However, much remains to 
be done, including substantiating many of Laycock's proposed language groups, recording 
more traditional settlement histories and better defining the extent and time of the 
environmental changes and associated settlements. 
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A FEW FOR THE ROAD 

C.L. VOORHOEVE 

Of all the workers in the Wurmery Don was the most extraordinary. Not only in his 
appearance - who can ever forget Don waddling through the corridor hauling a heavy 
briefcase, often barefoot, a hairy belly peeping through the slit between shirt and shorts - but 
also in the slant of his linguistic interests. Though he was equipped with a very sharp 
analytical mind Don loathed the long, tedious task of dissecting a language down to the bone. 
As soon as he had an idea of how it worked he lost interest and moved on to more appealing 
fields of investigation: choice morsels such as counting systems and Papuan semantics, or 
alluring intangibles like Utopian languages and the languages of Angels and other extra- 
terrestrials. Irresistibly Don felt drawn to the seemingly mvial but fascinating forms of 
language which form the gilded edge of our linguistic world. One of these, which held a 
continuing fascination for Don, was word play in all its manifestations: from secret 
languages devised for communication within small self-defined groups to puns and word 
games such as crossword puzzles. Puzzling was one of Don's great loves and a favourite 
pastime of his. He was an expert in both solving and devising puzzles and it must be said, to 
give him his due, that in this area his expertise stretched across the boundaries of language 
into the fields of numerology and arithmetic. But there is one form of puzzling which, as far 
as I know, remained outside the orbit of Don's interests: riddling. So, in my farewell to Don 
I should like to dwell upon this topic for a while, in particular riddling as it occurs in 
Indonesia in communities where it seems to be more than just a pastime. In those 
communities the posing and solving of riddles is part of one's farewell to a beloved 
deceased. Seen from this angle, a few riddles for Don are appropriate here. 

Let me begin by presenting a fictitious but true-to-life case of riddling. It is about eighty 
years ago. In a small Tabaru village in North Halmahera where the influence of Western 
society is still barely felt, a man has died. The body lies in state in a room at the back of his 
house. It is evening, and in the front room the family and friends have assembled for the 
customary vigil, the men on the one side, the women on the other. "To kill the time", notes 
the Dutch missionary who happens to be present at the occasion, "the two groups give each 
other riddles to solve". This goes as follows: 

The men: 
- There is a terrible earthquake. Two banyan trees topple over with a heavy thud, right in 

front of her house but she doesn't hear it.. . 
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The women: 
- A woman's breasts hitting her body while she is dancing. 

The women: 
- Scores of dogs are chasing a pig but they never reach it.. . 
The men: 
- A growing bunch of bananas (which form behind the banana flower). 

And so on, till daybreak. 

Riddling is common in Indonesia and many observers have written down collections of 
riddles, usually without any comment. This implies that in most cases riddling is just a 
pastime, not tied to any specific time or occasion. Only from northern areas do we have 
reports that riddling is restricted to certain occasions, in particular the nightly wake near the 
body of a dead person before burial. Thus it is reported for the Murut of north-west 
Kalimantan, the West Toraja and the Bolaang-Mongondow of central and north Sulawesi, 
and the Tabaru, Tobelo, and Ternate people of north Halmahera. The reports from 
Kalimantan and Sulawesi do not tell us whether there is a traditional division between riddle 
givers and riddle solvers. In Halmahera such a division does exist as we have seen above, 
the men propounding riddles to the women and vice versa. Let me now give a few more 
examples, this time more recent ones from Ternat? 

Riddle: 
- When you hear it, it is nice; when you don't hear it, it's not nice. 
Answer: 
- Coconut water. 

Riddle: 
- When I forget about it, I carry it; when I think of it I leave it behind. 
Answer: 
- rairai grass (a kind of grass with prickly burrs which stick to your clothes if you don't 

watch where you are walking). 

Riddle: 
- We call it a needle, but it is a violin. 

Answer: 
- A mosquito. 

The following examples were noted early this century among the Tobelo: 

Riddle: 
- As a child it wears a cloth, as a grown-up it doesn't have one. 
Answer: 
- The internodes of a bamboo stalk (the newly grown internode at the top is wrapped in a 

protective sheath which drops off when it gets older). 

Riddle: 
- Two people run down; five catch them. 
Answer: 
- Two blobs of snot running down from a child's nose; the hand that wipes them off. 
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The death-wake has survived the conversion to Christianity of the Tobelo, but the practice 
of riddling has degenerated into a kind of quiz on biblical topics with questions such as: 
- Who became King at the age of seven? 
Answer: 
- Jehoash (2 Kings 11:21) 

Is it really to kill time, as our missionary and many others with him assumed, that people 
indulge in riddling during the wake? I see this as a pseudo-explanation firmly rooted in the 
Western belief that when there is empty time it should be 'killed' in one way or another. 
That one also simply could pass the time by doing nothing, by going to sleep, by 
contemplating one's navel, or by thinking about nothing in particular does not enter the 
Western mind. Life in the rural communities of pre-Westernised Indonesia went at a 
leisurely pace and waiting long hours - for the rains to cease, for a river to subside and what 
not - must have been a common experience for everyone. Why then was riddling confined 
to the context of the death-wake? Why didn't one gossip about other people - definitely a 
most popular pastime - or talk about the events of the day to while away the hours of the 
wake? It cannot be denied that nowadays in Halmahera one riddles 'because that is what one 
does at such occasions' and that it has become no more than a way of passing the time. But 
there must have been more to it and a few ethnographers, aware of this, have proposed other 
less superficial explanations. One is that riddles would serve to confuse the spirit of the 
deceased so that helshe could not find its way back. This is little more than a gratuitous 
guess, and it was therefore rejected by Kruyt who offered a much more interesting and better 
founded alternative explanation in his (1929) article 'Raadsels en de Dooden' (Riddles and 
the Dead).' Noting that riddling was resmcted to the death-wake in the West Toraja area but 
that among the East Toraja riddles could only be told in the period between the flowering and 
the ripening of the rice, he med to establish a link between the two customs. The solving of 
riddles, he argued, releases a magical power which by the East Toraja is directed towards the 
promotion of the growth and maturing of the rice grains. The West Toraja apply the same 
power to strengthen the crops against the bad influence of the spirits of the newly deceased. 
To support this hypothesis he pointed to the fact that the main thrust of the Toraja death 
rituals is to ensure the speedy removal of the spirit before it can do any harm (as it otherwise 
would) to the gardens. 

I believe that in drawing this parallel Kruyt was led astray by his knowledge of the death 
rituals. What he overlooked was that for the East Toraja the growth, flowering, and ripening 
of the rice is essentially the same as the process of pregnancy and birth in man - as it is in so 
many Indonesian societies including those on Halmahera. Birth and death are essentially one 

'1 have deliberately avoided giving bibliographical and other source references in the main text of this 
contribution, as I felt that it would obstruct the flow of thought. So here follows some supplementary 
information. For the bibliographical references given I refer the reader to the bibliography in W.A.L. 
Stokhofs (1982) neat little monograph Woisika riddles. The Introduction contains a useful survey of the 
state of our knowledge of riddling in Indonesia. 

The Tabaru riddles are from Fortgens (1928). the Tobelo riddles from Hueting (1922). I am indebted to 
Jos Platenkamp for his information on the modem form of Tobelo riddling. The Ternate riddles belong to a 
collection given to me by my informant Abdul Hamid Hasan in 1981. The data on East Toraja riddling can 
be found in Adriani and Kruyt (1912-14) and those on the West Toraja in Kruyt (1929). That the Bolaang- 
Mongondow practice riddling only during the death rituals is mentioned in Dunnebiefs Bolaang Mongondow- 
Durch dicrionary (1951) under tangki'(p.396). His Bolaang Mongondow rexrs (1953) contains a large 
collection of riddles. These references are missing in Stokhof (1982). Finally, that the Murut of Sabah also 
resmct riddling to thedeath-wake was told to me by Jack Prentice. 
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and the same event: the transition from one phase of life to another. So, at least for the 
Toraja, riddling seems to be the means to facilitate this transition. Why it is that riddling for 
birth and riddling for death seem to exclude each other, and why the East Toraja practice the 
one and the West Toraja the other, are questions which remain to be answered. 

In Halrnahera we cannot draw the same parallel because riddling is not connected with the 
growth of rice in this area. Still, I prefer to think that here too 'undoing the knot' of the 
riddle in some mysterious way helps to smooth the transition from this life to the life 
hereafter, so that the riddling act is in fact a last gesture of love and friendship towards the 
man or woman who has started on the long voyage. 

So let me add just one more riddle, again from Tabaru, and a most fitting one: 

- There is a tree; its stem and branches have decayed, only one leaf remains.. . 
The answer: 
- A man dies, but his name stays with us. 

And so it is with Don; we shall always remember him. 
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ON VULGAR TONGUES AND OTHER VENGEFUL BODY PARTS 

An erotophile named Young 
said "This author deserves to be hung! 

He's followed the pattern 
of writing in Latin - 

I thought French was the vulgar tongue!" 
(Laycock 1982: 148) 

Although he well knew that I had no Latin, it's doubtful Don Laycock had me in mind 
when he composed this limerick; more likely he simply selected a name to rhyme with 
'tongue'. Serendipitous nonetheless, it reminds b e  of an occasion when Don treated me to 
an impressive performance of his own vulgar tongue through a virtuoso display of his 
remarkable memory for dirty jokes. 

It was in early 1978, I think, and Don had recently read a tongue-in-cheek contribution I 
had written for the inaugural issue of Canberra Anthropology. In that article (entitled 
'Bursting with laughter: obscenity, values and sexual control in a Massim society') I 
analysed a number of risque anecdotes, jokes and folktales from Goodenough Island (or 
Nidula, in the D'Entrecasteaux Group of south-eastem Papua) in an attempt to relate their 
thematic content to the islanders' social values and cultural representations. It was a 
foregone conclusion, for example, that a people so preoccupied with food-growing, food- 
conservation and food-giving should find grim humour in the subversion of these concerns 
by means of 'oral' jokes. Less predictable was the frequent occurrence of 'bursting bellies' 
in their obscene stories, and a good deal of my essay was devoted to an explanation of the 
significance of this motif. More broadly, I claimed that the folk humour of Goodenough 
Islanders, implicit in so many of their myths and explicit in most of their jokes, "typically 
plays upon the misappropriation, misuse or misplacement of food, faeces and sex organs" 
(1977:77). It can easily be shown that such jokes are frequently 'profane' permutations of 
'serious' myths and folktales, and I warned: "If these jokes appear to lack taste to refined 
palates it must be remembered that their earthiness is consistent with the horticultural 
preoccupations of the people who tell them" (p.77). I repeat that friendly warning here. 

Tom Duuon. Malcolm Ross and Darrell Tryon. eds The language g m :  
papers in memory of Donald C. Lnycock. 661-667. 
Pacific Linguisfics. C-110. 1992. 
O Michael W. Young 
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Don Laycock's love of bawdy songs and hair-curling ribald stories, allied to his 
professional linguistic interest in genres of ethno-pornography and comparative scatology, 
made him an appreciative reader of my coy combination of smut and scholarship. He 
bearded me one sunny afternoon in the Anthropology Department tea-corner, and for more 
than an hour regaled me with cross-cultural variants of the 'same' jokes I had recorded in 
Goodenough. From the Sepik to Sydney and frbm Buin to Bundaberg, it seemed, he 
recalled innumerable concordances. There are, after all, only a finite number of dirty jokes, 
and our conversation was rather like the joke about a group of people swapping jokes by 
numbers: the group knows the repertoire so well that each ranconteur has only to repeat a 
number for the others to explode with laughter.1 

To give just one example of the intriguing ubiquity of so many dirty jokes, there is the one 
about a man with a penis so long that he can wrap it several times around his waist and use it 
to seduce unsuspecting women anonymously, and from a safe distance. In the Massim area 
the man's snake-like member invariably comes to a sticky end, chopped into small pieces by 
irate cuckolded husbands. Don had found similar stories in the Sepik area, and mentioned 
one from Sydney in which the predatory penis was severed by a late-night tram while 
crossing George Street. 

We agreed that more research should be done to plot the distribution of such stories in 
Melanesia, to record and analyse their variations from one language area to another, from 
island to island, and even from village to village. What fun to compile a learned, rollicking, 
Levi-Straussian 'mythologique' of ~elanesian'scatolog~ and salacious stories! Alas, more 
than a decade later the task remains undone. 

It both fascinates and frustrates anthropologists to discover concordances over what are 
often considerable geographical, cultural and linguistic distances: and the greater the fit, the 
keener the delight and dismay. They delight because they are so improbable, and they 
frustrate because there is no wholly satisfactdry, restably scientific explanation for their 
coincidence. While on the one hand they point to a common ethnic and cultural heritage, an 
ancestral stock of like stories evolving differentially from a point of origin. on the other hand 
they suggest anew the haunting possibility of the psychic unity of mankind. (Though 
Heaven Forbid that a scientific anthropology should ever be obliged to concede the existence 
of a phylogenetically-based Jungian Collective Unconscious.) At any rate, the banal truth 
that in some degree mankind is everywhere the same is enlivened to a disconcerting extent by 
the discovered co-occurrence of the 'same' story in locations widely separated by space, time 
or culture, and it remains a healthy (if often fruitless) exercise for anthropology and folklore 
studies to ponder such provocative coincidences. 

The hoary old problem, diffusion or independent invention, presented itself again when 
Don showed me, sometime in 1979;English translations he had made of a few dozen Buin 
texts he had recorded in the late s i ~ t i e s . ~  I noted with pleasure that many of the stories were 
familiar to me from my corpus of Goodenough tales; homologous plots, events and 
characters were puzzlingly evident. There is no known connection, prehistorical or recent, 

' 

between Buin in southern Bougainville and Goodenough in the D'Entrecasteaux, and at least 
seven hundred kilometers of empty Solomon Sea separates them. Linguistically they are not 

l ~ h e  punchline occurs when a number hils  to provoke Laughter: "It wasn't the joke, it was the way he told 
it." On the finitude of dirty jokes. see the two-volume study by Legman (1968. 1975). 
2 ~ i s  typescript, entitled 'English Translations of  Buin Texts', is undated. I am most grateful to Lois 
Carrington for reuieving this document fmm among Don Laycock's papers. 
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even remotely related. Goodenough languages are Austronesian (Milne Bay Family); the 
Buin Family of languages (belonging to the East Bougainville Stock) are Non-Austronesian. 

Don's collection of texts contains a few instances of a sub-genre of obscene stories 
common in Melanesia (whether we classify them as jokes, folktales or myths) that features 
what I have called 'the misuse of genitals', of which the detachable sex organ, male or 
female, is but one set. I might add that on Goodenough Island such stories are told in mixed 
groups without any apparent shame, even in the presence of (somewhat to my own 
embarrassment) giggling young children and smirking adolescents of both sexes. 

I offer here a number of cognate examples of those stories that interested Don for their 
'Buin-connection'. Among those he found familiar in my Canberra Anthropology article 
were the following set of three (the fxst of which might be called 'The Man Who Mistook his 
Wife's Genitals for a Sore'). 

1. An ignorantly virginal young man sleeps for a year beside his bride, 
wondering why she does not become pregnant. One day he peeps inside her 
leaf skirts and glimpses her vulva. He rushes off to his parents to complain that 
his wife has a terrible sore between her legs. They patiently explain its 
function, and thoughtfully provide a demonstration of how to copulate. The 
enlightened young man returns to his wife and happily consumates his 
maniage. "This is so sweet," he exclaims. "To think what I've been missing!" 

2. His abstention quickly turns to concupiscence, however, and his wife 
begins to weary of his demands. She -decides to teach him a lesson by 
implanting a sharp sago thorn in her vagina. When her husband has intercourse 
with her again the thorn penetrates his urethra and lodges deep inside. "Serves 
you right," she says as he yells in agony. His penis swells painfully, but 
eventually his wife feels sorry for him. She proceeds to seduce him, and the 
thorn is expelled when he ejaculates. He soon resumes his importunate 
demands on her. 

3. The woman decides to punish her husband again. While they are fishing 
together for prawns one day, she drops a clamshell in the river and calls out: "0 
husband, that thing you love so much has fallen in the water!" She lifts her 
skirts to show him (having darkened her vulva with charcoal to disguise it). 
The frantic husband begins to search among the rocks, but his wife tells him to 
drink the river dry, the easier to find it. He does so and drinks until his belly 
bursts. 

I had collected these texts in the village of Kalauna in 1977, though on that occasion they 
were told as separate stories; the first and second were said to be 'true' anecdotes, the third a 
folktale (Young 1977:83-84). On a return visit to Kalauna in 1989 I heard them strung 
together as a single narrative, more or less as given above. In this conflation, anecdote had 
been absorbed by folktale and the 'joke' had evolved by accretion. 

On a recent visit to the village of Bwaidoka, in south-east Goodenough, I heard an 
additional pair of anecdotes which were tacked onto an opening almost identical to the first 
one cited above. They represent another reciprocal sequence in the gender battle of 
aggressively misused sex organs. 
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4. The weary wife decides to punish her lusty husband. She finds a large 
mudcrab among the mangroves. On retiring to sleep she places it between her 
legs. When her husband raises her skirts and begins to mount her the crab 
seizes his testicles in its claws. He hops screaming into the night. 

5. The angry husband decides to take revenge on his sadistic wife. He catches 
and kills a cuscus, slits its belly and removes its entrails. Before retiring that 
night he winds the entrails around his penis. Then he has intercourse with his 
wife. As he withdraws from her afterwards he exclaims, "Look! Your insides 
are coming out!" She hops screaming into the night. 

It is only a matter of time, I suspect, before these two segments join the three in Kalauna 
to form an even longer narrative. The plot and thematic sequence might then appear as 
follows: 

1. Husband's ignorance and abstinence (wife's vulva is a 'sore'), followed by 
his enlightenment and concupiscence. . 
2. Wife's response to abuse: sago thorn in vulva to cool husband's ardour 
(vulva = sago thorn), followed by reconciliation and resumed concupiscence. 

3. Wife's second revenge: crab hidden between legs to punish husband (vulva 
= crab, simulating vagina dentata). 

4. Husband's counter-revenge: cuscus entrails around penis to punish wife 
(vulva = cuscus). 

5. Wife's ultimate revenge: detachable ('lost') vulva to mck husband (vulva = 
clamshell), followed by husband's death by bursting. 

In these stories the wife's vagina is mistaken for, made to masquerade as, or otherwise 
symbolically equated with: a sore, a sago thorn, a mudcrab, a cuscus, and a clamshell. (The 
hapless husband probably wished he had remained in blissful ignorance of his wife's protean 
sex organ!) The emphasis is on the vengeful vagina's capacity to hurt the male, rather than 
on the penis as a weapon to subdue the female. Kalauna men's uneasy fear of female 
genitalia is amply indicated. 

A few words need be said about the foolish protagonist. He is that stock figure in world 
folklore, the fool, buffoon, simpleton or nincompoop. The last describes the Kalauna 
character best, for according to Legman (1968:116) in Restoration slang 'nincumpoop' 
(derived from non compos mentis) meant 'a silly soft, uxorious fellow', remarkable for his 
sexual ignorance. Among Don's Buin texts are a number of brief tales about a Buin 
nincompoop called Oguronu. In one of them he is climbing down a betel palm one day when 
his foreskin retracts. He fears he has 'skinned' and dropped it, and frantically searches the 
ground beneath the tree. He appeals for help to his wife, who 'finds' his foreskin by pulling 
on his penis. "0, it was you who hid it," he exclaims, "while I made myself tired with 
searching." The lost foreskin of this Buin joke is nicely complementary to the lost vulva of 
the Goodenough story. In another Oguronu tale recorded by Don, the foolish hero goes 
fishing and mes to drink the river dry - though unlike the Goodenough use of this motif, it is 
not done at the vengeful behest of his wife. 

One of the more remarkable concordances between a Buin and a Goodenough folktale 
concerns men's oral misuse of female genitals, and a concomitant upward displacement of 
the vagina to the armpit. First the Goodenough Island version: 
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A man from Awaiya visits Galuwata, where he finds it is the custom for 
women to wear skirts over their shoulders and for their husbands to copulate in 
their armpits. When he is offered some betelnut to chew, he is embarrassed to 
see his hosts call their wives over, make them lie down, then dip their 
limesticks into their vaginas. He excuses himself and steps outside to ~ ise  his 
own limepot. When he returns his hosts admire his reddened mouth. "I'll 
show you properly," he says. That night he seeks out an available widow and 
copulates with her in the orthodox fashion. Then he returns home to Awaiya. 
The people of Galuwata are astonished when, in due course, the widow gives 
birth to a baby. "We had got it wrong," they admit, when the widow explains 
what the man from Awaiya taught her. Thenceforth, Guluwata men used 
limepots for chewing betel and women hung their skirts decorously from their 
hips. (See Young 1977:84-85; 1988:85.) 

This myth depicts, among other things, the misuse of female genitals for men's oral 
gratificatioh; the hero corrects this oral perversity and teaches the people of Galuwata the 
proper means of procreation. 

Now for the Buin version, an abbreviation of the story as told to Don by Rea, his Buin 
narrator. 

A boy named Pooto was being looked after by his mother's brother and his 
wife, who used to carry him around on iier back. One day she told him to 
climb a betel palm, but he was unable to pull the nuts free. She told him to 
come down and then climbed the tree herself. While she was plucking the nuts 
the boy looked up her skirt and saw her vulva. When she came down with the 
nuts Pooto was crying. She asked him what he wanted, but he wouldn't tell 
her. She offered him flowers and fetched food for him, but he didn't want 
them and persisted in crying. Finally she said: "Is it your uncle's lime-gourd 
you want?" "Yes", replied Pooto. "Quickly, then, come and eat betelnut." 
And they copulated. She was pleased and contented, for her husband simply 
used to copulate in her armpit and used her vulva only as a lime-gourd for 
dipping in the betel pepper when he chewed. That night as she was sleeping 
with her husband, he went as usual to put his penis in her armpit. She said, 
"Put it in your lime-gourd". He did so and nearly died from pleasure. "Who 
told you it is done like this?" he asked. "Your nephew," she replied. "The one 
you said was mad ..." 

The story develops with Pooto's mother's brother trying to abandon his nephew high in a 
tree. Pooto escapes and returns to his mother, who makes amends by the gift of a pig to her 
brother. Don noted at the end of this text: "Rea has confused here at least two stories. 
Pooto, the boy who invented sex, slept with his brother's wife; this story ends with his 
return home to his mother and the cessation of his brotheis anger". 

The confusion or conflation of two otherwise distinct stories need not concern us here. 
What I want to emphasise is the theme of 'misused genitals' common to the Buin tale of 
Pooto and the Goodenough tale of the man from Awaiya. More than simply a common 
theme, the particular form of improper exploitation of female genitals is identical in both 
stories: sexual and oral gratifications are confounded. Not only are wives' vulvas employed 
by their husbands as lime-gourds for the oral gratification of betel chewing, but also, by an 
identical anatomical deflection, their armpits are used for sexual gratification, as 'vaginas'. 
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The Goodenough version takes the logic of this a step further, by having the women wear 
skirts over their shoulders, modestly covering their mpit/vaginas but thereby exposing their 
limepot/vaginas. The stories differ, of course, in the relationship of the characters to one 
another (Pooto teaches his hlBWi/BWi, the man from Awaiya teaches an anonymous 
widow); they differ, too, in the consequences (Pooto's MB/B is angry and seeks to punish, 
even to kill him, the man from Awaiya rides off into the sunset, as it were, after a blameless, 
even salutary deed). 

One might even see in these moral tales, with their common anatomical perversion of the 
female genitals, a structural inversion of Levi-Strauss's nature/culture dichotomy. Sex in the 
armpit is a displacement of betel chewing in the vagina: as if men had declared the latter to be 
of primary, 'natural' importance. Copulation - and procreation - are then secondary to betel 
chewing. In these hypothetical cultures the commonsensical formula: 

sex : chewing betel :: nature : culture 

is inverted: 

chewing betel : sex :: nature : culture. 

In both myths the enlightened hero's task is the reversal of these categories, the 
restoration of 'natural' and 'cultural' functions. The role of nincompoop is reserved for 
others - an entire village in the Goodenough instance. 

Not so rare as it may seem, the vagina-in-armpit motif is a variant of Stith Thompson's 
Motif F547.5.7, 'The Extraordinary Vagina'. A paradigmatic joke from urban USA 
(Legman 1968: 118) neatly deploys the nincompoop: 

The fool on his wedding morning sees his naked bride lift her arms to brush her 
hair, and notices the tufts of hair in her armpits. "Oh boy," he chortles, "two 
more! " 

It hardly needs to be said that in Melanesia the genre of 'dirty joke' is not categorically 
distinct from that of 'myth'. Even when they do differ (one man's myth is another man's 
joke) they have much in common. Thematic elements are remarkably stable; they evolve 
along fairly predictable lines; inversion and complementary oppositions figure prominently, 
and so forth. Like myths, jokes can be viewed as 'attempting' to resolve contradictions, 
both social and psychological. Where jokes do differ from myths, of course, is that they 
must (by definition) at least try to be funny. Whether or not they succeed in provoking 
laughter is not critical; a failed, unamusing joke does not disqualify it from membership of 
the genre, and we invariably recognise it by its humorous intention. 

Jokes might seem to be more innocent than myths in that they cany little or no ulterior 
purpose (they are unlikely to pretend to explain how the world works, and even less likely to 
serve as charters to land rights or chiefly succession). But this innocence of purpose can be 
deceptive. On closer inspection their deconstruction reveals values, attitudes, beliefs, 
sentiments, dispositions both personal and public - in short, matters deeply serious. Don 
Laycock well knew this, and his profound interest in obscenity, bawdry, dirty stories and 
other verbal erotica was to that extent intellectually respectable. As a connoisseur of verbal 
obscenity of all kinds, he savoured the disguised human predicaments it presented. 
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Bronislaw Malinowski once quipped that "anthropology is the science of the sense of 
humour7'.3 Don Laycock would have happily claimed that distinction for linguistics too. 

So, this sharp-edged memory of Don in full flight in the sun-flooded afternoon: white 
shirt billowing adrift from sagging belt, a well-worn thong dangling precariously from a bare 
foot, and -counterpointed by my own gleeful stutters of agreement - his breathless chuckles 
interrupting the inspired thoughts tumbling over his vulgar tongue. 
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